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Nov. 25.

—

7.VTOVVIOV is a name remarkable from its

resemblance to the Arabic Zeitun, which means a
place of olive trees, and is repeatedly found in
countries where that language is spoken, but as
none of the names of Greece are derived from the
Arabic unless through the Turkish, as the Turks
have corrupted Zeithn into Isdun, and as Zvroviov
is found among the bishoprics of the province of

VOL. II. b



2 MELIS. [chap.

Larissa in the ninth century, there can be little

doubt that the name came into use with others

still existing, which are found in the Notitise Epis-

copatuum, and is not to be traced to an Oriental

origin. There are about 3000 Turks in the town,

and 2000 Greeks, who are poor, or at least afraid

of not appearing so. The district confines east-

ward on that of Armyro, and is bordered in the

other directions by Neopatra, 'Agrafa, and Fer-

sala. It contains near 60 villages, of which the

population is almost entirely Greek.

The strength of the castle hill of Zituni, the

secure and convenient distance of the place from

the sea, and its abundant sources of water, point it

out at once as the position of an important Hellenic

city, which an inscription copied at Zituni, by Paul

Lucas, shows to have been Lamia 1
. And this is

amply confirmed by Livy and Strabo. The latter

places Lamia above the plain, which lies at the

head of the Maliac Gulf, at a distance of 30 stades

from the Spercheius 2
. Livy describes it as situated

on a height distant seven miles from Heracleia, of

which it commanded the prospect 3

,
and as lying

1
IloXtc 2£/3a0T?/wj' AapuEwv

MraffiXaSay ELapafiovov, Qvitei

Be Ezvotyavrov, aperrie evekev

Kal Evvolag rf}c £t£ avrt]v .

—

P. Lucas, Voyage dans la

Grece, &c. tome i. p. 405.

2 ’Atte^el Be Aafxlag b 2brqo-

\Eibg TTEpl rpiaKovra arabtovg,

vir£pKEipL£vr]g tteBiov nvog Kadt]-

Kovrog £7ri t'ov MaXia/cov koXtvov.

—Strabo, p. 433.

3 Eodem tempore quo Ro-

mani Heracleam, Pbilippus La-

miam ex composito oppugna-

bat Intersunt septem

millia passuum et quia Lamia

quum posita est in tumulo, turn

regionem eammaxime despeetat

oppidum, qua breve interval-

lum videtur et omnia in con-

spectu sunt, &c.—Liv. 1. 36,

c. 25.
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on the route which led from Thermopylae through

the passes of Phthiotis to Thaumaci 1

.

The only remains I can find of the ancient city

are some pieces of the walls of the Acropolis, form-

ing a part of those of the modern castle
;
and some

small remains of the town walls constructed of

masonry of the third species, at the foot of the hill

beyond the extreme modern houses to the east-

ward. On the opposite side of the town, a brisk

little river turns fourteen mills, situated one above

the other, on the slope of the hill. The same
method is practised at Dhomoko, but there with

only four mills.

The ancient importance of Lamia is shown by
its silver coins, and by the occurrence of its name
in ancient history, on some important occasions,

particularly in the year B.C. 323, when the Athe-

nians, on the death of Alexander, were excited

by the “
sibi mortifera facundia” of Demosthenes

to renew their struggle with Macedonia. Anti-

pater was at first unsuccessful, and retired into

Lamia, where he was besieged by the Athenians,

but their commander Leosthenes, having been

slain, and Antipater having received a reinforce-

ment from Asia under Craterus, the Macedonians

were again enabled to meet the enemy in the field,

and terminated the war by a victory near Crannon 2
.

In the year B. C. 191, Lamia was besieged by
Philip, son of Demetrius ; Livy, in relating this

1 Liv. 1. 32, c. 4. V. supra, Polyb. 1. 9, c. 29. Pausan.

vol. i. p. 458. 1. 10, c. 3. Plutarch, in De-
2 Diodor. 1. 18, c. 9, et seq. mosth.

Arrian, ap. Phot. cod. 92.

B 2
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transaction, takes notice of the rocky soil of Lamia,

which prevented the Macedonians from making

so rapid a progress in this siege as their comrades,

who were similarly employed at Heracleia on the

opposite side of the plain 1
. In the following year

Lamia was taken by the Romans under Manius

Acilius Glabrio 2
.

The castle of Zituni commands a most beautiful

and interesting prospect; and being itself a remark-

able point, is an excellent geographical station.

There is no other of equal altitude which compre-

hends so complete a view of the country adjacent

to the head of the Mediae Gulf, or at least that

affords so much assistance in understanding the

history of the celebrated events which have oc-

curred on this scene. Having the advantage to-

day of a most diaphanous atmosphere, I easily re-

cognize the places with which I was familiar in

1802 .

The most striking part of the prospect is the

vast Q^tesan range of mountains extending from

Callidromus above Thermopylce
,
as far westward as

the summit near Karpenisi named Velukhi, not far

to the left of which is seen Patratziki or Neopatra,

below one of the highest summits of the range
;

to the left of that town rise the stupendous preci-

pices called Katavothra, which fall in a north-

eastern direction to the plain of Zituni. In the

opposite quarter, towards the entrance of the gulf,

is seen Stylidha 3

,
the port of Zituni

;
and in a line

1 Liv. 1. 36, c. 25. 3
'ZrvXlha.

•
Id. 1. 37, c. 5.
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with it the most westerly inlet of the sea, which

here advances to within three miles of the town.

Near the shore, on this side of Stylidha, appears

the village Aghia Marina
;
and beyond Stylidha

the slope of Mount Othrys, as far as the entrance

of the jEuboic Straits. The promontory of Lithadha

in Euboea forms a lofty peninsula in the center of

the gulf, to the right of which the view compre-

hends a long reach in the Euboic channel
;
and at

its entrance the islands anciently called Lichades, to

the right of which is Mount Cnemis, with the village

of Mola at its foot. From hence, to the beginning

of the pass of Thermopylae
,
a narrow plain abound-

ing with wood extends along the shore, behind

which are the hills below Pundonitza, which con-

nect the mountains Cnemis and Callidromus, and

at their foot a remarkable rock, upon which I ob-

served, on my former visit to this country, some

remains of ancient monuments. It is nearly in a

line with the castle of Pundonitza, seven degrees

to the left of which appears the peak of Khlomo

above Talanda. Considerably to the right of Pun-

donitza begins the precipitous termination of Mount

Callidromus above the salt springs, which gave

name to Thermopylae h

This alone is the proper pass, for to the east-

ward of it the hills, though now difficult to pene-

trate on account of the woods, form a very regular

slope from the summit of Callidromus to the para-

lian plain, about Mola
;
the above-mentioned rock

1 See the plans of the Pass, Thermopylae, at the end of this

and of the country around volume.
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with the ancient remains, being at the foot of a

part of this slope, is not very near the pass, and

cannot therefore be the site of any of the places in

the pass mentioned by Herodotus
;

it may indicate

perhaps the position of Nicaea 1

. Thereabout it

must have been that Hydarnes descended to the

rear of Leonidas. The eastern extremity of the

pass was a little to the left or east of the derveni,

or guard-house, from whence to the upper or

western salt-springs, precipices overhang the pass,

gradually increasing in height from the former

position to the latter, immediately over which

they are highest. Above these precipices there

is still an elevated country of varied surface, gra-

dually rising to the foot of the snowy and fir-clad

summit of the mountain
;
and in this place, just

under the highest peak, stands the village of

Dhrakospilia 2
.

Below the district of Dhrakospilia, to the west-

ward, extends a regular and cultivated declivity,

which belongs to another village named Dha-

masta 3

,
and reaches to the Asopus, and Thermo-

pylae, terminating at the latter in a long stony

slope corresponding to the plain of Anthele of

Herodotus, which lies between the upper salt

source of Thermopylae proper, and another pass

to the westward where the road is confined be-

tween cliffs and a marsh, and where are also some

sources of hot salt water. But this latter pass,

lying between the plain of Anthele and the Aso-

1 Polyb. 1. 10, e. 42 ; l. 17,

c. 1.7. Strabo, p. 428.

2
Apak'o<77rt\ui.

3 Aajuaara.
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j
man plain, may be turned through the slope of

Dhamasta. So that supposing the sea and marshes

to have occupied all that which now forms a plain

in front of Thermopylae
,
the real pass will be re-

duced to the space between the derveni and the

old or upper sources, or in other words to the

space eastward of the plain of Anthele
,
which is

now occupied by the course of the eastern salt

springs and their deposit. Dhamasta is situated

at the head of some cultivated declivities at the

foot of a precipice under the upper heights of the

mountain, and around it there is a considerable

tract of vineyards. The cultivated slope imme-

diately below the village is separated by some

shrubby steeps from the Asopian or Trachinian

plain. To the right of Dhamasta is seen a little

table land on the mountain, upon which, among

the woods, stands a monastery of the Panaghia,

and near it to the right, is an acclivity reaching to

the crest of the Zygos, or connecting ridge, which

unites Mount Callidromus with the great CEtcean

summits, and over which passes the modern road

from Zituni to Salona. This Zygos is cultivated

in patches quite to the top. The summit of Par-

nassus makes its appearance above a shrubby

height
;
one of the lowest of those bordering the

plain, and which to the westward is bounded by

the precipitous ravine of the Asopus, which river

here traverses the mountain nearly in the same

oblique direction in which it crosses the plain.

To the right of the Asopus for two miles are seen

the great precipices from which the city Trachis

derived its name, and which about the middle
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advance considerably into the plain. Above them

are seen some small villages, situated on cultivated

slopes, extending as far as the great summit which

is called Patriotiko, or Patratzikiotiko, from its

being immediately above Neopatra, or Patratzlk.

This summit is covered with firs and other

trees. Between the cliffs of Trachis or Hera-

cleia, to the westward, and the still higher

precipices called Katavothra, where the valley is

narrowest, a cultivated declivity advances into

the Trachinian plain. Here on the edge of the

plain are the villages Vardhates, Alpospata, and

Franzl. A remarkable chasm separates the south

easternmost summit of the Patriotiko from the

Katavothra, and terminates to the left of the

heights of Franzi in a ravine which descends into

the plain near Alpospata, half way between the

end of the Trachinian Rocks and the point of

Franzi. Here and at the foot of the gorge of the

Asopus
,
the land of Trachis is highest, and from

these two points it subsides gradually to the Sper-

cheius. This river is now known by the name of

Elladha 1

;
Mount Callidromus is called Saromata,

—the Asopus
,
Karvunaria.

A pezodhromo well acquainted with all this

country, informs me that there is a road of not

above two hours along the upper region of the

mountain from Dlirakospilia to Pundonitza, which

he has often traversed. It is undoubtedly by the

same route that Hydarnes crossed the mountain,

and the pezo may possibly be a descendant of his

'EWdcu.
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guide
;

for neither the barbarians of the east nor

of the north seem to have colonized much in Me-
tis, if we may judge by the names of places, which

are chiefly of Greek derivation.

Livy thus describes the CEtaBan barrier 1
:

“ These

mountains which divide Greece in the middle, as

Italy is divided by the ridge of the Apennine,

extend in a continued line from Leucas and the

western sea to that on the eastern side of Greece

;

they are so uneven and rocky, that not only

armies, but even ordinary pedestrians find a diffi-

culty in crossing them by the few paths which

they afford. At the eastern extremity they are

named GEta, and their highest summit Callidro-

mon, at the foot of which, towards the Maliac

Gulf, there is a pass only sixty paces in breadth.

This is the only military road which affords the

means of transit to an army, when it meets with

no impediment from an opponent. Hence the

place is denominated Pylse, and sometimes Ther-

mopylae, the latter name being derived from some
hot waters, which have their sources in the pass

itself.”

Strabo agrees with Livy in considering the

proper GEta to have been the eastern portion of

the ridge which stretches across the continent

from the Ambracic Gulf, as well as in describing

the summit nearest to Thermopylae as the highest

point of CEta 2

;
in which latter opinion, however,

they were both mistaken, Mount Patriotiko being

1

Liv. 1. 36, c. 15. rarov he Karci rag QepfxOTrvXaQ.

Tpayy ku'i v\ptjXdr, v^i/Xd- —Strabo, p. 428.
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considerably higher. Strabo further remarks, that

(Eta was 200 stades in length, that it terminated to-

wards the sea in precipices which left only a narrow

passage for the road from Thessaly into Locris, and

that the pass was called Pylae, or Stena, or Thermo-

pylae, which last appellation was derived from some

hot waters, sacred to Hercules. He adds that the

mountainwhich rises above the pass bore the name of

Callidromum, though some gave this denomination

to the whole range, extending through iEtolia and

Acarnania to the Ambracic Gulf
;
and that near

Thermopylae, within the Straits, were several for-

tresses, namely, Nicaea on the sea shore of Locris,

—higher up Teichius, and Heracleia, which was

founded by the Lacedaemonians in a position six

stades distant from the ancient Trachis, and Rho-

duntia, in a strong situation. The geographer

then subjoins some remarks borrowed from Hero-

dotus, who, as his object was that of tracing the

progress of Xerxes and his host through the eastern

part of Greece, confined himself to a description

of the eastern extremity of that belt of country

which is referred to by Livy and Strabo. After

having described the march of the Persian army

through Thessaly and the Achaian Phthiotis,

Herodotus states that Xerxes then entered Melis,

near a gulf where the sea ebbs and flows. “ Here,”

he continues, “ is a plain, large in one part, and

in another very narrow. High and inaccessible

mountains, called the Trachinian rocks, surround

the land of Melis. The first city in the gulf,

proceeding from Achaia, is Anticyra, near which

the river Spercheius, flowing from the flEnianes,
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falls into the sea. About 20 stades from it is

another river, named Dyras, which is reported to

have first made its appearance to relieve Hercules

when he was burning. Twenty stades farther is

a third river called Melas, five stades distant from

which is the city Trachis. Between the moun-

tains where Trachis stands and the sea, the plain

is widest
;

its whole surface contains 22,000 ple-

thra. In the mountain which encircles the Tra-

chinian land, there is an opening 1

to the south-

ward of Trachis, from which the river Asopus

issues, and then flows along the foot of the moun-

tains. To the south of the Asopus is a small

river, named Phoenix, from whence to Thermo-

pylse the distance is 15 stades 2 .”

A comparison of this passage with the topogra-

phical sketches at the end of this volume, will, it

is hoped, carry with it the conviction, that the

names mentioned by Herodotus are there correctly

placed, notwithstanding the surprising change

which appears to have taken place in consequence

of the accumulation of soil brought down from the

upper country by the rivers, especially the Sper-

cheius. The Asopus is recognized by its Siao-^di;,

or rocky gorge, through which it issues into the

plain : between it and the Spercheius are found

the two streams corresponding to the Melas and

Dyras, which now, instead of falling separately

into the sea, unite, and then discharge their

waters, as does the Asopus itself, into the Sper-

cheius. The latter, instead of meeting the coast

1

Siaocpdt,,

13

2 Herodot. 1. 7, c. 198.
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nearly opposite to Lamia, as it appears to have

done in the time of the Persian war, not only re-

ceives the Dyras, Melas, and Asopus, as tributary

streams, but continues its course on a line parallel

to the pass of Thermopylae *, at a distance of a

mile from the hot sources. It then forms a delta

in that new plain which has been created beyond

the pass, and which has thus caused the head of

the gulf to be removed three or four miles from its

ancient position. The consequence is, that all the

lower plain, although intersected with marshes at

all seasons, and scarcely passable in the winter,

affords in summer a road through it from Zituni

to Mola, which leaves Thermopylae two or three

miles on the right, and renders it of little or no

importance as a pass in that season. This I had

particularly occasion to remark on my former visit

to Thermopylce and Zituni, which was in the month

of July.

The inclination of the new course of the Sper-

cheius, in the direction of Thermopylae, and to-

wards the south-western corner of the head of the

gulf seems connected with the form of the high

land on either side of the plain. As the (Etaean

chain rises much more abruptly than the ridge on

which Lamia stood, it is probable that when the

gulf extended as far westward as the meridian of

Lamia, the deepest water was towards the southern

shore, whence the new plain formed itself more

speedily on the northern than on the southern

1 The plan being intended the river have not been re-

only to describe the pass of garded.

Thermopylae, the windings of
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side, and the new stream had therefore a tendency

towards Thermopylae. So copious, however, is

the deposit from the salt springs, and so rapid the

formation of new soil below them, that this cause

has been sufficient, together with the alluvion of

'Mount Callidromus, aided perhaps by the Asopus,

to prevent the Spercheius from approaching nearer

than a mile from the foot of the mountain. The

increase of land at the head of the gulf is still

rapidly continuing
;

for I remember to have ob-

served, on my former journey, some of those

basins for making salt which are common on the

coast of Greece, so far removed from the shore

that they had been abandoned, and new salt-pans

had been constructed nearer the sea.

Nov. 26.—This day, at T2.45, leaving Zituni

for Neopatra, we traverse the plain to a bridge near

Franzi, crossing some rice-grounds, which, though

thev have not been cultivated for some years, im-

pede us by the little mounds of earth which serve

to divide the ground into small squares for irriga-

tion : we afterwards follow the bed of a canal

(avXaKi) made for the same purpose, and at 1.23

cross the Spercheius. The bridge consists of planks

strewn with earth and resting upon trunks of trees

supported by the piers of a stone bridge, which

was carried away by an inundation. From hence

we resume a winding course among corn-fields,

and at 1.55, at the foot of the hills below the vil-

lage of Franzi, join the route from Salona to Neo-

patra. Here is a mill turned by a very consider-

able stream of water, which descends to the Elladha.

Mount Callidromus is well seen from hence in pro-
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file, giving a perfect idea of the track pursued by
the Persians after they had attained the part of the

mountain near Dhrakospilia
;

for this practicable

ground, which comparatively may be called a

plain, occupies the entire face of the mountain be-

tween the summit and the precipices, overhanging

Thermopylce
,
and beyond this elevated region there

seems no longer any great difficulty in descending

to the positions of Nic&a and Alpeni. We now
follow the foot of the magnificent precipices named
Katavothra, and at 2.17 leave the small village of

Kostalexi, a little above us on the left. At 2.35

pass along the edge of another named Komo-
ladhes, below which there is a small wood of

plane-trees. Here the Turk, proprietor of the

village, advances from his pyrgo, and invites us

to lodge with him. The river is at a small dis-

tance on the right, but leaves a broad plain on the

opposite side
;
the valley is narrowest opposite to

Franz! . Our road now continues, as far as Neo-
patra, along a stony slope formed by the torrents

descending from the gorges of Mount Katavothra,

which rises like an immense wall, shading the

road from the afternoon sun for several hours, like

the similar precipices at Mistra. But the Kata-

vothra are much higher than the abrupt termina-

tions of Mount Taygetum in the Spartan valley.

We arrive in the town at 4.

Neopatra, by the Turks called Badrajik, stands

partly at the head of a long stony slope, similar to

that below Mount Katavothra, and partly upon a

ridge which rises at the back of the slope, termi-

nating above in a steep detached summit of a
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peaked form. On this height are the ruins of a

small castle of Lower Greek construction, or per-

haps a work of the Franks in the fourteenth cen-

tury, when Neopatra was conquered from the

Greek despot of Western Greece by the Catalans,

and became a part of the duchy of Athens under

the Spanish sovereigns of Sicily until Thessaly

was overrun by the Turks. The ridge is pro-

tected on either side by a ravine, in which flows

a torrent, (pzvpa)
;
that on the west has a wide

gravelly bed
;
the eastern is shaded by plane trees,

and waters numerous gardens around a suburb

which stands below the ridge on that side. These

streams do not fail in summer, but after turning

many mills, irrigate plantations of tobacco in the

plain. The Spercheius, or Elladha, is diverted

from the general course in which it descends to

the sea from the westward by the long projection

of the hill of Neopatra, which forms a diminishing

ridge almost as far as the river’s bank.

The town is inhabited by about 500 Turkish and

150 Greek families. Their proportion accounts for

the prevalence of the Turco-Greek name, riarpar-

lr)Ki, in preference to that of Neopatra. The latter

however is well known to be the right appellation,

and the bishop is styled tmv Newv TTarpwv. Almost

all the power is in the hands of an Albanian Bey,

placed here by Aly Pasha. The district contains

between 30 and 40 villages, all Greek
;
not long

ago there were 70, so great have been the emigra-

tions of late from this part of the country. The
major part of these villages are in the subjacent

plain. The town contains one church besides the
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metropolitan, and a third unfinished, which the

Greeks have lately been permitted by Aly Pasha

to rebuild. The streams and gardens of the town,

and its lofty position are very agreeable, but the

air is said to be unwholesome in the summer and

autumn, which the natives ascribe to the exhala-

tions of the tobacco plant, though undoubtedly

the rice-grounds, as at Zituni, equally contribute,

and probably the overhanging mountains, as well

as the want of a good Imbat in the Maliac Gulf,

which is too narrow and too much excluded from

the open sea by surrounding mountains to receive

in perfection that great corrector of the air in the

maritime parts of Greece.

There is no direct road over the mountains from

Neopatra to Salona : the usual route falls into

that from Zituni to Salona at the ascent of the

CEtcean pass. That from Neopatra into Thessaly

passes the Elladha nearly opposite to the village of

Ghenokladha *, and crosses the opposite hill at the

derveni of Karya, so called from a small village

of that name to the left of the road : it then de-

scends upon Taukli, near which it joins the road

from Zituni to Dhomoko. The hills which bound

the valley of Neopatra to the north are included in

its district, but immediately beyond them begins

that of 'Agrafa. Not far above Neopatra the plain

widens to the breadth of five miles, and here the

Elladha is joined by the Vistritza, a large branch

which descends with great rapidity through a

gorge dividing the Patriotiko from a peaked

mountain lying between the former and Mount
1
TevoicXdSa.
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Velukhi. The Vistrltza crosses the plain obliquely

in a wide gravelly bed, and joins the Elladha im-

mediately opposite to Neopatra, at a distance of

three or four miles. Its waters, like those of the

Elladha, serve to irrigate some rice-fields in the

lowest part of the valley.

About ten miles above Neopatra, the valley of

the Spercheius is reduced to narrow limits by the

approximation of the two ranges of hills. Karpe-
nlsi is reckoned nine hours from hence, its position

lying to the left of the summit of Velukhi, near the

sources of a branch of the Aspropotamo which joins

the main stream near the monastery of Tetarna.

The sources of the Elladha are on the northern and
eastern sides of the same mountain, which seems
clearly therefore to be the ancient Tymphrestus

;

for Strabo states that the Spercheius had its origin

in Tymphrestus, and that Mount Othrys extended

from the Maliac Gulf to Tymphrestus and Dolopia 1

.

The two most distant tributaries of this river flow

from Neokhorio of Kostriava in 'Agrafa, and from
Mavrilo in the district of Neopatra. These streams

are joined by other branches from the summit, in-

termediate between (Eta and Tymphrestus
,
but by

none of any magnitude from the Othryan range of

mountains. The Vistrltza, which is almost as large

1

. . . . rfjQ Odpvog, bpovg Tov be 'Zirepyetoi) nefirr]i.ievog

7rpoc apicrov Ketfievov rrj 4>0tw- (Homerus soil.) iroWaKtg, tbg

Tibi, b^topov be rui TvfMppriaru) em'^wptov Teorajjtov, rag rn'iyag

tm opei Kelt roig AoXoipiy, eke~i- eyovrog ek TvjUtpp^trTOv, Apvo~

Qev be TrapaTEtvovTog elg rci tvlkov opovg EKbtbbvrog

TrXrjcriov tov MaXicucou kuXttov . be 7rXrjaioy Qep/J.OTrv\t3 v hetciEv

avrioy gal Aafiiag.— Strabo,

p. 433.

VOL. IE C -4-
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as the Elladha itself, originates in a ridge which

stretches in a south-easterly direction, uniting Ve-

lukhi with Vardhusi, and which, from its forests

of beach, is known by the name of Oxies.

There are many large quadrangular blocks of

stone, and foundations of ancient walls, on the

heights of Neopatra, as well as in the buildings of

the town, particularly about the mosques and foun-

tains : several of these remains are of white mar-

ble, of a species different from the Attic, and which

was probably quarried in the adjacent mountains.

I observed some shafts of columns of this material,

but could not find a capital. In the metropolitan

church, which is a wretched old building with a fall-

ing roof, there is a handsome shaft of white marble,

and on the outside of the wall an inscription in small

characters of the best times : of which I was unable

to decipher any more than the three last words

—

a

7

to 'Ytrara/wv 7ravrwv. Another stone, inscribed in

a similar character, is sufficiently legible to show

that it recorded grants of proxenia to foreign bene-

factors. As in one of these records the Hypateei,

and in another the council, or magistrates of the

iEnianes, conferred the favour 1

,
we may infer not

1 The following are some parts of it :— tp 'XnaTaioi

thoaav 7rpo^e{yiav (£7ri)vo/.«av ’iyKrrjaiv ttclvtiov

avrp /cat (iyyovoig) .... /cat r aXXa ivavra ocra Kal to~iq

dXXoi(g Trpot,tvoig)

'Apyovridv 'Avrivoov .... ’ApicrTWP . . cucreXaov

. . . . 7rpo^tviag Qaiviov . . . .

. . . . Aiu>v 'AXeZdvdpov . . . .

tCjv Alvidvwv eSioKe Tcpo&viav Sbjaurrpdrw dfiXiov ’Adr/vaiut’

(eyy)voi rag 7rpoi;ev(i ac Ai)icatapypQ ’AKpiwvoc, Uvppiuc K«\\ . .

Y. Inscription, No. 18.
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only that Neopatra is the site of Hypata, but that

Hypata was in the country of the iEnianes, and
probably their chief town : the grant in one case

was perhaps confined to Hypata, and in the other

extended to the whole district. The latter inscrip-

tion is on a broken block of white marble, lying,

under a plane-tree, near a fountain in the Jewish
burying-ground, and not far above the western

torrent
;
on the opposite side of which an ancient

sepulchre was lately excavated. It produced no-

thing but bones
;

but it serves to confirm the very

natural supposition that the city was bounded by
the two torrents. If Hypata was the chief town of

the iEnianes, we have an obvious reason for the

non-existence of any coins of Hypata
;
the money

coined here having probably all had the inscrip-

tion Aiviavojv.

The length of 200 stades which Strabo assigns

to the proper CEta, seems to leave little doubt that

the Mount Patriotiko, which is the highest point

in this part of the country, is the proper summit
of (Eta

;
and it is not improbable that the name

Hypata may have been originally Hypceta, as

having been situated immediately under (Eta.

But there was also a city (Eta, said to have been
founded by Amphissus, son of Apollo and Dryope 1

,

where it is to be supposed that the beautiful coins

with the legend Olraltov were struck. As Herodotus
and Thucydides distinguish the (Etsei from the Tra-
chinii, and as Stephanus describes CEta to have been
a city of the Melienses, we have good reason for

f\f \\ 'A 'll)'* lit Ml A A *

•>!%>/(> n \ O a(
/ inWnfiu-T - fi-r r'r*' \

1

Antonin. Liberal, c. 32.

c 2
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believing that it stood at the foot of Mount Patri-

otiko, towards the Trachinian plain. It was the

same place, perhaps, as the hpov aarv, to which,

according to Callimachus, the Hyperborean offer-

ings were sent from Dodona in their way to De-

lus 1

,
and which gave name apparently to the Hie-

renses, one of the three tribes of the Malienses 2
.

Oita may have been called the sacred city, from

the worship of Hercules, and because near it, on

the mountain, was Pyra, where Hercules was said

to have died on the burning pile,—a place of such

sacred celebrity, that the Roman Consul, Acilius,

ascended thither from Heracleia to offer sacrifice,

continuing his route from thence across (Eta and

Corax to Naupactus 3
.

The two other tribes of the Malienses were the

Paralii and Trachinii, the former of whom evi-

dently occupied the maritime towns of Anticyra,

Phalara, and Echinus, the latter the opposite

mountains, with the adjacent part of the plain

round Heracleia. As to Lamia, although once

a city of the Paralii, it would seem afterwards

to have been altogether separated from Melis

;

for we find coins both of the MaAnwv and

Aa/utwv. Echinus 4 preserves its name, slightly

corrupted into Akhino, Phalara was probably the

modern Stylidha, and Anticyra
,
which stood at

the mouth of the Spercheius 5

,
should now be

1 Aevrepov lepov drrrv kcll ovpea MrjXiSog airjc.

Hymn, in Delum. v. 287.

2 Thucyd. 1. 3, c. 92.
5 Herodot. 1. 7, c. 198.

3 Liv. 1. 36, c. 30. Strabo, p. 428.

4 Scymn. Ch. v. 602.
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sought for towards the middle of the plain below

Zituni. There were some other towns of the

Malienses, the names of which only are preserved,

without any indication of exact locality, such as

Colaceia 1

,
JEgoneia 2

,
and Irus, or Ira 3

.

With these particulars as to the position of the

Malienses and iEnianes, there is little difficulty in

adjusting the local distribution of the other small

districts, which were surrounded by Doris, Locris,

Thessaly, and iEtolia. Their exact boundaries

cannot easily be defined, but their relative situa-

tion may be inferred from that of their cities.

Included between the south-eastern extremity of

the Thessalian plains and Melis were the Phthi-

otae, whose towns have not been named by Homer.

Their capital at that time was probably Pharsalus;

in latter ages, when Phthiotis extended to the

Pagasaean Gulf, and maritime commerce was in its

meridian, Thebae Phthioticae rivalled Pharsalus.

Westward of the Pharsalia was Dolopia, a

mountainous country, which, falling to the great

Thessalian plain, extended westward to Atha-

mania, and bordered southward on iEtolia and

the iEnianes. It corresponded to the northern and

eastern part of the modern 'Agrafa
;

its prin-

cipal town is not specified in ancient history.

The situation of Dryopis is exactly indicated by a

passage of Strabo already referred to, which shows

it to have been adjacent to Mount Tymphrestus,

1 Theopomp. ap. Athen. 1.

6, c. 16.

3 Lycophr. v. 903. Stephan.

ill Aiywveta.
3 Schol. in Lycophr. ibid.

Stephan. in"Ipa, "Ipoe.
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now Velukhi
;

whence, on comparing this fact

with other geographical data which have been

mentioned, the general inference may be drawn,

that the Dryopes occupied the upper valleys of the

Spercheius, and the iEnianes the lower, as far as

the entrance into the plains of Melis, near the

modern Franzi. The iEnianes derived their name
perhaps from Anias, which, as it often occurs

simply, or in composition as a river’s name, both

in Greece and Italy, would seem to have been a

generic word for river in the Pelasgic tongue. There

is some reason to believe, from a story related by

Plutarch, that the great branch of the Elladha,

called Vistritza, was anciently named Inachus.

He states, that in the last migration of the iEni-

anes, they removed from Crissa to the country on

a river Inachus, which was partly occupied by
Inaehii and Achgei, and that the iEnianes ac-

quired this portion when Hyperochus, king of the

Inaehii, had been slain by Phemius, king of the

iEnianes h

Nov. 27.—At 1.30 p.m., setting out from Neo-
patra we descend by a path which conducts along

the side of the mountain above the lower suburb,

where on the skirts of the upper town, the remains

1 Plutarch, Q,u. Gr. 13.

Phemius killed Hyperochus in

single combat with a sling

;

for which reason a slinger is

represented on some of the

coins of the iEnianes. Ac-

cording to Plutarch, Phemius

prevailed over his adversary in

the same manner in which Me-

lanthus of Attica slew Xanthus,

king of Bceotia. Hyperochus

was followed by a dog. Phe-

mius exclaimed against his com-

ing to the encounter with an

attendant
;
and as he turned

round, in consequence of the

exclamation, discharged the

fatal bullet.
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of a very massive Hellenic wall are observable on

the brow of the slope, showing that Hypata occu-

pied exactly the site of the present town. On a

rock close by a piece of ancient wall, on the

side of the eastern torrent, are two niches
;
one of

these is in the form of a cockle-shell, the other,

which is perpendicularly above it, is quadrilateral.

On the descent of the hills, beyond the gardens

of the lower Makhala, is a handsome wood of elms,

chestnuts, and other trees, and many sources of

water by the road side. We enter the valley

through a wood of plane trees, at 2 join the road

by which we came, and retrace it as far as the

point near Franzi, where we arrive at 4. From
thence an ascent of a quarter of an hour brings us

to the village. On the edge of the plain a la-

bourer was sowing barley, and another behind

him, ploughing it in. In the lower level very

little besides maize and rice is grown. The
cottage in which I am lodged is neat and com-

fortable. The owner of it asks my servant secretly

whether it is true, as reported in the village, that

all the plain belongs to me, and that I am come

to look at the state of it; but, adds he, “When
will he come with his palikaria and take pos-

session V*

Nov. 28.—Departing from Franzi this morning

at 7.52, we descend the hill obliquely, and cross

at 8.4, on the edge of the plain, a wide avlaki,

or artificial channel, which conducts a deep and

rapid stream towards the mill on our left, which I

mentioned on the 26th. From the mill the stream

descends directly to the Elladha, but the water is
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for the most part consumed in watering plan-

tations of cotton and maize. It is a derivation

from the Gurgo-potamo, a torrent which descends

from the great chasm of Mount (Eta, between the

Katavothra and Mount Patriotiko, described on

the 25th.

We now enter the plain which below Franzi ex-

pands to a breadth of six or eight miles, and pro-

ceed in the direction of the rocks of Trachis, by

which I mean those near the site of that city, for

as Herodotus states, that all the lofty mountains

which surrounded this plain were called the Tra-

chinian rocks 1

,
it would seem that he meant to

include among them the precipices of Mount Ka-

tavothra, which were four or five miles from the

site of Trachis. At 8.15 we cross the Gurgo-

potamo, a clear, rapid, perennial stream, which,

after passing through Moskokhori, joins the Elladha

two miles below that village. The Trachinian plain

is little cultivated, and much overgrown with agnus-

castus and oleander. At 8.25 Alpospata, a small

village of fifteen or twenty houses, is a quarter of a

mile on the right. We here cross a small rivulet

running down into the plain. At 8.32 we are at

the low point of hill which appears from Zituni

to project into the plain to the right of the rocks

of Trachis. It is commanded at the back by a

round hill, behind which a gentle slope ascends to

the foot of some great precipices, which are a con-

tinuation of the Katavothra. On the slope stands

1
ovpect vxprjXd Kal a/3ara y/jv, Tpr)yivicu 7rerpui kciXe-

TTEpiK\r)'ui Tvdaav t>)v MrjXicia opiEvcu.—Herodot. 1. 7, c. 198.
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the village of Dhyo-vunia (two hills). The round
height has much the appearance of the site of an
ancient Acropolis, but a man of Alpospata, of whom
I inquire, knows of no remains of ancient walls

there, nor can I perceive any, though we make the

semi-tour of the hill at no great distance. It may,
nevertheless, be the site of the city CEta, or lepov

acTTv of Callimachus, for it lies immediately
at the foot of the great summit of CEta, and is

also very near the borders of the plain of Melis.

Alpospata occupies the lowest declivity of the hill

on the north-eastern side. Proceeding in the same
direction, at 8.41 we have the small village of

Vardhates half a mile on the right, at the foot of

the hill, and at a few paces on the left of the road

an ancient tumulus, near the angle where the

rocks of Tracids begin to overhang the plain. At
8.46 cross a streamlet running from right to left

in the direction of those precipices, and at 8.52

arrive at the foot of the rocks, which rise to the

height of four or five hundred feet with great mag-
nificence and beauty, the bareness of the rock being

relieved at intervals by patches of green shrubs

hanging over it. Continuing along the foot of the

precipices, we arrived at 8.59 at their most project-

ing point, as observed from Zituni, on either side

of which are several sources, issuing from below
the rocks, and collecting into two streams which
meet below the projection. The united river flows

from thence across the plain in the direction of

Moskokhori, a little above which village it joins

the Gurgo-potamo. The sources and river are

called the Mavra-neria
;
the streamlet, which we
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crossed at 8.46, is a branch of it. It seems clear

that the Gurgo is the Dyras, and the Mavra-neria

the Melas, of which word the modern name is a

synonym. In the time of Herodotus these two

streams, which now unite and fall into the Sper-

cheius, discharged themselves separately into the

sea. A little before arriving at the projecting

point, the road, in order to avoid the rivers and

springs, ascends a steep rocky slope, which at this

place forms the base of the rocks. It continues thus

passing just above the springs till 9.3, when it

again enters the level at the foot of the rocks.

From hence for half a mile onwards, towards the

gorge of the Asopus, there are many catacombs

excavated in the side of the perpendicular rocks.

Some of these have narrow entrances, others are

square and open, and one has a curved roof.

Within they are (at least all those I entered) plain

sepulchral chambers, small and low. These cata-

combs and their distance from the sources of the

Mavra-neria, agreeing with that of five stades,

which Herodotus places between the river Melas

and Trachis, determine the position of this city

;

the direction which the rocks take from the pro-

jecting point to the Asopus, equally justifies his

remark, that the Asopus was to the south of

Trachis.

Fifty-four years after the events described by

Herodotus, or in the year B.C. 426, which was the

sixth of the Peloponnesian war, Trachis received a

colony of Lacedaemonians, in consequence of a

complaint made by the Trachinii in conjunction

with their neighbours of Doris, from whom the
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Lacedaemonians were supposed to derive their

origin, that they were harassed by the surrounding

CEtcei, and no longer able to defend themselves 1
.

Thucydides, from whom we learn this fact, asserts

that Heracleia was situated at a distance of forty

stades from Thermopylae, and of twent}^ from the

sea, which latter number, if it be not below the

truth, shows that the sea still reached at that time
to the western extremity of the heights of Thermo-
pylae. After the defeat of Antiochus at Thermo-
pylae, B.C. 191, Heracleia was besieged and taken

from the iEtolians by the Romans under Acilius,

and the circumstances of this conquest, as ex-

tracted from Polybius by Livy, are well illustrated

by the topography. The consul having divided

his army into four bodies, placed one of them on
the Asopus, near the gymnasium, another near the

citadel, a third at the temple of Diana, on the

banks of the Melas, and the fourth towards the

Maliac gulf. The approach was most difficult in

the last direction, which is accounted for by another

remark of the historian, namely, that the plain of

Heracleia was marshy, and abounded in lofty trees.

These, however, were very useful to the Romans,
who, finding moreover every other kind of building

materials necessary for their works in the deserted

houses of the suburbs, speedily constructed towers,

battering-rams, and other implements used by the

ancients in the attack of fortified places 2
. The

1 Thucyd. 1. 3, c. 92. alto et undique prsecipiti habet.
2

Sita est Heraclea in radi- Contemplatus omnia (Consul)

cibus CEtse montis: ipsa in quae noscenda erant, quatuor

campo, arcem imminentem loco simul locis adgredi urbem con-
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JEtolians, nevertheless successfully maintained

their positions in all the four quarters of attack

for twenty-four days, when the consul, finding that

the enemy’s numbers and efforts were diminishing,

resolved upon a general attack of the lower town,

first deceiving the enemy by a feigned relaxation

on his part, and then making a general assault in

the fourth watch of the night. The iEtolians were

surprised, and retired into the citadel. The next

day the consul, after allowing his troops to plunder

the town for some hours, divided them into two

bodies
;

one of these he led by a circuitous route

round the foot of the mountain to a rocky summit 1

,

which was equal to the citadel in height, and was

separated from it only by a chasm so narrow, that the

two summits were within the range of a missile 2
. The

stituit
;

a fiumine Asopo, cftia

et gymnasium est, L. Valerium

operibus atque obpugnationi

praeposuit : arcem extra muros,

quae frequentius prope quam

urbs liabitabatur, T. Sempro-

nio Longo obpugnandam dedit:

a sinu Maliaco, quae aditum

haud facilem pars habebat, M.

Baebium, ab altero amniculo,

quern Melana vocant, adversus

Dianae templum, Ap. Claudium

obposuit : Horum magno cer-

tamine intra paucos dies turres

arietesque et alius omnis ad-

paratus obpugnandarumurbium

perficitur. Et quum ager He-

racleensis paluster omnis fre-

quensque proceris arboribus,

benigne ad omne genus operum

materiam subpeditabat, turn

quia refrigerant intra maenia

iEtoli, deserta, quae in vesti-

bulo urbis erant, tecta in varios

usus non tigna modo et tabulas

sed laterem quoque et caementa

et saxa variae magnitudinis

praebebant.—Liv. 1. 36, c. 22.

1 This summit appears in the

reign of Justinian to have been

occupied by a fortress called

Mycopolis.—Procop. de iEdif.

1. 4, c. 2.

2 Bevocatos inde a medio

ferme die milites, quum in duas

divisisset partes, unam radici-

bus montium circumduci ad

rupem jussit, quae fastigio alti-
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occupation of this height was to be the signal to the

Romans in the town to ascend against the citadel,

but the iEtolians were now disheartened, and the

citadel being crowded with women and children,

and without any preparation for a further defence,

they did not wait for the assault, but surrendered

at the consul’s discretion.

It seems quite clear from this account that the

city occupied the low ground between the rivers

Karvunaria and Mavra-neria, extending from the

one to the other, as well as a considerable distance

into the plain in a north-eastern direction. The
citadel stood on the summit of the same precipice

in the lower part of which are the catacombs. Its

distance above the town justifies the words extra

muros, which the historian applies to it, and may
explain also the assertion of Strabo, that Heracleia

was six stades distant from the ancient Trachis
;

for although the town of Heracleia seems to have

occupied the same position as the Trachis of Hero-

dotus, the citadel, which according to Livy was
better inhabited in the iEtolian war than the city,

may very possibly have been the only inhabited

part of Heracleia two centuries later. The Latin

historian has not left us the means of judging of

the route taken by the Roman division which
seized upon the summit near the citadel,—whether

tudinis par, media valle velut

abrupta ab arce erat
; sed adeo

prope geminata cacumina eorum

montium sunt, ut ex vertice

altero conjici tela in arcem pos-

sint : cum dimidia parte militum

consul ab urbe escensurus in

arcem, signum ab iis qui ab tergo

in rupem evasuri sunt, expec-

tabat. Non tulere qui in arce

erat, iEtoli, &c.—Liv. 1. 36,

c. 24.
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by the ravine of the Asopus, or round the western

end of the rocks near Vardhates. I am informed

that some vestiges of the citadel of Heracleia still

remain, but they are not visible from below
;
and

as it would require a long detour on foot to reach

them, I was under the necessity of giving up the

attempt.

The marshy plain, which in the consulship of

Acilius, occupied the space between the north-

ern wall of Heracleia and the shore of the Ma-

liac Gulf, we may suppose to have been nar-

rower and more difficult at an earlier period,

when Heracleia consequently more completely

commanded the passes from Thessaly into Southern

Greece, as well along the shore by Thermopylae

into Locris, as over Mount (Eta into Doris
;
and

this consideration illustrates a passage in Xeno-

phon, who informs us that when Jason of Pherae

returned from Boeotia into Thessaly after the battle

of Leuctra, (B.C. 371,) he destroyed the walls of

Heracleia, in order that they might not be an im-

pediment to his own free passage into Greece

At a later period its possession by the iEtolians

was a main cause of the power of that people which

balanced that of Macedonia under the successors

of Alexander, especially when after the termina-

tion of the Epirote monarchy they obtained Am-
bracia, and thus extended their wings to either

shore of continental Greece. Had they been a

virtuous and prudent people, or had they been

1

fj,r) tlveq tt\v 'HpclhcXeiciv TTjQ 'E\\aCoc TropsvEadai.—Xe-

ettl (TTEJ'ip ovaciv KaraXa/jopTEe, noph. Hellen. ]. 6, c. 4.

EipyOLEV avrov ft 7VOV fiovXoLTO

13
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guided at the right time by such counsellors as

their prsetor Agelas of Naupactus, they might

have cemented such an alliance as would have

saved Greece from the Romans
;
but all hope of

successful resistance was lost when Heracleia fell,

and two years afterwards Ambracia.

Having quitted the catacombs, after a delay of

five minutes we ride in a direction a little to the

right of the point at which the pass of Thermopylae

begins. This part of the plain is quite unculti-

vated, and overgrown with shrubs. At 9.22 we
cross the Karvunaria or Asopus

,
half a mile below

the rocky opening from which it issues into the

plain, and opposite to the ruins of the village of

Mustafa Bey. Within the gorge there are per-

pendicular precipices on either side, as far up the

stream as the view admits : those on the left bank
are intermixed with wood. The ravine after some
distance winds to the eastward, or exactly in the

direction which Hydarnes wished to follow in his

march over the mountain. At 9.40 the part of

the GEtcean ridge, on which stands Nevropoli, and
which I crossed in 1802 on the way from Zituni

and the bridge of Alemana to Gravia, and
Salona is on our right. A little farther a tor-

rent issues from a small ravine and passes into

the plain in several rills, over a slope a quarter

of a mile in breadth, which has been formed in

process of time by the deposition of the torrent

:

a part of the stream terminates in a marshy
spot at the foot of the slope

; another part

serves to fill an avlaki used for irrigating some
cotton-grounds on the left. As generally found
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at the issue of torrents from the mountains, the

surface of the ground is gravelly, and shaded with

planes and other trees.

At 9.48, half a mile to our right, the road to

Dhamasta begins to ascend the mountain : we halt

three minutes, and then proceed through cotton-

fields watered by another small rill from the hills

on the right. At 10.4 arrive at the point where

begins the western pass, or false Thermopylee, as

it may be called. At 10.8 cross the first stream

of mineral water, which runs with rapidity to-

wards the Spercheius, leaving a great quantity of

red deposit. This I take to be the Phoenix
,
so

called, probably, from the colour of its sediment.

Strabo, indeed, derives the name from a hero

Phcenicius
;
but the Greeks were fond of an heroic

etymology for their names, and as Herodotus

clearly describes the Phoenix to have been in a

narrow psss westward of Anthele, and fifteen

stades from the real Thermopylae, which is found

exactly to be true as applied to this red rivulet,

there can be little or no doubt of the identity.

The junction of the Asopus and Spercheius is on

our left, a little below the khan of Alemana. The

ground being still white and hard with frost under

the shade of the point, and the air very cold, the

stream of the Phoenix is covered with vapour,

though it is much cooler than that of Thermopylee .

Nor is it so much impregnated with salt. The

red deposit also, which may indicate the presence

iron, shows that the water differs from that of

Thennopylce
,

which leaves only a white crust.

The plain between this place and the Spercheius
,
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which is now covered with a fine grass, furnishing

pasture to sheep and goats, appears to have been

formed by the deposit of the springs in the course

of ages. The soil, however, has not accumulated

so rapidly here as below the springs of Thermo-
pylae. At 10.11 we arrive at a second salt spring

or source of the Phoenix
,
issuing at an angle of the

steep bank or cliff, and flowing to the former rivu-

let : here we join the road from Zituni, which now
passes over the foot of the heights. Below on the

left are cotton-fields, and in one place some ap-

pearance of the marsh, which in former ages was
impassable in every part, and reached nearly to

the foot of the cliffs.

At the entrance of the road over the heights

there is a fountain of fresh water constructed in the

usual manner with a low wall, a small basin, and
a spout supplied by a pipe. These Turkish foun-

tains, as they are usually called, are probably

nothing more than the Greek /cpiffai continued to

the present day, with such changes only in the

decorations as the Turkish religion and manners
have required, arabesques with sentences from the

Koran, or the name of the builder, being substi-

tuted for the elegant ornaments of architecture,

or the sculptures allusive to their mythology, which
the Greeks employed.

At 10.20 the heights terminate, and in one

minute more we cross a stream of cold salt water,

frozen at the edges, and then enter upon that which
Herodotus calls the plain of Anthele. This is a

long triangular slope, formed of a hard gravelly

soil and covered with shrubs. It is bounded above

VOL. II. d
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by a rocky ravine which separates the cliffs of the

false from those of the real Thermopylae
;
and it

appears to have been formed in the process of time

by the alluvial matter brought from the mountain

through the gorge. The plain is broadest where

the road crosses it, narrowing from thence to a

point towards the Spercheias, where it terminates.

The precipices at the head of the plain of Anthele

prevent all approach on that side except through

the gorge
;
but this affords an easy though very de-

fensible access from the plain of the Asopus by pass-

ing above the cliffs of the Phoenix or false Thermo-

pylee. In the middle of the plain of Anthele, at

10.30, we cross the deep bed of a torrent now dry,

but flowing copiously in times of rain. On my
former visit I searched in vain, when passing the

greatest part of two days at Thermopylae, for any

remains of Anthele, or of the buildings mentioned by

Herodotus which formed the place of meeting of the

Amphictyonic council. At 10.40 we arrive at the

end of the plain, and enter upon the white elevated

soil formed by the deposit of the salt-springs of the

proper Thermopyke. The upper source is in a corner

retired within the line of termination of the plain of

Anthele, immediately at the foot of the highest part

of the great cliffs. The soil appears to have been

very much raised in the course of ages by the de-

posit. The water is inclosed within a receptacle

of masonry, about two feet in depth, and is seen

springing from the earth below. Some small

superfluities from this basin run down the white

slope, but the main stream formerly serving to

turn a mill which is now in ruins, issues from the
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foot of the slope, its previous course from the

spring to the issue being below the calcareous

crust or deposit. Some of the veins of water

which contribute to it are visible through aper-

tures in the crust at a depth of a foot and a half

below the present surface. From the upper or

western to the lower or eastern hot spring, the

distance is two hundred yards. Between them
a path conducts to some vineyards on the table

summit of a precipice which is advanced in

front of the great cliffs, but ascends no farther

;

the ordinary path from the pass to Drakospilia

leading by a church which is situated on the

heights above the western cliffs, to which there is an

ascent by the bed of the torrent of Anthele. The
sides of the mountain immediately over the pass

(for the great precipices are some distance farther

back) are covered with a thick wood of wild olive,

holly-oak, lentisk, and other common shrubs.

From the lower source there is a distance of

400 yards to a mill which is still in use, the road

leading along the avlaki or artificial canal, which
conducts the water to the mill. The water in the

avlaki is deep, and runs with rapidity, emitting a

vapour which has a strong sulphureous smell. The
sides of the canal, both within and without, arc

clothed with a thick white fetid deposit, which

consists chiefly of carbonate of lime, but seems to

retain a considerable portion of sulphur. The de-

position of this substance is so rapid that the twigs

of the plants which hang into the water, and even

the green leaves, are partly covered with it
;
a fact

which easily accounts for some of the changes that

d 2
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have occurred in the elevation of the surface and

the strength of the pass in the course of twenty-

three centuries. The water throws out a great

volume of smoke as it issues from the mill. It

appears that there was formerly another mill below,

for the avlaki is continued, though in a ruinous

state, beyond the existing mill, along the foot of

the two conical heights marked in the plan, the

easternmost of which is crowned with the guard

house of the derveni. Beyond this height the

canal ceases, and the water is suffered to flow in a

natural course down to the river. A lake of the

same water as the springs, but not hot, occupies

all the space between the mill and the western

conical height, a distance of 150 yards; the avlaki

is there carried along the edge of the lake. There is

another smaller pond behind the derveni, or eastern

conical height, towards its western side. The water

of these pools, like that of the principal hot source,

is very bright, and of a deep blue colour, thus

illustrating in some measure the remark of Pausa-

nias, that the bluest water he ever saw was in one

of the baths at Thermopylae 1

. The coolness of the

water of the two lakes may be ascribed to the slow-

ness with which they are supplied by the subterra-

neous veins, for the water being of the same com-

position as that of the hot springs, is probably hot

also at its issue from the ground. The difference

in quality between the water of the Phoenix and

1 y\avKUT(tTOV
j
uev ulSa vdwp oyojJ.a£ov(rtv oi eirLyivpioi yy~

Oerifrcifxevos to Iv QepfJLOTrvXaLQ, rpovg yvvaiKeiovc. Pausan.

ovn 7rov Trav, aXX' oaov Karetcnv Messen. c. 35.

££ ty)v KoXvnfiridpciv ,
rjvriva
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that of Thermopylae, is practically shown by the

cultivators of the cotton plantations, who carefully

exclude the water of Thermopylae from the cotton,

whereas they use that of the Phoenix to irrigate it.

Neither of the two heights just mentioned, though

very regular in form, has the smallest appearance

of being artificial, and in fact each of them is

united by means of a small ridge with the moun-
tain : from the western to the eastern there is a

distance of 250 yards, and 400 more to the point

where the road, leaving the white soil formed by

the deposit of the thermal waters, begins to ascend

through the wood. This is the eastern extremity

of the real pass of Thermopylae, as the plain of

Anthele is the western.

At a few minutes within the wood stands a mill

turned by a small torrent of fresh water from the

mountain, and belonging to a monastery of St.

George, above Mola : three men of Dhrakospilia

had just arrived to take possession of the mill,

having hired it of the convent, on condition of

paying thirty-five kuvelia of flour of eighteen okes

each, to the convent yearly. They inform me,

that though there are thirty houses at Dhrakospilia,

there are no more than four families now residing

there, but that they have little reason to regret the

reduction of their numbers, as they are now less

tormented by Turkish visitations, particularly that

of the Dervent Aga, a deputy of Vely Pasha, who

has four or five hundred men under his command,

and travels continually in the neighbourhood of

these passes, quartering and living upon the villages.

We met some of his palikaria in the pass; the
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Aga himself was at Neopatra. There was a sharp

frost under the shade of the mountain in the pass,

and the edges of the salt streams were frozen.

Here in the sun, at the mill, it is warmer than is

agreeable. Not far from this spot was probably-

situated Alpeni, or Alponus, the frontier town of

Locris.

At 12.40 we continue to ascend through the

wood, in which, among other shrubs, there is an

abundance of large myrtles; at 1.35 cross the

foundations of a Hellenic wall, traceable for a

considerable distance in an oblique direction

towards the cliffs, which are a continuation of

those overhanging and forming the pass of Ther-

mopylae, and which are here about half a mile on

our right. Similar remains are observable between

the upper and lower cliffs immediately above Ther-

mopylae, the remains of works by which the pass

has at various times been fortified. The founda-

tions of the wall which we cross in the road are

nearly opposite to the height on the left
;
where, as

1 mentioned on the 25th, I found on my former

visit a tumulus, and the foundations of a circular

monument, just above a deep marsh near the right

bank of the Spercheius. It is very probable that

the Hellenic wall was carried from the cliffs to

this point as an advanced defence to the pass on

the eastern side, and that there stood the town of

Nicaia. Thus far I can see no place where the

Persians could have descended. To our left on

the declivity are some small Kalyvia, and fields of

kalambokki. At 1.50 we arrive at a fountain

immediately below a rocky ravine, between two of
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the lower heights of Callidromus. This ravine is

stony and narrow, but is said to afford a route,

though difficult, to Dhrakospilia and the summit

of the mountain, passing by the monastery of Ai

Ianni, which is situated an hour above the foun-

tain. With the telescope I perceive some founda-

tions of ancient masonry on the round summit of

the lower, which is the smaller and westernmost of

the two heights bordering the ravine. These sum-

mits which are nearly a mile distant from the foun-

tain, are themselves very steep, but below them, as

well as around the fountain, there is a level pasture

and an easy descent in every direction, both to the

maritime plain and to the pass. Leaving the fountain

at 2, we cross half an hour afterwards a deep ravine

in which the torrents, descending from the summit

of Callidromus
,
are collected into one bed. It is the

easiest and most direct passage to the summit of

the mountain : no more than two hours being re-

quired to reach Dhrakospilia by this route, though

an equal time is employed in proceeding to the

same place from Ai Ianni, which is only half the

distance. It is probably, therefore, the route by

which the Persians under Hydarnes descended

from the summit of the mountain
;

for Hero-

dotus remarks, that their descent was much
shorter and less circuitous than the route by which

they ascended 1

,
which may be partly accounted for

by the facility of route afforded by the ravine, and

partly by the summit being nearer to this end of

the ridge than to the Asopian plain, from whence

Hydarnes began his march.

1 Herodot. ]. 7 ,
c. 223.
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At 3 we enter the town of Pundonltza.

In referring the ancient descriptions of Thermo-

pylae, or the allusions to it contained in history, to

the real topography, we are immediately sensible

of the great change which the place has under-

gone from natural causes in the intermediate time.

The strength of Thermopylae as a pass now de-

pends upon the season of the year, for as the sea,

instead of bordering the defile, is now at a distance

of three or four miles from it, the difficulty of passing

Thermopylae depends on the dry or marshy state of

the plain. At the Phoenix, or Western Pass, there

is still in winter only a narrow road at the foot of

the hill, bordered by marshes
;

but as these in

summer afford intervals for cultivation, they would

likewise admit of the passage of troops into the plain

of Anthele. In the Eastern Pass, or proper Thermo-

pylae, there is in like manner a plain, more than half

a mile in breadth, between the pass and the Sper-

cheius, and this plain also, although marshy and

sometimes impassable in winter, is partly cultivated

in summer, and presents no difficulties of passage.

Between this level and the cliffs, moreover, there

is a slope formed of the calcareous depositions of

the springs, dry at all seasons, and in some places

four or five hundred yards in breadth.

To show how different this state of the place is

from that which it presented at the time of the Per-

sian invasion, it will be sufficient to extract the

description of the pass by Herodotus, together with

his narrative of the circumstances which accom-

panied the death of Leonidas and his three hun-

dred heroes. “From the river Phoenix,” he says,
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“ to Thermopyloe, there is a distance of fifteen

stades. Between them stands the town named

Anthele, near which the Asopus falls into the sea.

Here the country is open, and contains the temple

of Ceres Amphictyonis, and the seats of the Am-
phictyones, and the temple of Amphictyon. Xerxes

the king stationed his army in Trachinia of Melis,

and the Greeks in the pass called by the natives

Pyloe,but Thermopylae by the Greeks in general 1 .”

The following passage is more particular :
“ The

entrance into Greece through Trachis is half a

plethrum in breadth 2 where it is most confined.

The narrowest part of all the country, however, is

not there, but before and behind Thermopylae :

—

behind, near Alpeni,' where the road admits only

of one chariot
;
and before, at the river Phoenix,

near the city Anthele, where also the space is no

more than sufficient for a single carriage. To the

west of Thermopylae a mountain inaccessible, preci-

pitous, and lofty, extends to (Eta. On the eastern

side of the defile, are the sea and marshes. In the

Strait are the hot-baths called by the natives Chytri,

where stands an altar of Hercules 3
. Anciently there

was a wall with a gate in the pass, which had been

erected by the Phocenses, when fearful of being in-

vaded by the Thessali, who had come from Thes-

protia to inhabit the CEolic land which they now

possess. The Phocenses used every contrivance to

shut the entrance of their land against the Thessali,

andamong other things let loose the hot water upon

1 Herodot. 1. 7, c. 200. importance, see p. 30.

2 This is the pass, which 3 The waters were sacred to

afterwards made Heracleia of Hercules.—Strabo, p. 428.
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the pass to form a torrent. As the greater part of

the wall lay in ruins, the Greeks thought right, upon

the present occasion, to repair it, and make use of

it as a defence against the barbarians. They re-

solved also, as the town Alpeni was very near, that

the Greeks in the Strait should be supplied from

thence with provisions. In this pass the Greeks,

having examined the places and found them con-

venient, resolved to await the attack, judging that

here the barbarians could neither derive advantage

from their immense numbers, nor make use of

their cavalry. Having departed therefore from

the Isthmus as soon as they heard of the arrival of

the enemy in Pieria, some went in ships to Arte-

misium, and others by land to Thermopylae 1 .” Of
the road over the upper part of Mount Callidro-

mus the historian thus speaks :
—

“

This path 2 was
discovered by the inhabitants of Melis, who made
use of it to conduct the Thessalians against the

Phocenses, when the latter shut the pass of Ther-

mopylae with a wall; from that time the path had

been of no use to the people of Melis. It began

from the rocky opening 3 of the Asopus, and was
named, as well as the mountain over which it

leads, Anopaea. It passes over the crest of the

mountain 4
,
and terminates towards Alpeni, the

frontier town of Locris, and towards the rock

called Melampygus, and the seats of the Cercopes,

where the road is narrowest. By this path the

Persians marched,” &c.

1 Herodot. 1. 7, c. 176.
2

arpaivoQ.

3
chatjtyayoc;

.

4 kutci paxLy T°v vvptorj.
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Three accidents concurred to frustrate the en-

deavours of the Panhellenic council at the isthmus

to defend Thermopylae. They were ignorant of

the path over Mount Anopaea, by which the posi-

tion might be taken in reverse, Leonidas himself

having only been informed of it by the Trachinii

on his arrival, when he sent 1000 Phocenses to

defend that route \ Secondly, there was no ex-

pectation when Leonidas marched from the isth-

mus that the troops at Thermopylae would be soon

attacked, the consequence of which was, that none
of the allied states dispatched more than a small

force in the first instance. And lastly, a religious

ceremony, as had happened in the former Persian

invasion, contributed to interpose a delay in the

movements of the main body of the Spartans, while

the Olympic games produced a similar effect in the

rest of Greece. It appears, indeed, that the Spar-

tans would not have sent any of their forces so

soon, had it not been with a view to set an ex-

ample to the allies, and thereby prevent them
from embracing the interests of Persia 2

.

The allies had only time to reach Thermopylae

and repair the Phocian wall, when the Persians

made their appearance before the pass. On the

part of all the Peloponnesians, except the Spar-

tans, there was a wish to reserve their efforts for

the defence of the isthmus of Corinth
;

but as this

gave great offence to the men of Phocis and Lo-

cris, who were supported by Leonidas, it was at

last resolved to remain at Thermopylae, and to

1 Herodot. 1. 7, c. 175. 212. 3
Ibid. c. 206.

217.
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dispatch messengers to hasten the march of the

remainder of the allied forces
1

. Xerxes, meantime,

had been informed that a small body of men, headed

by the Lacedaemonians and their king Leonidas,

occupied the pass
;
but he could not believe that

they really meant to defend it against his multi-

tude, though such was the positive assurance of

Demaratus king of Sparta, who, in the same

manner as Hippias the king of Athens had guided

Datis in the invasion of Attica, accompanied the

Persian monarch in the present expedition.

Xerxes seems to have been ignorant of the real

numbers of the Greeks
;

for the single horseman

whom he sent for information, and who was allowed

to approach unmolested, found only the three hun-

dred Spartans on the outside of the wall, which

concealed the remainder of the Greek forces. The

Spartans were engaged, some in their gymnastic

exercises, and others in combing their hair, which

being their custom when they were on the point of

exposing their lives to imminent danger, proved

to Demaratus that they were resolved upon defend-

ing the position to the last extremity. Xerxes,

however, was still incredulous, and wasted four

days in expectation of their retreat. On the fifth

he sent a detachment of Medes and Cissi against

them. These, and others who succeeded them,

having fought the whole day without making any

impression upon the Greeks, Xerxes was at length

convinced that though he had many men he had

few soldiers
2

. On the sixth day from that on

1 Herodot. 1. 7, c. 176, 207.

2
7roWol fjLti’ avdpuiiroi, oAiyoi c)£ aydpefj. c. 210.
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which the Persian horseman reconnoitred the

Greeks, they were attacked by the Immortals 1

;

but these also soon found that their numbers were

of no advantage in such narrow ground, against

the long spears and large shields of the Greeks.

The Lacedaemonians, who were the men chiefly

engaged in this day’s action, retired several times

as if defeated, and then suddenly facing about,

overthrew great numbers of their opponents 2
.

On the following day the Greeks were not less

successful in maintaining their post. All the

allies were present except the Phocians, who were

guarding the passage over the mountain. Xerxes,

convinced at length of the infinite superiority of

the Greek soldier, was reduced to such a state of

embarrassment, as might have made Mount GEta

the term of his expedition, had the allied forces

of the Greeks arrived in time to defend the upper

passage of Mount Anopoea as well as Thermopylae

had already been defended. It seems to have

been on the eighth day of the operations that the

Persian king obtained from a Trachinian named

Ephialtes, whose countrymen had joined the Per-

sian army 3

,
a knowledge of the path over the

1 So called because they well suited for action in a plain,

were always kept complete to but unfit to contend with the

the number of 1 0,000 ;
their Lacedaemonians in the Pass,

commander was Hydarnes.— who, secure under the cover of

Herodot. 1. 7, c. 83. their large shields, inflicted

2 Diodorus (1. 11, c. 7) re- their blows with fatal certainty

marks, that the small shields upon the light-armed and ill-

and short javelins of the Per- protected Persians.

sians rendered them agile, and 3 Ctes. Persic. 24.
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mountain, by which he might send a body of men
into the rear of the Greeks, and thus attack their

position on both sides 1

. In the evening, Hydarnes

with the Immortals began his passage over the

mountain, by a circuitous path which at first

ascended the ravine of the Asopus. He marched

all night, with the mountains of the CEtsei on the

right, and those of the Trachinii on the left, and

arrived at daybreak near the place where the

Phocians were posted. As the enemy advanced,

unseen, through a forest of oaks which covered

the upper parts of the mountain, the Phocians

would have been surprised had not the rustling of

the dead leaves under the feet of the enemy,

which the calmness of the morning rendered au-

dible, advertized them of the approach of a large

body of men. They had only time to arm, when
a shower of Persian arrows obliged them to retreat

to a more defensible position upon the summit of

the mountain 2

,
where imagining that the enemy

had come expressly to attack them, they prepared

to resist to the last. This movement being pre-

cisely what the Persians wished, they took no fur-

ther notice of the Phocians, but descended the

mountain. Meantime, the Greeks at Thermopylae

had heard of the movement of Hydarnes, and the

whole camp was informed of it before day-light.

A council was immediately held
;

the result of

which was, that all the Greeks should retire to

their respective cities, except the Lacedaemonians,

1 Herodot. 1. 7, c. 213.
2

E7rt roii ovpeoe rov Kopv/.iftov.— c. 218.
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Thespienses, and Thebans. Ephialtes, having calcu-

lated that he should arrive at the eastern end of

Thermopylae about the middle of the forenoon, had

recommended to Xerxes to attack the Greeks in

front about that time. The Persians advanced

accordingly, and Leonidas met them in the widest

part of the pass, having advanced in front of the

wall. Great numbers of the Persians were slain,

many fell into the sea, and many were trodden to

death under the feet of their own comrades. The
Greeks, knowing that they could not avoid their

fate when the Persians should arrive in the rear,

fought with all the energy of despair, and having-

broken their spears, came to action with their

swords alone. Here fell Leonidas, and two of the

half brothers of Xerxes. The chief contest was

now for the body of the Spartan king, which the

Greeks at length gained possession of, after having

four times obliged the enemy to retreat. Thus
each side had alternately the advantage, until the

arrival of Hydarnes, when the Greeks, retreating

to the narrowest ground, retired behind the wall,

and from thence gained the hill in the pass, upon

which a stone lion was afterwards erected in

honour of Leonidas. Here, assailed on every side,

they were all buried under the missile weapons of

the enemy, with the exception of the Thebans,

who had been retained by Leonidas solely because

their city was already suspected of medizing
;
and

who, when the Greeks retreated to the hill, ad-

vanced to meet the Persians, when some were

slain as they approached
;
the rest had quarter,
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but were afterwards branded with the royal mark

of Xerxes h

Diodorus, Plutarch, and Justin, give a very dif-

ferent account of the death of the Spartans, repre-

senting that they penetrated in the night into the

camp of Xerxes, and there fell, after slaughtering

the Persians for several hours. This improbable

tale deserves not a moment’s confidence, when op-

posed to the historian who was a cotemporary of

the heroes of Thermopylae.

According to an epitaph on the polyandrium at

Thermopylae, cited by Herodotus, “4000 Pelopon-

nesians fought there against 300 myriads 2.” His

enumeration, however, amounts only to 3100 3
.

There is reason to believe, therefore, that Isocrates

and Diodorus were right in supposing the 300

Spartans to have been exclusive of the Lacedaemo-

nians 4
. From the cities of Greece northward of

1 Herodot. 1. 7. c. 233. and gives it as an instance of

Plutarch (de Malign. Herodot.) the malice of Herodotus,

denies the truth of this story,

120 of Orchomenus in 223.—in Archid. vol. ii. p. 78,

300 Spartans.

1000 Tegeatae and Man-

tinenses.

Total, 3100

Herodot. 1. 7, c. 202.
4

Isocrat. paneg. vol. i. p.

Arcadia. ed. Auger.—Diodor. 1. 1 1, c. 4.

1000 other Arcadians. In the former the number is

400 Corinthians. 1000 altogether. In the latter,

200 of Phlius. 1000 besides the 300 Spar-

80 of Mycenae. tans.
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the Isthmus there were about 3000 \ and as all the

7000 were hoplitse, and were undoubtedly attended

by a proportion of light-armed, it is probable that

about 10,000 Greeks were assembled, when the

impossibility of defending the pass having been

proved, the Spartans and Thespienses alone under

Leonidas and Demophilus, devoted themselves, by
remaining, to certain destruction 2

.

The Persian land forces assembled in Melis

amounted, according to Herodotus, to 80,000

Asiatic cavalry, and two millions of infantry, among
whom were included 300,000 Europeans from

Thrace, Macedonia, Thessaly, and other states of

Greece, and the followers of the camp were

even more numerous than the combatants 3
. The

only proof which the historian has left to cor-

roborate this statement is the mural measure-

ment of the Asiatic infantry in the plain of

Doriscus in Thrace, where 10,000 men having-

been set apart and made to stand close together, a

wall was built round them, and the inclosure was

successively filled until the whole army was thus

counted, and found to amount to 1,700,000 4
.

Such a process, if carefully and fairly executed,

could scarcely have failed to produce an approxi-

mation to the truth within 10,000. It is obvious,

1 700 of Thespia.

400 of Thebes.

1000 Phocians.

2100, to whom are to be

added the Eastern Locrians,

(Herodot. ubi sup.) who went

Travarparty. These are reck-

VOL. II.

oned at 6000 by Pausanias,

but much more probably by

Diodorus at 1000.
2 To these Pausanias (Pho-

cic. c. 20) adds the Mycenaei.
s Herodot. 1. 7, c. 184, 185.
4 Herodot. 1. 7, c. 60.

E
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however, that there may have been many persons

interested in producing a false muster. We may

readily credit that the host of Xerxes was one of

the largest which ever entered an enemy’s country.

Asiatic armies have always been greater in pro-

portion than those of other countries, in conse-

quence of the peculiar structure of society, which

pervades almost the whole of that continent. And

in this instance we know the numbers assembled

to have been the result of a four-years’ preparation,

to have been collected from the whole Persian

empire, which then included Egypt as well as all

Western Asia, and to have been augmented by the

forces of Europe, from the extremity of Thrace to

the foot of Mount (Eta. But some of the same

causes, which facilitate the collection of large

armies in the east, render it difficult to arrive at

any certainty as to their exact numbers
;
and the

impossibility of finding subsistence in an enemy’s

country for such a multitude, although attended as

they were by all the naval forces of the states which

supplied the troops, is alone sufficient to justify a

disbelief in the numbers of Herodotus.

The silence of Persian history on the invasion of

Greece has been supposed to invalidate the truth

of the whole transaction, or at least to show that it

was nothing more than an expedition of some pro-

vincial satrap, magnified by Grecian vanity, and

which being unsuccessful, the Persians took no

great pains to record. But no person who has re-

flected on the history of Greece, or has read Hero-

dotus with attention, will easily entertain such an

opinion. With the sole exception of the amount
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of the enemy’s land forces, there is no reason to

question the statements of Herodotus, who in his

narrative of the Persian invasion has left us one of

the most cautious and accurate narratives that ever

was written, not even excepting those of Thucydides
and Polybius. The conquest of Egypt is no more
recorded in Persian history than the failure of the

expedition to Greece. The oblivion of both these

events we may attribute to the same cause : namely,

the total loss of the literature and history of ancient

Persia, of which the arrow-headed character was
the element. A few names only of the ancient

monarchs seem to have escaped that literary

wreck.

The following are a few reflexions occurring on
a view of the scene of this celebrated event. Ther-

mopylae appears to have been the name generally

applied to the whole road or passage at the foot of

Mount Callidromus, from the plain of the Asopus

to the woody slopes which commence a little beyond
the modern derveni. But it is distinctly divisible

into three parts, the pass of the Phoenix, the plain

of Anthele, and Thermopylae proper. The latter

was the only part very defensible against a great

disparity of numbers
;

for, as I have already re-

marked, it is not difficult to turn the pass of the

Phoenix from the westward, and to descend upon
the plain of Anthele, which being more than half

a mile in breadth, leaves only for the real Stena

or pass, the part where are the hot springs,

anciently called Chytri, and now Therma 1

,
toge-

rci Oep/xa.
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ther with the two ponds of the same kind of water,

and the two conical heights. Above all these rise

immediately steep woody slopes mixed with rocky

precipices, behind which are other precipices still

higher, which impede all communication but along

the foot of the hill by the hot sources, ponds, and

conical heights. Herodotus gives reason to believe

that the wall of the Phocians was built a little

eastward of the western salt spring, which issues

on the eastern edge of the upper extremity of the

plain of Anthele, so that the current from this

spring may have flowed along the exterior side of

the wall. The /coAwvoc kv ry k<r6Sw, or hill
1

in the

pass, which was the last retreat of the Spartans,

and where the stone lion was erected in honour of

Leonidas, I take to have been the western of the

two small heights, this being nearest to the posi-

tion of the Phocian wall, and the narrowest part of

the pass, which begins to widen near the hill of the

Derveni. The latter moreover being rocky, whereas

the former is smooth and even, will better corre-

spond to the rock Melainpygus, upon which were

the KepKunrcov 'kSpui, or seats of the Cercopes 2
. A

little beyond this hill eastward, the pass termi-

nates : the woody heights, which rise steeply

1 The word koXcjvoq is used

by Plutarch as well as He-

rodotus, and applies precisely

to such heights as the two in

the pass of Thermopylae.
2 The Cercopes were robbers

who infested the pass, and who

were subdued by Hercules.

The rock Melainpygus was so

called from a ridiculous pvdoQ,

connected with this feat of Her-

cules, wdiich forms the subject

of a very ancient sculpture on

a metope of one of the temples

of Selinus in Sicily.
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from the saline sources and ponds, diminish in

height, and at the same time recede to the

southward, leaving at their feet a long practi-

cable slope covered with wood, which reaches to

the marshes near the mouth of the Spercheius,

and which I traversed on quitting Thermopylae for

Pundonitza.

In regard to the route of Hydarnes from the

plain of Trachis, over Mount Callidromus, other-

wise named Anopsea, to Alpeni, there can be little

doubt from the words of Herodotus, that it began

by ascending the ravine of the Asopus \ which,

having (as before remarked) a direction from

the eastward, and being perfectly concealed, was

thus well adapted to the object of the movement

of Hydarnes. After following the ravine for

some distance, a rugged and circuitous ascent

would conduct him to Dhamasta, from whence the

route was comparatively easy to Dhrakospilia, a

little beyond which probably was the position of

the Phocians. After engaging with them until

they retreated to the neighbouring summit of the

mountain now called Saromata, he descended by

the torrent, which I crossed at 2.30, and turning

westward on arriving at the modern route from

Pundonitza to Thermopylae, reached, without any

further difficulty, the position of Alpeni and the

eastern end of the pass. As he quitted the camp

of Xerxes in the dusk of the evening, and arrived

1 ’E^et 0 £ wc>£ rj arpa-nos (katr^ctyoc peovroc.—Herodot.

uurr]‘ ap^ercu fiev cnro rov ]. 7, c. 216.

’A(tw7toD norapov tov ctct ri'ic
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at the Phocian position at day-break, he was about

eight hours on his march, the transaction having

taken place in the beginning of August. Even if

the road had been as good as the ground could

possibly admit, the distance could not have been

less than twelve miles : on considering, therefore,

the steepness of the ascent from the vale of the

Asopus, the varied surface of the mountain in the

upper region, the necessary halts and other delays

incidental to the march of 10,000 men by such

a path as the historian has described, partly

through a thick forest, and in the night, the time

does not seem too much in proportion to the dis-

tance to be performed. The descent was not

much less than the ascent in actual distance but

was very different in other respects, being little

encumbered with rugged ground or forests

;

and the march was performed by day. These

causes combined would produce a great dimi-

nution in time
;

so that Hydarnes probably was

not more than five hours in the descent, in-

cluding the delay occasioned by the skirmish with

the Phocians, and may have arrived at Alpeni

about nine o’clock in the forenoon. The only dif-

ficulty in the historian’s narrative is, that he states

Hydarnes, in commencing his march, to have left

the mountains of the CEtsei on his right hand, and

those of the Trachinii on his left, which tends to

the belief that he began his ascent from the plain

to the westward of the Trachinian rocks, about the

modern Vardhates. But as this would have dou-

bled the distance, and the words of Herodotus de-

cisively indicate the ravine of the Karvunaria as
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the beginning of his route, we are to conclude that

all the summits above the city of Trachis and the

Trachinian rocks, on one of which the citadel of

Heracleia was afterwards built, then belonged to

the GEtsei. The Trachinia, it is easy to conceive,

comprehended all the mountain Callidromus, as

far as the boundaries of Locris
;
and thus, notwith-

standing the city Trachis was on the right of Hy-

darnes, the GEtaean mountains
,
during a great part of

his march, may have been on the right, while the

Trachinian were on his left. The stillness of the

dawn, which saved the Phocians from being sur-

prised, is very characteristic of the climate of

Greece in the season when the occurrence took

place, and like many other trifling circumstances

occurring in the history of the Persian invasion, is

an interesting proof of the accuracy and veracity

of the historian.

A little more than two centuries after the Per-

sian invasion, in the year B.C. 279, the Gauls,

whose appetite for plunder had been more excited

than satisfied by that of Italy, Illyria, Pannonia, and

Thrace, turned their steps towards Greece, which

then offered a more tempting field for the plun-

derer than any country in the world. They first

made their appearance in Macedonia, where in

two successive years they defeated Ptolemy Ce

raunus and Sosthenes k Elated with this success,

they now advanced towards the southern provinces

of Greece, having principally in view the pillage of

1 Polyb. 1. 9, c. 35. Pausan. Phocic. c. 19. Justin.

1. 24, c. 5.
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the temples of Greece, and particularly that of Del-

phi. They were met at Thermopylae by an allied

army of Greeks, amounting to about 23,000 infantry

and 2000 cavalry
', together with all the Athenian

triremes which could be collected. The chief ma-

nagement of the war was entrusted to the Atheni-

ans, who were led by Callippus, son of Mcerocles.

The Greeks, having destroyed the bridges of the

Spercheius, and stationed a body of troops to op-

pose the Gauls in crossing at the same point, Bren-

nus effected a passage with 10,000 men nearer to

the sea, where the river spreading over the low

grounds formed a lake and marshes instead of the

single and steady stream which it presented higher

up. Loftiness of stature, says Pausanias, being a

general characteristic of the Celtic race, some of

their tallest men waded over the marshes, while

1 The following is the enumeration of the several contingents,

by Pausanias :

—

Foot. Horse.

From Boeotia 10,000 . . 500

Phocis 3,000 ..

Locris Opontia 700

400

iEtolia 7,090

Antiochus, king of Syria .

.

500

Antigonus, king of Macedonia 500

23,190 1,500

Add for the horse of the Megarenses

andiEtoli, whose numbers are not

specified, about 800

Total, 23,190 2,300
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some employed their shields as rafts, and others

passed over by swimming. The Greeks then with-

drew their forces from the river, and retired within

the pass of Thermopylae. The next measure of

Brennus was that of obliging the people of Melis

to construct bridges over the Spercheius, and he

then crossed with his whole army, which had con-

sisted, when he first entered Greece, of upwards

of 200,000 men \ After having laid waste the

country, and murdered the inhabitants around

Heracleia, which was then in the possession of

the iEtolians, he proceeded against the Greeks

in Thermopylae. Being informed of their amount
by some fugitives, and despising the smallness of

their numbers, he attacked them at sun-rise on

the day after his arrival at the entrance of the

pass. But neither the military skill nor the armour
of the Gallic infantry, qualified them to contend

with Greeks. Their shields were a very insuffi-

cient covering, and their swords were made to cut

only, having no point 2
. The cavalry, in conse-

quence of the narrowness of the ground and of the

rocks and torrents was of no use on either side.

The Gauls attacked with their accustomed impe-

tuosity 3

,
and fought with the utmost perseverance

1 Horse «• 20,400

Two mounted attendants to each horseman. . 40,800

Infantry 152,000

213,200

According to Justin, the Gauls entered Macedonia with

120,000 infantry, and 15,000 cavalry.

2 Polyb. 1. 2, c. 30. 33 ;

3
Id. 1. 2, c. 33. 35.

1. 3, c. 114.
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notwithstanding the wounds inflicted by the battle-

axes and swords of the hoplitae, as well as by the

javelins and arrows of the light-armed. Many
even drew out the missiles of the Greeks from

their own bodies, to hurl them back upon the

enemy. Unable, therefore, with all their efforts

to obtain any advantage, they regained their camp,

after considerable loss, by a retreat as tumultuous

and confused as their attack had been, and in

which those who were trodden to death by their

own comrades or who were lost in the marshes,

were not less numerous than those who fell in

the engagement. The success of the day was

in great measure due to the Athenian galleys,

which were conducted with great difficulty and

danger through the marshes, until their missiles

were brought to bear upon the enemy.

On the seventh day after the battle, a body of

Gauls ascended Mount GEta by a narrow path

near the ruins of Trachis, not with a view of cross-

ing the mountain into the rear of the Greek posi-

tion, but for the purpose of plundering a temple

of Minerva, situated above the ruins of Trachis.

They were met and beaten by the iEtolians from

Heracleia, whose commander, Telesarchus, fell in

the action. Brcnnus now attempted to detach the

iEtolians from the confederate army, by under-

taking an expedition into their country with the

view of thus obliging them to march to its defence

:

40,000 Gallic infantry and 8000 horse having-

crossed the Spercheius, as if marching into Thes-

saly, suddenly entered iEtolia and attacked Cal-

lium, which they took and treated with the most
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merciless cruelty
;
but having been encountered

on their return by the iEtolians from Thermopylae

reinforced from various parts of JEtolia, they were

completely defeated, and not half their number
returned to the camp of Brennus.

An example of that selfishness and disunion

which has been the bane of Greece in every age

was now destined to favour the invader. The
Heracleotae and iEnianes, tired of the protracted

stay of the enemy in their territory, and thinking

only of the readiest means of ridding themselves

of the evil, undertook to guide the Gauls across

Mount Callidromus by the same path 1 which the

Persians had followed. Brennus resolved upon

conducting the expedition in person. Leaving

Acichorius, therefore, in charge of the main army,

with orders to attack the Greeks in front, as soon

as those who crossed the mountain should arrive

in their rear, he ascended Callidromus at the head

of 40,000 men.

A body of Phocians, for the defence of the road,

had been stationed on the mountain, as in the

time of Xerxes, and to as little purpose. A dense

vapour covering the summit, the Phocians were

not apprized of the approach of the Gauls until

they were attacked, when, after a short resistance,

they retreated with all expedition to their comrades

at Thermopylae. The whole army then embarked

in the Athenian galleys, and thus effected its re-

treat without further loss. Brennus, upon learn-

1

ctTpcaroQ is the word ap- from Herodotus to Procopius,

plied to this road by all authors The modern word is fiovoiran.
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ing that Thermopylae was evacuated by the enemy,

without waiting for Acichorius marched forward

to Delphi, where he suffered a variety of disasters

which the Greeks believed to have been caused by

an immediate interposition of Apollo in defence of

his sanctuary. If Pausanias was truly informed,

the Greeks were assisted on this occasion both by

an earthquake which detached some of the rocks

of Parnassus and rolled them upon the enemy, and

by a thunder-storm which was succeeded by snow

and a supernatural degree of cold. The next day

they were attacked in the rear by the Phocians,

when Brennus with difficulty escaped, and effected

a junction with Acichorius. A panic terror caused

the Gauls to kill one another
;
and the Greeks,

assembling from all sides, harassed them to such

a degree that with difficulty they regained the

Spercheius, when they were again so vigorously

assailed l^ the Thessalians, that, if Pausanias is

to be believed, not one returned from Greece.

Although there may be some superstitious ex-

aggeration in the accounts which obtained credit

in Greece of this defeat of the Gauls, none of the

circumstances are incredible in a country so sub-

ject to earthquakes, and thunder-storms, and to

sudden changes of temperature in the mountains.

No place in Greece is more likely than Delphi to

be the scene of such a conflict of the elements, or

is better suited, by its local peculiarities to pro-

duce the effect upon ignorant strangers which
Pausanias has described. When terror had once

overpowered the minds of the invaders their de-

struction easily followed, exposed as they were to
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an enemy well acquainted with all the natural re-

sources of the country, and ready to harass them
in their retreat through some of the most difficult

passes in Greece.

In the year 207 B.C., when Eastern Greece
was the seat of war between Philip, king of Mace-
donia, son of Demetrius, and the iEtolians, who
were then in alliance with the Romans, and with

Attalus, king of Pergamus, the pass of Thermo-
pylae was fortified by the iEtolians with a foss and
dyke, which was soon afterwards taken by Philip 1

.

Sixteen years afterwards, Thermopylae was occu-

pied by Antiochus, king of Syria, when at war
with the Romans, who were then in alliance with

Philip. Antiochus brought with him 10,000 in-

fantry, 500 horse, and six elephants 2
. The iEto-

lians were also opposed to the Romans, but
afforded little assistance to Antiochus. The con-

sul Acilius, commander of the Roman army, after

laying waste the districts of Hypata and Heracleia,

both which cities were then in the hands of the

fEtolians, encamped in the pass near the fountains

of hot water, over against the king, who had forti-

fied his position with a wall, and a double ditch

and rampart, and who, mindful of what had hap-
pened to the Lacedaemonians in former time as

well as recently to Philip 3

,
had prevailed upon the

1
Liv. 1. 28, cc. 5. 7. mentions this fact, which, al-

Liv. 1. 35, c. 43 ;
1. 36, though the word nuper seems

cc. 15. 19. hardly applicable to such a
3 Et nuper Philippum ab space of time, could hardly

iisdem Romanis. It is thus have occurred but during the

incidentally only that Livy campaign of 207, b. c.
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iEtolians to occupy with 2000 men three castles

upon the mountain named Tichius, Rhoduntia, and

Callidromum 1

;
upon learning which the consul

detached Flaccus his legate against Tichius and

Rhoduntia, and Cato against Callidromum.

On the morning after the arrival of the Romans

at Thermopylae, both parties drew out their forces.

Those of Antiochus were in two lines in front of

the rampart, a part of his light-armed occupying

the heights above the hot sources. The Mace-

donian Sarissophori was in the centre : on the

right, as far as the marshes, were the elephants

with their guards, and behind them the cavalry.

The remainder of the army formed a second

line. The position, though we may suppose

it to have been somewhat increased in breadth

since the time of the Persian, and even of the

Gallic invasion, by the gradual effect of the same

causes which have at length left a considerable

plain between the pass and the Spercheius, was

too narrow for such an order of battle as that of

Antiochus, against infantry which had now esta-

blished its superiority over the phalanx. His

line, therefore, was obliged to retreat behind

the first rampart, and was defending the second

with some advantage, when the troops of Cato,

who had surprised the iEtolians in Callidromum,

appeared on the summit of the heights above the

pass, threatening the rear of the king’s position,

1 Appian (Syriac, c. 17-) 1000 men to each of them,

speaks only of two summits, Plutarch, in his life of Cato,

Callidromum and Tichius, and says their number was GOO.

adds that the iEtolians sent

13
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and the destruction of his whole army. A preci-

pitate retreat was the immediate consequence,

which would have been still more disastrous to the

Greeks than it proved, had not the narrowness of

the pass rendered the advance of the Roman in-

fantry difficult, and that of the cavalry impossible,

in face of the elephants, which the Romans at

length found it more easy to kill than to capture.

The pursuit, however, was continued as far as

Scarpheia
;

scarcely any more than 500, who
formed the body-guard of Antiochus, escaped to

Chalcis, and the loss of the battle obliged Antio-

chus to retire into Asia.

There are still the remains of three Hellenic for-

tresses on the side of Mount Callidromus above

Thermopylae : one of these is on the westernmost

of the two rocky heights which include the ravine

of the torrent of Anthele

;

the second is above it,

near Dhamasta
;
the third occupies the summit

described by me at 1.50, as lying on the right

of the road, about half way from Thermopylce

to Pundonitza. As the consul sent a single body
of troops against Tichius and Rhoduntia, and an-

other against Callidromum, it is natural to suppose

that the two former were those not far distant from
one another on the western side of the mountain,

and I am disposed to believe that Tichius was the

higher, as Appian gives the names of Tichius and
Callidromum to two summits of the mountain. It

will follow that Callidromum was the third for-

tress, the position of which accords with the cir-

cumstance of Cato, soon after he had taken Calli-

dromum, having made his appearance on the hills
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threatening the rear of the king’s position, and

consequently towards the eastern end of the pass.

Had these fortresses existed at the time of the Per-

sian or Gallic invasions, or even when Philip occu-

pied Thermopylae against the Romans and iEto-

lians, they would probably have been brought into

notice on those occasions. They would seem,

therefore, to have been constructed during the sixteen

years which elapsed between the last-mentioned

period and the Antiochian campaign
;
probably

by the /Etolians, who had then extended their

dominion from the borders of iEtolia proper, to

those of Locris. The want of such an addition to

the na-tural defences of this entrance into the south-

ern provinces of Greece, had then been repeatedly

proved, and the road over the mountain had thrice

frustrated the hopes of the defenders of Thermo-

pylae, founded on the strength of the pass itself.

The three fortresses were well placed for the object

in view. Tichius defended the ascent of the

mountain on the road by which Hydarnes crossed

it. Rhoduntia protected the route by which the

pass of the Phoenix may be turned through the

ravine of Anthele
,
and Callidromum was equally

well placed as a defence of the upper pass on the

eastern side.

We are told by Procopius
1

,
that among other

works which Justinian constructed for the defence

of the empire, he restored the fortifications of Ther-

mopylae, and of some neighbouring towns. Scarcely

any illustration of topography, however, is to be ob-

Procop. de yEdif. 1. 4, c. 2.
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tained from the Byzantine historian, who had evi-

dently no personal knowledge of the place, and

whose inflated account exaggerates the power and
performances of Justinian in the same degree as in

his Secret History he studies to vilify his imperial

master. The buildings of Justinian were probably

of a very different composition from the solid con-

structions of the ancient Greeks, for while remains

still exist, more or less considerable, of all the

principal Hellenic cities round the Maliac Gulf,

not a trace is to be found, as far as I can learn,

either of the works which Justinian is said to have

constructed at Thermopylae, Heracleia, and Hy-
pata, or of the towns of Saccus, Unnus, Coracion,

Baleae, or Leontarium, all which Procopius states

to have been situated near Thermopylae.
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Pundonitza, or Bundonitza, according to the vul-

gar enunciation of the initial P, is a bishopric of

the province of Athens, under the name of Medlii-

nitza 1

,
and the chief place of a Turkish district

comprehending 30 villages. The town, which

contains 115 Greek families and 50 Turkish,

stands at the foot of a steep rock, occupied by a

castle of the middle ages, in the walls of which

are some portions of Hellenic masonry, showing

that it was the acropolis of one of the towns of

the Epicnemidii. The hill rises from an elevated

plain, stretching along the foot of a ridge which

connects the summits anciently named Callidromus

and Ciiemis. The latter mountain, which commences

1 Hovrrnvir^a, r£c<.

13
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at the end of this plain and extends to that of Ta-
landa, is woody and uncultivated, and is here

generally known by the name of Karya, from the

nearest village. Half-way towards it from Pun-
donltza the pass of Fondaria leads over the ridge to

Turkokhorio, or Essed, in the plain of the Ce-

phissus. By this road I came to Pundonltza on
my former visit.

The castle commands a fine view of the Maliac
Gulf, and of the Straits on either side of Euboea,

together with a large portion of the northern part

of that great island, particularly the peninsula Ce-

noeum, now called Lithadha Beyond the straits,

the gulf, and the plain of Zituni, is seen the whole
range of Mount Otlirys. A little to the right of

the southern mouth of the Spercheius, that of a

large torrent is a conspicuous object. It is formed

from the ravines mentioned at 1.50 and 2.30,

added to the water-courses round Pundonltza.

Its ancient name is not, I believe, to be found in

history. The Boagrius, which is a similar but

much larger torrent, enters the sea two or three

miles farther to the east. It collects all the waters

from the elevated plain and adjacent mountains

to the eastward of Pundonltza. If the relative

situations of the two divisions of Eastern Locris

were not perfectly clear, the modern name Pun-
donltza might mislead the geographer, and induce

him to suppose that Opus was here situated 2

,

Pundonltza being formed apparently from one of

the oblique cases of 'On-onc, by the omission of the

2 Meletius has fallen into this error.

F 2

AidaSa.
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initial o, which is a common Romaic corruption,

and by the addition of the Greco-Illyric diminu-

tive nZa. But the Epicnemidii were certainly

interposed between Thermopylae and the Opontii

;

Pundonltza, therefore, can only be regarded as an

instance among many in Greece of the preserva-

tion of an ancient name in a different site, arising

probably from one of those colonizations or move-

ments of the inhabitants, which appear in all ages

to have been common in this country. Neo-

patra, or New Patra, is a neighbouring example,

greatly resembling that of Little Opus, at Pun-

donitza.

The upper Epicnemidian plain, as that of Pun-

domtza may be called, in contradistinction to the

maritime level which contained some other towns

of the Epicnemidii, may be considered as a con-

tinuation of the upper region of Mount Callidro-

mus, already so often mentioned, in which Dha-

masta and Dhrakospilia are situated. All this

elevated country, although unproductive compared

with the rich Spercheian plain, is a most useful

neighbour to it, by supplying the timber and fuel,

in which the plains are deficient, and by affording

a salubrious retreat from their pernicious exhala-

tions in the summer. Callidromus in particular,

which is well described by its name, consists en-

tirely in its middle region, of a most agreeably

diversified scene of pasture and corn land, inter-

mixed with forests, rocks, and streams
;
and com-

manding by its elevation a variety of prospects of

the most sublime and interesting character. The

whole district of Melis, in short, is a complete
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example of the great variety and resources of the

climate and soil of Greece.

Nov. 29.—At a mile to the south of Pundonltza,

we leave to the right a road to Dhrakospilia, which
follows the foot of the steep ridge, connecting Cal-

lidronius with Cnemis, and enter a narrow rocky
opening in it, between two summits, of which that

on the left is very lofty, and clothed with large fir-

trees. The pass is a mile in length. In eight

minutes beyond its extremity, mounting a rising

ground, we suddenly open a magnificent view of

the great mountains of Phocis, Bosotia, and Attica,

from the western end of Parnassus as far as Mount
Parnes, together with a great part of the lower
country within these barriers. Below us extends the

great valley of Doris and Phocis, contained between
the (Et&an and the Parnassian ranges

;
and imme-

diately opposite is the town of Dhadhi, or Dhadhia \
on the side of Parnassus, considerably increased

since I was there between three and four years ago.

I recognize also the other places on the opposite

side of the valley, which I then visited, namely,
the villages of Velltza and Suvala, on the side of

Mount Parnassus ,— higher in that mountain Agu-
riani, in the road which leads across it to Delphi ,

—

at its foot the sources of the Cephissus, called Ke-
falovryses,—the ruins at Paleokastro, and the pass

and khan of Gravia, by which we proceeded to

Salona. The plain to the westward surrounded by
Callidromus, CEta, and Parnassus, and watered by
several streams, which unite and fall into the
Cephissus, is well seen also from these hills.

5 Aadl, AcuW.
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The position of the several objects, particularly

that of the mountains, perfectly illustrates Strabo,

and proves that the farther part of this great valley

towards the west is a part of the ancient Doris

;

the ruins, therefore, which we then saw near Ma-

riolates and at Gravia, are those of two of the

Dorian towns named by the geographer. It may

be remarked also from hence, that the territory of

Dhadhi forms a natural separation between the

Dorian and the Phocian valley of the Cephissus

;

for here the hills on either side approaching,

leave only a narrow passage for the river. The

root of Parnassus
,
which forms the north-western

point of the strait, meets the Cephissus about

two miles to the north-west of Dhadhi, where

the road from Zituni passes the river by a bridge

near some mills.

To the westward of this point are some copious

springs at the foot of the hills, which form a

marshy space for a quarter of a mile, and then

join the river. These springs are usually called

the fjLtyaXaig ppvcreig, or great sources
;
but though

they bear this name from their forming a large

marsh or inundation around them in winter, they

are not so permanent or so considerable in summer

as the other great sources three miles farther to

the south-west at the foot of Parnassus, and which

show by their name, KeyaXoftpvcxEiQ, that they are

now considered the fountain-head of the Cephissus.

Near the Megales Vryses, to the south-west, begins

a long slope, similar to that of Dhadhi, at the head

of which is Suvala, where in my former tour I re-

marked ancient foundations, which probably mark

the site of Charadra. The foot ol the mountain
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afterwards takes a turn, for a short distance, to the

northward to the Kefalo-vryses, which issue from

under a platform supported by the remains of an

ancient wall near a large ruined church. The

course of the Cephissus is north-easterly from the

sources to the extremity of the slope of Dhadhi,

which it surrounds
;

it then gradually assumes the

south-easterly course, which it follows to the Stena,

leading into the plain of Cheeroneia. A little to

the right of the Kefalo-vryses is seen the ravine of

a torrent generally dry, which descends from Agu-

riani. On its left bank, on the edge of the plain,

are the ruins called Paleokastro, one of the best

preserved of Hellenic fortresses, and which a variety

of authorities from Homer to Pausanias show to

have been Lilcea
,
by their testimony that the

sources of the Cephissus were at that town 1

;
the

nearest point of these remains is in fact less than

half a mile from the Kefalovryses 2
. To the right

1 O i t apa Trap ttora/xor Kr)(pi(r<JOP Slop epcuop

Ot re AIXcuap £\ov ivr)yr]Q ettl Kritylffaoio.

Horn. II. B. v. 522.

Kr](purerdp S’ ap’ ETreira Kcyj]crao tcaWipiedpou

"Oot£ AiXalridey 7rpoyiti KaWippoov vScop.

Horn. Hymn, in Apoll. v. 240.

propellentemque Lilaeam

Cepliissi glaciate caput.

Stat. Theb. 1. 7, v. 348.

Plin. H. N. 1. 4, c. 3. 7.

Strabo, pp. 407. 424.

Pausan. Boeot. c. 24. Pho-

cic. c. 8. 33.
2 At Paleokastro the entire

circuit of the fortification ex-

ists, partly founded on the

steep descent of a rocky hill,

the remainder encompassing a

level space at its foot, where

the ground is covered with

ruins. The walls are of the
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of Paleokastro occur the lower heights of Parnas-

sus, much intersected with torrents running into

the branch of the Cephissus, called the Kaienitza,

or river of Gravia h In a recess at the foot of

Parnassus, from which one of these tributaries of

the Kaenitza proceeds, and about midway between

Paleokastro and Gravia are the ruins of an ancient

town at the village of Mariolates 2
. The Kaienitza,

which had no water in it when I passed along its

bank in the month of July, but is now a stream of

some magnitude, flows parallel to and at a small

distance from the foot of Parnassus, until near the

Megales Vryses it unites with another and larger

stream called Apostolia, and then joins the Cephis-

sus. The Apostolia rises in Mount CEta, enters

the plain towards its north-western comer, and

crosses it obliquely. On, or not far from its left

bank, is Kardhiki, situated on the right of the

road from Zituni to Salona, in a forest of oaks,

which not only covers that side of Mount Callidro-

mus, but extends over all the neighbouring part of

the plain. Below the forest the plain is well cul-

tivated.

On the Apostolia, above Kardhiki, is Pavliani,

and on this side of the road from Zituni to Salona,

on the slope of the mountain, are Bralos, Paleo-

third order : some parts, both deity, of Athenian workmaii-

of the towers and curtains are ship, and of Pentelic marble.

—

almost entire. Pausanias ob- Pausan. Phocic. c. 38.

served at Lilsea a theatre, an 1 Kdievir^a, or Kayey/r^a,

agora, and baths, with temples Tpa/hd.

of Apollo, and of Diana, each of
2
MapioXaree.

which contained a statue of the
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khori, Kamares, Glunista, and then Ternitza, to

which latter village l descend in forty minutes, and

then proceed to the ruins of a Hellenic fortress,

situated about midway between Kamares and Glu-

nista, which I observed from Dhadhi on my former

visit. It is distant forty minutes from Ternitza,

and occupied a rocky point of the mountain on the

edge of the plain. Some of the towers remain

nearly entire. The masonry is generally of the

third order, but contains some pieces of the poly-

gonal kind
;
the space enclosed is a triangle, of

which none of the sides is more than 250 yards.

At the summit is a circular Acropolis of about two

acres, preserving the remains of an opening into

the town. These are probably the ruins of Dry-

mus or Drymsea, where Pausanias noticed an an-

cient temple of Ceres, containing an upright statue

of the goddess in stone, and in whose honour a

festival was celebrated named the Thesmophoria.

From the Paleokastro, I proceed, in thirty-five

minutes, directly across the plain to the bridge

near the mills already mentioned. This space is

one continued corn-field, with an excellent soil.

It is not yet ploughed for sowing. From the

bridge we ascend, in forty minutes, to Dhadhi.

At a third of the distance is the Kalyvia of Dhadhi,

consisting of upwards of one hundred huts for the

use of the labourers and cattle of the Dhadhiotes.

The space between Dhadhi and the river is a tri-

angular slope, of which the village forms the ver-

tex : at the river side or base the triangle is about

three miles long
;

to the eastward it is bounded by

a ridge which descends from Parnassus and forms
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a projection at the river
;
and on the third side

the triangle terminates in the point near the mills.

Dhadhi, which is in the district of Livadhia, now
contains live hundred families, having been much
increased by emigrants flying from Turkish extor-

tions in districts less protected at Constantinople

than Livadhia has the good fortune to be, from its

being a Vakuf of Mecca. It will probably not be

long, however, before Dhadhi and Livadhia itself

will suffer from the encroachment of Aly Pasha.

Two handsome churches and a school have lately

been built, and there is a large monastery of the

Panaghia on the side of the mountain above the

town. The houses are generally upon the same

plan, consisting of two small rooms and a gallery

in front of them. The galleries, for the most part,

face the south-east, so that the gable ends of the

houses, in which there is generally one small win-

dow, look down the slope. The people appear in-

dustrious and civil. The lands on the declivity

below the village, although stony, yield a tolerable

return in wheat and barley. In the valley below,

where the soil is excellent, the return is eight to

one, and would undoubtedly be much greater with

a better mode of agriculture. The cotton-grounds

which are below the narrow part of the vallev,

consume all the water of the Cephissus in summer,

and leave it dry as far as the junction of the

Mavronero in the plain below JDaulis .

A height which rises from the western side of

the village of Dhadhi and is named the Paleo-

kastro, from some remains of Hellenic walls encir-

cling the summit, was evidently the Acropolis of a
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town which occupied the side of the same rocky

height, as far as the edge of the cultivated slope

of Dhadhi.

An inscription in a church on the summit of the

hill shows this city to have been Amphicleia : a

fact very useful in arranging the tottoOsg'ui of the

Phocian towns. Amphicleia, indeed, is not named
in the inscription

;
but as the monument was

erected in the sacred inclosure of Bacchus, in

honour of one of his high-priests, and as Amphi-
cleia was noted for the worship and orgies of that

deity, there can be little doubt of the identity

;

especially as Pausanias has not described any other

town of this valley as having contained a temple

of Bacchus. The orgies were celebrated in a

secret cell, into which Pausanias was not permitted

to enter. The inscription appears to be nearly of

his time, for the titles of the priest are exactly re-

ferrible to the political state in which he found

Greece. Marcus Ulpius Damasippus, therefore,

in whose honour the monument was raised, was

one of those priests who enounced the oracles of

Bacchus when under the influence of the Great

God, as he is termed in the inscription, and who
interpreted the dreams of suppliants for the cure

of their diseases. The monument was erected by
Quintilia Plutarcha, the wife of Damasippus, by
authority of the council and people x

.

A papas of Dhadhi, who has succeeded to the

influence of the high-priest of Bacchus in this

1 The Inscription, when written in the cursive character, is as

follows :

—
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place, and who has lately purchased a part of the

fertile valley on the banks of the Cephissus, near

the bridge, points out to me from the church

in the Paleokastro the remains of another Hel-

lenic ruin on the left bank of a deeply incased

rema, at a tjiftlik called Mulki, immediately below

the ruined mosque and village of Verzana, which

is said to have been formerly the chief town of this

district.

Nov. 30.—Quitting Dhadhi at 9.30 for Velitza,

we continue to follow the foot of the great summits

of Parnassus nearly on the same level with Dhadhi

;

the Cephissus remaining at a distance of two or

three miles to the left. Having arrived at 9.52

at an opening between the acclivities of Par-

nassus, where the ridge of Dhadhi terminates to

the eastward, we begin to descend, though still

rjipiapaTi fiovXrjg Kai 3i'ipov. M. OvXttiov Aapdaimvov,

tov apypEpka tov pEyaXov 6eov Aiovvcrov, tov BoavTapypy, irarpog

Boiwrapyov, ^tJKapypv, ’Aptyucrvova ,
Qei/koXov, HaveXXpva, ”Ap-

yoyra Kai Tag aXXag iracrag kv rrj irarpi^L TEXkcravTa Xirovpyiag,

KiVTvXia UXovTapyp p yvvp rov ’i3iov a y<$pa Evvolag tea i apErpg

evekev Aiovvaov kv te/xevei.—See Inscription, No. 20.

The following is the passage

of Pausanias, which illustrates

this document. It is imperfect,

but the parts bearing upon the

inscription are not doubtful,

and the deficient words may

be supplied by those between

the brackets :—Gedc 3k pa-

Xurra aEiov
(
egtiv c13vtov, kv

tp) Atovvaip 3puiffiy opyia’ kao-

3og kg to ddvTov, oiick kv <j>a-

vEpip capiaiv dyaXpa, ovk egti’

XkyETa l 3k vtto ’ApcpiKXEiEivv

pdvTLV TE (T(j)l(Tl TOV 6eOV TOVTOV

Kai /Sopdov vocriov KadEffTpKEvai *

ra pkv 3p voappciTa avrotg ’Ap ->

(pocXEiEvai Kai Tolg TrpoffoiKovaiv

larai 3i ovEipaTivv ‘ irpopavTig

3k 6 lepEvg k(TTi’ ypq 3k EK TOV

6eou Karoyog.—Pausan. Pho-

cic. c. 38.
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having the steep sides of the upper heights of Par-
nassus close on the right. At 10.15 a road to the

left conducts to Turkokhorio and Talanda, and on
the opposite side of the Cephissus is seen the village

of Modhi, on the side of Mount Fondana, which,

except around that village, is uncultivated and
covered with shrubs. Towards Velitza, where we
arrive at 11.15, the Parnassian slope also becomes
very stony and uncultivated : this village, which
contains sixty or seventy families, is situated exactly

at the footof the great heightsof the mountain, where
a torrent, issuing from them, flows in a broad gra-

velly bed at the foot of precipices which defend the

eastern side of Velitza. A gentle slope about four

miles in length falls from the village to the Cephissus.

The higher lands produce wheat and barley, the

lower cotton and maize, which are watered by de-

rivations from the torrent.

Velitza occupies the exact site of an ancient

polis, the ruined walls of which inclose the modern
houses to the west and south, and are continued on
the former side so as to include also a triangular©
space of nearly the same superficial extent as the

village, on the face of a rocky peak which over-

hangs it, and immediately above which rises one
of the highest of the snowy summits of Parnassus .

On some parts of the height the walls occupy situ-

ations to which it would be difficult to climb.

Along the edge of the cliffs on the eastern side of

the Acropolis and modern village no walls are

traceable. Some of the towers are extant to more
than half their original height, with masonry in
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regular courses about eighteen inches high. The

material is the same as that of the rocky peak

behind the village, giving, together with that

peak, a white appearance to the place at a dis-

tance, which probably suggested the modern

name. The church of Velitza is large and ancient,

in the form of a Greek cross, with a dome in the

middle
;
among many spoils of Hellenic buildings

in the walls and pavement, is an inscribed stone of

a concave form, inserted in the usual semi-circular

recess behind the altar, from which we learn that

the ruins are those of Tithorea 1

. The torrent was

named Cachales, according to Pausanias, whose

remark, that the inhabitants descended to it for

the purpose of obtaining water 2

,
accords with the

height of the village above the torrent. The town

had declined for a generation before the time of

the Greek traveller, who noticed, however, a the-

atre, the inclosure of an ancient agora, an alsos and

temple of Minerva containing a statue of the god-

1 AvroKparopa Nep/3av Katcrapa, ctp^iepia fikyiarov, Er]fJ.ap\ucfiQ

k^ovaiag, v-kutov to h'
,
Tvarkpa irarpibog, ttuXig Tt Oopeojy Kal

T. <f>Xd(3Log 2aiKXapog Kal T. <J?Ad/3iog Anaa .... Kal

T. <&Xd(3iog UcjXXiavbg’'Apiarog.

The fourth consulship of x^VQ-—Pausan. Phocic. c. 32.

Nerva was in A.D, 98, which The name was derived from

is therefore the date of the in- KaxXa^u), which expresses the

scription. sound of water flowing over
2

II0Tap.bg bk Ttap'a riov Tt- Ka'^ijKg, or pebbles. Thus

dopeojv rr]v tcoXiv tvotov crtyun Theocritus describes the sea :

yiverai, Kara^aivovai re kirl KaXa Kvpara ca^Aoi-

Trjv ux^v Kai dpvofiEvoLg to '(ovra kn alyiaXolo .

—

Idyll. 6,

ovo/xa be kariv avTO) Ka - v. 13.
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dess, ancl a monument in memory of Phocus and
his wife Antiope.

In the time of Herodotus, Tithorea was known
by the name of Neon

;
it was one of the towns oc-

cupied by the Persians in their progress through

Phocis, after they had forced the defile of Thermo-
pylae, when many ofthe Phocians took refuge inAm-
phissa, and others in the highest parts of Parnassus,

particularly on Mount Tithorea, near Neon, because

it was spacious, and capable of containing great num-
bers of them 1

. As this description is scarcely appli-

cable to the peak immediately above Velitza, which

is not very spacious, was included within the walls

of Tithorea, and could hardly have been excluded

from those of Neon, unless that city occupied a

much lower site, it might be supposed that the

Mount Tithorea of Herodotus was the great summit
of Parnassus above the peak of Velitza, which seems

the more likely, as Pausanias affirms that Tithorea

was the name anciently applied to the district 2

,
and

that it was not until the population of the neigh-

bouring villages was collected within the city which

subsisted until his time that the name of Tithorea

was given to it. Plutarch, however, in the life of

Sylla, favours the opposite opinion. He relates, that

when Hortensius marched from Thessaly to effect

a junction with Sylla on the frontiers of Phocis and

Bceotia, Caphis a Phocian led him round through

1
’'Ecrn Se ical kivLTr]her] he^arrQai Herodot. ]. 8. c. 32. Pausan.

bfuXov rov Hcipi'r)(T(TOv r/ Kopvcj)i] Phocic. c. 32.

Kara Newra izu\iv kei/jlu'T] ett'
2

rrj caraor) \wpa.

ecjvtTk’ TiQopia ovvo/ia avrrj .

—
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Parnassus for the purpose of avoiding Thermopylse,

which was in the hands of the army of Mithra-

dates, and that on this occasion the circuitous route

issued below Tithorea :

—

u a place, adds Plutarch,

“ not such as the present city, but only a fortress

upon a precipitous rock, where the Phocians of old

took refuge from Xerxes.” Whence it is evident

that he supposed the peak of Velitza to have been the

Mount Tithorea of Herodotus. However this may

have been, we learn at least from the same passage ol

the biographer, that the city destroyed by the Per-

sians was not yet revived in the Mithradatic war, and

as Greece was in the lowest state of misery between

that time and the beginning of the Roman Empire,

it was not probably until the latter period that the

Tithorea was built, which Plutarch, Pausanias, and

the inscription of Velitza, demonstrate to have ex-

isted in the time of Nerva and the Antonines. The

extant walls, by the regularity of their masonry,

exactly accord with that degree of antiquity.

If the numbers of Pausanias are correct, the

district of Tithore was extensive, for he describes a

sacred adytum of Isis belonging to it distant forty

stades, and a temple of Aesculapius Archagetes at

a distance of seventy stades. At the former there

was a festival twice a year, and a fair for the sale

of slaves and cattle. Some of the sacred rites were

borrowed from the Egyptians. At the Asclepieium

there were habitations for the servants and suppli-

ants of iEsculapius, and a temple which contained

a bearded statue of the god in stone. Pausanias has

not left us any means of judging of the direction of

either of these places from the city of Tithorea.
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The district in his time was celebrated for the ex-

cellence of its olive oil.

Tithorea is one of those situations abounding in

Greece, which were so well adapted to influence

the manners and character of the people, and to

produce the picturesque and poetical in every thing

relating to them. The distant prospect in the

northern and eastern quarters of the horizon is no
less beautiful than the nearer view of the great sum-
mits of Parnassus appearing through the rocky ra-

vine of the Cachales, and which being now covered

with snow, add a brilliant contrast to the woody pre-

cipices of the mountain. The modern houses inter-

spersed with gardens, and the ruined walls of the

ancient city, complete the embellishments of this

interesting scene. There is no road in common
use from Velitza across the mountain, either to

Arakhova or Kastri, and the inhabitants penetrate

no farther than a woody slope at a small distance,

where they cut fire wood. In the time of Pausa-

nias there were two roads from Tithorea across the

mountain to Delphi, one direct 1

,
the other longer,

but practicable to wheel carriages. The two routes

probably coincided as far as the extremity of the

ravine of the Cachales
,

after which the carriage

road may have crossed the plain anciently belong-

ing to Lycoreia, and now to Arakhova, and below

the latter may have joined the road to Delphi from

the Schiste, thus diverging to the left of the direct

1

Pausanias (Phocic. c. 32.) number cannot be correct, as

assigns SO stades as the length the direct distance is hardly

of the shorter road, but this less than 12 G. M.

VOL. II. Gr
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route from Tithorea, which probably joined that

from Lilsea, just above the Delphic cliffs, where

remains of the ancient way still exist. It is not

impossible that the carriage road might still be

traced by the marks of the wheels in the rocks.

The Proestos of Velitza, an old man whom I

find winding cotton in his gallery, shows me, on

the opposite side of the CephissianYalley, the small

village of Lefta, which he has often visited, and

out of respect to its Hellenic remains calls Lefto-

poli. It lies a little to the right of the pass of

Fondana, on the modern route from Pundonitza to

Turkokhorio, the position of which may be recog-

nized at a great distance by a remarkable rocky

peak, near one of the highest summits of the ridges

of Cnemis.

Meletius reports the following inscription as ex-

isting at Lefta in his time

:

Avroicpdropa Kalcrapa M dpKOv Avpi'iXioy Rvcrejjfj Se/3aorov Me-

yuTTov, fj Bou\)j (cal 6 Afj/xoQ ’EXartwv.

This inscription, therefore, as well as the modern

name, leave not a doubt of Lefta having been the

site of Elateia, and the fact is confirmed by every

mention of it in ancient history. Lefta, like Ve-

litza, stands at the head of a long slope reaching

to the river, from which it is a mile more distant

than Velitza. Placed about the middle of the

great fertile basin which extends near twenty miles

from the narrows of the Cephissus below Amphi-

cleia
,

to those which are at the entrance into

Baeotia
,

it was admirably situated for commanding

the passes leading into Southern Greece from the

Transcetcean provinces. Hence it may have been,

13
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that Elateia, which was unknown to Homer, became,
under a different state of societyand general politics,

the greatest city in Phocis, and about the time when
Greece was threatened with subjection to Macedo-
nia, was more important than Delphi itself. Elateia
was then the key of Southern Greece, as Demos-
thenes and iEschines show, as well as the conster-

nation of the Athenians, when Philip seized the
place, not long before the battle of Cheeroneia 1

.

A little below Lefta stands the large village of
Dhragomano, or Tragomano, to the left of which
is seen Essed, or Turkokhorio, not far from the
river side. Near the road from Velitza to Turko-
khorio, on the right bank of the Cephissus, are the
vestiges of a Hellenic town. The ruins are now

1
Pausanias (Phocic. c. 34.)

describes Elateia as the largest

town in Phocis except Delphi,

and as situated over against

Amphicleia, the road thither

leading, for the greater part,

through the plain of the Ce-

phissus, and gently rising to

the walls of Elateia, which is

exactly conformable to the

reality.—Strabo, p. 424.

Pausanias admired the agora

of Elateia, in which was the

stele of Elatus and a temple of

Aesculapius, containing a beard-

less statue of the god, made by
two Athenian artists, Timocles

and Timarchides. The Elatei-

enses had also a theatre
; an an-

cient brazen image of Minerva

;

and on the summit of a steep

mountain, 20 stades above the

city, a temple of Minerva Cra-

naea, containing anarmed statue

of the goddess, by the sons of

Polycles of Athens, who had
represented on the shield of

the goddess the same subjects

which adorned that of Minerva
in the Parthenon, namely, the

battle of the Amazons and the

Gigantomachia. There were

stoce and habitations for the

servants of the temple, and

particularly for the priest, who
was a boy constantly residing

there for five years and then

changed for another. Some
remains of the temple still exist

on the mountain above Lefta.

G 2
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called Palea Fiva. Meletius writes the name YlaXcual

Ov/3cu, but ^>rjj3a is the vulgar pronunciation in this

part of the country.

Having now visited either in this or my former

journey, the principal ancient positions in the

valleys of the Upper Cephissus and its branches,

and having ascertained the situation of some

which I have not visited, I shall endeavour to

apply the ancient names to the several sites which

still bear evidences of antiquity, taking for granted

from what has already been stated, that those

of Amphicleia, Tithorea, and Elateia, are indis-

putably determined. It seems almost equally

certain, that the Paleokastro or Hellenic ruins,

half a mile westward of the Kefalovryses, or

sources of the Cephissus
,
which I visited on my

former journey, having crossed thither from Delphi

by Aguriani, are the remains of Lilcea

;

that route

being the most direct and easy passage across the

mountain, could not have been any other than the

road alluded to by Pausanias, when he says that

the distance from Delphi to Lilsea was 180 stades \

with which our time distance of six hours and a

half sufficiently accorded. As to the remark of

Pausanias, that the source of the Cephissus very

often issues from the earth, especially towards

noon, with a noise resembling the roaring of a

bull, I was not surprised to find that the present

natives had never made any such observation at

Kefalovryses, though they admit that the water

Pausan. Phocic. c. 33.
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often rises suddenly from the ground in larger

quantities than usual, which cannot but be accom-

panied with some noise. The Megales Vryses, on

the other hand, do not intermit, and are sur-

rounded with marshy ground.

I am thus particular in showing that the ruins

at Paleokastro are those of Lilcea, because the de-

scription which Pausanias has given of Charadra,

as situated on a lofty rock 1

,
agrees in this par-

ticular with the ruins. But there are some insur-

mountable objections to the site being that of Cha-

radra. Upon an examination of them, it is found

that all the principal part of the city stood in the

plain at the foot of the rocks, that the precipitous

part was the citadel only, that the whole was a

much larger place than one can imagine Charadra

to have been
;
and that exactly at the Kefalo-

vryses, where we should in that case be inclined

to look for Lilsea, there are no remains except

those of a single building, probably a temple,

which may have been sacred to the river-god

himself, as Pausanias states, that sacred rites in

honour of Cephissus were celebrated at the sources

of the river
2

. When to these considerations is

1 XapaSpa Sk e’lkogl GraSioig
2 An absurd idea prevailed,

inruiTEpu) egtlv v7rkp vxprjXov and which had been sanctioned

KEifxkvt] Kprifxvuv nal vSarog oi by Alcseus in a hymn to Apol-

EVTavOa cnravi£ovGLV arOpw- lo, that the Castalia at Delphi

ttoi’ ttotov Si GcpiGi TTOTajjLoc was derived from the sources

egti XapaSpog Karsp^op.EvuiQ of the Cephissus, although in

vgov rpia, kit’ avruv crania' fact the former is in a much

ek^'l^mglv $e eq rbv KpcpiGGov .— higher situation. To show

Pausan. Phocic. c. 33. their belief in the fable, or
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added the testimony of the same ancient traveller

that the Charadraei suffered from a want of water,

whereas there are some abundant springs close to

the ancient walls at Paleokastro, with the Kefalo-

vryses at a very short distance
;
and when it is

further remarked that Pausanias describes the tor-

rent of Charadra as being three stades distant

from the town, whereas that of Paleokastro is

close to the ruined walls, we can have no hesita-

tion in rejecting the opinion that Paleokastro was

Charadra, and cannot but conclude that it was

Lilrna.

It then becomes a question whether Charadra,

which Pausanias places at twenty stades beyond

Likea, coming from Delphi, stood at Suvala to

the eastward, or at Mariolates to the westward of

Paleokastro, at both which places there are re-

mains of a small fortified town. Two reasons sup-

port the former opinion : 1 . The distance of twenty

stades is nearly that of Suvala from Paleokastro,

whereas Mariolates is more distant
;
and 2. The

torrent at the latter does not join the Cephissus,

but is a branch of the river of Gravia, which itself

joins the Apostolia before the latter is united with

the Cephissus.

Placing Amphicleia at Dhadhi, there can hardly

remain a doubt that the ruins opposite to it at

Mulki, below Verzana, where a torrent unites with

their veneration for it, the aXka oiroaa vojx'i^ovfnv^) into

Lilaeenses on certain stated the source of the Cephissus,

days, threw cakes and other which were said to reappear in

things, regulated by ancient the Castalia.—Pausan. Phoc.

custom, (irEfifxara iir^wpLa kcii c. 8.
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the Cephissus, are those of Tithronium
;

for Pau-

sanias describes that place as being in the plain,

(meaning the valley,) fifteen stades beyond Am-
phicleia 1— that is to say beyond Amphicleia, ac-

cording to the direction which he had been pur-

suing from Delphi by Lilsea ;
and the distance of

those ruins from Dhadhi, although I think under-

rated at fifteen stades, is not far from the truth.

The ruins near Klunista, which I visited from

Ternitza, accord equally with those of Drymsea,

those ruins being about twenty stades from the

former, which is the distance stated by the ancient

traveller between Tithronium and Drymsea, though

in this instance also the interval assigned by Pausa-

nias appears to me to be below the reality. The

three places were so situated that we may easily

1 ’Afji<^iK\elac Be cnruiTEpu)

crraBioig TvevTEKaidEicd ecttl Ti-

OpojPLOP ep 7teBlu) kel/jiepop' Tzap-

Ey£Tai Be ovBep ec /JLpfjpriP. ’Ek

TidptOPLOV Be ELKOtTLP £Q ApV-

ficuav (TrdoLOL ' Kadon Be aVTT)

ri oBog Kal i/ ££ Apvfiatap

’AfjKjHK\e'iag r/ £v0£ia 7T£pt top

Krjtjncraop tjvjijJiLtjyovtnp, egtlp

'Ai

T

oWujpog TidpojpEvcTLP ep-

ravQa ciXcrog te kclI j3u)fj,ol' tte-

TrotriTai Be Kal paoc’ ayaAjua Be

OVK EtJTLP' dlTE^EL Bl ’A/J,(f)Llc\£iag

?/ Apv/j.aia crraBiovg oyBorjKOPra

dxOTpaTTEPTL Eg apUTTEpClP, [ApV-

/xog KaAovfXEpr Kara 'HpoBorov

Xoyovg *, Nav^oXslg Be tcl ap-

\aiOTEpa' Kal oiklgty]p [Xfyou-

cu'] ol Epravda yEPEcrdai tj<f>L(JL

<i>u>KOP TrcuBa rov A Iclkov. Ay}-

/jirjrpog Be dsapiotpopov Apvj.ia.iotg

ispop EtTTLP ap^alop Kal dyaXpct

opOop XiOov 7r£7ro<jjr«i’ Kal avrrj

QEtTfjiotpopia eoprijp clyovcnp ette-

telop.—Pausan. Phocic. c. 33.

Naubolus, from whom the

Naubolenses took tlicir name,

was an ancient Phocian hero,

the father of Ipliitus : ’Itylrov

NavfioXiBao.—Horn. II. B. v.

518, and one of the Argonauts,

Apollod. 1. 1. c. 9.

* Herodot. 1. 8. c. 33.
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imagine Pausanias to have been correct in his subse-

quent remark, that the road from Amphicleia to

Drymaea joined that from Tithronium to Drymaea

near the Cephissus
;
since it might be more con-

venient to follow the river from Tithronium to

Drymaea, than to make a more direct course over

the heights. As Pausanias adds that, at the junc-

tion of the roads, there was a grove containing

altars and a temple of Apollo without a statue,

within the limits of the Tithronenses
;
and that the

turning to the left led to Drymaea, it seems evident

that the grove of Apollo stood on the left bank of

the Cephissus, and that the direct road from Am-
phicleia crossed the Cephissus near the temple,

where a turning to the right led to Tithronium and

on the left to Drymaea.

The words of Pausanias, therefore, so perfectly

accord, in their general purport, with the three

positions of Dhadhi, and the two ancient sites below

Verzana and Termtza, that we mav be assured of

the identity of the two latter with Tithronium and

Drymaea respectively, although the number of

stades stated in the text of the ancient traveller

may not be correct. The error, indeed, in the word

eighty, which he assigns as the number of stades

between Amphicleia and Drymaea, is self-evident,

if the two other distances, which amount only to

thirty-five stades, are correct.

As Pausanias has not noticed any of the places,

of which remains are still found in or around the

valley lying westward of the sites of Drymaea and

Lilaea, it may be inferred that no part of that valley
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belonged, at least in his time, to the Phocic com-
munity, but was all included in Doris, the position

of which district on this frontier of Phocis is clearly

shown by Lilsea, Drymsea and Tithronium haying

been sometimes attributed to Doris \ Herodotus

describes Doris as lying between Trachinia and

Phocis, and as occupying a breadth of only thirty

stades. The Persians marched through it from

Trachinia, but spared it because the Dorians had

joined them, after which “ following the Cephissus,

they destroyed every thing
;
and burnt the cities

Drymus, Charadra, Erochus, Tethronium, Amphi-
caea, Neon, the cities of the Pedieis, and Tritaeeis,

Elateia, Hyampolis, Parapotamii, and Abae 2 .”

Erochus and Tritaea not being even named by
Pausanias, their site was perhaps unknown in his

time, and it is a mere conjecture, deduced from

the order of the enumeration of Herodotus, and the

general distribution of the other ancient sites, that I

have placed those names on the map. The city of

the Pedienses we might presume, from the same
indication added to that of the name, to have stood

near the Cephissus, in some part of the plain be-

tween Tithorea and Elateia. It is precisely in this

situation, that the ruins at Palea Fiva are found.

As Herodotus has not named Ledon, it is not im-

probable that the city of the Pedienses may be the

same place as Ledon, which, in the time of Pausa-

1 Ptolem. 1. 3. c. 15. Philip-

pus Tritonon [lege Tithronium]

et Drymas Doridis, parva atque

ignobilia oppida cepit : inde

Elatiam, &c.—Liv. 1. 28. c. 7.

Schol. Pindar, Pyth. 1. v. 121.

Schol. Aristoph. Plut. v. 385.
2 Herodot. 1. 8. c. 31, 33.
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nias had been abandoned, and the name transferred

to a few habitations on the river’s bank, forty stades

below the former position 1
.

Lilaea not being comprehended by Herodotus

among the towns which were destroyed by the

Persians, would seem at that time to have belonged

to the Dorienses, who, having medized, were spared

by the invaders
2

. Whence, probably, some later

authors have ascribed it to Doris, though in general

it was considered a Phocic city. But it was evi-

dently, therefore, on the frontier, and the ruins,

consequently, at Mariolates and Gravia are cer-

tainly those of two of the Dorian towns. The

breadth of thirty stades, which Herodotus assigns

to Doris, agrees nearly with the extent of the valley

of the Apostolia from the foot of Mount Parnassus,

where Mariolates and Gravia are situated, to that

of Mount GEta, where the road from Zituni to Sa-

lona, after crossing that mountain by the pass of

Nevropoli, enters the valley of the Apostolia. It

cannot be doubted, therefore, that all this valley was

a part of Doris. From Strabo, likewise, notwith-

standing the imperfection of his text, the extent and

position of Doris may be understood, and even some

details of its topography 3
. He observes that the

Western Locris was separated from the Eastern by

Mount Parnassus, which extended northward from

the neighbourhood of Delphi to the junction of the

(Etsean with the Hbtolian mountains, and to the

Dorians which lay between them ;—that Phocis was

1 Pausan. Phocic. c. 33.
3
Strabo, pp. 417. 427.

2 Herodot. 1. 8. c. 31.
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thus conterminous with both divisions of Locris,

—

that on the western side of Parnassus dwelt the Locri

Ozolse, some of the Dorians and the AEtolians of

Mount Corax, and on the eastern side of the same
mountain the Phocians and the Dorians of Tetra-

polis, who formed the larger portion of that nation,

and who extended from Parnassus towards the

east \ The latter passage of the Geographer ex-

plains those authorities which ascribe to Doris a

greater number of towns than four, and shows

exactly the position both of the Tetrapolis and of

the remaining portion of Doris. The latter, which

lay between the Locri Ozolse and Mount Corax,

comprehended the mountains on the right, or

western side, of the pass leading from Gravia to

Salona. The towns of this portion of Doris would

seem to have been Amphanse and Metropolis, for

Stephanus describes these as places in Doris 2
.

According to Strabo, the four towns of the Tetra-

polis, were Erineus, Boeum, Pindus and Cytinium,

some of which names are confirmed by several

other authors 3
. He adds, that Pindus stood above

Erineus, that it was sometimes called Acyphas,

and that a river of the same name as the town,

1 TO de 7T|00£ £W <I>W/C£t£ (CCU

Awpiete ol 7rXtiovg, e^orreg TTjv

TerpctTroXiv TrapaKeifierrjv iriog

rw IIapm<T(7w 7rXeovd^ovaav be

rolg Trpog so) pepeaiv.—p. 417.

Some correction must here he

allowed in the bearing : a par-

ticular in which the ancients

were often inaccurate. The

Tetrapolis confined upon the

northern, not the eastern side

of Parnassus.
2 Stephan, in ’A/x^dmi, Av-

fiav, M-rjrpoTroXig.

3 Ptolem. 1. 3. c. 15. Plin.

1. 4. c. 7. Scylax.—Scymn.

Ch. v. 592. Diodor. 1. 4. c. 67.

1. 11. c. 79.
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flowed by the walls ’, and joined the Cephissus

near Lilaea.

It is evident, upon comparing this passage with

my former remark, as to the junction of the river

now called Apostolia with the Cephissus, not far

below the sources of the latter, that the Apostolia

was the ancient Acyphas or Pindus, and conse-

quent^, that upon its banks we should search for

Erineus and Pindus. Of these the latter, as well

from its name, which is a word belonging to a lofty

situation, as from a remark of Strabo, that the

town of Acyphas was considered to belong to the

CEteean cantons, was probably towards the sources

of the river in the mountain, which is connected

northward with the Patriotiko or CEta proper

;

and which to the south gives rise to the river

Mornos, which joins the sea near 'Epakto. The

other two towns of the Tetrapolis were in the

situations already noticed, at Mariolates and at

Gravia.

Of these, there can be little doubt that Gravia

was the ancient Cytinium, Thucydides having de-

scribed the position of Cytinium in a manner not

to be mistaken, in his account of the expedition of

Demosthenes from Naupactus, in the sixth year of

the Peloponnesian war 2

;
when Demosthenes in-

tended, if he had been successful over the iEtolians,

to have then passed through the Locri Ozolee,

leaving Parnassus on his right, to Cytinium of

Doris, and from thence to descend into Phocis,

1 Strabo, p. 427.—Stepha- four towns, on the authority of

nus (in ’Aicv^ae) confirms the Theopompus.

name of Acyphas as one of the 2 Thucyd. 1. 3. c. 95.
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the people of which were to have assisted him
against Bceotia.

Gravia stands exactly at the northern entrance

of the pass leading from the valley of Doris to the

plain of Amphissa, in the middle of the isthmus in-

cluded between the Maliac and Crissceari gulfs.

The defile is formed by the ravines of two torrents

flowing in opposite directions
;

namely, that of

Gravia, which, as I have already remarked, joins

the Apostolia near the union of the latter with the

Cephissus, and that of another stream which crosses

the plain of Amphissa into the Crisscean Bay : the

two ravines form a complete separation of the

highlands of this part of Greece, dividing Parnassus

from the mountains which are connected with the

iEtolian and CEtsean summits, and which thus

exactly correspond to the country of the ava ^gov
Aupiug, or intermediate Dorians of Strabo.

It is obvious that a fortified town at the entrance

of such a defile, was of great military importance,

and of this we find two examples in history,

besides that which has already been alluded to.

Soon after that unsuccessful expedition of De-
mosthenes against iEtolia, Eurylochus, at the

head of 2500 Spartans and 500 Heracliotse, pre-

pared to march from Delphi through the western

Locris to assist the iEtolians against Naupactus,

and made choice on this occasion of Cytinium, as

the place in which he secured the hostages whom
he had received from the Locrians. But the most

remarkable instance is, the occupation of Cytinium

by Philip of Macedonia, when he took possession

also of Elateia, not long before the battle of Chse-
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roneia b It was on hearing that the Athenians

had decreed to support the resistance of the Am-
phissienses to the Amphictyonic council, that Philip

took this step, of which the object and consequence

were, the capture of Amphissa, the approach to

that place from the northward having been com-

pletely commanded by Cytinium. If Cytinium

was at Gravia, it will follow that the ruins near

Mandates are those of Boeum.

Herodotus relates that Doris was anciently named
Dryopis 2

,
but in later times they were distinguished,

and Dryopis like Doris was a tetrapolis 3
. In the

time of Strabo it was comprehended as well as the

Parasopias, and a town named Glniadae, in the

(Etaea, which even included Acyphas of Doris to

the S.W., and Anticyra of Melis to the N.E 4
. It

is evident, from these testimonies regarding Dry-

opis, together with another fact stated by Strabo,

namely, that Tymphrestus, at the sources of the

Spercheius, now Velukhi, was a Dryopic mountain,

that Dryopis occupied the mountainous country

extending from the head of the valley of the Apos-

tolia towards Mount Velukhi and Karpemsi.

At 12.55 we quit Velitza, and continue to follow

the foot of the great steeps of Parnassus at the head
of a long slope, stony and quite uncultivated, which

descends from our road to the river, until at 1.32,

having a monastery of the Panaghla half an hour

on the right, on the side of the mountain, we turn

1
Avertna%i($r]G’Axapi'Eve ’ £7rt

2 Herodot. 1. 8. c. 31.

tovtov <bi\imrov KaTaAafiovroc 3 Strabo, p. 434.

’EAarEiay kat K vtivlov.—Phi- 4
Ibid,

lochor. ap. Dionys. p. 742.
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to the left of the upper road leading to the Zimeno

pass, and descend towards the Stena (rd 2revd), as

the narrow valley is now called, through which the

Cephissus enters the Boeotian plains. Having passed

the Dhrakoplymata l

,
as two large natural basins

in the ground are called, one of which is 150 yards

in diameter, forming a perfect circle with a very

regular hollow within, we leave, a quarter of an

hour farther, the village of Aghia Marina a little

on the right, and descend exactly in the direction

of the peaked summit of Mount Khlomo, passing

between the lower heights of Parnassus, and an in-

sulated rocky hill which here terminates the upper

or Phocian valley of the Cephissus. This hill, which

stands exactly on the foot of the great slope of

Parnassus, is very steep on every side except the

south-east, where it throws out a low termination,

between which and another low height quite insu-

lated, there is a narrow plain. At the foot of the

latter height, to the south, stands a village called

Krevasara, and along its eastern side flows the Ce-

phissus, beyond which is another small insulated

height near the foot of a rocky mountain, which

rises from thence and takes a north-eastern direc-

tion towards Talanda. The approaches, therefore,

to the straits leading into Boeotia from the plain of

Pilateia

,

are on either side of the hill of Krevasara.

To the left of the Cephissus are the small villages

of Sfaka, Merali, Khubavo, and Belissi vulgarly

1
c)pa/co7rX v/xara : the word or terrible. The analogous

cipi/Kmv
,
properly a serpent, sig- name in English to hpcucoirXv-

nifies, when thus used in com- fxarci, would be, the Devil’s

position, any thing monstrous wash-tubs.
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called Belish \ Sfaka and Khubavo are on oppo-

site sides of the extremity of the mountain just

mentioned ;
Merali stands on a small insulated

height between them, and Belissi is opposite to

Khubavo, at the foot of a mountain similar and

parallel to the former, and separated from it by a

valley a mile in width. Between Merali and Khu-

bavo, the river Kineta issues from a small lake

which extends northward round the extreme point

of the mountain as far as Sfaka, and having received

a torrent which rises in Mount Khlomo, joins the

Cephissus
,
near the khan of the Kady which I visited

in my former journey, and which stands on the

right bank of the latter river, two miles below

Krevasara, where is a bridge over the river in the

narrowest part of the Stena or Straits. Though the

lake which feeds the Kineta is supplied from sub-

terraneous springs, these are not always sufficient

to afford a running stream in summer. At 2.23

we arrive at Bissikeni 2

,
vulgarly Bishken, which

stands in a narrow plain between the heights of

Parnassus and the larger and more western of the

two insulated rocky heights before mentioned.

The proestos and inhabitants know of no ancient

remains in this vicinity, except at a height on the

left bank of the Kineta, and a tower at the south-

eastern extremity of the heights in proceeding from

Bissikeni to the bridge near the Kady’s Khan. The
latter is described by the proestos as a paaropiKov

Trpay/uct, meaning such as modern masons construct,

1

2(paKa, Mepa\i), 'X.ovpnafiog, M-n-eXicrcri.

2
Mm/ratKevi.
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but the remains near Belissi, he states to be of large
wrought masses of stone. Their position in the
Stena seems to correspond exactly with that of

Parapotamii as indicated by Theopompus, who, in

a passage preserved by Strabo, states that Para-
potamii stood at a distance of forty stades from
Chaeroneia in the entrance from Bceotia into Phocis,
on a height of moderate elevation, situated between
Parnassus and Mount Edylium,—that these two
mountains were separated from each other by an
interval of five stades, through which the Cephissus
flowed

; and that Mount Edylium extended from
thence sixty stades as far as Hyphanteium, on
which Orchomenus was built \

Having remained half an hour at Bissikeni, we
proceed, in one hour precisely, to Dhavlia. The
road follows an opening which separates the higher

Ap. Strabo, n. p. 424. of Strabo, that Anemoreia stood
According to the text of Stra- on a part of Mount Parnassus,
bo, rheopompus added the re- which served as a boundary be-
mark that Parapotamii served tween the Delphi and the other
as a boundary to the people of Phocians, when the Lacedae-
Panopeus, Daulis and Ambrys- monians had separated the for-

sus (’Ap/3pWaC), but this last mer from the rest of the Phocic
word is obviously erroneous, community, there seems no si-

Ambryssus having been near tuation that will conform to the
the Gorinthiac Gulf

:
perhaps several data so well as that ad-

we ought to read ’A vepiopeae, vanced summit of the Parnas-
for the verse of Homer Oir sian ridge which lies to the
AvEfxwpEiav kcu Yapiro\iv up.- south of Bissikeni, and which
<pEVEfxovro, by coupling Anemo- forms with the opposite moun-
ltia 'with Hyampolis, appears tain, Edylium, the pass of Pa-
to place the former on this fron- rapotamii, or Stena of the
tier of Phocis. If we compare Cephissus.
this indication with the remark
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Parnassian ridges from the advanced mountain

which forms the western side of the Stena of the

Cephissus. The pass is a narrow valley, cultivated

only in the parts towards Dhavlia. The road is

much shorter than by the Stena, and in winter has

the further advantage of avoiding the marshy or

muddy valley near that river. It is probably the

route by which Hortensius eluded the enemy in the

Elatic Plain, and effected a junction with Sylla at

Patronis \ The issue of the pass is at the upper

extremity of a vale branching from the plain of

Chceroneia, and terminating at the foot of the great

summits of Parnassus. Many streams water this

valley, turn several mills, and then uniting take

a northerly course, close to the foot of the heights

by the village Khasnesi, below which the stream

enters the plain and joins the Mavronero or Mavro-

neri, a copious perennial stream, which issues from

the foot of the same mountain a mile beyond Khas-

nesi. On the southern face of the height which

hounds the vale to the south, stands the village

of Dhavlia, separated by a hollow from another

height, on which are some remains of the Acropolis

of the ancient Daulis. The name had assumed

the form Aav\ua as early as the time of Strabo,

but is now by the vulgar more commonly accented

on the last syllable, Dhavlia. The modern village

belongs to Hassan Bey of Livadhla, now residing

in 'Egripo, and whose father was pasha of the latter

place. It contains forty houses. The inhabitants

cultivate vineyards in the upper valleys and on the

Plutarch, in Sylla.
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sides of the hills, and com in the plain below, and
exercise the trade of agoyates with their mules.

Dec. 1.—The vale between Dhavlia and the

site of the ancient Daulis is covered with vine-

yards, and refreshed by many springs and rivulets,

which, in the plain below, join a branch of the

Cephissus called Platania, which receives all the

torrents from the adjacent slopes of Parnassus, Cir-

phis and Helicon, and has its extreme sources at

Dhistomo, but is nevertheless dry in summer. The
Platania unites with the Mavroneri very near the

junction of the latter with the Cephissus. It is to

the Mavroneri that the Cephissus owes its water in

summer, for I found it dry in July above the junc-

tion of the Mavroneri, even as high up as a little be-

low Dhadhl, where its waters were consumed by the

plantations of cotton and kalambokki, whereas it con-

tained water below the junction of the Mavroneri,

and even as far as Skripu. Hence, below the

junction, the Cephissus is now called Mavroneri or

Mavronero, and above it the river of Dhadhi, or

simply to 7Tordfu. Below the Kineta, which it re-

ceives in the narrowest part of the Stena, it turns

to the eastward, and continues, all the way to Or-
chomenus, to flow at a small distance from the foot of

the mountain which extends from the Stena to

Skripu in a high stony ridge, subdivided into two

nearly equal parts by a small branch of the river.

This mountain, the same which I before described

as parallel to that of Khubavo, and which Theopom-
pus so clearly indicates under the name of Edylium,

was sometimes called Acontium in its whole extent,

for Strabo remarks that Mount Acontium extended

h 2
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from Orchomenus to Parapotamii \ and attributes

to it the same length as Theopompus 2
. Properly,

however, it would seem that Hyphanteium was the

eastern extremity of the ridge, Acontium its highest

point, and Edylium the division of it westward of

the small branch of the Cephissus above mentioned
;

for Plutarch mentions a place called Assia as

situated between Edylium and Acontium 3
.

The entire circuit of the walls of the acropolis

of Daulis, which seems to have been nearly cir-

cular, and formed of masonry almost regular, may

be traced on the summit of the height which rises

opposite to the modern village to the south. Within

the inclosure is an old church of St. Theodore,

containing a marble inscribed with small and very

ancient characters, so nearly obliterated that I

have not attempted to copy them
;

there is also an

inscription ofnames on a block of variegated marble.

Three or four years ago, in the vineyards at the foot

of the height on the north, a more interesting monu-

ment was found, which having been conveyed to

Dhavlla, now stands before the door of the church.

It is a quadrangular stele, four feet six inches long,

one foot three inches broad, and ten inches thick,

adorned only with a simple moulding at the top.

1 Uporepov uev ovv oiKelodcu

TOV 'Op")(Ofl£v6v (j)Cl(TtV £7Tt TTeSIu).

£7ri7roXa^orroJv fie twv vbdrojt/

dyoiKurdijyai ttpog to ’Akovtlov

opoQ Trapare~iroy ettl ktijKovTa

rrraSiovQ fxexpi HapaTrorafiiuit'

tmv ev rrj (bioirfbi,—Strabo, p.

416.

2
to be AavXioi' ('H^vAtov)

TTapaTECveLV e<f e^Kovra oracUa

yii£)(pt TOV 'Y(paVTElOV
£<P' (p

KUTCU

6 ’OpxofxevoQ .—Theopomp. ap.

Strab. p. 424.
3
iv p-iatp tov’Akovtiov Kai tov

'llbvXtov, 7rpog to~iq XeyopivoiQ

’

Affffioie .—Plutarch, in Sy'la.
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One of the broad sides is inscribed with forty-seven

lines, and one of the narrow sides with forty-nine

lines. The monument records an arbitration con-

cerning the property and boundaries of certain

lands in the district of Daulis, made at Chseroneia

on the 24th of October, in the year of our sera 1 18 h

The following is a translation of the inscription on
the broad dimension of the stone.

“ With good fortune to the consuls, the emperor
Trajan Adrian Caesar Augustus, the second time,

and Cneius Pedanius Fuscus Salinator, on the 9th
of the Calends of November, in Chaeroneia. Zo-
pyrus, son of Aristion, and Parmenon, son of

Zopyrus, acting on behalf of the city of Daulis,

have witnessed the following as a faithful copy of

the underwritten decision of Titus Flavius Eubulus

:

I, T. F. Eubulus, having been appointed judge
and arbiter by the proconsul Caesius Maximus,
and having acted under the inspection of the pro-

consul Valerius Severus, between Zopyrus son of

Aristion and Parmenon son of Zopyrus and
Memmius Antiochus, concerning the land in dis-

pute, have, after hearing each side as long as they
wished, and after an actual inspection of the place,

and upon receiving an order from the excellent

proconsul Clodius Granianus 2 to declare my deci-

sion, adjudge as is underwritten. Four hundred and

1 See the Greek text at the vels in the East, vol. i. p. 459,
end of this volume. Copies of vol. ii. p. 513.

the inscriptions in Greek capi- 2 Thus it appears, that dur-
tals may be seen in the Rev. ing the process there were three

R. Walpole’s collection of Tra- different proconsuls.
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thirty-five Pliocic plethra of the land called Dryp-

pius, which appear from the writings exhibited to

me to have been purchased by Memmius An-

tiochus from the heirs of Cleon, belong to

Antiochus
;

whatever exceeds this quantity (in

Dryppius) is the property of the city of the

Daulienses. In like manner, in the land Euxyleia

four hundred and thirty plethra I judge to belong

to Antiochus, and the remainder to the city. The

beginning of the measurements in the lands Dryp-

pius and Euxyleia shall be commenced whereverAn-

tiochus may think proper
;
but inPlatanus and Mos-

chotomese the measure for both parties shall begin

in the same place, and from thence the remainder

of the measurement shall proceed
;
and in all these

measurements no account shall be taken of tor-

rents or rugged places, or such as cannot be culti-

vated if they exceed the dimensions of ten sphyrse h

The following persons were present : I, Titus Fla-

vius Eubulus, have declared my determination and

affixed my seal. Lucius Mestrius Soclarus
;
Cleo-

menes, son of Cleomenes
;

Neicon, son of Sym-
phorus

;
Lamprias, son of Neicon ; Zopyrus, son

of Antipatrus
;
Sosibius, son of Dracon

;
Neicon,

son of Alexandras
;

Leon, son of Theodotus
;

Callon, son of Phylax
;

Cassius, son of Martianus.

By a decree of the city.”

On the narrow side of the stele is the following :

1 This is evidently a super- patches than ten sphyrae were

ficial measure, probably a divi- not to be accounted for.

sion of the plethrum. Smaller
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‘
‘ The road to the Archagetes shall be two calami 1

in breadth. They shall jointly engrave the land-

marks and boundaries of the measurements within

the twentieth day of the twelfth month, we exa-

mining them when they shall be engraved. Con-

cerning the land Dryppius, we adjudge, from a

view of the writing exhibited by Serapias, son of

Zopyrus the agent 2

,
and by the Archons Philon,

son of Sosicrates, and Damon, son of Zopyrus,

that if any thing should be wanting to the four

hundred and thirty-five plethra assigned by the

decision of Eubulus, Serapias shall have a right to

demand it from the city of the Daulienses. These

were present: I, Curius Autobulus, adjudged, and

sealed the first seal. I, Nicephorus, son of Lyco-

medes, adjudged
;

I, Agasias, son of Timon, ad-

judged; I, Publius iElius Damoxenus, sealed the

fourth seal
;
Eisid(otus) the fifth

;
Metrodorus,son of

Apollodotus of Anticyra
;
Neicaretus, son of Pistus

of Tithorea
;

I, Tyrannus, son of Tyrannus, sealed
;

Acindynus, son of Callicrates of Tithorea
;
Sextus

Cornelius Axiochus
;
Eunus, son of Epaphras

;
I,

Callinicus, son of Cleonicus of Tithorea, sealed.”

1 The KclXa/ioQ was a linear

measure
;

if it was nearly equal

to the modern Italian canna,

the road was about fifteen feet

in breadth.
2
tov tyhiKov. Zopyrus was

the colleague of Parmenon on

behalf of Daulis in the former

affair, to which this judgment

was probably long posterior

;

for it would seem that Zopyrus

was now absent or dead, that

one of his sons had obtained

the interest of Antiochus in

the land Dryppius, and that

another was one of the Archons

of Daulis.
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Pausanias, who visited Daulis about fifty years

after the date of this inscription, remarks, that

there was a place in the Daulia named Tronis,

where stood the heroic monument of a hero called

the Archagetes, whom some supposed to be Xan-

thippus, a warrior
;
others Phocus, son of Orny-

tion
1

. It is evidently to this place that the begin-

ning of the second inscription refers, where it is

said that “the road to the Archagetes shall have

a breadth of two calami.” It is not impossible that

Tronis is an erroneous reading for Patronis, the

name, according to Plutarch, of the place where

Sylla was encamped before he was joined by Hor-

tensius, who, as I have already remarked, proba-

bly arrived through the same pass which I traversed

from Bissikeni into the valley northward of Dhav-

11a. The biographer, indeed, describes Patronis as

being in the plain of Chaeroneia, but the whole

plain, as far as the pass of the Cephissus, was un-

doubtedly often designated as the plain of Chse-

roneia. In Platanus, the name of one of the

portions of land mentioned in the awrard of Eu-

bulus, we have the origin apparently of the modern

appellation of the river Platania.

While I was copying the inscription, which was

my first employment this morning, a funeral took

place. The corpse was carried into the church, the

service read over with wonderful haste, and at a

certain point a howling was set up by three women,

1 ’ Eort c>£ rrjg AavXiag %wpct iroy ovk cKpayfj ra eg TroXefxoy,

KaXovfxeyr] Tpioyig' eyravda oi be $>u)Koy elycu rov ’Opyv-

ypipoy ijpio ’Apxrjyerov jcvkoir]- riuryog tov ^mtvQuv (partly.—
rac tov be ijpio rovrov Sciydin- Pausan. Phocic. c. 4.
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relations of the deceased, after which the corpse

was put into the ground, and small loaves of

wheaten bread, boiled maize, and wine, were dis-

tributed to the company, who assembled after the

service in great numbers, and seated themselves

round the wall of the church-yard.

Pausanias remarks of Daulis, that the inhabit-

ants were few in number, but the tallest and

stoutest of all the Phocians. The name of the

place he supposed to be derived from SavXog,

because the position had formerly been a forest 1
.

The only building described by him is a temple of

Minerva, containing an ancient statue, and another

still more ancient made of wood, said to have

been dedicated by Procne, for Daulis was supposed

to have been the scene of the well-known story of

Tereus, Procne, and Philomele.

Immediately above Dhavlia, on the site of Mount
Liakura, stands the monastery of Aghia Arsali, and

below it a metokhi, where the monks retire when
the snow covers their upper habitation. About five

miles to the south-west of Dhavlia is the entrance

of the Zimeno Derveni, or opening between the

mountains Cirphis and Parnassus
,
which leads to

Delphi. It is the cc^iarr} oSoc, or Tpnr\r\ KsXevOog,

the cleft or triple way celebrated among the

ancients for being the place where Laius fell by

the hands of his son CEdipus. I searched in vain

there, in my former journey, for any traces of the

tomb of Laius and his servant, which Pausanias

describes as covered with a heap of stones. The

1 Pausan. Phocic. c. 4.
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road, as he justly observes, becomes more steep and

rugged, from that point towards Delphi, and diffi-

cult even to a man on foot. Between Daulis and

the Schiste, but at what distance from either Pau-

sanias does not specify, stood the Phocicum, or

place of meeting of the deputies of the cities of

Phocis
;

it was a large building divided within

lengthwise by columns, between which and the

wall there were seats for the deputies. At one end,

in an open space, was a Jupiter seated on his throne,

Minerva and Juno standing on either side of him 1

.

The ascent from Daulis to the summit of Parnassus

was less rugged than that from Delphi, but

longer 2
. This route probably led by the modern

convent of Aglna Arsali. The road from Daulis

to Ambryssus, now Dhistomo, follows up the vale

of the Platania in nearly a straight course, having

Mount Cirphis on the right hand, and on the other

a part of the Helicon
,
which is so distinct from Pa-

leovuni, or the proper Helicon
,

that it had un-

doubtedly some specific name among the ancients,

though it has not been preserved by history. It is

itself subdivided into two summits, that to the east

called the mountain of Surbi, that to the west the

mountain of Zara, or Tzara, from villages of those

names.

Having crossed the Platania in twenty-five

minutes from the foot of the hill of Daulis
,
we

leave, in fifteen minutes more, the village of Malta

on the right side of the road, and then in eight

minutes arrive at 'Aio Vlasi. In the course of this

1 Pausan. Phocic. c. 5.

13

Ibid. c. 4.
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route the Stena of the Cephissus, or Boeoto- Photic

Strait, opens from the foot of the hills of Khas-

nesi, and 'Aio Vlasi admits a view through the

Stena : the hill of Krevasara being then nearly

hid by the heights of Khasnesi, and that of the

Paleokastro, near Belissi, appearing to advance

half across the pass. In the course of our morning’s

ride many opvia, (vultures,) were in sight, and a

great number of lapwings, which the Greeks call

KaXrifiavri. At 'Aio Vlasi the woman of the cottage

where I dine wears a low bonnet or hat, made at

Dhadhi, which is completely covered on the out-

side with a coat of mail made of paras. Just over

the ears, instead of paras, the covering is made of

Spanish or Austrian dollars and Turkish pieces of

100 paras. The owner is of Dhadhi, and in reply

to my inquiries says, “ this is the fashion of our
town

;
here they have other fashions.”

On this side of Mount CEta, it may be remarked,

that itinerant salesmen, and even saleswomen are

to be met travelling singly, which is hardly ever

to be seen beyond Thermopylce. During the

last two days we have met several persons from
Aspraspitia selling fresh sea-fish

; and at 'Aio

Vlasi have found a caravan of asses laden with
corn and kalambokki, and conducted by an Agra-
fiote woman. To be able to do this, or to wear
such caps as that just mentioned, without risk,

implies a greater degree of security than the

Christians enjoy to the northward of Mount CEta
,

where the resistance of the mountaineers to Aly
Pasha, his continual attempts to reduce them, the

march of his Albanians through the country,
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the incursions of the kleftes, and the poverty,

idleness, and rapacity of the Turks, particularly

those of Larissa, lead to the unceasing oppres-

sion of the Christians, and have made their con-

dition more miserable than in this part of Greece,

where the protection enjoyed by the districts of

Livadhia and Athens, the one as a vakuf, the

other as a royal appanage, is not without some

beneficial effects upon the Christians
;

the ad-

ministrators taking care to send proper persons

to reside as Voivodas, and readily attending to

the complaints of the Greeks, so that the Turkish

governor finds it difficult to enrich himself by op-

pression. Another cause is the smaller proportion

of Turks, the effect of whose bigotry, insolence,

idleness, profligacy, and greediness of gain, has

every where a tendency in proportion to their

numbers, to degrade the condition and character

of the rayah, and at length to drive him into the

districts where the Turks are not so numerous,

and which are better protected by the Porte. As

to the circumstance of a large proportion of the

lands to the southward of CEta being held by

Greeks, I fear it makes very little difference to

the working farmer, in his profits or his enjoy-

ment of the fruits of the earth
;

his terms of cul-

tivation are the same, whether with the agas of

'Egripo and Thebes, or with the archons of

Livadhia and Athens, all of whom take care that

he shall never be out of their debt, nor enabled to

obtain from the soil more than a subsistence of

the scantiest kind.

In proceeding from 'Aio Vlasi to Kapurna, ve
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leave, at eight minutes beyond 'Aio Vlasi, a vil-

lage called Mera to the right of the road, in the

entrance of a valley leading into that which is

watered by the western branch of the river of

Livadhia, and along which leads the road from

Livadhia to the Zimeno Pass, branching to the

left to Dhistomo
;
these were anciently the routes

from Lebadeia to Delphi and Ambryssus. Ka-

purna stands at the foot of the same ridge as 'Aio

Vlasi, in a hollow between a steep summit and a

long even height, which advances from the ridge

into the valley in a north-easterly direction, and

hides Kapurna from all the great plain towards

the Lake Cephissis. A projection of the heights

on the other side towards the vale of Mera con-

ceals it in like manner from the upper part of the

plain of Daulis, but the hill of Kervasara is seen

from Kapurna, through the Stena of the Cephissus.

The rocky heights which overhang the villages

of 'Aio Vlasi and Kapurna have preserved con-

siderable ruins of Panopeus and Chceroneia. Pau-

sanias says, that Panopeus 1 was distant 20 stades

from Chseroneia, and 7 from Daulis : but the

latter number is obviously erroneous. I was 48

minutes in walking my horse from the foot of the

hill of Daulis to 'Aio Vlasi, and 35 from thence to

Kapurna. The latter space of time corresponds to-

lerably well to the 20 stades of Pausanias, accord-

ing to the average rate of 30 stades to the hour
;

it

1 Pausan. Phocic. c. 4. Ac-

cording to Strabo (p. 423.) it

was called Phanoteus in his

time, and Thucydides (1. 4, c.

76. 89.) names the district

Phanotis
;
but Panopeus is the

form employed by Homer, and

by Pausanias.
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is probable, therefore, that the number of stades be-

tween Daulis and Panopeus was 27 instead of 7, and

that the word ukooi has been lost by the copiers of

Pausanias. The 7 stades which he assigns to the

circumference of the walls of Panopeus is exactly

confirmed by the present remains.

Panopeus partook of the ruin of the other cities

of Phocis at the end of the Phocian war, but like

them also was re-established by the Athenians and

Thebans a little before the battle of Chseroneia \

In the time of Pausanias, although it had neither

agora, nor theatre, nor gymnasium, nor fountain 2

,

nor public building for the use of the magistrates 3

,

and consisted only of huts on the side of a torrent,

it was still called a city, and sent deputies to the

Phocic council. The only antiquities besides its

walls were the tumulus of Tityus on the side of

the torrent 4
,
and a building of crude bricks, con-

taining a statue of Pentelic marble, but whether

intended for Aesculapius or for Prometheus, Pau-

sanias could not ascertain. Panopeus having been

placed between two cities, which were themselves

not 5 miles asunder, seems to have derived its

importance from being the frontier fortress of

Phocis, towards Boeotia. We find, accordingly,

considerable remains of the ancient walls
;

their

general form is a triangle, of which the southern

side follows a course parallel to the torrent of

Mera, and the two others inclose the northern face

1 Pausan. Phocic. c. 3.
3 ap^ela.

2 vSwp Kartpyo^xtrov eg Kpy~ 4
eirl rfj xapadpq..

— Ibid. c. 4.
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of the hill, forming an angle, somewhat greater

than a right angle, at the south-west. They in-

cluded a small portion of the plain at the north-

western end of the site. Here the walls are built

in lines nearly straight, and were flanked with

towers at the usual intervals. On the height the

sides are broken into re-entering and salient an-

gles, in the manner best suited to defend the

ascent of the rocks, with towers at the most

prominent angles, projecting 20 feet from the

walls, and in some places still 30 feet high.

The masonry is of the third or intermediate order,

between the polygonal, in which there wTere no
regular courses, and that in which the courses

were equal and horizontal. Each of the two sum-
mits into which the hill is divided had its interior

inclosure. That to the south-west retains three

gates: one leading to the lower town, and two

opening to the country. In all the three, the

entrance is oblique to the wall, as in the annexed

plan of one of the latter gates.

The torrent of Mera is evidently the yapaSpa

which Pausanias mentions, and was probably the

Boeoto Phocic boundary. Some large masses of

stone on this side, which appear to have fallen from

the hill, may answer to those sandy coloured rocks

from which Prometheus made the human race, but

I can neither perceive the smell of human flesh in
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them, which Pausanias recognised, nor any remains

of the tumulus of Tityus, although, according to

the same traveller, it was not less than a stade in

circumference.

At Kapurna, scarcely any vestiges of the town

wall of Chceroneia are traceable in the plain, but

in the Acropolis, which incloses an extremely

rugged height, there is a large piece of wall, of

masonry of the third order, in excellent preserva-

tion, and well calculated to give an idea of the

beautiful and imposing effect of this fine mode of

building when complete. The hill corresponds

exactly to the “ precipitous height above the city,

called Petrachus 1 ,” though Pausanias, who thus

describes Petrachus, has not mentioned it as the

Acropolis of Chaeroneia, which the existing forti-

fications prove the hill in question to have been.

The other remains at Kapurna are a theatre, of

which all the middle part was excavated in the

rock of Mount Petrachus, and the ends consisted of

a mass of earth faced with masonry, of which the

ruins still remain. Several rows of the lower

seats are evidently buried below the earth, ac-

cumulated at the foot of the height
;

but there

are two diazomata, or praecinctions, above ground,

and consequently three divisions of seats. In

the lowest division three or four seats only are

now visible above the surface
;
the middle contains

twelve rows, and the upper four, above which

there is a high perpendicular excavation in the

1 "E<ttl tie virep ti]v tvoXiv Kpr)jj.vbg llErjxixoe ku\ov/j,£voq .

—

Pausan. Bceot. c. 41.
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rock, and the remains of two or three rows of seats

above it.

On the face of the same rock is inscribed, in

letters of the best times, with the omicron smaller

than the other letters, the words ’AttoAAwvoc

vcupoplh), Apra/utSog uoo)Slvag \ In some inscriptions

reported by Meletius as existing at Chseroneia in

bis time 2

,
we find the same Bceotic dialect em-

ployed, and the same Diana mentioned, but with

the more common epithet of Eilethuia, or in the

Bceotic dialect, EiAaObj. The worship of the same
deity, but without the epithet is recorded on
another monument, erected in honour of one of

her priestesses by the council and people of the

Chseronenses 3
.

A stone in the wall of a church near a fountain

below the theatre, is inscribed with a dedication to

the Emperor Macrinus, by the council and people
of the Chseronenses. It is difficult to decipher the

second name of the emperor, but it certainly is not
Opilius, as usually written in Latin authors. To
me it appears to be 0N0AAI02, i. e. Omphalius 4

.

1 V. Inscription, No. 24.
2
(l) Evrof.ia, ’AfxtyiXvroQ,

KptroXaa, Xlovdinc,, 'AprayLL^i

EIXeiOiy'

(2) KpiT(')XaOQ, ’ApMTTltoV,

KaXXip, Ka\\i7rt^a£, ’Apra/judi

ElXeidiy'

(3) ’Ej'7T£C)«J'0£ .

apxorroQ, firjvoQ QrjXovdiov ttev-

TtKaiCeKcirp, IlaXXag Kpirun'og

arariOr/triy rfjv Ibtav dEpaTrcu-

vav KaXXw itpav rp 'Apre/uSi,

VOL. II.

—Melet. Vol. ii.

p. 336. 8vo. Ven.

H ftnvXi] teat b Sfj/uoc X«i-

puvemv Ti)v Upeiav ’AprEfuZog

Xapcnreivav, Tifiepiov KXavblov

Aidvfxov dvyar£pa,apErfjg.£veiCEy

KCll TfjeTTEpi TrjvOEClV dprjaKEtClQ.

• • • . Ka'i dsiora (ror)

avTOKpdro(pa) McipKov ’() v<J>d-

Xt.ov'Lt(ippbv Mafcpeij'oj/
>/ j3ouX>)

Ka'i o CfjfxoQ Xaipojvswv.—V.

Inscription, No. 25.

I
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Another inscription on a stone at the same foun-

tain was engraved in honour of Demetrius Auto-

bulus, a Platonic philosopher, by his maternal

grandson Flavius Autobulus
1

. An ancient church

of the Panaghia, in the village, preserves many

remains of ancient art, particularly an inscribed

marble, upon which are several records of the

dedication of certain slaves, both male and female,

to Sarapis, by which process they obtained their

liberty, or at least became hpoSouAoi, or slaves only

to the god. In some instances the manumission

was immediate, but more frequently after the life

of the owners, and with a reserve of the children

born of them in the meantime. The names of the

Boeotian months Homolius, Alalcomeneius, Thelu-

thius, Prostaterius, and Bucatius, occur in these

documents 2
. It appears from the inscriptions re-

The following is a Latin in-

scription in honour of the same

emperor, the shortness of whose

reign has rendered such monu-

ments rare :—Herculi victori.

Pro Salute Imp. Caes. M. Opelii

Aureli Severi Macrini Aug. L.

Juhentius L. F. Ter. Severus

Aug. N. dispensator.—Gruter.

p. 50.

As Macrinus reigned only

one year, A.D. 217, 218, we

have the exact date of the in-

scription of Chaeroneia.

1
Aa/JLciTpioy AvrofiovXov

(pi\6(TO(j>ov Il\arwviKoy <J>Xa/3tO£

Avro[3ov\og tuv Trpog /.irjTpdg

iramrov.—Y. Inscript. No. 2G.

The Autobuli appear from

the following inscription which

Meletius found at the same

fountain, to have been descend-

ants of the celebrated Plu-

tarch.

KXavCioy A vto[3ov-

Xo v, bfiMWiiov rw tvarpi, ektov

citto II\ovrdp\ov, aperr/v Tvacrav

kv /3t'« kcu Xoyoig EirLhEi^dfiEvoy

eu rf] ft’, 7/ 7rpdg fj,rjrpog

pannri KaXXucXeia .... /cat o!

yovE~tg kcu at a^eX^at

—Melet. vol. ii. p. 334.
2 See the text of several of

these inscriptions at the end of

this volume.
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ported by Meletius, that slaves, both male and

female, were dedicated in the same manner to

Diana, ’Apra/uSi EiAeiGq/. The other remains of

antiquity in the church of the Panaghia are an

antique chair of marble, called by the learned

o (jipovog rov TlAourapyou 1

(Plutarch’s chair),—two

columns of dark grey granite, two Ionic capitals,

and many ancient fragments in the walls. A large

pedestal without any inscription forms the altar or

holy table 2
.

Pausanias has neither noticed the theatre of

Chgeroneia, nor the temples of Diana and Sarapis,

which the inscriptions prove to have existed here,

and which stood, perhaps, upon the very sites of

the churches where the inscriptions are found.

According to him, the principal object of venera-

tion at that time was the sceptre, or, as they called

it, the spear 3 of Jupiter, made by Vulcan, and the

only one of the reputed works of Vulcan which
Pausanias considered genuine. It was kept in the

house of a priest annually appointed, and was said

to have been found between Chseroneia and Pano-

peus, whither it had been brought by Electra,

daughter of Agamemnon, to whom it devolved

through Hermes and Pelops. Daily sacrifices

were made to the sceptre, and a table stood con-

stantly before it, covered with meat and cakes,

which accords so exactly with some of the repre-

sentations on the temples of Egypt, that one cannot

2

<ppnvog for dporog, like
3 ayia rpaTre^a.

for 9>;/3a(. Pindar, a
4
Sopv .— Pausan. Boeot. c.

Boeotian, in like manner used 40.

<]»)n for Q{fp.
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but suspect that the worship was derived from

thence, together with that of Sarapis, and that the

local mythus was a posterior invention.

On the summit of Mount Petrachus stood a

small statue of Jupiter, and in some part of the

territory
1 were two trophies erected by Sylla and

the Romans for their victory over Taxiles. Of the

more celebrated victory of Philip, son of Amyntas,

on the same scene of action, there was not any

such monument, because the erecting of trophies

was contrary to the Macedonian custom. But

there was a polyandrium of the Thebans who were

slain in that battle, surmounted by a lion, not far

from Chaeroneia, on the road to Lebadeia, and it

would seem from Strabo, that here stood also mo-

numents, erected at the public expense, in honour

of all who had fallen on the same occasion 2
. As

these memorials were probably on the field of the

first battle of Chaeroneia, the situation of which

no ancient author has exactly described, we may

presume that a large tumulus, which rises conspi-

cuously from the plain near the right bank of the

Cephissus, is not a monument of the victory of

Philip, but the place of sepulture of those who fell

in the contest of the Romans with the Mithradatic

army, for that tumulus, instead of being in the road

from Chaeroneia to Lebadeia, is about midway to

Orchomenus, and it seems evident from Plutarch,

that the Roman battle occurred in the middle of

the plain.

In the time of Pausanias, Chaeroneia was noted

1

X^Pa '

2
Tttfr

)

7TEOW7WV iv T)j fJ-d^r) Srjuomn.—Strabo, p. 414.
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for the manufacture of oils extracted from odori-

ferous flowers.

Quitting Kapurna at seven in the evening for

Livadhia, we follow the foot of the hills for a

quarter of an hour, then ascend them, and at the

summit enter upon a plain of a rich soil, now very

muddy, which we cross in a quarter of an hour by

a paved road, then descend and enter the plain of

Livadhia, fifty-five minutes from Kapurna. Ten
minutes farther cross a stream flowing to the left,

the same already mentioned as the western branch

of the river of Livadhia, then passing through

fields of rice and kalambokki, by a muddy road

and bad pavement, at the end of one hour and

twenty minutes from Kapurna, enter Livadhia.



CHAPTER XII.

BCEOTIA.

Livadhia, Mideia, Lebadeia, river Hercyna, Grove of Trophonius

—Inscriptions of Livadhia

—

Coroneia—Alalcomenve—Petra

—

Mountains Libethrium, Laphystium Tilphossium— Temple of

Minerva Itonia— Rivers Curalius, Phalarus, Isomantus—
Krupi—Skripu, Orchomenus, Treasury of Minyas, Monastery

of Skripu, Temple of the Graces, Inscriptions—Rivers Cephis-

sus, Melas—Lake Cephissis— Tegyra.

Dec. 2.—The town of Livadhia has an imposing

appearance from the northward, and forms a scene

no less singular than beautiful. Its houses are

surrounded for the most part with gardens, and

thus occupy a large space of ground on some steep

acclivities at the foot of a precipitous height which

is crowned with a ruined castle, said to have been

built by the Catalans. This height is an abrupt

northerly termination of Mount Helicon
,

and is

separated eastward from similar hills by a torrent

issuing from the mountain between lofty precipices,

and falling with great rapidity over a rocky bed

as it passes through the middle of the town. It

is the ancient Hercyna. Above the Kastro, or

castle hill, it is generally dry, the principal

contribution of water being from some sources

at the southern extremity of the town, under

the eastern side of the Kastro. Derivations are
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made from it to every part of the town, and into

the gardens which surround the houses. There

are springs also in many parts of the site
;

so that

by the effect of this abundance of water, combined

with the shelter of the overhanging mountains, the

air in the summer, in the upper part of the town,

during an hour or two in the morning and evening,

has a most agreeable coolness, as I experienced

when I was last at Livadhia : the same mountains,

however, by excluding the regular breezes, cause

the general temperature to be excessively hot, and

in winter create humidity, by depriving the town

of the sun’s rays, which at present no longer

fall even upon the lowest quarter of the town after

two o’clock. From these causes the climate is not

considered either agreeable or healthy, and it is

said that in summer, in consequence of the want

of ventilation, the noxious exhalations of the irri-

gated fields of cotton and rice, although near two

miles distant from the upper quarter of the town,

are felt in every part of it. Velitza, having a similar

position and aspect, is affected in the same manner

by the adjacent mountain; and there the village was

in shade even before one o’clock. In fact, all the

ancient cities of Doris, Phocis, and Bceotia, which

occupied the strong and otherwise advantageous

situations under the northern sides of Parnassus and

Helicon, experienced more or less the same inconve-

nience, and had a similar climate in winter, as Pau-

sanias has remarked in particular respecting Lileea
1

.

1

txeL 3k b AtXcua Kal tcpog tov Sk xei/uuiva pr) b^o'iwg r]mov

rag rou trovg uipag /J-erotTrujpov y iveadai, KwXvei to opog 6 ELap-

kui kv dkpti Kal bpog £7rtrr^etwc‘ vaoaog.—Pausan.Phocic. c. 33.

13
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Livadhia has a greater air of opulence than any

place in Northern Greece, not even excepting

Ioannina. This is partly real in consequence of the

small number of Turks who generally are not only

poor themselves but the cause of poverty in others,

and is partly the effect of the construction of the

larger Greek houses, which having spacious cham-

bers and galleries in the Turkish manner, are

shown to advantage on the steep declivity of the

bill. It may be observed, however, that this style

of building, the effect of Greek vanity always

ready to ape Turkish grandeur, although agreeable

in summer is in general little suited to a place

where the winter is both long and severe. There

are about 1500 houses in the town, of which 130

only are Turkish. The most conspicuous object

is a tower with a clock in it. The district contains

seventy villages, of which the largest are Dhadhi
and Arakhova. Xerokhori, Fyla, and several

others in Euboea, are inscribed in the vilayeti, as

well as Kalamo and some others in Attica.

The Homeric Mideia was situated, according to

Pausanias, on a height
1

,
from whence the inhabit-

ants under the conduct of Lebadus, an Athenian

removed to the lower ground 2

,
and there built the

town to which they gave the name of Lebadcia.

It would seem, therefore, that Mideia stood on the

site of the Kastro, and of the western division of

the modern town, having its eastern side defended

by the Hercyna, and that Lebadeia occupied the

1

<f)KE~tTO etri /.UT£u>pov ,

—

Pau- 2
tQ TO yddjxaXov.

san. Boeot. c. 39.
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lowest part of the present town. It is difficult to

believe, however, that the Kastro was not at all

times a part of the ancient city, being so essential

to its safety. The only remains of antiquity are

some Hellenic squared stones in the walls of the

ruined castle, with a few inscriptions and archi-

tectural fragments dispersed in the town. This

strong and well-watered position having always

been occupied by a considerable population, the

ancient materials have so long been applied to re-

pairs that nothing is now left in its original posi-

tion.

Lebadeia was chiefly celebrated for the oracle of

Trophonius, son of Erginus, king of Orchomenus,
who, at a time when the Greeks were chiefly in-

debted to Phoenicia for artists
]

,
obtained with the

aid of his brother Agamedes, such celebrity as a

constructor of temples, treasuries, palaces, and
other works 2

,
that by a consequence natural in a

superstitious age of the admiration in which his

1 That Phoenicia was looked

up to by the Greeks as a school

of art before the Trojan war,

may be inferred from some pas-

sages in Homer. The pilas-

ters which adorned the entrance

of the treasury of Atreus at

Mycenae, some fragments of

which are in the British Mu-
seum, resemble the Persian

style, which we may suppose

to have been allied to the

Phoenician. It is not uncom-

mon to find very ancient en-

graved gems in the Morea,

of a similar style of art. The

masonry of some Phoenician

ruins in the island of Gozo,

which have only recently been

excavated, greatly resembles

that of the great entrance into

Mycenae.
2 tovtovc (paffly

, u/g rjv^ridr]-

crav, ytvEcrdai Selvovq 6so~tg re

iepd fcctrcuricevcuTaadai /cat /?a-

<tIXeia dv0p6>TTULQ. — Pausan.

Boeot. c. 37.
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talents were held, he was believed after his death

to predict futurity, and to have been the son not of

Erginus but of Apollo b The extensive reputation

which his oracle had acquired at a remote period,

is proved by its having been consulted by Croesus

and Mardonius 2

;
and more than six centuries

afterwards, its administrators were still successful

in maintaining the popular delusion. Pausanias,

who himself consulted the oracle, has left us an

accurate description of the process, omitting only

what he saw or heard in the sacred adytum, which

it was not lawful to reveal

3

. He describes the

grove of Trophonius as situated at a small distance

from Lebadeia, or as separated from Lebadeia by

the river Hercyna, for the defective text leaves his

meaning doubtful b The source of the river was

in a cavern which contained upright statues hold-

ing sceptres with serpents entwined on them. It

was uncertain whether these were statues of iEscu-

lapius and Hygieia, or of Trophonius and Hercyna.

On the river’s bank there was a temple of Her-

C3ma, containing the statue of a virgin bearing a

goose in her hand. It represented the nymph
Hercyna, from whom, when playing with Proser-

pine, a goose escaped, flew into the cavern, and

concealed itself under a stone : Proserpine, having

1

This, adds Pausanias, I dir avrfjg (scil. rrjg iroXtwg) to

believe, as will every one who aXaog tov Tpocjxoytov, which

consults the oracle. can hardly be complete
;
hence

2 Herodot. 1. 1, c. 4G, 1. 8, it has been proposed to insert

c. 134. the words "Epfcvva 6 irorapog
3 Pausan. Boeot. c. 39. after Tpocpwrlov.
4 The words are Sidpyu Ce
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drawn forth the goose and removed the stone,

water followed, and became the source of the

river Hercyna. Upon the bank of the river there

was also a monument of Arcesilaus.

The grove of Trophonius contained his temple,

in which was his statue by Praxiteles, resembling

a statue of iEsculapius,— a temple of Ceres,

surnamed Europe, who was the nurse of Tropho-

nius, and a statue in the open air of Jupiter Hye-

tius (Pluvius). Above this place was the oracle \

and farther on in the mountain 2 the hunting-place

of Proserpine 3

;
also a large unfinished temple of

Jupiter the King, a temple of Apollo, and another

temple containing statues of Cronus, Juno and

Jupiter. He who had resolved to consult the

Oracle, first passed a certain number of days in a

building sacred to the good dmmon and to good

fortune 4
,
where, among other expiations, he was

enjoined to abstain from ablution in hot water, and

to bathe in the Hercyna
;

he sacrificed to the

deities worshipped in the grove, and a priest 5 de-

clared from the entrails of the victims whether

Trophonius was favourable to the sacrificer. On
the night of consultation he again sacrificed a ram
in the trench 6 of Agamades, at the pillar 7 of the

same person, whom he invoked. At this trench

the ground was said to have opened and received

1

dvafiam (He eirlru fxavTelov.

-E (JTL c)£ TO fXaVTE~lOV V7TEp TO

dXaog £7rt tov bpovg.
2
dvafldcn <)£ eirl to fj.avTel.ov

vat avTodev loixjlv eg to npoaoj

rov bpovg.

2 Koprjg Qyjpa.

4
Act l/xovog ’Ayadov cat Tv-

XV £ ’Ayadfjg.

fxdvTig.

0
eg (ioOpov .

' crrtiXq.
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Trophonius when he quitted the earth. The ap-

pearance of the victim was here considered as of

more importance than at the former place. If they

were still found to be favourable, the consulter of

the Oracle was conducted to the Hercyna, where

he was washed and anointed by two young citizens

of Lebadeia called the Hermse. He was then led

to the two fountains of the Hercyna \ which were

close to one another, and drank of them
;

first of

the fountain of oblivion, to obtain forgetfulness of

preceding events
;

and then of the fountain of

memory, to strengthen his remembrance of what

he was about to behold. He next addressed his

prayers to a wooden statue of Trophonius, made

by Daedalus, which none but those who consulted

the Oracle were allowed to see, after which, clothed

in a linen garment 2

,
girded with sashes 3

,
and

wearing sandals peculiar to the place 4
,
he was con-

ducted to the Oracle 5
. The first object which

presented itself was a circular barrier, equal in

size to a threshing-floor of very small dimensions 6

,

it was formed by a basement of white marble about

two and a half feet high 7

,
upon which stood spits

lS

of brass connected together by bands 9 of the same

material. Within the circumference 10 was a hol-

low n
,
not natural, but constructed artificially in the

1 rov vSaroq.

2 ^irwya Xlvovv.

3 TcuviaiQ.

4
(.•Ki'ywpia.Q Kpr?7ri£?a<;.

«; \ A

7rpoc TO fXCLVTElOV.

fi

&Xiuv ti)v eXrt^/Vn/j'.

7
CL-KohioviTL dvo 7T»/J££l£.

8
ofieXoL

9
^uirai.

10
TTEpifioXoV.

11

^dor/xa yije.
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most finished manner \ and in form resembling an
oven (or kiln)

2

,
the diameter was about four peeks

(six feet), and the depth not more than eight

peeks (twelve feet). There was no constructed

descent, but a light narrow ladder was brought

for the use of him who descended, and who
found at the bottom a small opening between
the bottom and the masonry

3

two spans (a foot

and a half) wide, and of which the height ap-

peared to be one span (nine inches) 4
. Lying

on his back, and holding honey-cakes in his

hands, he introduced his legs into the hole, and
then his knees, when on a sudden the rest of

his body was carried forward with rapidity, as if

involved in the current of a rapid and mighty river.

The future was then revealed to him
;
not to all

persons in the same manner, but to some by the

sight, and to others by the hearing. He returned

by the same opening by which he entered, and
again with the legs foremost. The priests then

conducted him to the throne of memory, which
was not far from the Adytum, where they ques-

tioned him as to what he had seen, and then de-

livered him to his friends, who led him back to the

sanctuary of Agathodsemon. At first he was so

terrified, that he appeared to have no recollection

either of himself or others, but at length recovered

his mind and the power of laughing, and was bound
to inscribe on a tablet 5 what he had seen or heard.

1 ovk avTO/xarov, d\\a avv 3
oVj) /xera^v tov te eZdcpovQ

TE-yvrj kcu dpfiorla 7rpog to dxpi- Kai tov ohcodofJ.fifiarog.

^EGTUTOV (VKodoflYlfJEVOV. * GiridcifiCov TO tvpoc dvO, TO ds

Kpifidvu). VljjOg £(pClil'£TO eTvcu

5
EV 7TIVCIKI,
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Such is the account of Pausanias from his own
experience. Philostratus, the only other author

who has entered into particulars of the same kind,

has added little or nothing to Pausanias, and differs

from him only in describing as made of iron the

railing of the circular barrier, which Pausanias

states to have been brazen.

I have already remarked, that the river which

traverses Livadhla is the continuation of an occa-

sional torrent from Mount Helicon, which is joined

by some copious sources at the southern extremity

of the town, on the eastern side of the Castle hill.

It is evident that these were the reputed springs of

the river Hercyna, adjoining to which was the

Grove of Trophonius. They issue on either side

of the torrent, those on the left bank from the rock,

through several small spouts, which are sometimes

dry in summer, as I witnessed in the month of July.

Those on the right bank of the torrent form the

main body of the river at all times, and flow perpe-

tually from under the rocks in many large streams,

the subterraneous course of which is, apparently,

from near a cavern in the rocks on the right side

of the ravine, which is now almost choked up by

the rubbish of the town, of which that situation

happens to be a common place of deposit. The
great sources are called ra y\v<pa vspd, or the water

unfit for drinking, in contradistinction to the other

springs, which are named rd Kpid, or the cold waters

;

in fact, the former are of a higher temperature, and

not so agreeable to the taste. Immediately above

the Kria on the side of the Castle hill, is the cavern

which the learned of Livadhla point out as the

Cave of Trophonius. It is not very deep, does not
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reach down to the soil of the valley, nor has it any

appearance of an interior opening, though there are

some traces of artificial excavations in it, and of

niches and inscriptions near it \

Such being the present appearance of the sources

of the Hercyna and adjoining places, it becomes

impossible to apply the description of Pausanias

with any certainty, there being, instead of one

source in a cavern, two sources, and a cavern op-

posite to each, and neither source having its origin

in its corresponding cavern. As to the latter dis-

crepancy, nothing is more likely than that during

the ages which have elapsed since the sacred grove

and its buildings were first ruined, and their site left

to the effects of natural causes, the torrent, or even

the ordinary rains, should have obstructed the

caverns with alluvial soil, and should have caused

one or both the springs to emerge on the bank of

the torrent below the cavern, instead of issuing in

the cave itself. But admitting this supposition,

there still remains the question, which of the

caverns contained the reputed source of the Her-

cyna? I think the eastern
;

first, because the per-

manent and larger sources of the river are on that

side; secondly, because that situation will suit

either of the two interpretations given to the words

of Pausanias descriptive of the position of the grove

relatively to that of the city, while the western

cavern is not well adapted to either
;

thirdly,

because the voder and more sloping ground was

there better suited to contain the grove and its

buildings, which required a considerable space,

1 V. Inscription, No. 34.
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than that on the western side, where the space

between the Kria nera and the perpendicular rocks

of the Castle hill is not only narrow, but almost

entirely exposed to inundation from the torrent.

It seems more probable, therefore, that the sacred

inclosure and its various structures occupied the

ground around the Glyfa and the cavern on that

side. It is clear from the narrative of Pausanias,

that the ^avraov, or place where the oracle was

enounced, was quite distinct from the cavern of

the sources, though it appears to have been situated

also at the foot of the hill, since he describes it as

£7rt rou opovg. The description which he has given

of the well constructed of masonry, with an ele-

vated border, surmounted by a railing of brass, is

perfectly intelligible
;
but the o7r?7, or cavity, at the

bottom of the wall within, was so small, that unless

we suppose all that followed the introduction of the

legs of the consulter of the oracle into this aperture,

to have been the effect of his own imagination 1

,
it

is necessary to conclude, that the priests had some

concealed mode of enlarging the opening, which is

the more probable, as a circumstance mentioned by

Pausanias favours the opinion, that there was not

only a cavern or subterraneous chamber, but a se-

cond opening. He states, that a soldier of Demetrius

(Poliorcetes), who had entered the adytum without

performing the previous rites, and with the hope of

finding something there worth stealing, was de-

prived of life in consequence of his impiety
;
and

1 Plutarch introduces, in his nights and a day in the cavern

dialogue on the genius of So- of Troplionius, and as having

crates, a man who describes seen an abundance of strange

himself as having been two visions in that time.
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his body was found cast out, not near the sacred

entrance 1

,
but in another place. However this

may be, it is evident that nothing but an extensive

excavation can lead to the discovery of the adytum,

since the 071-17, or aperture, was twelve feet below

the circular Kpryirlg of white marble, and there has

probably been a considerable accumulation of soil

above that which was the surface in the time of

Pausanias. I am informed that the torrent,

although now dry, sometimes pours a potent

stream into the Hercyna

;

its origin is in an ele-

vated plain, situated between the summit of Heli-

con, nearest to Livadhla, and the heights of which
the Castle hill and opposite rocks form the termina-

tion. This plain is cultivated in some parts by the

people of Surbi.

The three inscriptions which have been pub-

lished by Spon and Wheler, are still in existence.

That which is in the mosque, formerly a church on
the hill near the castle, is in excellent preserva-

tion. The stone forms the lintel of the door of the

minaret of the mosque. The two other inscriptions

are lying in the yard of another mosque, at the

Bazar, and seem to have suffered some erasure

since the time of the two travellers. A third in-

scription in the same inclosure, not noticed by
them, but published by Pococke, with his usual

inaccuracy, still remains, but very much damaged.
Of these four ancient documents the first mentioned
is a dedication to Juno Basilis by a priest, at the

1 Kara rrrd/ua rd \eo6r.

VOL. II. K
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termination of his quinquennial administration;

during which his wife also had been priestess 1

.

The epithet Basilis corresponds to that of the

Jupiter Basileus, whose large unfinished temple

stood in the grove of Trophonius. And the word

mvTatTripiQ is illustrated by a fifth inscription, which

I found in a private house in the town. It is in

the Bceotic dialect, in characters beautifully formed,

and evidently of a much earlier period than the

dedication to Juno Basilis. It testifies that Neon,

the son of Ascon, after having held the office of

Agonothetes in the Basileia, dedicated a vase, for

anointing with oil, to Jupiter the king, and to the

city
2

. It can hardly be questioned, therefore, that

the quinquennium mentioned in the dedication to

Juno Basilis, related to the Basileia, which recurred,

like the Olympic festival and many others, at the

end of four complete years. The Basileia was pro-

bably the same institution named at a later period

Trophonia, which we find noticed by two Greek

authors 3

,
as well as in an inscription of Megara,

1 "Hpa /ScniiAtth Kal rfj ttoXel

Ae/jaSewy. MiyavSpog Xprjai-

jxov, lEprjrevaac Tr£VTaErr)ptSa ek

rwy l%ii>)va.vEQr)K£v, i£pr)TEV0var)Q

rfjc ywcuKoc; avroV Haprjcriac;

rfjg ’Oyctcnpfiporov .

—

V. Inscr.

No. 29.

2 Newv Fao’/cw(voc)

dyuivoOETEi^aao)

ra BrurtXeta

to £\r)o\puj(jr\pioy

,

or 101 ')

dvidElKE to~i (Att)

to~i Bacri\£t(iq) rrj)

7roAi.

—V. Inscr. No. 33.

XptOTJ/pta V£ I^eO’ O) y E\plOVTO

oi itpeTi; TOTTuXuLoy.

Suid. in Xpitjfxa.

To anoint with oil was one

of the ceremonies of the grove

of Trophonius : tXat'w ^ploval

ciuo 7rcuc)££,&c.—Pausan. Boeot.

c. 39.
3

J. Poll. 1. 1, c. 1, §37.
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published by Spon and Wlieler
;

for it appears

that the oracular predictions were ascribed to

Jupiter, and that the deity worshipped here was
often called Jupiter Trophonius 1

. The great un-

finished temple of Jupiter mentioned by Pausanias

was probably commenced not long after the battle

of Leuctra, for we are informed by Diodorus that

Epaminondas, with a view to encourage the Boeo-

tians, when preparing for the battle, procured a

person to pretend that, having consulted the oracle

of Trophonius, he was ordered to communicate to

the army, that when they had obtained the victory,

they were to institute a periodical festival at Leba-

deia in honour of Jupiter the king 2
. The Basileia

was established accordingly, and was accompanied

by a stephanites agon or contest, in which the

victor was rewarded with a crown 3
.

The three inscriptions at the mosque in the

Schol. Pind. 01. 7, v. 154.

Larcher, Hist. d’Herodote,

1. 8, note 195, cites Philemon

in the Lexicon of Apollonius,

to show that the games were

also called ’Epu>reia fiaaiXeia :

the name Eroteia appears to

have had its origin in a tra-

gical love story told by Plu-

tarch (in narrat. Amator.),

of one Straton of Orchomenus,

who became enamoured of Ari-

stocleia of Haliartus, as he saw

her bathing in the fountain

Hercyna, previously to her

carrying the sacred basket in

the rites of Jupiter the king,

to) Alt' to) BatnXfi Kavrjrpupely.

1 Liv. 1. 45, c. 28. Strabo,

p. 414.
2
Another of the devices cf

the Theban commander was to

cause the arms, which were

suspended in the temple of

Hercules at Thebes, to be sud-

denly removed, which the priests

interpreted to mean that Her-

cules was about to make use of

his arms to assist the Boeo-

tians.

3 Diodor. 1. 15, c. 53.

K 2
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Bazar are all in the Bceotic dialect. The first is a

conscription of the young men of twenty years of

age
1

,
in the year when Charopinus was archon of

the Boeotians, and magistrate of Lebadeia.

The names I did not copy, because many of the

letters are doubtful, and accuracy is the more ne-

cessary in consequence of the singularity of the

dialect. The second inscription at the mosque is

more complete, and contains a dedication to Tro-

phonius (here written Trephonius), by the horse-

men of Lebadeia, for a victory in the Pambceotian

festival
2

. These two inscriptions were published

by Spon and Wheler. The third, of which there

is a copy in the Inscriptiones Antique of Pococke,

has the remains of the words t'Soi;£ rp 7roXi Aefla-

Seivtov in the first line, and seems to have contained

a catalogue of dedications or deposits in the temple

of Trophonius 3
.

From Dec. 3 to Dec. 8.—In the course of these

days I made several excursions from Livadhia,

particularly one in search of Goroneia and Alalco-

mense, in company with Mr. Gell, whom I found

at Livadhia. The former of these ancient places

is supposed by the Greeks to have stood at Gra-

1 The letters as I copied

them were IKATITETIE2, but

the middle letter was doubtless

not a y, but a digamma
;
and

the word FncanFfriec, the Bceo-

tic form of tiKo

<

jletziq—men

of twenty years of age.—V.

Inscr. No. 30.

2 Tot imroTr) At/ja()eu']<jjy

dvediav TpeLptovtu), riKaaciy-Ec

imramri napi/lcuwrta, Unragyi-

ovtoq Ae^lttkg) Sawparaw,

FiAapyiovrujy Mvtlovoq 6pa-

auivLLO, ’E7rirtjitw Sav/cparc/w.

—

V. Inscr. No. 31.

The Pambceotia were cele-

brated periodically at the tem-

ple of Minerva Itonia, r.ear

Coroneia.— Strabo, p. 411.
3 V. Inscr. No. 32.
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nitza, on the mountain to the eastward of Livadhia,

because the Bishop of Coroneia resides there. But
that situation does not agree with the ancient

authorities. Following the road from Livadhia to

Thebes, along the foot of the Granitza mountain,

we arrive in forty-seven minutes at a kalyvia of

Granitza, on the foot of the mountain : here stands

a single Hellenic tower, about half of which re-

mains. On the opposite side of the plain are seen

the walls of Orchomenus, inclosing the extremity

of the mountain above Skripu. We then follow

the foot of the mountain for seven minutes, pass

some large perennial springs, and in forty- seven

minutes more, opening upon a valley which extends

several miles in a southerly direction towards Heli-

con
,
arrive at a fountain where are two or three

sepulchral inscriptions, with nothing but the name
in the nominative and yaipe. This was a common
kind of epitaph in Bceotia. Another, often em-
ployed both here and in Phocis, was the name in

the dative preceded by the preposition Eni. In

neither mode, the father’s name occurs. The first

is precisely the Sicyonian fashion, as described by
Pausanias. The Athenians invariably inscribed

the name both of the man’s father and of his demus.

We have now directly before us a bicipitous height,

standing at the entrance of the valley, watered on

either side by a rivulet, stretching southward to-

wards Helicon, in a direction parallel to the adja-

cent mountains, and thus dividing the valley into

two branches
;

this height is undoubtedly the posi-

tion of Coroneia. Both the streams rise in Heli-

con ; the eastern flows from Mount Zagara
;

the
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western, which is considerably the larger, is com-

posed of branches from Steveniko and Mount Paleo-

vuni, and from St. George and the mountain of

Granitza 1

. This river is crossed by a bridge on the

direct road from Livadhia to Thebes. In five minutes

from the fountain we ford it, and in eighteen more

arrive at the summit of the Acropolis of Coroneia,

which seems to have been of a circular form and

large extent. There remain a fine piece of poly-

gonal wall on the eastern, another on the southern

side of the Acropolis, some large masses of Roman
tile-work on the very summit, and a piece of the

town wall at the bottom of the hill, on the south-

eastern side. Fragments of ancient pottery are

observable in the fields on every side, but more

particularly toward the south-east, where the town

seems chiefly to have been situated, and where a

great part of it must have been hid from the view

of Orchomenus and the plain. There are several

sources of water on the same side of the hill, many
pieces of ancient squared stones in two ruined

churches, and at a third church, just below a

ruined tower of lower Greek or Frank construction,

two inscriptions, one only of which is in a copy-

1
I learn from Mr. Finlay,

wlio in the spring of 1829

crossed from Khosia by Kukora

and Steveniko to St. George,

that the chief sources of this

river are at a chapel between

Steveniko and St. George,

where are many remains of

antiquity, and the following

inscriptions:— 1. Qeov 'Abpia-

vov
, i) j3ov\rj cat 6 brj/xog, £7ri-

/jle'Kovi'toq II . AlXiov Aiwvvpuv.

2. ’E7rt ’Apiffro) ’Apicruoroe,

’Apiorroveiica \e (35) ^prjcTT^

Xcupe- 3. ’Aptarwj', ’Ap^eXaa,

’ApiffTOVElKa. 4. "l7T7rWl'—
5. 4>oi<7tae. No. 4. is in charac-

ters of the best times. No. 5.

in very ancient
;
the <p is thus,

^ ;
the 2 thus, <>

.
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able state of preservation. It is in honor of one

Paramonus, who had held the office of strategus

;

like many similar inscriptions, it does not contain

the name of the city
1

. Here also is a sculpture in

low relief, almost buried in the ground, together

with some fragments of sepulchral and other

wrought stones. At a Turkish fountain close by

are two or three other mnemata inscribed only

with names.

Having crossed the stream on the eastern side

of the hill of Coroneia, which, after following the

foot of the heights for a short distance, crosses the

plain, and joins the marshes below A. Dhimitri, we

proceed eastward along the foot of the mountain,

which here ends in a little low cliff and projecting

point under the village of Koriani, or Goriani 2
.

This point, as well as the slope of the hill has a

fertile soil, and is now ploughed. Continuing

along the extremity of the heights, we pass

under the village of Sulinari, from whence flow

two or three rivulets
;
beyond the last, on a rocky

end of the slope, are some polygonal foundations,

apparently those of a single building, such as a

temple. They are remains perhaps of the peribolus

of the temple of Minerva Alalcomeneis, already

celebrated in the time of Homer 3
; for the situa-

tion corresponds perfectly to that of Alalcomenae,

1 'H fiovXr) mi 6 diifioe Ila- voiag rijg Eig tyjv 7voXlv .

—

Y.

pdpiovov A (TTparryyr)- Inscr. No. 28.

o’a(i'ra) aperr/g evekev kcil ev-
2 Kwpiavr/, T/cwpiav//.

3 Aoiai p.Ev MeveXclu) dpi'iyovEg elite Qeuuiv

"IIpr] t ’ApyEirj mi ’AXa.XKOfiEi'rfig ’Adr'/vr].

II. A. v. 7.
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as indicated by Strabo and Pausanias 1

. The

neighbouring stream therefore is the Triton, upon

the banks of which, near the lake, stood the towns

Athenae and Eleusis, which were destroyed by an

inundation 3
. About midway between the Triton

and the projecting precipitous hill called Petra,

are some squared stones and fragments of ancient

pottery at a ruined church. The road from Suli-

nari to Rastamyti 2 crosses a connecting ridge,

which unites the Petra with the other mountains.

Instead of following this road as far as the latter

village, we turn to the left on the crest of the ridge,

and proceed to the extreme summit of the Petra,

where we find some remains of a small ancient

tower, or fortress, having a wall of polygonal

masonry, together with the foundations of a trian-

gular castle of later date.

This height commands an extensive and interest-

ing view of all the western division of Boeotia,

comprehending its vast plain, with the surround-

ing heights from the neighbourhood of Thebes to

Parnassus. Assisted by the recollections of my
former journey, I easily recognize all the positions

which Strabo and Pausanias have described around

the Cephissian lake. The inner, or north-eastern

bay of the lake lies before us, as far down as the

katavothra, together with Topolia and the ad-

jacent islands, about half-way between which and

the mountain of the Sphinx, now called Faga,

is a remarkable aperture in the hills on the borders

1
Strabo, p. 401, 411, 413. 2 Strabo, p. 407. Pausan. ib.

Pausan. Boeot. c. 33.
3 'Paorapvr??.
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of the lake, near which stands the village of Kar-

dhitza, probably on the site of Acrcephium. It is

easy to distinguish the several summits in the

mountainous region between the Euripus and the

lake Copais, to which the ancients gave the names

of Ptoum, Messapium, and Hypatus. Parnes rises

behind the position of Thebes.

The marshy region around the lake leaves a

broad plain opposite to Coroneia, but at Petra

advances so far as to touch this point of the moun-

tains. Near the position of Haliartus
,
which stood

on a low but conspicuous eminence, close to the

foot of the hills below Mazi, the marsh again

approaches very near the hills, and beyond it is

seen the plain of Haliartus
,
extending from Mount

Faga to the lower acclivities of Helicon, and ter-

minating eastward in the ridge of Onchestus, which

connects those two mountains. Petra is very rocky

on the northern side, and the descent is only prac-

ticable on foot. From the extreme point of the

hill issue the copious sources which cause the

marshes of the lake Cephissis to encroach so far

upon this part of the plain, as to leave only room

at the sources for the main route from Livadhia to

Thebes, and thus to make the Petra a pass of

some strength. The consequence is, that the road

from Livadhia to Thebes is not unfrequently inter-

rupted by robbers who establish themselves on the

Petra. Some foundations of a Hellenic wall which

are observable stretching into the plain, belonged

probably to a work for the defence of the pass.

Returning to Livadhia, we cross, in 37 minutes

from Petra, the bridge over the river which flows
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on the north-western side of the hill of Coroneia.

The rocky extremity under Sulinari, where are the

ancient vestiges, is somewhat less than half way

between Petra and the bridge. From the bridge

there is an interval of 30 minutes to Kalamaki,

where are several mills on the last slope of the

mountain, turned by the copious springs which I

passed in the morning by an upper road. Rakhi,

a Kalyvia of Granitza, is half a mile to the right

of Kalamaki, and beyond it, Karya, near the bor-

ders of the marsh.

A short examination of the description which

Pausanias has given of the places, comprehended

in this day’s excursion, will, I think, suffice to

justify the ancient names which I have already

assigned, as well as to identify the river Pha-

larus and the mountains Libethrium, Laphystium,

and Tilphusium \ He states, that Mount Tiiphu-

sium and the fountain Tilphusa were about fifty

stades distant from Haliartus. Here it was said,

that Teiresias, proceeding towards Delphi from

Thebes, died on drinking the water. His tomb was

at the fountain 2
. Alalcomenae was a small town 3

,

situated on the extreme declivity of a mountain not

very high. In the plain below it
4 stood the temple

of Minerva Alalcomeneis, which, having been de-

prived of its ancient statue of ivory by Sylla, was

in consequence neglected
; its ruin had been acce-

lerated by an ivy tree, which had displaced the

..
' < - J-i . a. •

.
•

. , , j ;

1 Pausan. Boeot. cc. 33, 34. 4
aVwrtfiw rfjc koj/jItiq Lv tm

2
TfTiyii- c - 33. xdafxaXa>.

3
kw/ati ov fityaXi).
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stones. A small torrent 1 flowed near, called Triton.

Between Alalcomense and Coroneia, and not far

from the latter 2

,
stood the temple of Minerva Itonia,

where the common council of the Boeotians assem-

bled. The temple contained brazen statues of Mi-

nerva Itonia, and of Jupiter, by Agoracritus, the

disciple of Phidias, to which those of the Graces had
recently been added. In Coroneia, the most re-

markable objects were the altars of Hermes, Epi-

melius, and of the winds, and a little below them
a temple of Juno, containing an ancient statue

made by Pythodorus of Thebes, in which the

goddess was represented, bearing in one hand the

Sirenes 3
. Mount Libethrium was about 4 40 stades

from Coroneia
;
here were statues of the Muses,

and of the nymphs Libethrides, and two fountains,

named Libethrias and Petra, resembling the breasts

of a woman, and producing water like milk. From
Coroneia to Mount Laphystium and the sanctuary 5

of Jupiter Laphystius, the distance was about 20
stades : the statue was of stone. Above it there

was an image of Hercules Charops. Between
Mount Laphystium and the temple of Minerva
Itonia, the river Phalarus crossed the road, flow-

ing to the Lake Cephissis. Over against 6 Mount
Laphystium was the city Orchomenus.

1
noTajxoQ ov fiiyag ytijiap- latter having obtained the vic-

poe. tory, formed crowns for them-
2
ivpLv eg Kopwyeiay it; ’A\aX- selves from the feathers of the

KofievCjv dcpucicrdai. c. 34. wings of the Sirens.
3 The Sirens had been per- 4

ibg.

suaded by Juno to contend with 5
rifieyog.

the Muses in singing, and the 0
Tripay.

13
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This last remark of Pausanias seems alone suf-

ficient to identify MountLaphystium with the moun-
tain of Granitza, which is separated from Mount
Helicon by a pass leading from St. George to Livad-

hia, and advances near Kalamaki, north-eastward,

into the plain exactly opposite to the hill of Skripu

or Orchomenus. The exact situation of the temenus

of Jupiter Laphystius cannot easily be ascertained

but by the discovery of some remains of the temple,

as the distance of twenty stades from Coroneia will

correspond with many points on the mountain of

Granitza. The temple of Minerva Itonia was at the

foot of the mountain in the plain on the eastern

side of Coroneia, and as it would appear from

Strabo, on the bank of the torrent which flows

there, for he observes of this temple, that it was

founded after the Trojan war by the Boeoti of the

Thessalian Arne, who having been expelled from

Thessaly by the Epirotes 1

,
occupied Coroneia, and

built the temple in the plain before the city 2
.

He adds, that the river which flowed by the temple,

received its name Cuarius, written Coralius by Al-

caeus in some verses relating to Coroneia, from a

Thessalian stream 3

,
and that at the temple of

Minerva Itonia, the Pamboeotian festival was cele-

brated. If, as seems evident from the various

testimonies just cited, the river on the eastern

side of Coroneia was the Cuarius, it follows that

the river of St. George, on the western side, is the

1 Thucycl. 1. 1, c. 12, Thessalian river is named Cu-
2
iv 7-w 7rpo uvrfje 7reS(u>.— ralius. Alcaeus being of Mity-

Strabo, p. 411. lene, and writing in ./Eolie,

3 In p. 438 of Strabo, the used w for ov.
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Phalarus. According to Plutarch, a branch of

the Phalarus, which joined it near Coroneia, was

named Isomantus, and more anciently Oplias l
.

This seems to be the rivulet from Steveniko, which

joins that of St. George a little above the ancient

site.

In like manner as the pass of St. George, sepa-

rating the mountain of Granitza from the main

body of Helicon, renders probable the supposition

that the former mountain had a separate name,

and was the ancient Laphystium, so a similar reason

leads to the opinion, that the mountain of Zagara

was the ancient Libethrium
;
that remarkable sum-

mit being completely separated from the great

heights of Helicon, by an elevated valley, in which

are two villages named Zagara, and above them,

on the rugged mountain, a monastery 2
. The dis-

tance of forty stades, which Pausanias places be-

tween Coroneia and Mount Libethrium, will cor-

respond to some place in the vale or on the moun-
tain of Zagara : and it is not impossible that

the monastery may occupy the exact position of the

sanctuary of the Muses.

1
XIpoc KoputVEiav ELf.Lap

-

povv, rw <&ri\ap6J 7rorcipG> crvfj.-

(J>epo^.evov ttapa tt/v tvoXlv, ov

TrciXai fiev 'Oiikiav vvv de

Icropavrov 7vpoaayopevovaLv .

—

Plutarch, in Lysand.
2 Zayapa, or more commonly

Zayopci, is a name found in

many parts of Greece, and ap-

pears to have been introduced

by the Servians or Bulgarians,

although no people of those

races may now he found in the

places so called. We learn

from the Byzantine history,

that the kingdom of Bulgaria,

when its capital was Achris,

was known at Constantinople

by the name of Zagora, which

some of the Byzantines sup-

posed to have been formed

from a Greek word, tfayopd .

—

Nicetas in Alex. Comn.—Ni-

cephor. Gregor. 1. 5, c. 1.
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IfZagara was Libethrium, Tilphusium, Tilphos-

sium or Tilphossseum was evidently confined to the

height now called Petra. It is justly described by

Harpocration as a mountain near the lake Copais \

The fortress on the summit, probably bore the same

name, which was derived from the source Tilphusa

or Tilphossa, at the foot of the hill
2

. In the hymn
to Apollo, commonly ascribed to Homer, the word

is written Delphusa 3

,
and seems in that ancient

poem, which contains many geographical incon-

sistencies, to have been confounded with Delphi, a

word of the same etymological origin 4
,
and derived

also from its remarkable fountain. At Tilphusa,

besides a tomb of Teiresias there was a sanctuary

of Apollo Tilphosius 5
.

Dec. 8.—At 10.5, quitting my lodging in the

lower part of the town of Livadhia, I descend along

the right side of the Hercyna into the valley, through

gardens and a rich cultivated tract
;
and at 10.25,

leaving the road to Kapurna to the left cross a

little below the junction of its two branches, the

river which is formed by the union of the Her-

cyna with that already mentioned as flowing from

a valley to the westward. The Hercyna is the more

considerable stream of the two, is permanent in

summer, and abounds in trout, which are not pro-

duced in the western branch
;

the course of the

united river, nevertheless, is a continuation of that

of the western branch, and appears from Theo-

phrastus to have been called, at its junction with

1

Harpocrat. in TtX^wo-traTov.
3 Hymn, in Apoll. v. 244.

2 Pindar, ap. Athen. 1. 2, c.4. i re\\u>.

Strabo, p. 411. Pausan. Boeot.
5 Strabo, ibid,

c. 33,
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the lake, not Hercyna, but Probatia ’, which was

probably the name of the western branch. The

valley which it waters, is the territory, perhaps,

of a town near Lebadeia, named Trachin 2
. I

have already observed, that the road from Livad-

hia to Kastri and Salona by “ the triple way,”

as well as that to Dhistomo or Ambryssus
,

led

along this valley. Proceeding, we soon arrive

under some rocky hills on the northern side

of the vale of Lebadeia ,—and having passed, at

10.45, through the little hamlet of Krupi at the

foot of these hills, soon begin to open the vale of

Chceroneia. At 11.15, we are at the eastern ex-

tremity of the heights which separate the valleys

of Chceroneia and Lebadeia
,
and which terminate

northward in a projection immediately opposite to

the high precipitous summit of Mount Acontium;

midway in the plain, rises the barrow near the

right bank of the Cephissus, which I suppose to be

a monument of the battle between Sylla and the

forces of Mithradates
;
near the tumulus, the river

turns from its previous course along the foot of the

Acontium, towards the middle of the plain, but

near Orchomenus again approaches the mountain,

and then “winds like a serpent 3 ” round Orchome-

nus into the marshes.

1 Theophr. de plant. 1. 4, c. 12.

2 Strabo, p. 423.

3
. . . . "Oc 7rapa Ilaj'OTricSa VXrjKioya r ipu/iyr/v

Kat te Ei ’Opxp/ievov elXiypeyoc elm, cpdiccjy (Lg.

Hesiod, ap. Strabon. p. 424.

It would seem, from these verses, that Glecon was another

name for Cliaeroneia.
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The direct road from Livadhia to Talanda now

branches to the left, and after crossing the plain of

Cliceroneia enters the vale which separates Acontium

from jEdylium, from whence it proceeds, over the

connecting ridge, to Vogdhani. Before we begin to

cross the plain in a direct line to the extremity of

MountAcontium, upon which Orchomenus was built,

we pass an insulated hill near the extremity of the

Chceroneian ridges, on the summit of which stands

one of a system of towers, resembling those which

are observable in the Morea. They seem to have

been intended for communication by signal, and

may all be attributed to the Frank princes who

possessed Greece in the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries. Some of the most remarkable in Bceotia

are—near Bissikeni, at Neokhorio in the district of

Thespice
,

at Megalomulki on the site of Haliartus,

at Xeropyrgo on a point of the hill which projects

into the marshes two miles E.N.E. of Orchomenus
,

and there is another beyond the latter, not far from

Topolia. We now cross the opening of the vale of

Cliceroneia direct to Skripu, cross the Cephissus by

a bridge, and arrive at Skripu exactly at noon. This

village consists of about one hundred houses, stand-

ing partly on the rocky base of the mountain, and

pai’tly on the river side in the plain, just where, after

having flowed along the southern side of Acontium
,

it turns from an eastern to a north-eastern course,

and thence north into the marshes. Passing through

the village, we proceed to the monastery of the

OeoroKog, situated a little beyond it to the northward.

Orchomenus, like many other Greek cities, oc-

cupied the triangular face of a steep mountain, at
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f>|Citaclel

H' jfioor

Marshes.

Ercliomenus

X 1Vro)iasterr/J^^A$/

its rise from the plain
;
and possessed in perfection

those advantages of position, which the Greek en-

gineers generally sought for, being defended on

every side by precipices, rivers, and marshes. The
summit is naturally separated from the ridge of

Acontium, which accounts for the distinctive appel-

lation Hyphanteium mentioned by Theopompus.
But the upper part of the hill forming a very
acute angle, was fortified differently from the cus-

tomary modes.

road from Livadliia-

VOL. II.
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Instead of a considerable portion of it having been

inclosed to form an acropolis, there is only a small

castle on the summit, having a long narrow ap-

proach to it from the body of the town, between

walls which, for the last two hundred yards, are

almost parallel, and not more than twenty or thirty

yards asunder. Below this approach to the citadel

the breadth of the hill gradually widens, and in

the lowest part of the town the inclosed space is

nearly square. It is defended on the lowest side

by a wall, which crossed the slope of the hill along

the crest of a ledge of rock, which there forms a

division in the slope. In this wall, which is at three

fourths of the distance from the castle to the monas-

tery, there are some foundations of the gate which

formed the lower entrance into the city
;
and on

the outside of it are many large masses of wrought

stone, the remains, apparently, of some temple or

other public building. The southern wall of the

city, which follows a line parallel to the Cephissus, is

traceable, with scarcely any intermission, through

a distance of three quarters of a mile
;
and in many

places several courses of masonry are still extant.

The wall derives its flank defence from square

towers, placed for the most part at long intervals,

with an intermediate short flank, or break, in the lin e

of wall. In a few places, the masonry is of a very

early age, but in general it is of the third kind, or

almost regular. The former dates from the earlier

and more celebrated Orchomenus, the latter ns

probably posterior to the battle of Chseroneia, whe n

the Orchomenii were restored to their possessions b>y

Philip, son of Amyntas, and when their city, whieh
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had been destroyed near thirty years before by the

Thebans, was re-established.

Towards the middle of the northern side the hill

of Orchomenus is most precipitous, and here the

walls are not traceable. The circumference of

the whole was about two miles. The citadel

occupies a rock, about forty yards in diameter,

and seems to have been an irregular hexagon;
but three sides only remain, no foundations being

visible on the eastern half of the rock. At the

northern angle are the ruins of a tower, and paral-

lel to the north-western side there is a ditch cut in

the rock, beyond which are some traces of an out-

work. The hill is commanded by the neighbouring
part of Mount Acontium

,
but not at such a distance

as to have been of importance in ancient warfare,

i he access to the castle from the city was first by
an oblique flight of forty-four steps, six feet wide,

and cut out of the rock
;
and then by a direct flight

of fifty steps of the same kind.

The monuments which Pausanias remarked at

Orchomenus were temples of Bacchus and of the

Graces, the treasury of Minyas, a fountain \ to

which there was a descent, tombs of Minyas and
of Hesiod, and a brazen figure bound by a chain
of iron to a rock, supposed to represent a spectre

which had haunted this rock, and which the oracle

of Delphi, on being consulted, pronounced to be
the ghost of Actaeon. The Oracle ordained that

the remains of Actaeon should be buried, and the

statue erected which Pausanias saw. The temple
of the Graces was extremely ancient

;
they were

1
Kprjvr).—Pausan. Boeot. c. 38.
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worshipped under the figure of rude stones, said

to have fallen from heaven in the time of Eteocles,

the founder of the temple, who lived several gene-

rations before the Trojan war. It was not until

the time of Pausanias that statues of the goddesses,

in stone, were added. The treasury of Minvas

was a circular building rising to a summit not

very pointed, but terminating in a stone which was

said to hold together the entire building h

Some remains, which have every appearance of

having belonged to the last-mentioned building,

are found to the eastward of the lower wall, where

the height terminates in a low projection which is

separated from the river by a level only a few hun-

dred yards in breadth. The artists employed by

Lord Elgin attempted to excavate the ruins of the

building, but were deterred from making much

progress by the large masses of stone which pre-

sented themselves, and which they had not the

means of removing. As all the lower parts of the

construction are buried in the ruins of the upper,

they will probably be found in situ whenever a

complete excavation shall be made. Some de-

tails may then be obtained of this curious edi-

fice, which was supposed to be a century more

ancient than the similar building at Mycenae, and

the first of the kind that was ever erected 2
.

The door-way, of which there are considerable

1 \idov filv Eipyaoroi, rr^fjfj.a
2

Qr]<javpov te aV0pw7ra>v, u>v

$£ 7repL(p£p£Q EOTIV ClVTh) ' KO~ t(T/X£V, MlVVCl£ 7TpwTOg ££ V7TO-

pv<pr) df. ovk £Q ayav 6l,v dvrjy- do^riv •^p-pfxdrwv ajKoSo/xriirciTO.

fj.Epr)' tov Se dvbOTCLTU) Tu>v \i- —Pausan. Boeot. c. 36 .

Q(i)v (paalv apfioviav ttcivti Eivcu

To> oiKoiopiifiari.

13
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remains, closely resembled that of the treasury of

Atreus. In both, the sides of the door inclined, so as

to make it wider below than above
;
nor are the

dimensions of the corresponding parts very different

in the two doors. The width is the same within a few

inches : here I measured eight feet three inches im-

mediately below the soffit, at Mycenae eight feet six

inches. There were probably two great slabs in the

architrave, as at Mycenae, though one only is now
left, which is of white marble, of six unequal sides,

sixteen feet in its greatest length, eight in its

greatest breadth, and three feet two inches and a

half in thickness. It is consequently much smaller

than the larger of the two slabs above the door of

the treasury of Atreus, which is tw7enty-eight feet

long and nineteen broad on its upper surface, and

three feet nine inches in thickness. As at My-
cenae, the edge of the stone, which formed a part

of the interior surface of the building, wras curved

both horizontally and vertically. The versed sine

of the arch on the upper surface is one foot three

inches and seven-eighths, and the chord fourteen

feet nine inches, which will give a diameter of

about forty-one feet.

The corresponding dimension of the treasury of

Atreus, or its diameter at the top of the door, is about
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thirty-seven feet. From this comparison, therefore,

it would seem that the treasury of Minyas was larger

than that of Atreus, though there could hardly

have been such a difference between the two mo-

numents as the reader might infer from the admira-

tion of Pausanias in the one instance, and his silence

in the other. Of the Orchomenian building he

asserts that there was nothing more wonderful either

in Greece or in any other country, and he compares

it to the walls of Tiryns and the pyramids of

Egypt. But the extravagance of the latter com-

parison is brought down to a reasonable level by

the former
;
and was probably suggested to Pau-

sanias by a peculiarity in the Orchomenian trea-

sury, in which it appears to have differed from

that of Mycenae \ namely, that the former was not

subterraneous like the latter, and consequently

that its exterior form resembled, in some measure,

that of the Egyptian pyramids. A subterraneous

construction of this kind, when formed on the side

of a hill as at Mycenae, presented from without

little more than an entrance into the hill between

walls ending in a door-way
;
whereas the descrip-

tion of the treasury of Minyas as rising to a summit

not very pointed, seems evidently to imply that it

was not hidden in the earth. The situation of the

ruins of the treasury of Minyas confirms in some

measure this supposition, the ground being rocky

and almost level, and therefore in neither parti-

cular adapted to a building like that of Mycenae,

which required a sloping hill of friable materials.

Perhaps the assertion of the Orchomenii as to the

See Travels in the Morea, c. 20.
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upper stone of their building, which suggests a

difference of construction between their treasury

and that of Atreus, may also be explained by the

former having been exposed to view, and not sub-

terraneous
;

since it is probable that in that case

the upper stone was not simply super-imposed, as

at Mycenae, but was connected with the surround-

ing masonry. It might even be inferred from the

meaning which Pausanias on all other occasions

gives to the word appovia, that the upper part of

the building at Orchomenus was a dome con-

structed with stones shaped to a center; though

it ought also to be remarked that Pausanias, by

the addition of the word <paa\, seems not to have

been himself quite convinced that the assertion of

the Orchomenii was correct.

Strabo observes, that the Orchomenus of his time

was supposed to stand on a different site from the

more ancient city, the inundations of the lake having

forced the inhabitants to retire from the plain to-

wards Mount Acontium 1
. This seems to accord with

the position of the treasury on the outside of the ex-

isting walls, since it cannot be conceived that Min-

yas would have so placed it. It is probable, there-

fore, that the city, in the height of its power, ex-

tended to the extreme point of the hill below the

treasury, and perhaps even to the bank of the

Cephissus.

The monastery of Skripu stands about midway

between the treasury and the river, below the

lowest slope of the hill, on a level with the river’s

Strabo, p. 416.
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bank. It contains a large church, consisting of a

dome and three aisles, which was built, as some

inscriptions coeval with the walls of the church in-

dicate, at the end of the ninth century, by Leo,

who held the dignity of Protospatharius under the

emperors Basil, Leo, and Constantine the seventh.

The monastery probably occupies the exact site of

the temple of the Graces
;

for it is in the memory
of the present occupants that the pedestal of a

tripod dedicated to the Graces, which is now in the

church, was found in an excavation made on the

spot. Of the other inscriptions which the convent

contains, two have been removed by the persons em-

ployed by the Earl of Elgin since I was last here 1

;

the rest I have transcribed. They are all, except

one, in the Bceoto-iEolic dialect, which employed

the digamma, and are consequently very important

to philology. Among them are three epitaphs of a

very remote antiquity. All the other documents

in which the digamma is employed are in charac-

ters of a good time of art, and appear to be all

nearly of the same date. That one of them, hav-

ing no appearance of being more recent than the

others, is not so old as Alexander, is proved from

its being a decree of Proxenia in favour of “ an i£o-

lian from Alexandreia,” or native of Alcxandreia

Troas, the name of which city was not changed from

Antigoneia to Alexandreia until after the death of

1 The two removed are now to Orchomenus, and partly

in the British Museum : one of liquidated. As interest for the

these, which is the longest of remainder he was to enjoy a

all, relates to a loan which had limited right of pasture in the

been made by a man of Elateia Orehomenian land.
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Alexander 1

. It is probable, therefore, that they

are all of the third or of the latter end of the

fourth century B.C., as after that time the cities

of Greece were rapidly impoverished, in conse-

quence of the wars between the Romans and

their adversaries, of which Greece became the

scene. The document in which the digamma and

other dialectic forms are not used, we may sup-

pose to have been posterior to the distinction of

dialects
;
but not long afterwards, as it contains,

like one of the dialectic inscriptions, a catalogue

of victors in the games, with many of the same

titles, and is engraved in characters indicative of

no great difference of date. In the inscriptions in

which the digamma is employed, the people are

called Epyo|U£vZoi, and the town Epyo/xEvoc, an

orthography clearly showing that the coins bearing

the types of a Boeotian shield, of an ear of wheat,

a grain of wrheat, and a garland of olive, with the

legend EPXO, EPX, EP, or E, were all the money
of this celebrated and wealthy republic.

One of the inscriptions which is inserted in the

exterior wall of the monastery, is a dedication to

Bacchus by two victorious choregi
;
probably the

stone supported a tripod
2

,
as certainly did another

in the church, which records the dedication of a

tripod to the Graces by the Boeotians by command
of the oracle of Apollo. This oracle was probably

that of Tegyra, a place noted for its temple of Apollo

1
Strabo, p. 593. cation to Bacchus. The wor-

2 The second inscription ship of Bacchus at Orcho-

from Orchomenus in the Bri- menus is alluded to by Pau-

tish Museum is a similar dedi- sanias.
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and oracular responses, and at that period of time,

a dependency of Orchomenus l

.

Of the three sepulchral inscriptions of remote

antiquity to which I before alluded, one is that of a

woman named Cydille, in the nominative; the two

others, which are on one stone, are those of Ba-

ceuas and Dexon in the dative, preceded by kiri.

KvSIXXr] is written Kv&XXc. Baceuas is Ba/ctuFac

with the digamma, as in the more modern Boeotic

inscriptions, and Dexon is Askarov, when neither H

nor Q were in the alphabet. The A, B, A, A, N,

2, T, X, are all of very antique forms, and most

of them resemble the same letters in the Latin

alphabet 2
.

Exactly at the foot of the precipitous rocks which

formed the limit of the northern side of the city,

are the sources of the river anciently called Melas,

and now Mavropotami, synonyms derived appa-

rently from the dark colour of its deep transparent

waters. Among several sources there are two

much larger than the others, and both consi-

derable rivers. One flows north-eastward, and at

a distance of little more than half a mile meets the

Cephissus
,
which a little beyond the junction be-

comes so enveloped among the marshes extending

from thence to the heights to the north-east, on

1 Plutarch in Pelopid. Id. de

defect, orac.—Semus et Callis-

thenes ap. Stephan, in Triyvpa.

2 As the greater part of the

inscriptions of Orchomenus

have now been repeatedly pub-

lished and commented upon,

I have lithograved only the

above-mentioned and one other

unpublished (V. Inscript. Nos.

35, 36, 37), but have placed

all the most interesting at the

end of this volume, in the cur-

sive character.
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which stands a tower called Xeropyrgo, as to be

scarcely traceable
;
but it re-appears in a single body

about three miles to the eastward of Skripu, and
after flowing for some distance in the direction of

Kardhitza turns towards Topolia, where it enters

the lake, which in the present season fills the

whole of the north-eastern bay of the Cephissian

basin.

The other large source or branch of the Melas,

which is to the westward of the former, follows for

a considerable distance the foot of the cliffs of Or-

chomenus
,
and is then lost in the marshes. This

illustrates Plutarch, who, after having remarked

that “ the plain of Orchomenus is the largest and

finest in Bceotia, but naked of trees and plants,

except towards the Melas,” observes, that “ this

river rises below the city of Orchomenus, and is

the only river in Greece which is navigable at

its sources, though it has not a long course, the

greater part being lost in impervious and muddy
marshes 2

,
and the remainder uniting with the Ce-

phissus near the place where the lake produces

the auletic reed.” According to the same author,

the Melas augmented about the summer solstice,

like the Nile, and produced plants of the same

kind as those of the Nile, but not so large, and

bearing no fruit k

Although I cannot obtain a confirmation of the

periodical swelling of the Melas from the present

inhabitants, such a negative testimony will hardly

1 Plutarch in Sylla. Some by the biographer in the life of

of these remarks are repeated Pelopidas.
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invalidate the observation of the more enlightened

native of the neighbouring Chseroneia, especially

as such an increase of waters about midsummer

seems no more than natural, the subterraneous

river, which here emerges from its limestone ca-

vities, being probably fed by the melting of the

snows on Helicon or Parnassus, and its water,

therefore, being naturally most abundant in the

season when the snows melt with the greatest

rapidity. The marshes still produce in abundance

the reeds for which Orchomenus was anciently

noted. The auletic or flute-reed is described by

Pliny as very long, and without knots 1
. Plutarch

observes, that the best were produced near the

junction of the Cephissus and Melas. But the

latter river was not generally favourable to them,

according to Theophrastus, who mentions as the

best situations some deep pools called the Chytri,

in a place named Pelicania, between the Melas and

Cephissus 2

;
the confluence of the Probatia and that

of the Cephissus with the lake, a place to the north-

ward of the latter junction, named Boedrias, and

generally wherever the water was deep and the bot-

tom muddy 3
. Hence the growth and quality de-

pended upon the depth of water in the lake, which

varied annually, and was said to be greatest every

ninth year. Distinct from the auletic reed were the

]

Plin. H. N. 1. 16, c. 35.
2 The place where the Ce-

phissus joined was named o£e7a

Kafim), or the sharp turning

:

near it was a fertile plain named

Hippias.

3 Theophrast. de plant . 1. 4,

c. 12. Strabo (p. 407) notices

the auletic reeds of the marshes

of Haliartus.
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Characeias, or reed serving to make fences and

pallisades, which was very thick and strong, and

grew on the banks of the lake
;
and the Plotia,

so called as growing on the ir\6aSeg, or floating

islands, which, like those of the Lake of Ioan-

nina, are formed of decayed reeds, rushes, and

roots of grass, famishing a soil for fresh plants, and

which, detaching themselves from the edge of large

tracts of the same materials, are launched into the

lake by the wind.

These and other peculiarities of the Cephissis it

would be interesting to examine more minutely, but

not a single monoxylo is possessed by any of the vil-

lages on this side of the plain. Hence the inhabi-

tants derive little or no benefit from either the vege-

table or animal productions of the lake and its

surrounding marshes, though the monks of Skripu

describe all the watery parts as being covered at

times with water-fowl, and are fully aware of the

excellence of those eels so renowned among the

ancient Athenians, and which the monks describe

as large, white, of delicate flavour, and light of

digestion. They are taken in considerable num-
bers by the people of Topolia in the permanent

part of the lake near that town, from whence, either

fresh or salted, they are carried for sale throughout

the surrounding country, especially in the time of

Lent. When both Attica and Bceotia were rich

and populous, the Cephissis and other lakes of

Bceotia furnished the people of this province with

the means of a constant and advantageous traffic

with Attica, which possesses not a single trout

stream, nor a lake except that of Marathon, which
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in the summer is reduced to such small dimensions

that a Boeotian eel could hardly exist in it.

Although the ancients employed the words Ce-

phissis and Copais without any clear discrimina-

tion, a very convenient distinction may be made

between the Copais or lake of Copse, which was

the north-eastern extremity of the basin, where

even in summer some water always remains,

and the Cephissis, which comprehends the whole

tract of occasional lakes and marshes, impassably

limited by a range of heights on the northern and

eastern sides, but blended with the plain in the

opposite quarter, and in all directions enlarging

or diminishing its boundaries according to the

season. At present the plain is dry half way from

Skripu to Xeropyrgo, the rest is a marsh
;
the

edge of which follows a line drawn from Xeropyrgo

to Petra
;
but the level of the waters is now much

lower than it is expected to be in the spring. South-

erly gales, as Pausanias has observed, are apt to

inundate the levels near Orchomenus.

The fertility of this plain is shown by its maize :

I counted 900 grains in one cob; the reed is very

strong and large, and, plastered with mud, it forms

the most common material of the cottages near the

Ccphissic marshes. The stem contains a consider-

able quantity of saccharine matter ; I have often

seen the Egyptians eat it like a sugar cane, but

here it is too valuable to be much used in its im-

mature state.

The citadel of Orchomenus, besides the unlimited

view which it commands of the great western basin

of Bceotia, and its renowned barriers, looks down
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to the north-east upon a country of considerable

extent, lying between the mountains of Talanda
and the northern shore of the lake. It is cultivated

around a few villages, but in general furnishes pas-

ture only, the soil being, in most parts, of no great

fertility. The principal villages are Lutzi, Radhi
and Pavlo, lying in that order from hence, and all

belonging to the district of Thebes. Beyond them
in the mountains towards the jEuboic frith, are Pro-

skyna and Malesina in the Vilayeti of Talanda, and
Martino in that of Livadhia.

Xeropyrgo, situated three miles E.N.E.of Skripu,

on the heights which bound the marshes, is proba-

bly the site of Tegyra, for Plutarch says that Tegyra
stood not far from Orchomenus, above the marshes
of the Melas, and that the road from the one to the

other led through a pass caused by those marshes.

This pass was the scene of an important victory

gained by Pelopidas over the Spartans, and which
was soon followed by that of Leuctra 1

. Tegyra not

being named in the Homeric catalogue of the Boeo-

tian cities, and having been so near to the powerful

Orchomenus, was probably never of any great im-

portance, except from its temple of Apollo, and an
Oracle which had ceased before the battle of Tegyra.

In the time of Plutarch all the part of Bocotia to the

northward of the lake Copais, seems to have been

no better inhabited than it is at present, for in one

of his Dialogues he introduces an assertion, that

about Tegyra and Mount Ptoum, two places form-

erly so much famed for their oracles, hardly a

Plutarch, in Pelop.
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herdsman or shepherd was to be met with in a

day’s journey. All Greece, he adds, could hardly

furnish 3000 hoplitse, or the number which the

State of Megara alone sent against the Persians

at Plataea 1
. It is not to be supposed, however,

that the best parts of Greece were as much depo-

pulated as these unproductive districts
;
or that the

population of Greece had diminished, in the same

proportion as the number of regular troops main-

tained by it. The Roman conquest had put an

end to the maintenance of native soldiers, and to

the military art in Greece, and although as early

as the time of Polybius, the population and wealth

of the country had been grievously diminished, and

had not improved in the reign of Augustus, there

can be little doubt, that between this time and that

of Hadrian, Greece had somewhat recovered, in

consequence of the peace and protection which the

country enjoyed in common with the other pro-

vinces of the Roman Empire, and to a greater de-

gree than many of them.

1 Plutarch, de defect. Orac.
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BCEOTIA, PHOCIS, LOCRIS.

Departure from Skripu—Source of the Melas—Tzamali, Asple-

don— Exarkho

—

Abce— Temple ofApollo—Vogdhani

—

Hy-
ampolis— Talanda— Atalanta— Opus— Cynus— Orobice—
JEdepsus—Topography of Eastern Locris—Daphnus—Alope,

Cnemides, Thronium, river Boagrius, Scarpheia, Niccea
,
Pha-

fygee or Tame
, Augeice, Bessa, Calliarus—Mount Cnemis—

Mount Khlomo, Cyrtone— Corseia—Return to Valtesi—Ka-
lapodhi, Naryx— Sfaka— Merali—Khubavo—Paleokastro of

Belissi, Parapotamii—River Cephissus—Kapurna—Return to

Livadhia—Ancient military transactions in the plain of Chce-

roneia battle between Sylla and Archelaus—Mount Philo-

bceotus River Assus—Mount Thurium—Rivers Morins, Molus
Assia Departure forThebes—Petra

—

Ocalea—Mazi

—

Ha-
liartus Death ofLysander—River Lophis—Fountain Cissusa,

Orchalides—Mount Alopecum—Rivers Permessus, Olmeius—
Onchestus Mount Faga, Phcenicium or Phicium—The Teneric

plain—Thebes.

Dec. 9.—This forenoon, having quitted the monas-
tery of Skripu, I cross the north-eastern angle of

the ancient city, and at 10.58 begin to pass by a

narrow paved road, between the foot of the upper
cliffs which formed the northern boundary of the

city and the summit of the lower, which imme-
diately overhang the principal source of the Melas

,

or that which joins the Cephissus. It is difficult to

understand where the Temple of Hercules could
have been, which Pausanias places at the springs

VOL. II. ]YI
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of the Melas, seven stades from Orchomenus \ for

the rock rises so abruptly from them, that there is

no position for a temple, and the sources are not

seven stades from Orchomenus, but immediately

under its northern side. At 11.9, we quit the

lower range of cliffs, the higher still overhanging

the road, and soon afterwards begin to descend the

rugged side of the mountain, by a most perilous

path. At 11.33, having arrived at the foot of

the hill, we enter a plain on the north-eastern

side of Mount Acontium, bounded eastward by

the marshes of the Melas
,
and pursue the borders

of the marsh to Tzamali, a small collection of huts

on the brink, where we arrive at 11.45. This

seems to be the site of Aspledon, a Boeotian city in

the time of the Trojan war, but in that of the Roman

Empire an abandoned site of the Orchomenia.

Strabo states, that its distance from Orchomenus

was twenty stades, which is sufficiently correct, and

that the Melas flowed between them 2

,
which is true

as to the northern Melas, though it is not crossed

in the road. It is not easy, however, to understand

“ the western exposure,” by which Strabo en-

deavours to account for Eudeielus, the name of

Aspledon in later times, Tzamali being open to the

eastward, and surrounded by heights in a western

direction. Nor is the abandonment of the place

by its inhabitants in consequence of the scarcity of

1 Pausanias, Boeot. c. 38. KXifJLarog obce~iov ro'tg Karoacovcri

2 ... . ti)v ’A(77r\rj?dm .... /cat fiaXurra to ev-^eifiepov.

Elr EvdeteXoc jLt£rwvopatr0r? /cat Ate'xei de tov ’Opxofitvov

avrr

)

/cat jy X^Pa ™Xa TL ‘Otw/xa orctdta EiKoai fiETa^v o 6 MeXag

7rpotT(f>spupi£v,
i'] £<c tov ceiXivov Trorctnog. Strabo, p. 41o.
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water, as reported by Pausanias \ compatible with

the vicinity of such a river as the Melas. Upon
examining, however, the words of the two authors,

we find that neither of them guarantees the fact

which he alludes to, from his personal knowledge.
The word raya, employed by Strabo, and the (paal

of Pausanias, leave the origin of the name, Eu-
deielus, and the cause of the abandonment of the

site of Aspledon, equally doubtful.

At Tzamali we quit the Topolia road and turn

to the left to the head of the plain
;
at 11.55 leave

to the right that which conducts to the places

lying between the northern shore of the Cephissis

and the Euboic frith, and at 12.11, arriving at

the western extremity of the plain of Aspledon,

ascend some rugged hills which connect Mount
Acontium with the peak now called Khlomo. At
12.35, at the head of the ascent, we enter upon a

plain which, interrupted by some small heights,

reaches to the northern side of Mount Acontium,
and is connected in the opposite direction with a

hollow which slopes to Khubavo, Belissi, and the

Stena of the Cephissus. At 12.45 we halt till 1.24

at a fountain to dine
;
and after a rugged descent,

arrive at 1.40 at Exarkho 2

,
a village of 30 houses,

in a spot where two narrow valleys meet, which
rise from hence towards two summits of the ridge

of Khlomo. The northern is the largest, and is in

great part cultivated.

On a peaked hill above Exarkho, to the west,

1

’AcnrXrjdova (He. e^XitteIp rove '(ovrag .—Pausan. Boeot. C. 38.

oiKriTopag (pacnv, vcSaroc mravi- 2
’Efapyoe.
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are the ruins of a small polis, probably Abce. The

bill being, like all the others of this range, a bare

rugged rock of white lime-stone, and the walls

being built of the same stone, the ruins might

easily be passed without notice at a short distance,

although nearly half the height of the wall is in

some places extant. No remains are now to be

seen on the summit of the peak
;
but on its south-

western side two parallel walls are traceable at

the distance of about 100 yards asunder, which

formed apparently an interior inclosure of the

citadel. These walls in most part are a perfect

specimen of the second order of Hellenic masonry,

having, as it were, but one course in the whole

work. Some of the polygonal masses are very

large. As usual in Greek fortresses of the highest

antiquity, there were very few towers, the cross

defence being chiefly procured by simple flanks at

intervals. There is one tower, however, near the

principal gate. This gate, which is now buried to

within six feet of the top, is of a singular form, the

upper part, which is three feet high, diminishing

from ten feet in breadth to seven and a half. This

seems to have been merely an opening to admit

light, for immediately below it there are projections

from the wall on each side, which were evidently

pivots for the suspension of folding doors. There are

the vestiges of two other gates immediately opposite

to each other in the parallel walls before noticed.

The hill is quite insulated, and is very difficult of

ascent on the north-eastern and eastern sides,

where no walls are now traceable. 1 cannot re-

cognize any remains of the theatre which Pau-
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sanias remarked, and which, as well as the

Agora, was of an antique construction. Having

descended the hill on the west, passed through a

ravine, and entered the plain at a point which is

half way on the road from Exarkho to Vogdhani,

we arrive a little farther at a small eminence

advancing into the valley, upon which are some
remains of a square building of regular Hellenic

masonry, but built of stones smaller than usual.

The lower part of the wall of one side of the in-

closure is extant, together with a portion of one of

the adjoining sides. Within the inclosed space lies

a large square stone, with a simple moulding, toge-

ther with another, circular and pierced in the

middle, probably the peristomium of a cistern or

granary. I have little doubt that these are re-

mains of the temple of Apollo of Abse, whose
oracle was of such ancient and extensive cele-

brity, that it was consulted, together with that

of Trophonius, by Croesus, and again by Mar-
donius \ It wTas twice destroyed by fire

;
the first

time by the Persians, in their march through

Phocis, after they had taken Hyampolis 2

;
and

again, in the Phocic war, b. c. 346. The Boeo-

tians were posted at the temple, while the Phocians

were erecting a fortress at or near Abee 3

,
when a fire

1
Herodot. 1. 1, c. 46; 1. 8,

c. 134.
2

Id. 1. 8, c. 33.
3

TUJV $W,'.'£WV ohc0^0^10VVTU)V

typovpiov 7repl tciq 6rnfxa^ofj.evctc

AfiaQ kciO' etc earir ’AnoWiovog

iryiov lepov, earparevcrav err'

avroiiQ oi Bouorot.—Diodor. 1.

16, c. 58. Pausan. Phocic. c.

35. The Phocians were pro-

bably repairing the citadel of

Abee itself on the summit of

the hill.
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having occurred, accidentally according to Dio-

dorus, but which Pausanias attributes with more

probability to the Thebans, the temple was de-

stroyed, as well as some Phocian refugees within it.

Hence it is evident that the temple was not within

the city, which agrees with the existing ruins.

The most ancient and celebrated temples of Greece

were generally so detached. The grove of Tro-

phonius furnishes a neighbouring example, and

perhaps that of the Graces at Orchomenus was

another. The practice was closely connected with

the peculiar character of the people, whose sense

of the inviolability of the sacred places, was only

exceeded by their jealous mistrust of one another.

After the second misfortune, the temple of Abse

remained a ruin until the reign of Hadrian, when
that emperor caused a smaller to be erected ad-

jacent to the ancient building
;
and of this, or

rather of its peribolus, the existing walls are pro-

bably the remains. In the new temple, Pausanias

found three ancient upright statues, in brass, of

Apollo, Latona, and Diana, which were dedica-

tions of the Abaei, and had perhaps been saved

from the former temple.

From hence it takes me 10 minutes to ride to

Vogdhani 1 a village smaller than Exarkho, and

situated just at the upper extremity of a valley,

which slopes to Belissi and Khubavo, and where

the torrents from Mount Khlomo and the adjoining

ridges unite, and descend through the middle of

the aforesaid valley to the Cephissus. The prin-

Roycdvr).
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cipal branch comes from the north, along a vale

which is inclosed between Mount Khlomo and a

parallel ridge which has already been described

as having its south-western termination at Khu-

bavo, Merali, and Sfaka, at the northern entrance

of the Stena of the Cephissus.

At 5 minutes northward of Vogdhani, a point

or tongue, advancing from the western mountain

into the valley, is crowned with the ruins of a

small ancient town, which Pausanias shows to

have been Hyampolis
;

for he states that the road

from Orchomenus to Opus led by Abse and Hyam-
polis, but that Abse was a little on the left of the

route h Mount Khlomo being exactly interposed

between Skripu and Talanda, near which latter

Opus was situated, the road from Orchomenus

to Opus naturally followed the easy valleys to the

westward of that mountain, instead of making a

direct course over it, and traversed consequently

the site of Exarkho, leaving the hill of Abse on the

left, from whence it passed under the walls of

Hyampolis, which advance into the middle of the

valley. The road from Hyampolis to Elateia is ex-

pressly described by Pausanias as a mountain -road;

and we find accordingly, that a mountain occu-

pies all the space between Lefta and Vogdhani.

1
’Eg "Aflag be aipiKEffdai icat 7roXv ett apicrrepav bbog fj kg

kg 'YdfXTroXiv eari pev ’E\a- ’'A(lag

retag 6p£ivi]v obbv kv befyq. tov ..........
EXarewv acrreug’ f] be ettI ’E7ravEXOovra be (ab Abis scil.)

’Oiroiivra Xewcj)opog r/ ’Op^o- kg Tt)v obov ty]v eg ’Orrovvra

fievov /cat kg ravrag <pepet rag tiide~iay
f
'YdpnoXig to divo tov-

TruXeig. ’Iuvti ovv kg ’Orrovyra tov <je kubk^ETUL. — Pausan.

et, 0pyofievov teal kKTpairkvTi ov Phocic.. c. 35.
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Hyampolis having been situated at the entrance

of a narrow vale, leading to the Opontia and sea-

coast of the Epicnemidii
,
and which formed a con-

venient entrance from Locris both into Phocis

and into Boeotia : its name occurs on several

occasions in ancient history. Herodotus has

related some remarkable circumstances attending

a victory gained at Hyampolis by the Phocians

over the Thessalians 1

,
and Diodorus informs us,

that a contest took place here on a somewhat

similar occasion, between the people of Bceotia

and of Phocis 2

,
in the year B. C. 347. Before

that time, Jason of Pherae, returning out of Bceo-

tia after the battle of Leuctra, and passing by

Hyampolis in his way to Heracleia Trachinia,

had taken the irpoaaTuov, or outer city, probably

from the same motive which prompted him to

destroy the wails of Heracleia, namely, that they

should not be any impediment to his free passage

into Greece 3
. It was undoubtedly for a similar

reason that the walls of Hyampolis were demo-

lished by Philip son of Amyntas 4
.

The entire circuit of the fortifications is trace-

able, but they are most complete on the western

side. The masonry is of the third, nearly ap-

proaching to the most regular kind. The circum-

ference is about three quarters of a mile. The

1 Herodot. 1. 8, c. 28. cient agora, council-house, and
2 Diodor. 1. 16, c. 56. theatre, still remained, it was
3 Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 6, c. 4. evidently against the fortifica-

4
<htXt7T7roa KarcuTKc[\pavTOQ. tions that Philip directed his

Pausan. Phocic. c. 35. As politic vengeance on this occa-

Pausanias adds, that the an- sion.
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direct distance to this ruin from the summit of

Abae is not more than a mile and a half in a

north-west direction. Below Vogdhani, on the

side of a steep bank which falls to the valley of

Khubavo, a fountain issuing from the rock is dis-

charged through two spouts into a stone reservoir

of ancient construction, which stands probably in

its original place.

Dec. 10.—Ten minutes from Vogdhani south-

westward, is another source of water, which issues

from therockson thesideof the roadleading fromTa-

landa to Livadhia, near three small ruined churches

standing in a grove of trees : the stream from the

rocks having joined that which flows from the foun-

tain of Vogdhani, falls into the united torrent from

the valleys of Abce and Hyampolis, and from thence

flows to the Cephissus near Belissi. One of the

ruined churches contains an inscribed stone, but ill

preserved, and in so dark a situation that I was

unable to copy it, though I could distinguish the

words apyvp'iov fivag rpia/covra, and at the end

tiaprvptQ oi Oeol. Having returned to Vogdhani, and

set out for Talanda, I again visit the ruins of Hy-

ampolis. On a small level in the centre of the

ancient site lie some architectural fragments of con-

siderable dimensions, adorned with mouldings, and

a large cistern faced at the top with wrought stones,

but below hollowed out of the rock, which is here

covered only with a thin layer of earth. The open-

ing of the cistern is 9 feet 10 inches long, and 4 feet

broad, and spreads below into,the usual spheroidal

form
;

it is now filled with rubbish. There are many

other smaller cisterns of the same kind, some of
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which are lined with stucco. The ground within

the fortress is partly cultivated. The valley of Hy-
ampolis, like most of the similar sites in Boeotia, has

a light fertile soil, but is marshy in winter.

Pausanias says of Hyampolis, that though it had
been burnt by Xerxes, and again destroyed by
Philip, there remained an ancient Agora, a small

council-house 1

,
a theatre not far from the gates, a

stoa built by Hadrian, and a temple of Diana, of

which he did not see the statue, as it was shown
only twice a year. He adds, that with the excep-

tion of a single well, the inhabitants had no other

water than that which fell from heaven. The larger

receptacle, therefore, was probably a public cistern,

and the smaller excavations may have been private

repositories for the same purpose. Abae was no

better supplied with water than Hyampolis, but

both of them had a good resource at no great dis-

tance in the fountains which I have described.

Leaving the ruins at 10.13, we follow the valley

which conducts to Talanda, and which at the

widest part is half a mile broad, bounded on either

side by the lower heights of the two including

ridges. To the left leads the road to Kalapodhi,

Geli 2

,
and a monastery of St. Elias

;
a part, pro-

bably, of the ancient oSog, from Hyampolis to

Elateia. On our right are the steeps of Mount Khlo-

mos, or Khlomo 3
. At 10.43 the village of Valtesi is

a quarter of a mile on the left
; above which the vale

narrows rapidly : instead of following it we ascend

1

fiovXevrripiop. — Pausan. 2 KaAa7ro&, TidXi.

Pliocic. c. 35. 3
XXofioQ.
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the lower heights of Khlomo, when Kalapodhi soon

appears in a cultivated slope of the opposite hills,

two miles in direct distance from us, and three

miles distant Geli in a higher situation, to the

northward of the former. St. Elias is on the other

side of the ridge of Geli. We now pass over barren

hills covered with the purno-kokki oak : at 11. J 8,

Purnari, which derives its name from those shrubs,

is a mile on the left, at the head of the little valley

of Valtesi, which has now dwindled to a mere

ravine. Soon afterwards, crossing a brook which

flows into the plain of Talanda, we descend the

mountain, and at 12.20, after a halt of 15 minutes

arrive in the plain, at the entrance of which are

some mills turned by the same stream. We then

diverge to the right under Mount Khlomo, and at

12.38 enter Talanda, or Talandi *.

This town contains about 300 houses, of which

one-third are Turkish
;
some of these are large, and

each having its garden, they look well at a dis-

tance
;
but the greater part are said to be desolate,

and verging to ruin, partly in consequence of a

plague, which carried off entire families not many

years ago. The governor is Issed Bey, a son of

the Kapijilar Kiayassy of Aly Pasha. The Greek

quarter is separated from the Turkish. The bishop

tov TaAavrlov, who is a suffragan of the metropolitan

of Athens, is at the head of the community, and

has a tolerable house at the Episkopi, standing in

a garden of oranges, lemons, and other fruit trees,

which, although a mere wilderness, is the best in the

1 TaXavro, ToActvriov.
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place, and is considered as something extraordinary-

in this country. The plain is very fertile, but little

cultivated for want of hands. The marshy parts to-

wards the sea yield kalambokki, the rest of the plain

excellent wheat, vines, from which a tolerable wine

is made, and a few olive trees, which succeed per-

fectly. The mero-kamato, or price of daily labour,

is the same as at Athens, Livadhia, &c.; namely,

forty paras a-day, with an oke of wine. The dis-

trict contains between thirty and forty villages, the

greater part of which are very small, and but half

inhabited, many of the people having migrated

to the districts of Livadhia and Athens since Aly

Pasha has possessed the place. The mukata is

now in the hands of his son Vely, who is endea-

vouring to induce the emigrants to return, by pro-

mising to remit a part of the impositions. The town

stands entirely in the plain, but immediately at

the foot of a steep and lofty mountain called Rodha,

which is connected with Khlomo, and a branch of

which intercepts the view of the south-eastern ex-

tremity of the gulf, while an advanced ridge of the

mountain called Xerovuni obstructs it to the north-

ward, leaving the plain only, which is included be-

tween them, visible from the town, and beyond it the

Gulf of Talanda, the JEuboic channel, and the cul-

tivated region round Rovies in Euboea
,
on either side

ofwhich, but particularly to the southward, that coast

consists of steep high cliffs. The island of Atalanta 1

,

1 'H 'AraXayrr] tie vrjtroQ Kara Peloponnesian war, Atalanta,

’O novvTQ. 'Itipvrat, ojuwvvpoe rrj then a desert island, was for-

npo rrjg ’Attikt\q .—Strabo, p. titled by the Athenians as a

425. In the first year of the place of offence against Locris,
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now called Talandonisi, which is separated by a

narrow frith from the Boeotian shore, and extends

into the centre of the gulf, shelters the Skala, or

port of Talanda, which is an hour distant from the

town to the east
;
there are at present two three-

masted vessels lying in the harbour.

It is evident that the modem town has derived

its appellation from the island, for the loss of the

initial vowel is common in the transition of ancient

names into modern, and thus Talanda affords one

among many instances in Greece of a preservation

of name with a change of position.

Many fragments of Hellenic buildings are dis-

persed about the town. Among them I remarked

a frize of Ionic dentils at the fountain in the Greek

quarter, and some Ionic capitals in two ruined

churches; a marble chair in a church on the out-

side of the town : in that of St. Panteleemon a

broken inscription, which has been published by

Meletius, and in that of St. Theodore another,

which, as well as the former, contains the name of

Opus. But notwithstanding these remains, and

that Talanda occupies an advantageous and agree-

able situation, abounding in water, it is certain

that Opus was not exactly in this spot. The dis-

tance of Talanda is much too great from the sea to

correspond with the testimony of Strabo and Livy,

the former of whom places Opus at a distance of

and of defence for Euboea a great inundation of the sea,

(Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 32. Diodor. caused by the same earthquakes

1. 12, c. 44.) In the sixth year which prevented the Lacedse-

of the war, a part of the Athe- monians from invading Attica,

nian works were destroyed by —Thucyd. 1. 3, c. 89.
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fifteen stades from the shore, the latter only a mile.

The mountain, moreover, which rises immediately

behind Talanda, steep and unbroken, affords no

site for an Acropolis, nor are there any traces of

ancient walls to be found at Talanda.

At Kardhenltza, on the other hand, a village

situated an hour to the south-eastward of Talanda,

on the side of the hill which rises from that corner

of the plain, and just above the inner extremity of

the Opontian gulf, there exist the remains of an

ancient city in a position more elevated than

Talanda, and at a distance from the sea cor-

responding to the fifteen stades of Strabo. On
the ridge above Kardhenltza stands a single tower,

partly Hellenic, and conspicuous from all the plain

of Talanda as well as from other parts of the

adjacent country. It was well placed for com-

manding the road leading from the Opontia into

Bceotia round the eastern side of Mount Khlomo.

The inner extremity of the Opontian Gulf belowT

Kardhenltza is a shallow bay bounded by a high

peninsula on the north-western side
;
and on its

opposite shore, joined by a river, which flows from

a village called Proskyna, and which, as it corre-

sponds to the Platanus of Pausanias, may guide us

to the positions of Corseia, Cyrtones, and Halae.

Strabo confirms the position of Opus at Kardhe-

nitza, by remarking that Cynus, the ettivuov or

emporium of Opus, was sixty stades distant from

that city, on the cape which terminated the Opon-
tian Gulf 1

;
and that a fertile plain lay between

1 O o ’Onovg .... ar]Q irepi irEvrEKalhEKa oracLovg,

. cnri^EL Tfjg OaXaa- rov Se etuveLov ical eijr/KOJ'ra'
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the two places, thus leaving little doubt that Cynus

occupied the north-western cape of the gulf, where

at the distance of about a mile to the north of the

village of Livanates, is a tower called Paleopyrgo,

and some Hellenic remains, distant about eight

miles, in a direct line from Kardhenitza. On the

heights above Livanates inland are the ruins of a

Hellenic fortress, which seems to have been in-

tended for the protection of Cynus towards Ela-

teia, in the same manner as the tower before-men-

tioned protected Opus towards Orchomenus. Such

having been the positions of Cynus and Opus, it

is evident that Livy has given an incorrect idea

of that of Cynus, in his narrative of the cam-

paign of the year B.C. 207, when the Romans and

Attalus king of Pergamus, were engaged in assist-

ing the iEtolians against Philip. He relates, that

when Attalus occupied Opus, Sulpicius, with the

Roman fleet, anchored at Cynus, on his return from

an unsuccessful attempt upon Chalcis, and his words

are, “Romanus celeriter abstitit incepto, classem-

que inde ad Cynum Locridis (emporium id est urbis

Opuntiorum mille passuumamari sitae) trajecit
1 ,”

giving the idea that Cynus was on the shore imme-

diately below Opus, instead of being sixty stades

distant. He had probably misapprehended Poly-

bius, whose narrative he followed.

Ktj^oc S’ ecrr'i to ettivelov, tiicpa ILvfoouiQ, ontod ra Qcppa rov

TEpfUT L^OVffa Toy ’07TOVVTIOV "HpCHCAeUVC, 7TOpOfMG) SlEipyOflE-

koXtvov araSiwv outo. 7repi tet- voq gtcxSimv E^rjKOVTa nai ekci-

TapaKovra. Metci£,v Se
’

Q-kovv- tov.—Strabo, p. 425.

toq Kal Kvvov tteSiov EvSai/doy’
1 Liv. 1. 28, c. G, i.

ke'itiu Se kcltci AlStjxpoy tt}c

13
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Rovies, which is on the coast of Euboea, nearly

opposite to Cynus, is a small town partly inhabited

by Turks, but chiefly by Greeks. Here are some

remains of the walls of Orobioe, of which Rovies is

the modern form by the usual changes. Lipso in-

dicates, by a similar corruption, the site of iEdep-

sus, and its hot baths, which were sacred to Her-

cules, are said to be still called rd Qepfia. The dis-

tance from Cynus seems correctly stated by Strabo.

The eastern Locrians, the only Locri mentioned

by Homer, and who were all under the command
of Ajax, son of Oileus, are described by the poet

as “ the Locrians who dwelt opposite to Euboea 1

at a later period they were divided into two parts

by a narrow branch of Phocis, containing the dis-

trict of Daphnus, which thus caused Phocis to

extend from the Corinthiac to the Maliac Gulf.

Daphnus, however, falling to ruin, and its lands

having been assigned to the Opontii, the Locrians

then occupied the whole shore from Thermopyke to

Halse in Bceotia. If Strabo is correct, Daphnus

might be exactly recognized by its distance of

ninety stades from Cynus, and of one hundred

and twenty from Elateia, as well as by its har-

bour 2
. Between it and Cynus was Alope 3

. Cne-

1 Ao/cpwr, o'l vaiovm TTEpr}v lepfjg T^vjjoirjg

Ot Kvvov t eve^ovt ’Ottoevto. te KaW/apor re

te Sfcdp^jjr re /cat Avyetdc eparetrcig,

TapcpTjv te 0poviov te, Boaypt'ov peeSpa’

Tw t)’ afia TEatjapaKovTa piXaivai vrjeg etvovto.

II. B. v. 535.
2 Strabo, pp. 416, 424, 426. and citadel on an insulated hill

Plin. H. N. 1. 4, c. 7. near the shore were found by
3 The ruins of a small town Sir William Gell at a time dis-
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mides was a fortress, the situation of which may
be recognized near the modern Nikoraki by its

position on a projection of the coast opposite to the

islands anciently named Lichades, and the Euboean

promontory Cenaeum \ The site of Thronium

tance beyond the Cape of Cy-

nus, which, according to his

rate of travelling, agrees with

fifty stades. There can be

little doubt, therefore, of its

being, as he supposed, the site

of Alope.
1 Mera Se AcKpvouvra Kvjj-

liiicee yujpiov kpvp.vbv,boov ora-

Siovg eiKoai irkevoavTi’ KaO’ o

Kcil to Kijyaioy ek rfjs TLvfioiag

avriKeiTCiL, aKpa fiXtTrovaa irpog

linrEpay Kai tov MaXtta koX-

ttov, iropdptp StEipyopLEvr} cr^e-

Sbv EiKOcricrracitp. TaCra S’

{jSr] TU)V 'Y.TTLKV1]fJLlSi(i)V ECTTL

AoKputv. ’EvravOa ical at A t-

Xc'iSeg KaXovjUEvat rp£~ig vrjaot,

7rpoKELvrai, curb At'^a Tovvofici

EXOvaac teat aXXat S’ slcrly ev

T ip XexQevti TrapcurXip, ctg ekov-

TEg TrapaXEtTrofUEv. Mera Sk

e’lkoiti araSiovg curb Kj'r/piSiov

Xipi)y, inrkp oi) keItcu to Qpo-

viov ev (TTCiSiotg TO~ig ’iaotg Kara

Ti)v /lEaoyatav. E16’ 6 Roayptog

7roTU/ibg EicSiSiocnv o irapappktov

TO 0povtov' MdvJJV S' ETTOVO-

pci^ovatv avTOV' eutl Se ^etpap-

povg, &<tt afipoxotg kp./3aivsiv

Tolg TTOCTLV’ CtXXoTE Se Kill SIttXe-

Qpov irXciTog. Mera Se

raura 2KupcpEia
,
cTaSiotg VTEp-

KEtfiEvr) rrjg QaXctTTrjg Sekci, Sie-

Xovua Se Qpoviov TpiciKovTn,

eXciTTom Se ptKpip * * * *

* * * ETTEtTCt Nt'/caia /cat at

QEp/ioTrvXai.—Strabo, p. 426.

From a fragment of iEschy-

lus, cited by Strabo in another

place, (p. 447,) it would seem

that on one of the islands there

was a monument of Lichas,

who was fabled to have been

hurled into the sea by Her-

cules, when suffering from the

effects of the poisoned gar-

ment. The following are the

lines of iEschylus :

—

EvfiotSa Kapurriv ctfiijil Krjvaiov Aide
’

AKTrjv
,
kcit avrSv

Strabo here asserts, that in

the word Euboida the poet

alludes to a city Euboea, de-

stroyed by one of the earth-

VOL. II.

rdp/3ov aQXiov Atyct.

quakes to which the island and

adjacent coast of Boeotia are

very subject. The word a\rr),

(peninsula,) is well illustrated

N
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was ascertained by Meletius, who found above the

village Romani, at a place named Paleokastro,

where some remains of the city still exist, a dedi-

catory inscription of the council and demus of the

Thronienses b The situation is at the distance

from the sea which Strabo mentions, on the bank

of a broad torrent perfectly corresponding to the

Boagrius, which flowed by Thronium 2

,
and which

is described by Strabo as sometimes dry and some-

times flowing with a stream two plethra in width.

Thronium was the chief town of the Epicnemidii,

where the coins with the legend AOK.EIIIK. or

AOKP. EFIIKNA. were probably struck.

Thirty stades from Thronium, towards Nicma

and Thermopylae, stood another Locrian town,

Scarpheia, ten stades from the sea, and something

less than thirty from another place of which the

name is lost. it appears from Pausanias that

Scarpheia was in the ordinary route from Elateia

to Thermopylm by Thronium 3

,
and equally so from

Livy, who states that Quinctius, before the battle

of Cynoscephake, marched from Elateia by Thro-

nium and Scarpheia to Heracleia 4
. By this cir-

cumstance, therefore, and by the numbers of

Strabo, the exact position of Scarpheia is ascer-

tained to have been between the villages 'Andera

by a view of the promontory,

which is much more nearly

an island than the maps have

hitherto made it.

1 ’AyaOci Tv\a. ”ApyovroQ

’AXstyov, Tpa.nfxa.TEOG Evippavo-

poG, Tafiia ’ApiaTEVOVG, e^O^e rq.

ftovX
cf.

Kal rip hcifiio 0poviiwy

'AXiavoa ArffirfTpiov

—Melet. Geog. vol. ii. p. 325.

8vo. Ven.
2

II. B. v. 533. Plin. H.

N. 1. 4, c. 7. Pausan. Eliac.

pr. c. 22.

3 Pausan. Aehaic. c. 15.

4 Liv. 1. 33, c. 3.

13
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and Molo, which being fixed, it will follow that the

deficient name in the text of Strabo is either Nicsea,

of which the probable position has already been in-

dicated, or the town which stood at Pundonitza
;

for to either of them the something less than thirty

stades would be applicable. If the latter place was

intended, the deficient word may have been Tarphe,

or Pharygae, the former of which was the Homeric

name, and the latter that attached in the time of

Strabo to a town which then possessed a temple of

Juno Pharygaea, and was supposed to be a colony

of Argos. Tarphe was the only Homeric town in

Locris then inhabited
;
and Pundonitza, from its

strength, its fertile plain, and the relative import-

ance and convenience of its position, is more likely

than any other to have preserved its inhabitants

then, as it does to this day. Its territory perfectly

corresponds to the well-wooded and productive dis-

trict which Strabo ascribes to Tarphe 1

;
and the

word Pharygse 2
is well adapted to a situation like

that of Pundonitza, in the midst of the passes lead-

ing over Mount Cnemis into Phocis. Although the

other Homeric towns of the Locri were no longer

in existence, their sites were known 3
. Augeiae was

1 'H Tap(j)r] Ktlrai i(f v\povg,

CiLt-^uvau.

ccovg tucoari
,
yojpav o’ EVKapTrov

kul EvSei'Spo

v

£X£t ' 4^*7 ya9 Kai

avrr] aVo tov Eacrovg MVOficuTTCU’

KaXetrai he vvv <frapuyai; idpv-

rat c>’ avrodi "Hpag $apvyaiag
iepor, a-rru rfjg ev <f>apvyaig

Trig ’A pyetctg’ Kai £?) Kai uttolkol

(paaiv elvai ’Apyetwy.— Strabo,

p. 426.

2 From cpapvyL, — gutlur,

fauces.
3

u>y he "Opripog p.Efivr]Tai,

KaXXtapog jttev ovketl 0LKe~irai

. . . . tl 7te^iov' KaXovaiv

ovrtog aVo tov av/xfieflriKOTog tw

totto)’ EvrjpoTog yap tern. OiiS’

fj E^fjg c>£ l&ricro-a eon tipvpwdrig

Ttg TOTrog’ ovSe ai Avyeial a)y

t>]v ^ivpay lyovcn %Kap(f)iE~ig .

—

Strabo, p. 426.
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near Scarpheia, and Bessa and Calliarus were

names descriptive of the places to which they were

attached : the former among the woods of Mount

Cnemis, the latter in a district well suited to the

plough and hence, probably, in some part of the

elevated plain which lies between Pundomtza and

Mount Cnemis. Calliarus was perhaps the place

twenty stades from Tarphe, of which the name is

wanting in Strabo.

The most difficult question in the geography of

this part of the country, is that of the ancient

appellation of the peak, now called Khlomo, the

most conspicuous of the secondary summits of

this part of Greece, and presenting itself on all

sides as a mountain which could not have failed to

have had some celebrity among the ancients.

Was it the proper Cnemis, and were the ridges

which lie between it and Callidromus, considered

only subordinate portions of the same mountain ?

some of the best authorities support this opinion.

Anciently there was no distinction of Opontii and

Epicnemidii, nor are the latter mentioned by Homer

or Herodotus or Thucydides or Polybius, when

speaking of the Eastern Locrians, of whom Opus

was considered the metropolis 2
. Even Strabo,

1 EVljpOTOQ.

2 KXvrdv AoKpStv . . . fiarep ayXaofcvSpov.

Pindar. Olymp. 9, v. 31.

'O be ’Ottovq earl prjrpo7roXi£ Xwv twv nepl Qepp.OTrv\ag eiri ->

Kaddnep ml to tTTtypappa 3r?Xo7 yeypa^fuevoy irpbg rw ttoXtko-

to £ 7ri rrj itpwry rwv Kevre arr)- bpia).

Tovafo Trore (jrQifxevovQ vnep 'EXXa^oc dvrla Mr/(W

Mr/rp 07roXic Aokpw^ evdvrofxoov 'Ottoeiq

Kevdet Strabo, p. 425.
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from whom the distinction is chiefly derived, in one

place describes Opus as the metropolis of the Epic-

nemidii \ and the same is confirmed by Pliny and

Stephanus 2
. If Pliny is incorrect in adding that

the river Cephissus flowed through the Epicnemidii

to the sea, he shews at least that he protracted their

boundaries quite to Bceotia, which accords with

Mount Khlomo, and not with any mountain to the

north-westward of it. Pausanias, though he has

not employed the word Epicnemidii on any occa-

sion, but has applied to all the Eastern Locrians

the name Hypocnemidii, or Locrians under Mount
Cnemis, includes among them the Opontii, as he

shows in alluding to the mention of the Opontii by
Herodotus, but more particularly in his description

of the bounds of Phocis 3
.

“ The Phocians,” he

says, at the beginning of his Phocica, “ extend to

the sea opposite to the Peloponnesus and towards

Bceotia, from Cirrha, the port of Delphi, to the

city Anticyra. But towards the Maliac Gulf they

are prevented from being a maritime people by the

Hypocnemidii, who border on Phocis in that direc-

tion ; these are the Scarphenses beyond Elateia,

and above Hyampolis and Abee, those who possess

Opus and its port Cynus.” It is probable that

Pausanias here specifies Scarpheia, because it was
the only town in that part of Locris subsisting in his

time. From these several testimonies the inference

would not be unreasonable, that the whole moun-
tainous ridge of Eastern Locris was called Cnemis,

1
'OnoiiQ r] rii)v Ao/v-pwj/ jurj-

2
Plin. H. N. 1. 4, c. 7.

—

rponoXig ru)v ’ETroonj/xt^tW.— Stephan, in ’07ro£(£.

Strabo, p. 416. 3 Pausan. Phocic. e. 1, 8,

20.—Herodot. 1. 7, c. 203.
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and consequently that Khlomo, the highest, and

by far the most remarkable summit, was the proper

Cnemis. Upon examining the places themselves,

however, there is great difficulty in agreeing to

such an opinion. Mount Khlomo is so completely

separated from the ridges ofFondana and Grados by

the valley leading from Hyampolis into the Opontian

plain, that it cannot be conceived that the two moun-
tains were ever considered identical, or that thev

had not some separate denomination. Strabo more
than once informs us, that the district of Daphnus,

on the shore of the Euboic strait which was after-

wards ascribed to the Opontii, belonged in more
ancient times to Phocis \ and thus separated the

Opontii bordering on Phocis and Boeotia, from the

Epicnemidii bordering on the GEtaei and Malienses.

Now it is impossible to suppose that the proper

Cnemis should at any time have been excluded

from the Epicnemidii as distinguished from the

Opontii, which it would have been when Daphnus
belonged to Phocis, if we identify Cnemis with

Khlomo. The position of the fortress of Cnemides,

moreover, exactly at the foot of the central part

of the mountains, which extend from the plain

of Pundonitza to that of Talanda, is a strong

proof that this was the real Mount Cnemis, which

we may easily believe to have been sometimes

considered as comprehending the district of Opus
within its denomination, because it stretches into

the plain of Opus, and because Cynus, the naval

dependency of Opus, was in fact situated on its

eastern extremity. On the other hand, it would

be very difficult to believe that Mount Khlomo was
1 Strabo, p. 416, 425.
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ever entirely included within the boundaries of

Locris, as it is surrounded on every side, except the

north, by Phocic and Boeotian districts. Little can

be adduced on either side of this question from the

remark of Strabo, (p. 425), that Mount Cnemis was

fifty stades distant from Cynus, since we are at

liberty to make the measurement from the site of

Cynus either to the nearest part of Mount Khlomo,

or to the mountain of Grados, and in either case

it will not be found very incorrect. So doubtful,

however, is the text of Strabo in this place, that he

may very possibly have meant by fifty stades, the

distance, not to Mount Cnemis, but to Alope.

Upon the whole, I have little hesitation in con-

cluding that the maritime summits lying between

Pundonitza and Cynus
,
together perhaps with that

more inland, named Fondana, were the proper

Cnemis. Khlomo perhaps bore the same appella-

tion as a Boeotian town described by Pausanias

as built upon a lofty mountain, which from the

tenor of his narrative could hardly have been any

other than Khlomo. After having informed us

that Holmones and Hyettus were villages 1 of the

ancient Orchomenia, the former twelve stades from

.Copse, the latter seven stades from Holmones, and

that Hyettus still contained a temple, in which the

sick sought remedies for their diseases, and where

the Deity was worshipped under the shape of a rude

stone,—he proceeds to remark, that about twenty

stades beyond Hyettus stood Cyrtones 2

,
more

anciently called Cyrtone
3

.
“ It is built,” he adds,

1

K&flCU.

c. 24.

2 Kvpr(i)l'£Q.

3 KVpTMVI].

Pausan. Boeot.
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“ upon a lofty mountain *, and contains a grove,

and temple of Apollo, with upright statues ofApollo

and Diana, a source of cold water issuing from a

rock, a temple of Nymphs at the source, and a

small grove of planted trees.” After having crossed

the mountain from Cyrtones, occurred the small

town Corseia, half a stade below which there was

a grove of wflld trees, chiefly the holly-oak 2

,
and

a small statue of Hermes in the open air. In the

plain below, the river Platanus joined the sea, on

the right ofwhich was the small maritime city Haloe,

the last of those belonging to the Boeotians on the

sea which separated Locris from Euboea. Consider-

ing the position of the Orchomenia in general with

relation to that of Copse, now Topolia, and of the

river Platanus near the maritime frontier of Boeotia

at Halse, we cannot but infer that Holmones, Hy-

ettus and Cyrtone, lay in a north-western direction

from Copse, that the road to Corseia crossed Mount
Khlomo not far to the eastward of the peak, and

that as this summit is the only mountain in this

part of Bceotia meriting the description of an opog

tyriXov, the city Cyrtone was very near it on the

eastern side. Whether any ruins still exist to con-

firm this opinion, remains to be explored. Corseia

is noticed by Demosthenes and Diodorus as an

important fortress of Boeotia 3

;
in the Phocic war

it fell into the hands of the Phocians, together with

Orchomenus and Coroneia. I am informed that

ruins corresponding in situation to the description

of Pausanias still exist near Proskyna, from the

1

ojKiarai Si ini opovg v\pt]\ov.
3 Demosth. de Leg. Fals,

—

9 npivot. Diodor. 1. 16, c. 58.
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heights around which is collected the river, which

I suppose to have been the Platanus.

Between the mouth of this river, and the shore

below Opus, a large stream issues from the moun-

tain, and joins the bay of Armyra to the east-

ward of the salt sources, from which that harbour

takes its name. In a country where subterraneous

rivers so often occur, we may readily suspect

this stream to originate in the Cephissic basin,

which has no discharge for its superfluous waters

but through the mountains which separate it from

the Euboic frith. Now it is remarkable, that

Strabo notices a chasm near Orchomenus, which

absorbed the waters of the Melas \ and that in

illustration of these words of the geographer, there

is, to the northward of Orchomenus
,
between Tza-

mali and Xeropyrgo, a bay similar to that at the

north-eastern end of the lake, where the Cephissus

begins its subterraneous course. I have already

stated, that the northern Melas
,
instead of flowing

like the southern to the Cephissus
,
takes from its

very sources a direction entirely different, and

which, although I could not trace it through the

marshes, tends exactly towards the bay above men-

tioned
;
there is a great probability therefore that

the stream finds its way through the marshes, and

flowing to the end of the bay, there enters a Kata-

vothra, of which the emissory is the river which

issues between Opus and the mouth of the Pla-

1

Yevitrdai tie (jxxtn /cat Kara evravda to eXog to (pvov tov

’Op^op-evov ydcr/xa ical Se^atrdai avXrjTiKov KaXcipov. Strabo,

tov M.tXaya TTOTcifiou tov peovra p. 407.

ca« r »
~]c 'AXtapriag cat noiox/vra
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tanus

;

for this point is exactly at the end of the

shortest line through the mountains, from the ex-

tremity of the bay of the Cephissis near Tzamali.

In summer, the question might perhaps be re-

solved, even by a distant view from the heights of

Orchomenus, without descending into the unhealthy

marshes. An actual inspection is the more neces-

sary, as the testimony of Strabo regarding the

chasm of the Melas is not free from suspicion : for

he describes the Melas as flowing through the Ha-
liartia, which being at the opposite end of the

Cephissic basin, either shows Strabo to have been

very ignorant of the locality, or his text to be here,

as in so many other places, very much corrupted.

Dec. 11.—After employing the morning in a

tour around Talanda, I proceed at 1.30, on my
return to Livadhia, by the way of Parapotamii,

and the Boeoto-Phocic straits. At 2.20 leave the

road to Vogdhani on the left, and cross into the

little vale of Purnari, which is connected with

that of Valtesi, though a low ridge immediately

above the latter village separates the course of the

waters, flowing respectively to the Opontian bay
and to the Cephissus. At 3, leaving Valtesi a

little on the left, we ascend a cultivated cham-
paign, which is separated from the valley of

Khubavo and Belissi by the rocky mountain on

the western side of the pass of Hyampolis

;

and

on the other side is bounded by the rugged

heights extending to Elateia, and in the direction

of Cnemis. In the midst of this elevated valley

stands the small village of Kalapodhi, where we
arrive at 3.25, having stopt a few minutes at a
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ruined church on the side of the road, composed

almost entirely of wrought stones and other Hel-

lenic remains, among which are some portions of

frizes and architraves
;
a little farther two pieces

of a large Doric column, 4 feet 2 inches in dia-

meter, lie nearly buried in the ground. These

dimensions indicate the former existence of some

large building in this place, for it is not easy to

believe that such masses could have been brought

hither from the temple of Abse, which is 4 miles

distant, still less from that of Minerva Cransea,

near Elateia, which is at a much greater distance

and separated by rugged hills.

In the church-yard at Kalapodhi lies a sepul-

chral stone, bearing the common ornament of a

cockle-shell between two roses, and inscribed with

the word ’A^vvavcpoq in beautiful characters. Pos-

sibly the district around Kalapodhi was that of

the Locrian town Naryx, noted for having been

the birth-place of Ajax, son of the Oileus
;
for it is

evident, from the description of the coast of Locris

by Strabo, that Naryx was not near the sea 1

;
and

there are two historical occurrences recorded by

Diodorus, in which the reference to Naryx is well

suited to this position. In the year b. c. 395, the

same in which Lysander was slain at Haliartus,

Ismenias, commander of the Boeotians, undertook

an expedition against Phocis, and defeated the

Phocians near Naryx of Locris ;
whence it appears

that Naryx was near the frontier of Phocis. In the

year 352, Phayllus, who commanded the Phocians,

and their allies, and who not long before had been

1

Strabo, p. 425. Stephan, in Na'pui; and ’0£oXat.
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defeated by the Boeotians near Orchomenus, again

on the Cephissus, and a third time near Coroneia,

invaded the Epicnemidii, took several towns, occu-

pied and lost Naryx, and advanced to Abse, where
he was surprized by the Boeotians, who, elated by
this success, entered and laid waste Phocis,—but

in attempting to relieve Naryx, which was again

besieged by Phayllus, were defeated by him. The
town was in consequence taken by Phayllus, who
soon afterwards died 1

. The Doric column may
have belonged to the principal temple of the Nary cii,

where Ajax doubtless received heroic honours.

Having lost 10 minutes at Kalapodhi, we pro-

ceed along the valley, and arrive at 3.47 at a

rugged ridge, where begins the descent into the

plain of Elateia. Dhragomano and Lefta are not

seen, on account of a projection of the mountains

on the right, but Turkokhorio is visible. At 4.15

we arrive at Sfaka, a small hamlet on the descent,

and from thence, after having halted 10 minutes,

descend into the plain at the point of the rocky

mountain, which beginning from hence, stretches

eastward to Vogdhani, where it forms the western

side of the pass of Hyampolis

;

many copious

springs issue from the mountain, and not only

form a long lake at the foot of it, but make this

whole corner of the Elatic plain marshy during

the greater part of the year. A paved causeway
leading to Lefta and Turkokhorio passes above

the springs along the foot of the mountain, which

to the very summit is a mere rock. The marshy
edges of the lake begin a little below Sfaka, and

1 Diodor. I. 14. c. 82; 1. 16, c. 37, 38.
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the lake is prolonged round the point of the

mountain as far as opposite Merali *, where a

stream issues from it, which, as I before remarked,

joins the Cephissus, in the Stena
;

a part of the

water is conducted by a canal to some mills be-

tween Merali and Khubavo.

We arrive opposite Merali at 5.5, but are obliged

to make a detour in order to cross the canal and

river, the latter by a bridge. The best lodging

which the village affords, is a long cottage of the

usual kind, but in this instance so filled with

oxen, horses, asses, bags of wheat, and baskets of

kalambokki, that with difficulty I find space suffi-

cient in it. The wheat is the produce of the

ryuepoKa/uaro
2

,
or day-labourers’ share of the harvest,

which is a kuveli of 22 okes per diem, now selling

at Livadhia for
5-f-

piastres; to this is added an

oke of wine. The wages in the cultivation of vines

and cotton are a piastre a day and an oke of wine,

—the ordinary price of day-labour in Greece. In

kalambokki it is customary for the labourers to

take a tenth of the produce. Merali stands on

the side of a round low hill, which, though now
in pasture, consists of a very fertile and cultivable

soil, without any rock. It is separated from the

height of Krevasara, which is lofty and rocky, by

a level of about three fourths of a mile, through

which flows the Cephissus. The river approaches

the south-eastern corner of the latter height, where

it is crossed by a bridge in the main road from

Zituni by Turkokhorio to Livadhia. In a line

Vulgarly, /j.epoKafxaTO.
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with the hill of Krevasara, and separated from it

by a narrow plain, rises the lofty insulated conical

height, which I have already remarked (Nov. 30)

as being in face of Bissikeni, towards Krevasara

;

this height ends in a low summit, crowned with

one of those towers of which I before remarked,

that there appears to have been a system of them
pervading Boeotia and Phocis. A castle of the mid-
dle ages, or perhaps of the same date as the towers,

crowned the extreme point of the Edylian ridge,

from whence to the opposite advanced heights of

Parnassus the distance is about half a mile. This

is the strongest part of the Boeto-Phocic pass. In

the narrow level stands the khan of the Kady on

the right bank of the Cephissus, opposite to which

the Kineta, or river which issues from the lake of

Sfaka, joins the Cephissus just under the extremity

of the aforesaid rocky point, upon which stands

the ruined castle.

Dec. 12.—Leaving Merali at 9, and re-passing

the bridge and canal, I ride up in 15 minutes to

Khubavo, which stands on the foot of the rocky

mountain, in the opening of the valley rising to

Vogdhani, immediately opposite to Belissi ]

,
on

the foot of Mount Edylium. These are all small

hamlets of about 20 houses, each with a pyrgo

for the Spain, who is generally an Albanian.

While inquiring at Khubavo concerning a trea-

sure of ancient medals, said to have been found

by one of the inhabitants of that place, the sudden

appearance of one of these Spahls, with hanjar

1 MWAtcra'i.
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and pistols in his girdle, puts an end to the en-

quiry, as none of the villagers dare answer such

questions in his presence. Two or three of them,

however, follow me in crossing the plain to the

Paleo-kastro, and show me a large quantity of

small gilt copper coins, of the lower empire, which

were a part of the treasure.

The Paleo-kastro consists of the remains of a

castle of lower times, inclosing a small table sum-

mit to the westward of Belissi. This height is

connected with the foot of the extremity of Mount

Edylium by a low ridge of rock, over which passes

the road from Vogdhani to the bridge of the Ce-

phissus, near the khan of the Kady. The hill is

rocky all around, but the level summit is ploughed

and cultivated. Among the remains of the modern

castle are a few pieces of a Hellenic wall of the

polygonal kind. There can be little doubt that

these are remains of the city of the Parapotamii,

the position, as I before remarked, agreeing in

every respect with its description by Theopompus

and Strabo \

Leaving the Paleo-kastro at 11, and passing

over the ridge which joins it to the mountain, I

descend to a ford of the Cephissus a little below

the khan, and having crossed the river, follow its

right bank : at 11.30 cross by a wTooden bridge a

canal derived from the Mavro-nero, and three

minutes farther the united stream of the Mavro-

nero and Platania by a stone bridge
;

the Cephis-

sus being then only a few paces on the left. Soon

1 Ap. Strabon. p. 424. V. sup. p. 97. 99.
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afterwards the road quits the river, and crosses

the plain in the direction of Kapurna, where I

arrive at 12.8, and in the afternoon return to

Livadhia.

Placed, as the valley of Chaeroneia is, at the

entrance of the extensive and fertile plains of

Bceotia, and most conveniently situated for ob-

serving all the entrances into them from the side

of Phocis, it often became the scene of military

operations, though, unfortunately for history, the

most remarkable of them did not occur until after

the time of the best historians. In the year B.C.

447, Chaeroneia was taken by Tolmides the Athe-

nian, just before his defeat and death at Coroneia 1

.

During the Sacred or Phocic war it was attempted

by Onomarchus the Phocian without success, was
taken by Phalaecus his son, who succeeded to the

command of the Phocians on the death of Phayllus,

and was speedily retaken by the Boeotians 2
. But no

particulars are related on these occasions which can

be illustrated by a view of the locality. Nor is that

celebrated battle, which extended the Macedonian
power over all Greece, and influenced the destinies

of the civilized world for the ensuing two centuries,

described in a manner more satisfactory either by
Diodorus or by Plutarch, probably from the want
of contemporary accounts of an event which was
already ancient in the time of those authors, espe-

cially the latter, who might otherwise have had a

good opportunity of enlarging on the details of the

1 Thucyd. 1. 1, c. 113. 2 Diodor. 1. 16, c. 33. 39.

Diodor. 1. 12, c. 6.
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action, and of illustrating them by his knowledge

of the topography of his native place. Of the battle

between the Roman forces and the army of Mithra-

dates, which occurred 250 years later, Plutarch

had the means of leaving us a much fuller de-

scription 1
. Sylla had taken Athens when Taxilles,

entering Greece from the northward with a nume-

rous army, and encamping in the plains of Elateia,

left his opponent only a choice of difficulties. On
the one hand the chariots of the enemy and the

superiority of his cavalry, rendered it hazardous
,

to meet him in the plains of Boeotia : on the other,

Attica was unable long to afford supplies, espe-

cially when Archelaus, occupying Munychia with

his fleet, had prevented their arrival by sea. The

more powerful motive prevailing, Sylla moved into

Boeotia, and encamped at a place in the plain of

Chaeroneia, called Patronis. Here he was joined by

Hortensius, who made his way from Thessaly by

a circuitous route through Mount Parnassus to

Tithorea, where he came into contact with the

enemy’s forces, but having resisted their attacks

during the day, succeeded in the following night

in descending through difficult passes 2
to the place

where Sylla was expecting him. I have already

shown the probability that the bye road by which

Hortensius avoided the Asiatic army in the Elatic

plains, was that which I followed from Velitza by

Bissikeni into the northern valley of Dhavlia, and

not far below which, near Khasnesi, are the sources

of the Mavronero. Here being copiously supplied

1

Plutarch, in Syll.
2
tcuq ^vayup'iaic Karafiag.

VOL. II. O
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with water, and defended towards the enemy by

the pass of Parapotamii, Sylla found a safe and

convenient place of encampment, until he was re-

inforced by Hortensius. He then advanced towards

the enemy, and took a position on a fertile woody

hill, in the midst of the Elatic plains named Phi-

loboeotus, at the foot of which there was water 1
,

—

a description which seems to agree with the re-

markable insulated conical height between Bissi-

keni and the Cephissus. The Romans probably

occupied both that height and the hill of Kreva-

sara, as in that position they were not only masters

of any sources of water there may be at the foot of

those heights, but were near the Cephissus, their

proximity to which is evident from what follows.

As the Roman army consisted only of 15000 in-

fantry and 1500 cavalry, while the enemy amounted

to six or eight times that number, the former kept

close within their intrencbments, when the Asiatics

drew out their forces to display their strength
;
but

when they proceeded to straggle over the country,

destroying Panopeus, and pillaging Lebadeia and

the oracular temple of Trophonius, Sylla became

very desirous of engaging. In order to inspire

his troops with an inclination to fight, he first

imposed some severe labours upon them, such as

cutting canals in the plain, and turning the channel

of the Cephissus
;
and when they began to be tired

of this employment, pointed out to them a position

1

fiowov ek fjLE(Tojy ecTTwra highly praised the beauty of

rwy ’EXariKuiv 7rethW evjewv this hill in his Memoirs. Plu-

ral dju^tXa^^ rat 7rapa n)p tarch. ibid.

fn^ap vSojp s^ovra. Sylla
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which he wished to occupy. It was a hill on which

formerly stood “ the Acropolis of the abandoned

city of the Parapotamii—a stony height surrounded

with a precipice, and separated only from Mount
Edylium by the river Assus, which at the foot of

the hill fell into the Cephissus, and rendered the

position very strong 1 .” In this passage there is a

difficulty. I have already remarked that the testi-

mony of Theopompus, of Strabo, and of Plutarch

himself, shows that Paleokastro is the ancient Pa-

rapotamii, and the rocky summit above it Edylium;

in which case there is no stream which can corre-

spond with the Assus but that named Kineta, which

flows from the marsh of Sfaka, and is joined by the

torrent of the vale of Khubavo. This river, how-

ever, does not divide the hill of Paleokastro from

Mount Edylium
,
as Plutarch leads us to expect,

but leaves it on the left, and joins the Cephissus a

little below the hill of Paleokastro, which is in fact

a low extremity of the mountain itself. The

Romans drove away a body of Chalcaspidse, who

were moving to the defence of the hill of Parapo-

tamii, and took possession of it. Archelaus then

moved against Chseroneia, but the city was saved

by the timely arrival of one of the Roman legions

accompanied by the Chacronenses in Sylla’s army

;

and Sylla having crossed the Assus, proceeded

1 ^Ei^ag clvtoTq tyjv 7rporepov o’' Acrcrog ette^el peiov, elta crvjx-

flEV yEVO/JLEVrjV CUCpOTVoXlV TU)V TELTZTWV VTTO TT]V pi£aV aVTTjV Tip

HapaTrorapiiixiv, tote cT dvppr/- /cat crvvEKTpa^vvop.E-

fUEvrjg Trjc 7r6\Eit)Q\o(f)og eXeitteto voq, 6%vpdv evcftpctTOiEE^Evirai

7tetpojErjg /cat 7rEpiKpr\jJ.yoQ, too ti)v a/epay itoieI.

' llCvXlOV 0Ui)pi(yp.EVOQ<jpOVg OCJOV

o 2
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along the foot of Edylium until he arrived over-

against Archelaus, who was encamped behind a

strong entrenchment at a place called Assia, be-

tween Edylium and Acontium 1
. The place in the

time of Plutarch was called from the circumstance

Archelaus. It was probably situated in that bay

of the plain between Edylium and Acontium.

which is watered by a small branch of the Cephis-

sus, and where now stands the village of Kara-

musa. Having remained a day in this position,

Sylla left Muraena there in the command of a

legion and two cohorts, and having sacrificed at

the Cephissus, moved to Chaeroneia for the purpose

of joining the troops who had occupied that place,

as well as to examine the position of a body of the

enemy which, after the unsuccessful movement

upon Chaeroneia, had taken a position on Mount
Thurium. This height, in the time of Plutarch,

was called Orthopagium, and is described by him

as a rugged pine-shaped mountain 2

. Below it

were the torrent Morius and the temple of Apollo

Thurius, who received that epithet from Thuro, the

mother of Chaeron, who was the founder of Chae-

roneia. Two men of Chaeroneia having proposed

to lead a detachment to the summit of Thurium by

a road unknown to the Asiatics, Sylla ordered upon

this service a body of Romans under Hirtius, and

then drew out his army, placing the cavalry on

1 ’E7m c5e dii(3r] tov ”Airaov 6 ical tov 'H^uXtou, TrpoQ toIq

SuXXag, 7rapEXdcuv inro to 'iLEv- XEyopivoiQ ’A (tctlolq.

\iov, rip ’Ap-^eXau) rrapearpaTO- 2
Kopvipr) rpayela Kai arpo-

7reCevgev fiefiXriijiEvii) yapaKa j

S

iXwSec opog,

Kaprspo V EV flEGlp TOV ’AkOVTIOV
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either flank, himself on the right, Mursena on the

left, and Hortensius, with a reserve of five cohorts,

on the hills in the rear, in order to prevent the

enemy from circumventing the Romans by means

of their numerous cavalry and light troops.

The road indicated to Hirtius by the two Chse-

ronenses led from Mount Petrachus, by a temple

of the Muses. As soon as he had obtained posses-

sion of the summit of the mountain, the Asiatics

were immediately thrown into confusion by the un-

expected attack of the Romans from above
;
3000

were slain on the hills, others fell into the hands

of Muraena, and the remainder arrived in such

confusion at their own camp, as to create a general

disorder. Sylla, on perceiving it, moved forward

his right so promptly, that the chariots of the

Asiatics, which required a certain space to be

effectual, were unable to act to advantage. The
combat now became general : the Romans threw

aside their pilae
1 and fought with swords

2

only,

but could not make any impression upon the long

pikes 3 and combined shields 4 of the Asiatics, or

upon the dense order of 15000 slaves 5

,
whom the

Asiatic commanders had liberated from the Greek

cities : these, however, were at length broken by

the javelins and sling-shot of the adverse light-

armed. As Archelaus was extending his right

wing in order to encompass the enemy, Hortensius

advanced rapidly to meet him, but was obliged to

retreat before the Asiatic cavalry to the hills, where

1

vrraovQ.

2
fiayaipaiq.

5
aapltjaae fi aicpa^.

av vaenrt(T .

5 dtpanovTac,
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he was in so much danger of being cut off, that

Sylla advanced from the right to his succour.

Archelaus perceiving Sylla’s intention by the dust,

quitted Hortensius and turned against the enemy’s

right, while Taxilles, with the Chalcaspidae, at-

tacked Muraena, so that a shout arising on both

sides, and the hills around repeating it, Sylla was

for a moment in suspense which way to move
;
but

having resolved to return to his own post on the

right, he took one of the cohorts of Hortensius with

him, and sent the other four to the support of Mu-
rsena. On his arrival he found the right hard

pressed by Archelaus, but his men receiving a new
impulse from the presence of their commander, in

one great effort routed the enemy, and drove him
to the Cephissus and Mount Acontium. Sylla

then moved to the assistance of MurEena, but found

him already victorious over Taxilles, and joined

him in the pursuit. Ten thousand only of the van-

quished Asiatics arrived in safety at Chalcis

('Egripo), while Sylla, according to his own asser-

tion in his commentaries, had only twelve men
missing. He erected two trophies, one in the

plain where the troops of Archelaus first gave

way and fled to the river Molus
;
the other on the

top of Mount Thurium. The latter was inscribed

with the names of the two Chseronenses, who had
led thither the Romans under Hirtius.

The narrative of which the preceding contains the

substance, is rendered the more interesting by its

being of a different kind from those which are usu-

ally given of military occurrences by Plutarch, to

whom we generally look in vain for any accurate or

topographical details of such events. It is indeed so
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well told, that I cannot but consider it as almost a

literal extract from the commentaries of Sylla. I was

the more anxious, therefore, to compare it with the

scene of action. One of the points desirable to be

identified is the summit named Thurium. The

only remarkable peak in the range of heights which,

branching eastward from the foot of Parnassus,

border the plain of Chseroneia on the south, is

situated about three miles west of Petrachus, or

the Acropolis of Chaeroneia, and two south-east of

Daulis
;

it rises from the right bank of the river

now called Platani, which I have before described

as crossing the plain of Daulis to the Cephissus.

But this point is too distant from Chaeroneia, and

there can scarcely be a doubt that it was within

the Phocic boundary, and in the district of Pano-

peus, whereas Thurium, as well from the transac-

tions on the day of battle, as from the local tradi-

tion concerning Thuro, mother of Chaeron, was

evidently in the district of Chaeroneia, and not

very far from Petrachus. I conclude, therefore,

that Thurium was the highest point of the hills

behind Chaeroneia, not far from the right bank of

the rivulet, above the left bank of which, lower

down, are the ruined walls of Panopeus. The

name Mera, attached to a village in the valley,

maybe a corruption of Morius. The torrent called

Molus would seem to be that which joins the left

bank of the Cephissus, and which separates Edyliuin

from Acontium. Here, therefore, was Assia, and

the placed called Archelaus, where the commander

of the Asiatics formed his entrenched camp after

Sylla had taken Parapotamii. It is to be supposed,

13
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that although this was the position of Archelaus

himself, his immense army extended quite across

the plain to Cheeroneia and Mount Thurium. The
hills in the rear, on which Hortensius was posted,

and where he was attacked by a movement of the

right of the Asiatics round the left of the Romans,

seem to have been not far from Daulis. Although

these are the conclusions to which I have come upon

examining the scene of action, I am aware that the

difficulty which I have already mentioned, may
seem to throw some doubt upon the whole explana-

tion. Supposing the narrative to have been written

originally by Sylla, and that either the Roman
general himself, or the copiers of his memoirs, may
have been in error as to the course of the Assus

near Parapotamii, it still seems unaccountable that

the biographer who adopted the account, and who
was describing places near his own door, should

not have discovered and corrected the mistake.

It may be thought, perhaps, that the citadel of the

Parapotamii may not have been at the Paleo-kastro

of Belissi, but on the hill of Merali, which being

really separated from the adjacent mountain by
the stream which joins the Cephissus below the

Paleo-kastro, so far corresponds with the words of

Plutarch. But the consequence would be that the

mountain of Khubavo, and not that of Belissi, was
the ancient Edylium, and that the entrenched camp
of Archelaus was not near Karamusa, as I have

supposed, but in the valley between Khubavo and
Belissi, which is quite irreconcileable with the data

of Theopompus and Strabo, as to Parapotamii,

Edylium, and Acontium. The situation of Para-
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potamii, in the pass of five stades between Par-

nassus and the western end of the line of moun-

tains, which terminated at the other extremity in

Orchomenus, as well as the length of that ridge

and the distance of Parapotamii from Chaeroneia,

are all too near the accurate truth when applied to

the site near Belissi, to admit of any doubt of the

identity.

Perhaps it may be supposed that the hill which

Sylla pointed out to bis troops, and which they

afterwards took, was the more conspicuous western

extremity of the summit of Edylium, upon which

are the ruins of a modern castle, that those ruins

occupy the site of the citadel of the Parapotamii,

that the Hellenic remains at the Paleokastro of

Belissi belonged to the town only, and that the

Assus was the small stream near Karamusa, which

may seem the more likely, as there is every reason

to believe that Assia was in that position. But

this would not remove the difficulty, for notwith-

standing the identity of name, it is impossible to

suppose the river Assus and the village or place

Assia to have been very near to each other, the

former having flowed below the western extremity

of Edylium, and the latter having been situated

between Edylium and Acontium b

1 Soon after his victory at victory over Archelaus, which

Chaeroneia, Sylla was called was so destructive that two

upon to oppose a new army of hundred years afterwards, in

Asiatics which had landed at the time of Plutarch, arms

Chalcis, and after some skir- were still found in great quan-

mishing at Tilphossium, gain- tities in the marshes,

ed, near Orchomenus, a second
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Dec. 14.—Since I have left Ioannina, the

weather, with the exception of two days of south-

erly wind and rain at Dhomoko and Zituni has

been constantly calm and clear, with a slight

north-easter
:
yesterday it began to threaten, and

the change this day declared itself in a tremen-

dous storm of wind, accompanied with intermitting

showers. Livadhia, among its other inconveniences

of climate, is particularly subject in winter to these

sudden and violent gales, which descend from

Helicon with such fury as often to carry away

tiles and chimneys, as occurred to-day in several

instances. The gale when of this extreme violence

is denominated a mega.

Livadhia being a vakuf is governed by a voi-

voda, who farms the revenue from the administra-

tion of the royal mosques
;
or more commonly by

a vekil, or deputy, for whom the farmer is an-

swerable. The Turk now residing at Livadhia

is in the latter capacity, but is himself farmer and

collector of the customs.

The municipal power is divided among three

principal Greek families, of which the first is that

of John Khondrodhima, commonly called the

Logotheti, from his office in the church. All the

affairs of the town pass through the hands of a

grammatikos, appointed by these archons. Nei-

ther the Turkish voivoda nor the kady interfere,

unless when a Turk is concerned, and the former

in particular abstains from it, as he dreads the

loss of his usual presents from the Greeks, and

the effects of their complaints at Constantinople.

His chief business is to receive the imperial taxes,
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which are let at present to the three persons above-

mentioned, for 2500 purses a year. These taxes

are the miri, or dhekatia, the avaresi, or tax on

personal property, and the kharatj, or capitation.

The first is underlet in portions every year.

Those who farm it visit the villages at the time

of threshing, and receive their share, which in

lands belonging to Greeks is about an eighth.

The remainder is generally divided in the pro-

portion of two thirds to the proprietor, he owning

the stock, and supplying the seed corn. The

harvestmen are generally paid in kind, either a

stipulated quantity by the day, or a tenth of the

crop : the remainder is the metayer’s portion, and

is shared generally among several persons. In

many instances the dhekatia is farmed by the Greek

proprietor, in which case his share of the harvest

becomes seventeen twenty-fourths nearly. Some
of the lands of Livadhia are Spahiliks, and have

been held on the feudal tenure of military service

ever since the conquest. These pay a much smaller

dhekatia to the Spahi, than the Greek lands to the

farmer of the vakuf
;
they are generally hired by

Greeks of Livadhia, and are cultivated like the

others. Sometimes the Spahilik also is included,

and it happens occasionally that the Greek resides

in the village as Spahi, but the Spahilik is more

commonly in the hands of Albanian soldiers,

who find it a good mode of laying out their

savings, as the Spahls, besides the tithe, have

by custom established a title to a fee of a piastre

per annum from every man, and half a piastre

from every boy in the village, besides a certain
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allowance of provision when he resides, which

the Albanian always does, for the sake of this

maintenance, and other advantages which his sta -

tion as a Musulman soldier gives him. It some-

times happens that the resident Spahl has not

the tithe—only the fee, and what else he can

extort.

The poor Greek peasant, as I before remarked,

derives but little advantage from the land being held

by his fellow-Christians. Though he can seldom

obtain a fair market for his share of the produce,

he generally has to furnish from it the exorbitant

interest of some money which the Greek land-

holder or the Spahi has tempted him to borrow,

after having forced him to the necessity of it : in

short, he finds himself in no better condition than

if he were a labourer on a Turkish tjiftlik. To

complete his misery, the upper class of Greeks at

Livadhla are as insolent and unfeeling to their

inferiors, as they are malignantly jealous of one

another
;
though it cannot be denied at the same

time, that they have all the hospitality, wit, and

sociable disposition of the nation, and, unlike the

thesaurizing Jews and Armenians, generally live to

the full extent of their means.

Aly Pasha is now more feared than the Porte at

Livadhla
;
and it is found expedient to send every

spring a deputation of 'Arkhondes to Ioannina with

a present of about 100 purses. Not along ago he

endeavoured to obtain possession of Dhadhl, but

by the management of the chiefs of Livadhla, the

ruin of that rising community was for the present

avoided. His advances, however, threaten to in-
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crease in this direction, his son Vely having lately

obtained the mukata of Talanda.

Dec. 17.—From Livadhia to Mazi. In crossing

the opening of the vale of Coroneia, the principal

summit of Helicon presents itself very majestically

at the head of the valley. It is a round mountain

standing rather separate from the rest of the range

of Helicon
,
well clothed with firs, and now capped

with snow. The modern name is Paleovuni, or

Paleovuna. Half-way thither, hidden from sight

in a ravine, is Kukora, from which village there is

a road across the Heliconian ridge to Khosia, and

Kakosia.

In two hours we arrive at the fountain Tilphossa,

issuing from the foot of the rocky height now
called Petra. The fortress Tilphossseum, which

stood on the summit, appears to have been

among the most important in Bceotia h Pro-

ceeding from thence at 3.5, we cross, in seven

minutes, a brook from Rastamyti, a small village

half a mile on the right in an angle of the hills,

where a ridge connects Tilphossium with Libe-

thrium: and in ten minutes more cross a stream,

the largest we have passed this day except the

Phalarus. It rises in the eastern part of Mount
Libethrium, and issues through a precipitous gorge

lying between the eastern end of Tilphossium and

a rocky peak which rises immediately behind the

village of Mazi. On the right bank of this river,

among a great quantity of loose stones, broken

pottery, and other appearances of an ancient site,

are several squared blocks, sufficient to indicate

1 Demostli. de fal. leg. 1 . 4, c. 67 ;
1. 19, c. 53.—opog

p. 385, 387. Reiske.—Diodor. tpvfjiuov. Strabo, p. 413.
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the position of Ocalea, a Homeric city, not men-
tioned by Pausanias, but well described by Strabo,

as situated on the bank of a rivulet of the same
name, midway between Alalcomenae and Haliar-

tus
1

. His distance, however, of thirty stades from

each, though it accords with the fifty stades which

Pausanias places between Haliartus and Tilphusa,

appears to be too great by more than a third.

Leaving now the direct road to Thebes, we
ascend obliquely to Mazi, a small village on the

foot of a remarkable peaked hill. From Mazi the

road continues southward to Mavromati and Ere-

mokastro. The Maziotes chiefly cultivate kalam-

bokki in the plain, and vineyards on the hills around

the village.

Dec. 18.—I revisit this morning the remains of

Haliartus
,
which are found on a low hill separated

from the extremity of the height of Mazi by a nar-

row branch of the plain, and about a mile distant

from the village. Towards the lake the hill of

Haliartus terminates in rocky cliffs, but on the

other sides has a gradual acclivify. Some remains

of the walls of the Acropolis, chiefly of polygonal

masonry, are found on the summit of the hill, and

there are several sepulchral crypts in the cliffs,

below which, to the north, issues a copious source

of water, flowing to the marsh, like all the other

streams near the site of Haliartus. Although the

walls of the exterior town are scarcely anywhere

traceable, its extent is naturally marked to the east

and west by two small rivers, of which that to the

1

rj o’ ’£2/ca\erj pear) 'AXiaprov ttapappel. aiirrjv ttordfiiov

i<al ’AXaXKOfxevlov, bcarepov opuiyvpoy .

—

Strabo, p. 410.

rpiaKOvra crraclove, dirtyovaa'
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west issues from the foot of the hill of Mazi
;
the

eastern, called the Kefalari, has its origin in Mount
Helicon. Near the left bank of this stream, at a

distance of 500 yards from the Acropolis, are a

ruined mosque and two ruined churches, on the

site of a village which, though long since aban-

doned, is shown by these remains to have been

once inhabited by both Turks and Greeks. Here

are many fragments of architecture and of inscribed

stones, collected formerly from the ruins of Haliar-

tus. From this spot there is a distance of about

three quarters of a mile to a tumulus westward of

the Acropolis, where are several sarcophagi and

ancient foundations near some sources of water,

marking probably the site of the western entrance

of the city.

The tumulus covers perhaps the bones of the

men who fell with Lysander in the celebrated

battle fought here in the year B. C. 395 1

;
for the

circumstances of the event point exactly to this

situation. Lysander had been sent by the Ephori

with a small body of Spartans into Phocis, to col-

lect the forces of that nation, together with those

of the contiguous people of GEta, Heracleia, Melis,

and the iEnianes, and had been directed to march
to Haliartus, where Pausanias, with 6000 Pelopon-

nesians, was to meet him. Lysander not only suc-

ceeded in his mission, but induced Orchomenus
to revolt from Thebes, and took Lebadeia by as-

sault, from whence he wrote to Pausanias, inform-

ing him that he should arrive at Haliartus on a

1 Xenopli. Hellen. 1. 3, c. 5. in Lysand. Pausan. Baeot.

Diodor. 1. 14, c. 81. Plutarch c. 32.
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certain morning at break of day. But the Thebans

intercepted his letter, and thus obtained the means

of anticipating him at Haliartus while Pausanias

was left in ignorance of his motions. Leaving

Thebes to the care of their Athenian allies, they

marched in the night, introduced a part of their

forces into the city, and with the remainder placed

themselves in ambuscade, ready to fall on the

enemy’s rear, at the fountain Cissusa
', near which,

adds Plutarch, were monuments of Rhadamanthus

and Alcmena, and a place noted for producing the

plants from which Cretan javelins were made 2
.

Lysander, on his arrival, thought at first of wait-

ing for Pausanias on “ the height 3 ;” but becom-

ing impatient as the day advanced, he placed him-

self at the head of his troops, and moved forward

with the phalanx in column along the road lead-

ing to the city
4

. As soon as he arrived near the

wall, the Thebans and Haliartii, rushing suddenly

from the gate, slew him and his augur 5

,
with a

few others, upon which the phalanx retreated to

the hills. One thousand of them were slain in

the pursuit
;
but it was fatal also to more than two

hundred Thebans, who had rashly followed them

into narrow and difficult places.

The king of Sparta was on his march from Pla-

tsea to Thespise when the news reached him. The

1 rw v bi Qrifialioi) oi /j,ev itw

fiE^LEvrjKoreQ, ev apiarEpq. rrjv

tyoXlv \aj36vrEc, Ej3a()i£ov ini

roiic Ecr^arovg tu>v 7roXe/iiiov

utto rijy Kpr'iyrjv ty/p Kicraovirav

Trpoaayop£vofJLEV)]v. — Plutarch

in Lysand.

2 Ot Si Kpl'lGtTlOL (TTOpaKEQ oi)

npocno TZEpL-KE^vKacnv.

3
£7ri Xo0ou.

4
opdly rrj (paXayyi ttcipct

rr)v obbv j’/y£ -irpog to teI^oq.

5 aVTOV T£ fJ-ETa TOV fiaVTEWQ

KartfiaXoy.
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next day he arrived at Haliartus
;
but finding that

the Phocians and other allies had inarched off in

the nighty and Thrasybulus on the following day
bringing a body of Athenians to the assistance of

the Boeotians, all he could do was to enter into

terms for the body of Lysander, which it would
have been difficult to have obtained in any other

mode, as it lay near the walls. Retreating out of

Boeotia, he buried Lysander in the district of the

Panopaei, in the road which Plutarch, being him-
self of Chseroneia, very naturally describes as that

leading from Chseroneia to Delphi. It appears

from the same author, that the rivulet which flowed

along the western wall of Haliartus, where Lysan-

der fell, was named Hoplites
;
the same probably

as the Lophis of Pausanias, to whose fable concern-

ing it the situation of the sources near the tumu-
lus

1

is well adapted. Cissusa was evidently the

fountain below the cliffs of the hill of Haliartus 2

;

for the existence near that fountain, of plants from

which javelins were made, indicates the proximity

of the marsh, and that position accords with the

remark of Plutarch, that the Thebans marched to

Cissusa with the city on their left. They would

1 The Haliartii, suffering

from drought, sent to inquire

of the Oracle of Delphi how
they were to obtain water,

when the messenger was di-

rected to kill the first person

he should meet on returning.

This happened to be a boy

named Lophis, and wherever

VOL. II.

his blood fell the water issued

forth.—Pausan. Boeot. c. 33.

2 Plutarch relates that Bac-

chus was washed in Cissusa

after his birth, and that the

water was of the colour of

wine. This peculiarity I can-

not confirm.

P
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naturally avoid its southern side, lest Lysander

should be in possession of the heights, and the

northern extremity was well suited to their inten-

tion in placing themselves there, if we suppose the

entrance of the city where Lysander was slain, to

have been near the tumulus.

The rocky gorges to the westward of the hill of

Mazi agree exactly with the rugged places 1 where

the Thebans suffered, and as Plutarch adds that their

loss had been predicted by an oracle which warned

them to beware of Orchalides and the hill of

foxes 2

,
which latter was in the district of Haliar-

tus, towards Helicon, and in his time was called

Alopecum, we cannot but infer that Alopecum

was the peak of Mazi, and Orchalides a village

which may have occupied the site of Mazi itself.

Although the hill of Haliartus is not fifty feet higher

than the lake, its rocky point projecting into the

marsh is remarkable from every part of the plain.

Possessing a fertile district, and commanding a

pass in the center of Bceotia, which is well de-

scribed by Strabo as a strait between a mountain

and the lake Copais 3
: Haliartus was one of the

1 orevo^wpi'a re mi fivano- rpa^ea mi Kaprepa.—Plu-

pia.—Xenoph. tarch.

' 'HLayariav ttE^vXa^o Xvkovq Kap-aKEvai Sokevujv

Kai X6(pov ’Qp-^aXicrjv, ov ct\w7rjjs ovttote Xelttel.

The first line relates to the battle of Delium.

3
’EKE~lTO c)£ EV (TTEVU) OpMO KCLl TOV e\oV£ TOV (f>VOi'TOQ TUV

j-iETU.t,V VTTEptCElfXErOV (jpOVQ KCU av\r)TlKOV KciXapLOV. — Strabo,

TY)Q KlOTTatSoQ Xi/ivpQ
,

TtXr](jiov p. 411.

TOV Y\Epp.r](T(TOV ml TOV 'QXfXElOV

13
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most important of the cities of this province, as the

circumstances of the Bceotie war 1 just mentioned

prove. Having, unhappily, on two great occa-

sions, sided with the weaker of two contending

parties, it was twice exposed to the vengeance of

power; first in the Persian invasion, when its con-

duct formed an honourable exception to that of the

rest of Bceotia, and again in the last struggle of

the Macedonians under Perseus against the Ro-

mans
;
the consequence of which latter imprudence

was that Haliartus no longer existed in the time of

Strabo. The praetor Lucretius, who took it after

a spirited resistance, destroyed the town, sold its

inhabitants for slaves, and embarked its pictures, sta-

tues, and other valuable property in his ships. The
territory was afterwards given to the Athenians 2

.

Nor does it appear that Haliartus had recovered,

like some other Greek towns, any portion of its

former prosperity in the time of Pausanias, for he

found here only soine temples without roof or

statue, which had been destroyed by the Persians,

and had been purposely left in that state, like some
others at Athens

3

;
it was not even known to what

deities they had been dedicated. A monument in

honour of Lysander still remained, and a heroum
of Cecrops, son of Pandion. The Haliartia ex-

tended westward to Mount Tilphossium, as ap-

pears by the remark of Pausanias, that the Hali-

1
'O 7to\e[xo£ ovrog bcXiidij 1. 30, c. 18. Liv. 1. 42, c. 63.

Bouotikoq.—Diodor, ubi supra. 3 Pausan. Boeot. e. 33.
2 Strabo, p. 411. Polyb. Phocic. c. 35.

P 2 4—VOL. IT.
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artii had an open sanctuary of the goddesses called

Praxidicae, which was very near that moun-

tain \

The Kefalari, which is as large as the Phalarus,

but does not like that river fail in summer, as I

remarked on my former journey in this country,

originates near Dusia and Mavromati, and receives

the river of Zagara. At its entrance into the plain

of Haliartus
,
the greater part of its water is turned

eastward along the foot of the heights to some

mills
;
but its natural course is by the village of

Megalo Mulki into the marsh not far to the north-

eastward of Haliartus . The two branches of the

river from Mavromati and Zagara seems to accord

exactly with the Permessus and Olmeius
,
which,'

according to Strabo, flowed from Helicon, and

after uniting entered the lake Copais near Haliar-

tus 2
. Zenodotus, whom Strabo quotes in refer-

ence to Ascra, and from whom he seems to have

derived his information as to the Permessus and

Olmeius, stated the former to have had its sources

in the Thespiace, and described the latter as a

stream towards the summit of Mount Helicon

about three hundred stades from Thebes
3

. The

sources of the Kefalari being about midway be-

tween the sites of Haliartus and Thespice
,
agree

1 tor i 7Tpoc r<5 vpti Tip TiA- ifXTriTrrovm Xifxvrjv rrivKuTraiSa

(povvio) to iepov. — Pausan. to v 'AXiaprov TrXr\aiov.—Stra-

Boeot*. c. 33. bo, p. 407, V. et 411, ubi sup.

5
kcu 6 Hep/uricrffoc sal o ’OX-

3 Apud Scbol. Hesiod.

jj-EiOQ tic rov 'EAuctoJ'oc (Tv/xfiaX

-

Theog. v. 5.

Xoj'ree dXXr]XoiQ ei’c T7]V avrrjv
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perfectly with those of the Permessus, and the river

of Zagara so far accords with the Olmeius, that it

flows from a valley which separates Libethrium

from Helicon. The distance of three hundred

stades from Thebes, however, is too great for any

part of the Heliconian mountains.

Having crossed the Kefalari at the ruined

mosque, and passed Mulki half a mile on the left,

we proceed along the foot of the hills, and in four-

teen minutes from the Kefalari arrive at a copious

fountain at the foot of a low rock similar to the

cliffs of Haliartus
, and about half a mile from the

edge of the marsh. Above it stands a square

tower half ruined, and of the same construction as

those at Xeropyrgo and other places in Boeotia.

To the north-eastward of this point the slope of the

mountain now called Faga meets the marsh in a

projecting point
;
between which and another ex-

tremity towards Kardhitza the marsh forms a bay.

At 10.17 we begin to ascend the low ridge which

separates the two great Boeotian basins, those

of the Cephissis and of Thebes, and which con-

nects Mount Faga with the roots of Helicon

;

at

10.21, on its summit, we arrive at a small piece

of Hellenic wall, consisting only of three or four

stones in their places, on the right hand side of

the road. The direction of this foundation is

oblique to the road, running north and south,

while the direction of the road in this spot is

south-east. On the height on either side are

many stones in the ploughed land, not natural to

the soil, as well as other usual indications of an

ancient site.
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Pausanias, moving in the direction of this point

from the Neitides gate of Thebes, arrives at about

forty stades from thence, at a temple of the Cabeiri,

to the right ofwhich was theTeneric plain, and to the

left a road branching to Thespise, distant fifty stades.

On the other side of the Teneric plain rose the

mountain where the Sphinx was said to have lain

in wait for passengers, putting them to death, if

they were unable to interpret her enigma. The
ruins of Onchestus, where still remained the temple

and statue of Neptune Onchestius, in an aA<roc, or

sacred grove, were fifteen stades distant from the

mountain. Pausanias does not mention the dis-

tance on the direct road from the Cabeirium to

Onchestus, nor does he continue his route from
Onchestus to Haliartus

;
but turning from the

Cabeirium to Thespiae, describes the places in

that part of Bceotia before he proceeds to treat of

Haliartus, thus leaving no information as to the

distance and direction of Onchestus, either from
Thebes or from Haliartus \ But Strabo has sup-

plied this deficiency
;

for after censuring Alcaeus

for placing Onchestus at the footof Helicon, whereas
it was at a considerable distance from that moun-
tain, he states that it was in the Haliartia,

on a naked hill near the Teneric plain, and the

Copaic Lake. He farther remarks, that Medeon,
another Homeric town of the Haliartia, was after-

wards called Phcenicis, from its position at the foot

of Mount Phcenicium, that Medeon was very near

Onchestus, and that Mount Phcenicium was in the

Pausan. Boeot. c. 25, 26.
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district of Thebes 1

. Upon comparing these autho-

rities with the places, it is evident that Faga was

the mountain of the Sphinx, which the Greeks in

general called Sphingium, but the Boeotians Q'naov,

or <bt/c£iov, from d>t£
2

,
the Boeotic form of 2 and

it seems also that the same mountain, or at least a

part of it, near theHaliartia, wasnamed Phoenicium.

The modern name 4>aycie may be a corruption of

<f>'iiaov, or it may be a vestige of the fable of the

devouring Sphinx. It further appears from the same

authors, that the Teneric plain was the north-west-

ern portion of the plain of Thebes, or that part of it

which lies at the foot of Mount Faga to the south-

east
;
and that Onchestus, having been within the

Haliartia, fifteen stades distant from the mountain,

and near the Copaic lake as well as the Teneric

plain, could hardly have occupied any other posi-

tion than the low ridge which separates the plains,

and where the Hellenic vestiges still subsist. Me-

deon having also been in the Haliartia, would seem

to have stood near the lake in the bay on the north-

western side of Mount Faga, between the site of

Haliartus and Kardhitza.

At 11.10, having halted till that time, I leave the

supposed site of Onchestus and begin to descend

from the pass into the plain, which at first is not so

much as a mile in breadth, bordered on the right

by gently-rising cultivated heights, and on the left

by the rugged sides of Mount Faga. At 11.24 we

1 Strabo, p. 410. 412. Schol.—Plutarch. in Gryllosive
2 Hesiod. Sc. Hercul. v. 33, de Anim. ration.—Stephan, in

et Schol.—Id. Theogn. v. 326, $>Ikuov.

et Schol.—Lycophr. v. 1465, et
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have the foot of this hill near us on the left, and

at 1 1.27 the highest peak. As we proceed, the plain

between us and the mountain becomes broader,

and is now inundated. In summer it produces

kalambokki. Before us, as far as Thebes, the

great level, as well as the long slopes of the hills

to the right of it, is for the most part a continued

corn-field, without a single fence. A part of the

arable is lying fallow, and some part of the land

is in pasture, but upon the whole it is as well

cultivated a district as any in Europe. At

11.46, Vaia and Khasnesi, two considerable vil-

lages, separated only by a small ravine, are two

miles on the right. Vaia is the lower. At 12.5 we
cross the road leading from Vaia to Mazeraki, which

latter is two or three miles on the left, in the Teneric

plain near the foot of the lower declivities of Mount
Faga, where are some sources of water, and above

them on the heights a monastery. At 12.15 we
pass Tzoanno, and a few minutes further Morokamo
at the foot of the slopes on the right. These, like

Mazeraki and the others, are small villages. At
12.40 the most projecting point of Mount Faga is

on the left, a low stony rise, which we may suppose

to have formed the separation between the Teneric

plain and that of Thebes. From thence the lower

ridges of that mountain trend to the northward

towards the heights connecting the mountains

Phicium and Ptoum, and below which is an inun-

dated k6\7toq, or bay of the Teneric plain. At 12.50

we cross the Kanavari, or Kanavri
1

,
a small stream

1
Ka^a/3aptoi', Kapdfipiov.
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dry in summer, which rises at Erimokastro, and

joins the Lake of Senzina near its southern ex-

tremity—halt five minutes. At about a quarter of

an hour from Thebes we begin to ascend obliquely

the heights on which that town is situated, and at

1.30 cross a rivulet called Platziotissa, which rises

a little above Thebes, and flows in a ravine along

the western side of the town. In ascending the

bank of this ravine to the town, a fountain occurs

named Paraporti.
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The hills immediately around Thebes are for the

most part uncultivated, and, being intersected with

large white charadrae or furrows, have rather a

dismal appearance. They are capable of producing

good wine, but the Thebans seem to think only of

the culture of corn. The 7reS/ov 7rvpri<popov
l

is still

noted for its fertility, and produced last year

148,000 kuvelia of wheat of excellent quality,

while in almost every other part of Greece the

crop was indifferent : 500 kuvelia of flour are sent

1
’Ec MvicaXyaffov ml Tev/j.r](Tcrov \tyeivoirjv

,

Qi'ifiric S' Elacvp'ucavEQ eSoq KaraEiyivoy v\y'

Ov yap 7tu) rig EvaiE fiportiv Ispr
j
evi Qr]j3y,

O iiS' cipa 7rio tote i)crav drdpTroi ovSe keXevOoi

Q riflyg afi tveSiov Trvpycpopov, clXX’ EyEV vXy.

Hymn, in Apoll. v. 228.
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weekly to 'Egripo, there being no mills at the

latter place. The greater part of the land in the

district of Thebes is owned by three men of 'Egripo,

Ahmed Pasha, mousellim of that place
; Bekir,

now Pasha of Bosnia, and Rashid Bey : the land-

lord and the Greek cultivator share the produce of

grain equally, the former finding the seed and half

the oxen
;
but there is a tribe of kiayas and gram-

matikoi who superintend the landlords’ concerns

on the spot, and contrive to diminish very largely

the receipts of both parties.

To the observer from Thebes, Mount Faga, the

ancient Phicium, or Phcenicium, presents a single

bare and rugged peak, wdiich to the right is sepa-

rated from a long even ridge equally bare, and

nearly of the same height, by the opening in which

stands the village of Kardhitza. The latter moun-
tain is the ancient Ptoum, now known in different

parts by the names of Palea, Strutzina, and Skro-

poneri, and extending from Kardhitza north-east-

ward until it is blended wfith Messapium
,
now

called Khtypa. Midway between Thebes and

Messapium, and hiding the highest part of the

latter is the mountain named Samata, or Siamata,

vulgarly pronounced Shamata, from a village of

that name behind it. It is bold and rocky, with

a flat summit
;
and being the nearest, is the most

conspicuous of all the mountains around Thebes.

It seems clearly to be the ancient Hypatus.

Dec. 19.—Pass the forenoon on a height called

Psilirakhi, that is to say, i) 'Y\pri\-ij 'Pctyn, or the

high ridge, which is distant two miles direct from

Thebes to the east-south-east. It is the nearest
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point affording a good view of the southern Boeotian

basin, or that which is bounded on the south by

the Bceoto-Attic range of Cithoeron and Parnes, to

the west by Helicon
,
and to the north by Phicium

,

Hypatus
,
and Messapium, and which, as I before

observed, is separated only from the great northern

valley of Boeotia by the ridge of Onchestus. On ob-

serving how completely distinct the two greatvalleys

are, each of them being surrounded by mountains

except at that ridge, one is not surprised that Boe-

otia should have been for a long time divided into

two great political leagues, of which Thebes and

Orchomenus were deservedly the chief places, nor

that Thebes, surrounded by a larger extent of more

uniformly fertile country, and happily situated at

a moderate distance from three outlets of maritime

commerce, should have acquired a preponderance

over its rival, which would have raised Thebes to

much higher destinies than it ever attained, had

the Boeotians been more favourable to letters and in-

struction. To this cause alone a historian of the age

of Alexander attributes the fact, that their power

was never durable, notwithstanding their three

seas
l

,
their ports on the Corinthiac Gulf, com-

municating with Italy, Sicily, and Libya, and

those on the Euboic frith, which conducted on one

side of the Euripus to Egypt and Cyprus, and on

the other to Macedonia and the Propontis 2
.

1
fxovr} TpidaXarroc tan .— barians, with whom force is bet-

Ephor. ap. Strabon. p. 400. ter than logic (ft la \6yov Kptir-

2 Strabo (p. 401) observes, rwv tart), and that the Ro-

that the remark of Ephorus will mans, having first prevailed by

apply to Greeks, but not to bar- force over nations more bar-
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The Psilirakhi, although not high, is the most

central summit in the southern basin, and stands in

the middle of a low range of hills, which, branch-

ing from the eastern end of Mount Helicon, extends

to the Euboic frith, and divides the basin into two

parts, of which the Parasopia
,
or vale of the Asopus,

is the most remarkable plain in the southern divi-

sion : and that of Thebes in the northern. The

position of Thebes was determined by its being the

only spot in the separating ridge where water is plen-

tiful. Towards Helicon
,
in the vicinity of Thespice,

the ridge becomes lower and rounder, and is well

cultivated in many parts
;
to the eastward of Thebes

it is not so fertile, and the villages are consequently

less numerous than to the westward, but the hills

are covered with a fine pasture, and abound in wild

thyme, and other odoriferous herbs. Eastward of

Psilirakhi the ridge rises to its highest peak, now

called Soro, the falls of which approach so near to

the foot of Mount Parnes, that there is only a nar-

row rocky ravine between them, through which the

Asopus finds its way from the Parasopian valley

into the Tanagrcean plain, and from thence by ano-

ther similar ravine into the Oropia.

Thebes is now called rd or more com-

monly in Bceotia, rd <3>d|3a, by that easy substi-

tution of the one aspirate for the other, of which

there are many examples in the ancient language.

barous than themselves, were thus became lords of all (tire-

sensible of the importance of Qepto kcll ravry rrj a’ywyjj kciI

science when they had to deal KarEerrrjaap xapruip Kvpioi.)

with more civilized people, and
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The Turks say Stifa. The town stands on a hill,

separated on every side from the adjacent heights,

rising about 150 feet above the plain, and situated

two miles to the northward of the highest part of the

ridge. It is bounded to the east and west by the

ravines of two small rivers, and is surrounded by a

ruinous wall, composed of materials and repairs of

various ages, amongwhich are seen, in many places,

Roman tile-work, and large squared blocks in the

Greek style. A low projection at the northern extre-

mity was occupied by a keep or tower, which, as

well as another tower at the north-eastern angle,

with its adjoining gateway, are of more solid con-

struction than the rest of the work, and are chiefly

composed of ancient materials. The circuit is

about a mile and a half, and is said to contain 700

families, of which about 250 are Turkish. The

streets are narrow, and the houses stand close

together, with few gardens. To the southward,

between the town and the ridge, the hollow which

was anciently occupied by lower Thebes, is now

crossed by a ruined aqueduct upon arches, which

still conveys water into the town from the western

rivulet. The district contains 64 villages, most of

which are small.

At Thebes, as in most of the towns of Greece,

which continue to occupy their ancient sites, the

remains of antiquity chiefly consist of fragments

of architecture and sculpture, or of inscribed mar-

bles, dispersed among the houses, mosques, baths,

and fountains, in the walls, stairs, streets, and

pavements. Not one of the ancient buildings
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can be traced
;
though it is very possible that

some remains of them may be mixed with the

modern structures, or buried by them, and that

on the site of Lower Thebes to the southward of

the town, where they are more accessible, many
other valuable remains may still subsist below the

surface of the soil.

The village of Tabakidhes, on the eastern side

of Thebes, mentioned by Spoil and Wheler, is no

longer in existence, but the church of St. Luke
still remains there, and contains the sorus, or great

stone coffin, vulgarly called the tomb of St. Luke.

The ten hexameters on one side of it, which have

been published by those travellers have suffered

an injury since their time, so that five or six

letters towards the middle of each line are no

longer legible. On the opposite side of the monu-
ment are two other inscriptions which they did not

notice, one in hexameters, the other in trimeter

iambics. The three are all of different dates, but

relate to the same family. From that which was

copied by Wheler and Spon, it appears that the

monument was made by order of one Zosimus, to

contain the body of his son Nedymus, whose mo-
ther was an Italian, named Adae \ The second

1 2Kfjvog /xev yeverrjpeg, ette'l yipag ecttl Qarovcn,

TsLflioVTEQ tcXa'lEOKOV CLVaLCrdifTtp TTEp'l TV[xfiu)‘

^vxv S’ eq to Sikcuov ’Sfirf y)v S’ ovvo/xa r ov/jlov

Ni]Sv/j.og, ’ITaXiKrjg ’ASarjg ivalg "ipiEpog ovrivg.

Ovk rj/xr] v Efj.Trpo(rO£ ttqXiiv xpoj'oi', ttr’ tyevr/0/jv

Elg oXlytov etewv ivapid/iiog, atJTarog alojv

Ovk aviSpacTTOv £Xwt' iSiov Spo/xov, y\aS’ rig

Motpjjf ravrrjv ekteXectei, Ka'i yap ftaaLXijEg.

Tcivt
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inscription in hexameters was in honour of the

same Nedymus, and was placed upon the sorus

by his son Zosimus, who reserved a place in the

receptacle for himself, and declared that any one

who should put any other body into it, should pay to

the treasury ten thousand denaria 1
. The third epi-

taph was not inscribed until the death of the second

Zosimus, the body of whose son Nedymus had in

the mean time been deposited in it. The great

grandfather, Zosimus the first, seems to have had

a different sepulchre. In the third inscription the

tomb declares itself to be full, and closed, and

denounces the usual imprecation upon any one

who should open it
2

. The second inscription is

Tavr’ £7reypaipe -rrarrip o Z(vtrifxog, e'ivek' tfie'io

’AeifivritTTOv e^ivv ipv%rjg 7rodov iiOavaToio.

1 MappLaperj Xidog Eifxl, (jispio d' ev yacrepi tyu>Ta

Nribv/iov inrvov tyovra, Kal ev OeioIctl tvcipovra.

"Ov bfjjxog y^pvabp (rr£(j>av<p ......
BovXrj ravrov eVpa^e

KeTrat <rwpta Xiovrog

Zaxn/xog vlbg Eypcuf/E

"JLfjnrvovv (pdEyyofiEvriv abewg

"O (ttiq t)’ av ToXfJiq. diadai vekvv slg e/ee vpbvv

X topic tov TTcaboe 7rarEpoe, ov Eyio Kara yaarpog,

Aoktei rrj te ttoXel Kal rw Ta/XEih) [t^vapta] fivpia.

2
HXriprie b (pbprog barb fioi, KaXiog e^ei,

Ke77-ai yap vrjbvv eIq bfiriv o N rjhvfiog,

Ivat tov te 7raibbg 7ra~ig ysyiog o Nbbvfxog,

Tplrog Se ttaibog vvv iraTrip o Zujcrifxog.

Mvaiv dsibv rig fioi Sorio Kal trv/j.(j)V(Tiv,

apbyjp rig Eig avod,iv rr/v Efxriv,

M r)T bXiribiov ovairo, fii) tekviov mropag,

’AW’ byyEVwg oXoito TrXr)p£t((ov ybvog.

Y. Inscription No. 40.
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imperfect at the end of several of the lines
; the

third is nearly complete. The monument is of

white marble with a highly ornamented opercu-

lum, the surface of which represents a covering of

leaves. But neither the letters nor the poetry
admit of a date anterior to A.D. 300.

The inscriptions in the town are neither nu-
merous nor well preserved. Two of them relate

to Bacchus and his artists, that is to say, to the
persons employed in his service in the theatre 1

.

A third is the sepulchral monument of a lady
named Sacunda, styled a female hero 2

. Below
this inscription is another in smaller character,

and apparently of a less ancient date. In this a
priestess of Isis, named Nicaeo, daughter of Aris-
ton, dedicates the Anthedonian coffin, (on which
the inscription is engraved,) declares it to be
sacred, that it shall not be used by her heirs, and
that any one who shall force it open, or pollute it,

shall pay 700 denaria to the goddess. It would
seem from this document, that Anthedon was
noted for producing stone, fitted for \yvol or stone
coffins, more commonly denominated aopo'i. Of the
other inscriptions which I find here, the most re-

markable are a fragment of names in the Bceotic

To KOLVOV ribv 7Tspi tov At- 2 ’Em^aKovt'^r/pmSi. Tepa-
uvvcrov TvyvLTwv tCov ev 0>;/3ate tpopog N ettcatto ’Apiarwpog £waa
AiokXiiv "lipociTparov Aiovvgu. icai typovovaa. rt)v ’Avdrjdovlav
V. Inscription, No. 41. X-qvbv K\r)povopoig ipo~ig prj

...... A lovvtjG) apErrjg irpocrriKEiv pybk aWip p-phivC
evekev tail Evvoiag fjv kyiov bia- kdv be. ng fliaadpEvog dvol^y i)

Tt\e~i Eig te rovg TE^virag teat piavy pov rd Ispd, dirorEicrEi ry
rfjg Eig rot' Qeov EvcrE^Eiag.— Ettrt Syvdpia EirraKoma .—V.
V. Inscription, No. 42. Inscription, No. 43.

VOL. II. Q
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dialect
1

,
and the sepulchral monument of one

Chareas, qualified as an arch-physician and hero 2
.

The only undoubted relic which I can discover

of the walls of Hellenic Thebes, now forms the

lowest part of the northern tower, just above the

plain. About thirty yards of the ancient work are

still traceable, and four or five courses are visible,

if courses they can be called, the masonry of

which, like that of Tiryns, is formed of very

roughly hewn masses of stone, originally fitted in

the intervals with smaller stones, which have

mostly fallen out. This wall is not straight, but

forms a curve. Its masonry, its curved form, but

above all its thickness, which is more than twenty-

eight feet, seem to prove that in antiquity it may
vie with Mycenae, or even with that of the TipvvOiov

7rXivOtviJLa
3

,
which it most resembles. Another

monument, apparently of remote times, is found

to the eastward of the town, not far to the south-

ward of the church of St. Luke.

It is a barrow of a form, which,

though rare, is not unexampled—
in Greece, having a double slope

thus.

In the absence of remains of art, it is only by

means of the land-marks of nature that we can

hope to trace the ancient topography of this city 4
.

Besides the hill of the Cadmeia, which is well

defined on every side, the only natural features

1 Y. Inscription, No. 45.
4 See a sketch of Thebes at

2
*E7rt Xapia ap^iarpu rjpu. the end ofVol. IV.

—V. Inscription, No. 47.
3 E quodam poetEi ap.

Hesych. in voce.
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that can be recognized are those celebrated rivers

and fountains which first attracted inhabitants to

the site, and which contributed with other advan-
tages to make Thebes the chief city of Bceotia.

Three torrents traverse the site, and flow northward
into the plain of Thebes, one on either side of the

Cadmeian hill, having their origin in the low ridge,

which, two miles to the southward of the town,

begins to fall in that direction to the Asopus. The
third is a beautifully clear and copious pool of

water, in an artificial basin, situated at less than a
mile to the S.S.E. of the modern town. Its

stream flows to the plain through a ravine where
derivations are made from it at different levels, to

turn mills, and irrigate gardens, so that little

water remains in ordinary seasons at its entrance
into the plain. The small church of St. John *,

from which the river is named, stands exactly at

the fountain-head. The western river, named
Platziotissa 2 has a more constant course in the

plain, though, being considered the purest of the

Theban waters, no small quantity of its water is

diverted to supply the fountains of the town.
Several sources on, or adjacent to the ancient
site, yield their contributions to this stream, some
of which, in a country so subject as Greece is to

earthquakes, may not now issue from the earth in

the same positions as the fountains of ancient
1 hebes. The two most remarkable are that of
Paraporti, which has already been noticed, and
another situated five or six hundred yards higher

Aiavvr\Qy i. e. "AyioQ ’I(oavvqq.

Q 2

Il\a.r£iu>ricr<ra.
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up the river, and, like Paraporti, near its right

bank. To the eastward of the ravine of the Ai

Ianni, distant a third of a mile from the town, is

the most copious of the Theban sources, a mo-

dern SuStKaicpovvoc, issuing from the side of the

hill through twelve spouts. The place is called

St. Theodore 1

,
and was described by Spon, in 1676,

as the handsomest of the suburbs of Thebes, but

of which three or four cottages only now remain.

The superfluous waters of these rivers and sources

serve to irrigate gardens, and plantations of cot-

ton, tobacco, and kalambokki, in the plain to the

northward, and in summer are entirely consumed

in that manner : in winter they render the plain

marshy.

Thebes had been thrice subverted when twenty

years after its last destruction by Alexander, or

in the year 315 B.C. Cassander, assisted by the

Athenians and by the people of Messene and

Megalopolis, in gratitude to their founder Eparni-

nondas, restored the whole circuit of the walls,

and laid out new streets 2
. Dicaearchus, who

wrote not long afterwards, thus describes the city.

“ The site is level, the form circular
3

,
with a cir-

1 Ai.doSwpog, i. e. "Ayiog second Peloponnesian alliance

0ed&upog. under some of the sons of the

2 Dicaearch. /3log 'EXAachg, seven chiefs who had been

p. 14. Strabo, p. 401. Dio- defeated before the walls of

dor. 1. 19, c. 54. Pausan. Thebes ;
secondly, by the

Messen. c. 27. Boeot. c. 7. Thracians and Pelasgi, during

The three subversions of the Trojan war
;
and thirdly,

Thebes, alluded to by Dicaear- by Alexander,

chus, were by the Epigoni or
3 aroyyvXr) rw axWan ‘
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cumference of seventy stades. It is plentifully

provided with water, and abounds in green pastures

and fertile hills, and in gardens beyond any city

in Greece. Two rivers flow through the town, and
irrigate all the subjacent plain

;
there is also a subter-

raneous stream issuing from the Cadmeia through

conduits which are said to have been constructed

by Cadmus 1

. The abundance and coolness of the

water, the agreeable breezes, the verdant aspect of

the place, its gardens, fruits, and other produc-

tions of the season, render Thebes a most agreea-

ble residence in the summer 2

. In the winter, on

the contrary, it is very unpleasant, being destitute

of fuel, and constantly exposed to floods and winds.

It is then often covered with snow, and is very

muddy.” Although seventy stades is the circuit

here ascribed to Thebes by Dicsearchus, he assigns

in his verses a much smaller extent, namely, forty-

three
3

;
and this number being in metre, and

consequently more free from suspicion of inac-

curacy, was probably the reputed perimeter of the

walls, as Pausanias still traced them with their

seven gates, near 500 years afterwards. This cir-

cuit was very nearly equal to that of the Asty, or

1 This may perhaps be the the adjacent country for its

fountain of Paraporti. The gardens
;

and even supplies

conduits of Cadmus were pro- Athens with some of their pro-

bably a fable. duce, particularly melons.
2 Thebes is still noted in

3
• Ketrat S! iv pLacroyEiq. travv KaXrj

IId\t£, [xaydXiu Qrjfiai, arah'nov to TrapifAsrpov

E^OVerCt TETTltpClKOVTCl Kill 7TpOffETl TpiWV.

Dicsearch. v. 93.
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upper town of Athens. In the seventy stades, Dicse-

archus may have intended perhaps to include the

suburbs and the gardens, to which he particularly

alludes
1

. After the time of Cassander, Thebes

suffered in common with the rest of Greece from

the contests of which it became the scene, especi-

ally those between Rome and Macedonia
;

its par-

ticular calamities recommenced with the Mithrad-

atic war, when Sylla punished Thebes for taking

part against him, by presenting half its territory

to the Gods, as an atonement for his having plun-

dered their treasuries at Olympus, Epidaurus and

Delphi. Although the Romans afterwards restored

their land to the Thebans, the city never recovered

from that calamity 2
;
but having largely shared, as

well as Chalcis, in the chastisement inflicted upon

the friends of Achaia by Mummius, after the cap-

ture of Corinth 3

,
it was reduced to such a miser-

able state in the time of Augustus, that it scarcely

deserved, according to Strabo, to be called a town 4
.

Near two centuries later, when Greece had a little

recovered under the Roman emperors, Pausanias

found Thebes occupying, as it now does, the Cad-

meia. In the decline of the empire, as the mari-

time towns of Bseotia became exposed to hostility

or piracy, the population of this province was pro-

bably in great measure concentrated in the advan-

1 It may be observed, how- vov Trpoy]yQr]<jav. — Pausan.

ever, that none of the distances Bceot. c. 7.

of Dicaearchus, as they stand 3 Epit. Liv. 1. 52.

in the text of his prose work, 4 ovSe lavjurjc a^wXoyov rinzov

will bear examination. (tw£ov (ti .—Strabo, p. 403.

2
ic to dcrdevoTCiTui' cin' end*
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tageous internal positions of Thebes and Livadhia,

and the walls may then have been constructed,

which, with a succession of repairs, have subsisted

to the present time. In the fourth century Thebes

was in so respectable a state of defence, that

Alaric, impatient to reach Athens, would not

lose the time that a siege of Thebes would have

required ;
and in the 12th century, it was of such

magnitude, that, according to Benjamin of Tudela,

the Jews alone amounted to 2000, who were “ skil-

ful workers in purple and scarlet.” Under the

Turks, like all their towns, it has gradually de-

clined.

Although inhabited Thebes was confined to the

Cadmeia, when Pausanias visited the place, all the

principal monuments connected with Theban my-
thology and history were still in existence, more

or less preserved. The following is an abstract of

their description by that traveller 1
. The road

from Plataea entered at the gates Electrse
;

the

other gates were the Proetides, the Neitse or Nei-

tides, the Crensese, the Hypsistae, the Ogygiae, and

the Homoloides. Not far from the gates (Electrae) 2

was a Polyandrium of the Thebans, who fell in

fighting against Alexander, and a little beyond it

the place 3 where Cadmus produced men, by sowing

the teeth of the dragon which he slew at the foun-

tain of Mars. To the right of the same gate was

the hill sacred to Apollo, who was surnamed Isme-

1 Pausan. Bceot. 8, 10, 11, other objects described were

12, 16, 17. all within the walls of Lower
2

It seems evident from the Thebes,

narrative,, that this and the 3 — c. 10.
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nius, from the river flowing by it, which was more

anciently called Ladon. Before the entrance of

the temple was a rock, named the chair 1

of the

prophetess Manto, daughter of Tiresias
;
and to

the right of it were statues in stone, supposed to

represent Enioche and Pyrrha, daughters of Creon.

At the entrance of the temple were statues in

marble of Minerva and Mercury, surnamed from

their situation Pronai
;

the former was said to be

the work of Scopas, the latter of Phidias. The
temple contained a statue of the god by Canachus,

exactly resembling that made by the same artist

at Branchidae, except that it was of cedar instead

of brass. Among the tripods in the temple was

that dedicated by Amphitryon for his son Her-

cules, when the latter officiated as Daphnephorus :

a young man remarkable for beauty and strength

was still chosen every year to fill this office.

Above (or beyond 2

)
the Ismenium was the foun-

tain sacred to Mars, who placed it under the

guardianship of the dragon which was slain by

Cadmus 3

;
near the fountain was the tomb of

Caanthus.

1

dttypog.

2 dvwrepw.
3 This differs from Euri-

pides, who describes the

dragon as the guardian of

Dirce, dpaiccov 6 yiyyevriQ Aip-

KrjQ VCtflCLTU)!' ETTtffKOTTOQ. PllCe-

niss. v. 938. In the course of

six centuries some difference

may have arisen on this ques-

tion among the antiquaries of

Thebes
; and Pausanias may

have adopted the opinion op-

posed to that received in the

time of Euripides. The guides

of Thebes found Pausanias a

good recipient of their stories.

They showed him the cinders

of the funeral pile of the chil-

dren of Amphion, and some

stones at the base of his tumu-

lus, which had been charmed
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To the left of the gate Electrae were the ruins of

the house of Amphitryon, and the temple of Her-

cules. The house of Amphitryon contained the

bed-chamber of Alcmena, said to have been the

work of Trophonius and Agamedes. Here, also,

was a monument of the children of Hercules by

Megara, a stone called Sophronister, said to have

been thrown at Hercules by Minerva, to prevent

him from slaying Amphitryon, the figures of

women named Pharmacidae in low relief 1

,
and

above the Sophronister an altar of Jupiter Spo-

dius made of the cinders of victims.

The temple of Hercules contained his image in

wood, which was supposed to be the work and

dedication of Daedalus, with another in white mar-

ble, which was surnamed Promachus, and was

made by two Theban artists, Xenocrates and Eu-

bius. The aeti of the temple were adorned with

figures by Praxiteles, representing all the twelve

labours of Hercules, except the destruction of the

birds of Stymphalus, and the cleansing of the Eleian

land, instead of which there was the wrestling of

Hercules with Antaeus. Within the building were

colossal figures of Minerva and Hercules in relief 2

,

into that place by his singing

(woij). He resisted, however,

the tale of the dragon’s teeth

converted into men, and boldly

declares his disbelief that cer-

tain sucking-pigs, which were

placed as sacrifices in the Me-

gara at Potniae, made their ap-

pearance the next year at Do-

dona.—(Bceot. c. 8.). Among
other contrivances of the r/-

yrjrai of Thebes, we have rea-

son to believe that they altered

or forged some of the inscrip-

tions on the monuments.
1

£TTl TVTTOV ywaiKU)V £IK0)'££.

—c. 11.

2 KoXoiraove knl tvttov.
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made of Pentelic marble by Alcamenes and dedi-

cated by Thrasybulus and his comrades, when,

having proceeded from Thebes to Athens, they

there put an end to the tyranny of the Thirty.

Adjoining to the Heracleium were the gymnasium
and the stadium of Hercules. There was an altar

at Thebes of Apollo Polius
;
and an altar in the

open air, with a statue of Minerva bearing the

Phoenician epithet of Onga, and said to have been

dedicated by Cadmus 1
. This statue had formerly

stood in a temple, which appears from iEschylus

to have been without the city, near one of the

gates 2
.

As the ancient Acropolis was the only inha-

bited part of Thebes when it was visited by Pau-

sanias, the Agora of that time contained some of

the most ancient monuments of the Cadmeia
;
a

part of it was supposed to occupy the exact site of

the habitation of Cadmus 3
. Here were shown

1
It appears from Sophocles

(jrpog HaXXadoQ 3nrXo~ie vacng,

CEdip. Tyr. v. 20), that there

were two temples of Minerva

at Thebes, in one of which,

according to the scholiast, she

was surnamed Oncaea, in the

other Ismenia. See also for the

temple of Onca, Schol. in Eu-

rip. Phoen. v. 1069.

* avaoa ’Oyna Trpo ttoXeioq.

—iEsch. Sept. adv. Th. v. 170.

Y. Schol. ibid, yeirovag TrvXag

£^cop’'OyKac 'AOdrae.—v. 492.

’Oyica IlaAXae ijr dy^i-KroXic

RvXaiai yeirwv.—v. 507. Ste-

phan. in ’Oyicatcu. Hesych. in

"Oyya. This name shows, adds

Pausanias, that Cadmus was

not from Egypt but Phoenicia

;

a fact still more strongly sup-

ported by his introduction of

the alphabet.
3

It was doubtless not here,

but in the more ancient Agora

in Lower Thebes, that a mag-

nificent stoa was erected after

the battle of Delium, as related

by Diodorus (1. 2, c. 70.)
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ruins of the bedchambers of Harmonia and Semele;

the place where the Muses sang at the wedding of

Harmonia, and a piece of wood adorned with brass

by Polydorus, said to have fallen from heaven

when Semele was stricken with lightning, and

named Bacchus Cadmeius : also three statues;

one of Bacchus in solid brass, by Onassimedes
;

with an altar wrought by the sons of Praxiteles

;

the second of Pronomus, a celebrated improver of

the flute, and composer of music for that instru-

ment
;
and the third of Epaminondas. Near the

latter was the temple of Ammon, containing a

statue by Calamis, dedicated by Pindar
;

also a

triangular pillar, upon which was engraved an

ode of Pindar, addressed to the Ammonii, and

near it an altar dedicated by Ptolemy, son of

Lagus. Near this temple was the place of augury,

where Teiresias observed the flight of birds, and

a temple of Fortune, wffiose statue, bearing the

child Plutus, was the work of Callistonicus of

Thebes, except the face and hands, which were

made by Xenophon of Athens. There were also

three wooden statues of Venus with the sur-

names of Urania, Pandemus, and Apostrophia,

said to have been formed from the beaks of

the ships of Cadmus, and to have been dedi-

cated by Harmonia. There had formerly been

a temple of Ceres Thesmophorus, and a house

of the descendants of Cadmus, but a bust only

of Ceres remained, and some brazen shields

said to be those of Lacedaemonian officers who

had fallen at Leuctra. Near the gates Proe-

8
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tides was the theatre l

,
and adjoining to it a

temple of Bacchus Lysius, which contained sta-

tues of Bacchus and of Semele. Here were also

the ruins of the house of Lycus, monuments of

Semele, of the sons of Amphion and of the

daughters of Amphion, and a temple of Diana

Eucleia, whose statue was by Scopas. Within

the sanctuary were interred the two daughters of

Antipcenus, who had devoted themselves to death

for the public benefit in the war between Thebes
and Orchomenus

;
and before the temple was the

figure of a lion, dedicated by Hercules, when he

had defeated the Orchomenii under their kino;

Erginus
;

near it were statues of Apollo Boed-

romius and of Mercury Agoreeus, the latter pre-

sented by Pindar. Half a stade distant from the

tombs of the children of Amphion was their fune-

ral pile
2
. Near (the heroum) of Amphitryon 3

were two statues in stone of Minerva Zosteria, so

called because Amphitryon here armed himself

when he was proceeding against Chalcodon and

1 That the theatre was

within the walls, appears from

Livy, in his narrative of some

transactions which occurred at

Thebes in the Macedonian war,

b.c. 196 : though it is evident

at the same time from Pausa-

nias, that according to the

usual practice in Greece, it was

not far from the gymnasium

and stadium, which were just

without (xpo) the gate Proetis.

Plutarch (in Sylla) states that

Sylla built a QvfxeXr] near the

fountain GSdipodium, for the

spectacles which he exhibited
;

but it was probably only a

temporary construction.
2

Trvpd.—c. 17.
3

TrXrjcriov be 'ApupLTpvwvos

bvo, &c.
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the Euboeenscs. The monument of Zethus and

Amphion was a small barrow
1

.

The funeral pile, as well as the objects subse-

quently mentioned, were, probably, without the

walls. The tomb of Amphion certainly was, as

appears by a fact related by Pausanias 2

,
and

still more from iEschylus 8
. From a comparison

of these authorities it seems to have stood in the

plain between the site of the gate Proetis and the

northern extremity of the Cadmeia.

As the torrent, which forms the ditch of modem
Thebes to the eastward, and which marks the

extent of the Cadmeia in that direction, is much

the least considerable of the three rivulets of

Thebes, there can hardly be a doubt that the two

others were the two rivers of the ^nrorafioq 7ro\ig,

named Dirce and Ismenus 4
. That the Ismenus

1

yws TL °v /*£ya *

2 The Thebans were in the

habit of keeping watch over this

monument when the sun was

in Taurus, because an oracle

of Bacis had declared that the

Theban land would lose its

fertility if the people of Titho-

rea should at that season trans-

fer some of the earth from the

tomb of Amphion and Zethus

to their own monument of

Phocus and Antiope.
3 In the “ Seven against

Thebes,” he describes the fifth

chief as stationed before the

northern gate, at the tomb of

Amphion.

TrpoaTayQtvTa fioppatcug ttvXcuq

Tvfiflov tear avrov Sioyevove 'ApityiovoQ.—V. 532.

4 AvKora/xov iva ttoXlv p,oXu). Supp. V. 621.

Aibvpnov TTOTCLpiiijy 7ropov dpupl piaov

Aiptcag, -)(Xo£poTp6(j)ov a ntdiov

IIpo7rap Tcpjjvov Karadevei. Phoen. v. 832.

V. et Bacchse, v. 5 Here. Fur. v. 572.
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was the eastern is manifest from Euripides, who

represents Theseus as directing his herald in pro-

ceeding from Eleusis to Thebes to cross the Aso-

pus and then the Ismenus \ But Pausanias is

still more conclusive, by describing the Ismenus

as situated to the right of the gate Electrse, en-

tering Thebes from Plataea, and the Dirce as

crossed in the road which led from the gates

Neitides towards the mountain of the Sphinx 2
.

The Ismenus
,

therefore, was the river now called

Ai Ianni, and the Dirce the Platziotissa or western

stream. The middle torrent may have been the

Cnopus, for this was the name of a river, and of a

village, (called also Cnopia,) through which the

river flowed, and which was near Thebes on its

southern side, exactly in the position of the torrent

towards its sources 3
.

In approaching Thebes from the south, ancient

foundations are first seen at about a mile in direct

distance from the modern town. Here I observed

1 ’E\0<W <5* vnrep t
,

A<7W7rcij' T<ryu?jvou 0’ vfiivp

2e/ivaj Tvpavvtp <ppa£e Ka^fxetiov

2 Pausan. Boeot. c. 25, 26.

3 Compare Strabo, p. 404.

Pausan. Boeot. c. 9. Schol.

Nicand. Theriac. v. 889. The

last author supposes the Isme-

nus and Cnopus to have been

the same river
;
but in regard

to two torrents so near to each

other, he may easily have made

a slight mistake, as he is guilty

in common with his poet of a

raEe.

Supp. v. 383.

much greater, in supposing the

river to flow to the lake Copais.

The Ismenus had, indeed, ac-

cording to Pausanias, another

name, but it was Ladon, not

Cnopus. See in the Additional

Notes at the end of Vol. IV.

some remarks on the suburbs

of Thebes, in reference to page

323 of this Volume.
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some remains of Hellenic walls, and an oblong-

quadrangular well or pit excavated in the rock.

According to the data of Dicsearchus and Pausa-

nias, this was nearly the situation of the Electris

or gate entering lower Thebes from the southward,

for this point being a mile and a half distant from

the northern extremity of the Cadmeia
,
and the

city having been nearly circular, the circumference

would thus have been 4*7 miles, which, measured

along the ramparts, would be not very different

from the 43 stades of Dicsearchus \ As the source

of the Ismenus was no more than three quarters of

a mile from the Cadmeia, and not so much from

the riv&r Dirce, it is evident that both that source,

and a part of the course of the Dirce must have been

included within the walls, if we comply with the

conditions of Dicsearchus
2

,
which will require a dia-

meter from east to west of at least a mile and a half;

a distance confirmed by the remark of the same au-

thor, that two rivers flowed through the city 2
. On

the other hand, it appears from iEschylus that the

Ismenus at its entrance into the plain was without

the walls, for he describes Tydeus, when present-

ing himself opposite the gate Prcetides, which led

to Chalcis, as halting on the bank of the Ismenus,

and forbearing to cross, because the sacrifices were

1 It would still be some- length of the ramparts could

thing less at the rate of 8 have been, at that valuation of

stades to a mile
;
but at Athens, the stade, so great as Thucy-

in like manner, on examining dides asserts,

the site, there is difficulty in 2
7rora/ioi piovtrt hi avrrjg

conceiving that the aggregate hvo.—p. 15.
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unpropitious l
. The same may be inferred from

Euripides, who, in describing the military posi-

tion of Theseus, when after the return of his mes-

senger he marched in person at the head of the

Athenians to recover from Creon the unburied

bodies of the Argives, represents the infantry as

drawn up on the heights along the Ismenus, the

cavalry as occupying the extremity of the line

near the fountain of Mars, (meaning one of the

fountains of Dirce,) and the chariots on the right

near the tomb of Amphion h Thus the army

invested Thebes on every side, except to the north-

west. The infantry was well protected in front

by the ravine of the Ismenus, and the chariots

were very properly stationed in the plain, where

alone they could act. Even the messenger who
describes the battle seems to have been well placed

on a tower near the gate Electrse, which was toward

the centre of the line and on ground commanding

a view of the greater part of the site of Thebes.

The seven gates of Thebes are alluded to by

1 TvSeiig [xev ri^r] -rrpog TrvXatcu UpoiTiai

lipe/xei, 7Topov c>’ ’Itrfxrivoy ova tot rrep^v

'O fxavrig' ov yap otyayia ytverai KaXci.

#• * * *

Bo£ Trap’ o^daig Trora/JLiaig fidyr]g ep&v.

Sept. adv. Th. v. 383.

-
3 'Oput Se <pv\a rpia rpiiov orparevpaVwv,

TEvyeatyopov /uev Xadv ekteivovt avoi

’IfffXTjvLov Trap ’ oyQov,
*• * * *

Kprjvrjv Trap' avri)v “Apeog ImroT^v oyXov

Dpos KpaaTrtSoiai arparoTredov TErayfitvov

”1 aovg apiQjxov

,

cipptirwj' S’ o^fJLara
VE vepde (tejxvSiv ’A/ucpiovog,—Supp. v. 653.
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Homer and Hesiod \ and frequently by Pindar

and the Athenian poets : six of them are named
by JEschylus and Euripides 2

,
and all the seven

by Apollodorus and Statius 3

,
as well as by Pau-

sanias. But none of these five authors are in exact

agreement as to the names, or have observed any

regular order in naming them : of three gates, how-

ever, we have nearly the situation by knowing the

places to which they conducted. These are, the

Electris, Prcetis, and Neitis; of which the first led

to Plateea, the second to Chalcis, the third to

Onchestus. The Neitis seems to have been not far

to the westward of the northern extremity of the

* Homer. Od. A. v. 262.

Hesiod. Op. v. 161.
2 vEschyl. Sept. adv. Th. v.

381, et seq. Eurip. Phoen.

v. 1111, et seq. The six gates

of iEschylus are as follow, and

in that order : Prcetides, Elec-

toe, Neitides, Oncaides, Bop-

fUlcu TrvXai, Homoloides. Those

of Euripides are Neitides, Prce-

tides, Ogygige, Homoloides,

Crensese, Electras. Both poets

allude to the remaining gate as

the e/3doficu 7vv\ai, without

naming it
;

but if Hcsychius

(in ’'OyKag
’

AOrjvdc) is right in

identifying the Oncais with the

Ogygia, it would seem that the

Crensea was the seventh gate

of iEschylus, and the northern

the seventh gate of Euri-

pides. In this case, too, Hip-

pomedon and Polynices attack

the same gates in both tra-

gedies
;
though it must be con-

fessed that not much stress can

be laid on this coincidence, as,

with the exception of Capa-

neus at the Electris, the two

poets differ as to the other

chiefs. And thus also the gates

of the two Athenians will agree

with those of the traveller and

avTOTrrrjc, (these being the three

authorities most worthy of at-

tention on this question)
;
pro-

vided we suppose the Hypsis-

tse of Pausanias to be identi-

fied with the Borreioc, or north-

ern gate. Indeed, it is highly

probable that the temple of

Jupiter Hypsistus, which gave

name to the gate, was in the

Cadmeia, as the northern gate

must have been.
3 Apollod. 1. 3, c. 6. Stat.

Theb. 1. 8, v. 355.

VOL. II.
-HR
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Cadmeia, for Pausanias describes three monu-

ments in succession between it and the crossing of

the river Dirce, thereby indicating a considerable

interval between the gate and that crossing, which

agrees with the actual course of the river at its

entrance into the plain, whereas farther up the

valley the river flows immediately at the foot of

the Cadmeian hill.

The Homolois may be placed on the same side

of Thebes, having been the gate through which

the Thebans re-entered the city, when they were

recalled by Thersandrus from Homole in Thessaly,

whither they had fled after the victory of the

Epigoni at Glisas.

Without the gate Prcetis, on the road to Chal-

cis, were the monuments of Melanippus and Ty-

deus \ then the tomb of the sons of Gldipus, and

fifteen stades beyond them a cenotaph of Teire-

sias
2

. Pausanias then observes, that the Thebans

possessed a tomb of Hector, at the fountain CEdi-

podia, which was so called because CEdipus there

washed himself after the murder of his father, and

that they brought thither from Troy the bones of

Hector by command of the Oracle, which directed

them also to honour him as a hero. Near the

same fountain was the tomb of Asphodicus, who

was said by the Thebans to have slain Partheno-

pseus, one of the seven chiefs. Although the

mention of these monuments by Pausanias fol-

lows that of the cenotaph of Teiresias, there is

great reason to believe that they were much less

than 15 stades distant from the city; as well

1 Tiptoe, dv Qr'if3r](n xvrrl Kara yaia KoXvirrei.—II. S. V. 114.

2 Pausan. Boeot. c. 18.
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from the words of the oracle as from the ivA

Qripaioig with which Pausanias introduces the men-
tion of the tomb of Hector, and equally so from the

story attached both to the tomb and the fountain.

On this supposition the fountain of St. Theodore
agrees in situation with that of the CEdipodia. The
source, according to Spon, was supplied from the

head of the Ismenus
1

; but even this would not be
inconsistent with the words of Pausanias, who de-

scribes the CEdipodia as a or constructed

fountain. I am more disposed, however, to believe

that the fountain of St. Theodore is, in part at least,

a vein of water separate from the Ismenus, and which
still flows perhaps in the ancient conduits. That
the CEdipodia was, like the fountain of St. Theo-
dore, to the right of the road to Chalcis

,
is sup-

ported by the observation of Pausanias as to the

Gymnasium, Stadium, and Hippodrome. “ Before
the gates Prcetides,” he says, “ the Thebans have a

gymnasium called the Gymnasium of Iolaus, and
a stadium which resembles those of Olympia and
Epidaurus, being a heap of earth. There also is

the heroum of Iolaus. Beyond the stadium to the
right is the Hippodrome, which contains the monu-
ment of Pindar. From thence there is a road to

Acrsephium, for the most part plain
2,” &c. The

three constructions here mentioned must have
occupied a large space of ground, and seem to

have filled up all the space between the roads to

Chalcis and to Acrsephium, the direct route to

which latter town, as well as to Hyle and Asple-
don, led probably through the northern gate.

1 Voyage, Vol. II. p. 55. 3
Bceot. c. 23.

R 2
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The remaining objects described by Pausanias

in the vicinity of Thebes were on the north-west-

ern side. Very near the gate Neitides was

the tomb of Menceceus, son of Creon, and a

little farther a monument of stone representing

a shield upon a column, which marked the place

where the two sons of GEdipus slew each other,

and then the Syrma of Antigone, so called be-

cause Antigone being unable to carry, here dragged,

the dead body of Polynices to the funeral pile

of Eteocles. On the opposite side of the river

Dirce were ruins of the house of Pindar, and

a temple of Dindymene, containing a seated sta-

tue of the goddess, of Pentelic marble, dedicated

by Pindar, and the joint work of Aristomedes and

Socrates, artists of Thebes. In the road which

issued at the gate Neitides was a temple of The-

mis, with a statue in white marble, then temples

of the Fates and of Jupiter Agorseus
;
the former

without any statue, the latter containing the deity

in stone. A little farther was a Hercules, surnamed

Rhinocolustes, because he (here) cut the. noses of

the heralds of the Orchomenii. Twenty-five stades

beyond it was the grove of Ceres Cabeiria and

Proserpine, into which the initiated only were

allowed to enter, and seven stades farther a temple

of the Cabeiri, to the right of which was the

Teneric plain, and to the left a road, which, at

the end of fifty stades, conducted to Thespim \

Dec. 21.—From Thebes to 'Egripo.—At 10.27,

quitting the eastern extremity of Thebes, I leave,

at 10.33, the fountain of St. Theodore on the

Boeot. c. 25
, 26.
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right, and at 10.50 the road to Bratzi, a branch of

which leads to Sykamino. At 11.15 an ancient

foundation, called by the modern Thebans “ the

Gates 1 ,” crosses the road. A mile before arriving

at this place, we begin to descend a low root of

the Psilirakhi, advancing into the plain in the

direction of the heights of Moritzi, which latter are

connected eastward with the mountain of Siamata.

At 11. 21, the nearest point of a low rocky hill,

small but conspicuous from its insulated position in

the plain, is three or four hundred yards on the left

;

its termination at the opposite end is more abrupt,

and is there separated only by a narrow continuation

of the plain of Thebes from the foot of Hypatus
or the mountain of Siamata. This low hill seems
to correspond exactly to that Teumessus, which
was on the road from Thebes to Chalcis 2

,
in sight

from the walls of the Cadmeia 3

,
and which was

(TTcilc -K(\OTCUQ. 2 Pausan. Bceot. c. 19.

Uepya/jLOoy r car' opdicoy

AcvKaGiriv ELGopujpLEV 'ApyciMV arparov

Yevhy)(t<jov EicXaroyra * Kal Tacf>pov tteXclq,

Apufio) ^vyii^Ev acrrv

The scholiast here asserts

that Teumessus was more than

100 stades distant from Thebes,

and not in sight : and contends,

therefore, that Euripides meant

not Teumessus itself, but a part

of its territory
;
but the scho-

liast was probably misinformed.

The Greeks of his time were

seldom correct in their compa-

KadjAEiac; ^doyog.

Eurip. Phoen. v. 1105.

rative geography. The name
of Teumessus existed only in

the ancient authors : and anti-

quaries had probably applied it

to the ruins of some other place,

perhaps those at Andritza, or

those on the Platanaki, at the

foot of Mount Siamata, with

either of which the distance of

100 stades will nearly agree.
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described by the poet Antimachus as an rivtfxoug

oXlyog X6(pog, or little windy height 1

;
for its situa-

tion between the two mountains cannot fail to ren-

der it subject to the full force of the gales, both

from the east and the west. The rich surrounding

plain may also justify the epithet of Xeyeno^, or

grassy, which the poet bestows upon Teumessus in

the Hymn to Apollo 2
. Nor are the words of Pau-

sanias, wThich place it exactly upon the route 3

,

adverse to the same conclusion, for our track is

not the most direct way to 'Egripo, but a winter

road, following the foot of the heights to the right

of the direct route. In the time of Pausanias there

remained at Teumessus only a temple of Minerva

Telchinia, without any statue.

At 11.30, after crossing a small cultivated bot-

tom surrounded by low shrubby terminations of

Mount Soro, the road ascends a low ridge which

forms a junction between that mountain and the

otherwise insulated hill, the supposed Teumessus.

At 11.41 we begin to descend, and at 11.44 arrive

in the plain which forms a continuation of that of

Thebes, by means of the opening already noticed,

between the hill of Teumessus and Mount Hypatus
,

where the plain is not more than half a mile in

breadth. At 11.50 Serghis is a mile and a half

on the left, on the slope of the mountain
;

at

11.58 we are just below the centre of its sum-

mit and near its lowest falls. At 12.10 Spak-

hidhes is half a mile on the right. At 12.35, two

1 Ap. Strab. p. 409.
3

eni rcivry rrj Xeuxftopu) xw_
2 Hymn, in Apoll. v. 228, piov earl Tevfj.r](ja6g.

v. supra, p. 218.
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or three miles on the right, a ruined tower of mo-

dern construction appears on the top of a rocky

height, which hides from view the village of An-

dritza, where are some Hellenic remains, and a

copious source of water. The ridge connecting

Parnes with Cithceron appears between the height

of Andritza and that of Soro.

We now ascend a low root of Mount Hypatus
,

which is steep and rocky, or clothed only with

wild shrubs
;
and after a delay of four minutes

cross, at 1.5, some Hellenic foundations. At 1.22

an ancient sorus is in the road, and near it a wall,

traversing the road obliquely : between this and a

fountain, where we arrive at 1.28, are other Hel-

lenic foundations near the road side, and 200

yards on the left, above the right bank of a

torrent which descends from near Platanaki, a mo-

nastery on the mountain, a small height retains

evident traces of the citadel of an ancient town.

The source of water and foundations probably mark

the position of the city walls, and the sorus may
have been one of the sepulchres outside the walls.

The fountain is on the right bank of the torrent,

which is now dry, but after rains unites with other

torrents, and joins the sea near Dhramisi. A road

along the left bank conducts to Bitzoni.

Having halted at the fountain till 1.57, we begin

to mount a ridge of hills connected to the north-

ward with Mount Khtypa, which now appears on

the left. The road leads between two peaked

heights of the ridge by a natural pass, where to

the left are some remains of a wall of loose stones,

ascending from the road side to the summit of the

peak. The pass and ruined wall are conspicuous
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objects in the surrounding country. Although
no towers are traceable, nor any squared blocks of

stone remain in their places, there can be little

doubt that this work is Hellenic, the wall having
been of the usual thickness, and consisting of the
rough materials of which the ancients usually
formed the interior of their masonry. On the right
hand, or eastern side of the pass, are vestiges of a
similar wall, which extend, as I am informed, as far

as the inclosure of an ancient city on the mountain
immediately opposite to the town of Egripo. It is

evident that the road from Thebes to the Euripus
must in all ages have led through this pass. At
2.26 on the summit of the pass a beautiful view
opens of the Euripus

,
of the town of 'Egripo, and

of a great part of the island of Eubcea. At 2.34
we begin to descend the mountain into the mari-
time plain, and at 3.7 to cross that plain towards
Egripo. It consists of open corn land, without
any trees, and is intersected with low rocks. The
falls of Mount Khtypa, which bound it to the
north-west, are also very rocky. The rocks in the
plain are of white marble, and are covered with
wild thyme. At 3.30 we pass along the shore of
the southern bay of 'Egripo, under the hill of Kara-
baba, and at its eastern extremity cross the bridge
of the Euripus into the kastro, or fortress, of
Egupo. The current of the Euripus is running
to the southward very rapidly, with a visible dif-

feience of level between the two sides of the
biidge. Having passed through the kastro, or
fortress, I proceed to the house of the Russian
consul, which is situated at the extremity of the
glacis.
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Beyond Teumessus Pausanias describes the road

from Thebes to Chalcis in terms of which the

following; is the substance
1

. To the left of Teu-

messus, seven stades farther, were the ruins of

Glisas, and near them, on the right of the road, a

small heap of earth shaded with wild, as well as

planted, trees : it was the burying-place of Pro-

machus, and other Argive chiefs slain in the

expedition of the Epigoni 2
. On the direct road 3

from Thebes to Glisas was a place surrounded with

chosen stones 4
,

called the head of the Serpent.

Above Glisas rose Mount Hypatus, upon which

stood a temple 5 and statue of Jupiter Hypatus. A
torrent named Thermodon flowed from the moun-

tain. Turning again towards Teumessus, and into

the road to Chalcis, occurred the monument of Chal-

codon, who was slain by Amphitryon, and farther

on 6 the ruins of Harma and those of Mycalessus.

On the sea-shore of the Mycalessia stood a temple

of Ceres Mycalessia, containing a statue of the

goddess. The temple was to the right of the

Euripus, which divides Euboea from Boeotia
;
a

little farther in the same direction was Aulis. Here

stood a temple of Diana, and two statues in white

marble, one bearing torches, the other drawing a

bow. In the temple was preserved some of the

wood of the plane-tree mentioned by Homer. The

fountain also was shown where the plane grew,

1

Pausan. Boeot. c. 19. in the former expedition by at-

2 In the battle called that tacking a fortified town with-

of Glisas, where the Thebans out any knowledge of the art.

suffered for their imprudence in
3

evde~ia.

meeting the superior forces of
4
Xidoig Xoyaaiv.

the Peloponnesians in the field, * vcioq.

as the Seten Chiefs had done b
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and on a neighbouring hill the brazen foundation 1

of the tent of Agamemnon. Before the temple

grew some date trees, the fruit of which ripened

better than in Ionia, though it was not so good as

the date of Palestine 2
. The few inhabitants who

remained in Aulis were potters 3
. Its territory, as

well as that of Harma and Mycalessus, was pos-

sessed by the Tanagraei.

The principal question which arises from the

preceding abstract of the remarks of Pausanias is,

whether the ruins on the bank of the torrent of Pla-

tanaki are those of Glisas, or of Harma
,
Teumessus

being placed at the insulated height before men-
tioned, and the Mycalessia having been the country

adjacent to the Euripus. The mountain of Siama-

ta, which rises immediately above the ruins, and
in which the torrent flowing by them has its

origin, seems to decide that they were those of

Glisas, for the former answers exactly to Mount
Hypatus, and the latter to the Thermodon, in

regard to which we may remark, that there is no

other torrent flowing from the eastern or southern

side of this mountain, or that if any other could

be found, it would flow into the Theban plain

towards the lakes to the north of Thebes, whereas

it is evident from Herodotus that the Thermodon
had an easterly course, since he describes it as

having flowed between Tanagra and Glisas 4
.

It may be objected to the positions of Teumes-

1 ovSog %aXkov. 3
Kepa/uelg.

2 This is one among several
‘l

6 tie 0eppw<W 7rora/iog

passages in the works of Pau- peei /uiera^v ’Tavayprjg teal PAt-

sanias, which show that he had aavrog.— Herodot. 1. 9, c. 43.

visited both those countries.
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sus and Glisas here supposed, that the distance be-

tween them is much greater than the seven stades

of Pausanias, consequently that if Glisas was on

the torrent of Platanaki, Teumessus could not have

been situated on the insulated height. But it

seems very unlikely that there should have been

an interval of no more than seven stades between

those two towns
,

for such they were in ancient

times, though when Pausanias travelled one was a

mere ruin, and the other only an insignificant

place. I conceive therefore that there is an error

in the distance, as stated in the text of Pausanias.

If Glisas stood on the torrent of Platanaki, Harma
occupied probably the important pass leading into

the maritime plain, where the existence of the

ancient wall affords a confirmation of all the three

positions in question.

As to Mycalessus, the proofs of its situation are :

—First, That Thucydides describes Mycalessus as

sixteen stades distant from the Hermseum \ which

was on the sea-shore not far from the Euripus, as

will be more clearly shown hereafter. Secondly,

that the temple of Ceres Mycalessia was, according

to Pausanias, on the shore to the right of the

Euripus, by which he certainly meant the south,

since he afterwards describes the Anthedonia as

being to the left of the Euripus. It seems evident,

therefore, that the temple of Ceres stood on the

1
ek XaXiddog rrjg Ev/loiae Xadiov

,
irpog ra> 'Epjuatw rji/Xi-

a(j)
,

earripag SiettXei>ae top Evpi- Zero’ cvke^el 3e rrjg MvK.aA.jya--

7rop k:ai airofiifiavag eg rr/p aov EKtcaiCEtca yuaAiara crraciovg,

Boiwriav r’/ytv aiirovg ett'l Mv- —Thucyd. 1. 7, C. 29.

KaAjyaaw, k:ai rrjv fiev pvktci
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shore of the southern bay of 'Egripo, and that

Mycalessus was the ancient city, of which the

ruined walls still remain, on the summit of the

height immediately above that bay. The connec-

tion of its fortifications with those in the pass of

Harma by means of a long wall, tends to confirm

this opinion, for as the plain certainly belonged to

Mycalessus, it is not credible that Aulis, the only

other ancient place to which the ruins can be

ascribed, should have been in possession of the

pass which led into the plain. Moreover, Myca-
lessus is described by Thucydides as a place of

importance, and its autonomous coins still exist
;

whereas Aulis, although a city in the Trojan

war, was chiefly known in after times as a

harbour.

It is easy to conceive that the Mycalessii may
have entered into a compact with the people of

Harma for the common defence of their passes, or,

perhaps, that as Mycalessus still subsisted in the

time of Strabo, while Harma was deserted \ the

Mycalessii may have made the remains of Harma
serve for the defence of the pass leading into their

territory, and may have connected it for greater

security with their own fortifications. In the time

of Pausanias, Mycalessus was in ruins as well as

Harma 2
. The objection to the position of Myca-

lessus just indicated is, that Strabo places it on

1 Kal 6 MvKaXrjaaug <je km/xt] trspl MvKaXrjTrov.—Strabo, p.

rrjc Tavaypucrje’ KElrai de Trap' 404.

oc'oj' T>)v Qrjfiiov elq XaXtdBa . . .

2 'E Ee ttoXemv epsima
'£lg S' avTojg Kal to "Apfia eotlv "Apfxarog Kal ISlvKaXi^arrov.

rijs TavaypiKfjg ku

>

fxr) tptjfioc —Pausan. Boeot. c. 19.
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theroad fromThebes toChalcis, whereas itssupposed

ruins are near two miles to the right of that road
;
but

Strabo seems to have been writing loosely of places

which he had never seen, and his words nap oSdv

do not imply that the ruins were exactly on the

road, but only near it. Indeed it would not be

easy to reconcile any situation on the road with

the testimony of Thucydides.

The Sanjak of 'Egripo includes the kazas of

Thebes, Athens, Livadhia, Salona, and Talanda,

but the revenues of all those places being ad-

ministered by voivodas having annual appoint-

ments from the Porte, the power of the Pasha in

time of peace hardly extends beyond the island.

He is now absent, and the government is in the

hands of a Musellim. The revenue of the Pashalik

amounts to about 400 purses, and is derived from

the sale of the dhekatia of all the lands not feudal,

or from the Spahiliks attached to the Pashalik,

from the customs and kharatj, from an excise on

grain and other objects of consumption, and from

bribes to permit the forbidden exportation of corn

and butter. The chief produce of the island is

wine
; from Cumce and Kastrevala alone, 20,000

barrels of 54 okes are sent to Smyrna and the

Black Sea, of which the average price on the spot

is five piastres a barrel. Wheat and oil are ex-

ported only in the years when the circumstances

of production and demand happen to be favora-

ble. Yallonea, cotton, wool, pitch and turpen-

tine, are also exported, but in small quantities.

The Russian consul has been obliged by his

superiors to exchange the agreeable residence of

Athens for this miserable place, not on account
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of the commerce, which is very small, but because

it is the residence of the governor of this part of

Greece, and therefore better adapted to the pro-

tection of the numerous Greek ships now sailing

under the Russian flag, or of those of the Septin-

sular Republic. As the best security against insult,

the consul has found it necessary to take into his

service, as janissary, a certain Hassan, who is

surnamed Karabeber, or Black Pepper, from his

swarthy complexion, and the fame which he ac-

quired here in his youth, by killing many of his

fellow-citizens in those quarrels for which the

Turks of 'Egripo are notorious. Hassan has ac-

quired so much influence, that last year he quelled

a mutiny of the people.

Both the Island of Eubcea and its chief town are

called ’'EypiTroc, a manifest corruption of Euf>i7roe,

and which the Turks pronounce Gribos, or Egribos.

The greater part of the best lands of the island are

owned by about thirty Turkish families, residing

principally in the Kastro of Egripo, which contains

about 1000 others of the lower orders. These,

with 200 families in Karysto, Rovies, Oreos, Kas-

trevala and a few smaller places, compose the whole
Turkish population of the island. The Christians

are about five times as numerous, but in the

town of 'Egripo do not form above a third of the

inhabitants. Many of the houses in the outer town
are ruined and uninhabited, particularly on the

southern side : this is in great measure the effect

of the plague whioh lately raged here. The town
is supplied with water from wells, the best of which
was choked up on the 4th of last September, old

style, by the earth brought down by a fall of rain,
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which lasted forty-eight hours. The famous Are-

thusa, which was disturbed in former ages by the

effect of earthquakes, has now totally disappeared 1

.

The only remains of ancient Chalcis I can find are

some fragments of white marble in the walls of

the mosques and houses, and the bust of a statue

in the wall of a house in the fortress. But it is

difficult to explore among these intolerant bar-

barians.

The lion of St. Mark remains over the gate of

the Kastro
;
many of the better houses are of Vene-

tian construction, and there is a church with a high

pointed roof, square tower, and Gothic windows,

which was probably built by the same people, as

they were in almost constant possession of this

place for the three centuries preceding its capture

by Mahomet II. in 1470 2
. The most remarkable

Turkish monument is an enormous piece of ord-

nance, like those of the Dardanelles, which de-

fends the approach to the southern side of the

Kastro.

This fortress is a construction of different ages
;

square towers erected before the invention of gun-

powder are mixed with Venetian bastions of antique

construction, or with Turkish white-washed walls

and battlements. There is a dry ditch, intended to

be flooded at pleasure, but which is now filled with

rubbish. The glacis of the Castle is occupied by

1
ttoXiv .... tolq kXeivolq tained Oreos and Karysto ; and

’Apedovvae.—Eurip. Iphig. in a French chieftain, to whom
Aul. v. 170. Strabo, p. 58. 'Egripo had been assigned,

Plin. H. N. 1. 4, c. 12. soon found it prudent to place

2 In the partition of Greece himself under the protection of

among the conquerors of the the powerful republic by be-

eastern empire, Venice ob- coming their vassal.
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the Turkish burying-ground, beyond which is the

Christian town surrounded by walls, in a wretched

state of dilapidation, encircling the promontory of

the Kastro in a semi-lunar form from bay to bay
;

beyond these the Turks have lately thrown up a

pallisaded rampart of earth across the isthmus.

The bay on the northern side of 'Egripo is

called St. Minas \ that on the southern side

Vurko, or Vulko 2
,
a name having reference to

its shallow and muddy nature. This bay com-

municates by a narrow opening with a long wind-

ing strait which extends about four miles to a second

narrow opening, where stands a tower upon a low

point of the Eubcean coast, in the plain of Vasiliko.

No vessels except boats can approach 'Egripo on

the southern side, nearer than the tower. On

the north they have no difficulty in approaching,

as there is a depth of four orghies, or more

than 20 feet, near the walls
;

nor is there said to

be any such danger in the anchorage as Livy

would lead one to suppose 3

,
though it cannot be

doubted that the entire strait between the island

and the main, is subject to violent squalls from

the mountains. The Euripus, which strictly

speaking is no more than the narrowest part of

the strait between the foot of Mount Karababa

1 "Ayioe Mr)VciQ.

2 Bovptcog, BovXkoq.
3 Ex patenti utrimque coac-

tum in angustias mare, speeiem

intuenti primo gemini portus

in ora duo versi praebuerit : sed

haud facile alia infestior classi

statio est : nam et venti ab

utriusque terras praealtis mon-

tibus subiti ac procellosi se

dejiciunt, et fretum ipsum Eu-

ripi non septies die sicut fama

fert, temporibus statis recipro-

cat : sed temere in modum

venti, nunc hue nunc illuc

verso mari, velut monte prae-

cipiti devolutus torrens rapitur:

ita nec nocte nec die quies na-

vibus datur.—Liv. 1. 28, c. 6.
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and the western walls of the kastro is divided

as to its breadth into two unequal parts by a

small square castle, founded on a rock, and hav-

ing a solid round tower at the north-western angle.

A stone bridge, 60 or 70 feet in length, connects

the Boeotian shore with this castle, the entrance into

which is by a drawbridge near the north-eastern

angle. Another wooden bridge about 35 feet long,

which may be raised at both ends for the purpose

of admitting the passage of vessels, communicates

from the small castle to the gate of the kastro,

which is in a tower projecting from the walls. The
inner channel is said always to afford a depth of

eight or nine feet : under the stone bridge the

water is much more shallow. 'Egripo having be-

come more barbarous since Spon and Wheler tra-

velled, it may be long before any person has such

an opportunity of observing the flux and reflux

of the strait as the Jesuit Babin, whose remarks

have been published by Coronelli, Spon, and

Wheler. He agrees with Livy, so far as to show

the error of the common opinion entertained by the

ancients, that the change of current occurred seven

times a day, but he does not confirm the ancient

historian as to its total irregularity, and its entire

dependence on the winds
;

which, however, can

hardly fail to affect the reciprocation in some de-

gree, by means of the local and temporary cur-

rents which they cause in every part of the ^Egaean.

Babin seems to have ascertained that the tide was

sometimes regular as in the ocean, and at other

times irregular
;
and that both the regular and

irregular tides followed the phases of the moon,

VOL. II. s
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though not to such a degree that the tides could

be predicted to within a day or two before or after

the changes
;
the regular days were generally 19

in the month, the irregular 11, and the former

were in the first and third quarters, the latter in

the second and fourth. The Jesuit’s facts seem to

have been chiefly derived from the millers of the

Euripus, but unfortunately the mills which are

below the arches of the stone bridge are no longer

worked.

It is believed by the people of 'Egripo, that the

small castle on the rock in the Euripus did not

exist in the time of the Venetians, but was built

by the Turks soon after the conquest. Coronelli,

however, whose work was published in 1686, the

year before Athens was taken, and Negropont in-

vested by the Venetians, states that the entrance

from Bceotia first crossed a bridge of stone of five

arches, about 30 paces long, that it then passed at

the foot of a tower of Venetian structure, over the

door of which the lion of St. Mark still remained

(though the Turks had then possessed the place

200 years), and entered the town over a wooden

drawbridge. These remarks seem sufficiently to

explain that the round tower is Venetian, and the

remaining part of the work Turkish, of which in-

deed there is every appearance. The communica-

tion from the bridge of stone to that over the inner

channel now passes, as I have already stated,

through the north-eastern angle of the castle, the

round tower remaining to the right, which agrees

with Coronelli.

The earliest construction of a bridge over the
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Euripus known from history occurred in the 21st

year of the Peloponnesian war, when the Euboeans

revolted from the Athenians 1

,
and endeavoured

to obstruct the Euripus. On this occasion they

readily obtained assistance from the Boeotians,

whose general interest it was that “ Euboea should

be an island for others, but a part of the continent

to them 2 .” A great number of hands were em-

ployed in narrowing the strait, so as not to leave

a passage for a single ship, but only the necessary

opening for the current between two towers which

were built at the extremity of the Sia^uxug, or mole

which was thrown up from either shore. As the

Athenians tried in vain to interrupt the work, and

both Boeotians and Euboeans are stated to have

joined earnestly in forwarding it, a part of its

effects may possibly remain to the present day.

The Boeotian mole probably extended across the

shallow channel, and included the rock upon which

the small castle stands.

During the expedition of Alexander the Great

into Asia, the Chalcidenses not only fortified the

bridge with towers, a wall, and gates, but, in-

closing a place on the Boeotian side, called Cane-

thus, within the circuit of their city 3

,
thus obtained

a fortified bridge head. Canethus, therefore, was

probably the hill of Karababa.

1 Thucyd. 1. 8, c. 95 . Siaficunv kcu tov TTEptfioXov rfjg

2
kcckeivolq avfMbEpeiv Tijy 7roXeivq rjv^rjirav ivrog TEtypvQ

Ew/3otav Eivcu, ro~ig fiiv dXXoig XafiovTEg tov te Kdvrjdov kcu

vficrov, ecivtoIq S' r'lnEcpov.— rov l^vpnrov, ETTLcm'iaavrEQ rrj

Diodor. 1. 13
,
c. 47. yEcpvpy 7Tvpyovg kcu te~i%oq cat

3 Kara Si rrjv 'AXs^drSpov irvXag.— Strabo, p. 447.

s 2
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About 140 years afterwards, in the campaign of

the Romans against Antiochus in the year b. c.

192, the bridge seems no longer to have existed,

for Livy speaks of the Hermaeum before Salga-

neus as the ordinary place of passage into Bceotia,

and in describing the entrance of a body of Achgeans

into Chalcis, he employs the words, “ tuto trans-

gressi Euripum Chalcidem pervenerunt V’ Such

an expression is hardly suited to the passage of a

bridge to which there was no impediment. It is

probable, therefore, that the bridge had been re-

moved between the reign of Alexander and the

Antiochian war. A fortified dependence of Chalcis

on the Boeotian shore may have been offensive to

the Boeotians, or to the Athenians, and sometimes

to both : and if the people of Chalcis were not

permitted to keep possession of that post, it may
not have suited their interests to maintain the

bridge.

Twenty-five years afterwards, however, if we

may trust to Livy, a bridge had been thrown over

the Euripus
;

for he states that P. iEmilius Paul-

lus, in his journey through Greece after the con-

quest of Macedonia, found the Euripus in that

state
2

. But there may be some doubt whether

the historian’s words in this place have been bor-

rowed from the same accurate contemporary of

the events described by him, whom he usually fol-

lowed, or whether they do not rather describe the

state of the Euripus in the time of the historian

1 Liv. 1. 35, c. 50. continent! junctas, descendit.

—

2 Chalcidem ad spectaculnm Liv. 45, c. 27.

EuripiEubceaeque insulae ponte
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1

himself
;
when, as we learn from Strabo, there

was a bridge two plethra, or 200 Greek feet in

length, with a tower at each end, and a con-

structed canal through the Euripus \ whence it

would seem also, not only that no castle existed in

the strait at that time, but that the strait was broader

than it is at present. The avpiyt, or canal, may
perhaps have been confined to the passage between

the intermediate rock, which must always have

existed, though Strabo has not noticed it, and

the entrance of Chalcis, and was probably nothing

more than a construction of masonry on either

side of that channel.

In the reign of Justinian the bridge had been

so much neglected, that there was only an occa-

sional communication by wooden planks 2
.

In the plain adjacent to the town of 'Egripo are

three ancient excavated cisterns of the usual sphe-

roidal shape, lined with a coat of cement, and

having circular openings at the top. Each of these

has (what I have not seen elsewhere) an entrance

on one side. In one of them which is clear of

rubbish, a descent of steps appears, with an arched

passage cut through the rock leading into the body
of the cistern, which is small and not deep. It is

1

rriv Evfiotav rpoirov tlvci

/JLEpOQ avrrig (Boeotias) ttettoir)-

KEV I) Evpi7TO£ OVTU) GTEVOQ 0)V

mt yEtpvpq. GWE^EvyjJLEVoQ 7rpog

avTriv binXidpo).— Strabo, p.

400.

Kcu O Eiipt7TOC B’ EGTt 7TXt]~

olov o XciXkiBikoq, e\q by airo

'Siovviov GraCLoi e\5Bou{)KovTa.

’Eoti b' hr avTM yscjivpa BcttXe-

dpog, (ic Eiprjica’ 7rvpyog b’ e/ca-

TEpdidEV ECpEGTTJKEV, 0 flEV EK T1)q

XaXidcog, b c’ ek ryg Bokoticlq'

biwtcobopiriTai b’ eIq clvtov gv-

piy£.—Ibid. p. 403.
2 Procop. de iEdif. 1. 4,

c. 3.
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now converted into a church of St. John Prodromus,

and lias a skreen and altar of rough stones. The

two other cisterns, though now choked with rub-

bish, seem also to have been churches, as they bear

the names of two saints. Farther south, at the dis-

tance of a mile from the town, are the ruins of an

aqueduct upon arches, which supplied Chalcis in

Roman times. Northward of the city the plain,

and then a cultivated slope, extend along the foot

of the mountains as far as Politika, a village near

the sea, distant four hours
;

a little beyond which

begin those great cliffs which are so conspicuous

from many parts of Bceotia, and which border the

sea for several miles, admitting of no road along the

shore. To the southward of 'Egripo, midway be-

tween it and the tower, which I have described as

defending the entrance of the narrow winding strait

leading from the southward to the bay of Vurko,

a round hill named Kalogheritza rises from the

shore, and commands a good view of the jEuripus

and of the Euboic frith, as far as Lipso northward,

and to a cape beyond Kalamo in Attica southward.

Mount Messapium, and the adjacent heights, ex-

clude the view of all the interior of Bceotia except

the summit of Cithron, but to the northwar d

Cnemis is seen, and to the southward Barnes
,
with

Pentelicum appearing over the eastern part of its

ridge, and to the left of it Mount Oche in Euboea.

Opposite to Kalogheritza, on the Boeotian coast,

are two bays, separated from each other by a rocky

peninsula
;
the northern is small and winding, the

southern spreads at the end of a channel, into a

large circular basin. The latter harbour, as well
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as a village situated a mile to the southward of it,

is called Vathy, a name evidently derived from the

(3aOvg 'Si/uriv, or larger port of Aulis, in which Strabo

supposes the fleet of Agamemnon to have been

anchored, because the small port of Aulis was in-

adequate to receive more than fifty sail : the rocky

peninsula which separates the two harbours corres-

ponds equally well with the AuAig tttrpriEoaa of

Homer, and its distance from the Euripus agrees

with the testimony of Livy as to that of Aulis from

thence \ Nor, indeed, are there any other har-

bours on the Boeotian coast to the southward,

which can raise a question on the subject. Dicas-

archus, who like Strabo proceeds along the coast

from south to north, names the places in the fol-

lowing order : Oropus, the temple of Amphiaraus,

Aulis, the promontory Emperesium and Euripus 2

;

which not only confirms the other authorities as

to Aulis, but suggests also the probability that

1 Etra AtjXlov . . Tava-

ypaiwv ttoXl-^vlov, AvXiSog Sie-

yov araSiovg rpidicovra .

Etra Xi/iriv fxiyag ov KaXovat

Hadvv Xl/j-evo. : eld' »/ AvXlg tte-

Tpdideg yiopiov ical kw/xjj Tam-
ypaitov' Xl/iyiv S' earl irevT^icovTa

TvXoioig, Cirrr elxog rov vavaraO-

p.ov tS)V 'EXXr/ywv iv ruj pieya-

Xu) v-n-ap^UL Xipievi. Kcd b Eii-

pLTrog S’ ECTTt TtXt](t'l()V O XaXKlSl.-

icbg, elg ov cnro 1\ovviov cttclSiol

Sj3Sofjir]KovTa.—Strabo, p. 403.

The last word is an evident

error, the distance in question

being near 700 stades.

A Chalcide Aulidem trajicit

trium millium spatio distantem,

portum inclitum statione quon-

dam mille navium Agamem-
noniae classis, Dianaeque tem-

plum ubi navibus cursum ad

Trojam, filia victima aris ad-

mota, rex ille regum petiit.

—

Liv. 1. 45, c. 27.

AvXig re Boudtojv ttoXig, irpog rj Xipirjv

K’ ’ApripuSog lepbv ayiov, o Xeyerat Krlaai

'AyapLE/MViov, sir ’JLpLTrEpEaiov KaXovp,Evov

’Auporarov, eit Eupi7roc. Dicaearch. v. 88 .
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Emperesiuin was the peninsula which separates

port Vurko from the southern part of the Straits.

The space between the northern extremity of port

Vathy and the bay of Vurko is occupied by the

hill of Mycalessus. On the summit are the re-

mains of an acropolis flanked with towers, and con-

structed of masonry of the third species— to which

is attached, on the south-eastern side, the inclosure

of the town, built of a very rude kind of Hellenic

masonry, similar to that of the wall, which extends

from the acropolis to the pass of Harma.

CHALCIS
in Eubcea,

now Egripo,

with the other places

near the

Euripus.
Hermmmi.

(Euripi _ Casbellu7n
.

j

P.bAs
. Minas,.

Kaslrtfd ^ J|

r
•»

)

spt Vath'.

\Bathyi^
W=LLmen/^k

Site of

ruined Aqueduct.

Kalogheritza

(Lelanbum ?)
/returnEuboicum,.

On the top of the hill of Kalogheritza are two

ruined round towers, formerly, perhaps, windmills,
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and near them the foundations of a Hellenic wall,

with an ancient column lying on the ground. In-

land the height falls to a plain, forming a junction

between that which incircles the town of 'Egripo

and the larger plain of Vasiliko, which extends

southward along the coast, almost to the ruins of

Eretria. Towards the sea the hill of Kalogheritza

is very rugged, and consists entirely of rock, in

which many sepulchral crypts have been exca-

vated, some of them having circular roofs : here

also are stairs and niches cut out of the rock. A
copious stream issues from the foot of the rocks, and

flows immediately into the sea : and a paved road

here leads along the shore to the village of 'Aio

Nikola in the plain of Vasiliko. Possibly this hill

may be the site of a place named Lelantum, for

the plain behind it being exactly interposed be-

tween those of Chalcis and Eretria
,
could hardly

have been any other than that plain of Lelantum

which was an object of such deadly contention be-

tween the two rival states that a pillar still existed

in the time of Strabo in the temple of Diana Ama-
rysia, distant seven stades from Eretria, on which

there was an inscription declaring that no missiles

should be used in the war 1

. The plain of Lelantum

is mentioned in the Hymn to Apollo, and was famed

for its vineyards
2

,
and vines are so extensively pro-

1
otjjXtj tlq, (jjpa^ovcra fxi] xpfjaOcu rrjXefloXoig.—Strabo, p. 448.

2 Krjvaiov e.irtfir)g vavaiKXeirrjg Ev/3o(?7£

Srrjg c’ £7rt ArjXdvrco

Hymn, in Apoll. v. 219.

O'ifXOL araXKcipg' a'.no /J.ep Kr/pivdog oXioXe,

ArfXavrov c ayaQov Ketperai olvoTrtbov.

Tlieogn. v. 888
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duced in the plain behind Kalogheritza, that a

village in the midst of them is named Ambelia.

It was only in the most populous and opulent

times that Eretria could maintain a rivalship with

Chalcis, which by its numerous colonies sent to

Italy, Sicily, and Thrace, and by its historical im-

portance in every age, from the war of Troy to the

Roman conquest, is shown to have been one of the

most flourishing cities in Greece \ Its silver coins

are still found in surprising numbers. Under the

successors of Alexander, when Greece became im-

poverished, and its resources and population in-

adequate to the maintenance of two large cities

at so short a distance from each other, the pecu-

liar advantages of the position of Chalcis gave it

that superiority over Eretria which Strabo re-

marked 2

,
and an increase of the same causes has

ended in making Chalcis the only town of any

magnitude in Euboea. But the consequence of the

opposite fate of Chalcis and Eretria has been,

that at Chalcis scarcely any vestiges of antiquity

are found, while Eretria, by means of its desolation,

has preserved remains affording an interesting con-

firmation of the former importance of the city.

Dec. 24.—Having recrossed the Euripus this

morning at 9, we follow the same road by which

we came, along the shore of the bay of Vurko,

with the height of Karababa on the right, for fif-

1 Dicaearchus describes Chal- three porticos adjacent to the

cis (about the year 300 B. C.) harbour. All the country

as being seventy stades in cir- around was planted with olives,

cumference, abounding in tem- 2 Navi p.kv ovv r] XqXkIq <pi-

ples, theatres, stoae, gymnasia, perai ra ttpwreia

pictures, and statues, and hav- Sevrepevei S’ r] ’Eperpia.—Stal-

ing an agora surrounded by bo, p.448.
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teen minutes
;
then leaving the road to Thebes on

the left, cross the plain in a direction parallel to

the foot of the mountains with the sea on the

right. At 9.30, in a ruined church, is a fragment

of a large column, which may formerly have be-

longed to the Hermseum, or to the temple of Ceres

Mycalessia. Here are a series of wells, the direction

of which is towards the middle of the bay of Vurko.

They are very narrow, lined with stone and well

constructed, but do not appear to be of any great

antiquity. At 9.35 Akhalia is half a mile on

the right, not far from the sea ; the foot of the

lower heights of Mount Khtypa, the ancient Mes-

sapium, are at the same distance on the left. The

intermediate level is well cultivated with corn,

which is just springing up. The plain narrows in

approaching Khtypa, and at 10 we reach the foot of

the mountain just where it descends in a rapid slope

from the summit quite to the shore.

Just in the angle where the plain terminates are

the remains of a Hellenic town, on the side of a

small port, directly under the highest summit of

the mountain. The citadel occupied a height

rising from the shore, ninety yards in length and

about fifty broad, and having a flat summit sloping

from the south-east towards the sea. The sides of

the hill, which are about fifty yards on the slope,

have been partly shaped by art, and then faced with

stone in the manner of some ancient places in Syria,

of which the castles of Hama and Aleppo are the

most remarkable examples. The facing of stone is

visible on every side except the north, where pro-

bably it still exists, though now covered by an

alluvion of earth. Some remains of walls are
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visible on the crest of the summit, and a part of

the town walls on the south-eastern side of the

height. There can be little doubt that these are

remains of Salganeus, which, although unnoticed

by Pausanias, appears clearly from Dicaearchus

and Strabo to have been a Boeotian fortress,

situated between the Euripus and Anthedon \ at

the northern entrance of the narrow part of the

Euboic frith. According to Strabo, the name
was derived from the Boeotian pilot of Me-
gabazus, who was put to death by the Persian

commander, on suspicion that he was purposely

leading the fleet of Xerxes to destruction, because

no outlet appeared to the channel. Megabazus,

afterwards regretting his error, erected a monu-
ment to the pilot in the place where his death oc-

curred, and where the town afterwards stood.

I have already alluded to the mention of Salga-

neus by Livy in his narrative of the military trans-

actions in this quarter, between Antiochus and the

Romans 2
. The first measure of Antiochus, on his

arrival from Asia at Demetrias, was an attempt to

obtain possession of Chalcis in concert with his

allies the JEtolians. Having passed from Lamia
through Phocis, he met the iEtolians at Cheeroneia,

and then marched to Salganeus, from whence he

crossed by water to the harbour of Chalcis, accom-

panied by the AEtolian chiefs. Having failed in

his endeavour to convince the magistrates of Chal-

cis that it was for their interest to take part with

him against the Romans, he returned to Deme-

1 Dicaearch. fiios 'EXXaSoc, 2
Liv. 1. 35, c. 43, et seq.

p. 20. Strabo, p. 400, 403,
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trias, and in order to prevent succours from arriv-

ing at Chalcis, sent thither his fleet, commanded
by Polyxenidas, and 3000 land forces under Me-

nippus, who encamped before Salganeus at the

Hermaeum, which was the ordinary place of tran-

sit, into Euboea \ They were too late to prevent

a small reinforcement of Achaeans and of troops

sent by Eumenes from entering Chalcis, but in

time to oblige Mictio of Chalcis, and 500 Romans
who were approaching with the same design from

the southward, to retire to Delium, from whence

it was their intention to cross the Euboic frith into

the island
;
but Menippus, having surprized them

at Delium, and captured or slain a considerable

number, Antiochus, who had followed Menippus

into Boeotia, thereupon marched to Aulis, and

was admitted into Chalcis. The remaining Ro-

mans then took possession of the castle of the

Euripus, while Salganeus was occupied by the

Achaeans and troops of Eumenes, who had retired

from Chalcis
;
but Menippus, proceeding to besiege

the latter place, and the king the castle of the Eu-

ripus, their opponents gave up the defence, and

left Antiochus in possession of all Euboea.

From these circumstances, compared with the

distance of sixteen stades, which Thucydides has

assigned as that between the Hermaeum and My-
calessus, it may be inferred that the Hermaeum, so

called we may suppose from a temple of Mercury,

stood on the shore between Salganeus and the

modern bridge, and that it was probably the ordi-

1 Ante Salganea ad Her- tia in Eubceam insulam est.

maeum, qua transitus ex Boeo- — Liv. 1. 35, c. 50.
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nary place of passage because it was nearly oppo-

site to the northern or principal harbour of Chal-

cis. The fortress which Livy describes by the

words Euripi castellum, or in Euripo castellum,

or simply Euripus, would seem from this designa-

tion to have occupied the site of the small castle

on the rock in the strait, but as many obvious dif-

ficulties would arise from such a supposition, I am
inclined to think it was the same place as Cane-

thus, or the hill of Karababa.

Having quitted the ruins of Salganeus at 10.30,

I begin, in eight minutes, to ascend the cliffs

which now border the shore, and soon observe the

traces of chariot-wheels in the rock. At 10.42,

the road continuing to follow the summit of the

cliffs, we arrive opposite to the southern extremity

of an island named Gaidharo-msi, distant half a

mile from the coast, and which is a mile in length

from north to south. Upon it stands a square

tower, visible from Karababa, but not from the

town of 'Egripo
;
ten minutes farther the road de-

scends upon the sea-beach. At 11.4 are the foun-

dations of a thick wall near the beach, parallel to

the water’s edge. Here is a source of saltish

water. At 11.8 is another and more considerable

saline source, where are the ruins of some mills.

The wall, and the traces of wheels in the rock, are

vestiges of that road from Chalcis to Anthedon
which Dicaearchus has noticed, though his descrip-

tion is not exactly in accordance with modern
appearances, for he represents the road as very

smooth
;
instead of which it is like the shore, ex-

tremely rugged where it passes over the rocks,
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and where it follows the beach is liable to interrup-

tion from the overhanging cliffs, fragments of

which often break off in such quantity as to render

the road impassable. Though Diceearchus men-

tions the sources of water, he does not remark that

they are chiefly saline
;
and his description of the

mountain can only be made to answer to Mount
Khtypa by the omission of the word ouy, for this

mountain is lofty as well as steep \ At 11.12 the

pass terminates, and we enter on a slope covered with

lentisk and holly-oak, which is continued quite to

the summit of the mountain. At the head of the

slope, and just under the steep side of the summit,

stands the small village of Lukisi, towards which

I proceed after leaving at 11.15 the road to

Larmes branching to the right, and passing along

the foot of the slope near the sea. At 11.25 an

ancient foundation cut out of the rock is seen

crossing the road
;
to the left of which, three hun-

dred yards from the road, is a church surrounded

with purnaria, in which are several ancient squared

stones, and an aghia trapeza formed of an ancient

sepulchral stone supported by part of a column.

On the stone, which has a simple decoration of

sculpture, is the name Ka^io-oSwpa, in letters of the

best times. Leaving this place at 11.40, we con-

tinue to ascend, when the remains of another

ancient wall occur at 11.48, and at 11.53 we

1 ’E£ ’AvQpbovog etc XaXxtba be opoQ ov% v\pr]Xbv p,ev eyovrra,

crTCibla o'. to

v

2a\yu- aXaecri ((Tva/ciov?) be Kai vbaat

veu)Q oboe Trapa to v alyiaXbv TrpyaLoiQ KarappoTov.— Dicse-

\eia te Tratra Kal paXcuo), Ttj arch. (3iog 'EWdboc, p. 19.

fxev xadi'iwviTa el e daXcuTirav, T]j
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arrive at Lukisi. Here the women, (the men being

all at work in the fields), having brought me seve-

ral ancient coins which have been found in plough-

ing the corn-fields at the tta\aia or old town,

which is distant a mile and a half at the foot of the

slope on the sea side, I proceed thither, after

dining, and find considerable remains of an an-

cient city.

1,1. Are traces of the town wall, built with well

squared stones, of the most regular kind of masonry.

Its termination to the south-east I could not exactly

trace : the entire circuit of the city seems not to

have been more than 2000 yards. 2. An acropolis

situated on a small height terminating towards the

sea in cliffs
;
on the brow of which are found large

pieces of the ancient wall
;
other remains of the

wall are seen also on the land side of the acropolis.
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3. Midway between the wall

of the town and the crest of

the height of the acropolis are

some cisterns of the usual form.

4. Part of the platform of

a public building, thirty-four

yards in length, founded in the sea; and sup-

ported on that side by quadrangular projecting

buttresses, of which four remain
;

there was an
ascent of a few steps from the sea to the platform.

The port, in the midst of which this building-

stood, was defended from the open sea on the north
by 5, a mole, connected with the northern wall of

the town, and built upon a projecting ledge of

rocks. All the foundations of the mole still re-

main, and it was probably surmounted with a wall,

forming a continuation of the town wall. At 6,

are the foundations of a similar work of smaller

dimensions, the extremity of which approaches so

near to a small sandy island near the extremity of
the greater mole, as to suggest the probability that

the opening was occasionally closed by a chain, by
which the north-eastern part of the bay became a
K:\eioTOQ A ipiv, or closed port

;
it appears to have

been excluded from the city by a wall branch-
ing from the western extremity of the northern
mole, passing behind the building No. 4, and ter-

minating, perhaps, at the nearest part of the acro-

polis. Strangers arriving by sea might thus have
access to the building, which was probably a temple,

without being admitted into the town, and the town
might resist after the port had been occupied by
an enemy. The town walls were defended to the

VOL. II. T
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west by the ravine of a torrent flowing from Mount

Messapium.

There can be no question that these are ruins

of Anthedon, of the situation of which we have

several descriptions in ancient history. Accord-

ing to a poet quoted by Athenaeus, Anthedon

stood on the sea coast, opposite to Euhcea, not

far from the Euripus
1

. Strabo places it on the

shore between Salganeus and Larymna near Mount

Messapium 2

,
Pausanias describes it as a maritime

city at the foot of Mount Messapium to the left of

the Euripus 3

,
and Dicsearchus as a small town on

the Euboic sea, distant seventy stades from Chal-

cis and one hundred and sixty from Thebes 4
.

The soil on the slope of Mount Khtypa, around

Lukisi, and that which surrounds the Palea-khora,

is, as Dicsearchus remarks of the Anthedonia,

much better adapted to vines than to corn, though

there is very little of either at present. He adds,

that the inhabitants were chiefly mariners, ship-

wrights, and fishermen, that they traded in fish,

purple, and sponges, and that they had an agora

surrounded with a double stoa, and planted with

trees. In the middle of the town, according to

Pausanias, was a Sacred Grove of the Cabeiri,

surrounding a temple of those deities, near which

was another dedicated to Ceres and Proserpine,

and containing their statues in white marble. On
the outside of the walls, on the land side, was a

1 ’A vdqdibv vvtiq iortv etti tvXevprjai daXaacrriQ

'Avt'iov Evfioirje cr^eSoy EilpiTvoio poduv.

Theolytus ap. Athen. 1. 7, c. 12.

2 Strabo, p. 400. 404, 405.
4
Dicaearch. filog 'E\\dciog,

3 Pausan. Boeot. c. 22. p. 17.
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temple of Bacchus, containing his statue
;
and

near it tombs of the sons of Aloeus and Iphime-

deia, who were slain by Apollo. On the sea side

there was a place called “the leap of Glaucus 1 .”

“ It was from the Anthedonii,” adds the Greek tra-

veller, “ that Pindar and iEschylus derived their

fables of Glaucus, who was a fisherman of Anthe-

don, converted by the Anthedonii into a marine

deity, predicting futurity and delivering oracular

responses, which seafaring men still believe 2 .”

It seems not unlikely that the building on the shore

of the harbour was a temple of Glaucus.

As to the vestiges of antiquity near Lukisi, it is

not impossible that the Nisa, or Isus, of Homer,
which latter name was still preserved near Anthe-

don in the time of Strabo, may have stood at

Lukisi, and that the modern name may preserve

remains of the ancient in its two last syllables.

Opposite to Anthedon on the coast of Euboea is

Politika, from whence the coast to the north-

ward consists for seven miles of lofty cliffs, termi-

nating to the north in the remarkable peak called

Kandili. The distance of this mountain from the

site of Anthedon corresponds to the 120 stades

which Strabo assigns as the interval between An-
thedon and a lofty mountain on which there was
a temple of Neptune iEgseus. The city JEgae no
longer existed in his time, but it stood probably

towards Limni, as he states it to have been not

far from Orobwe 3
,
now Rovies.

1 r\avKov Trfi^rj/Ja. cus.—V. Athen. ubi sup.
2 There were various other

3
Strabo, p. 405.

versions of the story of Glau-

T 2



CHAPTER XV.

BCEOTIA.

From Anthedon to the Lake Paralimni—Cross Mount Ptoum—
Palea, Temple of Apollo Ptoius—Kokkino—Lake Copais—
Chasms of the Cephissus—Line of ancient Shafts above the

subterraneous River— Emissory—Valley of Larmes

—

La-

rymna, upper ancl lower—Return to Kokkino— Kardhitza,

Acrcepldum—Inscriptions

—

Athamantium—Copce—Katavo-

thra of Mount Phicium—Ancient Canal between the Lakes

Acrcephis and Hylice—Hyle—Senzina—Lake Livadhi, Hy-
lice—Return to Thebes

—

Schcenus—Eleon.

I had intended to have taken the road along the

sea-side to Larmes, and thence to Martino, but

the women at Lukisi having reported it imprac-

ticable, I proceed by the Lake Paralimni to Kok-

kino. At 1.32 cross the foundations of the town

walls of Anthedon
,

and immediately afterwards

the deep dry ravine of a torrent which descends

from the part of Mount Khtypa, above Lukisi
;
on

its left bank are some foundations of an ancient

wall, the remains perhaps of a bridge. At 1.38,

on a height on the side of the same torrent are two

ruined churches, and the remains of two sepulchral

receptacles cut in the rock. From thence, after a

delay of 4 minutes, we continue to mount the

slope, and at 1.50 arrive at the summit of a ridge

which connects Mount Ptoum with the lower

heights of Messapiuni about Lukisi. Here are

several Hellenic foundations, belonging probably

to works for the defence of this pass, which was
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on the road from Anthedon to Thebes. The
ascent on either side is easy, and the ridge is not

high, but it opens an extensive view between the

mountains Ptoum and Hypatus, and looks down
immediately upon the lake Paralimni, otherwise

called the lake of Morltzi. It is observable from

hence, that the length of this lake is in the direc-

tion of a peaked hill, over which our road after-

wards passes towards Kokkino, that the summit

of the mountain of Zagara is in the same line,

and that a little to the left of the latter appears

that of Faga. After a loss of 5 minutes in the

descent, we arrive, at 2.35, opposite to the north-

eastern end of the lake, and then leaving it on

the right, follow a rugged path along the last falls

of the Messapian ridges. From the opposite shore

rises the steep naked ridge of Mount Ptoum
,
of

which the modern name in this part is Strutzina.

To the northward of it is another summit of the same
range, called Skroponeri \ and to the southward

of it that named Palea
;
the former terminates in a

peaked cape two or three miles beyond Anthedon .

Continuing our route along the rocky foot of

the hills, we arrive at 2.48 at a part of the ancient

road, 200 feet long, excavated in the rock in the

form of a shallow trench, 5 feet 9 inches in breadth.

It winds in descending like a similar road be-

tween Sparta and Helos 2

;
and though it retains

scarcely any of those marks of wheels which are

generally seen on the remains of ancient roads in

1 Such appeared to me to be bably derived from ^Kopiri^oj,

the vulgar enunciation, though and means Scatterwater.

Meletius writes Sxpnroyepi, like 2 See Travels in the Morea,

I^KpiKov. But the name is pro- vol. i. p. 194.
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Greece, there can be no doubt that it is a part of

that route for carriages described by Dicaearchus,

which led from Anthedon to Thebes, and which

was 160 stades in length. Having remained here

5 minutes, we emerge at 3.7 from between the

Messapian hills and the lake, into a plain sepa-

rated only by a small rise from the plain of

Thebes. Moritzi is here half an hour on our left,

hid by the rising ground. At 3.30 other small

hills border the lake : at 3.35 there are traces of

ancient walls near the road, and at 3.45 we arrive

at the end of the lake, where on a low rocky

height close on the left of the road, are founda-

tions of buildings formed of very large stones, and

having an appearance of remote antiquity. There

are traces also of an ancient wall following the

foot of the hill towards the lake. It is evidently

the site of a Hellenic town.

From the head of the lake a plain begins,

which, widening to the westward, is bounded by

a mountain branching southward from Mount
Palea, and terminating in the plain of Thebes, at

the eastern extremity of the Livadhi, or lake of

Senzina, and thus separating from each other the

basins which contain the two lakes with their

adjacent plains.

Having left the ancient site by the lake Para-

limni at 3.56, we fall into the road from Thebes

to Talanda by Martino, and at 4.15 begin to

ascend the separating ridge above-mentioned,

which is very rugged : at 4.40 arrive at the sum-

mit, where the steep rocks of Mount Palea are

not far to the right, while on the left we look

down on the plain and lake of Senzina. Before
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us are the hills above Kardhitza together with a

part of the lake Cephissis, and the marshes bor-

dering on it : beyond these appear Helicon and

Parnassus. We quit this spot at 5, and keeping

close under the precipices of Mount Palea, wind

round them to the right, until at 5.30 the road

passes a modern fountain, constructed chiefly of

ancient squared stones, mixed with steke and

pedestals. Here stood formerly the monastery of

Palea, by which the adjacent summit of Mount

Ptoum is still known. The name seems to have

been derived from some Hellenic ruins once exist-

ing here in greater quantity than at present, and

which may have given to the monastery the ap-

pellation of rj navayta ora HaXaia, or u Our Lady

at the Antiquities.” The ruins were probably

those of the temple of Apollo Ptous, or Ptoius \

famous for an oracle delivered by a priestess, who

when consulted by Mardonius, replied to his mes-

senger, who was a Carian, in his own language 2
.

The oracle belonged to the Thebans, and ceased

when Thebes was destroyed by Alexander the

Great 3
.

Kardhitza is now about half an hour below us

1 The epithet, according to

Plutarch (de Orac. defect.) was

derived from Trrwcrcrw, because

Latona was here frightened by

the sudden appearance of a

serpent
; hut Pausanias, who

generally inclines to the heroic

origin ofnames, cites the poems

of Asius to prove that Ptous

was the son of Athamas, by

Themisto, in which he is sup-

ported by Apollodorus, 1. 1,

c. 9.

2 Herodot. 1. 8, c. 135.

Pausan. Boeot. c. 23.

3
7rpo rfjg ’AXs^uvSpov ical

MaKedoruJV t7rujrpa.Teiag Kal

oXedpov roil Qrifiaiwv fiavruov

ijv avrodt cixpevSeg.— Pausan.

Boeot. c. 23.
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on the left, but having determined before proceed-

ing thither to visit the subterraneous discharge of

the Cephissus, and to search for Larymna
,

I turn

from it to the right, descend by a winding course,

in order to avoid the rocky summits overhanging

Kokkino, and then leaving to the left the road to

Martino, turn under the northern side of the above-

mentioned cliffs, and arrive at Kokkino at 6.8. This

is a village of thirty houses, which as usual, in this

part of Greece, consist only ofone apartment, serving

both for a stable and a lodging for the whole family.

The people are of Albanian origin, and use that

language among themselves, so that many of the

women are ignorant of the Greek : at Mazi and

Lukisi it was the same. The owner of the cottage

in which I lodge is said to possess several thousand

goats on Mount Ptourn
,
but dares not live better

than the other people of the village.

Dec. 25.—After having visited, this morning,

three small churches, a quarter of a mile to the

N.E. of Kokkino, where the village formerly stood,

and where I find only an altar with an ill- executed

ornament of metopes connected by festoons, and
a few other trifling remains of Hellenic times,

I proceed at 8.45 to the Katavothra of the Ce-

phissus, descending the rugged hill till 9, when
in a ravine we rejoin the road from Thebes

to Martino, which we quitted yesterday evening.

Continue descending, and pass over a small plain

at the head ol a bay of the lake Copais, which is

cultivated by the people of Kokkino, but in the

upper portion only, on account of the inundations to

which the lower part is subject. The lake abounds
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in fish, and its surface is now covered with wild

fowl, but the peasants reap no advantage either

from the one or the other, for want of the means of

catching or killing them
;
the people of Topolia,

however, enjoy a profitable fishery in the lake,

and sometimes take, especially at the katavothra,

great quantities of those Copaic or Cephissic eels

renowned among the ancients 1

for their bulk and

fatness, and which Pausanias commends from his

own experience 2
. At 9.18 we arrive on the

water’s edge, and then ascending the rocky foot of

Mount Skroponeri arrive in three minutes more at

a great cavern, at the foot of a perpendicular rock

eighty feet high. It is the entrance of a low, dark,

subterraneous passage, one hundred and twelve

yards long, through which a part of the river or

current of the lake slowly flows, and rejoins the

rest of the river very near the entrance of the

south-easternmost of the katavothra 3
. In summer

this cavern, or false katavothra, as it may be

called, is dry, and there is a passage through it

on foot
;

but at present it is the resort of a mul-

titude of fishes.

The south-eastern katavothra resembles the ca-

vern in outward appearance, being an aperture at

the foot of a perpendicular rock of equal altitude.

But there is much more water here : the stream

which enters is about thirty feet broad, and four or

1 Aristoph. Acharn. v. 880. tlaiv rjSurrai.—Pausan. Bceot.

et in pi. al. Archestrat. ap. c. 24.

Athen. 1. 7, c. 13. J. Poll.
3 ra tcaraflodpa, Hcl-

1. 6, c. 10. lenice (3apadpa, (j>apayyeg, vno-
2

al cie ey^eXeig avroQi icai vo/ioi, ^aV/xara.

puytOei /ueyioTcu, teat eadieiv
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five feet deep, and now entirely fills and conceals

the opening, which in summer is exposed. Now
that the lake extends as far as Topolia and fills all

this part of the basin, it is not easy to distinguish

the river from the inundation, unless from some

favourable position on the surrounding heights,

especially as the current flows not more rapidly

than a yard in a minute, and there is little

difference in the depth or colour of the water

in any part of this inner bay, which is divided

from the main body of the lake of Copce by a pro-

jecting point under Kokkino, concealing Topolia

from the katavothra. I now ride over the rocky

foot of the mountain near the lake, and in twelve

minutes arrive at a second katavothra, situated

like the first at the end of an inlet of the lake ter-

minating in a perpendicular cliff, but much smaller

both in the size of the stream and in the height of

the cliff, which is not more than twenty feet. The
stream flows rapidly into the cavern, and there is

a bank of loose stones across it, intended for catch-

ing fish when the water is low. In summer the

inlet is quite dry, and often the river itself : all the

adjoining part of the lake is then converted into a

pasture, with cattle grazing on it. Two minutes

beyond the second katavothra is a third, at the foot

of a perpendicular rock of fifty feet
;
here the course

of the river is well marked, having sand-banks on

either side, and a broad stream running into the

cavern. From hence, after riding for a quarter of

an hour along the lake northward, in search of

other subterraneous entrances, without finding any,

I return to the third katavothra and proceed from

thence to the emissory of the river in the valley of
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Larmes. For ten minutes the road mounts a stony

hollow between low hills of the same description,

after which the same vale is continued with a de-

scending surface. The Cephissus pursues its sub-

terraneous course in the same direction, as appears

by a line of quadrangular shafts or perpendicular

excavations in the rock, evidently made for the

purpose of clearing the subterraneous channel when

by some accident it had been obstructed, and had

thereby submerged, or endangered, a great part of

the fertile plain which extends to the sites of Acrce-

phium, Haliartus
,

Tilphossium and Orchomenus.

The first shaft is at two minutes’ distance from the

third katavothra. It is five feet eight inches

square, entirely excavated out of the rock, and is

filled with stones and earth to within a few feet of

the top. The second shaft, which is three minutes

farther, is clear to the depth of forty-five feet. The
third shaft is at three minutes’ distance from the

last, and is filled at the depth of twenty feet. The

mouths of many of these shafts are concealed by

the bushes of lentisk and purnari which cover the

valley, but they are easily traced by means of the

mounds of earth and broken stones around them,

which were formed probably when the wells were

excavated. Their obstruction has obviously been

caused by their all lying, more or less, in the

course of the waters down the valley. The fourth

shaft is one minute beyond the third, and not less

than ninety feet in depth, with stones and earth at

the bottom, like the others. It diminishes gra-

dually downwards, not in a straight line, but by a

succession of ledges. The second is constructed

in the same manner, and so are probably several of
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those which are filled. All are cut entirely through

the rock : some have small steps on either side of

one of the angles. The fifth shaft is one minute

beyond the fourth, and is entirely filled with the

earth and stones washed into it from the hills on
either side. Its situation, however, is ascertained

by the mounds around the hollow, and we may
infer, from the height and extent of the mounds,
that this shaft must have been the deepest of all.

Here in fact the valley is highest, and from hence
the ground descends all the way to the vale of the

lower Cephissus. The elevation I should conceive to

be at the utmost one hundred and eighty feet above

the level of the lake. The sixth shaft is at the same
distance of about one hundred yards from the fifth,

that the fifth is from the fourth : and, like the fifth,

it is quite filled. The seventh is in an exact line

with those preceding, but as the valley here takes

a turn to the left, this shaft is on the rocky foot of

the mountain, instead of being in the lowest part

of the vale. The engineers who undertook, by
means of these shafts, to clear the subterraneous

channel of the river, naturally proceeded upon the

supposition that the stream would run direct or

nearly so, from the entrance towards the issue, and
hence without regarding the nature of the ground

above, they proceeded to excavate the seventh shaft

in the same line with those preceding it. In form-

ing it they probably discovered that the subterra-

neous channel does not follow the straight line, but

conforms to the structure of the ground on the sur-

face, turning in the direction of a ravine to the left

;

they continued, therefore, their work in that direc-

tion to the eighth shaft, which is found in a point
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forming an angle to the left of the former line, at

the usual distance from the seventh, but just at the

entrance of the ravine, which is here closely con-

fined by the adjoining rocky hills, and descends

rapidly. The seventh shaft is twenty feet deep,

the eighth, much ruined, about forty-five
;
between

them to the right, in a little level which occupies

the corner at the turn of the valley, are foundations

of an oblong building, of large rough stones. The

ninth shaft, which is seventy or eighty feet deep,

occurs at the usual distance
;
the tenth at the same

distance, has a depth of twenty feet. The eleventh

at a like distance, is something less deep than the

ninth. The twelfth at a like distance, is about as

deep as the ninth. The thirteenth at an equal

distance, has the same depth as the last. Here

ends the ravine, which now opens upon a rugged

slope, descending into the valley of the lower

Cepliissus, which lies to the right, and is hid

from view by a rugged point projecting from the

ridge of Skroponeri. The line of the shafts here

changes its direction towards the right, and three

more are found on the slope above mentioned, in a

direction bending towards the rocky point. The

distances between the thirteenth, fourteenth, fif-

teenth, and sixteenth, are about double the former

intervals. Their depth is about ten feet. At the

fifteenth the valley widens, and the road to Larmes

continues to follow the slope leaving the rocky

point to the left, and entering the lower valley just

at the place where the river issues.

Its position relatively to the sixteenth shaft, in-

dicates the direction of the subterraneous current
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under the rocky hill. The river emerges at the

foot of a precipice about thirty feet high, in many
small streams, which immediately unite and form

a river forty or fifty feet wide, and three or four

deep, flowing with great rapidity down the vale.

The road follows its right bank for sixteen minutes,

then crosses, on the same side, a rocky projection

of Mount Skroponeri, which is divided only by the

river from an equally abrupt termination of the

mountain on the western side of the vale, and in

ten minutes descends to a large old church, and the

mills of Larmes, which are turned by a canal de-

rived from the river. Where we crossed the

height, the river is precipitated over the rocks for

a short distance with great rapidity. In very dry

summers it entirely fails, when the mills are scan-

tily supplied by a fountain, which issues from a

rock on the right side of the rapid. From the mills

to the head of the bay, where the river joins the

sea, the distance is thirteen minutes, the stream

winding with rapidity through a small plain culti-

vated with cotton. The fall of the river through

the subterraneous channel over the cataract, and
along the two valleys, can hardly amount to more
than a perpendicular of fifty feet.

In the valley above the cataract the river flows

through a thick copse of agnus-castus, and pro-

duces a great quantity of water-cresses. In the

lower valley it is bordered with reeds and myrtles.

A steep peaked mountain rises on the left of the

river’s mouth, behind which are the villages of

Martino and Maleslna : the latter towards the sea,

Martino more inland. At about an hour and a

13
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quarter beyond Martino is Proskyna, upon the

small stream which flows into the south-eastern

angle of the bay of Opus, and which I suppose to

be the Platanus, or Platanius, of Pausanias. Be-

tween Martino and Proskyna, not far from the

latter, are the remains of an ancient city
:
probably

Corseia.

The ruins of Larymna are situated on a level

covered with bushes, on the shore of the Bay of

Larmes, ten minutes to the left of the mouth of

the Cephissus. The circuit of the walls is less than

a mile. The annexed sketch will give an idea of

the remains still existing.

LARYMNA.

1 . Is a small port, anciently closed in the manner here described.

2. The town wall, traceable all around. 3. Another wall

along the sea, likewise traceable. 4. A mole, in the sea. 5. Va-

rious ancient foundations in the town and acropolis. 6. A
Sorus. 7. Glyfonero, or Salt Source. 8. An oblong founda-

tion of an ancient building.
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The walls, which in one place are extant to near

half their height, are of a red soft stone, very much
corroded by the sea air, and in some places are

constructed of rough masses. The sorus is high,

with comparison to its length and breadth, and

stands in its original place upon the rocks : there

was an inscription upon it, and some ornaments of

sculpture, which are now quite defaced. The Gly-

fonero is a small deep pool of water, impregnated

with salt, and is considered by the peasants an

ayiovipt, or sacred water, because it is cathartic.

Meletius, who supposed it to be the lake Anchoe

mentioned by Strabo, states, that in his time per-

sons resorted to the place in spring and autumn to

drink of the water, and to some of those, he adds,

who drank too much, it proved fatal. This coast,

as well as Euboea, abounds in salt springs, and

JIaloe perhaps derived its name from similar

sources near it. Some ruins like those of La-
rymna are said to exist at a church of St. John

Theologus, near the cape which projects to the

northward, beyond Malesma and Proskyna. They
are probably remains of Haloe.

Upon the projection of Skroponeri, which sepa-

rates the upper from the lower valley of Larmes, I

observed some foundations of Hellenic walls sur-

rounding a height on the right hand side of the

road. These seem to have been merely the remains

of a small dependent fortress, commanding the

pass which led to the town.

On the rocks above the issue of the Cephissus
,

the road from Kokkino to Larmes is crossed by

that from Luklsi to Martino. The latter, as I am
now informed, is by no means so bad as the women
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of Lukisi, for some reasons of their own, thought

proper to represent it. From Lukisi it crosses the

mountain which borders the valley of Anthedon to

the west, and descends upon a vale at the head of

the bay of Skroponeri, where are some copious

sources issuing not far from the shore of the bay,

and flowing into it. From thence the road crosses

Mount Skroponeri to the vale of Larmes. The dis-

tance from Lukisi to Larmes is reckoned two hours

and a half.

Although the name Larmes, or Larnes, which is

applied as well to the ruins just described as to the

adjacent bay and valley, leaves little doubt that the

ruins are those of Larymna
,

yet, as Strabo men-
tions two towns of that name, there may be some

doubt to which of them these remains are to be at-

tributed. He observes, that the Cephissus broke

forth from its subterraneous channel at the Upper
Larymna, and joined the sea at the Lower La-

rymna
;

that Upper Larymna had belonged to

Locris until it was annexed to the Lower or Boeo-

tian Larymna by the Romans
;
that the place where

the river issued at Upper Larymna was called

Anchoe, and that there was a lake of the same
name 1

which, it is fair to presume from the etymo-

logy of the word, was the same as that lake at

1 Mtra ce SaXyaj'ia ’A vdrj- elra (Cephissus)

flwy EM jxevtol eti elg rrjv ETTL^dvetav Kard Ad-

irpoiovTi fiLKpov 7roXt^vat bvo pv/xvav rrjg AoKp'ibog t
'

jjj' arm

rwv Boio)Ttov, Adpvjj.va te, Trap’ (/cat yap trlpa iarlv cug £t7ropfv

i)v o KrityuTCTog Etcbt'bcjm /cat eti etti rrj QaXdrTi
7 f] Boiwriaia) p

ETTEKELva AXai bfxojvvjioi TO~ig TTporridEirav 01 'Po/patot tt\v

'ArriKolg brif-ioig .

—

Strabo, p. a/'w). KaXetrat b’ b rbmog

404
,
405 .

’

Ayyoij' tort /cat Xt/xj/n

VOL. II. U
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Larymna, which Pausanias describes as a

ayyij3a0)7c, or a lake profound at the very margin 1

.

At Larmes, however, there is nothing resembling

a lake, except the small pool or source of salt water

near the ancient walls, which leads one to suspect

that Pausanias could not have alluded to Larmes

in describing Larymna, the more so as the words

Virepf3a\6vTh)v to opog to Ilrwov, which he employs

in alluding to the road from Acrsephium to Larymna,

would lead us to suppose that he crossed not merely

the low ridge between the Katavothra and the

emissory, but a part of Mount Skroponeri itself,

and that he really did so is the more probable

from his having made no mention of the lake

Copais on this occasion, or of the subterraneous

channel of the Cephissus, although the road from

Acrsephium to Larymna, supposing his Larymna to

have been at Larmes, could not but have followed

the shore of the lake, and have passed both by

the entrance and exit of the subterraneous stream.

There is reason to suspect, therefore, that the La-

rymna of Pausanias was not the town which stood

at Larmes, but another in the valley at the head of

the bay of Skroponeri
;

that the Boeotian
,
or Lower

Larymna, was there situated, and that Larmes was

the site of the Upper, or L^ocrian Larymna. I can-

not affirm, indeed, that there is a lake correspond-

ing to the Anchoe in the vale of Skroponeri 2

;
nor if

o/jKjjyv^iog. Ei'TEvdav S’ riSrj o A ifxvr) Si a<J>iaiy Early ay^i/3«-

K rjcpicraoQ ekSlSwcti etti rtjy 0a- 0?/g.—Pausan. Boeot. c. 23.

Aarray.—Strabo, p. 406, 407* 2
Stuart, in his notes of a

1
'Y7Tspj3a\6yT(i)y Se to opoc to journey in this part of Boeotia

Tlruoy, Eariy ettI dciXciaapcYSono- (printed in the fourth volume

ruiy noXiQ Aapvfxya of his Antiquities), describes a
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that were the site of the Lower Larymna
,
is it easy

to explain how either ofthem could have belonged to

Locris, all the surrounding districts being Boeotian;

although it cannot be denied, that the Larymna at

Larmes was the nearer of the two to the Locrian

frontier. It seems unaccountable also, that Pau-

sanias should have omitted to notice so curious an

object, both natural and artificial, as the Chasms
of the Cephissus and its shafts; but it is consistent

with the supposition of his not having visited the

Larymna at Larmes, which may have happened be-

cause it had been abandoned, soon after it had been

annexed by the Romans to the Lower Larymna. As
to Strabo, who seems to have been correct only in

saying, that the Cephissus emerged near the Upper
Larymna, there is great reason for believing that

on this, as on many other occasions, he described

places confusedly, which he had never seen, and
his text, perhaps, may be partly in fault. To the

one or the other of these causes may also be attri-

buted his assertion, that the subterraneous passage

of the Cephissus was thirty stades in length
;

for,

with all its windings, it is not half so much.
At the issue of the Cephissus

,
in the upper vale

of Larmes, I was struck with the smallness of the

quantity of water when compared with the aggre-

gate of that which enters at the three katavothra,

lake which had a discharge into

the sea between the bay of

Skroponeri and Lukisi. But
he gives us the idea of a large

lake, for which there is no space

in the vale
; and describes it as

an hour and a halfbeyond Skro-

poneri (apparently a village of ,

that name), so that his lake

would rather seem to have been

the Paralhnni. On the other

hand, this lake certainly has no

discharge into the Euboic frith

unless by a katavothra.
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and could not but infer that one of the streams, at

least, has a different issue. The two northern

katavothra seem too near to each other, as well as

to the commencement of the line of shafts on the

surface, not to have both conducted to the subter-

raneous channel below those shafts. It will pro-

bably be found, therefore, that the river which

issues in the vale of Larmes, and which is about

equal in volume to those two streams, is derived

solely from them, and that the southern katavothra,

which is nearly half a mile distant from the nearest

of the two northern, has a different discharge, per-

haps, at the sources in the bay of Skroponeri. This

would partly justify Strabo in saying, that the Ce-

phissus flowed into the sea near the Lower or Boeo-

tian Larymna.

Having taken my Christmas dinner at the Mills

of Larmes, I return to Kokkino, following the same

road by which I came, with the exception of cross-

ing the rocky height from near the issue of the

river directly to the sixteenth shaft, and without

finding any other shaft, though the subterraneous

stream flows probably in that direction. It takes

three quarters of an hour to mount from the nearest

katavothra to Kokkino, where we arrive at sunset.

The only passage in ancient history illustrative

of the shafts and subterraneous course of the

Cephissus, occurs in the pages of Strabo to which

a reference has just been made. After describing

the river as entering a chasm near Copse, the

geographer subjoins that one Crates of Chalcis 1

1 Casaubon, founding his text of p. 407 on another pas-

conjecture as to the defective sage in p. 700, thought that
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had been employed by Alexander the Great to re-

medy the effects of an obstruction of the subterra-

neous channels which had caused the submersion

of several places situated on the margin of the

lake : and that he, Strabo, had seen the report

made by Crates to Alexander, wherein that en-

gineer stated that he had been successful in draw-

ing off the water from some districts, especially

those of Eleusis and Athense, Boeotian towns on

the river Triton ]

,
when dissensions among the

Boeotians put a stop to the work. Although one

of the operations of Crates was to make an embank-

ment 2 near Athense, it is evident that his principal

means of desiccation were derived from the clear-

ing of the subterraneous channels of the river, and

hence we might be justified in the inference that

the existing wells were the work of Crates
;
there

are strong reasons, however, for believing that

they are more ancient, and that Crates only re-

paired or cleared them. It is obvious that all val-

leys so inclosed as to admit of a passage to the

running waters only through the surrounding

mountains cannot but be liable to occasional inun-

dations from the obstruction of the subterraneous

Gorgus had been the name of

the engineer
;
but it is clearly

proved from Stephanus to have

been Crates
;

for in speaking

of Athense of Boeotia, he says,

f/ he rfjg \ifxvr]Q a vatyaveicra

fxera to 7Tjoorepov ettlkXvadriven

rrjc Kw7ratco£ ore Kparr/e avrriv

hiETatypEvotv. Stephan, in

’Adrjvai. The same Crates is no-

ticed by Diogenes Laertius, (1.4.

c. 23.) as a Tarjrpurpv^og ’AXsi;-

avSpur (tvvwv.—V. Geographie

de Strabon. tome 3. eclairc. 26.
1 Pausan. Bceot. c. 24,

mentions the destruction of

these two places by an inun-

dation.

2
<HiETa.<f>pEV(TEv. V. Ste-

phan. ubi sup.
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channels. Ancient history records the occurrence

of inundations, thus caused, in the valleys of Stym-
phalus and Pheneus 1

,
where such is the height of

the mountains that the inconvenience can only be

remedied by nature herself. But the chasmata of

the Cephissus are more accessible, and allowed of

the excavation of a line of shafts, by means of

which the channel of the river might not only be

kept clear but even enlarged, with a view to a

more extensive drainage of the plain. Strabo re-

marks, with reference to the ancient riches of the

Orchomenii attested by Homer, that, according to

a Boeotian tradition, they had been caused by the

draining and subsequent cultivation of a large por-

tion of the plain, which in the time of the geogra-

pher had again become a part of the lake 2
,
and is

still an impracticable swamp. Now there is cer-

tainly no period, in history, to which that great

and useful undertaking can be attributed with so

much probability as to that, when all Western

Boeotia was united under the Minyse of Orchome-

nus. To that age, therefore, rather than any

other, the original excavations are to be attri-

buted, when they were formed perhaps under the

direction of the Orchomenian princes Trophonius

and Agamedcs, who, by their mechanical skill in

an age when it was extremely rare in Greece,

attained the honours of divinity.

1 Vide Travels inthe Morea, the spring of 1829 the greater

c. 26. I am informed that part of the plain of Pheneus

the obstruction of the Ladon was under water,

has lately recurred, so that in 2 Strabo, p. 415.
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Dec. 26.—This morning a strong north-wester

sets in with rain. A ride of three quarters of an

hour carries me to Kardhitza, the road passing

along the rugged flanks of Mount Ptouin. Midway

a small plain lies below us to the right, at the foot

of the mountain on the border of the lake, and oppo-

site to the plain, not far from the right bank of

the Cephissus, an island surrounded by cliffs, the

summit of which is incircled by the remains of a

Hellenic wall. In the inclosed space, as I am
told by some peasants who have been there, are

some foundations of buildings, but no columns.

It seems to have been some small town to which

the little plain just mentioned may have apper-

tained, together with that which is now an inunda-

tion surrounding the island, but which in summer

may be valuable land either for grain, or pasture.

At Kardhitza I find ample employment for the rest

of the day in examining the adjacent ruins, which

are undoubtedly those of Acrsephium, and in copy-

ing inscriptions, of which there is a large collection

in an old church of St. George, standing within

the walls of the ancient city.

Dec. 27.—The longest of the inscriptions has

required a continued labour of six hours, the let-

ters being small, and in some places much de-

faced
;
and the stone which is in the wall of the

church on the outside, on a level with the earth,

being so placed that the lines are perpendicular to

the horizon, whence it is impossible to obtain a dis-

tinct view of them without lying on the ground.

The monument is in honour of one of the citi-
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zeus of this place named Epaminondas, son of

Epaminondas 1
. After recording some of his

former services to his native city, one of which

was the reparation, at an expence of 6000 denaria,

of a mound twelve stades in length, probably for

the purpose of protecting the plain of Acrcephium

from the inundations to which it is subject from the

lake, the inscription proceeds as follows : “A lega-

tion having been required to the Young Augustus,

in the general assembly of the Achseans and Pan-

hellenes at Argos, and many illustrious and lead-

ing men in the Boeotian cities having met together

and refused and appealed to him, he extending

his magnanimity to the whole nation of Boeotians,

and setting aside all consideration of his private

interests, most readily accepted the charge from

the nation of Boeotians, applying the strength of

his mind to this important and unpaid legation.

Whence, having become admired and thought

worthy of approbation, he was honoured by the

Panhellenes, as they testified in the letter sent by

them to our city. Having concluded the legation

together wiih the other nations, and brought back

the answer from . . . ,
he was honoured, to-

gether with his co-legates ; and the general assem-

bly of the Pamboeoti, mindful of his spontaneous

1 As I have already pub-

lished this inscription in the

Museum Criticum, and M,
Boeckh has given it a place

in his Corpus Inscriptionum,

I have thought it sufficient to

insert the text in the cursive

character at the end of this

volume.
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liberality and benevolence, decreed to him the

honours due, and made a communication of the

act to our city He
excelled in greatness of mind and virtue all

his love of glory and

goodness by successive entertainments, being thus

held to be the greatest of patriots and benefactors.

And when the games called the Ptoia had been

omitted for thirty years, having been named to

preside over them, he most readily accepted the

office, thinking it an honour to renew those an-

cient games, the great Ptoia and Csesareia, and

became a second founder of them. Having taken

the direction of them, he forthwith performed the

sacrifices and prophetic offices of the god, enter-

taining the archons and assessors five times every

year with magnificent suppers, and giving a dinner

to the city in the fifth year, without a single omis-

sion in the other years either of sacrifice or of ex-

pence. And when the games occurred in the

sixth year, he made a distribution for the approach-

ing feast to all the citizens as well as to the inha-

bitants and alien proprietors, giving to each man a

Cophinus of wheat and a Hemina of wine, and re-

ligiously executed the ceremonies derived from our

ancestors, the great processions, and the dance of

the Syrta. And sacrificing a bull to the gods and

the Augusti, he omitted neither the distribution of

meat, nor dinners, nor desserts, nor suppers, enter-

taining at every dinner the children and young

slaves of the cities according to their classes, from

the tenth to the thirtieth, while his wife Noticha

gave a dinner to the wives of the citizens, their
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unmarried daughters, and female slaves. Nor
did he neglect those who had charge of the tents

or of the decoration of the festival, but he gave
them a dinner apart by proclamation, which none
of his predecessors had done, being desirous that

every one should be a partaker of his generosity.

In the scenic spectacles he treated all the spec-

tators and persons assembled from the cities with

sweetmeats, and made large and exquisite cakes,

so that his munificence became celebrated in all

the surrounding cities. At the end of the games,

after a supper given to the whole people, recom-

mencing his expences, he made a distribution of

eleven denaria to each couch of three persons, and

a Ceramseum of old wine and six denaria to defray

the remaining expences for meat. After the per-

formance of all these things, as he descended from

the temple to the city, all the citizens met him in

a body, in order to show him every kind of honour

and thankfulness
;
and he, not unmindful of his

magnanimity, sacrificing in the city a bull to

Jupiter the Greatest, moved the congregation to

gratitude. Since then it is proper to exhibit good
and magnanimous and patriotic men adorned with

becoming honours and rewards
;

it has seemed
good to the archons, the assessors, and the people,

to bestow praises upon the aforesaid Epaminon-
das, for that he has conducted himself towards his

native city with assiduous benevolence, and to-

wards the nation of Boeotians with magnanimity,

and has conferred honour upon his native city by
his embassy. And to honour him with a golden

crown
,
and agood full-length painted portrait-statue
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and that all succeeding Agonothetae shall in

the games to be directed by them invite him

with other benefactors to the first seat, in order

that, from these results, our city may appear

grateful to its benefactors, and that many others

may become emulous of good actions thus attested.

Also to erect images or statues of him, one in the

temple of Apollo Ptoius, the other in the agora of

the city, together with gilded portrait-statues of

him, bearing the following inscription : The people

and the council (have honoured) Epaminondas,

son of Epaminondas, as an excellent citizen : and

to place a copy of the decree in the temple of

Apollo Ptoius, and another in the agora of the

city.”

The mention made of the Caesarean games, and

of their renewal, implying their cessation for a

considerable time, shows that the monument was

not of an early period of the Roman empire
;

which is confirmed by the worship of the Augusti

in the plural. The earliest emperors who held

that rank simultaneously were Marcus Aurelius

and L. Verus
;
but the words Neoc 2e|3aarog desig-

nating the Young Augustus, who presided in the

council of the Achaeans and Panhellenes in Argos,

to which the embassy of the Boeotians and others

was sent, seems not to apply so well to Verus as to

Commodus, who was in Greece with his father

on their return from the East, when Aurelius visited

Athens, in the year 176, and was initiated in the

Eleusinian mysteries. It is true that Commodus
was not honoured with the title of Augustus until
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the following year \ But as, according to the tenor

of the inscription, the embassy occurred before the

Ptoia, and consequently some years prior to the

date of the monument, we may easily conceive that

after such an interval the people of Acraephium

would not studiously refuse to apply the title

of Augustus to Commodus, because he had not

yet received it at the period referred to, espe-

cially as the honour became the greater to Epa-

minondas, and as Commodus at the time of the in-

scription wras probably sole emperor. The next

Young Augustus, to whom the words Neo? 2q3a<7roe

may be applied, was Caracalla, who with his

father Severus, passed through Moesia and Pan-

nonia in returning from the East in the year

203 2
: but there is no evidence of either of them

having been in Greece, and the form of the letters

in the inscription is more conformable to those in

use in the time of the Antonines than to any sub-

sequent period. The 2 and E are still angular.

The final iota of the dative cases is constantly

omitted, but this omission was already common in

the reign of Hadrian. The confusion which oc-

curs in the use of i and a is hardly consistent with

the form of the letters, and may perhaps be partly

an effect of the Bceotic dialect. Thus rip}, yivuv-

TCU are written reipri, yt'lvwvrai, while ug, 7rpt<rj3dav,

a^i(i)6tlg, rd£ar, §£i7rvov, paprvpucrOai, are written ig,

7rp£(7|3iav, a^iwOig, ra^ig, Si7rvov, papTvpiaOai.

1 Dio. 1. 71, c. 31.— I. Ca- 2 Herodian. 1. 3, c. 10.

pitol. in Antonin. Philos.—
Philost. in Adrian, c. 4.
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This monument is a good example of the vanity

of a rich Boeotian Archon in those times, or rather

of the mean flattery of his fellow-citizens paying

homage to his wealth. It is a complete specimen

also, of the pompous inanity and wordy feebleness

of the language, which it is curious to compare

with some Attic inscriptions of about the same

period, when Atticus Herodes was the arbiter of

taste at Athens, and when amidst an abundance of

affectation, there still remained some wit, learning

and elegance of composition.

There are two other marbles in the walls of the

church, bearing inscriptions not much shorter than

the preceding
;
one of these is in the northern wall,

where the effect of its exposure to this aspect has

been to cover it with moss. As very little of it could

possibly be deciphered, I have not attempted to copy

it. The other forms one of the jambs of a side door,

and has in one part been worn smooth
;
in another

place the letters have been destroyed by the stone

having been cut away to make room for a latch.

The parts which have been exposed to the air are

much defaced, and the stone is so placed that the

letters are reversed, but I can perceive that men-
tion is again made of the embassy of Epaminondas,

son of Epaminondas, and that the names of the

Boeotians, Locrians and Euboeans occur, being pro-

bably the nations whose ambassadors, according to

the former inscription, accompanied Epaminondas

to ArgOS. The words avSpiavTEQ, ptyciXoxpvyia, and

TavpoOvrrjaag also occur as in the former, but the

most important are ’A Kpcutyuiov ap^ovcn, which taken

together with the mention of the temple of Apollo
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Ptoius in the other inscription, and compared with

the situation of the town and temple, as described

by Herodotus, Strabo and Pausanias, can leave no
question that the ruins are those of Acrsephium \

Of the other inscriptions in the church of St.

George, the most curious are three fragments of

catalogues of agonistic victors, all which probably

belonged to one and the same record of certain

triennial games called Soteria, when Theomnestus,

son of Paramonus, was priest of Jupiter Soter,

and when the Soteria were celebrated for the

first time “ after the war 2,” by which, as the

characters are of considerable antiquity, the Mith-
radatic war is probably meant, when Bceotia suf-

fered severely. Pausanias makes no mention of

the Soteria, or of Jupiter Soter, or of any temple
at Acraephium, except that of Bacchus, which con-
tained a statue of the god.

Among other fragments of antiquity in the church
of St. George, are a very small fluted Doric column
with sixteen flutings, and two of those circular pe-

'AKpahpviov ......
Ktlrai to TroXiGfia tv opei roi

IIrww.—Pausan. Boeot. c. 23.
2 'Avrlov apy^ovrog, dyivvods-

rovv(rog) Ho7rX(ov KopvrjXiov,

tov UottXiov viou .... fxaiov,

tujv rpLrjri'ipwv ^iivrrjplojv irptu-

(rwv) aVo rov 7roXtfxov, Itpctrev-

OVTOQ (it To(v Af)o£ TOV JtjUJTijpOS

QeofiviiGTOv tov Tlctpa/jovov
, o'lSe

tvUiov, &c. — V. Inscr. No.

50, 51.

1

tg rov TItmov ’AiroXXwvog

TO TtjXEVOQ. TOVTO St TO Ipov Ka-

XttTCU jJLEV UtuiOV, EGTl St Otj-

[3aiU)V, KEETCU St VTTtp Ttjg Ku-
TraiSog XiftvTjg -rrpog ovpti

ayyOTciTU ’AKpaKpirjg 7roXiog .

—

Herodot. 1. 8. c. 135.

'Y7TtpKELTai St TO IIt(JoV TOV

TrjvtpiKov tveSiov teal Ttjg Kw7rai-

Sog Xif.ivrjg vpog ’AKpauptu)’ Qrj-

(oaiwv S' i)v to te fxavrtlov /ecu

to opog’ to St ’AKpai(j)iov /ecu avro

Ktlrai tv vipti .

—

Strabo, p. 413.

13
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destals smaller above than below, which are often

found in Greek churches, sometimes with Ionic,

but more commonly with Doric capitals, mouldings

and flutings. They were probably, as I have before

suggested l

,
the hypostates of the Kpyrypzq 2

,
or

large basins which were used in the temples to

contain lustral water, and which having been gene-

rally made of metal have disappeared, while their

hypostates of stone have remained. Altars formed

in the shape of a column surmounted with a square

plinth, are not uncommonly found also in the

modern churches, where they sometimes serve

for the holy table. As the temples were generally

converted into churches, on the establishment of

Christianity, the hypostates and altars have often

remained in their original places, while the temples

themselves may have totally altered their appear-

ance, in consequence of successive repairs and the

change in their destination.

There is no church in Greece more likely to have

been a heathen temple than this of Kardlntza,

1 Travels in the Morea, vol.

1, p. 498.
2 Pausanias has described,

what I conceive to have been

one of these articles of the fur-

niture of ancient temples, in

the following words : vnoa-rarr/e

ALQov kcll Aovriipiov etti rw \nvo-

(rrary \a\Kovu. (Phocic. c. 26.)

The ETTiaraTOQ or vTronprjTrjpivy of

the Sigeian inscription, as well

as the famous iron vnoKprirripi-

(hov of the vase dedicated by Ha-

lyattes at Delphi (Herodot. 1. 1.

c. 25.—Athen. 1. 5, c. 13. Pau-

san. Phocic. c. 16.—Philost. in

vita Apoll.Tyan.l. 6, c.2.) seems

not to have been exactly the

same kind of thing, but a base of

the cup itself, separate from any

marble hypobase upon which it

may have stood. We find the

three parts all mentioned in a

Latin inscription of Gruter (p.

48), which records a gift to Her-

cules of a cratera Argyro-Co-

rintfiia with a basis sua, and

a hypobasis marmorea.
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standing as it does in the middle of the ancient site.

It is supported within by columns formed of pieces of

ancient shafts, put together without much harmony
,

but crowned with handsome Ionic capitals, which

as well as the portions of shafts, belonged probably

to the temple of Jupiter or Bacchus. The church

has a dome, and the most modern part of the

patchwork does not seem to be later than the

twelfth century. There are several similar churches

in Bceotia, which have outlasted many of later date :

particularly those more recent than the Turkish

conquest, scarcely any of which are more than half

a century old, being like the modern houses, built

so as not to be capable of enduring longer.

ThenameofAcrsephium is obviously derived from

the conspicuous insulated o'/cpa or summit on which

the town was built, and which is noticed by Strabo \

This height is steep and rocky, but much less so

on the northern side towards Kardhitza, than in the

opposite direction, where it falls to a plain which

1 The termination of the

word, as well as the form of the

gentile, vary in different au-

thors. In the lexicon of Ste-

phanus it is ’A Kpaupia, hut he

remarks that it was also writ-

ten ’Atcpaicpiov, by Pausanias

’Aicpaltyviov, and by Theopom-

pus Tct’AKpaicpvia. The gentile

was 'AKpat(j>ia~io£, or 'AKpalpioQ,

or’AicpatyvioQ, or’Aicpaupyiwnjg,

or
’

AKpauppieve • It is curious

that the orthography derived

from the inscription differs

from them all, being ’AKpeu^xeue.

In our copies of Strabo the

name is in one place ’Aicpalpioy,

in another ’AKpaupiai, in Hero-

dotus it is ’AKpai(j>ir], in Livy

Acrsephia. Stephanus mentions

an Acrsephieus, son of Apollo,

who was supposed to have given

name to the place. Thiswas pro-

bably the doctrine of the people

of Acrsephium, but Pausanias,

thoughhe generally inclines both

to local traditions, and to heroic

etymologies, makes no mention

ofany such person. The neigh-

bouring part of the lake was

called ’AKpaityiQ \ifxvq. (Ste-

phan. ibid.—Strabo, p. 411.)
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borders a bay of the Lake Copais, and separates

the lower heights of Ptoum from those of Phicium.

Between it and an extremity of Mount Ptoum to

the northward, which terminates in bare and rug-

ged rocks washed by the lake, is the opening which

I have before noticed as conspicuous from many
parts of the surrounding country. The ancient

walls are partly of the polygonal, and partly of the

third kind of Hellenic masonry. They are best

preserved at the summit of the hill, where are some
niches in the inside of the wall, six or eight feet

asunder, and just wide enough for a man to stand

within them. Their purpose was probably the

same as that of the niches in the secret gallery of

Tiryns, namely to oppose the advance of an adver-

sary who had entered the passage. There are

many Hellenic foundations on the slope of the hill

towards Kardhitza down to the very bottom of it,

but nothing sculptured except at the church. Such
an advantageous position as that of Acraephium
could scarcely have been unoccupied in early ages

;

and we cannot doubt, therefore, that it is the site of

one of the Homeric towns of Boeotia. Some critics

in the time of Strabo supposed it to have been the

Arne of the poet
1

;
but Arne, there is every reason

to believe, was the same place as Chseroneia.

Peteon, from the association of names in the ca-

talogue 2

,
is that which may be attributed to it, with

the greatest probability.

1
Strabo, p. 413.

2 O i ti’ ’EXtoJj/ dyov, "Y\r\v, kcu ITerEwva,

’^iKaXirfy, MeSeMvcl r ivKTij-ievov 7rro\iedpov.

II. (I v. 500.
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Four roads lead from Kardhltza through openings

in the surrounding mountains : 1, to Topolia
; 2,

its continuation to Thebes
; 3, to Kokkino

;
and 4,

through the chasm already mentioned, into the

plain on the southern side of the hill of Acrcephium.

The road to Topolia, now inundated, crosses the

river by a bridge, leaving the fortified island a

little on the right. The indications of Strabo *,

and the more particular description of Pausanias 2
,

leave little doubt that Topolia, where some remains

of walls and some inscribed marbles have been

found 3

,
was the site of Copce

;

for Copce
,
like To-

polia, was on the margin of the lake, and its direc-

tion from Acrsephium is shown by the narrative

of Pausanias beyond Copse, to have been towards

Cyrtones, Corseia, and the river Platanius, which is

exactly that of Topolia. He remarks, that between

Acrsephium and the lake Cephissis, otherwise called

Copais, there was a plain named Athamantium,

from its having been anciently inhabited by Atha-

mas, and that not far from thence, the river Cephis-

1
Kuiiruiv' . . . TrpoirapKrtOG

Si earlv ett\ rrj K&nrou^i At'yavjj.

—

Strabo, p. 410. v. et 406. 411.
2
’E£ ’AKpai(pviov bk lovtl ev-

Be~iav etti \ijj.vr)v rt)v KrjcjHcrtTiba

(ot Se Kto7rcu(5a 6vofi.a£ov(n tt/p

aur>7 >') irebiop KaXovpLEpbp ear/v

’AQapcWiov’ ohcrjacu bk 'Ada-

[xapra kp avrip tyaanv’ eg bk tiiv

Xi/J-prjp 6 re irorafibg o Kricbitrcrog

kicbibucnp, apyopLEPog ek AlXaiag

tipp <t>u)KEU)y, /cat biaTrXEverapTL

eq Kw7tac‘ K£~iprai be. at Ka»7rat

7rbXia/xa etti Ttj Xlppp.—Pausan.

13

Bceot. c. 24. There seems to

be something wanting in the

latter part of this passage.
3 One of these, in the Boeotic

dialect, has been published by

the Rev. R. Walpole, in his

second Collection of Memoirs,

&c. p. 566. ;
where the very

incomplete second line may
be restored thus : TOIAE
ErPA^ANTOENOnAITAIS,
showing the document to be a

conscription of hoplitae.
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sus entered the lake, across which there was a navi-

gation to Copse, a small town containing temples of

Ceres, Bacchus and Sarapis. Hence it is evident,

that the plain Athamantium was not that to the

southward of the height of Kardhitza, but that in the

opposite direction, near the fortified island, which

latter may have been a town or fortress named
Athamantium, though Pausanias, perhaps from its

having been a ruin in his time, has alluded to it

only as the former residence of Athamas, and has

described the plain only. The hill of Topolia re-

sembles this island, as well in its degree of eleva-

tion as in its rocky margin, and is itself an island

during a great part of the year, but being situated

very near the neighbouring heights, it is some-

times a promontory, and generally presents that

appearance.

The distance of Palea from Kardhitza agrees

exactly with that which Pausanias states to

have been the interval between Acraephium and
the temple of Apollo Ptoius, namely, fifteen stades

;

and its position to the right of the road leading

from Acrasphium to Larymna seems equally to ac-

cord with his words 1

,
for the road to both the

Larymn-ee could not but have followed the modern
route as far as Kokkino. The three summits Palea,

Strutzina and Skroponeri, each well defined, and

yet forming one range of nearly equal altitude,

' rTpoeAQoj'ri Be ano rrje 7ro-
t

YTrepj3aXorT(i)r Be to opog to

Xewg er Bet;iq. ttevte ttov rat Beica Utioov, ectt'lv tiri QaXdairrig

araBlovg, too ’AxoWwvoc tort Bouotmv ttoXic Ad.pvfj.ra. —
tov Ilxwov to lepor Pausan. Bceot. c. 23 .

X 2
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perfectly illustrate the epithet rpucapavov, which

Alcaeus applied to Ptoum 1
.

Taking the fourth of the above-mentioned roads,

I pass in 13 minutes from the church of St. George

through the chasm into the plain on the southern

side of the hill of Acrcephium

;

in 10 more arrive

at the mountains on the southern side of the plain,

and then follow the margin of the lake, along the

foot of the mountain which overhangs it, and

where scarcely any path is traceable, sometimes

passing through the water, sometimes over little

green levels under the rocks. At the end of 27

minutes from the foot of the chasm of Kardhitza,

a projecting point of the mountain affords from its

summit a good view of the adjacent part of the

lake where I had already noticed a causeway of

stone, crossing the mouth of that bay of the Ce-

phissis, which is bordered by the valley of Acrse-

phium, and seems to have been sometimes known

to the ancients by the name of the lake Acreephis.

The causeway connected the foot of Mount Phicium

to that of Mount Ptoum
,
and although defective in

many places, would still with a little repair be

carriageable all the way : its length was about two

miles. A similar paved road may be traced near the

island of Atliamas, leading from the bridge of the

Cephissus
,
towards Topolia, but it is not in such

good preservation as the former. The solid con-

struction of these causeways leaves little doubt that

they are works of the ancients, and which seem to

2 Kc» 7TOTE TOV TpiKcipaVOV UtmOV KEvQfXWVa KaTE(T\Ed£.

Ap. Strab. p. 413.
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have been kept in repair, even during the Byzan-

tine empire : the first is exactly in the direction

of Acrsephium, from Haliartus, not far from the

former of which it joined the other causeway,

which was in the direct road from Thebes to

Copse. It is not impossible that these were

the works upon which Epaminondas of Acrse-

phium is recorded in the inscription of Kardhltza

to have expended 6000 denaria, in which case it

would seem that Pausanias visited Acraephium

before the repair, since he speaks only of a navi-

gation from the plain of Athamantium to Copse.

In fact, this will agree perfectly with the date of

the travels of Pausanias in Greece, which did not

extend in time beyond the earliest years of the

reign of Marcus Aurelius. Continuing to coast

the lake for eight minutes, and having passed in

one place through deep water at the foot of the

rocks, I arrive at a katavothra, or small cavern,

which is lower than the present level of the ad-

jacent waters, and into which a slender stream

now flows. A mile farther towards Haliartus is

the Cape of Mount Phicium, at which the cause-

way leading to the foot of Mount Ptoum begins.

All this part of the lake produces abundantly a

rush, of which mats are made at Kardhltza and

other villages near the lake. It has a soft round

stem, and is called Papyri, the name by which

the same plant is known at Ioannina, where it is

equally used for making mats. Many other kinds

of reeds and rushes are observable in the lake, but

their tops only are now visible above the water.

Neither here nor in any other part of Greece have
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I seen the triangular Cyperus Papyrus, of which

the paper used by the Egyptians and Greeks was

made.

Strabo remarks that the whole lake, called in

his time Copais, but which Pindar named Ce-

phissis, had anciently separate denominations,

derived from the adjacent cities. The Haliartian

marsh is the more distinguishable from those of

Orchomenus, Acrsephium, and Copse, because the

latter are formed from the superfluous waters of

the Melas, Cephissus, Probatia, Phalarus, and

Curalius, whereas the marsh of Haliartus is caused

by the rivers which descend into the basin near

that site, and which appear never to unite with

the Cephissus, but to have an exit through Mount
Phicium by katavothra

;
possibly that which 1

visited is not the only one. In summer the course

of the streams may be more apparent in every

part of the Cephissic basin, so that in the space

which is now a continued inundation, distinguish-

able only by a greater depth of water in some

places, there may be several separate portions of

water divided from each other by firm land, ex-

plaining the several denominations of Acreephis,

Copais, Haliartia. At present it is not even pos-

sible to say decidedly where the stream which

flows into the katavothra of Mount Phicium origi-

nates, but most probably it is formed from the

junction of some, if not all, the rivulets anciently

called Permessus, Lophis, Oplites, Ocalea, and

perhaps also Tilphossa.

Having returned along the margin of the lake

to the plain of Acrcephium, I follow the southern
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side of that plain, not far from the foot of the

mountain, where some foundations of masonry are

observable lying in the direction of the route, as

well as some others at right angles to the former,

at a point which is half way between the lake and

a small ridge which separates this plain from that

which borders the lake of Senzina. They appear to

be the remains of some works intended to defend

the upper part ofthe plain from those encroachments

of the lake of Acrcephium which now prevent all the

lower part of it from being cultivated. The founda-

tions have not much appearance of Hellenic work,

but there are traces of a canal to the northward of

them which seem to be of those times : here also

is a line of wells, or shafts, some in the bed, and

some in the direction of the canal, similar to those

which are above the subterraneous channel of the

Cephissus. I say the direction, because the hollow

and mounds of excavated earth on either side, by

which the former existence of a canal may be

presumed, have been in some places obliterated

by the plough, or have disappeared by the effects

of alluvion in the parts where the ground is most

marshy. The canal however is easily traced to

the ridge at the end of the plain, which it seems

to have entered between two ranges of rock, which

my guide of Kardhitza calls the Vrakho 1
. The

position of some of the shafts is recognised only

by small hollows and surrounding mounds, at equal

distances
;
but two or three of them are still open,

and, like those of the subterraneous channel of
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the Cephissus, are rectangular excavations in the

rock,—not square, however, like them, but ob-

long, and having their long sides half as long

again as those of the Cephissian wells. I observe

that one of them widens below like an ancient

cistern. The opening at the Vrakho makes a

turn to the left, almost at right angles to the

direction of the canal, and then again gradually

to the right until it enters the plain of Senzina, at

about a mile from that village. My guide sup-

posed the opening at the Vrakho to be artificial,

but though the sides are uniform, and the breadth

nearly the same as that of the canal, or 50 feet,

there are no marks of art on the rocks, and the

great length, as well as the general appearance of it,

make me believe it to be natural
;
though certainly

very conveniently contrived by nature to facilitate

the formation of a canal. The bed or bottom of

the Vrakho is below the present level of the lake

Copais, and a line of hollows is traceable along

it, forming an evident continuation of those in the

plain
;

but the hollows only are apparent, the

shafts, if they exist being entirely buried. I was

18 minutes riding, preceded by a man on foot,

from the south-western corner of the plain where

I entered it from the katavothra, to the opening

of the Vrakho near the centre of the head of

the plain. Here leaving the road to Senzina to

the right, I continue to follow the hollow be-

tween the rocks for 12 minutes before I enter the

plain of Senzina. Although the hollow is in one

place crossed by a ridge, vestiges of the canal are

still visible as far as the plain, where it is again
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crossed by a ridge, and then ceases to be trace-

able, the Yrakho at the same place falling off to

the right, and subsiding into the plain.

To the left of the apparent extremity of the

canal are the foundations of a long quadrangular

building of large squared stones, and beyond it,

on the opposite side of a small torrent, a height

only three minutes distant from the entrance into

the plain, and occupying a large space in it.

This height is situated midway between the lake

and the foot of Mount Palea, from which it is

separated by another torrent. On its summit are

the remains of a quadrangular inclosure, consist-

ing of walls flanked by towers and constructed of

rough masonry and small stones
;
but among the

foundations of which are some large hewn masses

in the Hellenic style, showing that the ruins which

are now called the Paleokastro occupy a Hellenic

site. It was probably Hyle, for Homer places

Hyle near the lake Cephissis 1

,
and Strabo de-

scribes the Hylice as a lake in the Thebaea, which

was small compared with the Cephissis, and which

was supplied from the latter by a subterraneous

communication 2
. In adding that it was situated

between Thebes and Anthedon, he was not so

1
'Opiofitov aloXofXiTprjv

"Og p ev "YXp vaiMTKE, /iiya ttXovtoio fxefirfXibg,

Alp.yp K£kXi/j.£voq I{r)<purcrl<ii' 7rap c£ ol aXXot

Natoy Botwrot, yuciXa Triova c)fjfJ.ov e^ovtec.

II. E. v. 707.

2 'H fXEV (
Kr)(j)l(T<TLQ) £OTt fie- VTVOVOfX(i)V TrXr}pOVHEVr], K£lfl£VT)

yaXr) /cat ov/c ev rrj Qrijjat^L" 7/ /j,Erat,v Qrjfluiv /cat 'AvQrjhovoQ.

Ie ('YXt/oj) [xucpa, ekeWev dt —Strabo, p. 408.
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correct, and seems to have confounded this lake

with the Paralimni. Hyle appears from Homer
to have been renowned for its manufacture of

those Boeotian shields, which became the com-
monest type of the coins of this province, for the

celebrated sevenfold shield of Ajax was made by
Tichius of Hyle h

Below the hill ofHyle the plain suddenly changes
its level, all to the northward bordering that side

of the lake, being very little above the water,

while that at the western end towards Senzina is

much higher. Hyle stands in a line between the

eastern extremity of Mount Faga and the pass of

Palea leading to Kokkino, in a line between
Kardhitza and Thebes, and in a line also drawn
from Haliartus through the long diameter of the

Paralimni, or lake of Moritzi, and the pass leading

to Anthedon. I mention these interlineations, be-

cause there is no kind of geographical observation

so convenient or infallible.

It takes fourteen minutes to ride from the Paleo-

kastro to Senzina, which is a small village on a rocky
hill connected with Mount Phicium: some higher

ridges of the same mountain overhang the western

extremity of the lake, where at less than a mile

to the southward of Senzina is the emissory of the

subterraneous stream from the lake Cephissis. The

Aict£ cJ syyvde v ’fjXOe (pipoDv aaKog rjvre ttvpyov,

XaXiCEov ettrafioeiov, 6 01 Tv^loq kci/ie tev^mv,

2\KVTOTOjM))v api(rroQ,"YXrj evi otKia vaiwv.

"Oc oi ETroirjtTev rrdicoQ aloXov etvtafioEiov

Tavpiov ^arpEtyEwv, tin S’ oySoov cure ^aXKoy.

II. H. v. 219.
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direct distance from the katavothra is about two

miles, occupied entirely by a rocky ridge, advancing

northward from the summit of Mount Phicium,

and throwing out a branch to the south-east, which

for some distance beyond the emissory continues

to border the lake, and then becomes a low ridge,

separating it from the inundation of Purnari,- in

the Teneric plain. Further on, towards Thebes,

the shore again becomes steep and rocky. The

lake is named Livadhi, or lake of Senzina. It

abounds with fish, is now covered with wild ducks,

and appears to be deep, as might be presumed

from the boldness of the greater part of its shores.

Its depth, abruptness of margin, and inferiority

to the Cephissic basin, indicated by the subter-

raneous river flowing into it from the Haliar-

tian marsh, may serve to explain the intention

of the ancient canal in the plain of Acrcephium.

Such a canal might obviously have been useful

in draining the marshes near Acrsephium and

Haliartus, with very little risk of injury to the

lands bordering on the Hylice
,
the shore of this

lake being exposed to inundation only in the

lower part of the plain to the eastward of Senzina,

where it might be protected by means of an embank-

ment of no great extent. Nature, indeed, seems to

have shown the expediency of making this deep

and rocky basin a recipient of superfluous waters, by

directing into it a stream through Mount Phicium
,

and the construction of the ground between the

lake Hylice and the shore of the Cephissis near

Acreephium, gives great facility to the undertak-

ing. It is to such peculiarities in the geological
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construction of this country, that the creation and
development of Greek ingenuity may, in great

measure, be attributed. As there are few more
powerful stimulants to national industry, and to the

exertion which leads to wealth and power, than

lands subject to inundation, such lands in general

being, when relieved from that inconvenience, the

most fertile and productive of any, so there is no
country more abounding in these motives to dili-

gence and invention than Greece. From its in-

tersecting mountains, incased valleys, and marshy
levels, from the peculiarities of its maritime forma-
tion, and the wonderful extent of its sea-coast,

ultimately proceeded all the features of the national

character, and the effect of which has been to

render the study of their history, arts, and litera-

ture, curious and instructive beyond that of all

other nations. Even now the same causes seem
to operate in rendering the Greeks, degraded as

they are, industrious beyond any other people

living in the same southern latitude.

If the canal of Acrtephium was intended for the

purpose of draining the Cephissis into the Hylice,

it may have formed a part of the works of Crates,

undertaken by order of Alexander the Great
;
and

as there is reason to doubt whether it was ever

finished, this would agree with the fact, that Crates

was obliged to desist from his operations in conse-

quence of the intestine quarrels of the Boeotians.

When the Thebans were restored to their city and
recovered their authority, they might not be very

willing to promote a work which would benefit the

people of Acraephium at the expense of their own
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dependent district of Hyle, however slightly it

might injure the latter, and notwithstanding that

many of the Thebans had been indebted to the

hospitality of Acrsephium, after the destruction of

Thebes by Alexander 1
. Soon afterwards the wars,

of which Greece became the field and victim, with

the generally increasing poverty of the country,

were causes sufficient to prevent the undertaking

from ever being renewed.

At 3 p. m. quitting Senzina for Thebes, we de-

scend into the lower plain on the northern side of

the lake, and at 3.11, leaving a tower standing on

a rocky promontory in the lake, half a mile on the

right, cross the lowest part of the plain, where a

winter rema from Mount Palea inundates all the

level ground as it meets the water of the lake,

which is now gradually rising : at 3.25, at the end

of the plain, we mount a rocky height, and at 3.40

descend into a little hollow on the side of a small

bay, where on the opposite shore there is an open-

ing in the rocky encasement of the lake, exactly in

a line with Thebes. This opening is called the

rema of the Kanavri 2

,
because through it the small

river called Kanavri, or Kanavari, which rises near

Erimokastro, and which I crossed in approaching

Thebes from Livadhia, here enters the lake. We
now pass over another rocky height, the continuation

of that which we passed on the road to Kokkino, on

the evening of the 24th, and descend upon another

bay of the lake, from whence there is a passage of

only a quarter of an hour over a ridge on the left,

2 to pevfja tov Kavaflpiov.Pausan. Boeot. c. 23.
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into the plain at the head of the lake Paralimni.

At 3.57, haying arrived at the end of the second
bay, we find the water at the foot of the rocks so

deep, that we are obliged to return : from the head
of this bay the ground rises gradually, and I ob-

serve ancient walls stretching across the valley, and
along the slope of the hill to the right. At 4.4 we
ascend from the head of the bay, and at 4. 1 3 de-

scend a little, with the village of Moritzi 1
directly

before us. The superiority of the level of the plain

of Moritzi above the lake Livadhi, is here very

apparent.

We now turn to the right, and at 4.22 arrive

upon the extreme bay of the Livadhi, where a small

rema, coming from the direction of Moritzi, flows

into it. We then ascend ten minutes, and arrive

in the plain of Moritzi, which, although it is not

separated from that of Thebes by any marked
ridge, is distinguishable from it by its superior

level, and is intersected with low rocky heights or

cultivated inequalities of ground, whereas the plain

of Thebes is a dead flat. The soil of both seems
equally good. Our road continues along the foot

of the stony heights which border the lake Li-

vadhi, passes some Hellenic foundations at 4.48,

and at 4.50 enters the plain of Thebes, after a

descent of several minutes. The road from Moritzi

to Thebes, which we here join, enters the plain by
an opening in the same bank, which we descended.

This opening has an artificial appearance, and as

1 Properly perhaps Mavphaog, which was a common name
among the lower Greeks.
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the superfluous waters of the plain of Thebes flow

through it occasionally after heavy rains, it would

seem to have been a work of the ancient Thebans,

to drain their plain into the Livadhi, probably by

means of the torrent of Moritzi.

At 5 we arrive in a line with the south-eastern

extremity of the hills which border that lake, where

they approach nearest to Thebes, and having crossed

the plain, pass a little below the town through a few

ruinous plantations of mulberries and figs, which

are irrigated in summer, as well as some cotton

grounds near them, by the superfluous waters of

the Theban sources, and at 5.46 we arrive at the

eastern tower of the castle. Though there has

been no great quantity of rain, the plain of Thebes

is already well moistened. The soil is a light rich

mould, like that of the Thessalian plains, and it

often happens here, as in Thessaly, that the har-

vest is abundant when there is a dearth from the

want of rain in other parts of Greece. The angle

of the plain at the foot of Mount Phicium, which

is separated only by a low rocky ridge from the lake

Hylice
,
is now inundated to a great extent, as it

usually is in the winter. In summer it produces

good crops of kalambokki. Pausanias leaves no

doubt of its being the extremity of the Teneric

plain, having clearly described that plain as situ-

ated near the mountain of the Sphinx, and to the

right of the temple of the Cabeiri, which stood at a

distance of fifty stades from Thespise, and about

forty from Thebes 1
. Strabo adds, that the Teneric

1 Pausan. Boeot. c. 25, 26.
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plain was not far from Onchestus 1

; whence he

seems to have included under the denomination of

Teneric, the plain at the foot of Mount Faga, on
the south, where there is now an inundation as

well as on the eastern side of that mountain. But
his words are not to be taken rigorously, for his ob-

servation that Mount Ptoum rose above the Teneric

plain, is obviously that of a person not well ac-

quainted with the places : Phicium, or the moun-
tain of the Sphinx, being totally separated from

Mount Ptoum by the plains of Hyle and Acrse-

phium. In the Teneric plain stood a large temple

of Hercules, surnamed Hippodetus, because he

bound the chariot-horses of the Orchomenii, when
they had advanced into this plain in their war

with the Thebans 2
.

I am not aware that there is any allusion

to the lake Paraiirnni in history. Possibly the

name is ancient. It is a shallow stagnum, more

resembling the inundations of the Teneric plain

than the deep encased basin of the Livadhi, and in

summer it is sometimes reduced to small dimen-

sions. The ancient city, of which there are

vestiges at its southern extremity, would seem

from Strabo to have been either Schcenus, or

Peteon, for he places both these towns near

the road from Thebes to Anthedon, which is

exactly the situation of those ruins. In regard

to Peteon, however, he contradicts himself, by

attributing it at the same time to the Haliar-

1 Strabo, p. 413. 2 Pausan. Boeot. c. 26.
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;
and it may be observed, in favour of Schce-

nus, that the ruins in question are very nearly at

the distance of fifty stades from Thebes, stated by

the geographer. On the other hand, he gives us

to understand that there was a river flowing through

the district of Schcenus, and that both the river

and the district still preserved that name 2
. Ni-

cander also attests the existence of a river Schoe-

nus 3

,
whereas there is no river near the Para-

limni. One cannot but suspect, therefore, that

the Kanavari, which is in fact the only running

stream in this part of Bceotia, except the two rivu-

lets of Thebes, was the ancient Schoenus, and that

the town of that name stood on its bank,—notwith-

standing the objections that no part of this river is

so far as fifty stades from Thebes, or in the route

from Thebes to Anthedon, and that Nicander

makes his river Schoenus flow to the lake Copais.

The last objection, however, is the less important,

as the same poet assigns a similar termination to

the Cnopus, which, according to his scholiast, was

the same as the Ismenus
;

so that it is very pos-

sible that in both instances he confounded the

Copais with one of the other lakes. As to the

ruins on the shore of the Paralimni, they are per-

1 Ilerewv c earl Kwpr] rfjg

Qr]j3utbog eyyvg rfjg ek ’Ap-

drjbbpa ohov ......
. . . nerewi' he rrjg 'AXiap-

riag kcii Mebeiov Kal 'OiKaXea.

—Strabo, p. 410.
2 S^otvoe b' earl

Qrj/Jaihijc Kara rf]v bbbv rrjp irri

’A vdrjbuvog, biexovva Qr)(3d)v

o(tov TTEvriiKovra arabiovg' pt~i

be Kal rrorap.bg hi avrfjg 2^ot-

vovg.—Strabo, p. 408.
3 Nicand. Theriac. v. 887.
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haps those of Eleon, the name being well suited

to a position on the borders of such a lake, and

the arrangement of the towns in the Catalogue

giving some reason for presuming that Eleon was

not far from Hyle 1
.

Vide supra, p. 305, note 2.



CHAPTER XVI.

BCEOTIA.

From Thebes to Kokhla

—

Polmce—River Asopus— Platcea—
Fountain Vergutiani—Kriakuki

—

Hysice—Bubuka—Katzula,

Erythree-—Scolus—Eteonus—Fountain Gargaphia—Platani

Monument of Mardonius—Ancient roads from Platcea to

Athens and Megara—Fountain of Diana and rock of Actceon
—Sphragidium—On the Battle of Plataea

—

Heroum of Andro-

crates—Argiopius— The Island—Siege of Plataea in the Pelo-

ponnesian War—Re-establishment of the walls under Cassan-

der

—

Herceum, old and new—Description of Plataea by Pau-

sanias

—

Gate of Eleutherce.

Dec. 29.—From Thebes to Platcea.—Kokhla, a

small village, situated near the ruins of Platcea, to

the south-west, is about eight miles from Thiva, by

the road, but the nearest walls of the two ancient

cities were not more than six miles and a half apart,

and the direct distance was little more than five

geographical miles. At half an hour from Thiva

the road to Livadhostra branches off to the right

;

a little beyond this place stood Potnice, if we may
rely upon the imperfect text of Pausanias, from

which it appears that Potniae occurred on the road

from Thebes to Plataea, at a distance of ten stades

from the gate Electrae in proceeding towards the

y 2
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Asopus l

. He seems to add that it stood upon a river,

which there is some difficulty in understanding, as

the Asopus is the only brook between Platcea and

Thebes, and could not have been the river intended,

as its distance was more than twice ten stades from

Thebes. The descent from the Theban ridge to the

Asopus is almost imperceptible, as far as a small

branch of that river which flows from the Thespias

along a valley between the heights of Parapunghi 2

to the southward, and those of Khalki and Balitza 3

,

which last village we leave a mile on the right.

The valley below it, which in summer when I last

saw it was a dry and cultivated plain, without

even a brook in it, is now an extensive inundation.

Having passed between Platani and Pyrgo, each

situated on a height at half a mile from the road,

we cross, in twenty-seven minutes from the Thespian

branch of \he Asopus, the eastern branch of theOeroe;

in three minutes more a smaller branch of the same

river, which, like the former, is dry, and in another

minute the third or principal branch of the Oeroe
,

which originates in the fountain called Vergutiani,

and now contains water, but without any current

:

six minutes beyond it, occurs a fourth branch, small

and without water, and which, rising between the

Vergutiani and Kokhla, follows a hollow just be-

low the eastern walls of Platcea. The part of the

1
Aia/3e/3»jK:ort Be i]Brj rov irorufxw no rrapa (ou. irapap-

’A(T<i>7t6v teat rrjg 7ro\ewc Beko. piovn) rd

g

ITon'ict'ciac dsag 6vo-

fiaXurra dtyEcrTrpcoTi crraBiovg, pLa^ovcriv.—Pausan. Boeot. c. 8.

Uotvi&v ectlv EpELTua kcu iv av~ 2 YlapaTCOvyyi.

role d\aog Ai]fxr]rpos tcru Kopr/g.
3 XuXkI, Mn-aXir^a, or

ret Be dydXfJ.UTa iv (qu. £7rt) no IIa\r£a.
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plain intersected by these water-courses is a fertile

level, now for the most part covered with corn just

above ground. It is not so marshy as the plain of

Thebes.

Six minutes beyond the brook last mentioned,

are the north-western walls of Platcea. The ma-

sonry in general, both of the Acropolis and of the

town, has the appearance of not being so old as the

time of the battle. The greater part is of the fourth

order, but mixed with portions of a less regular

kind, and with some pieces of polygonal masonry.

The Acropolis, if an interior iriclosure can be so

called, which is not on the highest part of the site,

is constructed in part of stones which have evi-

dently been taken from earlier buildings. The
towers of this citadel are so formed as to present

flanks to the inner as well as to the outer face

of the intermediate walls, whereas the town walls

have towers like those of the Turks, open to the in-

terior. Above the southern wall of the city are

foundations of a third inclosure, which is evidently

more ancient than the rest, and is probably the

only part as old as the Persian war, when it may
have been the Acropolis of the Plataea of that age.

It surrounds a rocky height, and terminates to the

south in an acute angle, which is only separated

by a level of a few yards from the foot of the great

rocky slope of Cithceron. This inclosure is in a

situation higher than any other part of the ancient

site, and higher than the village of Kokhla, from

which it is five hundred yards distant to the east.

Its walls are traceable on the eastern side alonu'

VOL. II. y 3 -i—
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the torrent which I before called the fourth branch

of the Oeroe, nearly as far as the south-eastern

angle of the main inclosure of the city. In a

church within this upper inclosure are some frag-

ments of an inscribed marble.

From the upper angle of the ruins I ride in

twenty-three minutes, preceded by a man on foot,

over the rocky slope of Citkeeron to the fountain

Vergutiani, and from thence ascend in five minutes

to a projecting rock now serving as a shelter for

cattle, in the middle of a natural theatre of rocks

at the head of a verdant slope above the fountain.

Beyond it the mountain rises steep and rugged to

one of the summits. Having descended from the

fountain into the road which leads from Kokhla

eastward to the villages along the mountain side, I

cross the branch of the Oeroe
,
which, coming from

Thebes, I called the first, and eight minutes far-

ther a hollow, the waters of which form a branch

of the Asopus

;

its upper extremity is very near

the sources of the easternmost branch of the Oeroe.

Here, therefore, is exactly the partition of the

waters flowing on one side to the sea of Euboea
,
on

the other to the Corinthiac Gulf, iv- b Io aahn

The principal sources of the Asopus are at a spot

just under the village of Kriakuki, where are two

trees, a well, and several springs. Though these

sources are plentiful and permanent, there is no

water now flowing in the bed of the river below

them. Having proceeded from hence eastward,

and passed several small torrents flowing to the

same branch of the Asopus, which may be called
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the main stream, I cross, at 4.48, the road from

Thebes to Megara by Petrogheraki. Tlie Asopus,

which from Kriakuki to this place had a course

nearly parallel to my route, now turns towards the

plain, still continuing to receive some torrents from

the mountain. A little beyond the great road 1

observe, on the foot of the mountain, a great quan-

tity of loose stones in the fields, together with some

traces of ancient walls, and the mouth of a well or

cistern, of Hellenic construction, now filled up.

The situation agrees exactly with tliat of Hysice
,

where, in the time of Pausanias, there remained

an unfinished temple of Apollo and a sacred

well J
. At 5 we pass a fountain at the foot of

Cithceron, surrounded with large blocks like that

of Vergutiani. At 5.3 cross a hollow descending

to the Asopus, and at 5.11 arrive at Bubuka 2

,

situated under the steep slope of the mountain,

on the western side of a ravine in which another

torrent descends to unite its waters with the rivu-

let of Kriakuki, just above the union of the latter

with the Asopus.

Dec. 30.—On the summit above Bubuka are

the ruins of a village named Alexopulo, where a

small church still remains
;

after visiting this

place I cross the ravine to Katzula, which, like

Bubuka and many other small villages in the

Pcirasopia, are Ziamets or Timars 3

,
belonging to

1 Pausan. Bceot.c. ^ *» r saj^e kj^-of feudal tenure

? M7rovjLi7rouKa«, under the Byzantine Greeks.

3 The Turks have borrowed Ziamet is a Turkish V^htd, and

this word from the Greek ripa- differs only from Timav in con-

pio v, which was the name of taining a larger portion of land.
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Turks of 'Egripo. These farms, commonly called

Spahiliks in Greece, consist, in general, of a few
huts forming a quadrangle. They are usually

estimated by the number of zevgaria of oxen
which they employ

;
four oxen being reckoned

to a zevgari. Bubuka and Katzula have each
ten houses, with a pyrgo for the Spain

;
few of

them are so large, and some of them have only

three or four houses.

At Katzula observing a circular inclosure of loose

stones, having two nicely squared ancient blocks

within it, one in the centre of the circle, the other

near the circumference, and inquiring the use of

this structure, I find that it is called a church, and
that the stone near the circumference is the altar.

It is common among the Greeks when they are

unable to rebuild or repair their ruined churches, to

preserve the vestiges of them as sacred relics, and
occasionally to perform mass in them, or at least

to repeat a prayer and to burn incense on the altar,

which is often nothing more than a wrought block
of stone from some ancient ruin : but I have never
before seen such a mere symbol of a church as

this, the diameter of the circle being only eight

feet. The part of Cithceron above Katzula on the
right is not very high, and there is verdure among
the rocks, where goats and sheep are fed. The
situation is called Gavnitza, and upon it are

the remains of a ruined village named Paleo Ghe-
lissi *. .*0* ,q 'OcfartS

8 'mfT
*

.eg J,l .3
*q

.[—.SOI .c

To the eastward of Katzula on the foot of the

Kavvirfa or Ficavvirfa, Te\i(rai.
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rocks, are some foundations of Hellenic walls, to-

gether with a church containing a Doric column

and its capital. These remains are sufficient to

mark the site of Erythrce
,

its position as well as

that of Hysiae, having been exactly described by

Herodotus, Thucydides, Euripides, Strabo, and

Pausanias \ That the eastern of the two positions

was Erythrae and the western Hysiae, might be

presumed from Pausanias, who, entering Bceotia

from Attica, remarks that the ruins of Hysiae and

Erythrae were a little on the right of the road,

naming Hysiae first, and who adds that they were

both in the Plataeis, and on Mount Cithaeron. But

Herodotus leaves no doubt on this question, by

informing us that the camp of Mardonius ex-

tended along the Asopus from the Erythraea be-

yond Hysiae as far as the land of Plataea, and that

the Greeks who had been encamped at Erythrae

opposite to Mardonius, moved by Hysiae into the

Plataeis
2

. Erythrae appears to have attained to

great population in very early times, for Erythrae

in Ionia was said to have been its colony 3
. With

the increase of Athens and Thebes it was probably

reduced, like all the surrounding places, to com-

parative insignificance.

From Erythrce the road continues eastward along

the foot of the rocks, at the head of a long slope

1 Herodot. 1. 5, c. 74.—1. 6,
2 Herodot. 1. 9, c. 15, 25.

c . 108 .—1. 9, c. 15, 25. Thu- 3 Strabo, p. 404.

cyd. 1. 3, c. 24. Eurip. Bacch.

v. 478. Strabo, p. 404. Pausan.

Boeot. c. 2.
,
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which falls to the Asopus
,
crossing some tributary

torrents, until at the end of two miles from Bubuka
it arrives at a projecting point of Mount Cithceron,

which, though it does not advance much beyond

the general line, is very conspicuous from almost

every part of the Platens and adjacent country,

because the entrance of the Pass of Cithceron above

Kriakuki, retires considerably within that line. A
mile beyond the projection is Tarimari, a Turkish

farm resembling the others
;
a little beyond it the

road from Thebes to Athens by Phyle begins to

ascend the Cithceronian heights. This part of the

range is nearly parallel to the low central Boeotian

ridge of Thespice
,
Thebes and Tanagra

,
of which

the three principal summits, all lying south-east-

ward of Thebes, are now named Psilirakhi, Sulla

and Soro. Just below the projection of Cithceron,

on a little rocky table-height overlooking the river,

stands a metokhi dependent on a convent in the

Eleutheris, called St. Meletius. Its position seems

to answer exactly to that of Scolus, for Strabo de-

scribes Scolus as a village of the Parasopia below

Cithaeron, and Pausanias in his description of the

route from Plataea to Thebes, after observing that

the river Oeroe first occurred, and then the Asopus,

proceeds to remark, that if the traveller, instead of

crossing the Asopus, were to follow that river for

about forty stades, he would arrive at the ruins of

Scolus, in which there was an unfinished temple

of Ceres and Proserpine, with their statues half

executed '.

1

Pausan. Bceot. c. 4.
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Scolus having stood in a narrow part of the valley,

between Cithseron and the Asopus, was a position

well adapted to one of those intrenchments which the

Thebans erected in several parts of the Thebsea for

its defence against the Lacedaemonians. The works

at Scolus, however, were ineffectual against Agesi-

laus, who in his second invasion in the year b.c.

377, marched suddenly upon Scolus by the way of

Erythrae, as soon as lie had crossed the Cithseron,

while the Thebans were looking for him towards

Thespiae
;
from Scolus he entered the country east-

ward of Thebes, and thus advanced to the walls of

the city without opposition 1

. The intrenchment

of Scolus probably extended from the mountain to

the Asopus. It is difficult to understand what

there was in this situation which made it proverb-

ially disagreeable 2

;
Strabo describes it as rpayvg,

but this word seems applicable only to the rock on

which it stood, the surrounding territory being the

best part of the Asopian valley between the districts

of Platcea and Tanagra.

Eteonus, afterwards called Scarphe, was another

Homeric, town of the Parasopii, whose villages in

the time of Strabo were all included in the go-

vernment of Thebes. Some geographers, Strabo

adds, attributed Eteonus, together with Scolus

and Erythree, to the Platseis
3

,
which, as we

1 Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 5, c. 4. Tic S/cwXor fiijr civzqg tfx&e

De Agesil. c. 2. rfirw
£?r e ?'0cit.—Strabo,

2 XiwDXoc o earl Ktofxr) rfjc p. 408. _ ( j

IIapa<TW7rtat,' vtto rw Kidaipuivt,
3
Strabo, p. 408.

£v<rotn/roc ro7roe (cat rpa\vc acf>'

vv Kal !/ Trapoifua.
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have seen, is confirmed by Pausanias, at least with

reference to Erythrae. And hence we may infer,

the Asopus in the time of the latter author having
been the boundary between the Plataeis and The-
bsea \ that Eteonus was to the right of that river.

As Erythrae and Hysise occupied the Parasopia

westward of Scolus, Eteonus probably stood be-

tween Scolus and the frontier of the Tanagrice,

which latter district is naturally separated from

the Parasopia by the approach of the Cithceronian

range to that of Soro, forming a rocky gorge

which begins about two miles beyond Tarimari,

and through which the Asopus finds its way into

the plain of Tanagra. The epithet TroXvKvn^og ap-

plied to Eteonus 2 by Homer, would be well adapted

to a place situated near such a defile. The Asopus
in the ravine of Eteonus winds to the left, and
then to the right, and at the end of two miles

emerges in the plain of Tanagra, after crossing

which it traverses another rocky strait in the

branches of Mount Parnes, and enters the mari-

time plain of Oropus.

Having returned to Bubuka I proceed to Platani,

passing over ploughed heights intersected by three

branches of the Asopus, all which are nearly equal

in size. The last has its origin in a fountain

which I examined on my former visit, and found

even in that dry season as well supplied with water

as the Vergutiani. It is incased, like that source,

1
'ATcoKpivei Kal vvv en 6 ’A awirog, — Pausan. Boeot.

diro rije Qr][jai(ov ti)v nXarciuSa c. 4.

J
te, SkwXuv re, ttoXvkv^huv t 'Etewv6v.

II. ft. v. 497.—V. et Eustath. ibid.
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iii an artificial basin covered with squared stones

of ancient fabric. This I take to be the Gargaphia

of Herodotus. In the wall of a ruined tower situated

below the supposed site of Hysiae, I remarked

several stones which have been employed in ancient

buildings, and the fields around are spread with

fragments of Hellenic pottery. \ < V ,i
;

Just below Platani to the south, are the sources

of a water-course, which after making a circuit at

the foot of the hill of Platani follows the road from

Thebes to Kokhla for some distance, and then joins

the Thespian branch of the Asopus, just above a

bridge in the road. From thence I cross the

branches of the Oeroe to Vergutiani, and return

by a lower route than that of yesterday to the same

point at the southern angle of Platcea from whence

I set out yesterday on this little tour, the object of

which has been to visit some parts of the Platceis,

not properly examined on my former journey, to

ascertain the sites of Hysiae and Erythrae, to trace

the courses of the several branches of the Asopus

and Oeroe, and to notice the principal springs of

the Plataeis with a view of identifying the Garga-

phia. If this be the fountain just indicated about

midway between Kriakuki and Platani, it is pro-

bable that Vergutiani is the fountain of Diana,

where Actaeon was said to have seen the Goddess

bathing, and that the rock which I have described

above the fountain, was that on which Actaeon was

reported to have been in the habit of reposing when

fatigued with the chace. Pausanias, after returning

from Hysiae into the road leading from Eleutherce

to Plataea, describes the monument of Mardonius
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as being on the right hand side of that road, and
immediately afterwards states that there was a road
from Megara to Platsea, on the right of which were
the fountain of Diana and the rock of Action \
Thus it is evident that the road from Platsea to

Megara was different from that leading from Platsea

to Eleutherae
;
and we find the same distinction in

Xenophon, who states that Cleombrotus, marching
from the Peloponnesus into Boeotia, avoided the

Pass of Eleutherae, which was in possession of an
Athenian force under Chabrias, and mounted by the

road which led to Plataea 2
. If then the road from

Eleutherce descended bythe modern Derveni leading
from the Isthmus to Thebes, and about Kriakuki
turned towards Platcea

,
as seems to be its natural

course, that from Megara probably descended the

face of the mountain obliquely at a considerable

elevation, where it would pass very near the foun-

tain Vergutiani.

Immediately opposite to the southern angle of

the walls of Platcea on the steep rocky rise of the

mountain, which is here separated only by a nar-

row level from the ancient site, is a cavern 30 feet

in length, 10 wide, and 4 high. Before it there

is a little verdant level, surrounded and overhung
by rugged rocks. The beauty of the spot

would tempt one to believe it to have been the

cavern sacred to the Nymphs of Cithseron,

called the Sphragitides, which once contained an

Pausan. Boeot. c. 2. ofifipoTOQ dvsfl cllve kutcl tt)v eq

K.cu tt]v p.Ev ct EXeuQtpcJv IlXaratag (j>Epov(rav ,

—

Xenoph.
odov Xafiplcig Eyjov ’Adrjvciiwv Hellen. 1. 5, c. 4.

irtXraoraf EfvXarrEV' 6 Se KXe-
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oracle of the Nymphs, and was noted for Nympho-

lepsy. But the testimony of Plutarch and Pau-

sanias is positive in placing that cavern on the

north-western side of one of the summits, and at

a distance of only 15 stades below it
1

,
conse-

quently much higher in the mountain, and having a

different aspect. On the same summit there was

an altar for the celebration of the lesser Dsedala,

which was a festival instituted by all the people

of Bceotia in commemoration of their reconcilia-

tion and alliance with Platsea, after the restoration

of Thebes and Platsea, by Cassander. As there

are two summits of Cithseron equally conspicuous,

a circumstance explaining the words /iw Kopvtyij,

in Plutarch, it is not easy to determine on which

we ought to seek for the altar or the cavern,

though probability seems to incline towards that

which is nearest to Platsea.

In order to justify the ancient names in the

plan of the Platseis, which accompanies the pre-

sent volume, and the positions which are there

assigned to the contending forces in the great

military operations which terminated the Persian

war, little more will be necessary than to describe

succinctly the events immediately preceding the

' rb rtiv 2i(j)puyir ISu/v wp,-

(j>u>v avrpov kv f.uq. Kopvtyrj rov

Kidaiptivog kanv slg kvcrpct

g

fjXlov dspivag rErpappkvov, kv

<3 icai fxavre'iov i]V rrporEpov, uig

(parri, /cat 7roA\ot KarEi\ovro tmv

km\(opiMv ovg Nv/i0o\//7rrovc

npoariyopEvov. — Plutarch, in

uTrkp Sk rijg Kopvtyrjg, i(j> >}
rov

fidJflOV TTOLOVVTCU, TZEVTE 7TOV fJLCl-

Atora /cat dkica v7TOKara(3dvri

orakiiovg, wpcptiv kcrrlv avrpov

Kidaipiovidtvv Hfpayikkov pkv

ovofxa^ofjiEvov.—Pausan. Bceot.

c. 3.

Aristid.
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battle, and the circumstances of the action itself,

both extracted almost entirely from the contempo-
rary historian \

Xerxes had not been many days in possession

of Athens, the chief object of his armament, when
he was an eye-witness of the utter defeat and
dispersion of his fleet, and found himself under
the necessity of returning immediately to Persia.

He was advised at the same time to leave three

hundred thousand men in Greece
;
with these Mar-

donius undertook to complete the conquest of the

country
;
but as the approaching season was un-

favourable to military operations, (the battle of Sa-
lamis having been fought in October,) it was resolved

that Mardonius should pass the winter in Thessaly

and Macedonia, which were much more capable of

supplying the wants of an army than the provinces

within Mount (Eta. While Xerxes was in Thessaly
on his retreat, Mardonius made choice of the troops

who were to remain with him. They consisted of all

the immortals, except their commander Hydarnes,
who refused to be separated from the king, of the

Persian thoracepheri, or cuirassiers, and of all the

Medes, Sacee, Bactrians, and Indians, both horse and
foot, with a selection from the other allies. Sixty
thousand of these men, under Artabazus, served
as a body guard to Xerxes in his march to the

Hellespont, where he arrived with scarcely any
other forces, so great had been the numbers left sick
in Thessaly, Macedonia, and Paeonia, or who had
perished on the way from hunger, plague, and

Ilerodofc. 1. 8, c. 113. 120, et seq.
;

1. 9, c. 1, et seq.
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dysentery. Artabazus on his return employed the

remainder of the winter in reducing the revolted

cities of Pallene, and was detained no less than

three months in the siege of Potidsea, where he

lost a considerable portion of his troops by the

effects of a sudden inundation of the sea.

Mardonius did not advance from Thessaly until

he had consulted some of the oracles of Greece,

and until he had learnt the event of an embassy

to Athens, the object of which was to induce

the Athenians to make a separate peace. The

oracular replies he considered favourable; and

those of Thessaly and Boeotia were probably in-

tended to be so by the priests, but Alexander,

king of Macedonia, who was charged with his

message to the Athenians, could make no impres-

sion upon a people whose city and villages were

in ruins,—whose families, having taken refuge in

the neighbouring Peloponnesian cities, became a

surety in their hands for the fidelity of Athens to

the general cause, and whose government in Sa-

lamis was beyond the reach of the Persians. So

powerful were these motives, and so unbroken the

public spirit of the Athenians, that when he again

took possession of Athens, he found the people as

determined as ever to resist his menaces and his

offers. Deprived of the Persian fleet, he could not

long remain in such an exhausted country
;
as soon

as he was informed therefore by the Argives that the

Peloponnesians were moving towards the Isthmus,

he completed the destruction ofAthens and returned

into Boeotia, which afforded greater means of sub-

sistence, a country better suited to the operations of

VOL. II. z
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his cavalry, and where he was surrounded by a

friendly or submissive people. The Boeotians had en-

deavoured to dissuade him from marching to Athens

and to assure him, that by bribing some of the

leading men in the several cities, he might create

a division among the Greeks, and at length over-

come all those who should resist him. But Mar-

donius, according to the historian, was determined

to gratify his vanity by a second capture of that

city, although now empty and in ruins, and to

have the pleasure of communicating the event to

Xerxes at Sardes by fire-signals at night on the

intermediate islands of the iEgsean h

If the Persian war produced some of the finest

examples of human virtue which history affords,

there is no period in which the Greeks have at

the same time more strongly exhibited their cha-

racteristic selfishness, jealousy, and the want of

general patriotism. It was chiefly the fear of an

alliance between the Persians and Athenians, and

of an attack upon the Laconic shores by their

united fleet, that induced the Lacedaemonians to

fight in company with the Athenians at Salamis.

The same apprehensions made them diligent in

endeavouring to counteract the efforts of Alex-

ander, to produce a separate peace between the

Persians and Athenians
;
but no sooner had their

anxiety upon this head been relieved, than, re-

gardless of the entreaties of the Athenians, who

1 The following stations Zia, Syra, Mykono, Nikaria,

would he sufficient for this Samo, Mount Gallesus and

purpose:— Mount Hymettus, Mount Tmolus.
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proposed that the Lacedaemonian army should

unite with theirs, and fight the enemy in the

Thriasian plain, at their entrance into Attica, they

delayed until that province was once more over-

run and despoiled, and were not at length pre-

vailed upon to march until after some evasions

and delays. Herodotus ascribes this conduct to

the completion of the wall across the Isthmus,

which was begun a little after the battle of Ther-

mopylee, but was not yet finished when Alexander

arrived at Athens on his embassy
;
nor were the

Lacedaemonians, according to the same historian,

at last moved to activity, but by the conviction

that even the fortified Isthmus would little avail

them, if the Athenians should be under the neces-

sity of accepting the Persian proposals.

Mardonius, on his march from Athens towards

Bceotia, received intelligence that 1000 Lacedae-

monians had arrived in the Megaris, upon which he

made a retrograde movement to intercept them, and

his cavalry overspread the Megaris 1

;
but as soon

as he heard that the rest of the Peloponnesian

army had arrived at the Isthmus, he continued his

route into Bceotia by Deceleia and Sphendaleae to

Tanagra. Here he passed a night: then took the

direction of Scolus, entered the Theban territory,

1 This was the most western

point in Europe, says Hero-

dotus, which the Persian army

reached (Iraorarw tt)q Evpuj7rrjc

70 77pOQ 7l\ioV (ivVOVTOQ, 1. 9,

c. 14.) though they had been

Z

as far as Delphi in the preced-

ing year ;—an instance of the

inaccuracy of the ancient au-

thors, as to bearings, and a

proof of their defective geo-

graphy.

9
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and encamped along the left bank, of the Asopus,

his line extending from over-against Erythrse \ as

far as the Platgeis. In the midst of it he caused

to be erected a wooden fortification, flanked with

towers, and inclosing a square of eight stades

;

and in providing this place of refuge in case of

disaster, was under the necessity of injuring the

lands of the Thebans, although they were his

friends 2
. The Grecian allies by whom Mardonius

was here joined, are vaguely computed by Hero-

dotus at 50,000. In the motives of the alliance of

some of them we have again some curious exam-

ples of the power of that neighbourly jealousy and

hostility which are a part of the Greek character.

Plataea and Thespise were inimical to Thebes, and

therefore allied with Athens
;

it was chiefly from

a hatred to Athens that Thebes became the most

zealous supporter of the Persian cause against the

common interests of Greece
;
and the opposition of

Sparta to the Persians made Argos favourable to

them, though the situation of the latter was such

as rendered it incapable of affording the Persians

much assistance. Of all the auxiliaries, the Pho-

cians joined Mardonius with the greatest unwilling-

ness
;
the others had accompanied him to Athens,

1

7rapf/KE Se civtov to orpa-

TOTreCov dp^dpevov ci7ro 'Epu-

6pemv tvapd 'Yiridg' icarereive Se

eq tt]v IlAaraucia yr\v tcapd tov

’Actionbv noTapor reraypivov.

—c. 15.

Herodotus does not here say,

“ over-against,” but he after-

wards tells us that the Greeks

at Erythrae, on the roots of

Cithaeron, were drawn up op-

posite to (dvTtTaaaovTO) the

Persians on the Asopus (t7rt

rip ’Acwttw).

—

c. 19.

2
KaiTTF.p pr)diC,6vTii) v.—c. 15.
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but it was not until he returned to Thebes that the

Phocians joined him. Out of hatred to this people

the Thessalians had prevailed upon Xerxes in the

preceding year to destroy all the accessible parts

of Phocis, and had obliged the Phocians to retire

to the heights of Mount Parnassus, from whence

they assisted the Greek confederates by excursions

against the Persians and their allies
;

but now

their country being at the mercy of the enemy,

and surrounded by medizing Greeks, they sent

1000 men to the Persian camp, who, having been

accused, as it would appear, by the Thessalians,

either of cowardice or treachery, were not received

until they had undergone the proof of standing

an attack from the Persian cavalry, which seems

from Herodotus to have been something more than

a mere feint.

The Lacedaemonians were joined at the Isthmus

by the other Peloponnesians, and the sacrifices

having been found auspicious, the army advanced

to Eleusis. Here the appearances of the victims

having again been favourable, they moved for-

ward together with the Athenians, under the

command of Aristides, who had joined them

from Salamis, and proceeded to Erythrae, where

the position of the combined forces stretched along

the roots of Mount Cithaeron, opposite to the camp

of the Barbarians, on the Asopus. Mardonius

perceiving that the Greeks did not descend into

the plain, sent against them all his cavalry under

the command of Masistius, who was esteemed the

second man in the Persian army. The Megarenses,
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who were in the most exposed part of the Greek
line, finding themselves unequal to withstand the

attack, were obliged to call for succour, when the

only volunteers to relieve them were a body of

300 select Athenians, under Olympiodorus, ac-

companied by a body of archers. The latter, by
wounding the horse of Masistius, caused the rider

to fall, when he was slain by the Athenians. His

followers endeavoured to recover the body, but all

the Greek infantry moving to the assistance of

Olympiodorus, the enemy retreated. The body
of Masistius carried through the camp of the

Greeks animated them with the best hopes, while

all Bceotia re-echoed to the sound of the enemy’s

lamentations, who in token of mourning cut off*

their beards, and the manes of the horses and

beasts of burthen. This was the only important

occurrence in the first position of the two armies.

The Greeks now came to the determination of

descending into the territory of Platsea, as being

more convenient for encamping than that of Ery-

thrse, because among other reasons it was better

supplied with water 1

. In fact, the Plataeis being

situated at the foot of a high mountain, and at

the sources of many rivulets, can never be totally

deficient in water 2
. The Greeks at Erythrac,

1 ra Be a\Xa /ecu EvvBporepoe. both relative and peculiar,

—c. 25. which cannot but often render
2 Besides this great conve- it a desirable position for an

nience, the position of Plataea encampment.

has other obvious advantages
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therefore, taking up their arms, moved along the

roots of Mount Cithaeron, and passed by Hysiae into

the Plataeis, having entered which they drew up in

order according to their respective nations \ partly

upon hills of no great height, and partly upon a

level plain 2
, near the fountain Gargaphia, and the

temenus of one of the archagetee, or ancient heroes

of Plataea, named Androcrates 3
. As the position

of this heroum is shown by Thucydides to have

been on the right hand of the road from Plataea

to Thebes, about a mile distant from the city
4

,

and as a part of the Greek position was in the

plain, it is evident that the Gargaphia could not

have been either the fountain Vergutiani, or that

at Kriakuki.

By ancient custom and the consent of all

Greece, the Lacedaemonians had the post of

honour on the right, and their king Pausanias the

command (though not, as it appears by the sequel,

a very absolute command) of the whole army.

After a contest between the Athenians and the

Tegeatse for the left, the Lacedaemonians awarded

to the former that second place of honour ;
the Te-

geatae took post on the left of the Lacedaemonians,

and the other nations occupied the centre. The

entire force was 110,000, in the proportions and

drawnup in the order from right to left stated below \

1 Kara edvea.—c. 25.
4 Thucyd. 1. 3, c. 24.

2 Sia oyQwv te oi>x vip7)\u>p
5 Hoplitae of Sparta 5000 ;

teal a?reSov xwpiov.—c. 26. Laconia 5000 ;
Tegea 1500 ;

3 V. et Plutarch, in Arist. Corinth 5000 ;
Potidaea 300 ;
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Their position is described by the historian as being

£7ri nji Agiottw, (on the Asopus,) and as it appears

from the subsequent part of his narrative, that the

Persians followed the movement of the Greeks
along the river, there could only have been a small

space on either bank between the hostile armies.

The fountain Gargaphia was in the part of the

line occupied by the Lacedaemonians, or towards

the right : the other Greeks watered from the

Asopus until they were prevented by the Persian

cavalry, to whom it appears that the Greeks had
no cavalry whatever to oppose, not even an escort

for the security of their convoys and reinforce-

ments in crossing Mount Cithaeron. Nevertheless,

the Persians derived little benefit from this supe-

riority, but showed a supineness and want of enter-

prize similar to that exhibited by the army of

Datis, when it was opposed for ten days to a

handful of Athenians at Marathon. It was not

until the end of eight days that Mardonius was
persuaded by a Theban to send a body of

horse to the pass of Mount Cithaeron, called

Orchomenus of Arcadia 600 ;

Sicyon 3000 ; Epidaurus 800

;

Troezen 1000
; Lepreum 200 ;

Mycenae and Tiryns 400 ;

Phlius 1000 ; Herraione 300 ;

Eretria and Styris of Euboea

600 ;
Chalcis of Euboea 400 ;

Ambracia 500 ; Leucas and

Anactorium 800 ; Paleia of

Cephallenia 200 ;
iEgina 500 ;

Megara 3000 ; Plataea 600 ;

Athens 8000. Amount of

Hoplitae 38,700 : liglit-armed

Helots, seven to each Spartan

35,000 : other light-armed

34,500 : Thespienses 1800.

Amount of light-armed 71,300.

Total of the Greek army

110,000.
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by the Athenians the Oak- heads and by the

Boeotians the Three-heads 2
. Here they inter-

cepted a convoy of 500 beasts of burthen, enter-

ing the plains, and killed the greater part of both

men and cattle.

On the eleventh day, Mardonius, finding that

the Greeks were daily increasing in number, re-

solved upon attacking them on the following day,

regardless of the advice of Artabazus, supported

by that of the Thebans, who recommended him to

retire to Thebes, where his provisions, which be-

gan to fail, might be supplied
;
and from whence,

protracting the war, he might, by means of the

bullion, coin, and plate, which he possessed in

great quantity, endeavour to gain over the leading

Greeks to his party. The advice appears to have

been good
;

for on the one hand the cavalry of

Mardonius gave him the command of supplies, and

the power of intercepting those of the Greeks as

well as the means of distressing them by continual

attacks, while, on the other hand, he had every-

thing to fear from a close contest with an infantry

compared with whom his own were but as light-

armed 3
. It was probably in conformity with

these opinions, that the Greek priests on the side

of Mardonius had augured success to him, if he

remained on the defensive, while Tisamenus, who
accompanied the Spartans, probably from a similar

view of the interests of his employers, promised

1 Apvo<TK£(pa\ai. 7rpoc; yap onXirac, iovreq yvp-
2 Tpete KecjxxXat. vrjrtQ ayuiva Ittouvi'to, c. 63.

3
ui'ottXoi c>e iovrtQ, c. 62.
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victory to the Greeks, provided they abstained

from crossing the Asopus, and awaited the attack.

Mardonius, however, declared his determination

to disregard every thing but the laws of the Per-

sians, which enjoined them to engage the enemy,

and thenceforth no one dared give utterance to an

opinion contrary to that of the man to whom
Xerxes had delegated his absolute power.

In the intervening night, Alexander, king of

Macedonia, secretly visited the camp of the

Athenians, and informed the commanders of the

intentions of Mardonius, as well as of the ap-

proaching failure of his provisions
;
upon which

Pausanias requested the Athenians to change

places with the Lacedaemonians, on the plea that

the latter were unacquainted with the Persian

mode of fighting, whereas the Athenians had suc-

cessfully opposed that people at Marathon
;

for

Mardonius had placed the Persae, as being his

best troops, opposite to the Lacedaemonians, and

had opposed to the Athenians and to the Pla-

taeenses and Megarenses, who were next to the

Athenians on the left, the Macedonians, Thessa-

lians, and Boeotians. But the Boeotians, having

quickly discovered the change, and reported it to

Mardonius, he restored the Persae to their position

in the left wing, and sent an insulting message

to the Lacedaemonians, who had returned to

their original post, with a proposal for a battle

between an equal number of Persians and

Lacedaemonians. No reply having been given to

his challenge, he ordered an attack upon the Gre-
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cian line by his cavalry, who not only annoyed

extremely the hoplitae by their javelins and arrows,

but succeeded at length in obtaining possession of

the fountain Gargaphia, and in rendering it use-

less
;
and thus the Greeks, having already been

driven by the enemy’s cavalry from the Asopus,

found themselves distressed for water. They

began also to be in want of other provisions, their

convoys being blockaded by the enemy in Cithae-

ron, and unable to cross the mountain. The Greek

commanders, having been assembled by Pausanias

in the right wing, to consult upon these difficulties,

it was resolved, that if the Persians should not

come to action with their infantry that day, (for

as yet the cavalry only had attacked,) the

Greeks about midnight should retreat into a

plain in front of the city of Plataea called the

Island, where two branches of the river Oeroe,

after flowing for some distance, with an interval of

three stades between them, united, and formed one

stream. This place was ten stades distant from Gar-

gaphia, and from the position of the Greeks on the

Asopus. The council also determined that half the

army should be detached from the Island during

the same night to Mount Cithaeron, to open the

passage for the camp followers 1 who had been sent

to the Peloponnesus for provisions. During the re-

mainder of the day, however, the Greeks continued

to suffer so much from the enemy’s cavalry, that

when the movement took place at night, none but

the Lacedaemonians and Tegeatae on the right, and

the Athenians on the left, continued resolute in the

1
oi q-kewveq .

—

c. 50, 51.
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intention of marching into the island
;
the Greeks

of the center, who perhaps with reason suspected

that they should not long be secure from the

hostile cavalry in the island, retreating as far as a

temple of Juno, which was twenty stades distant

from Gargaphia, near the city of Platsea. The
Athenians, desirous of ascertaining whether the

Lacedaemonians had begun to move, sent a mes-
senger to the right of the camp, who found Pausa-

nias detained by an unexpected difficulty. Amoin-
pharetus, the lochagus of the Pitanatse, refused to

disgrace Sparta, as he termed it, by retreating

before the enemy
;
and he persisted so obstinately

in his determination, that day-light found the two

wings of the Greek army in the position of the

preceding day, but separated from each other by
the whole interval left by the other Greeks, who
were now at a distance of two or three miles in

the rear. Pausanias, convinced that the enemy
would soon take advantage of this state of things,

and judging that Amompharetus would not long

remain after his departure, retired with the main
body of the Lacedaemonians and the Tegeatas along

the heights and the base of Mount Cithseron \
thereby avoiding the enemy’s cavalry

;
while the

Athenians proceeded through the plain, in the

direction of Platsea. At the end of ten stades Pau-
sanias halted on the bank of the Moloeis, at a

place called Argiopius, where stood a temple of

Ceres Eleusinia, and was joined there by Amom-
pharetus.

1

Tti)V TE O^OwP aVTEl\OVTO ICCli TT/Q VTTU)pEl1]Q TOV K.ldcU[)<t)POQ.

c. 56.
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The Persian cavalry meantime, on perceiving

that the Greeks had abandoned their position,

pursued and harassed them on every side, while

Mardonius, recollecting the pains which the Lace-

daemonians had taken to avoid the troops opposed

to them on the preceding day, and supposing that

they no longer intended to fight, crossed the Asopus

with all his army, who advanced in the most disor-

derly manner, shouting as if about to gain an easy

victory, with which Mardonius himselfwas the more

impressed, as the Tegeatse and Lacedaemonians only

were visible, the Athenians in the plain being con-

cealed by some heights, and the other Greeks being

still more distant.

Pausanias having dispatched a horseman to the

Athenians to require their aid, or, if they should

be too much pressed by the enemy, at least that of

their archers
;

the Athenians began to move to

their right, but were so much exposed to the at-

tacks of the auxiliary Greeks on the Persian right,

that they were unable to give the Lacedaemonians

any assistance whatever. Pausanias was obliged,

therefore, to prepare for resisting all the efforts of

Mardonius with the Lacedaemonians and Tegeatae

alone, amounting to 53,000, of whom little more

than a third were hoplitae. At first, the appear-

ance of the victims was declared unfavourable, and

the Greeks consequently remained inactive, suffer-

ing severely from the missiles of the Persians, dis-

charged from behind a breastwork of shields 1

;
but

1
(j>pdlavTtQ rd ytppa, c. 61. action on shore fought on the

Inlike manner atMycale,in the same day as that of Plataea, the
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at length Pausanias, having turned his eyes towards

the temple of Juno, and invoked the assistance of

the goddess, which was immediately followed by
a favourable report of the victims, the Lacedaemo-

nians advanced to the attack, though not until the

Tegeatae, who had not waited for similar auspices,

had already set the example. The action now
became close and general, first at the breastwork

of shields, and afterwards at the Eleusinium in

Argiopius. The Persians were not inferior to their

adversaries in valour, and such was their strength

and resolution, that many seized upon the spears

of the Greeks with their hands and broke them in

pieces
;
but not being protected by such defensive

armour as that of the hoplitse, being unused to the

Greek mode of fighting, and being inferior in dis-

cipline and formation, their valour was of little

avail
1

;
and as they rushed forward, either singly

or in small bodies, they were slain by the Spar-

tans.

Wherever Mardonius appeared, mounted upon

a white horse, and surrounded by his select body

of cavalry of 1000 Persse, they sustained the attack

of the Lacedaemonians and slew many of them
; but

when he fell by the hand of the Spartan Aeimnes-

tus, and his body-guard was defeated, the rest

gave way before the Spartans and fled, having

little chance with their unarmed dresses and irre-

Persians made a rampart of saaoveg etjav ol Ilepcrai ’ avoirXoL

shields : avve^oppcrav tcl yeppa he eovreg
,

Kal Trpog dvEmoTi}-

EpKog elva'i (7(j)i.—Herodot. 1. 9, fioveg etray, Kal ovk o/ioloi roltn

c. 99. evavTioicn uo(pir]v.—c. 62.
1

XpfiaTi p.Ev vvv Kalpojpr] ovk
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gular order against men covered with armour, and

formed into an inseparable phalanx. “ And thus,”

adds Herodotus, “ Pausanias, the son of Cleom-

brotus, gained the most splendid victory I have

ever heard of.” Meantime the Athenians, with

their comrades of Platsea and Thespiae, had de-

feated the Boeotians, had slain 300 Thebans, and

had obliged the remainder to retreat to Thebes.

When the Greeks at the Heraeum heard that the

battle was gained, they proceeded in a disorderly

manner towards Argiopius. The Corinthians

marched by the heights directly to the Eleusi-

nium, and reached it in safety, but the Mega-

renses and Phliasii having followed the better road

through the plain, were attacked by the Theban

cavalry, lost 600 men, and were pursued to

Cithaeron.

Artabazus, who had previously given orders to

the 40,000 men whom he commanded, waited only

to be assured of the result which he expected from

the rashness of Mardonius, when he marched off

from the field of battle towards Phocis, and con-

tinuing his route to the northward with all possible

celerity, preceded every where the news of the

victory, and thus arrived at Byzantium, though

not without having sustained considerable loss

from famine, fatigue, and hostile Thracians. When
the Persse began to retreat, great numbers of the

army, who usually looked to them for example, fled

without ever having been engaged and were slain

by the Greeks, who would have effected a much

greater slaughter had not the fugitives been pro-

tected by the cavalry. Of the Greek auxiliaries on

13
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the side of the Persians, the Boeotians alone fought

in earnest, but particularly the Thebans, three

hundred of whose best men were slain by the

Athenians.

The Persians had only entered the wooden for-

tress, mounted the towers, and made some pre-

parations for defence, when the Lacedeemonians

arrived. But these being unskilled in the attack of

fortified places, made little progress until they had

the assistance of the Athenians. After a long and

obstinate contest, a part of the wall was thrown

down, and the Tegeatse had the honour of being

the first to enter. The barbarians then made no

further effort, but allowed themselves to be killed

without resistance. Out of the original 300,000

there escaped, besides the 40,000 of Artabazus,

not more than 3000, who were said to have been

slain in their passage through Macedonia, by order

of Perdiccas the son of king Alexander 1
.

The spoil which fell to the share of the con-

querors was immense. Besides the rich tents and

their furniture, the clothing and arms of the slain,

there was a profusion of utensils of gold and silver,

as well as of the precious metals both in coin and

bullion : so numerous in particular were the gold

Darics, that they became for a long period after-

wards one of the current coins of Greece, and are

still often found in this country. From the tenth

of the spoil, dedicated to the gods, were formed

the golden tripod of Delphi, supported by three

1 Demosth. Orat. irepl owra'fcwc, p. 167. In Aristocr. p. 687.

Reiske.
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twisted serpents of brass', a brazen Jupiter fifteen

feet in height at Olympia, and a brazen Neptune

ten feet high at the Isthmus. Some presents were

made, beyond their share, to those who distin-

guished themselves \ The remainder was divided

among the conquerors. To Pausanias was assigned

a tenth of every thing : women, horses, camels,

gold and silver. The Tegeatse, who were the first to

enter the tent of Mardonius, carried off the brazen

manger of his horses, and placed it in the temple of

Minerva Alea, at Tegea
;
the Athenians obtained

his silver-footed chair, and his scimetar, valued at

300 darics, which they dedicated in the temple of

Minerva Polias in the Acropolis 3
. On the side

of the Greeks there fell only ninety-one Lacedae-

monians, sixteen Tegeatae, and fifty-twro Athenians.

As Herodotus particularly specifies, that these La-

cedaemonians were Spartans, it appears that the

numbers indicate the loss of the hoplitae only, and

that he has omitted to notice, or was not informed,

how many of the light-armed fell.

It is scarcely worth while to advert to the par-

ticulars in which the other ancient authors, who
have related this great event, differ from Herodo-

tus : Diodorus and Plutarch lived so long after-

wards that they cannot have much weight against

1 Supposed with great reason

to be that of which a part of the

brass support remained, not

many years ago, and perhaps

still remains in the Hippodrome

of Constantinople.

2 Herodotus believed so, but

could not learn any particulars

of these gifts :
—ova /jlev vvv

e^aipera rolcn apioTtvacun av-

reojv tv HXaraLriai eSudr], ov

XtytTcu 7rpoe ovEafxw v, cokeo) S’

tyojye kcu tovtolctl Sodfjvcu .

—

c. 81.

3 Demosth. in Timocrat. p.

741. Pausan. Attic, c. 27.

VOL. II. a a
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the testimony of the contemporary historian
;
the

former, however, does not deviate from it in any

important point, and the contradictions of the latter

are undeserving’ of much respect, as being’ those

of a Boeotian angry with Herodotus for having

spoken freely of the disgraceful conduct of his

conntrymen, and thinking no mode of exculpation

so effectual as that of throwing general discredit

upon the historian’s accuracy. But impartiality

and an anxiety for the truth are conspicuous in the

narrative of Herodotus. Although he was by no

means an admirer of the Lacedaemonians, and ac-

cuses them of habitual deceit and perfidy, both his

facts and his sentiments give the chief glory of

the day to the 10,000 Lacedaemonians and their

comrades the Tegeatae, nor could the admirable

conduct of Pausanias have received so fine a pane-

gyric from the most laboured oratory, as it has from

the simple language of the historian.

It has been doubted by some travellers who have

visited the Plataeis, whether so great a number of

men as Herodotus has mentioned, could have ma-

noeuvred and fought on so small a field, and hence

they have suspected some error or exaggeration

on the part of the historian. It certainly appears

possible, on considering how reluctantly some of

the Greeks advanced into Bceotia, how ill others

behaved in the field, and that the reinforcements

were continuing to arrive at the Greek camp up to

the very eve of the battle, that the amount of the

several contingents stated by Herodotus, may rather

have been that which each city engaged to send,

than those actually present, and that in many in-
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stances there may have been deficiencies. As to the

light troops, more than half of whom were com-

posed of Helotes, attending upon the Spartans in

the proportion of seven to one, we are too little

acquainted with the details of Spartan discipline

to know whether there was any accurate muster of

this force, or whether their attendance depended

upon the individual Spartans whom they served,

for upon this must have greatly depended their

complement in the field : whether complete or not,

it appears, at least, that they were in little estima-

tion as light troops \ the Lacedaemonians having

been urgent in requesting the assistance of the

Athenian bowmen at Argiopius. Similar suspi-

cions may attach to the numbers of the light-

armed of the Greek centre. x4s to the most effi-

cient part of the army, however, the Lacedaemo-

nian and Athenian hoplitae, and those who fought

with them, they fully amounted, as there is every

reason to believe, to the numbers stated by Hero-

dotus, so that it cannot be supposed that fewer

than 30,000 hoplitae were assembled, nor less than

double the number of light troops. For such an

army the space was amply sufficient in each of

the three positions which they occupied. In the

first and second the front was about three miles in

length, with an indefinite space in the rear. On
the day of battle the hoplitae formed three separate

bodies, two of these had each a mile for their

front, and there was nearly a square league of

ground to contain all the light troops, together

1 Yet Herodotus says they 7rap//prjj7o <bg eg TvoXejioy .

—

were trained to war : nag rig 1. 9, c. 29.

a a 2
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with those hoplitae who had formed the centre of

the Greek line in their second position, and who
in the third were in the rear near the Herseum.

The right, consisting of the Lacedaemonians and

Tegeatae, amounted to 11,500 hoplitae
;
such a body

drawn up in the space of a mile, which was about

the extent of the position, with a breadth of three

feet to each man 1

,
would have had about seven in

file, a depth which, although very small compared

with that of the phalanx when military science was

at its height among the Greeks 2

,
was perhaps as

great as was then customary. The left wing,

composed of the Athenians and their comrades,

amounted to about 16,000, including light armed,

but their duty having been chiefly to resist cavalry,

they wTere probably formed into a close phalanx,

and occupied very little ground. As to the enemy’s

force, the estimate of Herodotus has evidently no

pretensions to accuracy, for though he conjectures

the Greek auxiliaries to have amounted to 50,000,

he admits that their real amount was unknown 3

;

and in reckoning the Persians at 300,000 4
,

he

seems to have merely adopted the maximum of

the army of Mardonius, as nominated by Xerxes

ten months before, having been unwilling perhaps

to question the accuracy of the tradition which had

1 At Marathon about the 2 Polyb. 1. 18, c. 12.

same number of the hoplitae of 3 rdr ce 'EWrii'iov tuv Map-

Athens and Plataea occupied, £<mou av^ifid'ywv ol^e
l-
l£V

together with their light troops, ovSeig dpid/nor.—Herodot. 1. 9,

a front of two miles
;
but this c. 32.

was from necessity, and we are 4
c. 32, 70.

told that their centre was very

weak

.
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been sanctioned by the lapse of twenty years, and

to which the Greeks, for the sake of their own

glory, had readily given credit. The historian has

not hinted at any recruiting from Asia for the pur-

pose of supplying either the ordinary waste in the

army of Mardonius, or that diminution of 20,000,

which he shows to have taken place in the division

of Artabazus, in the course of its march to the

Hellespont, and in the subsequent operations in

Thrace. But with every allowance for such de-

ductions, it is difficult to believe that the Persian

army on the Asopus was not two or three times

as numerous as that of the Greeks, independently

*of its followers. Even on the supposition however

that they were three to one, there was sufficient

space for them in the Platseis, as none but the

choicest infantry were immediately opposed to the

Greeks, and the cavalry, as well as the light armed,

on both sides may have been spread over a space

of 12 or 14 square miles. Even in modern war-

fare, in which the greater range of missiles has

created an order of battle much less deep than

among the ancients, examples might be found of

fields of battle as small, in proportion to the num-

bers, as that of Platsea b

Another point in the narrative of Herodotus

which may present at first sight some difficulty to

a person who views the scene of action at Platsea,

is the word vn<rog
2

,
there being no island, properly

1 At Borodino 250,000 men itvai’ f
) tie tan cnro tov ’Aacjirov

fought for fifteen hours within rat rrjg Kpi'ivpg rfjg Tapyacpi^g,

the space of little more than sir’ y taTpaTcnrthvovro rort,

a square league. (h'ra arabiovg airi^ovaa, irpo rfjg

2
eSo^e tg rrji' vrjaov nXccratEam noXiog. vrjaog ct
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so called, in front of Platsea or in any part of the

Platseis. The place which Herodotus so accurately

indicates as being before the city, at a distance often

stades from the Asopus as well as from Gargaphia,

is nothing more than a level meadow intersected

by several brooks uniting into one stream. But
this is probably all that the historian meant by
an island. His description of it as formed by two
streams which were separated from one another

in Mount Cithaeron, and were afterwards united, is

entirely conformable to present appearances. If

he had intended a real island, it would not have
been necessary for him to make any mention of the

two branches in Mount Citheeron, since the sepa-

ration of the waters of a single stream, and their re-

union, would have been sufficient to form the island.

It is easy to imagine that the Platseenses may have
distinguished this part of their plain by the name
ol Island, although it was in reality no more than

a peninsula. The ambiguity of this passage has not

been diminished by the translators of Herodotus \
who, by referring the word oi to v^aoq instead of to

uvtw av e’ir) iy iynreipw' a^i'(o-

fievoq 6 nOTapiog avivdEv ek tov

KlOaipivvog phi kixtio kg to tte-

hov, hk^ivy an aXkrfKuv ra

pisdpa oaovnEp rpla araSia Kal

£7T£ira avpifiluyEi kg tCjvto * ov-

vojxa kk oi 'SlEporj. Ovyaripa 3e

Tavrrjy Xkyovai elvai ’Aaumov

oi Emyiopioi. ’Ec tovtov $rj tov

\Cjpov kftovXEvaavTo f.i£TavacrTfj-

vai, iva Kal vSan k^iocn xpaer-

Oai dipdovu), Kal ol InnEEg (nbkag

^>1 irivoiaro wvnEp Kar’ Wv kov-

T(i)V. fiETaKIVEEoOat T£ k()OKEE

TOTE ETTEav Tljg VVKTOQ hvTEpT]

fvXaKt), wg ciy fii) Idoiaro ol

Ilkpaai E^opfiEiopiEyovg Kal aijikag

£7c6fiEyoi Tapaaaoity ol Imrorai.

dniKo/ukyuiv h kg Toy x^loov

tovtov, tov Sr/ f) ’Atrivnlg ’tlEpor)

7TEpiay^i^ETai pkovcra ek tov Ki-

Oaipwvog, V7TO ti)v vvktu TavTrjv

EVOKES TOVg 7lfU(TE(/.g <X7T0(TTe\~

\eiv, &c.—Herodot. 1. 9, c. 51.
1

Littlebury, Larcher and

Beloe.
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iroraf-Log, have represented Oeroe as the name of the

island, whereas the historian in describing the island

as the place 1 which Oeroe the daughter of Asopus

surrounds 2

,
clearly shows Oeroe to have been the

river. Their mistake may have partly arisen from

the belief that the river which formed the island

was a branch of the Asopus, a very natural suppo-

sition for them to have made in ignorance of the

real topography, as Herodotus no where indicates

the contrary, and as it is greatly favoured by the

local mythus, according to which Oeroe was the

daughter of Asopus. We find, however, as I have

before stated, that although the sources of the

Asopus and Oeroe are very near to one another,

they are not only separate rivers, but flow in oppo-

site directions, the former to the Euboic channel,

the latter to the Corinthiac Gulf.

Platsea, although enjoying many local advan-

tages, was not happily situated for the repose of its

inhabitants, who continually exposed to danger

from their more powerful neighbours of Thebes,

and obliged to have recourse to the aid of Athens,

were thus dependent upon a comparatively distant

alliance, while their enemies were only two hours’

march from them. Hence the extensive walls, of

which we still see the remains, and which served

as an occasional shelter to the whole population of

the Platseis. The first alliance of Plataea with

Athens was in the year B. C. 519 3

;
it was firmly

cemented by the two Persian invasions, and by a

community of perils and glory at Marathon and

Xwpoj'.

TrepLcryj(tTai.

3 Herodot. 1. 6, c. 108.

Thucyd. 1. 3, c. 68.
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Plataea. These best times of Plataea, ended with

the alliance of Thebes and Sparta against Athens.

The first act of hostility of the Thebans against

Plataea, in the Peloponnesian war, was an attempt

to obtain possession of the place by stratagem.

Three hundred men were admitted within the

walls by some Plataeenses of the Theban faction,

and the design only failed by the occurrence of a

dark and rainy night, which being accompanied by
a sudden increase of the Asopus, prevented the

Thebans from supporting their comrades in the

town, 180 of whom were, in consequence, taken

and put to death \

In the beginning of the third summer of the

same war, B. C. 429, the Lacedaemonians and
Boeotians commenced a siege of Plataea, which
lasted three years, and which has given occasion

to Thucydides to furnish us with some curious

particulars of the military customs of the Greeks,

and of the state of the art of the attack and defence

of fortified places at that remote period 2
. In

the first year, the besiegers, after various devices

which were frustrated by the garrison, were equally

unsuccessful in an attempt to burn the city b}^

throwing sulphur and pitch into it, with faggots of

wood, which the adjacent Cithaeron supplied in

abundance. Thucydides observes, that they were

prompted to this mode of offence, by the smallness

of the city : a remark by no means in agreement

with the existing ruins, which are not less than two

miles and a half in circumference, but favourable

1 Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 2, et seq.

2 Thucyd. I. 2. c. 75, et seq.—1. 3, c. 20.
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to the conjecture already offered, that Platsea was

confined at that time to the southern extremity of

the existing remains. In almost every other part,

the masonry is of a less ancient kind, and the ruins

of former buildings may be detected among the

materials, which is no more than consistent with

the troubled history of the later Platsea, and the

many repairs and renewals which it underwent.

All the efforts of the allies during the first summer
of the siege having failed, they converted it into a

blockade, and raised a circumvallation round the

city, consisting of two parallel walls, sixteen feet

asunder, with a ditch on either side. Square

towers, of the same breadth as the double wall,

and covered with roofs, were raised at intervals of

about seventy feet
1

along the wall, and afforded a

passage through them round the whole circumval-

lation. Huts were built for the blockading force

between the walls, which thus served as an en-

trenched camp to the investing force, as well against

the Platmenses from within, as against the Athenians

in the opposite direction. A detachment of Lace-

i -Ditch

%iij||piMii|jjpiMniii

(
D itrh

1

1 This distance rests only sene, where the battlements are

upon a computation, founded well preserved, they are about

upon there having been ten three feet and a half broad, and

£7raXfcig, or battlements, be- the embrasures between them

tween the towers, and conse - a little less. Thus :

quently eleven embrasures. In 10 x 3| + 1 1 X 3= 68.

one part of the walls of Mes-
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dsemonians was left to garrison one half of the

work, and the Boeotians had the charge of the

other, while the main body of the respective armies

retired to winter quarters. The Platseenses had

sent all their women, children, and aged, to

Athens, before the siege, and there remained

in the city only 400 Plataeenses and 80 Athe-

nians, with 110 women to prepare their food. A
year afterwards, or in the course of the fourth

winter of the war, the besieged being in great dis-

tress for provision, formed the design of forcing the

enemy’s line of blockade, and succeeded in effecting

it : a portion of them escaladed the wall in the

middle of a tempestuous night, and seized two ad-

jacent towers, from whence, by the assistance of a

false attack of the remaining garrison of the town,

on an opposite part of the circumvallation, they

effected their passage over the wall with the loss

of only one man, though not without meeting with

a vigorous opposition at the outer ditch. Foreseeing

that the Peloponnesians would proceed to search

for them on the road to the Dryoscephalse, they

took the road to Thebes, along which they had

marched seven or eight stades, when perceiving

the torches of the enemy searching for them on the

road to Dryoscephalae, they turned to the right,

and made the best of their way to the mountains

near Erythrae and Hysige. Two hundred and

twelve thus escaped in safety to Athens.

In the course of the ensuing summer, the re-

mainder of the garrison of Plataea surrendered to

the Lacedaemonians, and after pleading their cause

against the Thebans before five judges sent for this

13
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purpose from Sparta, were all put to death, being-

in number 200 Platseenses and 25 Athenians
;
the

women who had remained in the city were sold for

slaves, and the city having been given up to the

Thebans, was razed to the ground in the ensuing

year. The lands of the Platseis were let for ten

years to Thebans; a building of two stories, con-

taining numerous chambers for the reception of

travellers, was built out of the ruins of the city

near the temple of Juno, and a new temple was

constructed in honour of the Goddess.

The Platseenses had remained for forty years in

servitude or exile, when they were restored to their

country by the effect of the peace of Antalcidas,

B. C. 387, but they were only thirteen years in

possession of it when the city was again razed to

the ground by the Thebans, and the inhabitants

once more obliged to take shelter in Attica \ On
this occasion, as in the first year of the Peloponne-

sian war, the Thebans resorted to stratagem. At

an hour when the people of Platsea were employed

in the fields, and supposed the Thebans to be en-

gaged in the public assembly, the latter marched

round by Hysise, and finding the city undefended,

obliged those remaining within it to evacuate it by

capitulation. After the battle of Chaeroneia, Philip,

among other modes of humiliating the Thebans,

restored the Platseenses to their city. And to this date

all the existing walls, except those at the southern

extremity, may with great probability be attributed.

If the Plataea of the time of the Peloponnesian

Pausan. Boeot. c. 1.
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war, was confined to the southern part of the ancient

site, and the city was not then of large dimensions,

it will follow that the table height, immediately

overlooking the Island, was then excluded from the

city, and this supposition seems necessary, to re-

concile the words of Herodotus with present ap-

pearances. On that table height probably stood

the Herseum, or temple of Juno before the city *,

which, in the time of the Antonines, was within the

walls. Thus conspicuously situated without the

walls, and just in the rear of the position of Ar-

giopius, it was natural for the Greek commander

to turn his eyes towards it, and implore the assist-

ance of the Goddess when he was suffering under

the attacks of the Persians, without being able to

repel them, because the appearance of the victims

was pronounced unfavourable. After the erection

of the new temple of Juno by the Thebans, it is

probable that the old Herseum was no longer re-

paired, for Pausanias mentions only one temple of

Juno, and by remarking that it was of great mag-

nitude, seems to identify it with that built by the

Thebans, and described by Thucydides as a wwc

kaTo^nreSoQ X'lOivoq, which if we are to take the second

word literally, would imply a building about the

same size as the Parthenon. It contained a colossal

upright Juno, surnamed Teleia, and at the entrance

a Rhea presenting a stone to Cronus, both of Pentelic

marble, and made by Praxiteles : there was also a

Juno Nympheuomene by Callimachus. The temple

of Minerva, surnamed Areia, was built from a share

1

Trpd rf]g 7ro\to£.
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of the spoils of Marathon, and contained a statue

of the Goddess by Phidias, nearly as large as that

which he made from the same spoils for the Athe-

nians
;
but the latter was of brass, whereas that of

Platsea was acrolithic, the face, hands and feet

being of Pentelic marble, and the rest of gilded

wood \ At the feet of the Goddess was the image 2

of Arimnestus who commanded the Platacenses

both at Marathon and Platsea 3
. There were two

pictures on the walls of the Pronaus, one by Po-

lygnotus, of which the subject was Ulysses slaying

the suitors
;
the other by Onatas, represented the

first expedition of the Argives against Thebes.

The city contained also a temple of Ceres Eleusinia 4
,

and a tomb of Leitus, the only one of the Boeotian

chiefs who returned from Troy. Within the gate

which led to Eleutherse was the heroum of Plataea,

daughter of Asopus, and on the outside of the same

1 Pausan. Boeot. c. 2.—Plu-

tarch differs from Pausanias,

by asserting that the temple of

Minerva Areia was built at the

expence of eighty talents, set

apart for that purpose from the

spoils of Plataea, not of Mara-

thon. That he meant the same
temple is clear, from his allusion

to the pictures described by
Pausanias, and which Plutarch

observes, vvv aKfxa^ovirai

SianEvovmv, so that they were

in perfect preservation at the

end of six centuries.
2

eiKoju. — Pausan. Boeot.

c. 4.

3 See also Herodot. 1. 9,

c. 72.—Plutarch in Aristide.
4 This temple was probably

erected after the war, and in

consequence of the circumstan-

ces of the battle. The temple

of Ceres Eleusinia at Argiopius,

was an old building, the exist-

ence of which was so little

known, that it had created a

misunderstanding as to the

meaning of an oracle brought

from Delphi by Aristides, which

recommended the Greeks to

fight in the plain of Ceres Eleu-

sinia and Core, this having been

interpreted to mean the plain
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gate the temple 1 of Jupiter Eleutherius, which in

the time of Pausanias seems to have been reduced

to an altar and statue : it was established after the

victory by command of the Oracle of Delphi, and

by a decree proposed by Aristides it was the scene

of a quinquennial festival called the Eleutheria 2
.

Here stood also a brazen trophy for the victory

over the Persians, tombs of the Lacedaemonians

and Athenians who fell on that occasion, inscribed

with elegies by Simonides, and a polyandrium

of the other Greeks 3
. The position of these mo-

numents is marked, perhaps, by a ruined church

of Eleusis, until some of the

elders of Plataea pointed out

the ancient temple in the Pla-

taeis. (Plutarch, in Aristid.)

That Plutarch should have de-

scribed the old Eleusinium as

having been near Hysiae, as

well as near the heroum of An-

drocrates, is not very surprizing

in an author who is so often in-

accurate in his topography. It

was indeed toward Hysiae, but

it must have been considerably

nearer to Plataea, if Thucydides

is correct in stating that the

Plataeenses, when they escaped

from their blockaded city, had

the heroum of Androcrates on

their right, when they had

marched less than eight stades

on their road to Thebes.

1 lepov. Strabo, p. 412.

2 Plutarch, in Aristide.

—

According to the biographer

the personages worshipped by

the Plataeenses were Jupiter,

who after the battle was sur-

named Eleutherius, Juno Ci-

thaeronia, Ceres Eleusinia and

Proserpine, Pan, the Nymphs

Sphragitides, and seven ancient

archagetae, or heroes, of whom

Androcrates was the chief.

3 The Lacedaemonians, ac-

cording to Herodotus (1. 9, c.

85.) had three separate drjmi ;

the Athenians and Tegeatae

each a tomb, and the Megaren-

ses and Phliasii a joint sepul-

chre, besides which there were

seven cenotaphs of people who

had not been engaged, and

among them one of the iEgi-

netae, which was not erected

until ten years after the battle.
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near the right bank of the torrent, on the left bank

of which, nearly opposite to the chapel, are the

foundations of a gate, already alluded to, in the

eastern walls of Platsea, not far from the north-

eastern angle. This gate is placed within a qua-

drangular court or retirement of the walls, and

appears to have been the principal gate of the city,

as we may easily conceive it to have been, since it

was conveniently situated for leading not only to

Eleutherae and Athens, to Megara and the Isthmus,

but also to Thebes, Chalcis and Tanagra.



CHAPTER XVII.

BCEOTIA, ATTICA, MEGARIS.

Departure from Thebes

—

Therapnce—Scolus—Plain of Sialissi

—

Panactum—'St. Meletius— Derveno-khoria— Ghyfto-kastro,

CEnoe—Myupoli, Eleutlierce— Pass of Sarandaporo

—

Cephis-

sus— Plain of Eleusis and Thrla— Rheiti— Temple of Venus

Phila —Dhafni, Temple of Apollo on Mount Poecilum—Arrival

at Athens—Geography of the Megaris—Route from Eleusis

toMegnra—Description ofMegara by Pausanias—Long Walls

' — Niscea—Minoa— AEgosthena— Pages— Erineia— Isus—
Mount Kandili, Cerata— Mount Karydhi— the Oneia— Po-

lichne— Tripodiscus— JEgeirusa— Gcraneia— Cimolia—Sci-

rone, rocks Scironides.

Jan. I, 1806.—From Thebes to St. Meletius on

the way to Athens.—Leaving the town by the

southern gate, which may stand nearly on the site

of that which led from the Cadmeia into Lower

Thebes, the aqueduct is on the right. Like the

town walls, it exhibits many remains of antiquity,

and stands perhaps on Roman foundations. In one

place a sepulchral monument is inserted in the

masonry, bearing the common device of a horse-

man, with one of his horse’s feet raised, and rest-

ing upon an altar. At 9.56 pass the fountain of the

Ismenus on the left side of the road. At 10, leave

on the right the road to Kriakuki and the pass of

Mount Cithceron
,
leading to Corinth, called by the

Turks the Kasa-derveni, and at 10.8 to the left,

that which leads to Athens by Sialissi and Phyle.
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Having descended the long slope of the Psilirakhi,

or low central Theban ridge to the Asopus, we
cross that river at 11.1, at the point where it is

joined by the Rema, which separates Katzula from

Bubuka. A small tjiftlik belonging to Rashid

Bey, called Samoili, stands on the bank to our

left. The river flows with a brisk but slender

stream. Therapnce seems to have stood in this

route between Thebes and the Asopus
;

for Euri-

pides, in describing the death of Pentheus, says

that he went from Therapnae across the Asopus to

the place in Cithaeron, where he met his fate
;
and

which, as we learn from Strabo, was near Scolus \

Ascending the cultivable slope of Cithaeron, but

which like all this part of the Parasopia is little

cultivated, we arrive, at 11.33, at the Metokhi,

described on the 30th of December as standing

below the projecting point of the Cithceronian

range. The brow of the summit on which the

Metokhi stands is surrounded by the foundation

of a Hellenic wall, and has evidently been a for-

tress or citadel
;

as I before remarked, it was pro-

bably Scolus. The walls were of a very antique

kind of masonry. A little beyond the Metokhi is a

copious source of water, which no doubt determined

the site of the ancient town as well as of the mo-
dern farm. About a mile farther, in ascending

the steep side of Cithaeron, we leave Tarimari, a

village of thirty houses, below us, close on the

left, and soon afterwards enter a ravine between

two ridges of the mountain, answering exactly to

1 Euripid. in Bacch. v. 1029. Strabo, p. 408.

VOL. II. B b
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the description given by Euripides 1 of the place

where Pentheus was destroyed by the Maenades,

except that the pine-forests do not now extend

below the higher parts of the mountain. The

ravine continues, including a halt of ten minutes,

until 12.25, when we ascend the steep side of the

ridge on the left, and at 12.28, having arrived

upon the crest, look down upon a small stony plain

extending towards the summit of Parnes. The

direct road from Thebes to Athens by Phyle crosses

this elevated plain, and then enters another inwhich

are the villages of Sialissi, vulgarly Shalish, and

Skurta. We proceed at 12.42, and continuing

along the same kind of rugged steep road, have,

at 1.35, the plain of Sialissi on our left a mile

distant
;
and the village of that name surrounded

by vineyards, in the nearest corner of it : two

miles farther, is Skurta, on the foot of the great

heights of Parnes. The Phyle road leaves these

places to the left. There are three other vil-

lages in the valley named Kako Niskivi, Kadha-

sula, and Kurora. This plain, which sepa-

rates the great height of Cithceron from those

of Parnes
,

is probably that neutral territory of

Panactum, of which Thucydides speaks. It

yields corn and vines, but the soil seems meagre

and stony, and better adapted to the latter

production. The neighbouring heights of Parnes

are well clothed with trees of various kinds, and

1
’Hj/ c>’ ayKoc afMptKprj/j.vov vfkicri Eicippo^ov

Ilcvfrcueri itvctkicl^ov .

Bacch. v. 1049.
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the summit consists entirely of a forest of pines,

We continue to mount, and at 1.42 arrive at the

summit of the ridge of Cithceron, from whence
there is a fine view of the country on either side.

The northern part of the Megaric peninsula lying

between the western extremity of the Corinthiac

Gulf and the bay of Eleusis, and bounded by the

plain of Megara to the south, consists chiefly of

mountains, of which the two principal summits are

Karydhi to the west, and Kandili, overhanging the

bay of Eleusis. The latter, as well from the an-

cient authorities as from its form, is evidently the

summit called rd Kspara, or the horns h The range

of Karydhi has a direction parallel to that of

Cithceron, and is separated from it by the valleys

of Ghermano, Vllia, and Myupoli, which latter is

the largest of the three. Karydhi and Kandili have

a similar separation by means of the hollows about

Kundura. We look directly down the Saronic

Gulf, upon the island of St. George, anciently

Belbina
;

to the right of which are Salamis, and
the mountains of Argolis and JEgina, and to the

left the plain of Thria, and the mountains Hymet-
tus and Parnes. A descent of thirty-five minutes
by a winding road, through a forest of pines,

brings us to the monastery of St. Meletius, situ-

ated on the southern face of the mountain, which
falls into the plain of Myupoli by a succession of

cultivated terraces. Assisted with a few of the con-

veniences and embellishments of art, St. Meletius

1 The modern name Kaj/- to sharp peaks. Karydhi

rn\i, candle, is often applied from Kapva, walnut-tree.

B b 2
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would be a delightful retreat. The buildings are

mantled with ivy, and around them issue plentiful

sources of water, which descend, shaded by large

bay-trees, to the gardens, and the hanging woods

of olives and beeches on the side of the mountain,

preserving them in a state of perpetual verdure,

which is finely contrasted on every side with the

wild rocks and the dark pine-forests of Cithceron.

The weather is now perfectly clear and serene, and

the season more deserves the name of Ka\oKaipiov

than the greater part of that to which the word is usu-

ally applied, when the air is inflamed, the ground

parched, every stream dried up, and not a green

herb to be seen. The monastery is well endowed,

and besides corn land possesses 3000 head of

sheep and goats on the mountains. The church

of St. Meletius, which is of the time of the Ityzan-

tine empire, is supported within by two octagonal

columns of a veined marble of the colour of por-

phyry, which, according to the monks, was ex-

tracted from the side of the hill, not far above the

monastery. As the Greek advent is not yet over,

the house contains but scanty fare
;
but the Igu-

meno 1

,
immediately on my arrival, sends one of

his monks to the rocks in front of the convent,

who, with a voice that would have done honour to

Menelaus, calls out to the shepherds in a distant

part of the plain below to send up one of their

fattest sheep. According to the abbot, the sum-

mits of Cithaeron have several modern appellations.

Elatia is the name of the two great peaks above

1 'H yovf.iEi'OQ.
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Plated
,
so called from the fir-trees which cover all

but the highest points. A summit between them

and the Kaza derveni, or road across the moun-

tain from Ghyftokastro to Kriakuki, is named
Osna : Kurteza is that between the latter and the

convent, and another towards Tarimari is called

Pastra.

The plain below the monastery is the eastern

extremity of a valley extending four or five miles

westward towards Vilia, which village is situated

in another valley separated by rugged heights

from Ghermano, a small port on the Corinthiac

Gulf, and distant two hours from Vilia. At about

two miles to the south of the monastery, in the

valley, are the ruins named Myupoli 1

,
which I

formerly visited. The remains are those of a very

small town, which had a citadel or interior inclo-

sure at one angle. The masonry is for the most

part regular, and is extant in many places two or

three courses above the ground.

The ruins at Ghyftokastro, which I also visited .

at that time, are about an hour to the westward of

Myupoli, at the entrance of the pass leading to

Kriakuki and Thebes, on the summit of a steep

and lofty rock between two torrents, one of which

has a distant origin in Mount Cithccron
,
the other

rises at the foot of the hill on the road side, in a

copious fountain called Petrogheraki. The entire

circuit of the fortress still exists, flanked by square

or oblong towers of masonry, and is preserved in

some places as high as the battlements. The walls

1

Ml/OV7ro\<g.
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consist for the most part of polygonal masonry,

though some parts, particularly the towers, appear

to be more modern. The torrent of Ghyftokastro,

increased by the fountain of Petrogheraki, and

united to the waters which rise near St. Meletius

and Myupoli, form a branch of the stream now
called Saranda-potamo, and anciently Cephissus,

which joins the sea near Eleusis. Another branch

flows from Vilia, and a third from Kundura.

The road from St. Meletius to Megara, as well as

that from Thebes, by Ghyftokastro to the same place,

passes a little to the right of Myupoli, then crosses a

steep root of Mount Karydhi, and enters the valley

of Kundura, a town of four hundred families, chiefly

Albanian, distant four or five miles from St. Mele-

tius, and the same from Eleusis. The vale of

Kundura is separated from the plain of Eleusis by
the root of Mount Cithceron, on which St. Mele-

tius stands, and which follows the western side of

the plain and bay of Eleusis until it unites with

Mount Kandili. The Cephissus passes through this

ridge by narrow ravines into the plain. The com-

munication from Kundura into the plain of Megara
is by a remarkable chasm midway between the two

towns, and separating the western termination of

Mount Kandili from the adjacent heights of Ka-

rydhi. This and all the other important defiles of

the Megaris are under the guardianship of six

towns or villages of this district, hence called the

Derveno-khoria, and which, in consideration of the

expences of their charge, are exempted from lodg-

ing strangers as well as from all other impositions,

except 110 paras a head for kharatj. These places
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are Vilia, Kundura, Megara, Mazi, Bissia, and

Perakhora \ They maintain thirty or forty soldiers

at their own expence ;
but, being all armed, can

turn out, to the number of three or four hundred,

which they often do when a Turk of high rank

passes through the derveni. The Dervent Aga is

a Turk, residing at Corinth, but having a deputy

in constant attendance at the derveni house, near

the monastery of Kyparissi, on the northern side

of Mount Makryplai, or Geraneia

:

it is necessary

that he should read Turkish, as he has to inspect

the Buyurdi of the Pasha, without which no per-

son is allowed to pass out of the Morea to the

northward.

On referring to a verse of Sophocles, cited

by Strabo 2
;

and to Pausanias, who describes

the Eleutheris as situated between Eleusis and

Mount Cithaeron
3

,
there can scarcely be any doubt

that Myupoli and Ghyfto-kastro are the ancient

Eleutherae and (Enoe, for the plain which reaches

from Ghyfto-kastro to Myupoli is the only con-

siderable valley between Platcea and Megara, and

the two ruins on its borders exactly illustrate the

word ovyyopTa of the poet. There may be some

question, however, which of these ruins was Eleu-

therae, and which (Enoe.

In behalf of the opinion that Ghyfto-kastro was

Eleutherce
,
it may be said that this city was form-

1
BrjXia, Kovvrovpa, Meyapa, Mct^r/, MTrtjffcna, IIzpa^wpa.

2 OlvoriQ

SvyXopra vaitcv Tvzhia. rate ’EXeuOepate,

Ap. Strabon, p. 375.

3 Pausan. Attic, c. 38.
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erly an independent member of the Boeotian com-
munity, which voluntarily joined the Athenians,
but never became an Attic demus, consequently
that there is little probability that CEnoe, which
was always an Attic demus, should have been
situated between Eleutherae and the Plataeis,

which would be the case if Myupoli were Eleu-
therai. On examining, however, the ruins called

Ghyfto-kastro, its position and dimensions evidently

show that it was a fortress, not a town, being
only seven or eight hundred yards in circum-
ference, and standing upon a strong height at the

entrance of the principal pass of Mount Cithce-

ron
,
whereas Myupoli has every appearance of

having been a town with an acropolis placed as

usual on the edge of a valley, and commanding
only the pass which led from the Eleutheris into

the plain of Thria, or Eleusis. The town appears,

indeed, to have been of small dimensions, but its

state of ruin will hardly admit of our forming a
decisive opinion on this subject, while Ghyfto-
kastro is so well preserved as to leave no doubt
concerning the object for which it was intended.

The importance of CEnoe as a military post, as

well as its vicinity to Hysiae, is shown by Herodotus
in describing the unsuccessful invasion of Attica

by Cleomenes, in the year B. C. 507, when he
marched from the Isthmus to Eleusis, while the

Boeotians, in concert with him, took CEnoe and
Hysiae, the frontier demi of Attica, towards Boeo-
tia ]

. And Thucydides twice mentions CEnoe in

a manner to support the opinion that it was
Ghyftokastro

;
at the commencement of the Pelo-

1 Herodot. 1. 5, c. 74.
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ponnesian war, when its siege delayed the first

invasion of Attica by Archidamus 1

;
and again, in

the twenty-first year of the war, when it was be-

sieged by the Corinthians and Boeotians, and be-

trayed to them by a stratagem of Aristarchus, one

of the oligarchical party at Athens 2
. On both occa-

sions the historian describes CEnoe as a fortress of

the Athenians on the confines of Bceotia. It is suffi-

cient to observe the situation of Ghyfto-kastro, to

be assured that no other position in this vicinity

could be equally important to the Athenians. It

secured the dependence or alliance of Eleutherae

and Plataea, formed an outer gate of defence to this

entrance into Attica, and if an enemy penetrated

into the plain of Eleutherae from the Parasopia by

St. Meletius, it placed him between two fortresses
;

in short, it was the necessary completion of the

system of defence of the Attic frontier towards

Boeotia, of which Eleusis, Harma, Phyle, Panac-

tum, and Decelia, were the other fortified points.

Pausanias, therefore, in describing the Plataeis as

bordering on the district of Eleutherae, without

noticing CEnoe, though it lay between them, seems,

as usual with him, to have had the ancient history

and condition of Eleutherae chiefly in view, and to

have neglected the mention of CEnoe, as being

merely a fortress, perhaps already in ruins, or as

being one of the demi of Attica, of all which he has

treated very briefly. When the ridge of Cithaeron

became the boundary between Attica and Boeotia,

Hysiae, being on the northern side of the moun-

1 Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 18.

2 Thucyd. 1. 8, c. 98. See also Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 1, c. 7.
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tain, was ascribed to Bceotia, while GEnoe con-

tinued to be an Attic demus.

Placed in the line of communication between

Northern Greece and the Peloponnesus, so small a

state as Eleutherae was peculiarly exposed to the

ruinous effects of such a position, as well in the

greater contests in which Greece was engaged, as

in every quarrel in which either Attica or the Pelo-

ponnesus was opposed to any part of Northern

Greece. The Roman wars having left Eleutherae

in a state of desolation, it became the resort of

robbers 1

,
who have often in later times also found

this thoroughfare an excellent place for the ex-

ercise of their profession. Pausanias, soon after

the time of the author who represents Eleutherae

in that condition, could ascertain only the posi-

tion of the city by the ruins of the fortifications

and houses, which he describes as being situ-

ated “ a little above the plain towards Cithae-

ron.” In the plain there still remained a temple

of Bacchus, containing a copy of the original

statue of the god which had been transferred

to Athens. Near it was a cavern, in which Antiope

exposed her twin sons, and a fountain of water, in

which the infants were washed by a shepherd who
found them 2

.

1
. . . . ’Icr/jLrjvodojpos e-ke^o-

vevto yap vito Xrjaruiv 7rapa rov

Kidatpuiva eg EXeim~iva, ol[iai

,

eoteve re Kal to

Tpav/xa tv ralv ")(tp6lv t~tyt’

teal rd TraiSia rd veoyva d

KareXeXonrei aveKaXelro Kal

kavTU) £7repepifETO rrjg roX^g,

og Kidatpuva VTTEpfidXXuiv Kal

rd TTEpi rag ’JZXEvdepag yupia

7raviprifj.a ovta veto rwv ttoXe-

fiivv SioCEViov, Svo jxovovg ohcErag

ETriiyETO' Kal ravra (piaXag

ttevte 'xpvadg Kal Kv/dfiia tet-

rapa [xe 6' kavrov exu>v '

—

Lu-

cian. Dialog. Mort. 27.
2 Pausan. Attic, c. 38. Bac-

chus Eleutherius was held in
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Jan. 2.—At 8.5, descending from the monastery

by a winding road to the right of the gardens, we

leave the Paleo-kastro of Myupoli a quarter of a

mile on the left at 8.40, and follow the main route

from Thebes to Megara by Kundura for some dis-

tance, before we arrive at the turning to Lepsina, or

Eleusis
,
which at 8.52 again brings Myupoli at a

quarter of a mile to our left. We now quit the

cultivated land and enter upon a rocky level

covered with small bushes, where the road is both

muddy and rough. At 9.22 enter a forest of pines.

The whole of the branch of Cithceron, which ex-

tends from near St. Meletius to Mount Kandili,

and to the plain of Megara, and which sepa-

rates the vales of Myupoli and Kundura from

the plain of Lepsina, is covered with these trees.

After a halt of five minutes, we descend at 9.40

into the bed of a torrent, which has its origin

in the mountains around Vilia, and which at 9.50

joins the Sarandaporo, otherwise called Saranda-

foro, or Saranda-potami. The latter, which is the

main branch of the Eleusinian Cephissus, originates

great veneration at Athens : a

temple was built to receive the

statue in the Lenaeum, or sa-

cred inclosure of Bacchus, in

Limnis, and there was another

small vaoQ in the Academy,

for the temporary reception of

the statue when it was carried

in procession in the Dionysiac

festival from Athens to the

Academy.—Pausan. Attic, c.

20, 29. Philostr. in Herod.

It appears to have been the

opinion of the mythologists,

that there were three Dionysi

;

one of India, the same as the

Lenaeus
;
a second the son of

Jupiter and Semele, born at

Thebes
;

and a third, son of

Jupiter and Ceres, born at

Eleutherae.—Diodor. 1. 3, c.

73.

13
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in Mount Karydhi, and flowing by Kundura, from
thence enters a ravine between two high summits
on our right. At the junction of the two rivers we
fall into the road from Kundura to Athens. On
the summit of the mountain on the left, one mile

distant, may be perceived the lower part of a Hel-

lenic round tower.

The road now leads along the side of the Sa-

randaforo, through a forest which seems as if it

would not long exist, as the greater part of the

trees are in a process of destruction for the purpose

of collecting their resin to make pitch. All the

bark having been stripped off towards the foot of

the tree, and a part of the wood cut away, a hollow

is made in the ground into which the turpentine

flows : the trees which lean a little are preferred,

the reservoir and incision being made on the upper

side. The process may be repeated for several

years before it kills the trees. At 10.42 a chapel

and well are on the right-hand side of the road

:

at 10.51 are marks of chariot wheels in the rocks.

At 11 we arrive at the junction of the Sarandaporo

with the branch of the Cephissus from Ghyfto-

kastro, which receives the collected waters of the

valley of Myupoli a little to the east of the latter

ruin.

The bank of this stream above its junction with

the Sarandaporo is steep and high, and upon it

there are some remains of ancient walls and

towers, and on the right side of the road the foun-

dations of another tower. We halt here till 11.30.

The wood continues until the ravine gradually

opens into the Thriasian or Mleusinian plain, where
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at 11.42 the road to Lepsina branches off to the

right, and on each of the summits, bordering the

opening of the valley, the mins of a Hellenic

tower may be seen. These numerous remains of

ancient works show how anxiously the Athenians

fortified this important entrance into their plains,

which may be considered as the division between

the north-eastern extremity of the Oneia and the

range of Githeeron and Fames. This perhaps

was the particular pass of Mount Cithaeron, in

which, in the year b.c. 200, Philocles, an officer

of Philip son of Demetrius, stationed himself on

arriving from Euboea, while his troops plundered

the Eleusinian plain, and where he was joined by

the king himself, coming from Achaia. They

then proceeded to attack Eleusis, the Peirseeus,

and Athens, but having been unsuccessful in every

attempt, Philip then destroyed every thing in the

unprotected demi which had escaped his former

invasion, leaving not a temple or building unin-

jured, and ceasing only from the work of destruc-

tion when there remained no longer any materials

to gratify his vengeance \

The road now enters the northern angle of the

plain of Thria
,
and at 11.48 crosses the dry bed

of the Sarandaporo, or Cephissus, which joins the

sea a little on the eastern side of Eleusis: all the

northern and western part of the plain is stony,

barren, and higher than the maritime and cul-

tivated level, which does not extend very far to

the northward of Lepsina. As we descend into
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the lower plain, this village remains a mile and
a half on the right at 12.28. Here we cross the

foundations of what I take to have been one of the

reservoirs of the ancient aqueduct of Eleusis, some
ruined arches of which are seen to the right, near
the entrance of Lepsina from Athens. Our road
crosses the plain of Thria diagonally in the direc-

tion of the mills at Pheiti, leaving Lepsina about
3 miles on the right : at 12.40 we halt at a well

near the foundations of a small temple, or other

public building. The kalyvia of Khassia is half a
mile on the left, 2 miles beyond which a road be-

gins to mount the lowest steep of Parnes, towards
Khassia. The greatest length of the Thriasian
plain, about nine miles, is from the angle of the

Eleusinian gulf, westward of Lepsina, to a bay
in the plain to the left of our road, where are the

lowest hills which unite the range of EEgaleos
with that of Parnes

,
and where the Athenians had

fortified that pass into the plain of Acharnae with

a rampart or breastwork, which still remains.

The sepulchre of Strato, son of Isidotus, on the

northern side of the Sacred Way, is 150 yards on
the right of our road, at 13 minutes beyond the

well above-mentioned
;
5 minutes farther our road

unites with that from Eleusis to Athens. The monu-
ment of Strato seems not to have been a pyramid,

but a cubical mass of earth cased with marble, on
some of the blocks of which mouldings of archi-

tecture are still to be seen. It was probably sur-

mounted by a stele. From hence to Eleusis

the Sacred Way was a causeway raised above the

plain, which is low and marshy in this part. Its
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utility on the great road from Athens to the

Morea has caused it to receive frequent repairs,

but these, since the decline of Greece, having been

of the rudest kind, the causeway now preserves

little resemblance to the massy and finished works

of the ancients. Many vestiges, however, of the

original Ispd 6Sog may still be distinguished. In

the bay of Eleusis, and the marshy part of the

plain, immense numbers of wild ducks are now

congregated. Quitting the junction of the road

at 1.43, I pass at 1.57 the first mill of the Rheiti,

and at 2.2 the second. The water which turns these

mills is produced from very copious saline springs

at the foot of the mountain, which are not suffered

to take their natural course into the sea as they

did anciently, but are formed into a large pond or

mill-head by means of a stone dam which extends

from one mill to the other. At this pass the

Sacred Way was cut in the rock
;

it is first visible

between the two mills, and is then traced along

the foot of the rocks above the salt ponds, whereas

the modern road follows the sea shore. Having

passed the salt ponds, the Sacred Way descends

upon a modern paved road, which it follows along

the sea-side, as far as the opening of the valley of

Dhafni, where that valley ends in the shore of the

Eleusinian bay, and where both the modern cause-

way and the traces of the ancient road terminate.

We arrive at the beginning of the paved road

at 2.8, and at the end at 2.12. Here on the edge

of the beach lies part of the body of a seal, thrown

up by the sea. The cultivable ground at this ex-
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tremity of the valley of Dhafni is prolonged in a

narrow stripe along the shore of the bay, at the

foot of Mount Corydallus
,

as far as the Metokhi
of Skarmanga. We now ascend the valley of

Dhafni, the pass narrowing gradually until it

arrives, at 2.27, at some niches in the rocks on
the left of the road, below which are the founda-

tions of the peribolus of a temple, which it is

evident from ancient testimony was that of Venus
on the Sacred Way. Just opposite to the niches

are some traces of the road, and the ruins of stone

walls which supported both sides of it for a con-

siderable distance. The remains of the peribolus,

which are between the road and the niches, are

24 yards long and 12 wide; the foundations of the

walls are 5 feet thick, and constructed of great

rude masses of stone, exactly answering to the

apyo'i \l6oi which Pausanias here describes l

. To
the westward of this spot are the foundations of a

square tower of similar construction. Under two

of the niches I distinguish the words ’A^po&Vy,

which not only prove this to be the site of the

temple of Venus, but also that it was the Philseum

mentioned by Plutarch, and by a writer cited by
Atheneeus 2

,
though the latter authority has not

correctly described it as being atThria. The temple

was probably of ancient date, and was repaired

perhaps by Demetrius Poliorcetes, when he here

1 pera cie tovto 'AcppoStrrjc
2 Plutarch, in Demetr.

—

raoQ £<rn Kal ttpo avrov te'i^oq Dionysius Tryphonis, ap.

apyiiiv Xidivv dtag a^iov,—Pau- Athen. 1. 6, c. 16.

san. Attic, c. 37.
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instituted divine honours to his wife Phile, with

the surname of Venus \

At 2.3, leaving the temple of Venus, I proceed

along the left bank of a torrent flowing to the Bay
of Eleusis, and observe the traces of the Sacred

Way on the opposite bank, in some places cut in

the rocks, but, for the most part, a causeway sup-

ported on the side of the rema by a wall of rough

stones. At 3.49 arrive at the Monastery of Dhafni:

there can be little doubt that this building occu-

pies the site, and consists in great part of the re-

mains of the temple of Apollo on Mount Pcecilum,

which was probably converted into a church on the

establishment of Christianity at Athens. The mo-

dern name A cnf>vri seems connected with the worship

of Apollo, and may have been derived from a grove

of sacred bay, which had survived that worship. But

at present no bay trees remain here. Although

Dhafni is despoiled of the finest of those remains

which formerly made it interesting, the outer inclo-

sure of the monastery, and the church itself, are still

made up almost entirely of Hellenic materials; and

there are several sarcophagi remaining, the most

remarkable of which stands with the bottom up-

wards in the portico before the cells of the monks:

it is of white marble, large and massy. These

sepulchral monuments were probably collected

from the Sacred Way, the sides of which were a

continued cemetery from Athens to Eleusis. The

dome of the church at Dhafni is now supported by

1 Doves of white marble and had been placed as dedications

terra cotta have been found to Venus,

under the niches, where they

VOL. II. C C
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two cross beams of wood, and shows several large

cracks caused by the operation of taking away
three Ionic columns, which, on my first visit

to Attica, were in their original places, enve-

loped in the wall of the monastery. A high square

tower with a little dome at the top, like those in

Syria, appears to have been erected in the time of

the Franks.

One of the greatest objections to the removal of

ancient remains from Greece to England, or other

countries, is, that in consequence of the negligence

of those who remove or collect them, it is not always

known from whence they came, so that monuments
serving to illustrate ancient history on the spot,

often become useless for that purpose. Nor is this

remark confined to inscriptions, although it is un-

doubtedly most applicable to them, since, in a

great majority of instances, Grecian works of art,

of every kind, had some peculiar reference to local

history and mythology. It has often happened

moreover, that while by the separation of the mo-
nument from the place, both have lost a portion of

their interest, the former, either from its want of

merit or its state of preservation, has been of little

utility to modern art in the place where it has

been deposited. The evil is by no means of recent

occurrence, for every collection in Europe contains

remains of antiquity, which have become inexpli-

cable by our ignorance of their origin.

The monastery stands at the highest and nar-

rowest part of the Pass : beyond it the road is level

for a short distance, and then gradually widens until,

at the end of 12 minutes from the monastery in pass-
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ing between a conical hill on the left, and the slope

of Mount Corydallus on the right, Athens and its

plain opens to view. The prospect from this point,

although not so extensive as that from the fortress

of Phyle on the road from Thebes, is more in-

teresting from the greater proximity of the city,

and of all the more remarkable objects. On former

occasions I have seen it only in the midst of sum-
mer, but it is more beautiful in the present season,

the larger proportion of the trees of Attica being

evergreens, such as the pine, the prinus, and the

olive, together with a variety of shrubs, and the

fields and pastures, which have recovered a portion

of their verdure, affording a peculiarly agreeable

contrast to the rocky mountains. In summer the

scene displays an arid monotony, relieved only by
the pale green of the olive; and a vapour rises

so rapidly from the earth, that there is a constant

haze over the distant objects, which are always more
distinctly seen in a fine winter’s day. In enter-

ing Attica, after a journey in Bceotia, the causes

are forcibly apparent of that atmospheric differ-

ence between the two provinces, which gave rise

to the Athenian sarcasm adopted by the Latins, on

the density of Boeotian air and intellect. Three-

fourths of the valleys of Bocotia arc so entirely

encased by mountains, that even the running waters

are discharged into the sea by subterraneous chan-

nels, whence lakes and marshes abound, and the

vapours arising from them, detained by the sur-

rounding mountains, are slowly dissipated
;
while

the Attic peninsula, labouring under a deficiency

of water, and ventilated, often to excess, from the

c c 2
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Corinthiac, Saronic and iEgean seas, enjoys with

these inconveniences, and in consequence of them,

a purer air and serener sky than Boeotia. This phy-

sical difference may possibly have had someinfluence

on the moral cause to which the low station of Thebes

among the states of Greece was justly attributed by

Ephorus 1

,
and which ought to be a lesson to all

governments on the importance of encouraging arts

and literature. But the proverbial contempt of

Boeotian intellect was carried far beyond the bounds

of truth and justice, as a long catalogue of heroes,

statesmen, poets, sculptors, philosophers and en-

gineers might be adduced to demonstrate.

Having descended into the plain, we pass at the

end of thirty-eight minutes from Dhafni, by the

chapel of St. George at the entrance of the olive

wood, the road through which is now muddy and

cut up by the torrents. At 4.30 pass by the pyrgos

and tjiftlik of Hadji Aly, and enter Athens at the

Mora Kapesi, or Uopra rrtg Mopeae, at 4.15.

In order to complete that comparative view of

the ancient and modern geography of Greece which

has been the principal object of the present work,

as well as of two others 2

,
I shall here subjoin some

remarks on the topography of the Megaris, which

district I visited in a former journey.

Of the great isthmus which extends from the

1 Ephor. ap. Strabon. p. 401. and Travels in the Morca.

See p. 220 of this volume. The present observations may
2 Namely, On the Demi of be considered as a sequel to

Attica, published in the first the 29th chapter of the latter

volume of the Transactions of work, which relates to the to-

the Royal Society of Literature, pography of the Corinthia.
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foot of Mount Cithaeron to the Acro-Corinthus, and

which connects Northern Greece with the Pelo-

ponnesus, about one fourth, including the narrowest

part or Isthmus properly so called, belonged to the

Corinthia, the remainder, which was included within

a sea coast of about thirty miles on either gulf,

with a breadth varying from twenty miles to thirty,

formed the Megaris. Like the Corinthia, it was

too small to have had much influence on the general

politics of Greece, or even to preserve its own

independence
;
and by its position it was not less

exposed than that territory to the effects of the

frequent contests between the states of Greece.

Being very mountainous, barren, and incapable

of supporting a large population, it sent forth

in the times of its prosperity colonies to the

Euxine, Propontis and Sicily, and from the same

cause, under different circumstances, experienced

the greatest distress, when the Athenians, justly

incensed against the Megarenses for having joined

the Corinthians, and massacred the Athenian gar-

rison at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war,

excluded them from the use of the Attic ports and

markets \ The redeeming attribute of the Megaric

territory was its excellent position for the pursuit

of commerce both by land and sea
;
and it was un-

doubtedly to this advantage that Megara owed an

opulence and splendour, which were quite dispro-

portioned to its natural resources. Like iEgina, and

many other once-flourishing republics, its decline is

to be dated from that increase of power in the leading

1 Thucyd. 1. 1. c. 67, 114, 139.—Aristoph. Acharn. v. 534.

729, &c.
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states, which destroyed the independence of those

of second rank. Its commercial advantages, how-
ever, still maintained it in a respectable condition,

as long as Greece was wealthy, and densely in-

habited, but when it became poor and depopulated,

and still more when the Roman government was
no longer able to protect its distant subjects,

insecurity was the only effect of the peculiari-

ties of the situation of Megara, and has continued

to be its ordinary condition during the long ages

of the debasement of Greece. An inscription

copied by Chandler at Megara, shows that its

towers were repaired in the end of the fifth century,

by one Count Diogenes, an officer of the emperor
Anastasius \ But in later ages, the Byzantine

government was incapable of affording any pro-

tection to these coasts from the pirates or cruizers

of Europe, and the Turkish navy has been so un-

equal to the task, that the inhabitants of Megara
have more than once been obliged to abandon the

town, and retire to the villages of the Oneia.

In proceeding to trace the ancient geography of

the Megaris I shall, as usual, chiefly follow Pau-

sanias 2
. The places mentioned by him between

1 Chandler, Travels in Greece,

c. 43. Insc. Ant. 130. The

same Diogenes gained great

credit by wresting Claudiopolis

from the rebellious Isaurians,

and restoring it to the emperor.

At Megara he expended, ac-

cording to the inscription, 100

pieces of gold (xpvcnvove) on

the towers, and bestowed 150

pieces, with 200 feet of marble,

on the construction of a hath.
2 Pausan. Attic, c. 39. In

the order of his description,

Pausanias probably pursued

the course of his own travels

from Athens into the Pelo-

ponnesus. That his work is

arranged in conformity with the

general direction of his route
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Eleusis and Megara are, 1. The well called avOiov

or avOivov, ‘ the flowery this answers to a spring

on the road side, in a branch of the Eleusinian

plain near the head of a small curve of the coast,

which forms the north-western angle of the bay of

Eleusis . 2. A little beyond the well, stood the

Temple of Meganeira, and the monuments of the

Argives who were slain at Thebes in the war be-

tween Creon and Adrastus, and whose bodies were

said to have been rescued by Theseus, and here

interred by him. 3. The sepulchre of Alope, and

not farfrom it, 4. The palaestra of her father Cercyon,

by whom she was killed. No remains of these monu-

ments have yet been discovered. Pausaniashas not

exactly stated the boundary between the Eleusinia

and Megaris
;
but we can hardly doubt that it was

Mount Cerata
,
now Kandili, which interrupts the

through Greece, is strongly in-

dicated by a remark in his

seventh book, or Achaica, where

having occasion to notice the

Odeium of Herodes at Athens,

he states that it was not built

when he wrote his first book, or

Attica. In some of the details of

each province, on the contrary,

it is possible that the order of

the excursions may have given

way to the general plan of

the work. But the 7repioSoQ

HavaaviaKri, or Pausaniac tour

of Greece, might still be recom-

mended, as forming a very con-

venient plan of travels through

this country : namely, from

13

Athens through the Megaris to

Corinth
;

from thence by Si-

cyon and Phlius to Argos

;

round the Argolic peninsula

again to Argos ;
from Argos to

Sparta
;
round the eastern La-

conic peninsula again to Sparta;

round the western Laconic pe-

ninsula into Messenia, from

Messenia into the Eleia and

Achaia, and lastly the tour of

Arcadia, requiring various de-

viations. After having returned

to Athens, the traveller might

follow Pausanias to Eleutherae,

to Plataea and Thebes ;
and

from thence make the tours of

Boeotia and Phocis.
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levei coast for a considerable distance, and the pro-

jection of which occurs at about a third of the dis-

tance from Eleusis to Megara. It would seem from
Philochorus, cited by Strabo, that there was a

temple of Apollo Pythius on this part of the coast,

which Philochorus considered the boundary of the

Megaris 1

; it is not noticed by Pausanias.

Megara retains little of antiquity but the name,
which is still rd Mt'yapa, and seems originally to

have been derived from certain jusyapa, or sanctuaries

of Ceres, though the later Megarenses preferred, as

usual, a heroic origin, and derived their name from
Megareus, son of Neptune, a native of Onchestus.

Pausanias remarks, that the vengeance of the Gods
for the murder of the Athenian herald Anthemo-
critus, had never been thoroughly appeased, and
that Megara had been an exception to the cities of

Greece which had profited by the munificence of

Hadrian 2
. Nevertheless, there still existed public

edifices, and monuments of art sufficient to prove
the former existence of that opulence, which has

1

tGjv ilavSiovidwy reacrapujy

bvrwy, Alyeixig re rat Avkov /cat

JTaAAan-oe teat reraprov Nttrou’

rat rrji ’Arrucrje elg rerrapa fiep-q

t)iaiptOtiari<;, u Nt'erog rr/y Meya-
pica Actx,oi rat Krlcrai rrjv Nt-

acuciy. faiXo^opOQ fiev ovv cnro

rov ’Icr Ofj.ov fie-^pi. rov ILvQiov

Sir/Keiy avrov (p-pcn rrjy dpyrjy.

AySpiuy Se pe-xpi. ’EAevatyog rat

rov Qpiavlov rcediov.—Strabo,

p. 392.
2
Pausan. Attic, c, 30. An

inscription found at Megara

shows, however, that here as well

as at Athens, a new tribe was

called Adrianis, in honour of

the emperor. From another

inscription, we learn that Sa-

bina was worshipped here under

the title of yea Arjfxi'irrjp. Boeck.

Insc. Graec. Vol. I. p. 500.

And Pausanias himself de-

scribes a temple of Apollo of

white marble, built by Hadrian.
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been variously attested in ancient history. The

town stood on a low hill with a double summit,

situated a mile and a half from the shore of the

Saronic gulf, near the southern extremity of a plain

six or seven miles in length as well as breadth, of

no great fertility, and which is bounded on every

side, except towards the sea, by the mountains

Oneia. The following is a brief abstract of the de-

scription of the city by Pausanias, in which I shall

exactly follow the order of his narrative, as it is

among the clearest and most methodical which he

has given of the more celebrated cities of Greece,

and may lead to some interesting discoveries,

when circumstances shall allow the site to be pro-

perly explored b The fountain, which took its

name from the Nymphs Sithnides, was adorned by
Theagenes, tyrant of Megara, with a building re-

markable for its magnitude and numerous columns.

Near it stood an ancient temple, containing a brazen

statue of Diana Soteira by Strongylion 2

,
statues

of the twelve gods, the reputed works of Praxiteles,

and images 3 of the Roman emperors. In the

adjoining Olympieium, or inclosure of Jupiter

Olympius, stood a magnificent temple, containing

a statue of the God, the finishing of which was in-

terrupted by the enmity of the Athenians in the

Peloponnesian war : hence the face of the God was
of ivory and gold, and the remaining parts of clay

1 Pausan. Attic, c. 40, et seq. tist, but he was chiefly cele-
2 Three of the Muses in the brated for his horses and oxen.

Grove of the Muses at Mount Paus. Boeot. c. 30.

Helicon were made by this ar-
3

elkopeq.
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and plaster. It was the joint work of Phidias and
of Theocosmus of Megara. On the head of Jupiter

were represented the Hours and Fates. In the

back part of the temple were some half-wrought

pieces of wood, prepared by Theocosmus for the

reception of the ivory and gold with which the

remaining parts of the statue were to have been

adorned \ The temple contained also the brazen

beak of a galley taken, as the Megarenses asserted,

from the Athenians in the contest for the possession

of Salamis.

Anciently, each summit of the hill of Megara
was occupied by a citadel

;
one was named Caria,

from Car, son of Phoroneus son of Inachus, the

other Alcathoe, from Alcathous son of Pelops.

Having ascended from the Olympium into Caria,

there occurred a temple of Bacchus Nyctelius
;

this citadel contained also a sanctuary of Venus
Apostrophia, an oracle of Night, a roofless temple of

Jupiter Conius, statues of iEsculapius and Hygieia

by Bryaxis, and the Meyapov, or temple of Ceres,

said to have been founded by Car during his reign.

Below the citadel Caria to the northward, near the

Olympium, was the tomb of Alcmene, from whence
Pausanias was conducted by his Megarean guide

to Rhus 2
,

a place so called because the waters

1

oklgQe e)e rov vaov K£~ircu phantine statues of the Greeks.

t,v\a iifxiepya' ravra epieWey 6 On this subject see the work of

0£ckotrpog iXicpavTL m! XPvcrV M. Quatremere, entitled Jupiter

KotTfn'jcrag to ayaXpa ekteXeueiv Olympien.

rov A tog. c. 40. 2
"EjVtevQev 6 t&v

This remarkable passage i/plv E^r/yrjrijg fiyE~iro Eg yu>ploi’

throws great light on the mode '¥ovv.—c. 41.

of constructing the chrysele-
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from the neighbouring mountain 1 were collected

in this place, until Theagenes having turned off

the water, erected an altar here to Achelous. Not

far from thence was the monument of Hyllus, son

of Hercules, and near the latter a temple of Isis,

with another of Apollo Agrsejis and Diana Agrotera,

which is said to have been dedicated by Alcathous

when he had slain the Cithaeronian lion. On de-

scending from this temple occurred the heroum of

Pandion, and near it the tomb of Hippolyte,

fashioned like an Amazonian shield, then that of

Tereus, who married Procne, daughter of Pandion,

and who is asserted by the Megarenses to have

ruled over the country about Pagse.

On the right hand of the ascent to Alcathoe was

the sepulchre of Megareus, near which was the

hearth of the Prodomeis 2

,
or place where Alca-

thous sacrificed to the deities who assisted him

in raising the walls of Megara
;

here was the

stone on which Apollo laid his lyre 3 on that oc-

casion, and which thenceforth uttered when struck

1
It was probably the same Nicander to have been called

water which supplied the foun- the Pammonides, or Pam-

tain of the Sithnides. The monia.

nearest heights appear from

O l piv inro ZKvpuivoe opt] Thxp,fiuvia t ai7r?j.

Nicand. Theriac. v. 214.

TeiyEa re TrpoXnvovree vttep IIappivviSag o-^Oag

'Evavpevoi Meyap^ec tVEwaoaavto Sopoien.

Id. in Thebaic, ap. Scliol. in Theriac. v. 214.

2 eo-iu deun' UpoSopeuiV.—c. 42.
3 Kidapa,
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a musical sound *, similar to that which Pausanias

heard at Thebes in Egypt from a half statue

generally called the statue of Memnon, but which

was said by the natives to be that of Pha-

menoph, though some ascribed it to Sesostris 2
.

In Alcathoe was a council-house 3

,
formerly the

sepulchre of Timalcus, and on the summit of

the same citadel stood a temple of Minerva,

1 aval, clvtoq /j.ev kizvpyctHjckQ ttoXiv aKpt]u

’A\Kci06tt) HkXonog iraikil ^api^o/devog.

Theogn. v. 771.

Regia turris erat vocalibus addita muris,

In quibus auratam proles Letoia fertur

Deposuisse lyram : saxo sonus ejus inhaesit.

Ovid. Metam. 1. 8, v. 14.

2 Juvenal agrees with Pau- person for whom it was in

sanias, both as to the con- tended,

dition of the statue and the

Dimidio magicae resonant ubi Memnone chordae,

Atque vetus Thebe centum jacet obruta portis.

Numerous inscriptions, still

legible on the leg of the

statue itself, attribute it to

Memnon, and two of them

add that the Egyptians called

him Phamenoph, or Amenoph.

Since the time of Juvenal and

Pausanias, the upper part of the

statue which had originally been

monolithal, like another near it,

has been reconstructed of seve-

ral pieces of stone, and in this

state it still remains. Pausanias

asserts that it was overthrown

Juvenal. Satyr. 15. v. 5.

by Cambyses. According to

late discoveries, the Memnon
in question reigned at Thebes,

two centuries before the great

conqueror of Asia, known to

the Greeks by the name of Se-

sostris : and nothing can better

show the ignorance of the The-

baic Greeks than their having

confounded this person with the

Memnon of Homer, who was a

Persian of Susa, and lived four

or five centuries later.

3
fiov\tvTT]piov.
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containing a statue of the goddess, entirely gilded

except the face, hands, and feet, which were

of ivory. Here likewise were sanctuaries of

Minerva Ni/crj and Minerva AiavTig, the latter so

called, in the opinion of Pausanias, because the

statue was dedicated by Ajax, son of Telamon.

The temple of Apollo was anciently of brick, but

had been rebuilt of white marble by Hadrian. It

contained three statues of Apollo made of ebony
;

those surnamed Pythius and Decatephorus were

in the ^Egyptian style : the Archagetes was in the

iEginetan manner. There was also a sanctuary of

Ceres Thesmophorus, in descending from which

occurred the sepulchre of Callipolis, son of Al-

cathous.

On the way to the Prytaneium were the follow-

ing monuments : the heroum of Ino surrounded

with a stone fence, within which was a plantation

of olives,—the heroa of Iphigeneia and of Adras-

tus, both of whom, according to the Megarenses,

died at Megara, and a temple of Diana, said

to have been founded by Agamemnon. In the

Prytaneium were the sepulchres of Menippus,

son of Megareus, and of Echepolis, son of Al-

cathous, and near the same building a stone

named Anaclethra, because here Ceres, when

searching for her daughter, sat down and called

her. The iEsymnium was a council-house, so

named from its founder
;

it contained a monu-

ment of the heroes of Megara. There were also

sepulchral monuments of the Megarenses who

had fallen in fighting against the Medes, and the

tombs of Pyrgo, wife of Alcathous, and of his
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daughter Iphinoe, which were in the way from
the iEsymnium to the heroum of Alcathous : the

latter structure served in the time of Pausanias for

depositing writings. In the entrance to the Dio-
nysium, or sanctuary of Bacchus, was a tomb of

Astycrateia and Manto, daughters of Polyeidus,

son of Cceranus, who founded the sanctuary, and
placed in it a wooden statue of the god surnamed
Patrous, of which the face only was visible. Near
it was a Satyr of Parian marble, by Praxiteles,

and a Bacchus, surnamed Dasyllius. Near the

Dionysium was the temple of Venus. It contained

a very ancient statue in ivory of the goddess,

surnamed Praxis, and images of Persuasion \ and
of Consolation 2

,
made by Praxiteles, and of Love 3

,

of Allurement 4
,

and of Desire 5

,
the works of

Scopas. Near the temple of Venus was that of

Fortune, containing a statue by Praxiteles, and
another temple in which were the Muses, and a

brazen Jupiter by Lysippus.

In the Agora stood the tomb of Corcebus, which
was inscribed with verses relating to the story of

Coroebus and Psamathe, and supported 6 statues

representing Coroebus killing the monster Poena :

Pausanias thought they were the most ancient

specimens of sculpture in stone which he had
seen in Greece. Near this sepulchre was that of

Orsippus, who gained a victory in running at

Olympia, and who, when military commander of

the Megarenses, enlarged the boundaries of the Me-

Tieidw.—c. 43. 4
''\fiepoQ.

2
Ilap/yopoe. 5

Iloftoe.

Epwg. c
£7r(0»7^ia eon rw w,
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garis. In descending from the agora by the street

called Eutheia, the temple of Apollo Prostaterius

stood a little on the right; it contained, an Apollo of

great merit, a Diana, and a Latona, besides which

were Latona and her children, by Praxiteles. In the

ancient Gymnasium, near the gates called Nym-
phades, was a small pyramidal stone, named Apollo

Carinus 1

,
and a temple of Lucina. On the descent to

the port of Megara, which in the time of Pausanias

still bore the appellation of Nissea, there was a temple

of Diana Malophorus, the roof of which had fallen

in. The citadel of Nissea still remained
;
on the

sea side was the tomb of Lelex, who is said to

have been an Egyptian, the son of Neptune and

Libya, and to have reigned at Niscea. Near

Nisaea, adds Pausanias, there was a small island 2

,

where Minos of Crete was said to have sheltered

his fleet in his war with Nisus.

There remains nothing of ancient Megara above-

ground, save some fragments of the walls of the

three citadels, Caria, Alcathoe, and Nisaea, toge-

ther with some vestiges of the Long Walls, and

some fragments of the buildings of the city, but

the place has been fertile in inscriptions 3

;
and if

the situations in which they were found had been

exactly noted they might have contributed not a

1 In the most ancient wor- which bore the name of a deity,

ship of the Greeks, pillars or
2

7rap?//c« vfjcroc; ov peyaXjj,

—

square pyramidal stones were c. 44.

worshipped under the name of
3 All the inscriptions of Me-

tlie gods. In the agora of gara are collected in the work

Pharae, in Achaia, were 30 of Boeckh Corp. Inscr. Gr. Voi.

quadrangular stones, each of 1, p. 553.
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little to a knowledge of the ancient topography.

From one which is now at Oxford we learn that

it was deposited in the Olympium. Another
in honour of some gymnasiarchs was probably

in the Gymnasium. The modern town occu-

pies only the hill of the two ancient citadels,

and extends not much beyond the western sum-
mit : unlike the other towns of the continent of

Greece, the houses are built with flat roofs like

those of the Grecian islands. Alcathoe having

been the more important of the two citadels, was
probably the western, or that upon which the

modern village is chiefly situated; and in that

case, the tower which crowns it occupies the site

of the temple of Minerva. The Olympium was
on the northern side of Caria : and the Agora
seems to have been towards the southern end of

the ancient site, as the street Eutheia led from
thence through the gate Nymphades into the

Longomural street, and to Nisaea. As nature has

probably resumed her sway in regard to the course

of the waters from the neighbouring mountains,

their natural receptacle, called Rhus, from which
Theagenes turned aw^ay the water in order to form
a fountain in a more convenient situation, might
be thus identified, and it would serve as an im-
portant guide to the ancient topography.

The Long Walls which connected Megara with

its maritime fortress Nisaea, in the same manner
that the Piraeeus was connected with Athens, were
constructed by the Athenians in the year b. c. 455,
when in consequence of the naval power which
the victory of Salamis had given them, and the
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disgust conceived by the Megarenses against the

Corinthians, the Athenians obtained a paramount

influence at Megara, and placed garrisons in

Nissea and Pagse. These, together with Nau-
pactus, which city at the opening of the Pelopon-

nesian war they occupied with the refugees from

Messenia, gave them stations at both the extre-

mities of the Corinthian Sea, and consequently the

naval command of it
1
. The Megaric Long Walls

are noticed at this time by Aristophanes 2

;
they

were destroyed by the Megarenses themselves upon
recovering them out of the hands of the Athenians,

in the eighth year of the Peloponnesian war 3
.

Seventy-four years afterwards they were restored

by Phocion 4
. Strabo alludes to them as if they

still existed 5

,
but the silence of Pausanias seems

to show that they had fallen to ruin before his

time.

The harbour of Niseea was formed by the island

Minoa, which, from the description given by Thu-
cydides of the operations of the Athenians against

Megara, in the fifth and eighth years of the Pelo-

ponnesian war 6

,
seems not to have been the nearest

island opposite to Megara, which is too small, and
too distant from the shore, but the peninsula, a mile
farther to the east, at the entrance of the strait of Sa-

1
Tliucyd. 1. 1, c. 103. 107. riov Mtydpwj' fi£ica oktlj ara-

111 .

Lysist. v. 1172.
3
Tliucyd. 1. 4, c. 109.

4
Plutarch, in Phocion.

5
'II N/<raid krrrLv tirivtwv

D (1VOL. II.
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lamis. Pausanias, in describing Minoa as an island,

adverted perhaps to its earlier condition rather than

to that which existed in his time
;
for Strabo, near

two centuries before had applied to it the word «/cpa,

or promontory 1
. The examples of the conversion

of islands into peninsulse are so numerous on the

coasts of Greece, that the present instance has

nothing surprising in it, especially as the strait

which separated Minoa from the main appears

from Thucydides to have been narrow at the en-

trance from the sea, and to have terminated in a

marsh, over which there was a bridge or cause-

way. In the fifth year of the war, the Athe-

nians perceiving that Minoa, in which the Mega-

renses had only a tower, would be a much better

station than Budorus and Salamis for observing

the Peloponnesian fleet, and for blockading Me-

gara, Nicias seized two of the towers of the

walls of Nisaea, which had prevented his ships

from passing between them and the island of

Minoa, and then built a wall in the island, by

which he cut off “ the communication between

Megara and Minoa by means of the bridge which

led into the island across the marsh 2 .” He then

formed a fortress in the island and left a garrison

in it. If such was the situation of Minoa, it will

follow that the length of the Long Walls was not

8 stades, as the text of Thucydides gives it
3

,
but

1 Mtra Sr] tciq ^KEipurviSag
J

jua/cpd Tf.i'yr) . . . • r)v ce

7rkrpag a/cpa 7rp6nELrai Mivwa araSktoy fiaXiara otcrio aVo rrjg

7rotovaa tov kv rrj N raaiq. Xifik- 7roXewg kirt ttjv Nlaaiav rov Xl-

)'a.—Strabo, p. 391. fikva avrwv .—Thucyd. 1. 4, c.

2
Sia rerayovg.— Thucyd. 00.

1.3. c. 51

.
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18, as we find it in that of Strabo
;
the peninsula

being not less than three miles from Megara.

In the eighth year of the war, the Athenians

still holding Minoa, but the Peloponnesians hav-

ing a garrison in Nisaea, the former in conjunction

with a body of troops from Plataea, and by the

assistance of a party in Megara, obtained posses-

sion of the Long Walls, and built a cross wall

within them for protection against Megara. They
then prolonged the circumvallation of Nisaea to

the sea on either side, obtaining plentiful mate-

rials from the suburb, and making its houses serve,

with the addition of battlements, for a part of the

fortification. The Peloponnesians in Nisaea being

thus deprived of their daily supplies, were obliged

to surrender, when the Athenians took posses-

sion of Nisaea, and entirely separated it from

Megara, by breaking down a part of the Long
Walls. Brasidas, the Lacedaemonian, who was

then at the Isthmus preparing to march into

Thrace, on hearing of the first success of the

Athenians at the Long Walls, summoned the

Boeotians, who were already collected at Pla-

taea for the relief of Megara, to meet him at

Tripodiscus, a Megaric town 1

at the foot of Mount
Gcraneia. The united forces amounted to G000

;

and the Athenians, who had received a large rein-

forcement from Athens, were not much inferior in

number. Each party being more anxious to support

its adherents in Megara than to come to action,

nothing took place but a combat of cavalry in the

km
/
j. 7].—Thucyd. 1. 4, c. 70 .

d d 2
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plain, in which the Athenians had some advantage.

At length Brasidas, having succeeded in obtain-

ing admission into Megara, the oligarchy was re-

established in the city, the Athenians still re-

taining possession of Nisaea and Minoa. It was in

the ensuing winter that the Megarenses, having

been sufficiently strong to recover possession of

their Long Walls, entirely destroyed them.

From a part of the narrative of Thucydides, it

appears that there was a sanctuary of Mars, called

the Enyalium, not far from the gate by which the

Athenians first made their irruption into the Long
Walls, and which seems to have been a gate

opening from the northern Long Wall into the

suburb on that side.

We find by the terms of the truce agreed upon

between the Athenians and Lacedaemonians in the

spring of the ninth year, that towards the sea on the

north-eastern side of Nisaea, there was a monument
of Nisus, at a gate of Nisaea, and a Posidonium, or

sanctuary of Neptune, between it and the bridge

leading into Minoa. By the conditions of the

treaty, the line of demarcation between the Athe-

nians in Minoa and Nisaea, on one side, and the

Megarenses and their allies, on the other, was the

road which led from that gate of Nisaea to the

Posidonium, and from thence a direct line to the

causeway b

Having finished the description of the city, Pau-

sanias proceeds to notice the places situated in the

opeivi), or mountainous part of the Megaris to the

northward of the plain, after which he describes

1 Thucyd. 1. 4, c. 118.
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the road from Megara into the Corinthia. The

only places named by him in the Oreine are Pagse,

iEgosthena, and Erineia.

Although the historians and geographers have

left little doubt that JEgosthena was at Ghermano,

it is satisfactory to be able to confirm this fact by

means of an inscription found on the spot
;
from a

copy of which, although very imperfect, 1 have been

able to decipher enough to show that it was a de-

cree of the people of iEgosthena in favour of Apol-

lodorus, son of Alcimachus of Megara, granting

him the ordinary rights of proxenia, with the use

of the pastures of the district for his cattle, and

the privilege of a front seat at the public ceremo-

nies 1

. The decree is to be recorded in the temple

1
’EiTELciri ’AiroX(X6Sb))pog ’AX/cijita^ou MeyapEvg

(evvovg') eujp BiciteXel rw &ifxu) ru>v AlyoadEvirau ....
TM bcifXU) K[)6Z,EVOV Elf-IEV

avrvv Kai EKyovoVg avrov .... rag iroXiog AiyoaOsviTav

/cat Ei/dEV avroj EKTr]<jiv yd

g

/cat o'lKiag /cat aXXa iravra ova /cat rolg

aXXoig 7rpo^Evoig’ bfxoiiog keXevel el^iev avrui kul ettLvo^uav

civaypdipayroj ot 8

ep rw ttpw rov ALEXctfiTrobog' btboudai c)e /cat

r&y MEXa/UTToSEiwy /cat koXeZv avrov Eig 7rpoeSpiav

KaOctTTEp /cat rovg dXXovg Tpo^EPOvg.

The Doric dialect is ac- proof of which he quotes a lost

counted for hy ASgosthena passage of Polybius. The in-

having been considered a town

of the Megaris. Steplianus

remarks the difference of the

form of the gentile in the

names Megara and iEgostliena,

although both are neuters plu-

ral
;

for while the ethnic of

Megara is Megareus, that of

iEgosthena is AlyoadEvtrrjg, in

scription shows the correctness

of Steplianus. The Ethnic

AlyoadEPEiog, therefore, is erro-

neous in Atlienasus, who cites

some words of Polybius, show-

ing that iEgosthena produced a

sweet wine, AiyoaOr/'e/w y

X

vkei

(pipy').—Athen. 1. 10, c. 11.
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of Melampus, and mention is made of the Melam-
podeia, which we learn from Pausanias to have

been a festival celebrated every year at iEgos-

thena 1
.

The position of AEgosthena thus ascertained,

illustrates two interesting passages in the Hellenics

of Xenophon. Between Ghermano and the vale

of Livadhostra, which stands on or near the site of

the ancient Creusis, a projection of the highest part

of Cith(£ro7i terminates abruptly in the Corinthiac

or Alcyonic Gulf, and forms a natural separation

between the Megaris and the Boeotian district of

Thespice, of which city Creusis was the port, leav-

ing no passage along the shore except a path on

the mountain’s side, which now serves for a road

from Livadhostra and Ai Vasili to Ghermano and

Vilia. Like the Scironian rocks, along which

there is a similar road from Megara to Crommyon,

this termination of Mount Cithceron
,
as well as all

the adjoining part of the Alcyonic sea, is subject

to sudden gusts of wind, by which the passage of

such a cornice is sometimes rendered dangerous.

The Lacedaemonians under Cleombrotus were

here overtaken, on their march from Creusis to

iEgosthena, when retreating from Bceotia in the

winter of B.C. 379-378, by one of these tempests.

Such was the force of the wind, that the shields of

the soldiers were wrested from their hands, and

many of the asses that carried the burthens were

1 ’Ey AlyoadivoiQ fie MeXa/u- ruj M.£\d/j,iro()i kui ava redv

ttocSoc tov ’AfivddovoQ ktjTLV ero£ eopTijv dyovai.—Pausan,

dpov Kill dvi)p ov /xeyag ureip- Attic, c. 44.

yaafiivog iv (TTr)Xrj' Kai Ovovai
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blown over the precipices into the sea \ Seven

years afterwards the Lacedaemonians again re-

treated by the same road after their memorable

defeat at Leuctra. Little trusting to the peace

which the Thebans had granted them, they

avoided crossing Mount Cithaeron by the ordinary

route in the face of their conquerors, and preferred

the risk of marching in the night by the narrow

and dangerous path at the back of the mountain.

The historian states that the Spartan commanders

concealed their intention by moving from the field

of battle near Leuctra in the evening, with the

avowed purpose of being ready to cross the Cithae-

ron by the usual route in the morning at day-

break
;

but that, instead of pursuing it, they

turned off to Creusis, and proceeded from thence

to iEgosthena of the Megarice, where they met the

army of Archidamus coming to their support 2
.

Not less certain than the position of iEgosthena

is that of Pegae or Pagae, as it was called in the

Megaric dialect. From Thucydides and Plu-

tarch we learn that it was the principal harbour

on the western coast of the Megaris
;
and from

Strabo that it formed with Nisaea the narrowest

part of the Megaric Isthmus, the breadth of which

was 120 stades 3
. These data correspond exactly

with the port of Psatho, not far from the shore of

which are found the remains of an ancient fortress.

Near the road from Megara to Pagae there was a

rock (according to Pausanias) covered with marks

1 Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 5, c. 4. 111. Plutarch in Pericl.

2 Ibid. 1. 6. c. 4. Strabo, p. 334.

3 Thucyd. 1. 1, c. 103, 107,
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which were supposed to have been made by the

arrows of an advanced body of Median cavalry,

when Mardonius, hearing of the arrival of the
Peloponnesians at the Isthmus on their way to

Platsea, made a movement from Attica to intercept

them \ Pausanias relates that they wandered to

the rock on the road to Pagee in the night
;

that

under the impulse of a madness inspired by Diana,
they consumed their arrows by discharging them
at the rock, mistaking it for the enemy, and that

thus disarmed they were attacked in the morning
and put to death by the Megarenses. At PagEe
there was a brazen statue of Diana Soteira, erected

in memory of this event, and exactly resembling
another dedicated to the same deity at Megara.
Pagse contained also the heroic monument of

iEgialeus, who fell at Glisas in the second expedi-
tion of the Argives against Thebes 2

.

The third town of the Oreine, mentioned by
Pausanias, was Erineia, in which was a monu-
ment of Autonoe, daughter of Cadmus 3

. As Vilia

and Kundura are the only inland positions in the

northern part of the JMegaric isthmus having any
natural advantages, we may presume Erineia to

have occupied the one or other of those sites; and
as Strabo notices Isus, formerly a town of the

Megaris, as having been situated near Cithceron 4
,

I am disposed to place Isus at Vilia, and Erineia
at Kundura. There can be no doubt, as before

Herodot. 1, 9, c. 14. Meyapucrj ekeldey diruKiafieyr)
2 Pausan. Attic c. 40, 44. (ex Iso Boeotico sc.) eyyvQ
Pausan. Attic, c. 44. rov Ki0aipu>vo£. Strabo, p. 405.

1
r) v ycip 6 ’'Icroe ttoXi£ iv rrj
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remarked, that Kandili is the mountain which

the ancients named Kfpara, from the sharp rocks

which rise from its summit 1

;
the ancient name of

Karydhi I am unable to discover, except that it

was the highest summit of the Oneia, as Strabo

defines those mountains, that is to say, as extend-

ing from the rocks Scironides to Cithaeron and the

confines of Boeotia 2
. Other authors, however,

appear to have comprehended in the Oneia, not

only all the mountains as far as the Isthmus, but

even the ridge to the southward of it, which

stretches from Cenchreice to Corinth, having ap-

parently considered Geraneia only as the highest

summit of the Oneia 3
.

In a verse preserved by Strabo, which the Athe-

nians were suspected by some of the ancient critics

of having ejected from the Iliad, for the sake of

interpolating another, which proved that Salamis

in the time of the Trojan war was a dependency

1 ’Er Se rrj ttapaXiq. rrj Karci.

JhaXapuya keIgOcu ovpflakyei rd

opia rrjg Meyapt/cj/e /cat rfjg ’Ar-

debog opr] Svo a KaXovai Kkpara.

Strabo, p. 395.

01 Meyape~tg . . . 7rapETafayro

rrpog ro~ig Xorpoig ro~ig KSpain

KaXovfxkyoig. Diodor. Sicul.

1. 13, c. 65.

. ... kv /j-edoplip Trig Meya-

plSog V7rkp twv KaXovpEyujy Ke-

pdrcoy. Plutarch, in Themist.
2 ... rd KaXov/xeya "OvEia

opt), hiardvovTa pi£XPl Bouoriag

/cat Ktdaipuiyog arro twv Siceipu)-

yiScoy 7rsrpcuy, Kal rrjg ttapa

ravrcig oSoii irpdg rr]v ’ArriKrjy.

Strabo, p. 380.

’ Ectti S’ f] X^Pa T(** y Msya-

pkiov 7rapdXvTrpog, /cadaVep Kal

i] ’ATTiKt] Kal to 7rXkoy avrrjg

e7T£^£t ra KaXovfxeva ’Oyeia

opr], pa\ig Tig p.r]Kvyopikvr] fiey

diro twv l2iK£ip(i)yiScjy 7rETpiuy kiri

Trjy BoiuJTiay /cat tov KiOaipwya,

Suipyovaa Sk ty]v /cara Nttratay

dciXamrav curb rrjg /cara Kpttr-

aav [al. Kpkovaay^ ’AXKvoylSog

irpocrayopEvofxkyrjg. Strabo, p.

393.
3 See Travels in the Morea,

Yol. iii. p. 310.
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of Athens, mention is made of iEgeirusa, Nisaea,

and Tripodi, in the Megaris, as part of the domi-

nions of Ajax of Salamis 1

. Whether the latter

was the genuine version or not, it is at least evi-

dent from Strabo, that iEgeirusa and Tripodi, like

Nisaea, still existed in his time. Of Polichne, the

fourth Megaric town named in the verses, we
have no other notice in ancient history.

Tripodiscus 2
is shown by Thucydides, on the

occasion already mentioned, to have been at the

foot of Mount Geraneia, in a situation convenient

for forming a junction of troops who were assem-

bling from Platsea in one direction, and the Isthmus

in the other, for the purpose of acting at Megara.

And accordingly, at the foot of Mount Geraneia
,

in the road from Platcea to the Isthmus
,
four or

five miles to the north-west of Megara, I remarked

in my former journey, when passing by that route

1

Strabo, p. 394. The verses as we now have them are

—

Atag o’ sic 2aXa/slvoQ aysv SvoKaiSsKa vrjag

HiTrjcrs S’ ayu)v, tV ’AQr)va'nx)v 'iaravTO (paXayysg.

The Megarenses asserted that Homer wrote as follows :

A tag S’ sic IjaXa/ilvog aysv vsag, sic ts HoXi^upg
’ Ek t Alysipovaarjg, NtCTuujg ts, Tpnr6Su)v ts.

Some of the ancient critics gave

strong reasons against the au-

thenticity of the Athenian read-

ing
;

on the other hand, it

seems improbable that the

number of the ships should

have been omitted, as would

follow from the admission of

the Megaric version.
2 The termination of the

name varies, as in a great num-

ber of the names of places in

Greece : Thucydides writes

TpnroSiaicog
;

Pausanias, Tpt-

ttoS'ujkol, Strabo, Tpi7ro£t(7fciov,

Herodian (ap. Stephan, in Tp-

noSiaicog) TpnroSicricr), which

seems to have been the form

understood by Plutarch, who

writes the gentile adjective

plural Tpnrodicriccuoi.
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from Megara to Corinth, the evident vestiges of

an ancient town. The position is perfectly in

agreement with the fable of the foundation of Tri-

podiscus, related by Pausanias. According to

that author, Coroebus the Argive, after having

slain the monster Pcena, which had been sent by

Apollo to punish the Argives for the death of the

child of Apollo by Psamathe, daughter of their

king Crotopus, went to Delphi to give him-

self up to punishment. He was ordered by the

oracle to take a tripod out of the temple, to return

towards Argos, and wherever the tripod fell to the

ground to reside there, and to build a temple to

Apollo 1

. The remains are exactly on the shortest

route from Delphi to the Isthmus, over Mount

Geraneia, leaving Megara a few miles on the

left
2

.

It is probable that iEgeirusa, like Nissea and

Tripodiscus, was in the western part of the Me-

garis, for none of the places mentioned in the

Megaric reading of the verses in the Iliad are

among those which, according to Pausanias, occu-

1 Pausan. Attic, c. 43.

According to Conon, (nar-

rat. 19, ap. Phot. Bibl. p. 179,)

Crotopus, not Coroebus, was

the founder ofthe Argive colony

at Tripodiscus.

2 Strabo says, Tpt7ro£i(moj'

—KaO’ o f] vvv ciyopd riov Mt-

yapeojy Ksirai, from which it

might be supposed, that Tri-

podiscus was nearer to Megara,

but this does not follow. The

Megarenses held probably a

market near Tripodiscus, on

account of its being a more cen-

tral situation to the Megaris than

their own city
;
such markets

in some spot convenient to

all the vicinage, and gene-

rally named from the nearest

town, are still common in every

part of the Levant, and appear

to have been equally so an-

ciently.

13
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pied the Oreine, or mountain district to the north-

ward and eastward, whence it would seem also

that the western part only was claimed by the

Salaminii and Megarenses as the ancient dominion
of Ajax. iEgeirusa, according to Theopompus,

was also called iEgeirus 1
. In Scylax, we find

Aris noticed as the last place on the Alcyonic or

northern coast of the Megaris 2
. It is not impro-

bable that among the numerous corrections re-

quired in the names of Scylax, should be that of

Aryeipog in place of 'Apig. In this case it becomes

likely that iEgeirus occupied the slope of Mount
Geraneia towards the Corinthian Sea, and that its

district bordered upon that of CEnoe of the Corin-

thia, which appears from Strabo to have been

situated not far to the eastward of Cape Olmiae 3
.

On some part of Geraneia there was a town or

fortress, homonymous with the mountain. This

appears as well from Scylax as from Thucydides,

who states the Athenians to have maintained a

garrison there before the Peloponnesian war, and
that by the possession of Geraneia, Pagae, and
Megara, they commanded the communication be-

1 Ap. Stephan, in Alyei-

povaa.
2 Merh Se BOLivTOvg Meyapetc

simv edvog (cat ttoXelc aide. A t-

yooQivai, Il^yai, T£~iypg Tepci-

VEia, ”Aptg. Uapct7r\ovg fie ruty

Meyapeuiv %ojpag araSici p'.

—Scylax. Perip. Meyapetc.
3
’Ey $£ Tip fXETa^V TOV A£-

yaiov ical tiov Ilaywy to rrjg

’

Aicpaiag pavTE~toy 'Hpae virijp-

%£ to TraXatoy' /cat at ’OA/ttat

,

to 7rotovy ciKpurripioy Toy koX-

7roy, ev ip i] te OlyoTj (cat Ilayat,

to fjtey riov MsyapEojy ippovpioy,

7/ Se OlyoTj Twy Koptydtioy .

—

Strabo, p. 380.

’Ey c)£ Tip KOtXoTUTIp TOV KoX-

7T0V TOVTOV (scil. TOV KOptydut-

(cou) CTup/3£/3^(C£ rag ETaycte ke'kt-

dat (cat Ti)y Olyorjy.—Strabo,

p. 409.
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tween Northern Greece and the Peloponnesus 1

.

When Cassander, after having reduced a great

part of the Peloponnesus in the year B.C. 316, re-

tired into Macedonia, he left a garrison in Gera-

neia 2
. The fortress probably stood at the summit

of the ridge where the road must in all ages have

passed.

Cimolia is known only as having been the scene

of action of a victory, obtained by the Mega-

renses and Athenians over the Corinthians 3
in the

year B.C. 458. It appears to have been in the

plain of Megara
:

perhaps at the place where

Wheler found the remains of several churches

built on the ruins of more ancient buildings, and

where he copied a Latin and a Greek inscription :

this place, called Paleokhori, is three or four miles

northward of Megara 4
.

In the western angle of the Bay of Megara, at

the commencement of the rocks Scironides, Chan-

dler observed many Hellenic foundations and other

remains. It is not improbable that they may indi-

cate the site of a come named Scirone, for as well as

can be understood from the imperfect passage in

Pausanias, which introduces his mention of the

rocks Scironides, and the story of Ino and Meli-

certe, there was a place named after Sciron, who

was polemarch of the Megarenses when Nisus was

their king, and who was the first to make a foot-path

4 A Journey to Greece, p.

434.

1 Thucyd. 1. 1, c. 107.
2 Diod. 1. 19, c. 54.
3 Diodor. Sic. 1. 11, c. 79.
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along the rocks 1

. This path may easily be made im-

practicable, as the Greeks rendered it after the loss

of Thermopylae 2

,
or it may be made passable by two

carriages abreast, as Hadrian rendered it
3

. Wheler
passed it in 1676 with horses, but at present it is only

practicable by foot-passengers. The length of the

Scironian rocks was reckoned six Roman miles4
,
and

according to Pausanias they were all comprehended
within the Megaris. The two most projecting and
remarkable rocks 5 were named the Moluris, and
the Evcryac, or execrable. From the rock Moluris it

was reported that Jno, or Leucothea, pursued by
her husband Athamas, threw herself into the sea

with her son Melicertes, otherwise called Palaemon,

who was carried by a dolphin to the Isthmus,

where the Corinthians worshipped him as a divinity

and instituted games in his honour. The “ exe-

crable’ ’ rock was that from which Sciron the

robber threw strangers into the sea 6

,
and from

which he was himself thrown by Theseus. On the

summit of the mountain there was a temple of

Jupiter, who received the epithet Aphesius for

1
ri]v c)£ cn'O/ia^oixevriv aVo

HiKipwvoe kill eq robs 2Kipwv \_al.

Sfctpwvijv] ijVtKa M-Eyaptvcnv

ETToXEfU.ap^EL TrpUJTOt; (KUl) die

Xe-yovcriy ErcoirjaEv avcpcunv

ev^iovoiq oceveiv.—Pausaii. At-

tic. c. 44.
2 Herodot. 1. 8, c. 71.
3 ap/xara ivavria EXavvEirQcu

—Pausan. Attic, c. 44.
4 Plin. H. N. 1. 4, c. 7.

5
. . . . TTETpag, at Kara to

(ttevov rfje bbov fiaXiara dvi-

yovctlv.—'Pausan. Attic, c. 44.
0 A sea-tortoise lay under

the rocks ready to devour the

victims of Sciron. These ani-

mals, adds Pausanias, differ

only from land-tortoises in

their greater size, and in the

shape of the foot, which resem-

bles that of the sea-calf ((puna ).
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having removed the drought, which ceased after

iEacus had sacrificed to Jupiter Panhellenius in

iEgina. The temple of Aphesius contained

statues of Venus, Apollo, and Pan. Beyond the

“ execrable” rock occurred the sepulchre of Eu-

rystheus, who was slain here by Iolaus, after which

there was a descent to the temple of Apollo Latous,

near which was the boundary of the Megaris and

Corinthia, in a spot where Hyllus, son of Her-

cules, was said to have fought with Echemus the

Arcadian.
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Jan. 10.—A continuation of the serene weather,

which 1 found on entering Attica, tempts me to

make an excursion to the summit of Mount Parnes,

notwithstanding the time of year. This point,

although not so distinct and unambiguous as the

summits of Pentelicum and Cithceron
,
or that of

Khlomo near Talanda, is more comprehensive than

any near the south-eastern extremity of Greece in

the extent of its view over Attica, Boeotia, Euboea,

and the Saronic Gulf. Passing through the Gribos

Kapesi, orllopra rou ’EypiVou, at 1.41, we very soon

afterwards enter the olive woods : at 2 pass many
foundations of ancient walls • at 2.27 cross the

rioSovlrpTr), or Washfoot, as the Cephissus is now
called, and in four minutes more a larger branch
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of the same river, from which many channels

are derived for mills and gardens. At 2.45

Dervish Agu and Turali, two small villages on

the river, are at a small distance on the right.

At 3.20 we arrive at Menidhi. Here on some

rocky heights a little to the left of the town, are

foundations and antique fragments, indicative of

the site of a demus
;

at a small chapel there is a

sarcophagus in its place, and lying near it an in-

scribed marble adorned with a vase in relief; both

which were excavated on the spot. On the north-

ern side of the village is an abundant source of

water, which does not fail in summer. Menidhi

is the largest village in Attica next to Khassia
;

it

consists mostly of small houses two stories high,

and is surrounded by a plantation of olive trees and

some gardens.

From hence I proceed to the monastery of Aio

Nikola, at the foot of Mount Parnes. A little be-

yond Menidhi a massy foundation of ancient wall

crosses a torrent now dry, which flows from Parnes

in a wide gravelly bed, and after passing Menidhi

joins the Cephissus. A Menidhiote peasant, of

whom I inquire whether he knows of any other

walls of the same kind in the neighbourhood, de-

scribes to me the situation of Phyle above Khassia,

and when I ask him the name of that castle,

answers oro 4>vXt \eyofxsv ri/xug ;
thus showing that

Phyle still preserves its ancient appellation, though,

like many other Greek names, it is neutralized into

<I>uXt instead of being <hvXrj. The Xeyo^ev v/itig of the

Menidhiote was not without its Attic salt. Know-

ing that the ruins are of Hellenic construction, he

VOL. II. e e
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thought that the place might have had a different

name anciently, which name I might know, though

he was ignorant of it. He seems pleased to learn

that 4>vAii was the Hellenic name of the castle,

and this little lesson in archaeology an Attic pea-

sant is not likely to forget.

We are just an hour in riding from Menidhi to

St. Nicolas. The road passes along the right side

of the torrent before mentioned, and then ascends

by a gentle slope to the monastery, which stands

immediately below woods of pine which cover the

steep acclivity of the mountain, and commands a

beautiful view of the plain of Athens, including

the city, and the Saronic Gulf. St. Nicolas is a

small metokhi dependent on the monastery of

'Ay la. Tplag, vulgarly Ala Triadha, or the Holy

Trinity, situated midway between the metokhi

and the summit of the mountain, in a valley

abounding in sources of water, and shaded with

walnut and chestnut trees. The soprri, or feast of

the saint, is in May, and is much resorted to from

the city. I am lodged at St. Nicolas in a cell of one

of the monks, small, but having a ceiling, floor,

and fire-place
;
luxuries to which I have been little

accustomed in Thessaly and Boeotia. Indeed, in

every part of Greece it must be the lot of the ex-

ploring traveller to partake of those miseries of

Greek poverty of which Aristophanes drew a pic-

ture in the Plutus so true and lively, that the tra-

veller, who has once read the verses, will not fail

to be continually reminded of them \ The snug

1 yap civ iropioai tL civvai ayaOuv Tr\i)v (pdociwv ek (3a\avEiov
,

Kat Traiciaplwv vttotteivojvtwv Kal ypa'idlwv KoXoavprov,
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cell at St. Nicolas is peculiarly opportune, as a

violent southerly wind, accompanied with rain, de-

tains me all the 11th of January, and an ascent of

the mountain in such weather is out of the ques-

tion. I have not observed in Attica any of the

birds called T6'ia, a species of bustard which I saw

in immense numbers in the plains of Bceotia, and

which I suppose to be the wrlSec observed in the

same plains by Pausanias. A nobler bird of the

same genus, the wild turkey, exactly resembling

the domestic, makes its appearance in the spring,

and I was informed by Mr. Consul S. at Patra,

that they are sometimes sold there in the market.

The bird and its name were probably introduced

into England from this country.

Jan. 12.—The Igumenos of Aia Triadha, who
came to St. Nicolas yesterday on hearing of my
arrival, accompanies me to the summit of the

mountain. The shortness of the days, and the

uncertainty of the weather, making the most direct

road preferable, we do not pass by Aia Triadha,

but ascend the south-eastern slope of the moun-

tain, in face of Kifissia and Mount Mendeli, cross-

$deipu>v t apidpo v Kal Kuvuiirojv Kal \pvXXu>v (ovSi Xeyto cot

'Ytto tov irXpOovg
)
at fiopflovcrai nspl rtjv KEtpaXr/v dviuian v,

'J^Treytipovaui Kal (f>pa£ovcrai, TTELvi]aEtg, dXX' ETraviaroj.

Upoc Se ye tovtoiq, avd' ipariov pev e^etv pa^og, avrl Se kXCvtiq

Sn/3a^a c^otVwv Kopeujv pEarrjv, fi rovg evSovrag tyelpei.

Kat (poppov avrl renr-prog crairpov, avrl t)e TTpoaKEEpaXaiov

ALdov Evpeyedr] Trpog rrj KecpaXfj " ctretcSai c>' avrl pev dpriov

MaXaoje 7rropdovg’ avrl 0 e pa£r]e <pvXXe~i, Icr^vuiv patyavibcuv,

’Avrl be Gpavovg ardpvov Ke<paXrjv Kareayorog, avrl be pciKrpag

ThdaKvrjQ 7rXevpdv, eppwyvlav Kal ravrr\v.

Aristoph. Plut. v. 535.

e e 2
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ing two or three remata which flow to the Cephissus

.

The lower part of the mountain is covered with

pines
;

these, as we proceed, are mixed with

holly-oaks and firs, and at length, towards the

summit, the wood consists entirely of the last.

Three years ago an accidental fire caught the fir-

wood, and consumed three quarters of it
;
such at

least is the calculation of my companion the abbot;

but one quarter perhaps would be nearer the truth.

He says that the fire burnt four days, but that the

greater part of the mischief was done in a few

hours. Not much of the timber has been destroyed,

but the dead and leafless trunks give a desolate

appearance to the scenery, which before this acci-

dent must have been beautiful even in the present

season : frequent rivulets and green ravines occur

amidst the firs, and here and there a small space is

cultivated with corn. With these exceptions the

mountain is entirely covered with forests, and con-

tains an inexhaustible supply of timber for the

Athenians. It is to the manufacture of plank that

I am indebted for the means of ascending the

mountain on horseback by a tolerable road.

Parries still -continues to supply Athens with

charcoal, but the demand not being such as to

cause any great consumption of wood in the manu-

facture of it, the people of Menidhi and Khassia,

who have succeeded the avOpaKug of Acharnce in

its manufacture, have no necessity at present to

ascend very high in the mountain for their ma-

terials. The wild thyme, lentisk, myrtle, and

other shrubs, produced in abundance upon Hy-
mettus and the uncultivated parts of the n«W,
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supply a sufficiency of wood for heating the ovens

of Athens, and the mangol is not much used during

the brief Athenian winter, when it is more the cus-

tom among the upper classes, all whose apartments

have chimneys, to burn on their hearths some old

olive or ilex, which has been overthrown by Bo-

reas or Sciron. Both those trees make excellent

firewood, but particularly the olive.

Mount Fames still con tains wild boars, as in the

time of Pausanias, but bears are very rarely if ever

seen \ It abounds also in wolves, hares and par-

tridges, and is covered with a good soil, better in-

deed than that of the now totally uncultivated plain

which lies between it and Mount Pentelicum. To-

wards the top of the mountain, the rock makes its

appearance on the most exposed ridges, but in gene-

ral the firs reach to the very summit, and they

impede in some directions the view, which is one

of the most extensive in Greece. Attica
_
Bceotia

,

a part of Phocis, the southern portion of Euboea

,

the

barriers of the Isthmus and the Saronic gulf, with

the opposite coast of Argolis are ichnographically

displayed. To the right of Mount Parnassus rise

the snow-capped range of mountains on the borders

of AEtolia and Doris
,
which extend to (Eta

,
to the

right of which a long snowy ridge makes its ap-

pearance above the Boeotian mountains Ptoum and

Eypatus, which I recognize for Othrys. In the

northern portion of Euboea
,
the cliffs which border

the coast between Politika and Limni are conspicu-

ous, and the highest summit of them, called Kan-

1

1lappijc Tvaptyo^ivt] dt/pav avutv dypiwv kcu apKTiov .

—

Pausan. Attic, c. 32.
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dili, shows itself between Khtypa and 'Egripo. Still

following the horizon to the right, are seen the hill

of Kalogheritza, the straits near it, the mouth of

the Asopus, Mount Dhelfi, anciently JDirphe or

Dirphys, the highest mountain in Euboea next to

Oche, and remarkable for its sharp cone, then the

mountain immediately above Kumi in Euboea
,
then

Kalamo in Attica \

The channel of Euboea changes its direction from

north to north-west at the cape of Bhamnus, in

Attica
,
which is the termination of the great Bceoto-

Attic chain of Cithceron and Parries
,
and is imme-

diately opposite to the bay of Stura, the ancient Styra,

in the midst of which is an island, probably the

iEgilia of Herodotus 2
. Here the island of Eubcea

1 The following angles, connecting points in Euboea and three

other islands with the main, may possibly be of use to geographers.

Mount Kandili (cliffs in Eubcea
, between Politika

and Limni) with summit of Khtypa ... 9° 25'

M. Khtypa and the Euripus 12 10

and the tower at the entrance of the strait

near Vasiliko 16 12

and mouth of the Asopus 37 19

and summit of Mount Dirphe 44

and summit of the hill above Kumi 70

and Kalamo in Attica 73 23

M. Dirphe and Kavo Doro 90

and Mount Pentelicum 106 18

Pentelicum, and the north point of Skyro 91 31

and the south point of Skyro 76 7

and the north point of Zia 6 14

and the south point of Zia 18 4

and south cape of Andhro 10 50

and east cape of Ydhra 61 49

Bearing of Pentelicum by compass, S. 39 E.

2 Herodot. 1. 6, c. 101, 107.
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is narrower than in any part, except at the isth-

mus of Lithadha at the northern extremity. Both

these narrow places seem to be unknown to modern

geographers \
the isthmus of Stura is noticed by

Plutarch in the life of Phocion, who after the battle

of Tamynse occupied a fortress on the isthmus,

named Zaretra. The peninsula to the southward of

Stura terminates in the great round mountain, the

highest in Euboea
,
anciently called Oche, which to

the north-east throws out the terrible Caphareus,

now Xylofago or Kavo Doro, and to the south-west

cape Mandili, the south-eastern extremity of the

island, and anciently named Gersestus. It appears

from the ancient authors, that there was a town and

temple of Neptune on this cape, and a port below

it which seems very small, though Livy describes

it as “ nobilis Euboese portus 2 .” It may have de-

rived some shelter from a small island which lies

immediately off the cape. Between this promontory

and the islands Petalius, the ancient Petalise, is

the great bay of Karysto, and in the middle of it

is the town seen a little to the right of Kavo Doro,

and situated, as Strabo describes it, at the foot of

Mount Oche.

In the Gulf of 'Eghina or the Saronic Gulf,
it is

observable that the eastern end of Salamis, the

western end of AEgina, the eastern end of Pityonesus

(now called Anghistri), the western end of the pe-

ninsula of Methana
,
and the summit of mount

Ortholithi in the Argolic peninsula, fall in the same

line. To the right of these, is the cluster ol rocks

1 Strabo, p. 446. Thucyd. 1. 3, c. 3. Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 3, c. 4.

2 Liv. 1. 31, c. 45.
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called the Pendenlsia, or five islands
;

in a line

with Mount Arachnceum near Ligurio. A little

to the right of the Pendenlsia is seen a cape of
the Argolic coast, round which the coast retires

to the left, and forms the bay of Sofiko. Another
small island shows itself a little to the right of An-
ghlstri, lying between it and the Pendenlsia, and
another of the same size nearer to Salamis, forming
nearly an equilateral triangle with the former and
Pendenlsia.

The nearest district on the Boeotian side is the
Tanagrice

,
or Tanagroea

,
inclosed between the

lower heights of Fames and the low Theban ridge,

of which the principal summit is now called Soro.
The Asopus is seen forcing its way through a rocky
ravine of no great length from the Farasopia into

the plain of Tanagra, which is separated only from
the maritime plain of Oropus by the last falls of

Parnes near 'Oropo and Sykamino, above which two
villages the Asopus again traverses a rocky defile,

which probably formed the separation between the

Tanagrice and Oropia. At the head of the plain of

Tanagra
,
just under Parnes

,
stands Mavromati, in

a line with the convent of Siamata. In the middle
of the plain of Tanagra

,
Skimatari interlineates

with Mount Kandlli of Euboea
; and near the sea

Vathy is seen in a direction a little to the left of
the Euripus

;

close under Parnes, on the right bank
of the Asopus, is the tower and village of Staniates.

In the direction of Pentelicum we look down on
Tatoy, near which village a fountain, some frag-

ments of ancient sculpture, and the foundations of

walls, indicate the site of the celebrated JDeceleia.
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On the slope of a round mountain behind Rhamnus
,

and in a line with its summit, are seen Kapandriti,

and a little beyond it Khalkuki. From thence a

cultivated slope descends to the valley ofMarathon.

From the north-western side of the same height,

and from the adjacent parts of Parnes, the waters

meet, and form a torrent, which passes a little to

the right of Markopulo, and falls into the sea be-

tween the mouth of the Asopus and Kalamo.

The direction of the streams in Attica shows the

different slopes of the land. All the waters from

the south and south-east of Parnes flow to the Ce-

phissus, the most distant origin of which is in some

heights attached to the north-western side of Pen-

telicum, about four miles to the south-east of Tatoy.

The river receives contributions from Pentelicum as

it proceeds through the plain, particularly that

rising at Kifisia, which in fact is the principal

source of the river. The waters from the northern

side of Pentelicum and from the southern side of

the range which stretches from Parnes to Rhamnus
,

meet and form the Charadra ofMarathon

;

the low

ridge of Tatoy which connects the slopes of Pen-

telicum and Parnes
,

separates the waters contri-

buting to the Cephissus and flowing to the Saronic

Gulf, from those which flow to the Charadra and

the jEuhoic frith.

The mountains of the Mesoghia are well distin-

guished, but the greater part of its plain is hidden

by Hymettus
,
which is now called Telovuni. The

first mountain of the Paralia, seen to the left of

Hymettus
,
is 'Elymo, a round hill of no great height

and not far from the sea, and which has a village
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of the same name at its foot. To the left of it

appears Mount Pan!, which beginning eastward of

Vari, runs inland to the plain of the Mesoghia and
to Keratia. Beyond Pam rises the ancient Lau-

rium, for which I cannot learn any modern name,
then a hill the highest of all the minor ones, and
similar in form to Hymettus

,
near the village

Markopulo (of Mesoghia)
;
beyond which are two

pointed heights, one on the southern, the other on

the northern side of Porto Rafti.

Jan. 13.—Return to Athens, leaving St. Nico-

las at 8.21, and passing through Menidhi at 9.3.

At 9.20 halt by the side of a cultivated rising-

ground, on the summit of which are modern walls.

Soon afterwards reach the side of a torrent called

lanula \ now running rapidly in consequence of

the late rains. It rises in a gorge of Parries east-

ward of Phyle, passes by Knassia, receives the

great torrent from Parnes which passes by Menidhi,

and thus forms a principal branch of the Cephissus
,

which it joins at some mills a little below Turali.

We pass the junction of the two streams at 9.57,

and a few minutes after cross the Cephissus. At
10.50 enter the 'Egripo gate : the Menidhi road

branches from that of 'Egripo at the passage of the

Cephissus.

Jan. 28.—From Athens to Kifisia and Vrana 2
.

1 ’lavovXa, or r'taj'ouXa. Attica, printed in the Trans-
2

I have omitted the Itine- actions of the Royal Society

rary of some excursions around of Literature, vol. i. For the

Athens, because the results same reason the Remarks on

added to those of former jour- the Marathonia and the Itine-

neys, have been published in rary through Attica have been

an Essay on the Demi of very much curtailed.
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-—At 9.55 pass through the 'Egripo gate : at

10.20 arrive at Ambelokipo, where are gardens

and olive-grounds with small casini, situated along

the Ilissus
,

for a considerable distance above the

monastery of Petraki : from thence proceed along

the south-eastern side of a ridge called Lule-vuno,

the Ilissus remaining at a short distance on the

right. By the road side are several round holes

of great depth cut through the rock, belonging to

a conduit apparently of ancient workmanship

which still supplies the town, entering it at the

north-eastern gate, which is vulgarly called Bu-

bunistra, from the noise of the water in the con-

duit. At 1 1 on our left are the ruins of a Roman

aqueduct on arches, crossing a valley, and which

appears by its direction to have brought water

from Mount Parnes. It was probably the same

which was constructed for the Athenians by Tra-

jan, and terminated by Antoninus Pius, as we

learn from an inscription over the gate at Bubun-

istra. It is very possible that here, as at Eleusis,

there was more than one source to the aqueduct

;

and that all the three mountains, Parnes
,
Penteli-

cum, and Hymettus
,
may have contributed water

to the supply of Roman Athens. The work of

Trajan was perhaps an addition from Mount

Parnes to the original conduit which was exca-

vated in the rock, according to the mode cus-

tomary in Greece before the time of the Romans.

We now enter the olive plantations which sur-

round Kifisia and the adjacent villages. At 11.22

pass Kato Marusi, often called Logotheti, as be-

longing to the English vice-consul of that name.

13
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It contains only a pyrgo, a garden, and two or

three cottages. At 11.25 cross a stream called

Pisplr, which originates near the monastery of

Mendeli
;

it forms a considerable branch of the

Cephissus. Having crossed several other smaller

remata, and at 11.35 passed through Upper Ma-
rusi, we arrive at 11.56 at Kifisla, vulgarly pro-

nounced Kifisha or Tjifisha. Here are several large

pyrghi with good gardens, and a mosque, before

which are a fountain and a beautiful plane-tree.

The rare advantage in Attica of an abundance of

running water in the middle of summer has ren-

dered this place a favourite abode of the Turks of

Athens
;
but the generality of the houses are in a

ruinous condition, and all in the present season are

empty. The Greeks are at work in the olive-

grounds, corn-fields, and vineyards
;

and the

women, alarmed at the sight of an armed Alba-

nian servant of mine, lock up their houses and

hide themselves.

Having proceeded from Kifisla at 12.38, the

olive-woods soon cease, and we enter upon the

uncultivated root of Mount Pentelicum, which
unites that mountain with Fames. All the upper

part of the plain of Athens adjacent to this ridge

is covered with arbutus and stunted pines. At

1.25, having turned the end of the mountain,

we are in a line between its summit and the pass

of Deceleia, where the modem road to 'Egripo

passes between two heights which are separated

by a deep rema originating at a Kefalovrysi under

Tatoy, a village, the territory of which is a narrow

strip of cultivated land among the pine-woods.
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The torrent of Tatoy is a tributary of the Cephissus,

but the fountains of Kifisia are the principal feeder

of that river, though not the most distant, which

is at Fasidhero, on the heights between Kifisia and

Tatoy : this branch flows through the plain at no

great distance to the west of Kifisia.

At 1.50 we pass the small village of Stamata in

an elevated situation, surrounded by a few barren

fields, among woods of pine. It was probably the

site of a demus
;
but no fortifications or other re-

mains are to be seen, although the position is im-

portant as being in the middle of the communica-

tion between the plain of Marathon and that of

Athens. Several torrents flow through ravines on

our right from Mount Pentelicum
,
and after uniting,

enter the plain of Marathon at Vrana. We ascend

through a barren mountainous tract studded with

pines, until at 2.36, being at no great distance to

the northward of the peaked summit of Mount

Aforismos *, an opening in the ridge commands

a view of the plain of Marathon
,
the marsh, and

salt lake, together with the channel and island

of Euboea, Mount Oche, the islands Petalioe, and

the bays of Marmari and Stura. Aforismos,

though steep, has a very regular slope, and is

beautifully clothed with pine-woods. It is pro-

bably the ancient Icarius. The descent from

hence to Vrana is long, and we do not arrive

there till 3.10. This village stands immediately

at the foot of the mountain, on a low rocky height

surrounded on three sides by the deep stony bed

1 ’A(fiopur^og-
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of the torrent before mentioned, which spreads

and is lost in the plain of Marathon. The peaked
summit of Mendeli, or Pentelicum, appears through
the opening of the torrent at the back of the vil-

lage. A third peak, in the same cluster of moun-
tains, called Argallki \ lying eastward of Aforis-

mos, rises immediately from the plain, and sends

forth a deep charadra which extends from the

summit quite into the plain. On its bank, just

at the foot of the mountain, are some remains

of Hellenic walls among other ruins of a more
modern date

;
this I take to be the site of the

Heracleium, or temple of Hercules, near Mara-
thon

;
for this demus I believe to have been situated

not at the modern Marathona, but at Vrana. Each
of the three summits called Mendeli, Aforismos,

and Argallki, had probably its ancient name
;

but the whole mountain I conceive to have been
that called Brilessus, which may also have been
the specific name of Mendeli, as being the highest

and most conspicuous of the three. The identity

of Pentelicum and Brilessus can hardly be doubt-

ful on comparing Thucydides, Theophrastus,

Strabo, and Pausanias 2
. There is no other sum-

mit in this part of Attica of sufficient importance
to answer to Brilessus

;
nor any author but Pausa-

nias, who employs the word Pentelicum as the name
of the modern Mendeli

;
about his time, therefore,

this appellation probably became common in con-

sequence of the celebrity of the marble of the

1 ApyaXr/Kt. phrast.de Sign.Temp.—Strabo,
2

J hucyd. 1.2, c. 23.—Theo- p. 399.—Pausan. Attic, c. 32.
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demus Pentele, and thus expelled the old word

Brilessus or Brilettus, which, like Hymettus, and

several others having a similar termination, be-

longs to the earliest language of Attica.

The season has been so dry, that at present

there is not a drop of water in the Charadrus, or

torrent of Marathon
,
with the exception of a few

stagnant pools towards the mouth. The wheat is

just above the ground, the barley some inches

high : large tracts in various parts of the plain are

covered with hyacinths in bloom, and the unculti-

vated parts are clothed with a fine grass, affording

pasture to large flocks of sheep and goats, which

have been brought hither for the most part from

Mount Helicon
,
and are now followed by a great

number of lambs and kids.

Jan. 29.—Having on a former occasion passed

four days at Marathon, I have little to detain me

here. While I was employed on the summit of

the Soros 1

,
as the tumulus of the Athenians is

called, my servant amused himself in gathering,

at the foot of the barrow, a great number of small

pieces of black flint which happened to strike his

observation. These flints are so numerous, and

have been so evidently chipped by art into their

present form, like gun-flints, that there is good

reason for believing them to have been the heads

of arrows discharged by the Persians who fought at

i 6 o-ojpoc, the heap. It is applied to a tumulus heaped

probable that aoph e, a coffin, over the dead,

was originally the same word,
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Marathon, and to have been interred with the Athe-

nians, after having been gathered from every part

of the plain, after the battle : Herodotus shows,

that some of the Barbarians were armed in this

manner, though his remark is applied not to the

army of Darius, but to that of Xerxes. Flint of

this kind, if produced in any of the adjacent parts

of Greece, is at least very rare. I have heard

that arrow heads of bronze have also been found

here, but we searched for them without success.

The earth of the tumulus is mixed with a fine

sand, and resembles that of the soil of Egypt.

Marmari, on the opposite coast of Euboea, is

an ancient name mentioned by Strabo, from

whom we learn that it was so called from the

quarries of marble commonly called Carystian,

which were there situated. With rather more
accuracy than usual, Strabo describes it as over-

against Halae Araphenides in Attica x
. Opposite

to the middle of the Bay of Marathon is an

island named Platia, situated two or three miles

from the ^Euboean coast. At Cape Cynosura
,
of

the Marathonia
,

the channel narrows to five

miles, and the Bay of Stura extends from thence

to Porto Bufalo. Stura, the ancient Styra, is near

the shore in the inner part of the bay, in the

middle of which is the Stura-nisi, or JEgilia.

From Soros I proceed to the chapel of St.

George, under Mount Stavrokoraki
;

and from

thence ride round the foot of that mountain to the

1
Strab. p. 446. Stephan, in Map/xapior.
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corner of the great marsh, which stretches from

thence to the salt lake of Dhrakoneria. Towards

Kato-Suli the road passes over rocks, from under

which issue some copious springs of water; a little

below them is the deepest part of the lake of Mara-

thon. In summer, when the water is confined to

a small space, eels are caught here. This,

and the Dhrakoneria at the foot of the ridge of

Cynosura
,
or cape at the northern extremity of the

Bay of Marathon, are then the only parts of the

marsh which preserve any water. The springs at

the foot of Stavrokoraki are probably the fountain

Macaria.

Having sent my baggage by the ordinary route

to Grammatiko and Kalamo by Upper Suli, I

proceed with a single attendant to visit the sites

of Tricorythus and Rhamnus. That of the for-

mer demus is at thirteen minutes from Kato-

Suli, on the right of the road to Rhamnus, where

a rising ground is covered with fragments of Pen-

telic marble, many wrought blocks, and in one

place some remains of columns without flutings.

The plain of Tricorythus is of a semicircular form,

and terminates in a pass, from which a torrent

issues, and, after crossing the plain, joins the

marsh.

At 1.4, ten minutes beyond the ruins of Trico-

rythus, we enter the pass, which at 1.10 opens

into a plain, about three miles in length, and one

in breadth, separated from the shore only by a

rocky ridge, and inclosed on the opposite side by

the mountain of Dhimiko.

This valley formed the best part of the ancient

VOL. II. f f
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Rhamnusia. Like the plain of Suli, it contains

many velanidhi trees, has a tolerable soil, but is

ploughed only in a few places. At the northern

extremity are the ruins of the temple of the Rham-
nusian Nemesis, lying in a confused heap on the

peribolus, the wall of which is still a conspicuous

object. In the plain, at a small distance from the

wall, is the foundation of a square and another of

a round monument, of small dimensions, probably

sepulchral. The peribolus included two temples 1

,

and stood at the head of a gorge leading by a

regular slope to Ovrio-kastro, which is eleven

minutes distant from the temples on the sea shore
;

the remains of a wall are observable on the left of

the road all the way down. Ovrio-kastro, a com-

mon Romaic form of ’E(3pcu6-Ka<rrpov, or Jewish

Castle, is situated on a small height overhang-

ing the sea, and is closely surrounded on every

other side by higher hills, which are barren and

covered with shrubs. To the north the height is

strengthened by a deep torrent, now dry : on the

opposite side there is a hollow and a small level

by the sea, so that the fortress itself was only con-

nected with the hills at the back by a little ridge,

on which stand the remains of a gateway, with the

adjacent walls still extant to half their height.

They are of the third order of masonry, built of Attic

marble, and being mixed with shrubs and bushes

form a very picturesque ruin. On the highest

part of the hill, a small quadrangular keep occu-

1 For a description of the and a paper On the Demi of

temple of Nemesis, see the Attica, in the Transactions of

Unedited Antiquities of Attica, the R. S. of Lit. p. 197.
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pied an angle of the inclosure : the walls are

traceable in most parts, but are not of any consi-

derable height except near the gate. The whole

circumference of the inclosure was little more
than half a mile, but the ground about the temples

seems also to have been inhabited. In the middle

of the inclosure of the fortress lies a monument of

white marble, concave on one of the sides, and
broken into two pieces, on one of which, in the

middle of the concave side, are the words,

PAMN0Y2I02
KQMOIAOI2

in very neat characters. The name of the man
of Rhamnus, who dedicated the monument, was
probably on another stone. Immediately opposite

to Rhamnus
,

in the narrowest part of the Euboic
frith, where the breadth is only two miles, is the

entrance of Porto Bufalo, which I take to have

been anciently the harbour of Porthmus. The oc-

cupation and destruction of the fortress of Porth-

mus by Philip, after expelling the Eretrians, to

whom it belonged, was one of the accusations

repeatedly urged against him by Demosthenes :

the orator particularly alludes to its position,

cnravTiKpv t??c ’Attikvq, or opposite to Attica, and
his commentator Ulpian observes, that Porthmus
was a harbour dependent on Eretria 1

. The advan-

tages of this harbour seem to have given importance

to Porthmus during a long succession of ages 2
.

1 Demosth. Philip. 3, p. 119. s
Plin. H. N. 1. 4, c. 12.

125. Reiske
; 4, p. 133. De Hierocl. p. 645.

Corona, p. 248.

F f 2
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A little to the northward of Porto Bufalo is Dhysta,

the ancient Dystus, against which, according to

Theopompus, Philip proceeded from the vicinity

of Eretria 1

,
in the course of the same transactions

referred to by Demosthenes. Styra, now Stura,

is seen to the southward, and Mount Dirphe

bearing 6° to the north of west.

From the temple of Nemesis, a line drawn

through the pass leading into the plain of Tri-

corythus will cut a cape near Porto Rafti, which

I observed from the foot of Mount Stavrokoraki

;

Ovrio-kastro is in the same line produced north-

ward. At 3.22, quitting the temple and crossing

a part of the plain, we ascend the mountains to

the north-westward, which are a continuation of

Mount Dhimiko, and follow the torrent of Ovrio-

kastro to its source, where we arrive at that of

another rema, flowing to the plain of Suli, and

from thence, after having crossed some cultivated

heights which extend in the direction of Kalamo,

arrive at 4.35 at Grammatiko, a village of 30 or

40 houses, prettily situated in a sequestered hol-

low among orchards and corn-fields. In one of

these orchards the rain has lately brought to light

a sepulchral stone, adorned in the usual manner

with a pediment, below which are three figures

about one quarter of the human size, in high re-

lief. A woman seated has her right hand joined

to that of another woman standing : between them

is a man with a front face in lower relief. The

women are clothed in long drapery, covered with

1 Theopomp. ap. Stephan, in Auerroc.
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a loose upper robe thrown over the shoulders

;

above the three figures are the names

OEOrENIS NIK0AHM02 IIOAYAAO

almost obliterated : the form of the characters is of

a good time, as well as the style of the sculpture.

The monument, as well as the situation of the

place, leave little doubt that Grammatiko was the

site of a demus
;
but there is no clue to guide us

to the name.

Jan. 30.—At 8.24, leaving Grammatiko, we

ascend a high round ridge north-westward of it,

which 1 observed from the summit of Parnes. It

is usually called the mountain of Varnava (Bar-

nabas), from a small village below it on the side

towards Tatoy. It is higher than either Dhimiko,

or the hill of St. Demetrius, which is another simi-

lar summit between Grammatiko and Marathona.

The mountain of Varnava terminates abruptly at

the sea in a rocky peak to the south-east oi

Kalamo, which I have remarked from several

points, among others from Psilirakhi. Inland

this mountain takes a sweep at the back of Ka-

lamo, where one of its highest tops is called

Mavronoro, and despite its name, is, like the

greater part of the ridge, a round bare white

rock. From thence there is a branch of rug-

ged pine-clad hills as far as 'Oropo, which place

is situated at the foot of the extremity of this

ridge. Though much broken, it is in all parts a

cultivable mountain with an easy slope. It com-

prises all the territory of Markopulo and Kalamo,

except a small plain on the sea-side northward

of Kalamo, and another smaller to the south-
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ward
;
Kalamo itself standing on an extremity of

the hills between them. I take these mountains

to be the ancient Phelleus.

Having crossed the ridge of Varnava, we be-

gin to descend at 9.15, and at 9.30 having the

highest summit on the right, arrive at a Hellenic

tower, half ruined, and prettily covered with ivy.

Just below it is a fine source of water and a ruined

church, in which are some pieces of small columns,

with a fragment, preserving part of a figure in low

relief. Both the tower and the sculpture are like

almost every thing ancient in Attica, of white mar-

ble. They indicate the site of another of the demi
of Mount Phelleus, of which we shall never know
the names, unless some inscriptions should here-

after reveal them. Near the ancient tower stands

another of modern date. The village of Varnava is

not far below us on the left. After a loss of ten

minutes we continue our progress over a mountain-

ous road, through a country in which there is some
cultivated land amidst oaks, pirnaria, and the com-
mon shrubs. At 10.10 we are opposite the open-

ing of Tatoy, in the ridge which joins Parnes to

Pentelicum

:

the summit of Hyinettus is seen over

the opening. Many torrents as we proceed flow

to the right in deep ravines towards the sea, par-

ticularly one which we cross a quarter of an hour

short of Kalamo, and which terminates in the

small maritime plain already mentioned. Others

on the left of the road contribute to the river of

Marathon.

Kalamo, where we arrive at 11.23, is situated

on the heights above the sea, in face of the

deep gulf of Aliveri, in Euboea. It belongs to the
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district of Livadhia, contains about 200 houses,

and has an air of improvement and comparative

opulence : there are several new houses of two

stories, smartly white-washed, and having out-

houses and inclosed yards. The Proestos has even

glass to his windows. The hill above Kalamo

commands a good view of all the surrounding

parts of Attica and Boeotia, and of the opposite

coast of Euboea. On that shore, a little to the

northward of Porto Bufalo is seen Dhysta, a

village with a pyrgo and lake, then the southern

cape of the Bay of Aliveri, and Aliveri village, at

the bottom of the bay, about two miles from the

shore. The coast has a westerly direction from

thence as far as Eretria. To the southward of

Aliveri, the position of a Hellenic ruin near Ka-

lentzi is pointed out to me, bearing N. 73 E. On

the northern side of the plain, snowy cliffs which

I observed from Psilirakhi reach from N. 35 E. to

N. 18 E., to the westward of which latter direction

is seen the village of Ghymno, situated in a plain,

at the foot of a high mountain which extends

to Eretria. Ghymno is perhaps the site of Ta-

mynee, and the mountain the ancient Cotylseum 1
.

The acropolis of Eretria is visible, and on the

adjacent coast four small rocky islands. The

topography of the Euripus is well seen. Fyla,

which bears N. 28-i W., seems to have derived

its name from its position exactly on the commu-

nication between the plains of 'Egripo and Vasi-

1 Herodot. 1. 6, c. 101.— Ctes. p. 480, Reiske.— Ste-

Strabo, p. 447.—iEschin. in phan. in KorvXaiov.
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liko, and occupies perhaps the site of an ancient

fortress named OuA?}. Beyond the town of 'Egripo,

the cliffs which stretch along the coast from Politika

northward are again conspicuous, and their highest

point, Kandili, bearing N. 24 W. The principal

summits near Chalcis and Thebes are easily re-

cognized. The easternmost point of the Boeotian

shore is in a line with the summit of Othrys.

Kumi, the ancient Cume, from which the towns
of the same name in Ionia and Campania were
named, lies on the eastern end of the cliffs, which
are to the north of Aliveri.

An inscription at Kalamo contains a grant of

proxenia by the Oropii to one CEnophilus of Crete,

and directs a copy of the decree to be placed on a

pillar in the temple of Amphiaraus \

Quitting Kalamo at 1.40, and descending over

the hills by a bad road, we arrive, at 2, at the

great Charadra, or torrent, which I observed from
the summit of Mount Parnes, and which is said to

contain water all the year. The place is called

Mavro-dhilissi 2

,
to distinguish it from another Dhi-

lissi beyond 'Oropo
;
and there was probably once

a village of that name, but no habitations now exist,

though the sides of the hills are well cultivated
;
a

mile below, the torrent taking a great turn to the

K.CIL CUT^CiXftCtV KCll CL(Tv\iCLV KCLL
2

iroXe^xov Kai elprjyrjg teal Kara
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right, enters the northern plain of Kalamo, and there

joins the sea. There are many ancient remains at

Mavro-dhilissi, particularly the foundations of walls

on the steep slope of the hills on either side of the

ravine, which seem to have been intended only for

supporting terraces, some of those on the slope of

the northern hill being traceable parallel to each

other at small distances. A mere explanatory relic

of antiquity, however, has been lately brought to

light by the rains, and is now lying near some

ancient foundations. It is part of a cornice of

some great building, formed of white marble,

and inscribed with the letters AEl in large cha-

racters of the best times, deeply engraved, and

at a great distance asunder. Another and larger

portion of the same cornice was not long since

carried to Kalamo, to be used in the new build-

ings where I saw it. The latter is inscribed with

the letters T02AM4>I. From this evidence of

the practice of resorting to Mavrodhilissi for the

materials of the buildings which have lately

been erected at Kalamo, there can be little doubt

that the inscribed marble, now at Kalamo, which

records the favours granted to CEnophilus, was

brought from Mavro-dhilissi, as well as another

which has been carried from Kalamo to Athens,

and which, like the former, appears to have been

anciently deposited in the temple of Amphiaraus.

The AM<M on the cornice at Kalamo, may be a

part of the name Amphiaraus, and all the three

monuments, therefore, concur in proving this place

to be the site of the Amphiaraeium, which having

stood near Psaphis, between Rhamnus and Oropus
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on the road from Athens to the latter place, and

not far from the sea l

,
agrees in position with

Mavro-dhilissi. As the words of Strabo imply only

that the temple was near, and not at Psaphis, and

as Kalamo stands in a situation which the ancients

are likely to have occupied, it is very probably the

site of that Attic demus, for such Psaphis became,

although originally, as it would seem from Strabo,

it was a dependency of Oropus, and consequently

a part of the Boeotian community 2
.

At 2.30, I begin to descend from Mavro-dhilissi

through a gorge in the hills by a gradual slope,

and in a few minutes perceive the village of Mar-

kopulo on the left, in a lofty situation, and distant

about as far from the left bank of the torrent of

Mavro-dhilissi, as Kalamo is from the right. At

2.53 enter a plain which extends along the shore

as far as the mouth of the Asopus, and immediately

afterwards cross another great rema, now dry. At

3.3 pass a third torrent of the same kind, not far

to the right of a range of cultivated hills, which are

a continuation of Mavronoro. At 3.21 arrive at “ the

Holy Apostles 3 ,” so called from a ruined church,

1 EIra 'Va/ivovg, ottov to tt/q Kai to ’Aficfnapdeiov eotl tetl-

tepoV etra 'Ed(jng ?/ pirjfXEVOV ttote fxavTE~iov, &c.

—

riov ’£lpw7r/ajv* ivravQa ()e irnv Strabo, p. 399.

ELT EOT ’QipMTTOe 7VoXlQ

Kat Ttje Get XaTTrig divEypv lEpov oil 7ro\v
w
E(7r’ ’AfjL(pLapaov kcu veujq kcii to te^ievoq.

Dicaearch. v. 85.

2 For farther remarks on the the Royal Society of Literature,

temple of Amphiaraus and vol. 1, p. 200, and at the end.

Psaphis, see On the Demi of
3

otovq dyiovg ’AttootoXovc.

Attica, in the Transactions of
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near which is a hut with some gardens and wells,

situated on the sea side, in the centre of a bay in-

cluded between two low projecting points about two

miles asunder. Here are some remains of a Hellenic

wall just within the sea, apparently an ancient

jetty, and in the church a fragment of a small

Doric column.

Opposite to Apostolus, on the shore of Euboea
,

is

Kastri, the site of Eretria, which celebrated city

stood on a projection of the coast, at the south-

western extremity of a great plain extending inland

between two high mountains, and containing the

village of Ghymno. At the opposite corner of the

plain is Vathy, a small village near the shore. The

entire circuit of the ruined walls and towers of the

Acropolis of Eretria
,
still subsist on a rocky height,

which is separated from the shore by a marshy

plain. At the foot of the hill are remains of the

theatre, and in the plain a large portion of the

town walls, with many foundations of buildings in

the inclosed space. The situation was defended

to the west by a river, and on the opposite side

by a marsh.

Above Apostolus rises an insulated hill, having

a small conical termination on the further part of

the summit, where I find some foundations of

ancient walls, amidst a heap of rough stones.

They seem to be the remains of a small fortress

or watch-tower. The monastery of Ambighi is

seen from hence, pleasantly situated in a wood on

the mountain side, at about one third of the distance

from Markopulo to 'Oropo. Markopulo, as well

as Apostolus, belongs to Rashid Bey of 'Lgripo.

13
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At the foot of the same height on the western side,

and not far from Apostolus, a ruined chapel con-

tains a sepulchral stone inscribed with the name
Ti^uavSptSrjc, in neat and antique characters. In a

little rema at the foot of the height, nearer the sea,

are some ancient squared blocks of stone.

Leaving the foot of this hill at 4.5, and crossing

the plain at no great distance from the right bank
of the Asopus, we arrive at 4.37 at 'Oropo \ This

village, which contains about thirty houses, with a

pyrgo and kiosk of the Turkish Spahi, stands on
the lower heights of the ridge of Markopulo, above

some gardens containing a few olive and fig-trees,

which extend to the Asopus. The hills above the

village are partly clothed with pines : their highest

summit, which is at no great distance to the south-

ward, is called Karakaxa. The plain of 'Oropo

extends along the sea shore from Apostolus to the

village of Alikuki 2
,
a distance of about three miles,

and narrows from its maritime base, until it ends

in the angle, not quite so distant from the sea,

where 'Oropo and Sykamino are separated from

each other only by the Asopus.

A summit on the south-eastern side of 'Oropo

has the appearance of an Acropolis

;

no remains of

walls are to be seen, but at the foot of the hill

several ancient sepulchres were uncovered by the

floods of last October, when among other usual

contents of Greek tombs, were found many heads
of spears and lances made of brass, some of which
I purchase from the people of the village. These

’£2pw7rog. 2 ’AXIKOVKl.
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remains of antiquity, added to the preservation of

the ancient name without any corruption, cannot

leave much doubt as to the position of the city,

notwithstanding that they are in contradiction to

some authorities, from which Oropus would

seem to have stood on the sea coast. Strabo, con-

tinuing his route along the coast from south to

north, notices next to the Amphiaraeium the sacred

port of Delphinium, and twenty stades beyond it

Oropus, then Delium. Opposite to Delphinium

was Old Eretria in Euboea, and, opposite to Oropus,

New Eretria : the passage across the strait in the

former situation was sixty stades, in the latter forty 1

.

As the mouth of the Asopus makes a projection in

the coast, and narrows the strait between it and

Kastri, from whence the shore of Euboea retires

in an easterly direction to Vathy, leaving the

respective breadths of the channel from the mouth

of the Asopus to those two places, nearly as Strabo

has indicated, his description leads directly to the

conclusion that Oropus was at or near the mouth

of the Asopus
,
New Eretria at Kastri, Delphinium

at Apostolus, and Old Eretria at Vathy or there-

abouts
;

and this maritime position of Oropus is

1
'E£?7f ce rrjv 7repirjyrjanv ri)g

\u>pag (sc. Bceotise) Tronqreov,

dp^a/JLEi'ovg citto rfjg ttpog Ew-

fioiav TrapaXiag rfjg ovveyovg rfj

’Arrticrj. Apyij b' 6 ’£lpuj7rog,

Kcil 6 lepog \LfirjVy oi> KaXovm

AeX(piviov, KaO' ov r/ ttaXaia

’Eperpia tv rfj Evfiolq., bia-rcXovv

eyovaa eZrjKovra arabiuv. Mera

be to AeX(j)tvibv errnv o '£lp<i>Trbg

tv tiKOcn (TTabioig ‘ Kara be rov-

rov e<TTiv ri vvv ’Eperpia’ bia-

TrXovg b’ eir aiirr/v arabioi rsr-

rapaKovra. E/’ra ArjXiov to lepov

rov ’A7r6Xh(ovog eK Ar/Xov dtyi-

bpev/ievov, Tavaypaiojv TroXiy-

viov, AvXibog bieyov arablovg

rpiaKOvra' ottov p-dyV Xeupdev-

reg 'AQr}va~ioi, &c.—Strabo, p.

403 .
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confirmed by other authorities. Pausanias describes

it as being £7r l OaXacrariQ \ and we learn from Dio-

dorus that in the year B.C. 402, the Thebans, who
had taken it from the Athenians in the twentieth

winter of the Peloponnesian war 2

,
removed the in-

habitants, in consequence of a sedition, to a dis-

tance of seven stades from the sea 3
. Perhaps this

latter fact may lead to an explanation of the diffi-

culty. As the removal was evidently made for the

purpose of placing the town out of the reach of the

Athenian ships, an opposite motive may have in-

duced the Athenians to make it a maritime town
when it was in their possession. 'Oropo, there-

fore, I conceive to have been the site of the ori-

ginal Boeotian city, as well as that to which the

Thebans removed the Oropii, though it must be

admitted that the distance is greater than the seven

stades of Diodorus
;

and here they probably re-

mained for a long time, even after the cession of

Oropus to the Athenians by Philip 4
,
and the de-

struction of Thebes by Alexander, for Dicaear-

chus, after the restoration of that city by Cas-

sander, still describes Oropus as belonging to, or

as being a colony of Thebes 5

,
although he describes

the Oropii as Athenian Boeotians, an expression

which he applies also to the Plataeenses 6
. As to the

£7rt OaXacjcrriq of Pausanias, there seems no mode of

accounting for it, but by the supposition that the

Oropii had, in his time, again removed to the sea.

1 Pausan. Attic, c. 34. 5 oida (al. diroida
) Qrifitiv.

2 Thucyd. 1. 8, c. 60. —Dicaearch. p. 12.

Diodor. 1. 14, c. 17. 6
’AQr}vaioi Boiwrol.—p. 12,

1 Pausan. ubi supra. 14.
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They then occupied, perhaps, the site of Delphi-

nium at Apostolus, for it is remarkable that Pau-

sanias makes no mention of Delphinium, and his

distance of twelve stades from Oropus to the Am-
phiaraeium, though still much within the real dis-

tance from Apostolus to Mavro-dhilissi, will at least

be fifteen stades nearer the truth, than if the

Oropus of his time had been at 'Oropo.

There are several ruined churches at 'Oropo

which show that it was once a Christian town of

some importance. One of them contains a broken

marble inscribed with portions of three decrees of

Proxenia by the people of Tanagra
;
one of the

foreigners is of Chalcis, the native city of the two

others is not preserved 1
. The inscription is valu-

able from being, like those of Orchomenus, in the

iEolic or Bceotic dialect
;
but there is some diffi-

culty in accounting for its being found here, for

1

g apyovrog, 'OfioXuj'tu) TpiGKrj^EKaTr], £7re\pd(j)L^£ I

ovppavSpog Aafxotc\e~ioe eXe^e' ^eSo^Ot] tv dap-v Trpo^e-

(i’Ov sJfiev K^EuepyETav rag rroXiog Tavaype'uov £uoyzvr\v IapoKXElog . .

.

(av)rov Krj kayovwg Kt) ei/iev avrvg yag Krj FvKiag ETnra-

(giv Krj \riaoTE)\iav kt/ d.G(j)dX£Lav Krj aaovXlav Krj 7toXe^io Krj Ipavcig

(itvaag Krj Kar)a yav Krj Kara daXarrav, Kadcnrsp K17 Tvg aXXvg 7rpo-

(
L,ivvg kt] EV^EpyETrjg.

Ay a 0 a p x 0

’AfJ.U'OKXeTog ap^ovrog,

£TT£\pd(f)iSS£ ’Opal/J.

eXe^e' Sscidxdr] tv $

rag ttcXiog Tavaype

XaXKL()£~ia avTOV Krj eg-

Kiag ETTTTaGlV Krj Flgo

Krj Karel yav Krj Kara 6

lotGag Kt) rciXXa

VVg Kt) EVEp

V. Inscription No. 60 .
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Tanagra could not have been less than four miles

distant from hence, and the Boeotic dialect was

probably not employed at Oropus, unless in the

ages prior to its dependence upon Attica. The
inscriptions found at Mavro-dhilissi, which was in

the Oropia, are in Hellenic, and three tombstones

at 'Oropo bearing names, have the father’s in the

possessive case, which was the Attic method, and

not the usual Boeotian form 1

. It is observable, how-

ever, that they have not the name of the demus,

which favours the supposition, that Oropus never

was an Attic demus. The probability is, that the

Tanagraean decree, which is on a thin slab of

white marble, and lies in a ruined church, unat-

tached to the building, was brought to 'Oropo

from the deserted site of Tanagra, for the purpose

of preserving it, as the Greeks are often in the

habit of doing when they find inscribed marbles

2

.

Having crossed the Asopus, we arrive in fifteen

minutes at Sykamino, which is now smaller than

'Oropo, and does not possess so many zevgaria,

though three ruined churches, and some modern

remains upon the hill above the village, show that

it was once a place of greater magnitude than it is

at present. It stands exactly at the opening of the

ravine through which the Asopus finds its way from

the plain of Tanagra. The channel of the river is

now quite dry : the modern name, which in the

interior is Vuriemi, is here pronounced Vuriendi.

In one of the churches is still preserved the sepul-

1 V. Inscriptions Nos. 62, phe bears N. 26^ E. by com-

63, 64. pass, and the ruins of Eretria
3 From Oropo, Mount Dir- N. 33 E.
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chral inscription in memory of Aphrodisius, son

of Zoilus, of Oropus 1

,
which was published by

Spon.

Jan. 31.-—Having sent my baggage horses to

Skimatari by a road which leads by 'Inia and the

left bank of the Asopus, I follow the 'Egripo road,

at 8.23, in search of Delium, and cross the hills

extending from Sykamino to the sea. These are

partly in cultivation, and partly consist of a forest

of pines, among which there is some good pasture

;

for some time our road lies in a line parallel to the

shore at the distance of about a mile, but at length,

at 9.15, descends upon the sea-beach. In three

minutes more, after passing a ruined church in

which are some ancient fragments, we again leave

the sea-side and enter a small plain, which is about

a mile in width at the water-side, and narrows from

thence to Dhilissi 2

,
situated at its southern ex-

tremity, where I arrive at 9.25. The village con-

sists only of five or six houses and a roofless chapel,

where are some Hellenic fragments and squared

stones, a large bowl made of stone, 2 feet 1 inch in

diameter, 4 inches thick, 9 inches high, pierced

with a hole in the centre, and on the outside cut

into furrows. In a field below the chapel there is

a large wrought stone of five sides, or rather qua-

drilateral, with one angle cut off. There is no

water here, and the village is supplied from wells

near the sea-shore.

Delium is described by Strabo as a temple of

Apollo, and a small town of the Tanagraei, thirty

1 V. Inscription No. 61.

VOL. II. G g

2
A/?Xi<rcrt.
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stades distant from Aulis 1

. It is celebrated for

having witnessed the defeat of both the most illus-

trious people of antiquity. That of the Romans
by a part of the army of Antiochus I have already

had occasion to refer to. In the eighth year of

the Peloponnesian war, the Athenians formed a

design against Boeotia, which was to be exe-

cuted in the beginning of the winter by simul-

taneous operations at the two extremities of

that province. On the Phocic frontier a revolt

in the cities of Siphae and Chaeroneia was to

be supported by a landing at Siphae of Acar-

nanian auxiliaries from the Athenian fleet, which

was at Naupactus, under the command of Demos-

thenes, while the Athenians from the Attic frontier

were to seize and fortify Delium. The Boeotians,

however, obtained notice of the design, Demos-

thenes failed at Siphae, and the Boeotians had time

to place garrisons in the disaffected places on the

Phocic frontier, and to return to Tanagra before

the Athenians had been more than three days at

Delium. During that time Hippocrates, the Athe-

nian commander, had fortified the consecrated

ground at Delium, after which his army encamped

among the hills between Delium and Oropus, at a

distance of ten stades from the former. The Boeo-

tians consisted of 7000 hoplitae, 10,000 light-armed,

500 peltastae, and 1000 cavalry. The Athenians

had about the same force of hoplitae, and were well

provided with cavalry, but they had no light troops,

except some followers of the regulars, indifferently

1 Strabo, p. 403.
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armed, the greater part of whom, as soon as the

fortifications were finished and the army in posi-

tion, returned to Athens.

It was towards evening when Pagondas of

Thebes, the Boeotian commander, advanced from

Tanagra. Hippocrates, who happened to be at

Delium, joined his camp as soon as he heard of the

enemy’s approach, leaving 300 horsemen to pro-

tect the fortress and to act during the battle ac-

cording to circumstances. The two armies were

separated by a hill and unseen to each other, until

Pagondas, crossing the ridge, advanced in quick

time, and was met in like manner by the Athe-

nians. The extremities of either line were pre-

vented from encountering by certain ravines, but

in the centre there was close fighting. The Athe-

nians overthrew the left of their opponents’ centre,

where the Thespienses were the chief sufferers, but

on their own left were obliged to give way before

the Thebans, whose phalanx was twenty-five file in

depth, while that of the Athenians had a depth of

only eight. Pagondas at this moment sent to the

relief of his left a body of cavalry which, appearing

suddenly from behind the hill, made the Athenians

suppose that the enemy had received a reinforce-

ment, and caused them, though victorious in that

part of the line, to retreat just about the time that

the Thebans had broken the adverse phalanx; a com-
plete defeat of the Athenians was the consequence,

and it would have been still more disastrous had
not Pagondas on the approach of night withdrawn

his forces to Tanagra. Some of the Athenians

reached Delium, others Oropus, and others the

g g 2
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heights of Parnes, after having suffered greatly

from the Boeotian cavalry, and from some Locri

who had just arrived to the assistance of the Boeo-

tians. To the request of the Athenians for per-

mission to inter their dead, Pagondas replied, that

if the dead were in Boeotia, the Athenians might

carry them away on quitting the Boeotian territory,

but that if they were on the Athenian territory, it

was for themselves to act as they thought proper

;

by this answer implying, that the cession of the

Oropia was to be the condition of compliance with

their request, Oropia being a Boeotian district

which had been conquered by the Athenians. It

shows that the boundary of the Oropia and Tana-

grice was less than ten stades to the eastward of

Delium. On the seventeenth day after the battle,

Pagondas took the fortress which the Athenians

had constructed at Delium. The description of it

by Thucydides gives a good idea of a Greek field-

work, and the mode in which it was destroyed by

the enemy is not less curious. In fortifying the

place, the Athenians first excavated a trench round

the consecrated ground containing together with

the temple, the portico of which was in ruins, a well,

or source of water. Having thrown the earth of the

ditch outwards, they drove a circle of piles along the

edge of the ditch, and then filled the interval be-

tween the piles and the embankment with mixed

materials composed of earth, of vines which grew

around the temple, and of some ruined buildings.

On the summit of the wall thus constructed they

erected wooden towers. It was not until the Boeo-

tians had been reinforced from Corinth and Megara

13
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and by the Peloponnesian garrison which the Athe-

nians had recently driven out of Nissea, as well as

by some archers and slingers from the towns of the

Maliac Gulf, that they ventured to return from

Tanagra to Delium in order to attack the fortress.

After several attempts they succeeded in setting

fire to the combustible materials of the walls.

Their engine for this purpose was nothing more

than a hollow mast or trunk of a tree, to one

end of which was adjusted a cauldron filled with

charcoal, sulphur, and pitch, and to the other a

pair of bellows, for the purpose of raising the fire

as soon as the cauldron was brought in contact

with the rampart h The machine having been con-

veyed to the fortress upon carts, the conflagration

of the wood and vine branches soon obliged the

garrison to abandon the walls. Some of them

were slain, 200 were made prisoners, the remain-

der escaped to their ships and to Athens 2
.

The facility with which the Athenians retreated

to their vessels renders it probable that Delium

was situated not at the modern village, but on the

sea-shore, where alone wells are now found cor-

responding to the “ water at the temple” men-

tioned by Thucydides. But Livy is decisive on this

point. His words are, Templum est Apollinis

Delium imminens mari
;
quinque millia passuum

a Tanagra abest
;
minus quatuor millium inde in

proxima Eubcese est mari trajectus 3
. The lepov,

1 This kind of engine was 2 Thucyd. 1. 4, c. 76, 77.

improved in later times, and 89, et seq.

the Kepai a, or pipe was made of
3 Liv. 1. 35, c. 51.

iron. Apollod. Poliorc. p. 20.

Paris.
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therefore, with its consecrated ground and sur-

rounding vineyards, was near the shore, and the

7ro\iyviov, or small town of Delium, at the modern
village of Dhilissi \

Having ascended a narrow but well cultivated

valley from Dhilissi, I arrive in thirty-five minutes

at a source of water and a reservoir, from whence
the remains of an aqueduct are traceable in the

direction of Dhilissi. A road to Dhramisi, Vathy,

and 'Egripo turns off at the reservoir to the right.

Soon afterwards we enter an open country well

cultivated, and in twenty-seven minutes enter the

1 From Dhilissi, Eretria bears N. 70 E., Mount DirpTie

N. 39 E., Fyla N. 15 E.
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village of Skimatari. Three miles to the south-

ward of it is Grimadha or Grimala, once perhaps

the name of a modern village, but now attached only

to the ruins of a Hellenic city which was certainly

Tanagra, and which seems to preserve some

traces of its Homeric name Tpaia \ in the present

appellation 2
. Tanagra was advantageously situ-

ated in the center of a fertile champaign, consist-

ing of plains and undulated ground included be-

tween Mount Parnes and the Euboic frith, and

extending in the other direction from the Thebcea

to the Oropia. Standing at the eastern extremity

of the ridge of Mount Soro, and not far from the

root of Mount Parnes
,
which stretches to Eelium

and Oropus, it was placed exactly in the point of

communication between the plains at the foot of

Parnes and those towards Aulis and the sea. The
town was near two miles in circumference, of an

irregular form, determined by the nature of the

ground, which consists of a height commanded by

the eastern extremity of the ridge of Soro, at the

distance of about a mile above the junction of the

Vuriemi or Asopus with a rivulet named Lari, which

we crossed midway from Skimatari. The upper

angle of the site is rocky and abrupt, and looks

down on a natural terrace, below which stood the

1 There were different opi- ment of the identity. Tana

nions among the ancients as to seems to be an iEolic prefix,

the situation of Grsea. Aris- of which the import is yet to

totle supposed it to have been be discovered. Vide Stephan.

Oropus, but the name itself of in Tdvaypa.

Tanagra, sometimes written 2 TpipaSa, Tpi/j.a\a.

Tanagrsea, is a strong argu-
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body of the town on a broad level raised a little

above the third or lowest plain which reaches to

the two rivers, and has a breadth varying from
three to five hundred yards. The town walls fol-

lowed the crest of the height and the last falls of

the ground above the plain. No acropolis is dis-

tinguishable, though probably there was some
interior inclosure at the upper angle. About one

hundred yards below the summit are ruins of a

theatre excavated in the bank which separates the

highest point from the terrace immediately below
it. Its diameter is between three and four hun-
dred feet. A part of the masonry which supported

the two ends of the cavea remains, but neither

seats nor proscenium are visible, nor any vestiges

of the stoa which Pausanias describes as attached

to the theatre of Tanagra. On the terrace below

the theatre, to the north-east of it, are the well-con-

structed foundations of a public building, formed

of marble of a very dark colour, with a green

cast. The city walls, which are of ordinary lime-

stone, are a mere heap of ruins, though they are

traceable in the whole periphery, as well as many
of the towers. The masonry is almost regular,

and as usual is faced only with wrought stones,

the center being filled with rubble.

On the left bank of the Asopus, a little above

its junction with the Lari, stands a mill which is

turned by derivations from both the rivers, and op-

posite to their junction, not far from the right bank
of the Asopus, is one of the high towers which I

have before alluded to, as not unfrequent in Boeotia,

and as having been built probably by the Franks.
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This tower has since been converted into a Greek

church, in which are lying several fluted Doric

shafts covered with a coat of stucco, and a large

rectangular block of the same kind of black mar-

ble as that which was used in the great building

in the city. Inscribed on it, in characters of

ancient date, is the name H2XINA2, the Bceotic

form of AiaylvTiQ.

In the wall on the outside of the tower is ano-

ther inscribed marble, but not of the dark kind.

The inscription begins with an epigram in two

elegiac couplets, showing that the stone supported

a statue dedicated by one Phorystas, son of Triax,

who had obtained a victory in the games of Jupi-

ter, and who, upon several other occasions, had

been the first in the foot race h Below the verses,

which are in common Hellenic, is a decree of

Proxenia, in Boeotic, by the people of Tanagra, in

favour of one Dioscorides of Athens
;
the form is

exactly similar to that of the Tanagreean decrees at

1
Etfcova T7]v& dvi§r)Kt QopvaTCig Tra~iQ o Tpiatcog,

Ki'jpvl; viKr/ffag KaXov dyujva Aiog'

dXXovg t d$\o(f>6povQ TTravoiQ 7walv e'tXov ayurvag,

evoXfiov tie 7rarpcig atrrv KaXov crretyavi*).

Ka^ifftac £7roELffe.

- - pcj ap^ovToe, [xelvog voi g, Krj elfxev avrvg yag Krj

' L-mroSpof-ilu) 7rpoTptctKacii, £7T£- Fv\_Kiag emra^criy Krj FuroreXcav

\Ld(pi()()e - - og Mvacrovog, nr/ darpdXeiav Krj dcrovXiav ki)

’ASdvixpg AwpoS’iu) eXeiie’ $e- TroXrf.ui) [/07 Ipavag iw^rrag, m]

tv cdfxv
j]
7rpo^ev]ov elfiey Kura. yav ioj Kara S'aXarray, Kr/

Krj evepyeray rag ttoXiog Tava- raXXci ttclvtci \_ottotto. kt] ru]c

ypehvy Aioi/tr/copt^afv] - w dXXvg Trpo^eyv\_g~\.—V.Inscrip-

’A-&[a]v£toj', avrov k?i eery6- tion, No. 70.
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'Oropo. There is no apparent connection of sub-

ject between the epigram and the decree, and it is

difficult to understand how they came to be on the

same stone. But that the verses should be in

Hellenic and the decree in Bceotic is not surprising,

even if we suppose them to be contemporary, since

Pindar preferred the Doric to his own native dia-

lect, and poets claimed the privilege as early

as the time of Homer, of using any dialect or all

of them at once. Diplomacy on the other hand,

appears to have preserved the local forms in many
parts of Greece, even after the period when they

ceased to be in common use. We find in the

first inscription, that while the poet wrote in Hel-

lenic, the maker of the statue recorded his name
in Boeotic by the words Ka<piaiag £7TOEl<X£.

In the Augustan age Tanagra and Thespiae

were the principal towns of Boeotia, and were
larger, or at least more populous, than Thebes \

In the time of the Antonines Thebes seems to

have recovered a little, but Tanagra still pos-

sessed the lands of Aulis, Harma, and Mycales-

sus 2
. Pausanias praises the Tanagraei for having

placed their sacred buildings in a place entirely

separated from, and unmixed with, the houses of

the town 3

,
whence it would seem that all the tem-

ples mentioned by him were on the height near
the theatre, where, unincumbered by any ordinary

buildings, they were seen undoubtedly to great ad-

vantage. The principal temple was that of Bac-

1 Strabo, pp. 403, 410. 3
Ibid. c. 22.

2 Pausan. Bceot. c. 19.
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elms, which contained a statue in Parian marble

by Calamis, and the figure of a headless triton.

Near it were temples of Themis, of Venus, and of

Apollo, in which last Diana and Latona were also

honoured. All these buildings may have stood

on the platform which still exists. There were

two temples of Mercury, in one of which

he was surnamed Criophorus, in the other Pro-

machus : in the former he was represented in

a statue made by Calamis as bearing a ram on

his shoulders. The latter temple was near the

theatre, and probably near the gymnasium also,

the surname having been derived from a fable of

the Tanagraei, according to which Mercury had

led them to victory against the Eretrienses, march-

ing at the head of the ephebi, armed only with

a strigil. The same gymnasium contained a pic-

ture of Corinna with the band of victory on her

head, and represented as so beautiful that Pausa-

nias is disposed to attribute her success over Pin-

dar to this cause, not less than to the iEolic dia-

lect of her verses, which had an advantage over

the Doric of her great rival in being more intelli-

gible to her hearers. There was also a monument

of Corinna in a conspicuous part of the city
l
. At

a place called Poloson was the observatory of Atlas,

and on Mount Cerycium, in which mountain the Ta-

nagraei reported that Mercury was born, was thetomb

of Orion. If we are to take literally the assertion of

Pausanias, that these two pi aces were ‘
‘ in Tanagra,

it would follow that Mount Cerycium was no other

than the height above the theatre, and perhaps that

1 kv 7repL(pave~i rijQ 7toXewc.
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Cerycium was the name of the Acropolis, and that

the temple of Hermes Promachus stood on the hill,

on which he was reported to have been born
; but

it is very possible that by ev Tavaypa Pausanias

meant the district of Tanagra, and that Cerycium
was the entire mountain stretching westward from

Grimadha.

At the time when Thebes had recently been

restored by Cassander, and its desert inclosure

laid out in streets, Dicaearchus described Tanagra
in the following terms :

“ The road from Oropus
to Tanagra leads for thirty stades through a coun-

try covered with olive plantations and forest trees,

where the traveller is free from any apprehension

of robbers. The city stands on a rugged and com-
manding height, and has a white argillaceous ap-

pearance. 1 The houses are remarked for their

handsome porticoes, and encaustic paintings. The
country abounds less in corn than in wine, which
is the best in Bceotia.” He then commends the

inhabitants, who were all landholders, for a fru-

gality void of avarice, for justice, good faith, hos-

pitality and charity
;
and adds, that Tanagra was

the safest and most agreeable residence in Bceotia

for a stranger 2
.

The river Lari, although only a small brook, is

1 rpa^ela flip Kai fierewpog,

AevKr) Si rjj imtyaveia kcii clpyiX~

XwSriQ. Dicsearch. j3log 'EXXci-

Sog, p. 12. The author probably

alludes to the contrast of Ta-

nagra with the dark appearance

of Thebes, which he says was

rrj XP”? [AeXdyyeiog, p. 14.

2 From the summit of the

walls of Tanagra, Mount Dirphe
bears N. 47 E., its angle with

Khtypa 57 25, with Parnes

108.40.
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said not to fail in summer. It receives a con-

siderable contribution from some springs, which

issue from the rocks, on its banks just below the

city. No notice occurs of this stream in ancient

history, and it seems not unlikely that it still pre-

serves its ancient name.

From Grimadha to the foot of Mount Parnes,

and to the slope which conducts to the Pass of

St. Mercurius, extends a plain, which is covered

with pines towards the foot of Parnes, and in the

other parts is fertile, and well cultivated. Low

pines and brushwood cover the part of Mount

Soro, near Grimadha. The place where the Asopus

issues from the rocky ravine, which I have before de-

scribed as separating the Parasopia from the Tana-

grice
,

is not far above Tanagra

:

the summit of

Cithceron appears through the gorge
;
just below

the exit the river is joined by a deep rema from

Mount Parnes
,
and in the angle formed by the

junction stands the hamlet of Latani, in a lofty

situation. This gorge of the Asopus being exactly

in the direction of Scolus and Plataza
,
Dicsearchus

has correctly described the road from Tanagra to

Platsea, as having been in some degree desert and

stony, and as having passed near Cithaeron. His

remark that it was not very dangerous, alludes

probably to the robbers who appear to have fre-

quented Cithaeron from that time to the present 1

.

On the edge of the hills which stretch along the

sea-coast, and meeting a branch of Parnes
,

bound the plain to the eastward, are seen near

1 See p. 378 of this volume. textual error; the distance not

The a, or 200 stades from Ta- being so great,

nagra to Plataea, is perhaps a
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the left bank of the Asopus the village and
tower of 'Inia, or Staniates, at the entrance of the

lower gorges which separated the Tanagrice from
the Oropia, and through which the river flows to

Sykamino. Further on, towards St. Mercurius,

is the hamlet of Buiati 2
. The champaign country

around Tanagra extends beyond Skimatari, as far

as the range of Khtypa and Siamata, and commu-
nicates in the direction of Vasiliko, in Eubcea

,

with a descent into a lower maritime plain, in

which are Dhramisi, Vathy, and the great port

of Aulis.

The Tanagrice having been near the frontier of

Attica and Bceotia, was frequently the scene of

contention between the two rival people, or their

allies. Besides the battle of Delium, there were
two other celebrated actions fought in this district

twenty-five years before the beginning of the Pelo-

ponnesian war, and with an interval of only two
months between them 2

. In the first, the Athe-
nians, with their allies, who were chiefly of Argos,

and amounted in all to 14,000, were opposed to a

somewhat smaller force of confederates, headed by
Pleistoanax and his tutor Nicomedes, who in re-

turning home with 1 , 500 Spartans from Doris, where,
in union with a large army of allies, they had been
defending their kinsmen, the Dorians, against the

Phocians, were afraid of attempting a passage

through the Megaris, which was in possession of the

Athenians, and diverged therefore into the territory

of Tanagra. They were victorious on this occa-

sion, in consequence of the treachery of a body of
1 M^oi/yum.
2 Thucyd. 1. 1, c. 107, 108. Diodor. 1. 11, c. 79, et seq.
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Thessalian cavalry, who turned against the Athe-

nians during the battle. The scene of action was

probably the plain between Tanagra and the foot

of Parnes, across which mountain the Athenians

received their supplies. Diodorus relates, that

there were two actions : that the Thessalians who
deserted in the first, attacked on the same night

a convoy of the Athenians, which brought on the

second general conflict
;

that the latter was of

doubtful event, and that it was followed by a truce

of four months.

Sixty-two days after the battle of Tanagra, as it

was usually called, Myronides of Athens, who had

in the preceding year been twice successful in battle

with the Corinthians in the Megaris, obtained a

third victory over the Boeotians atQEnophytse, which

was of much greater importance than the former, as

he followed it up by razing the walls of Tanagra
;

from whence he led his victorious forces to Thebes,

and through Boeotia to the frontiers of Phocis and

Locris, receiving the submission of many Boeotian

and Phocic cities
1

,
and taking hostages from the

Opontii of Locris. As we cannot doubt from

the circumstances of the event, that CEnophytae

was in the Tanagrice, not far from the Attic

frontier, the name further shows that it was the

place where the wine was chiefly produced, for

which the Tanagrice was renowned. It is by no

means unlikely that the modern 'Inia, written

Oivia, is a corruption of Oh’o<pvrcu : it stands, as I

have already remarked, in a commanding position

near the left bank of the Asopus, between Tanagra

1 Thucyd. ibid. Polyaen. 1.1, c. 35.
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and Oropus, or nearly in the situation where it is

probable from history, that the battle was fought.

Returning to Skimatari, I overtake a monk be-

longing to a convent not far distant, who says that

he has always understood the ancient name of the

ruins at Grimadha to have been Tenagra, so he

pronounces it, quasi Talvaypa. In a tower a little

to the left of the road, which, like that near Gri-

madha, has been converted into a church, I find

on a block of the same kind of black marble which

was employed in the principal building at Tanagra,

the name Hipparchia in very ancient characters,

the X being formed like an ordinary 4% and the

initial aspirate expressed by H. Another marble

has the name Biottoc. Several other sepulchral

stones, each with a name in the nominative, with-

out either paternal or ethnic, are preserved in the

churches in or near Skimatari. There is one also

of a woman named Lais, in the dative preceded by

£7rt. These two forms appear from a variety of ex-

amples to have been the Boeotian mode of inscribing

names on tombstones, and to have been adhered to

at very distant periods of time; whereas, so near

as Oropus we find the name of the father added on

four sepulchral inscriptions at 'Oropo and Syka-

mino. In Attica the demus seems to have been

an indispensable adjunct. All the inscriptions at

Skimatari are on black marble, except one which

is not sepulchral, and on which I can distinguish

only the letters ONTANATPA. These letters, and

the marble of the other inscribed stones, render it

probable that they were all brought from Gri-

madha, from which place, as it has been long

deserted, the neighbouring inhabitants have been
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accustomed to remove the ancient inscribed or

sculptured stones, as they have been brought to

light by the rains or the plough, to the churches in

the surrounding country.

Feb. 1 .—From Skimatari to Andritza and Thebes

:

the road follows the left bank of the Lari in a

direction parallel to the range of Soro. Besides

the sources which issue from the bank of this river

near Grimadha, there are others more copious,

which join it not far above the tower or church,

which I visited in returning from the ruins
;
but

above the latter sources the Lari is nothing but a

dry torrent, and in most places the water-course is

even ploughed. We cross it, and a little afterwards,

at 8.20 (having set out at 7. 55), the village of Bratzi 1

is at the foot of the mountain on the left. Soon after-

wards we ascend the inferior hills of the range of

Soro, which border the plain on the west, and then

arrive in a deep ^elpappog, or torrent-bed, in a rich

soil, and which, though now dry, is occasionally

the principal feeder of the Lari. It receives others

from the northward, and flows at first to the east,

but afterwards turns to the southward, through the

plain of Bratzi and Skimatari. It is clearly not the

Thermodon. At 8.44 the hamlet of Kapandriti is on

the right, at the distance of a mile and a half : at

9.8 we arrive at Andritza, a village of ten or twelve

houses, forming what in the northern parts of Euro-

pean Turkey is called a palanka, that is to say, a

quadrangle, having all the doors and windows of

VOL. II.

1 M7rpar£i.

H h
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the houses within, and a single gate; thus the whole

constitutes a rude fortress. This village, though

little more than two miles distant from the road

from Thebes to 'Egripo, is entirely concealed from

it by a range of heights, which are distinguished

from the low undulating hills characteristic of this

part of Bceotia, by precipices of white rock, which

crown the summits.

On a part of these rocky heights, distant 6 or 7

minutes to the north-west of the village of An-
dritza are found the remains of a small Hellenic

polls, or fortified come. The walls of the citadel are

traceable round the most precipitous part of one of

the rocky brows, which is about 140 yards long

and 40 broad
;
and those of the town are in many

places visible, enclosing a slope to the south and

west of the acropolis, in which direction the site

was bounded by a small torrent, descending from

Mount Soro, and flowing into the plain eastward

of Mount Siamata, where it joins the torrent which

descends from the convent of Platanaki on that

mountain. The ruins of the ancient walls are most

considerable on the eastern side of the citadel,

where a projecting rock is occupied by a square

tower, and a similar piece of the wall adjoins it to

the northward. Here the remains are about 15

feet high.
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The masonry in the upper parts of the work

consisted for the most part of irregular polygons

joined with the utmost accuracy, but the basis is

formed of narrower and regular courses. Beyond

the torrent, where are some foundations, perhaps

those of a temple, the rains of last October have

uncovered an ancient pedestal, formed of a hand-

some kind of breccia with a red cement, about

2 feet 9 inches square, and 1 foot 6 inches

high, divided in its mid-height by a mould-

ing, and shaped at the top in the form of a tri-

angle with a round hole in the middle, to which

a statue may have been attached, or perhaps a

tripod. There is no inscription, but on one side

below the moulding a large vase is represented

between an ox and a man, who is seated in a

chair with a sceptre in his right hand : the two

figures look inwards towards the vase. The style

and execution are indifferent. The vase and ox

may allude to the productions of the landed pro-

perty of the seated figure, who was perhaps the

dedicator of the tripod.

Between the place where this monument is

lying and the S.W. angle of the acropolis, where

the rocks are highest, a copious fountain issues from

under them, and discharges itself by two spouts. A
small church stands just above it, and there are

several other churches on the hills around, but all

are in ruins except one near the village similar to

that at the fountain. On the western and highest

extremity of the hill stands a high square tower

in ruins, which I remarked in proceeding from

Thebes to 'Egripo
;

it seems to be of the time of

h h 2
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the Franks. There are remains also of a repara-

tion of the wall of the citadel, apparently of the

same date, on the crest of the rocks on the sou-

thern side. This repair, as well as the churches,

show that the source of water and the fertile soil

of the surrounding plain had caused the place to

retain its inhabitants from Hellenic times to those

of the Lower Empire, or at least to be restored at

the latter period, although they have been unable

to save it from Turkish desolation. Only a small

portion of the surrounding soil is now cultivated.

It is only by negative arguments that any con-

jecture can be formed of the ancient name of this

place. Its situation and small dimensions strongly

argue that it was one of the four /cw^ai of the

Tanagrice, which were Harma, Mycalessus, Eleon,

and Pharse \ The two former having been on the

route from Thebes to Chalcis, could not have been

very near Andritza
;
indeed the situations of them

both are tolerably well determined : and as Eleon

of the Tanagrice was so named from its marshes,

of which there is not the smallest appearance near

Andritza, these ruins may rather be ascribed to

Pharse, which, from Strabo and Stephanus, but

still more from an extant autonomous silver coin,

bearing on one side the Boeotian shield and on

the other a diota with the letters <E>A, appears to

have been a place of some importance, although

it was not among the Homeric towns of Boeotia,

unless, as some of the Boeotians thought, N/o-o-av

re
<
CaOtrjv had been improperly substituted in the

Strabo, p. 405.
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catalogue for 4>apag re laOeag \ Of the other Boeo-

tian towns named by the poet, Hyria and Eilesiuiri

are the only two to which I have not yet adverted,

with an attempt to their identification. Strabo

says, or has been made to say, that in going from

Thebes to Argos, Hyria lay upon the right of the

road, and Tanagra on the left, which cannot be

true of the road from Thebes to Argos, nor indeed

of the road from Thebes to any other conceivable

place, if Hyria, as he asserts, was near Aulis 2
.

Either the text therefore is faulty, or the informa-

tion of Strabo incorrect
;

and probably some of

the ancient critics were right in supposing that

Hyria was the same place as Hysise. Eilesium

like Eleon, indicates, as Strabo remarks, a marshy

position, which is not easily found in the part of

Boeotia, where the names associated with it in the

catalogue would seem to place it.

At the foot of a height similar to that of An-

dritza, and situated in the direction from thence

of Mount Soro, there is an ancient crypt, or

sepulchral cavern, of a semi-circular form, exca-

vated in the rock. Conspicuous from Andritza

also is a summit of the range of Soro, towards

Tanagra
,
having a peak of naked rock which is

called Vigla, or the look-out. It is separated

from a higher summit towards Thebes by a nar-

row pass which leads to Mustafadhes, and. some

other small villages on the southern side of the

ridge. From this pass to the Psilirakhi inclusive,

extends a chain of summits, about the middle of

1
II. B. v. .508.

2 Strabo, p. 404.

VOL. II. 2 H 3 -4-
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which is the highest point, or proper Soro. I

have in vain endeavoured to discover in history the

ancient name of these heights, which, though low,

compared with the surrounding mountains, are a

remarkable feature in the topography of the The-

bsea, and of all eastern Boeotia. Soros being a

Hellenic word, the mountain may retain perhaps

its ancient name. Towards the north it is separated

by some hollows from a low parallel ridge stretch-

ing from the rocky heights of Andritza in the

direction of the hill which advances into the plain

of Thebes towards the foot of Siamata, and which

I suppose to have been the site of Teumessus.

Andritza itself stands nearly opposite to a projec-

tion of Mount Hypatus
,
a little westward of the

remains of Glisas, mentioned Dec. 21.

Ten minutes beyond Andritza, proceeding to-

wards Thebes, at a ruined church of Aghia Paras-

kevi, or St. Friday I find a long block of black

marble, of the same kind as that of the founda-

tions at Tanagra, and of which the monuments

at Skimatari are composed, as well as that in

the tower between that village and Grimadha.

On the marble are inscribed two lines of cha-

racters of remote antiquity, rudely engraved, but

tolerably preserved. Two sides of the stone are

rough, as if broken, and one end of the inscription

is thus lost
;
but enough remains to show that it

was simply a dedication to Bacchus by one iEs-

chron, or iEschrondas 2

,
the name of whose father

1 'Ayla Hapaaricevr]. tian men, corresponding to the
2 (vvSae was a common ter- Attic uvilriQ.

mination in the names of Boeo-
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is imperfect 1

. The coincidence of the black mar-

ble and the worship of Bacchus are sufficient

reasons for believing that the monument was

brought from Tanagra. The dialectic peculiarities

of AE and OE to express the Hellenic AI and QI

are unexampled in any Greek inscriptions I have

yet seen, and are the more remarkable as they have

nothing in common with the Bceotic, according

to the specimens of that dialect, which are afforded

by the inscriptions of Orchomenus, Tanagra, and

Lebadeia.

From Ala Paraskevi, following the road to

Spakhidhes 2

,
we arrive, after crossing the hills for

seven minutes, at a source of water and a small

ruined church of the Panaghia, before which lies

a cubical stone 1 foot 7 inches in the side, hav-

ing a rough moulding almost worn away by time

at the bottom, but in other respects quite plain.

The inscription is complete, and although it con-

sists only of the name of a woman, Plaucha, pre-

ceded by £?rt, the letters are so large as to be

disposed in two lines, and are written in Boustro-

phedon, as appears from the final E, which faces

in the opposite direction to that of the former line.

Here again, as in the names HinnAPTIA and

AESTRONDAS, the X is expressed by the T of

the Hellenic alphabet, and the Hellenic AI as in

the document containing the latter name, is repre-

sented by AE 3
. The two monuments, therefore,

1 AES^RONDASAEAIT . .

2 Stta^Q-
DIONYSOE 3 EIIinAAV

For the exact form of the let- SA'E.

ters, see the lithograph copy, V. Inscription, No. 72.

Inscription, No. 71.
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both evidently of a remote antiquity, concur in

proving that there were dialectic forms employed

in Boeotia in early times different from those of

the middle period, when the Hellenic ai was con-

verted into t], as ’Hcryhae for Aia-ytv^c, and the

dative masculine was converted into v, as TY
AAMY for TQI AHMQI, which in the earlier dia-

lect would have been TOE AAMOE 1

.

It is highly interesting to observe, that these

forms agree with those of the Latin language,

which is no more than natural, that language

having been, like the Boeotian itself, a branch of

the JEolic. I am not aware, indeed, that there

is any instance in Latin inscriptions of OE in the

termination of the dative masculine, but it may be

questioned whether there is any Latin inscription

extant so old as these monuments of the Tanagrice;

and the final E may have been dropped in tlie Latin

dative at an early time, as occurred at a much later

period in the Greek, in regard to the final I.

There are some foundations of a Hellenic wall

at the fountain, and some other wrought stones

of large size, lying detached on the side of the

extremity of that low chain which is characterized

by its summit of white bare rocks. On the oppo-

site side of the ridge, looking towards Mount Soro,

stands the village of Vlokho, less than a mile

distant, and consisting only of three or four

families. Here we join the road from Kalamo

1 An example of the use of ancient vase, on which other

AE instead of AI in Thessaly Greek names are inscribed, I

occurs in some very ancient have seen that of Crcesus writ-

coins of Larissa, inscribed ten KROESOS.
AARISAEON, and on an
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to Thebes. Twelve minutes beyond Vlokho,

Spakhidhes is a mile on the right
;

8 minutes

farther, in a narrow valley at the foot of Mount

Soro, we pass immediately under the principal

summit, and after another half mile diverge 10

minutes to the left of our route, to visit a spring,

called 2ovXAac, which gives name to an inferior

summit detached from Soro. Water distils from

the rocks, forms a pool in a small cavern, and is

no otherwise remarkable than as being useful to

the shepherds in this part of the mountain, where

water is scarce. From thence, at the end of a mile

and a half, we regain the road from Kalamo to

Thebes, on the low uncultivated slope of Mount
Soro, immediately opposite to the rocky insulated

height which I suppose to have been the site of

Teumessus. A little farther, at a ruined church

upon a height, are many ancient wrought stones,

and two handsome cisterns, of the usual bottle

shape, stuccoed within. These are on the left

of the road from 'Egripo to Thebes, at a mile

from the hill of Teumessus: a little beyond them,

on the left, is another cistern of the same kind
;

we then fall into the 'Egripo road, and arriving at

the wall of Thebes at 3.58, in 10 minutes make
half the tour of them before we enter the town.

Feb. 2.—We learn from Stephanus of Byzantium,

who quotes Theopompus, that there was a town in

Boeotia of the name of Chalia. That is was a polis

of some importance, and that the inhabitants wrote

themselves XAAEIEI2, and not XAAIOI as in the

words of Theopompus cited by Stephanus, is evi-

dent from an inscription at Oxford, brought by

Dawkins from a place near the Asopus, which he
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called Vasiliko. I have inquired in vain for this

place, but I learn from a list of the villages of the

district of Thebes, that there are two named Khalia 1

in the Parasopia. It was in that part of Boeotia,

therefore, that the marble was probably found by

Dawkins, and that the ancient Chalia was situated.

As Theopompus couples Chalia with Hyria, it is an

argument that Hyria and Hysise were the same, for

the site of Hysioe is at no great distance from Khalia.

Among the minor places of the Thebsea were

Cynoscephalae and Grseasstethus. In the first inva-

sion of Boeotia by Agesilaus, B. C. 378, he pro-

ceeded, after crossing Mount Cythseron, to Thespiee,

and from thence entered the district of Thebes.

The Thebans had thrown up entrenchments, as well

in their passes as in many parts of their plains
;

behind these they fought, or sallying with their

cavalry through openings which had been left for

that purpose in the ramparts 2
,
annoyed the Spartans

so as to oblige them frequently to shift their ground.

Agesilaus nevertheless contrived to drive them from

their positions, and destroyed the country up to

the walls of Thebes 3
. Xenophon, in again stating

these transactions, in his Agesilaus, there remarks

that the king passed Cynoscephalae, in the Theban

territory, advanced to the city, and offered battle to

1 XdXia.
2 A complete specimen of a

rampart of this kind still exists

in Attica, but as it was in-

tended for the defence of the

plain of Acharnse, towards that

of Thria, it was of a more per-

manent kind than we can sup-

pose the field-works, here

mentioned by Xenophon, to

have been.—See On the Demi

of Attica in the Transactions

of the Royal Society of Litera-

ture, vol. 1, p. 138.

3 Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 5, c. 4.
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the Thebans both in the plains and among the hills,

by which the panegyrist intended apparently to con-

trast the conduct of Agesilaus with that of Cleom-

brotus, who in the preceding winter, though he had

moved from Thespias to Cynoscephalae, and had

encamped there sixteen days, had not advanced

beyond it, nor had laid waste the Theban land. In

the second expedition of Agesilaus, in the following

spring, he again took the road of Thespiae, after

crossing the Cithaeron, but as soon as the Thebans

moved towards the same point, he turned suddenly

in the opposite direction, to Scolus, and having

passed the Theban entrenchment which had been

formed at that place, he proceeded to lay waste

all the eastern part of the Thebaea as far as the

Tanagrice l
. Returning from that frontier, he

marched to Thebes, and passed the city with the

walls on his left
;

while the Thebans, having re-

tired from near Thespiae, prepared for battle in a

narrow and difficult pass called the Graeas-stethus,

in front of an entrenchment which they had there

formed. But Agesilaus not choosing to attack

them in such a strong position, made a flank

movement towards the city, which obliged the

Thebans to quit their position at Graeas-stethus, and

to move in all haste to Thebes, taking the road

by Potniae as being the safest. Some of the Lace-

daemonian morae approached the Thebans as they

were proceeding along the heights
;
and one of

the polemarchs was slain in the encounter, while

on the part of the Thebans the rear suffered a

little, when they had nearly arrived at the city,

from the cavalry and Sciritae, and were obliged to

2 See p. 331 of this volume.
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turn and face their pursuers, who thereupon re-

treated. Agesilaus then occupied the position at

Graeas-stethus, which his manoeuvre had obliged

the enemy to evacuate, and on the next day he

marched to Thespiae.

Cynoscephalae was renowned for having been the

birth-place or residence of the great lyric poet of

Boeotia 1

;
and its situation seems to have been

not more than half a mile from the walls of

Thebes
;

for Pausanias, after having described

some monuments on the outside of the gate Neitae,

proceeds to remark that the route which led

towards Onchestus, crossed the river Dirce
;
and

that the ruins of the house of Pindar were on the

opposite bank of the river, with a temple of

Dindymene, containing a statue which had been

dedicated by the poet 2
. Probably Cynoscephalae,

like many other places in the time of Pausanias,

preserved only its sacred edifice, together with

ruins of the poet’s house, which had been preserved

from respect to his memory. Graeas-stethus

seems to have been in a narrow valley of the

Kanavari, which lies exactly in the route from

Thebes to Thespice
,
and affords several passes, such

as Xenophon describes 3
. As Potniae was ten stades

from Thebes, on the way to Plataea 4
,
the marches

of the Lacedaemonians through the Thebaea are

thus perfectly intelligible.

1 Kuvoc KeipaXal
3 Possibly some remains of

£e yupiov Q-qfiiov, a<p’ ov antiquity at a ruined church,

nO ^apoe Aa'i(j)d vrov ttcue, midway from Thebes to the

Bojwrog ek Kuj'og KecpaXuiv, site of Thespicz, mentioned in

peXwv Troirirris.—Stephan, in the next page, may be the exact

voce. V. et Thom. Mag. in site of Graeas-stethus.

Vita Pindar. 4 Pausan. Boeot. c. 8.

2 Pausan. Boeot. c. 25.
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Departure from Thebes—Yale of the Kanavari—Rimokastro—

•

Lefka, Thespice— Leuctra—Battle of Leuctra—Paleopana-

ghia— Pyrgaki, Asera—Fountain Aganippe—Grove of the

Muses—Hippocrene, Olmeius, Permessus—Neokhori

—

Ceres-

sus—Tateza

—

Fountain of Narcissus—Xeronomi—Pyrgo on

Mount Korombili—Port Aliki— Kakosia, Thisbe— Vathy,

Port of Thisbe—Dobrena—Inscriptions at Kakosia—Khosia

—Monastery of Saint Taxiarches—Port Sarandi

—

Siphce—
Dobo— Zalitza, Bulis— Thebce Corsicce— Port Eutretus—
Eutresis—Arrival at Kyriaki.

Feb. 3.—From Thebes to Rimo-kastro. Having

pursued the road to Livadhla for 40 minutes, as

far as the crossing of the Kanavari, we turn to the

left along the right bank of that river, which flows

between downs of no great height, and in 20
minutes from the turning arrive at the ruins of a

church on the left, which contains some remains

of an ancient monument, consisting of squared

blocks of white marble. Having remained here

5 minutes, we soon afterwards cross the Kanavari,

and proceed along the left bank. Hereabouts the

river is joined by several smaller torrents from the

hills on either side, which are all now flowing in

consequence of last night’s rain. In 42 minutes

from the church, at 11.17, we pass a mill on the

right bank of the river, and at 11.30 the hamlet
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of Arkhudhitza, on the hill which borders the val-

ley on the same side.

Twenty minutes farther, a verdant plain, con-

taining the sources of the river, opens to view; and
at 12.5 we begin to ascend the height which rises

from its northern side, and which is one of the most
commanding points towards the western extremity

of that long range which extends from Mount Heli-

con by Thebes to Tanagra. On the summit stand

the villages of Erimokastro, or Rimokastro \ to

the west, and Katzikaveli 2 to the east, separated

only from each other by a torrent flowing to the

Kanavari. To the southward the valley above-

mentioned is bordered by a parallel ridge which
terminates eastward at Khalki and Balitza, three

miles north of Platcea, or rather is there blended
with the downs, which extend from the Asopus to

Thebes. The valley is separated to the eastward
by ground so gently rising from the plains of

Leuctra and of Platcea, that it may be considered

as continuous with those plains, although the

waters on either side of the rise flow in very dif-

ferent directions
;
those to the eastward of it form-

ing the western branch of the Asopus, and those

below Rimokastro feeding the river Kanavari,
which joins the lake Livadhi or Hylice.

In the middle of the vale, immediately below

Rimokastro, are extensive ruins of an ancient

1
’EprifioKacTTpov—Deserted- vowel is one of the most com-

castle
;
derived evidently from mon of Romaic corruptions,

the neighbouring ruins. The 2
Kar^im/StAt.

suppression of the initial short

13
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town, undoubtedly Thespice
,
the founders of which

seem to have chosen the site for the sake of the

sources of the Kanavari. Such a low situation,

commanded by hills on either side, although not

so important in ancient as it would be in modern

times, must have been inconvenient in any kind

of warfare
;
and the instances of Greek cities in

such a position are rare. The only remains of

military architecture are the foundations of an

oblong or oval inclosure, built of very solid ma-

sonry of a regular kind. It is scarcely half a

mile in circumference
;
but all the adjacent ground

to the south-east is covered, like the interior

of the fortress, with ancient foundations, squared

stones, and other remains, proving that if the in-

closure was the only fortified part of the city,

many of the public and private edifices stood with-

out the walls. The place is called Lefka, from a

village of that name no longer in existence, but

the ruined churches of which still remain to the

number of five or six. When I visited these ruins

in 1802
,
there were still three inhabited cottages

at Lefka, but these are now deserted and ruined.

In the time of Wheler the village appears to have

been nearly of the same size as Rimokastro or

Katzikaveli k

The springs which give rise to the Kanavari are

in various parts of the valley
;

so that at the an-

cient site the stream is already formed, and flows

1 “ Rimocastro is divided one below.”

—

Wheler
, p. 470.

into three little knots of He mistook the ruins for those

houses, two upon the hill and of Thishe.
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along the northern side of the ruins, where it is

joined by other sources which issue from the slopes

near the river’s bank, as well as from below the

walls of the fortress, and even from among the

ruins within the walls. The churches contain the

remains of cornices, ceilings, architraves, columns,

and plain quadrangular stones, all of white marble,

and similar relics are found in all the surrounding

villages and solitary churches, showing that the

city which stood here was one of the most consi-

derable in Bceotia. Lefka, AevKa, so nearly resem-

bling AtvKrpa, would at first incline one to the

belief that Leuctra was here situated, but Leuctra

was never any thing more than a village of the

Thespice, and it no longer existed in the time of

Strabo, whereas the geographer’s description of

Thespise, as the only considerable town of Boeotia

except Tanagra \ corresponds to the abundant re-

mains at Lefka, as well as to the date of the inscrip-

tions which still exist here. Though I do not find

the city named in any of these documents, Meletius

has given us a copy of two which he discovered at

Rimokastro bearing this evidence 2

;
to which I may

1 Having described Thebes
as, ovSe KojprjQ a£ioXoyov tvttov

cw 'Covaa, Strabo adds, Kal dXXai

ttoXeiq dvaXoyuv iyovGL tv

X

rjv

La.VQ.ypaQ Kal Qecnriujv' avrai

C’’ IKavUfQ GVjJipitVOVGL 7Tpug

fKELvaq Kpivo/uisvai, p. 403 ;

and again, p. 460, Navi Se

jaovr/ (QeG7T£ia) avviarrjKe rwv

BotioTiicwv -rroXewv Kal Tdvaypa’

tuLv 8’ aXXutv Iptima Kal ovo~

para XtXenrTai,
2 OecnruDv fj /3ovXr) Kal

6 Srjiuog’' Apvcj)ov (?) IIapa/xorov

clperrjQ ivekev.

AvroKparopa Tpdiavov Ka/-

Gapa ZefjaGTOv tov evepyerrjv

Kai KTlGTrjV f] TroXlQ QeGTTLEUV,

QeoIq.—Melet. Geog. tom. ii.

p. 341.
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add the fact, that at the two villages I have pro-

cured several coins of Thespise, which are not very

common in other parts of Bceotia. It must be ad-

mitted, that the description of Thespiae by Pausa-

nias, and by a poet cited by Stephanus, both of

whom describe it as situated vtto, or at the foot of

Helicon would lead one to seek for it rather

nearer to that mountain than Lefka
; but, on the

other hand, the distance of this place from Mount
Faga exactly accords with the fifty stades which
Pausanias places between Thespiae and the moun-
tain of the Sphinx.

The inscriptions of the date of the Roman Em-
pire are a fragment in honour of Trajan at Lefka,

another containing the name and titles of Pertinax

at Rimokastro, and a stele at the latter place in-

scribed in honour of a native citizen named Titus

Flavius Philinus, who had attained under one of

the Roman emperors not named, the dignity of

quaestor of Asia, tribune, praetor, legate of Cyprus,

and proconsul of Lycia and Pamphylia 2
.

Among several broken inscriptions in the ruined

churches at Lefka 3

,
there is one more ancient than

the others consisting of three lines of characters of

the best times, engraved with great care on a

block of white marble, the face of which is divided

by lines into squares, so that each letter is inclosed

0£<77rta viru to opoQ roy 'EXiKuira tpKicrrai.—Pausan. Bceot.

c. 26.

" Aycpee 6’ o'l 7tot eyaioy vtto KporatyoLQ 'EAt/cwyog

ArjfxaTL TuJy av-^el QecnriaQ svpv^opog.

Philiades Megarensis ap. Stephan, in GtWfta.
2 V. Inscription, No. 73.

3 V. Inscriptions, Nos. 74, 75, 76.

VOL. II. I i
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within a square h Unfortunately one end of the

marble is built into the wall, so as to conceal the

end of each line, and the entire tenor of the in-

scription is thus left uncertain, though there is

enough extant to show that it recorded the dedi-

cation by Arcliias and Thrasymachus, of a work

made by Praxiteles of Athens. As Pausanias ob-

served in the temple of Eros or Love, which was

the deity held in the highest honour at Thespise,

statues of Venus and Phryne in marble, made by

Praxiteles, the great Athenian sculptor 2

,
it is not

improbable that the existing inscription may re-

late to those works. As to the celebrated statue

of Love in Pentelic marble, which was presented

by Praxiteles to the traipct Phryne, and by her to

the Thespienses, by which she conferred a great

benefit upon her native city by attracting strangers

thither, the words of Strabo show that it had been

removed from Thespise considerably before his

time 3

;
and Pausanias found only an imitation of

it by Menodorus of Athens. In the time of Pliny

the original was in the schools of Octavia at

Rome 4
;
and its ultimate fate is unknown. A

brazen Eros, which Lysippus had made for the

Thespienses, not inferior in merit perhaps to that

1 V. Inscription, No. 77.

2 Pausan. Boeot. c. 27.
3 nporepov /uev ovv oipoyEvoi

tiveq tov "Epwra dvifiaivov etti

rrjv QicnrELay, &c. Strabo calls

the lady, Glycera
;
but Glycera

was a different person, almost

equally renowned.—V. Athen.

1. 13, c. 6. Phryne is con-

firmed by Pausanias in two

other places.—Attic. 1. 1, c.

20; Phocic. c. 14; and by

Athen. 1. 13, c. 6. Antholog.

Jacobs, vol. i. p. 164; vol. ii.

p. 254,
4 Plin. H. N. 1. 36, c. 5.
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of Praxiteles, was destroyed by fire at Rome, after

having been first carried thither by Caligula, re-

stored to Thespise by Claudius, and again trans-

ported to Rome by Nero \ The earliest repre-

sentation of Love worshipped at Thespia, still

existed in the time of Pausanias in the form of a

rude stone.

The other principal monuments of Thespiae were

not near the temple of Eros, but in a different part

of the city near the agora, which contained a statue

of Hesiod in brass. Near the agora was the theatre,

a temple of Venus Melaenis, a statue of Victory in

brass, and a small temple of the Muses, containing

their figures in stone of small dimensions. There

still existed at Thespise also, in the time of Pausa-

nias, a very ancient temple of Hercules, and in

another part of the town images of Jupiter Saotes,

of Bacchus, of Fortune, of Health, and of Minerva

Ergane, with Plutus standing by her, both which

were the work of (Theron ?)

The principal cause of the present superiority of

Rimokastro over the neighbouring villages, and

perhaps of the desertion of Lefka, is the fame of its

patron saint named Kharalambo, XapaXajU7rot;, who

has the reputation of curing the plague, and of

preserving from the infection. When the disorder

rages in Thebes, or Livadhia, or 'Egripo, a disaster

which though not very frequent in Greece is sure

to happen occasionally where Turks reside, the

Greeks often fly from the infected town, and place

themselves under the Saint’s protection at Rimo-

kastro. His church stands on a hill to the east-

1 Pausan. Boeot. c. 27.

VOL. II. I i *2
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ward of the village. Among the pictures which
cover all the walls, is the figure of the saint him-

self, bearing very little resemblance to the ancient

patron of Thespiae, as imagined by Lysippus or

Praxiteles, with the plague represented as a mon-
ster in chains at his feet. In another picture a

crowd of kings, bishops, archons, and others, are

driven by the plague, or the destroying angel,

into the flaming gulpli. The same church con-

tains a large Hellenic sepulchral monument, re-

presenting, in indifferent workmanship, a naked

man and a dog, without any inscription. It was

found not long ago in a corn-field to the south-west

of Lefka. The inscription in honour of Philinus

is at the same church
;
and in the wall outside are

inserted two sepulchral stones, on one of which is

the common heroic emblem of a man mounted on a

horse, which has its left fore foot on an altar. The

other stone has nothing but the name Ephippus, in

very ancient characters 1
.

The heights to the northward of Rimokastro and

Katzikaveli are covered with vineyards : the rest of

the surrounding country, like all that which extends

to the mountains bordering the Euboic frith on one

side, and to Mount Fames on the other, consists of

plains or downs bearing corn near the villages, but

the greater part in natural pasture, with scarcely a

tree or shrub to enliven the scene. It was not so

anciently, when an oracle of Delphi bestowed the

epithet of shady on Leuctra 2
, and when, as we are

1 V. Inscriptions, Nos. 78, 79.
3
Aevicrpa re pot (jKtotvra pe\et Kcti A\ijatov ovfictg.

Pausan. Boeot. c. 14.
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told by Plutarch, the heroum of Androcrates near

Plataea was thickly surrounded with trees \ There

were then probably gardens and plantations near

the waters, the heights were well wooded, and all

the detached temples and heroa stood in the midst

of groves.

The Kanavari, which has its rise in the

springs of Thespice
,
probably took that modern

name from plantations of hemp 2 which once

existed on its banks. It is said to retain water

all the year, a rare quality in the smaller, and

indeed in some of the more celebrated rivers

of Greece
;

for the Asopus flows only about four

months in the year. But the Kanavari, though it

is preserved in the dry season by the narrowness

of the valley below Thespice
,
which admits only of

the water being diverted to mills, serves in its

lower course for the irrigation of the plain of

Thebes, so that in summer little or no water re-

mains to be discharged into the lake Livadhi.

The site of Leuctra is very clearly marked by a

tumulus and some artificial ground on the summit
of the ridge which borders the southern side of

the valley of Thespice; this position being ex-

actly in the line between Thespice and Platcea,

as Strabo intimates Leuctra to have been 3

,
while

its smaller distance from the former accords with

the fact of Leuctra having been included in

the district of Thespiae 4
. The battle of Leuc-

tra was fought probably in the valley on the

1

Plutarch, in. Aristid.
1
ev Aevtcrpoig Trjq QecnuKfjG,

2
tcavcifii. —Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 6, c. 4.

3
Strabo, p. 414.
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northern side of the tumulus, about midway be-

tween Thespiae and the western extremity of the

plain of Plataea. Cleombrotus, in order to avoid

the Boeotians, who were expecting him by the

direct route from Phocis, marched by Thisbe and

the valleys on the southern side of Mount Heli-

con 1

;
and having thus made his appearance sud-

denly at Creusis, the port of Thespiae, captured

that fortress, and twelve triremes belonging to the

Thebans. From thence he moved upon Leuctra,

where he intrenched himself on a rising ground

;

after which the Thebans encamped on an opposite

hill, at no great distance. The position of the

latter, therefore, seems to have been on the east-

ern prolongation of the height of Rimokastro.

The Theban commanders having cited an oracle,

which declared that the punishment of the Lace-

daemonians, for the violation of the daughters

of Scedasus of Leuctra, by two Spartans, was

to take place in the plain of Leuctra 2

,
where the

monuments of the women were erected, the The-

bans adorned the tomb previously to the battle
3

.

1 Bid Qicrfiwy Be opEiyrjy (cat

airpocrSoKriTOV Tropevdelc d(j>iK-

ydrai eIq Kpevcny.—Xenoph.

Hellen. 1. 6, c. 4.

TTopevdelc Bia rrjc QxokiBioq (cat

BieE,e\6(ov ri)y TrapadaXarTiav

oBuy %a\£7T)}v ovaay eve(joXev

elq rr/y Boutirlay aiayBvywQ.—
Diodor. 1. 15, c. 54.

According to Diodorus (1.15,

c. 52), Cleombrotus was en-

camped at Chaeroneia before he

moved towards Thebes, and

Epaminondas waited for him

at the passes near Coroneia, ra

7rspl TYjv KopwyEiay tjTEyd
,
pro-

bably at the pass of Petra.

2 ’E v ~<3 AevkTpiK<3 tteBiui .

—

Plutarch, in Pelopid.

3
EK()(rp.y]aav fir/ roiiro to

ptyrip-a oi Qpfiaioi irpo rfjg

pd-^rjQ.—Xenoph. ibid.
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Hence the monument and the plain appear to have

been between the two positions. The numbers of

the contending parties are not stated by Xenophon,

but by the most probable accounts of subsequent

times the Lacedaemonians had 10,000 hoplitae and

1000 cavalry
;

and the Boeotians 6000 hoplitae,

with a better, if not a more numerous cavalry, than

that of their opponents 1

. The two armies met in

the plain, with their cavalry in front. That of the

Lacedaemonians was soon defeated, and in turning,

disordered their hoplitae, just at the time when the

Theban phalanx, which was fifty shields in depth,

attacked the right of the Lacedaemonians, who were

only about twelve deep. The close order of the

Thebans had been purposely arranged by Epami-

nondas with the hope that, if he could break the

Spartans where the king commanded, the rest of

the army would be an easy conquest. The result

was more successful than he could have expected.

Cleombrotus, together with Dinon and Sphodrias,

two of his chief officers, were slain
;

the right

was turned
;
the left, as soon as they perceived it,

retreated to the rising ground, and the whole army

took refuge within the entrenchments, when find-

ing that 1000 Lacedaemonians had fallen, including

400 out of 700 Spartans 2
, the surviving leaders de-

1 Plutarch, in Pelopid.— phon, and it is confirmed by

Diodor. 1. 15, c. 52. Plutarch, who, in his life of

2 Mitford doubts whether the Agesilaus, represents the whole

Spartans were included among Lacedaemonian loss to have

the Lacedaemonians, but such I been 1000.

think was the meaning of Xeno-

13
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termined to demand a truce to bury their dead,

and thus to acknowledge themselves beaten, upon

which the Thebans delivered the dead and erected

a trophy. As the barrow on the site of Leuctra

is exactly on the summit of the ridge which was

occupied by the Lacedaemonian camp, it is proba-

bly the place of sepulture of the 1000 Lacedaemo-

nians who fell in this celebrated contest, from

which is dated the decline of Sparta
;

it is therefore

a monument of the same kind as the tumulus of

Marathon, and a relic of antiquity scarcely less

interesting.

On leaving Rimokastro for Paleo-panaghia, we
descend into the plain and proceed along the foot

of the hills. At about half-way, the village of

Neokhorio stands on a projection of the opposite

mountain. In the middle of the valley, in the

same direction, lies a large block of marble, on one

side of which, in a circular compartment, figures

of a man and horse are represented, below which is

inscribed, in very large characters,

PI2TQNIA

HPQI

The inscription is incomplete at both ends, one

being buried in the ground and the other broken;

but the name was evidently Aristonides. Having

returned into the road, six minutes farther a church

occurs, which is made up of pedestals, altars, tomb-

stones of different sorts, and other fragments of

ancient architecture. Among the sepulchral mo-

numents are five which represented horsemen in

relief, like the hero above-mentioned. There are
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two monuments of the same kind at the church

of St. Kharalambo, another in the village of Rimo-

kastro, others below that village, among the ruins of

Thespian, and there is a similar one in the aqueduct

of Thebes. In some of these the man is on foot by

the side of his horse
;

in others he is mounted and

armed with a shield and sword. The horse gene-

rally sets his left foot upon an altar, and the man’s

name is inscribed below with the addition ''Hpwg.

In the same ruined church a part of a human
figure in high relief, representing a man in the act

of stretching out his right arm, has lately been un-

covered by the rains : a part of the figure is still

buried in the earth. The place seems to be the same

which Wheler states to have been called Phria, but

no knowledge of that name now exists.

At the end of the plain of Neokhorio we cross a

slight elevation, and arrive at sunset at the vil-

lage of Panaghia, situated among vineyards, a

little above a small plain which reaches to the

foot of Mount Helicon. The distance from Rimo-

kastro is thirty-six minutes. At the church of Aio

Vlasi at Panaglna are three inscriptions, the most

curious of which is a stele of a singular form, in-

scribed with the name of Timon, and •yrjpe for

yaipe in the Boeotic dialect, like kv for ical in the

inscriptions of Tanagra 1

.

Feb. 4.—The ruins of Paleo-panaghla are about

a mile distant to the north-westward of the pre-

sent village, on a rocky summit in the direc-

tion of the mountain of Zagara. Here stands

V. Inscriptions, Nos. 82, 83, 84.
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a ruined tower of the middle ages on a peaked
rock, at the foot of which are remains of churches

and houses. Wheler, who calls this place Pa-

naghia, without the Paleo, shows it nevertheless

to have been exactly in the same desolate state it

is at present. It would seem that new Panaghia

was not then in existence, for he describes the

valley and river, which is between it and Neok-

horio, without any mention of the village. He
supposed the ruins to stand on the site of Ceressus,

a strong fortress of the Thespienses, whose city,

standing in a plain, seems to have required some
such place of retreat towards the mountains. Twice

Ceressus served as a place of refuge to them; first

on occasion of an incursion of Thessalians, whose

attacks they here successfully resisted
;
and again

after the battle of Leuctra, when the place soon

yielded to Epaminondas 1

. The tower commands
a fine view of the Thespice and Parasopia as far as

Mount Parnes, as well as of Thebes and a part of

the Lake Copais. The nearer view is confined to

the Heliconian summits. To the right the serrated

top of Mount Zagara, or Libethrium
,

is seen fore-

shortened : and a little on this side of the highest

point appears the monastery of Zagara, delightfully

situated on a woody slope which falls to the re-

tired valley where stand the two villages also called

Zagara. To the left of the mountain the snowy
summit of Parnassus just shows itself.

The rocky ridge of Paleo-panaghia is divided

only from Helicon by a valley, which branches to

1 Pausan. Boeot. c. 14.
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the north-east. This plain is probably the terri-

tory of Ascra
,
for on the opposite side of it are the

remains of a Hellenic fortress, on the summit of a

high conical hill, or rather rock, which is con-

nected to the north-west with Mount Zagara, and

more to the westward with the proper Helicon.

The distance of these ruins from Lefka corresponds

exactly to the forty stades which Strabo places

between Thespise and Ascra
;
and it is further re-

markable, that a single tower is the only portion of

the ruins conspicuously preserved, just as Pausanias

describes Ascra in his time, though there are also

some vestiges of the walls surrounding the summit

of the hill, and inclosing a space of no great ex-

tent. The place is now called Pyrgaki from the

tower, which is formed of equal and regular layers

of masonry, and is uncommonly large. Hesiod

describes Ascra as a disagreeable residence both

in winter and summer 1

,
which may have been

caused by the confined circuit of its walls, the ab-

ruptness of the hill, and the proximity of the great

summits of Helicon
,
rendering the winter long and

severe, and in summer excluding the refreshing

breezes of the west. Ascra however is surrounded

with beautiful scenery, with delightful summer-

retreats, and with fertile plains, enjoying a mild

climate during the winter
;
and it was less, per-

haps, upon its intrinsic defects, than upon a com-

1
Nacrcraro S’ ay%’ 'EXlkwvoq oi^vprj evi K(op.rf

”AffKpr], yeipa (caqj, depu apyaXiy, ovSe -jvot etrOXrj.

Hesiod. Op. v. 637.

Hesiod is here speaking of his father, who was forced by poverty

to seek a new residence.
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parison of it with the delightful Asiatic iEolis, from

whence his family came, that Hesiod founded his

condemnation of Ascra.

The middle of the valley, which lies between
Paleo-panaghia and Pyrgaki, is watered by a tor-

rent, which is joined farther on by two small

streams from Mount Marandali, as the neighbour-

ing or eastern summit of Helicon is called, and
thus forms the river which flows between new
Panaghia and Neo-khorio. From the left bank of

this torrent, midway between Paleo-panaghia and
Pyrgaki, issues a fine perennial source of water,

which, by the numerous squared blocks around it,

seems anciently to have enjoyed considerable re-

putation. On one of the blocks are the letters

ipomio/
in large and well-formed characters : the fields

around are spread with stones and remains of

habitations, among which are two or three small

churches in ruins. If Pyrgaki was Ascra, this

fountain was probably the famous Aganippe, for

Pausanias, after having described Ascra, proceeds

to the Grove of the Muses in Helicon, and remarks

that Aganippe was on the left hand which is

exactly true of this source, supposing the Grove
of the Muses to have been at St. Nicolas, of which

1 was satisfied on my former journey, by an inscrip-

tion which I found there, relating to the Games of

the Muses, mentioned by Pausanias 2
. This inscrip-

1 Pausan. Boeot. c. 29. Qe(tttie7q kcll aydiva ayovoi
2
7rEpioiKov(TL c>£ Kctl avfipEQ to MoixreTa.—Pausan. Boeot. c.

«X<TO£ teal EOpTY]V te irravOa 01 31.
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tion, after having proceeded from the foot of the

hill of Pyrgaki to Aio Nikola, I again copy. It

contains a catalogue of victors in the Museia, pre-

ceded by the names of the Agonothetae and of the

Archon (of Thespise), under whom the games were

celebrated, which are styled the Great Caesarian

Augustan Museia \ St. Nicholas is a metokhi, or

church and small convent dependent on that of

Makariotissa, which is in the upper region of He-

licon, towards its southern declivity. The metokhi

is beautifully situated in a theatre-shaped hollow

at the foot of Mount Marandali. The buildings

stand in the midst of a grove of pine, walnut, plane,

and olive, mixed with myrtle, bay and oleander,

and adjoining to them are some gardens containing

many hazel trees. A constant verdure is maintained

here in summer by a copious source of water.

The fountain Hippocrene, which was twenty stades

above (enavaftavTi) the Grove of the Muses, was

1 'Ayadrj rvyrj. 'AyuvoQt-

rovvrog twv fiEyaXvrv Kalaapiurv

S£/3aor/;wv Movcrelwy Avprj.

KaXXiKXiavov tov

£7ri upyovTOg Avpr). M ovrrkpui-

Tog
,
rrvprpopovvTog Avprj. 'Apitr-

tokXeov g tov ’EiriKTit, ypa/ijiia-

tevovtoq Avprj. Aifiarov tov

Aifiavov, eveikcov o'lce' rraXmic-

rf)Q IIou. AiXiog 'Zepairiwv
’

Ecjricnog
, w'lpvi; M. A vpr]. Ev-

rv^rjc Tavciypcuoe, pa^ivbbg

M. Avprj. Evrcaipog Tcti'aypa7og,

rivdtkoe avXrjrrjg M. Avprj. ’Iou-

Xiarbg TpnroXdrrjg, IIi/0UvO£ kl-

dapurrrjg Aov. Taiog AiXiog

'AXifavcSpog, KvicXiog avXrjTrjg

M. Avprj. hETrTLfuog N £/j,£tria-

rbg ’AvTLy£vi%rjg KoAwv ’A vri-

o%£vg, rpayySog M. AvcpiOtog

'AprEf-ilSiopog KopivQioc, rcurjxrp-

dbg M. EvTv^iavog ’AOrjvdlog,

KiOapurSbg M. Avprj. 'AXdav-

Spog NEiKOjurjSEvg, X0
,
00^ koXei-

tikov Avprj. Tjioaipuavbg TXv-

KMVog Q£(rnuvg, via navTurv

M.Ai/pr/. Hi£TTTi[Mog Nf/XEtriavoc

'AvTiyEVihrjg KoXwi'
’AvnoyEvg

.

—V. Inscription, No. 80 .
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probably at Makariotissa, which is noted for a fine

spring of water, though the twenty stades of Pau-

sanias accord better with the direct distance, than

with that by the road. At the Hippocrene,Pausanias

saw an ancient copy of the ’'Epya of Hesiod written

upon lead, and much injured by time \ In my for-

mer tour in Bceotia, in which I proceeded from St.

Nicholas to Zagara, and after following that valley,

descended by Kotomula to Livadhia, I remember to

have remarked two other springs on the ascent of

the mountain from St. Nicholas, but as these are

scarcely more than half the distance mentioned by

Pausanias, and are very inconsiderable in summer,

neither of them can be the Hippocrene ; there is a

well also near the summit of Mount Marandali,

noted among the peasants as serving to water their

cattle in summer, and called Kriopigadho (cold

well), a name which is sometimes applied to the

summit itself. If Marandali was the sacred summit

of Helicon
,
as its vicinity to the Grove of the Muses

suggests, Kriopigadho corresponds with the foun-

tain near the altar of Jupiter on Helicon, alluded

to by the author of the Theogonia 2
.

The Grove of the Muses preserved in the time

of Pausanias a greater number of statues, by emi-

nent masters, than any place in Boeotia, not ex-

1 (cat /jlol noXvjodov £$eUvv- written by Hesiod, and that

tray, ev6a y ttyyy, ra 7ro\Xa even of this the first ten lines

vivb rov xpovov \£\vpLaafxtvov' were spurious.—Pausan.Bceot.

lyysypcurrcu fie avrip ra'ILpya. c. 31.

The natives (ot 7rfpi ro»''EXtK-w- 2 Hesiod. Theogon. v. 3.

va ohovvTte) maintained that v. inf. p. 497. n. 1.

the Erga was the only poem
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cepting Thebes \ and the extant inscription gives

strong reason to believe, by the form of its letters,

that the Museia were celebrated long after the time

of Pausanias. The statues of the Muses remained

here until the reign of Constantine, when they

were removed to his new capital, where they were

consumed by fire in the year 404 2
. In the ap-

proach to the alsos, Pausanias remarked a rock

wrought in the shape of a cavern, which con-

tained portraits in relief of Eupheme, nurse

of the Muses, and of Linus. In the sanctu-

ary were the nine Muses by Cephisodotus, and

another set, of which three were by the same

sculptor, three by Strongylion, and three by

Olympiosthenes. Here also were Apollo and

Hermes in brass, contending for the lyre, a Bac-

chus seated, the work of Lysippus, and another

upright Bacchus, the finest of the productions of

Myron, except his Erechtheus at Athens. This

Bacchus had been presented by Sylla, who had

taken it from Orchomenus. There were portrait-

statues of several poets or other followers of the

Muses 3

,
namely, Thamyris blind and bearing a

broken lyre, Arion of Methymna on a dolphin, Sa-

cadas of Argos, Hesiod seated with a lyre 4 on his

knees, Orpheus (seated) with Tclctc standing by

him, and surrounded by brutes in marble and

bronze. The Grove contained also a statue of

Arsinoe, sister and wife of Ptolemy, seated on

1 Pausan. Boeot. c. 29, et seq.
3

Trouirag y aWwg exi(j)ave~iQ

2 -Euseb. de Vita Constant. tirl ixovoucij.—Pausan. Boeot.

1. 3, c. 54. Sozomen, 1. 2. c. 5. c. 30.

Zosim. 1. 2, c. 21, 1. 5, c. 24.
4 taOctpa.
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an ostrich of brass, and the figure of a deer

giving suck to Telephus, near which were an ox

and a statue of Priapus. Among the votive tri-

pods, the most ancient was that dedicated by

Hesiod, who had obtained it at Chalcis, as a

prize for his verses.

“ The vicinity of the Grove,” adds Pausanias,
“ is inhabited, and the Thespienses here cele-

brate a festival and contest called the Museia, and

another in honour of Love 1

in which there are prizes,

as well in the arts of the Muses 2
as for Athletee.”

The water from the fountain at St. Nicolas, to-

gether with that from the adjacent slopes, joins the

stream from Aganippe and the valley of Ascra, the

latter having previously received another small

contribution from the pass which leads to Zagara,

and which was the ancient road from Thespiae and
the Museium of Helicon to Coroneia, by the valley

of Libethrium. The united river or rather rivulet,

then leaves the two Panaghias on the left, and
Neokhorio on the right, flows three miles in the

direction of Plat.cea
,
then takes a sudden turn to

the south-west, and dividing the roots of Mount
Korombili from those of Helicon

,
follows a still

more westerly course to Dobrena and Kakosia,

leaving on the right Karada and Tateza, and on

the left Xeronomi. What was the ancient name
of this river ?—which having had its origin in such

illustrious sources as Aganippe, Hippocrene, the

Fountain of the Muses, and that of Narcissus, can-

not but have had some celebrity among the Greeks.

rw ”Eptori. 2 MovtriKfjQ.
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Hesiod mentions only the Permessus and Olmeius

I have already remarked, that the evidence of

Strabo and of the Scholiast on Hesiod 2

,
is fa-

vourable to the opinion that the river Kefalari,

which joins the lake Cephissis near the site of Ha -

liartus, is the Permessus and its confluent the river

of Zagara the Olmeius. But to this conclusion some

objection may be made : both the testimonies just

referred to are derived from Zenodotus, an Ephe-

sian who lived in the time of the second Ptolemy,

and of whose judgment on Grecian topography

1

Movo’ctwv 'EXiKaJviaScov ap^cbjuEd’ cieiSelv,

AW' EXiKtivog tyovav opog, pikya te ^adeov te

Kat re 7rept Kpkivrjv ioeiBia noaa ancikolaiv

’Op\Evvrai, Kal fiiouov tpiadeviog Kpovkwvog’

Kat re AOEGGa/iEvai repeva XP°a Ileppjjo-troto,

H Imrovicpri) r\g rj ’OXpiEiov £ad£oio,

’AKpordra) 'EXlkCjvi \6povg kvEnonjaavTo.

Though Hesiod does not

assert that the Permessus and

Olmeius were rivers, the mas-

culine termination, and the be-

lief of all subsequent writers,

fully warrant the presumption

that they were not mere foun-

tains like Hippocrene, Aga-
nippe, or that fountain near

the altar of Jupiter, on the

summit of the mountain, of

which the poet has not given

us the name.
2
Strabo, p. 407, 411 .—Ol

fiev norapiol rijg Boiwriag (sc.

Permessus et Olmeius) ovroi

flat. Y\epy.r)<jbg ov koAoxkjl oi

VOL. II. K

Hesiod Theogon. v. 1.

eyXwp<oi Sid to npwrov (pavr/vai

IIap/arjabv, &g <pr](n Kpdrpg kv

ro~ig Hoiii)TLKO~ig. ’Ep/ldXXei Sk

etg ri]v EionaiSa Xl/J.vr]v. ’Ev

Sk ro~ig ZrjvoSorEioig ypcapEi Tep-

fir/Golo. Tct£ ok nrjyag kyoi iv

Trj QoGTriaKrj x,£opq teat an avrfj

g

pet eig ti)v Koj7rat£a Xkfxvr)v’

KaKwg, 6 yap Tepfxrjaog opog

tart teat ov nora/iog. Kat 6

'OXpieiog norapog egtiv kv 'EAt-

kCjvi rrjg Bouvriag Kara to

aKpov avrov, and ’OX/ueiov tov

Hjiovipov naicdg' TpiaKoaia Sk

7rov arcioia dnky^Ei Qt]j3wv .

—

Schol. Hesiod. Theog. v. 5.
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Strabo does not leave a very favourable impres-

sion when he remarks, that Zenodotus pro-

posed to alter the 7roAtnxra<£uAov ’'Aovrjv of the Iliad

into 7roXv(TTa<pv\ov "A(TKpvv, in opposition to the de-

scription which Hesiod has given of his native

place, and the still stronger language of Eudoxus \

Pausanias, the only author besides Hesiod whom
we can rely upon as having certainly seen the rivers

in question, says only of the Permessus that it was

a river of Helicon, and the reputed father of Aga-

nippe 2

;
and of the Olmeius, that it was a small

river flowing on the summit of Helicon 3

,
which is

so slight a mention of these celebrated streams,

and so different from the usual confidence of Pau-

sanias in recognizing places renowned in history or

fable, that one cannot but suspect that he had

doubts as to the identity of the rivers of Hesiod

with those pointed out by the s&yrirat, and which

were probably the same alluded to by Strabo. His

silence as to any river in the Haliartia except the

Lophis, which rose not in Helicon but near the

walls of Haliartus, tends to support this opinion of

the impressions of Pausanias. Nor ought we to

1 EvSo^ov 7roXv yeipio Xiyov-

toq Trepl rfjg ”A tTKprjg.—Strabo,

p. 113.
2 Ovyarepa c)e eivcu rrjv ’Aya-

vimvriv tov flepyujjo’o’ou Xeyovari'

pe~i tie Kai ovrog 6 HEp/dTjaadg

Trepi tov 'EXiKwva.—Pausan.

Boeot. c. 29.
3

’E7TI $£ a/CjO^t r?7 KOpV(j)Tj TOV

'E\tfcwvog irOTafibg ov fiiyag

eot\v 6 Aci/biog (lege ’0\f.uog ).

—

Pausan. Boeot. c. 31. I have

no hesitation in making the

emendation here proposed, for

on comparing the words of

Pausanias with those of the

Scholiast on Hesiod (6 ’OX/xEiog

TrorapLog egtlv ev 'EXucwvt (caret

to atepov avrov), it is evident

that the latter refers to the

same river intended by Pausa-

nias, and that both authors had

in view the words ’AKpoTciTip
'EXikivvl in Hesiod.
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omit the consideration that both Pausanias and
the Scholiast seem to have mistaken the mean-
ing of Hesiod, who does not place the Olmeius
on the summit of Helicon (a singular situa-

tion for a river), but only says that the Muses
bathed in the Permessus, Olmeius or Hippocrene,

and that they danced at a fountain and altar of

Jupiter, on the summit of the mountain. If, then,

we can suppose that the names of Permessus and
Olmeius had been changed between the time of

Hesiod and that of the Ptolemies, or of the Roman
empire, it will be natural to conclude that the two

rivers noticed by the native poet, are those which
we now find to be the only two considerable and
perennial streams on the eastern side of Helicon,

and that if the Kefalari was the Permessus
,

the

river which rises in Aganippe and the Grove of the

Muses, and flows to Kakosia, was the Olmeius h
Returning in 20 minutes from the Metokhi of St.

Nicolas to New Panaghia, we descend from thence

at II, by a gentle slope to the river, cross it at

11.12, and immediately mounting the foot of an

advanced height of Mount Marandali, arrive in a

few minutes at Neokhorio. If I understand Wheler
rightly, it was on the hill above Neokhori, which
is well defended by its form on every side except

towards the mountain, that he supposed Thespise

to have been situated, having observed upon it some
“ ruins of an ancient city,” and having found in a

1
Possibly a line of Pausa- the top of the mountain as well

nias has been lost between as of the situation of the 01-

'E\ikmvo£ and nora/xoc, which meius.

may have been descriptive of

K k 2
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church on the ascent, an inscription containing the

name of Thespiss. But as Thespiae was certainly

at Lefka, this was probably the site of one of the

subordinate towns of the Thespice \ to which sup-

position the inscription itself is not unfavourable,

having belonged to a monument which was erected

in honour of one Protogenes, son of Protarchus,

by the young men of Thespiae, in conjunction with

those of some of the ITapoi/cot, or neighbouring

people who were engaged in business in Thespiae 2
.

Such a monument might have been placed in any

of the towns of the Thespice as well as in Thespiae

itself. It is by no means improbable that this

position, and not Paleopanaghia, may be the site of

Ceressus, being more centrical with regard to the

Thespice
,
whereas Paleopanaghia is on the extremity

of the district very near Ascra, and has not the ad-

vantage of being backed by Mount Helicon
,
from

which it is quite separated.

Beyond Neokhori the road quits the cultivated

country, and crosses the barren roots of the moun-
tain, which are covered with wild thyme and

shrubs, particularly the paliuri, or Jerusalem thorn.

In descending towards the valley which lies be-

tween the mountains Helicon and Korombili, and

which is watered by the stream from Palcopana-

ghia, we arrive, at 11.53, at Tateza, a hamlet de-

pendent on Xeronomi. On the opposite bank of a

1 The district of Thespiae

was called Thespice, or Thes-

piace, or Thespias.
2

0£<77Tl£WJ' 01 TTCuSeq KCl'l TTCl-

poiKuiy tu)v TTpayparavopeyioy

tv QtamciLQ IIpwroy£j'77J' IIpw-

rap^ov rov Kai

tvtpytrpv eavreov. — Wheler,

p. 471.
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rivulet which flows by the village, stands a ruined

church, built of ancient fragments, among which

are some heroic monuments like those already de-

scribed. Here are also two plain tomb-stones, with

single names in the nominative, in archaic charac-

ters \ Five minutes higher up the stream, is a

copious fountain surrounded by a modern inclo-

sure, of which the materials are ancient squared

blocks. In the corn-fields above are many remains

of former habitations. It is the site, perhaps, of that

Donacon to which Pausanias adverts, immediately

after noticing the Olmius 2
,
and before he describes

Creusis and Thisbe, which two sites occur exactly

in conformity with the order of his narrative, if we
suppose Donacon to have been here situated, and

his Olmius to be the river which flows from Pana-

ghia to Kakosia, and which receives the rivulet of

Tateza near Xeronomi. If the remains near Tateza

indicate the site of Donacon
,
the fountain is that

of Narcissus.

From Tateza we proceed, in 25 minutes, to Xe-

ronomi or Xeronomes 3

,
a considerable village in a

wide cultivated valley, surrounded by high moun-

tains, and watered by the small river before men-

tioned. Xeronomi has a large ruined church,

composed of fragments of Hellenic architecture,

and many ancient squared blocks of the white

stone of the neighbouring mountains. Here are

several heroic monuments, bearing figures of a man
and horse

;
and three plain sepulchral stones of

1 V. Inscript. Nos. 85, 86. or Srjpoyo^ia'ic, dry pasture,
2 Pausan. Bceot. c. 31. or pastures.
1

ISepovofir), or Bripovo/jr),
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very ancient date, inscribed with the names Aris-

tophanes, Nicomachus, andPhrasse. Arisstophanes

is written with a double sigma : the X in Nicoma-

chus is represented by T x
. One only of the heroic

monuments, and apparently more ancient than the

others, is inscribed : the name of the deceased is

preceded hy stti and followed by vpu, but both the

latter word and the name are in the Bceotic dialect 2
.

It is evident from the numerous churches in this

part of Boeotia, some of which are of large dimen-

sions and ancient construction, that the Thespias

continued to be well inhabited under the Byzantine

empire, as it had been under the Roman
;
and it is

curious to observe that these churches still preserve

numerous remains of the temples and other build-

ings of Thespise, and its dependent villages and

sacred places, which were one of the last holds of

Paganism.

Leaving Xeronomi at 2.25, and sending my bag-

gage by the direct road down the vale to Kakosia,

I take that which leads to the port of Aliki—soon

quit the valley, enter a gorge of Mount Korombili

opposite to Xeronomi, and after following it for

about a quarter of an hour mount the ridge which

borders the Corinthiac Gulf, leaving the summit of

Korombili to the left. The ridge, as well as the

whole mountain, is a mere rock having some scanty

intervals of soil, covered with wild shrubs. On the

crest of the ridge, where we arrive at 3.10, the

road passes over the remains of a Hellenic fortress,

where, among the foundations of walls and houses,

1 Y. Inscriptions Nos. 88,
2
V. Inscription No. 87.

89, 90.
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one tower is still standing, which has given to the

place the name of Pyrgo. The masonry is similar

to that of Ascra, and the tower seems to have been

intended as a watch and signal post, as well from

its commanding position as from the great height

of the original work, for though still enough re-

mains of the tower to be very conspicuous at a dis-

tance, it seems formerly to have been twice as high
;

the part now standing being entirely filled with the

materials of the upper part which have fallen into

it. This point looks immediately down upon the

port of Aliki, which opens to the west, but is well

sheltered. The termination of the ridge of Pyrgo,

to the southward, forms the northern side of the

entrance into the harbour, and being connected

above with a more abrupt ledge of rock, descend-

ing from the summit of the mountain, thus affords

a natural protection to the harbour on the land

side. The ancients, however, were not satisfied

with this degree of security, but built a wall along

the crest of the ledge of rock, which completely

excluded all access to the harbour by land from

the eastward. The principal remains are a tower,

and an adjoining piece of wall of the same kind

of masonry as that of Pyrgo. There was also a

space at the foot of the heights inclosed within the

ancient walls, and on the shore of the harbour is

a marshy level, containing ponds for making salt,

whence the name Aliki.

Pyrgo commands a fine view of the northern shore

of the Morea, and of the mountains which rise from

it, but Corinth is hidden by the Cape of Pera-

khora. It is remarkable that the mountains of the

Morea are more deeply covered with snow than
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those on this side of the gulf. Last year I re-

marked the same tardiness of the spring in the

northern part of the Morea
;
here, on the contrary,

and ever since I have left Athens, the sun at noon
has been already too warm to be agreeable for tra-

velling. The mountains on either side of the gulf

seem to have the same relation to each other in re-

spect of climate as two parallel walls, one of which

is exposed to the north and the other to the south.

Half way towards the coast of Megaris lie the Kala

Nisia, three low islands, upon one of which is a

monastery. Eastward of Korombili is Livadhostra,

a bad harbour in a large bay. From Pyrgo it lies

to the west of the summit of Korombili : near

Livadhostra eastward is another port named Kala-

maki
;

then occur those of Ai Vlasi, or Aio
Vasili \ and of Ghermano or AEgosthena . To
the westward of Aliki, near the Boeotian coast,

are four small islands lying in a line parallel

to the coast
;

their names in the direction from

east to west are Makria, Kumboluri, or Strong-

hylo, Kuveli and Fonia. Within them is the

entrance into Vathy, the port of Kakosia and Do-
brena. Khosia, a large village, is seen imme-
diately under the peak of Paleovuni or Helicon.

Farther westward the uncultivated roots of that

mountain impede all prospect of the coast.

It is difficult to assign the ancient name to the

port and fortress at Aliki. There are insurmount-

1 This is the harbour at the village of Ai Vlasi, and

which Wheler slept under a from thence proceeded to Pla-

pine-tree, and the next day Icea.

ascended a high mountain to
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able reasons against its being Creusis, the harbour

of Thespiae. When the Lacedaemonians twice re-

tired from the Thespice to the Isthmus by iEgos-

thena, they are reported by the historian to have

marched on both occasions by Creusis : the first

time under the command of Cleombrotus
;
and

again between seven and eight years after-

wards, immediately after the defeat at Leuctra,

in which the same Cleombrotus was slain h A
glance at the map will suffice to show that the

route of the retiring Lacedaemonians could not have

led by Alikl, their object being to make as speedy

a retreat as possible, at the same time that they

avoided the more direct roads across Mount Cithae-

ron. In order to have reached Creusis, supposing

it to have been at Aliki, they must have diverged

to the right of their line of march near Livadhostra
;

either following the steep maritime side of Mount

Korombili eastward, or making the tour of it hy

Xeronomi westward, and must then have returned

by one of those routes nearly to the point in their

line of march from which they had diverged. It may

be considered certain, therefore, that Creusis was

in the bay of Livadhostra, and that the fortress and

harbour at Aliki were some other ancient place.

Leaving Pyrgo I follow the summit of the ridge,

and there being no path whatever, consume an

hour in threading my way through the rocks to

the valley, from whence, after crossing the river

which is near the foot of the mountain, we arrive

in twenty minutes at Dobrena 2

,
or Dobreni, and in

1 Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 5, c. 4,
2 To^irpiva, NropTipeva,

1, 6, c. 4. NrofiTTpsyi.
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fifteen more at Kakosia \ The distance to this place

from Xeronomi by the straight road may be about

an hour and a half.

Feb. 5.—A strong northerly wind and rain. Ka-
kosia stands precisely on the site of the ancient

Thisbe, which is well described by Strabo as situ-

ated at a small distance from the sea, under the

southern side of Helicon, in a district confining on

those of Thespiae and Coroneia 2
. The position is

between two great summits of the mountain, now
called Karamunghi and Paleovuna 3

,
which rise

majestically above the vale, clothed with trees in

the upper part, and covered with snow at the top,

but in no great quantity at present. The modern
village lies in a little hollow surrounded on all

sides by low cliffs connected with the last falls of

the mountain. The walls of Thisbe were about
a mile in circuit, following the crest of the cliffs

which surround the village
;
they are chiefly pre-

served on the side towards Dobrena and the south-

east. The masonry is for the most part of the

fourth order, or faced with equal layers of large,

oblong, quadrangular stones on the outside, the

interior as usual being filled with loose rubble.

On the principal height which lies towards the

mountain, and which is an entire mass of rock,

appear some reparations of a later date than the

rest of the walls, and there are many Hellenic

foundations on the face of this rock towards the

village. In the cliffs outside the walls, to the

3 Kapafiovyyi, llaXaiofiov-
KaKoeria.

Strabo, p. 411. rag.
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north-west and south, are many sepulchral excava-

tions.

The primates of the village, on visiting me, in-

quire whether I have found in my books any men-

tion of the mode in which the place was anciently

supplied with water, and where was the spring,

their only resource at present being a well behind

the rocky height. As neither Strabo nor Pausa-

nias make any mention of a fountain at Thisbe, the

inhabitants probably depended upon cisterns and

wells, which can seldom fail at the foot of such a

mountain as Helicon. The Kakosiotes, however,

instead of digging wells, have preferred spending

their money in building houses, and the same is

observable at Dobrena
;

their ability to do so is

probably caused by the retired situation of the

place, and its distance from all the ordinary lines

of communication.

The port of Thisbe
,
which is now called Vathy,

is a beautiful little harbour surrounded by woody

hills. On the ridge looking down upon it, which

separates the plain of Thisbe from the coast, are

the remains of a Hellenic tower and station, simi-

lar to that upon the ridge above Aliki, and evi-

dently a fortified point and signal post on the road

from Thisbe to its port. There are said also to be

some remains of a fortress on the side of the har-

bour. The modern Skala of Dobrena in Port

Vathy is called Plaka, that of Kakosia, Ai Ianni

:

and there are separate roads leading to them from

either village a mile and a half across the plain,

and then over the maritime ridge. The shore of

Vathy is very rocky, and abounds in wild pigeons,
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as Strabo and Stephanus have remarked The
geographer ascribes to the abundance of pigeons

at the harbour the epithet which Homer gives to

Thisbe 2

;
but there is no deficiency of them at

Kakosia itself, for before I had made any inquiry

on the subject, my Athenian janissary, whom I do
not suspect of having ever read the Iliad, brought

me as a present a brace of pigeons, which he had
just shot among the rocks near the village. In

the islands opposite to the harbour these birds are

said to be still more numerous than at Vathy.

The only building remarked by Pausanias at

1 hisbe was a temple of Hercules, containing an
upright statue of the god in stone : a festival was
celebrated in honour of him called the Heracleia 3

.

The Grecian traveller then proceeds to describe a

peculiarity in the adjacent plain, which is alone

sufficient to identify the place. “ Between the

mountain on the sea side,” he says, “ and that at

the foot of which the town is situated, there is a

plain, which the water flowing into it would cause
to be a lake, were it not for a strong embankment 4

constructed through the middle 5

,
by means of

which the water is turned every year into the part
of the plain lying on one side of the causeway,

Strabo, p. 411. o ko\ltt]q ettiveioi' TTEpiGTEpCov 7rXfjpEg ,

—

Qiafialog Kal 6 Xi^r Qurfiatuv Steph. Byzant. in Qiafir}.

wq (prjanv ’E7Tacfipo^Eirog - Kal to

Ko)7rag
} Y.vrpr]cnv te, 7roXvrpt]po)yd te Qi(r(ir)v.

11. B. v. 50.

5
Cia fXECfOV.

3 Pausan. Bceot. c. 32.
4

yu>pa
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while that on the other side is cultivated.” In

fact, the plain of Thisbe is completely surrounded

by heights, there is no issue for the river which

rises in the Ascrcea and here terminates
;
nor can

I even perceive the entrance of any subterraneous

channel such as frequently occurs under similar

circumstances in the calcareous formations ol

Greece : if there be any, it is still, as in the time

of Pausanias, insufficient to the drainage of the

plain. The mole or causeway which he describes,

still subsists and serves, as it probably always has

done, for a road across the marsh towards the port.

It consists of solid foundations of masonry, and is

traceable nearly half across the plain, on the side

opposite to Kakosia. The river crosses the cause-

way into the marsh by two openings, the closing

of which in the winter or spring would at any time

cause the upper part of the plain to be inundated,

and leave the lower fit for cultivation in the sum-

mer
;
but as the river is now allowed to flow con-

stantly through them, the western side is always in

a state of marsh, and the ground has become much

higher on the eastern side.

Besides this work there are the remains of ano-

ther above Dobrena, which the archons of Kakosia

conceive to have been constructed for the purpose

of making each division of the valley cultivable

every two years out of three, whereas the ancient

work only gave cultivation every other year. They

remark, that the inundation of any part of the

land once in three years would serve both for fal-

low and manure, and would ensure constant fer-
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tility to two-thirds of the valley. This second work
was between two and three miles beyond Dobrena,

in the direct road to Xeronomi, where the valley

is not more than four hundred yards wide. But

it was merely a wall composed of loose stones and

mortar, in nothing resembling the solid construction

of the ancient mole opposite to the town, except that

some squared blocks of Hellenic appearance are

seen in one part of it. It is probably of the same
period of the Byzantine Empire, when the churches

were built, which show this part of Boeotia to have

been at one time well peopled by Christians. The
wall has been carried away in the centre by the

stream, and could scarcely have served at any

time for the purpose imagined by the Kakosiotes,

but was rather a military separation between the

two valleys of Xeronomi and Kakosia, or in other

words, between the Thespice and llnsbcea, of

which these straits are the natural boundary. It

is very possible there may have been a Hellenic

wall here, for such barriers of separation between

districts were common among the ancients, as many
remains of them attest, and which in this instance

may have been renewed or repaired in the time of

the Lower Empire. Just above the wall a narrow

vale branches off from the main valley, and con-

ducts again into it behind a hill which is thus in-

sulated from Mount Helicon. The soil of all these

valleys is excellent, and produces plentiful crops of

wheat and barley
;
there is a considerable space

covered with vineyards immediately below Do-
brena, but the wine is bad, in consequence of the
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low and moist situation, and negligent manufac-

ture : a part of the marsh bears in summer kalam-

bokki of both sorts.

The monastery of Makariotissa, where is a

copious source of water, which I suppose to have

been the ancient Hippocrene, is visible from the

southern side of the plain of Kakosia
;

it is situ-

ated on a little level half-way up the Karamunghi,

on the southern side of that summit. The road

to the monastery from the plain of Thisbe ascends

by the valley behind Dobrena.

Kakosia preserves several inscriptions, but the

name Thisbe does not occur in any of them. Two

relate to a family of the name of Brachas. One

of these is a fragment, preserving only the ending

of two elegiac couplets \ which show that a Bra-

chas had erected a monument in the city. The

other, which is on a square stele, is complete, and

testifies that a brother and two sisters, named

Ulpius Brachas, Ulpia Paula, and Ulpia Hygeia,

had erected a monument according to a decree of

the council and people to their brother, M. Ulpius

Paramonus, who was son of M. Ulpius Brachas

Paramonianus, by Aurelia Arescusa, and grand-

son of M. Ulpius Paramonus by Corane Paula.

On a cornice or moulding near the top of the

stele, is a line in smaller letters, implying that the

dedicators were descendants of Marcus Ulpius

1
. . . .

/j.e Bpa^ag eiCpvae ivoXr}i

rbv (piXaedXov ayav

tlkvu) (ecu 7rarp('c)i rei/ir'iv

raide tcXeog deodev.

V. Inscription, No. 91.

13
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Nicias, who had held the office of Bceotarch

An inscription which was copied at Kakosia by
Meletius, a century ago, and is no longer to be

found, related to the same family of Brachas. It

was inscribed on a monument erected to Trajan by
Marcus Ulpius Brachas Epiphanianus <EAd/canrap,

in conjunction with his two sons and two daugh-

ters 2

,
and is probably the most ancient of the

three inscriptions relating to the Brachse, being

cotemporary with the Emperor, from whom un-

doubtedly so many of the family had assumed the

name of Ulpius and Ulpia.

1 M. OvXttiov Neiidov Botw-

rdpyov diroyovoi, M. OvXttlov

IIctpa/uLovov, M. OvXttlov Bpa^a

Uapa/novLavov kcll AvptXiag

’Apt<TKovtjr)Q vtbv, tyyovov M.

OvXttlov Tiapajxovov (cat Kopa-

vrjg TLctvXriQ, ot dceXcpol OvXttlol

Bpa^dc, ITauXa, 'Yyet'a* x^ricjjLcr-

fxan fiovXfjg (cat ch'lfj-ov .— V.

Inscription, No. 92.

In this inscription the word

tyyovog seems to be used in

the sense defined by Hesy-

chius, namely, that of vlwvog,

or vlbg viov. Nevertheless, in

some dedications to Antoninus

Pius and Marcus Aurelius at

Tcenarus, tyyovog evidently

means a step lower in descent;

for Antoninus is there desig-

nated as vlbg of Adrian, vlojvbg

of Trajan, and tyyovog of Ner-

va; and M. Aurelius as vlog

of Antoninus, vlwvbg of Ha-

drian, tyyovog of Trajan, and

airoyovog of Nerva.—See Tra-

vels in the Morea, vol. i. p.

293, Inscriptions, Nos. 35, 36.
1

ov, Acucikov, Ilap-

Oucov, virarov to /3, Maprac OvA-

7nog Bpa%dg ’ETri^avtaj'dc 4>t\d-

(caicap, (cat oi viol avroii, OvXmog

Arjixoodtvrig, OvXTnog Kpdrwv,

(cat at dvyarepeg, OvXtticl Eu-

7ropia, OvXtvia Bp6%iXXa, tK

tujv Iblojv.—Melet. Geog. T.

ii. p. 342. 8vo.

Meletius must have been

mistaken in the j3 indicating

the year of Trajan’s consulship,

as he was only Caesar in his

second consulship, and governor

of Germany. The inscription

is either of the year 116, or

117 , as in the former Trajan

assumed the title of Parthicus,

and in the latter he died. He
had then been six times Consul.
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Another inscription at Kakosia, not quite com-

plete, records the construction of a house and

to the Gods Augusti, by Tiberius Claudius Ur-

banus, by his wife Claudia Philonicha and by their

two children, Urbanus and (Ulpius) at their own
expence 1

. The earliest Augusti were M. Aure-

lius and Verus, and the form of the letters does

not indicate a later time. The monument there-

fore was probably erected between the years 161

and 169 of the Christian aera.

The only inscribed monument at Kakosia older

than the Roman Empire, is a dedication to

Minerva, in characters of a very remote age, on
a long narrow stone, now inserted in the wall of a

private house
;

at one end the engraver, miscalcu-

lating the space, was obliged to end his line in a

curve 2
.

At 3.45 we quit Kakosia, and soon afterwards

pass, between the marsh and the mountain,

through vineyards in which the vines are mixed
with almond trees now in blossom :—from thence

ascend the mountain, which here closes the plain,

and at 4.45 enter Khosia, or Khostia 3

,
contain-

ing, like Kakosia and Dobrena, about 100 houses,

which are beautifully situated under the rocks of

Helicon, and dispersed among orchards of fruit-

trees, chiefly almonds. A small torrent falls in

cascades down a rocky gorge
;
and in summer,

1

0£O<c hefjaarTO~ig kcii (Ttj (3avog Kal 0(v\ttioq) eic nov
7ro)Xei tov o’ikov /cat rov .... ic)iu) v kiroir)(Tav. — V. Inscrip-

. . . Tifirjpios KXauSiog Oup- tion, No. 93.

payog K(al f] yv)vri civtov K\av- 2 V. Inscription, No. 94.

Sia kcli tci rtKra Ovn- 3 Xoaia, Xooria.

VOL. II. L 1
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when the water is scanty, is received into a tank

in the lower part of the village, from whence

it is conducted to the vineyards and olive-trees

which cover the slope extending to the com-

mencement of the plain of Tkisbe. After passing

through Khosia, we enter a mountainous district

where the great counterforts of Helicon descend to

the sea, and cross one of them, the extremity of

which forms a lofty cape on the eastern side of

the bay of Sarandi h The summit of this ridge

commands an extensive view of the Corinthiac gulf,

with the coast of the Morea, as far eastward as the

bay of Corinth, and the Acro-Corinthus. On the

western side of the bay of Sarandi rises another

ridge, still more lofty than the eastern, and mid-

way between them, in a beautiful retreat just under

the woody steeps of Paleovuni, is situated a monas-

tery dedicated to St. Taxiarches 2

,
a title of the

archangel Michael, as leader of the heavenly host.

Here I halt for the night at 5.25. The house is

large, and contains numerous inmates, both monks

and laics, whose persons are as dirty as their dwel-

ling. The territory of the monastery consists chiefly

of terraces on the slope of the mountain, producing

olives and corn, and which end in a small level

at the head of port Sarandi. A projection of the

mountain which advances into the middle of the

plain, about a quarter of an hour’s walk below

the monastery, and a mile from the sea-side, was

the site of a small Hellenic polis.

Feb. 6.—A tabular summit formed the acro-

1 Eapavn. 2 "Ayloq Ta^idp-^rig.
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polis, of which the walls are still traceable, as

well as those of the town, which was situated

on the eastern slope of the height, the western

side having terminated in a precipice. Within

the enclosure are the remains of terrace-walls, and

to the south, looking towards the harbour, those

of a narrow gate. On the slope of the acropolis

towards the south, are some foundations cut in

the rock. The whole is scarcely a mile in cir-

cumference. Some parts of the walls are care-

lessly constructed of rough stones, fitted together

as in the first order of Hellenic masonry
;
other

parts are of the second and third kind. There

can be little doubt that these are remains of Tiphae,

or Siphae, which was said to have taken its name
from Tiphys, the pilot of the Argonauts 1

,
and where

Demosthenes, the Athenian commander, made the

unsuccessful attempt already adverted to, which

preceded the battle of Delium. It may indeed

be objected that Thucydides and Apollonius Rho-
dius, as well as Stephanus, who probably follows

the historian, describe Siphae as a dependency of

Thespiae 2

,
between which and Sarandi the whole

of Thisbaea is interposed, but this may perhaps be

reconciled by the superiority of Thespiae over all

the places in this angle of Bceotia, whence the

entire country lying along the Alcyonic sea, under

1 Pausan. Boeot. c. 32. 'tTVLQa\aa(jLfiiot.—-Thucyd. 1. 4,
2

al fie 2 icpcu ehrl rrjg Qecr- c. 76.

7rucijg yfjg tv rw Kpurata) koXttu)

T[<j>vg S’ ’Ay viaSrjg Strata m\Xi7T£ Srjfj.0v

Qtmutwv. Apoll. Rh. 1. 1, v. 105.

Sicpcu. . . .ixlvttov Trig QtffmaKijg.—Stephan, in hirpai.

L 1 2
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Helicon, as far as the borders of Phocis, including

Thisbe, may have often in common acceptation

been called the Thespice. Pausanias expressly de-

scribes Tiphse, which was probably the iEolic or

local form of the word, as being on the coast

beyond Thisbe to the westward. We learn from

the same authority that the Tiphaeenses had a

temple of Hercules, in whose honour they cele-

brated a yearly festival, and that they pointed out

the place where the ship Argo anchored on its

return from Colchis 1

.

The steeps of Helicon above the convent are

clothed with shrubs, growing with great luxuri-

ance, and among which the lentisk, the prinari,

the wild olive, and the K&pog or juniper, are the

most abundant. These heights folding over one

another, and crowned with the great summit of

Paleovuni, covered with hrs and snow, and so

high and near that it seems to overhang the

lower hills, form a scene of singular grandeur and

beauty.

Leaving St. Taxiarches at 9.15, we begin to

ascend the great ridge which forms the western

cape of Port Sarandi. The road leads through a

thick forest of the shrubs, or rather trees, just

mentioned, among which the kedhri are remark-

able for their uncommon size. Large tufts of

myrtle frequently occur
;
and as well as the wild

olive, the arbutus and the andrachne have their

fruit still hanging on them. Of the last, Pausa-

nias remarks that it produces a sweeter fruit in

Pausan. Boeot. c. 32.
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Helicon than in any other place 1

. At the best,

however, they may be compared to a very insipid

strawberry, and are admissible only to the table

at a season when no other fruit is to be had, as I

have seen the berry of the myrtle in Sicily, where

that fruit attains a larger size than in Greece.

At 10.30 we arrive on the crest of the ridge which

terminates in a cape, known (as well as a great

part of the neighbouring district) by the name of

Velanidhia, and then descending the western slope

of the ridge, arrive at 10.54 at the monastery

of Dobo 2

,
which is larger than St. Taxiarches,

contains a handsome church newly painted, many
cells and chambers, and between monks and ser-

vants, not less than forty inmates. Some of the

apartments are neat and clean, which cannot be

said of the inhabitants. The church is dedicated

to St. Seraphim Thaumaturgus, a Greek of large

property, who retired here not long after the

Turkish conquest, and built the monastery. His

skull, which is here deposited, is in great request

in the neighbourhood, for its wondrous power in

driving away all kinds of evil. The holy relic
3

has just been sent to Thebes, to put a stop to an

epidemic disorder which has made its appearance

in that town
;
and it is with difficulty that I can

procure a sufficient number of mules to carry me
to St. Luke, all those belonging to the convent

being employed on that service. There are many

1
ol Trig av^pd^vov 6d.fj.voi

2
Aofjirov, or Nro/mov.

napi^ovrcu twp Tvavra^ov rap-
3
to ayiov Xtixpavot'.

7tov el,el rj^icrrov.— Pausan.

Bceot. c. 28.
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manuscripts in the monastery, handsomely written

on parchment or vellum, but all of late date, and

all iraTepiKa, with the sole exception of a general

history, which begins with the creation and war

of Troy, and ends with a part of the history of

Venice, and of the Turks. The author’s name I

could not discover. There are said to be some

good printed editions of the classics belonging to

Dobo, but they have been sent to Livadhia for the

use of the school there.

Sending my baggage to Kyriaki by the direct

road over the mountain, I proceed thither by the

way of the sea shore, for the sake of visiting a

Hellenic site near the harbour of the monastery,

which we reach in an hour, the road descending

through hills covered with shrubs. The ruins are

those of a small fortified town, which we may
confidently name Bulis. It occupied the summit
of a rocky height which slopes on one side towards

a small harbour, and is defended in the opposite

direction by an immense (3pd^og, or lofty rock,

separated by a torrent from the precipitous ac-

clivities of Helicon. These which rise directly to

a snowy summit called Tjivri \ from a small vil-

lage of that name, consist of perpendicular white

rocks, mixed with narrow natural terraces covered

with pines. The slope of the site of Bulls towards

the sea is cultivated, and contains a house belong-

ing to Dobo, below which there is a level on the

shore two thirds of a mile broad, and a magazine

which was built by the monks when they owned a

boat
;

but of this convenience, so important to

1

Tft/3pi.
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them, as there is no easy access to the place but

by sea, they are now deprived. The port is called

Zalitza
;
between it and Cape Velanidhia is a

similar inlet of the sea, named Mazeri, around

which are some pastures belonging to Zeriki, or

Zeritza, a village on Mount Helicon
,
and serving

for its flocks in winter. The Paleokastro has some

handsome pieces of wall of the third order remain-

ing, and seems to have been rather larger than

the ancient town at St. Taxiarches.

Although Pausanias places his remarks on

Bulis in his Phocics, he seems hardly to have

accounted it a city of Phocis, since he describes

it as bordering upon that province \ He con-

sidered it, perhaps, as a neutral town, from

having been colonized by Dorians under Bulon.

Stephanus, Pliny and Ptolemy, however, all attri-

bute Bulis to Phocis 2
. Pausanias describes it as

occupying a lofty site, conspicuous to those who

sail from Anticyra to Lechaeum, and as distant

seven stades from the sea, eighty stades from

Thisbe, and one hundred stades from Anticyra,

all which computations will be found tolerably

correct, applied to this site. He notices the re-

markable torrent which here joins the sea, and

which was named Heracleius
;
there was also a

fountain, Saunium 3

,
which I have not discovered,

1 rrj yrj rrj 4>Wfath o/iopog .

—

Pausan. Phocic. c. 37.

2 Stephan, in BowAtg. Plin.

H. N. 1. 4, c. 3. Ptolem. 1. 3,

c. 15.

3 Karenn Se <cai 7Torap.bg eg

6dXciffaav ravTT] ytlpappog ov

oi e-m^iopioi ovopa^ovtnv 'Hpa-

kXe'iov teal rjyri Bov-

XiciOLc eerrl KaXovfievov 2awjaov.

—Pausan. Phocic. c. 37.
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perhaps from not having sufficiently searched

for it. The murex, producing the purple dye,

the fishery of which employed half the people

of Bulis in the time of Pausanias, is no longer

caught on this coast, though assuredly it still

exists here. The deity chiefly worshipped by the

Bulidii was named Megistus, meaning Jupiter.

The city contained likewise temples of Diana
and of Bacchus, with statues of those deities in

wood.

Having ascertained the ancient positions of Siphee

and Bulis, I shall revert to the inquiry as to the

ancient name of the fortress and harbour, now
called Aliki. The only authors who afford us any
assistance in this question are Scylax and Pliny,

and the extreme corruption of the text of the for-

mer renders him a most doubtful guide. Proceed-

ing along the coast from west to east, he names
Corsiae, Siphae, the harbour Eutretus, a fortress Boe-

thon, and then iEgosthena of the Megaris. This is

the vulgar reading, but some of the commentators

have changed Corsiae into Creusia, and Boethon

(6 Bot?0wv) into twv Boiwrwv h The rejection of the

word Corsiae is founded on Pausanias, who places

Corsiae near the northern shore of Boeotia, and
partly on the improbability of Scylax having
omitted Creusis, which was the chief harbour on

the southern coast of this province. There is

reason however to believe from Pliny, that there

1 Meza tie <S>u)Ke~iq Boiwtol el- (twv Botwrwr,) 6 TrapaTrXovg de

aiv eOvoQ /cat ttoXeiq aide' Kop- rrigHoiwrlag rj/j.L(rv fijj.epag eXcit-

aiai (Kpeovaia) 'Zityai Kai Xifir/v tov.—Scylax in Botwrot.

ILbrprjrog Kal te'i)(oq 6 Borjdwv,
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really existed a second Corsiae in this part of

Bceotia, and that it was distinguished from the

other by the name of Thebae Corsicae, in which

case the similarity of name seems to point out the

modern Khosia as the successor of Thebae Cor-

sicae, its situation just below the highest summit

of Helicon, according moreover with Pliny’s words,

juxta Heliconem h On this supposition, the ar-

rangement of the names by Scylax is not incorrect,

whereas if we read Kpeovala for Kopmai, we must

suppose Scylax to have placed Creusia the first

name on the coast, when it ought to have been the

last.

By the port Eutretus, there is some appearance

that Scylax intended the harbour of Thisbe, which

may have received the name of Eutretus from the

numerous cavities in the rocks, where pigeons

still breed in immense numbers, as Strabo re-

marked. It would then follow, that the rdyoe, or

fortress of Boeotians, which is the next place in

the arrangement of Scylax, was that still existing

at Aliki, the name of which may have been lost

by the corruption of the text.

But there is still another interpretation which

may be given to this passage of Scylax. We
learn from Strabo, that Eutresis, one of the Ho-

meric towns of Boeotia, was in his time a village

\

1 Dein in intimo sinu an- hoc mari Boeotiae oppidum

gulus Boeotiae alluitur cum Pagae unde Peloponnesi pro-

oppidis Siphis, Thebis quae silit cervix.— Plin. H. N. 1. 4,

Corsicae cognominatae sunt, c. 3.

juxta Heliconem. Tertium ab
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of the Thespice ’. Stephanus places it between

Thespiae and Plataea 2

,
but his information may be

doubted, as there is but one place in the ten miles

between Plataea and Thespiae where any town is

likely to have stood, and that was occupied by

Leuctra. There is some reason therefore for think-

ing that the Qe<nnwv of Stephanus ought to be

Qiafiaiv, that Eutresis was a /cwpj of the Thespice in

the road from Thisbe to Plataea, and that the vale

of Xeronomi was its territory, for it seems clear

that this valley belonged to the Thespice, and not

to the Thisbaea, which latter, considering the rela-

tive importance of the two cities, one cannot con-

ceive to have extended beyond the narrow place

before described in the valley of Dobrena, across

which there was formerly a wall. In this view of

the question it seems not improbable that the ruins

at Aliki are those of the fortress of the Eutresitae,

and that the Hellenic remains at Xeronomi be-

longed to the temple of Apollo Eutresites, men-

tioned by Stephanus, which may have been con-

verted by successive repairs into the ancient

church now remaining there. And in this case it

is also possible that the words o Xi/uvv Evt^toq /cat

1
. . . Earprjcrtv . . . /cwptov

0£CT7rtfcWV‘ EVTCluOu (ptMTL Zi]0uV

/cat ’A/J,(j)ioya ohcrjaat ttply fleun-

Xew/rat 0r//3wv.—Strabo, p. 41 1.

2 Kslrcu Trapti rrjv udoy ek

Qeamwy eiq IlXaraide ct7rayov-

aav, t]V etei^lge Zfjdoc /cat ’Ap-

<piun’ ... 6 kw/it/ti'iq Eurp/jatV/ye

dtp' ov v ’AnoWojy IZvrprjtriTpc'

/cat Ispuy avrov /cat fxavTE'iov

tvcoZorarov.—Steplian. in Ei/-

rpr/eng.

The plural termination of

Thisbe is justified by Xeno-

phon, 1. 6, c. 4, ;
by Stephanus

in 0tcr/3j7, and by Strabo, p.

411, who says, 'H 3e

Qiafiai vvv Xeyo/rat.
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myoc T(jjv Boiwrwv are all to be referred to the

harbour and ruins at Aliki.

Having quitted the Paleokastro of Zalitza at 2,

we cross the torrent, pass under a singular sharp

insulated rock, upon which are some remains of

ancient terraces, and continue to follow the side of

the rocky mountain by a road overhanging the sea.

On the right towards the summit of the heights,

are churches of St. Theodore and St. Anthony,

but not in sight. These, like the monasteries of

St. Michael and Dobo are remains of the eremiti-

cal and monastic establishments which peopled

these woody deserts in the time of the Byzantine

empire. The hills are chiefly covered with wild

olive, ilex, holly-oak, and juniper of a large

growth. The oaks would furnish an abundance

of useful timber, but at present, like the others,

they serve chiefly to supply fire-wood to the towns

on the gulf. As we proceed, the hills become

very steep, and terminate precipitously in the sea,

affording only an extremely rugged and difficult

path along the side of them : it was no better in

the time of the Roman Empire, for Pausanias

doubted whether there was any road at all from

Anticyra to Bulis \ though more anciently there

was a communication, as Cleombrotus marched

this way from Chseroneia with a large army just

before the battle of Leuctra, in order to avoid an

1 ’Eg Se n)v BowAiy etc fxev olSa' ovrio Svajoara opr) Kal

ri)Q BoiMTiag Qlaflrjg araSUov rpayea ra jiera^v ’Avrucvpag

early oSog oySortKovra, Ll, ’Avtl- re earl veil BouAt^og.—Pausan.

Kvpcig de rrjg <Pu)ice(ov Si r’pretpov Phocic. c. 37.

/xtv k'ciI el dp^r)v eariy, ovk
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encounter with Epaminondas in the passes of

Tilphossium and Haliartus on the direct route 1
.

At 4 we turn off from the sea-shore, and ascend

the ridge which borders the sea, in a direction

forming a right angle with our former route.

The summit commands an extensive view of the

Corinthiac gulf, and of all the northern part of

the Morea from Corinth to Mount Voidhia; the

gulf of Aspra Spitia also presents itself surrounded

by steep, barren ridges, which exhibit an appear-

ance almost as dismal as any part of Dalmatia,

or Albania. Inland in every direction appear the

snowy fir-clad summits of Parnassus and Helicon.

Not far from the place where we quitted the coast

a high rocky cape extends into the sea, beyond

which the coast retires as far as Punda, a cape on

the south eastern side of the gulf of Aspra Spitia,

opposite to which on the north-western shore is

the peninsula of Kefali. Having crossed two high

stony ridges, we arrive at 6. 10 at Kyriaki, situated

in the heart of the mountains under the last of

the snowy summits of Mount Helicon. Half way
from the sea we passed on our left a little level on

the sea-side, where is a port called Aghia, be-

longing to the monastery of St. Luke, while at

the same time on the right I perceived the road

from Dobo to Kyriaki, leading through a hollow

between two of the highest points of Mount Tzivri.

Our baggage was upwards of four hours in coming
by this road, having passed a great part of the

way through snow, which in some places was

2 Xenopli. Hellen. 1. 6, c. 4.—Diodor. 1. 15, c. 54.
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three feet in depth. The greater part of it was

collected yesterday and in the preceding night,

when it was raining at St. Taxiarches, but the

snow fell as we crossed the higher parts of the

ridges between that place and Dobo.



CHAPTER XX.

PHOCIS.

Kyriaki— Mount Helicon— Palea-khora— Monastery of St.

Luke of Stiris

—

Stiris and its fountain

—

Ambrysus—Metokhi

Sto Ialo—Sidhiro-kafkhio—Aspra Spitia

—

Anticyra—Mount

Cirphis—Dhesfina

—

Medeon—Marathus— Cape Pharygium
—Mychus—Parnassia Nape— River Pleistus— Delphi— Its

topography, antiquities, inscriptions, &c.

Kyriaki is a village of 30 families belonging to the

district of Livadhia, situated on the north-western

side of Mount Tzivri in a small hollow cultivated

chiefly with vines, and surrounded closely on all

sides by fir-clad summits of the Heliconian range.

The valley is very cold and humid in the present

season. A torrent runs through the village,

which, uniting with others a little below St. Luke,

joins the sea at Sidhero-kafkhio in the gulf of

Aspra Spitia.

Pausanias says, that of all the mountains in

Greece Helicon is the most fertile, and abounds

the most in trees \ Though he may be correct

in the main, the western extremity differs in cha-

racter from the other summits. The Muses natu-

rally preferred the gentler slopes, the springs, and

T !l

O be EXucibv opwv ru>v kv eotlv evyeujg k'ai bkvbpuji' a vd-

'E\Adbi kv to\q paXiard 7rXewc.—Pausan. Boeot. c. 28.

13
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groves, and smiling valleys to the eastward. Here

the barren and terrific prevail over the beautiful

and fertile : the higher parts consist of rocks inter-

mixed writh pine-trees, while the lower roots par-

take of the naked barrenness of the neighbouring

Cirphis, a mountain which is almost entirely of this

character. But even on this side of Helicon some

pleasant valleys are interspersed among the rocks.

In summer the woods and verdant pastures of Heli-

con contrast most agreeably with the parched plains

of Bceotia; and if industry were protected, all the

cultivable parts of the mountain would speedily be

embellished by fields and gardens, villages and

houses, offering delightful retreats in summer, in-

stead of merely furnishing pasture to the flocks

when they retire in that season from the arid

plains. The only villages at present in the upper

regions of the mountain, including the divisions of

it anciently called Laphystium and Libethrium,

are Tzara, Surbi, Granitza, Zagara, Steveniko,

Zeriki, Tzivri, and Kukora.

Strabo describes Helicon as equal to Parnas-

sus both in height and perimeter 1
. In the latter

he may be correct, if we consider Parnassus

as bounded by the Nape of Deljjhi to the south,

and on the western side by the ravine which ex-

tends from Cytinium to Amphissa, but in regard to

the height the geographer was certainly mistaken,

as Liakura is some hundreds of feet higher than

Paleovuna, which is the highest point of the Heli-

1 'O fjikv ovv 'EXikojv ov ttoXv vxfsog teal tcepifxsrpoi'.—Strabo,

cieo'ttjicmq tov Tiapvaaov era- p. 409.

/dl\\()g ktJTIV EKEIVU) teard TE
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con. In the quantity of cultivable land Parnassus

may rival Helicon
,
as there is nothing upon the

latter which can be compared in extent to the

upper Parnassian plains containing Aguriani, the

Corycian cave
,
and the Kalyvia of Arakhova

;
but

Helicon in general is more Evytwc, as Pausanias

describes it, and better clothed with a productive

soil, the Parnassian plain just mentioned being

poor and gravelly, though in some parts barley is

grown and even wheat.

Feb. 7.—At a distance of thirty-five minutes from

Kyriaki, a peaked summit bordering the valley on

the north retains a piece of ancient wall; and in the

descent of the pass to the right of this hill, which

leads from the vale of Kyriaki into that of Stiri, are

some other remains of the same kind, and an excava-

tion in the rock. The pointed hill was probably the

site of a dependent come of the Stiritis, and the

pass may have been fortified on account of its im-

portance as one of the approaches to Stiris from

Bceotia. Continuing to descend by a bad road,

we enter, in forty minutes, the valley of Stiri, and
in fifteen more arrive at the Palea khora, a height

so called in the centre of the valley, and which
has every appearance of an ancient site, being a

tabular hill defended by precipitous rocks, and
situated at the junction of two streams. The sum-
mit is surrounded with a wall of loose construction,

resembling in some parts the first kind of Hel-

lenic masonry, though with much smaller stones

than the Cyclopes used. No citadel is traceable,

but the surface of the rock within the inclosure is

excavated in many places for habitations, and
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there are two or three ancient cisterns near a

ruined church. The height is between seven

and eight hundred yards long, lying in a direc-

tion of N.E. and S.W., and not more than one

hundred yards broad in the widest part. A lower

rocky summit of the same height to the south-west

was not included within the ancient walls. The
torrent of Kyriaki is joined at that extremity of the

hill by another which comes from the neighbour-

hood of Zeriki
;
and which, after having received

several tributaries in the valley of Stiri, flows along

the northern side of Palea khora. All these tor-

rents are dry in summer. Zeriki is situated between

two of the summits of Helicon, called Gdhameni 1

and Kolles 2
. On the northern side of the latter

is the village of Surbi, not far from Livadhia.

From the Palea khora, a quarter of an hour’s

ride in a N.W. direction, brings me to the monas-
tery of St. Luke of Stiris

3

,
which stands on the

side of a peaked hill advancing into the valley.

This height also was fortified by the ancients

;

some of the foundations still remain on the sum-
mit, others are seen a little below the monastery,

as well as to the north-east of it, where an angle

of the Hellenic wall is still standing, and the

monastery itself is in great part built of ancient

materials. The fortress was of the triangular form,

common among the ancients
;

the two sides which

descend from the angle at the summit of the hill

follow two ridges which inclose a hollow between

1
Tcju/j.ei'r]. 3 "Ayioc AovKag 6 Hriptrqc*

2 KoWaic.

VOL. II. m m
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them. To the south the height is precipitous. The

walls seem to have been much more carefully con-

structed than those of the Palea khora : the ma-

sonry is partly of the third order and partly of re-

gular courses. Though the hill narrows towards

the base of the triangle, the circumference of the

fortress was greater than that of Palea khora, and

the monks believe it to have been Stiris. But

it could hardly have been the Stiris which Pau-

sanias describes, because there is a copious foun-

tain within the walls of the monastery issuing from

the side of the hill, whereas Pausanias says of

Stiris that “ it was situated on a stony height, where

the wells were few and supplied only water fit for

washing or the use of cattle
;
and that the inha-

bitants brought water for drinking from a place

four stades below the city, where was a descent to

a source excavated among the rocks V’ On the

other hand, it is not easy to reconcile the source at

the monastery with that which Pausanias men-

tions, the distance from the Palea khora to the

monastery being greater than four stades, and

there being instead of a descent, an ascent, to the

fountain, almost equal in height to the descent

from the Palea khora. The only other source in

the valley of Stiris is a well to the south-westward

of Palea khora
;
but instead of being in a hollow

among rocks, it rises to the surface of the culti-

vated part of the valley, and instead of being four

stades, is not more than one and a half from the

ancient site. An inscription, however, in the

Pausan. Phocic. c. 35.
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outer wall of the church, leaves little doubt that

the adjoining fountain was that intended by Pau-
sanias. Of this inscription there remain about

two-thirds, which was more than I expected to

find, as Chandler remarks only that it had been

seen by Wheler, and supposed apparently that it

no longer existed in his own time. It resembles

that at Thisbe, which records the dedication of a

building at that place to the gods Augusti and to

the city, attesting in like manner the dedication

to the gods Augusti and to the city of a Kpbvri, or

constructed fountain, with steps, and a covered

building, and a conduit of water which had been

made at the expence of the dedicators Xenocrates

and Eumaridas \ The word (3a0fiol in the inscrip-

tion accords with the Kanovreg of Pausanias, and
the rocks from which the source issues, with his

Trerpaig
2

. If the descent to the water is not now
such as both Pausanias and the inscription seem to

imply, that may easily be accounted for by an

alteration in the ground, caused by the erection

of the monastery. The word 7roXa, though at first

sight it seems to favour the opinion of the monks
of St. Luke, is not adverse to either supposition, as

1 The following is a copy of been omitted by the lithogra-

the inscription after supplying pher near the end of the first

the ends of the lines from Spon line.

and Wheler : Qeolg ^efiacrrolQ
2

to Se vSiop oi avdpivirot to

Kai Ttj IloXei ty]v Kprfvqv Kai ra iroTifiov oaov (TTafiia TEcraapa

TTpog rovg (3a.Qfj.ovg ,
/cat to ettol- lnroKara(3aivovTEg \afi(3avovaiv

klov t^EvoKparrig Kai EvpapiEag e/c Trrjyfjg' i) c)e ev irETpaig ecttiv

aveQrjKav ek tGjv IElwv Kai Tr)v opiopvyfJEvr) Kai apvovrai kotl-

tov vciaTog Eitrayioyriv.— V. ovTEg ig Trfv 7r»jy//j/.

—

Pausan.

Inscription No. 95. An I has Phocic. c. 35.

m in 2
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the fountain was a mere dependency of the city.

Upon the whole, therefore, I believe that the

height in the valley at the confluence of the two

torrents is justly called the Palea khora, or old

town, and that the fountain is that which the Sti-

ritse made use of; but that, from the fault either

of Pausanias or of his text, the distance of the

fountain from the city is not correct, and he has

omitted to describe the fountain as situated on the

side of a hill. The ancient walls on this height are

perhaps those of a fortress built by the Stiritse, as

well for the sake of occupying this commanding

height as for that of protecting the fountain, and

which Pausanias may not have noticed because it

may have been already ruined before his time.

The people of Stiris considered themselves a

colony of the demus SrapiEic in Attica, who settled

here under Peteus, when he was driven out of At-

tica by iEgeus 1
. The city partook of the severe

punishment inflicted upon the Phocians by Philip,

son of Amyntas, at the end of the Sacred War,

B.C. 346, but as generally occurred in regard to

the cities of Greece, which history represents to

have been destroyed, the inhabitants, after having

been dispersed for a short time in the villages, re-

turned to the old site. Stiris still preserved some

population when Pausanias travelled, but it con-

tained no public monument worthy of remark, ex-

cept a temple of Ceres Stiritis made of crude brick,

in which were two statues, one of Pentelic marble,

1 Ot cie evravda cpatri, says Pausanias, as if he did not credit

the story.
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the other of ancient fabric, and enveloped with

sashes or bandages
1

. The Igumenos of St. Luke

wishes to persuade me that the monastery was

built by the same architects who afterwards erected

St. Sophia at Constantinople. Wheler and Chan-

dler met with abbots more intelligent, and who knew

that the building was not founded till about the

year 960 by Romanus the Second, in honour of

a hermit of Stiris of the name of Luke, whose

history has been related by Chandler. The

church, however, certainly resembles that of St.

Sophia J>c juifcpov jUt-ydXw, being built in the form

of a Greek cross, with a vestibule and three doors

at the western end : a dome in the centre, and

upper galleries supported by columns on the sides.

The length of the nave, from the inner door to the

skreen of the altar, is 46 feet
;
the 66\og, or dome,

is 31 feet in diameter : some fine slabs of verd an-

tique are seen in the pavement and walls. There

are 130 men, 62 horses, and 23 mules, attached

to the monastery, which possesses two metokhis,

one at Patra and the other on the sea-side, at

Sidhiro-kafkhio. To my inquiry for manuscripts

and books, they reply that every thing of that sort

was burnt by the arehicleft Andritzo. Whether

this be true, or rather, as I suspect, partly true,

and partly used as an excuse to conceal what is

left, it is evident, at least, that the house has suf-

fered from some such cause since the time of

Chandler, for I can learn no tidings of the Iambic

verses hung up in a frame in the church, which

Chandler copied and published. The building

1 raiviaiQ.
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bears strong marks also of having been shaken by

earthquakes, which are not unfrequent here
;
and

a great fissure in the dome is known to have been

caused by one of these convulsions.

The valley of Stiris affords a beautiful contrast

to the rocks and woods of the lofty and rugged

summits which surround it. Unlike some of the

basins of the Morea similarly encased, which have

not a tree, or shrub, or hedge in them, and are

such perfect levels as to resemble lakes, this vale

is enlivened by rising grounds, and a great variety

of vegetation. Although not more than two or three

miles in diameter, the surface is diversified with na-

tural pasture, corn-fields now green, and vineyards

still quite brown, mixed with copses of holly-oak,

and ilex, or with olives and cypresses. To the pecu-

liar shape and colour of the two latter trees, which

contrast so agreeably with all others, the scenery

of Greece is much indebted for its beauty in all

seasons. At present those trees, with the two

species of oak just mentioned, and the smaller

evergreens which prevail in all the retired valleys

and sheltered situations, particularly the lentisk

and myrtle, enliven the winter scene in a manner
unknown among the woods of Northern Europe.

One kind of pirnari 1 grows to the size of the com-
mon oak on the hills around the valley of Stiris,

as well as in other parts of the Heliconian ridges,

but there are two other varieties of it, one of which

is a large shrub, the other a small low bush
;

this

last is the kokkoq of Pausanias, which he justly

1 npirapt, from H. 7rpevoc, Quercus Coccifera, more vulgarly

mpi'cipi, or irovpvdpi.
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compares to the o-^ivog, or lentisk, and describes as

abounding in the district of Ambrysus, and as pro-

ducing an insect used for dying wool 1
. The insect

is found on every kind of pirnari, though of course

it is not so easily gathered from the larger trees.

The ilex with smooth leaves 2

,
which abounds here,

as it generally does in the woods of Greece, and

which is called aria in the Morea, is here known

by the name of aglami 3
.

Above the heights which bound the vale of

Stiris on the north-west, and separate it from the

valley of Dhistomo, rises the bare and rocky Cir-

phis, which is itself overtopped, by the majestic

summits of Liakura, painful to behold, from the

dazzling whiteness of the recent fall of snow, and

receiving an apparent increase of height and dimi-

nution of distance from that clearness of atmosphere

which in Greece generally attends fair weather in

winter.

There are two roads from St. Luke to the Gulf

of Aspra Spitia: one by the metokhi at Sidhiro-

kafkhio, more commonly called Sto Ialo
4

;
the

other more circuitous, which passes from the

north-western extremity of the valley of St. Luke

through a defile to Dhistomo, the site of the ancient

Ambrysus. Having visited this place on a former

journey, I prefer the route by the metokhi.

The remains of Ambrysus are too inconsider-

1 Pausan. Phocic. c. 36.
2 Quercus ilex.

He remarks that the Gauls of
3 tiyXafu.

Phrygia call this shrub vc, that
1 vtu yictXojy at the sea.

is, houx, the modern French

name of the prinus.

13
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able to illustrate the description which Pausa-

nias has given of its double wall, built by the

Thebans against Philip, son of Amyntas, and
which Pausanias considered the strongest defen-

sive work in Greece, next to the fortification of

Messene 1

,
though the walls were only about four-

teen feet high, and five feet thick, with a distance

between them of a little more than five feet 2
. The

town was situated at the southern foot of Mount
Cirphis, in a small valley giving rise to the stream

called Platania, which joins the Cephissus in the

plain of Chceroneia. The long valley of this river

furnished an easy access from that plain to Am-
brysus, nor is the other approach to it from Stiris

difficult, though both might be perilous routes for

an army if the country were hostile, particularly

the former, from the length of the narrow valley.

It appears from Pausanias that there was a more
direct road from Chseroneia into the vale of Stiris

across the mountains, for he conducts his reader
from Chseroneia to Stiris, and from Stiris to Am-
brysus, and remarks that the road from Chseroneia
to Stiris was rugged, and for the most part moun-
tainous 3

.

At 2.15 we proceed from the monastery to its

metokhi “ by the sea.’ The road leaves the plain
at its south-western end, and at 2.45 enters a nar-
row opening, through which the torrent, formed by

1 Pausan. Messen. c. 31.
2
Phocic. c. 36.

There are two roads, he

says, from Chseroneia into Sr/'p

Phocis : one by Panopeus,
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the joint waters of the valleys of Kyriaki and of

Stiri, makes its way, bordered on either side by

precipices of white rock, among which grow a few

junipers and wild olives. The road frequently

crosses the torrent, and follows alternately .either

bank, until at 4 it enters a valley included between

two steep and rocky mountains, and covered with

olive plantations and corn-fields. At 4. 15 we arrive

at the metokhi, which consists only of two apart-

ments
;
one with a fire-place in the middle, and a

wooden ledge round the wall for the Kalogheri to

sleep upon
;
the other containing an oil mill and a

press, with stables for the mules used in the mill

and farm. The monks cultivate the com and

olives, gather in the harvest, and make the oil.

The mill is nothing more than a cylindrical stone,

turned by means of a horse or mule yoked at one

end of a lever, the other end of which is fixed in

the centre of the stone. The olives thus bruised

are put into baskets and pressed. In the evening

a ten minutes’ ride conducts me from the metokhi

to the sea, where are some remains of a Hellenic

fortress, crowning a rocky promontory at the north-

ern end of the beach in which the plain terminates.

The road from the metokhi to Aspra Spitia leads

through a narrow pass between the promontory and

the mountains which border the vale of the me-

tokhi to the northward. The wall of the fortress

remains in good preservation on the northern side

of the hill, where in some places it still exists to

more than half the original height: on the other

sides it is hardly traceable, but within the enclo-

sure there are some terrace walls, one particularly,
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which is a fine specimen of polygonal masonry,

verging to a more regular kind. On the road

side, at the foot of the promontory, is a heap of

ruins near the shore, consisting of some ancient

blocks in situ, covered with the remains of a

church, among which is a capital of white marble

of indifferent execution. There seems to have

been an ancient tower here which had been

converted into a church. The promontory and

ruin, as well as an anchorage for boats within

the cape, are named Sidhiro-kafkhio !, mean-

ing a place where iron has been smelted, though

there is not at present any appearance or tradition

of such works having existed here. The summit

of the promontory commands a good view of the

Gulf of Aspra Spitia with the cultivated lands

surrounding it, of the promontory Kefali on the

opposite side of the Gulf, and of the coast of

Phocis, as far as Cape Trakhila. Opposite to

the latter, on the eastern side of the gulf, is seen

Cape Punda, which is the extremity of Mount Ver-

seniko
;
beyond it are the inlet and port called

Aghia, and then the rugged falls of the same

mountain extending to the place where I quitted

the coast coming from Dobo. The little vale of

the metokhi, watered by the river of Stiris
,
sepa-

rates Mount Verseniko from the equally rocky and

forbidding heights which lie between this valley

and that of St. Luke, and which extend westward

as far as the vale of Dhistomo, and to a narrow

pass which leads up to that place from the gulf.

1
Stt’//po-hau^idv.
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Feb. 8.—Having returned to Sidhiro-kafkhio, I

pass at 8.15 through the opening which separates

the promontory from the mountain on the right,

and continue along the rocky foot of the latter,

near the sea-side, till 9.5, when we arrive on the

beach at the extremity of a little valley, which is

the entrance of the pass already mentioned, as

leading from the sea to Dhistomo. In this direc-

tion appears one of the summits of Cirphis, now
called Xero-vuni \ covered with snow. That

named Somalesi 2

,
which was seen from the vale of

Stiris, is more to the southward, near Dhesfma, be-

yond which village a part of the same range, called

Xeroghianni 3

,
projects into the sea, and termi-

nates in Cape Trakhila. Finding here some Kefa-

loniote fishermen about to haul their seine, I

remain to wait the event, in hopes of a purple

murex, or some fish with an ancient name
;
and

not quite without success to me, though with

little to the fishermen, who besides a few kala-

makia 4
,
or cuttle-fish, catch only two or three of

a small species of herring, the name of which,

/napideg, cannot but be Hellenic 5
. The chief mar-

ket for the fish caught in this gulf is Livadhla.

Proceeding at 9.30 along the shore of the gulf, we

cross the extremity of a root of Mount Cirphis
,
and

arrive in a little cultivated plain and slope, where

on a hill on the right are the remains of Aspra

Spitia (the white houses), once a considerable

village, but now only a small dependence on

1
OZepofiovvi.

4 KaXafxaia, ink-fish.

2
SwyLtaXeo-t.

5 The a/uapig is mentioned
3
EepoyLavvi. by Aristotle, 1. 8, c. 30.
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Dhesfina. The baggage males which set out with

us from the metokhi arrive at Aspra Spitia at

10.20, and continue their route to Dhesfina, while

I visit a spot towards the head of the bay, where,

among olive plantations, are some ancient founda-

tions sufficient to indicate a Hellenic site, though

as building materials are often carried away from

hence by sea to the neighbouring coasts, in a few

years probably there will hardly be a vestige of

antiquity left. Half a mile farther south is the

high peninsula named Kefali. It is connected

with the main by a level isthmus which is cul-

tivated with corn and olives, and on the south-

ern side forms the head of a harbour named Ai

Isidhoro (St. Isidore), where on a rocky projection

at the south-eastern corner of the bay are the

remains of a castle built with small stones and

mortar. To the left, on the side of this peninsular

mountain, are some ancient catacombs in the

rock. From hence as far as Xeropigadho in the

plain of Salona, all the shore, with the excep-

tion of a few cultivated hollows on the sea-side,

is rugged and mountainous
;
the entire promon-

tory, as far inland as the Pleistus
,
belongs to

Dhesfina. One of the small maritime valleys just

mentioned is situated within Cape Trakhila, and

is in sight from Ai Isidhoro as well as from

Sidhiro-kafkhio. It is called Prosako, and be-

tween it and Ai Isidhoro are two long narrow

inlets, named Steno and Valto. Steno is said to

be a good, port, and to be frequented by vessels

of considerable burthen. Karindria is a cultivated

spot beyond Cape Trakhila, similar to Prosako.
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In the entrance of the gulf of Aspra Spitia are

three islands, two towards Aghia, the other to the

westward, not far from Cape Trakhila. On the

middle one, named Dhaskalio, as well as on the

westernmost, Tzarukhi, are remains of walls, cis-

terns, arches, and houses, constructed of small

stones and mortar.

Having returned to the village of Aspra Spitia,

I there find an inscribed marble, serving to prove

that the remains near the sea are those of Anti-

cyra, which Livy and Pausanias sufficiently show

to have stood in some part of this gulf 1

. The

marble is said to have been originally found among

the fields near the sea, where it lay for many
years by the side of a well, and served the women
to beat their clothes upon in washing them, by

which means the greater part of the letters had

been obliterated, when it was brought up to the

village two years since. There still remains

enough to show that it was a record of the rights

of proxenia granted to strangers by the people of

Anticyra 2
. Although like the other Phocian

cities, Anticyra was for a time dismantled and

abandoned at the end of the Sacred War, it had

survived many of the other cities of Phocis in the

time of the Roman empire, an advantage which it

1 Liv. 1. 32, c. 18.—Pausan.

Phocic. c. 36.

2 ”Apyovrog KaWtorparov,

ypappCLTEVOVTOQ Se rov <rvv-

eSpiov eSo^e

ra ttoXel rwv ’Avrucvpiwv doper

'iLpcucXeojyt Serorpirov ’Ap-

fipvffffLu), avraj (/cat EKyoroiQ

)

Trpofcvlay, aavXiar, dacpdXtiar,

Trpodudar, laoTroXiTEiar, (tyicrr)

-

(7iv yag /cat
) olidag /cat raXXa

ripia
,
oaa /cat to'lq oXXoiq irpo-

ZiroiQ teal EVEpytrcuQ rag ttoXioq

vTrdp\EL‘ kyyvoi rag ttpoleriag

'HpcncXeidaQ Bevo-

Kp . . . .— V. Inscription,

No. 96.
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chiefly owed to its situation on this sheltered gulf,

and its importance as a point of communication

with the interior. It was besieged and taken in

the year b. c. 198, by the Consul T. Quinctius

Flamininus, when after having forced his way
through Epirus into Thessaly by defeating Philip

at the Aoi Stena, he was repulsed at Atrax, which
caused him to proceed into Phocis for winter

quarters, where he took Anticyra for the sake of

its harbour and the convenient situation for com-
municating by land with Thessaly 1

. These attri-

butes of Anticyra are exemplified on other occasions

in ancient history 2

,
and exactly accord with modern

experience, there being no place in the Corinthiac

gulf more frequented than Aspra Spitia as a point

of passage, in consequence of its central position

and the excellence of the harbour. In ancient times

Anticyra was chiefly celebrated for the production

and preparation of the best hellebore in Greece,

—

a medicine to which the ancients attached an
absurd value, many persons even coming from a

distance to reside at Anticyra for the sake of a

more perfect cure 3
. According to Pausanias,

there were two kinds growing in the district, of

1 Itaque relicta obsidione,

quia nullus in tota Acarnanise

atque iEtoliae ora portus erat,

qui simul et omnes onerarias,

quse commeatum exercitui por-

tabant caperet, et tecta ad

hibernandum legionibus prae-

beret, Anticyra in Phocide

in Corinthium versa sinum, ad

id opportunissime sita visa

:

quia nec procul Thessalia, hos-

tiumque locis, abibant, et ex

adverso Peloponnesum exiguo

maris spatio divisam, ab tergo

iEtoliam Acarnaniamque ab

lateribus Locridem ac Boeotiam

habebant.—Liv. ubi sup.
2 Polyb. 1. 18, c. 28 ;

1. 27,

c. 14.
3

ibro^T]fX£~iv cievpo 7to\\oug

Kudapagiog kcu dapcnreiac ^apiy

.

—Strabo, p. 418.
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which the root of the black was used as a cathar-

tic, and that of the white as an emetic.

Several of the ancient authors, or rather perhaps

their copyers and commentators, have confounded

this Anticyra with another of the same name in

Locris. When the Romans were allied with the

iEtolians against Philip, (in the year b. c. 210,)

Leevinus, the Roman praetor, besieged Anticyra of

Locris, both by land and sea. The town stood so

near the shore that the praetor brought the engines

on board the ships to bear upon the walls, and in

a few days became by these means master of the

place, which he delivered to the iEtolians \ The

historian, whose description is the more worthy of

attention as having been taken from Polybius,

represents Anticyra as being a town of Locris,

situated on the left in entering the Corinthiac

gulf, and at a short distance, both by land and

sea, from Naupactus. It is evident that such a

description will not suit the Anticyra which stood

at Aspra Spitia
;

for this town was in Phocis, as

Livy himself states in the former passage just

cited
;

it was even nearer to the borders of Bceotia

than of Locris,—nearer to the inner extremity

than to the entrance of the Corinthiac gulf,—and

instead of being near Naupactus, it was separated

from that place by sixty miles of a very rugged

and difficult country. The place therefore taken

by Lsevinus, and given up to the iEtolians, was

evidently not the Anticyra which stood at Aspra

Spitia, but a town towards the western extremity

1
Sita Anticyra est in Locride brevis navigatio ab Naupacto

lseva parte sinum Corinthiacnm est.— Liv. 1. 26, c. 26.

intrantibus, breve iter terra eo,
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of the Locrian coast. The existence of three

Anticyrae may be deduced from Strabo
;
one in

CEtaea, or rather Melis, one in the country of the

Locri Ozolae, and the third in Phocis 1
. Horace in a

well-known verse alludes to the three Anticyrae, and

ascribes the production of hellebore to them all
2

.

1 Trjg Se Olraiag ior\ . . .

/cat
’

Avrliappa (al. ’Arriicvpa)

bpojvvpiog rrj ev Aoicpo’ig ro~ig

'EaTreptoig.—Strabo, p. 434.

That Strabo by Hesperii

meant the Ozolae, appears from

another passage, p. 416, where

he says, KaXovvraL S' ol /iev

’Eairepioi Aoicpol /cat ’0£dXat,

and adds, that they impressed

upon their money the figure of

the star Hesperus.

r/ Kplaaa rfjg $>WKiCog iarlv . .

/cat Klppa /cat ’Avrlicippa (al.

’

Avr’ucvpa) /cat ra inrep avrwv

ev rrj fJLEOoyaiq. ctvvexV kei/J-evu

X^pia. 7vpog T<p IIapvdaau).

—

Strabo, p. 416.

. . . . Kplana, a(p’ r/g o

KoXnog Kpurarcuog’ elto. 'Avri-

Kippa (al.
’

AvTiKvpa
) ofnjjvv/xog

rrj Kara tov MaXia/cov koXtcov

/cat rrjv O'irrjv.—Strabo, p. 418.

• . . . 7W 27T£p^£tW, T(i)

TvapappiovTL ti)v ’AvriKvpav (al.

’Avrlxippav.)—Strabo, p. 428.

Fide et p. 434. ubi sup.

Stephanus in ’AvTiKvpcn

proves the orthography of the

Anticyrae of Phocis and Melis,

and his gentile ’AvTinvpevg

agrees with the inscription at

Aspra Spitia.

Nanciscentur enim pretium nomenque poetas,

Si tribus Anticyris caput insanabile nunquam
Tonsori Licino commiserit.

Horat. de Arte Poetica, v. 299.

According to Stephanus (in

’A vTLKvpai) the people of the

Maliac Anticyra not only

claimed for their city the ho-

nour of producing the best hel-

lebore, but supported the claim

by the tradition that one of

their citizens had helleborized

Hercules, when labouring un-

der madness in their neigh-

bourhood,— eXXsfiopicrai tov

TIpa/cXea /xetci n)v pavlav.

But the marshy plain at the

mouth of the Spercheius differs

so much from the rocky dis-

trict round Aspra Spitia, which

we cannot doubt, from Pau-

sanias, to have been the fa-

vourite habitat of the helle-

bore, that the claim of the

Anticyrenses was probably no

more than an unfounded pre-

tension, supported by a fable.

Some of the commentators have
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Pausanias remarked at Anticyra some statues

of brass in the agora, and a temple of Neptune at

the port, small, constructed of wrought stones l

,

plastered within, and containing an upright statue

of Neptune in brass, one foot of which was upon a

dolphin, the hand on the same side on the thigh,

and the other hand bearing a trident. There

were two gymnasia, one of which contained the

baths
;

in the more ancient stood a brazen statue

of a Pancratiast of Anticyra, who had gained the

prize at Olympia. Above the agora was a source

in a well, which was covered with a roof supported

by columns
;
a little higher up was a monument

formed of rude masses 2

,
said to be that of Schedius

and Epistrophus, sons of Iphitus. Two stades be-

yond the city to the right, upon a high rock, which

was part of the mountain, stood a temple of Diana,

containing a statue by Praxiteles of more than the

human size, which represented the goddess as bear-

ing a torch in the right hand, and a quiver on the

shoulders, with a dog at her feet to the left
3
.

Having quitted Aspra Spitia at 1.35, and

ascended, by a path of extreme steepness, the

rocky mountain at the back of the village, the

supposed that Horace meant

three islands near Anticyra,

upon what authority I cannot

discover
;

they could hardly

have known of the existence

of the three islands in the gulf

of Aspra Spitia, or of the exact

site of Anticyra. But Pau-

sanias shows that it was not in

these islands that the hellebore

grew. If two of the Anticyrae

produced, or pretended to pro-

duce the hellebore, it would be

sufficient to authorise a Latin

poet in attributing it to all the

three.

1 \oydaLv XIOolq.—Pausan.

Phocic. c. 36.
2 XidoiQ toIq tTrirvyovcTiv.

3
c. 37.

VOL. II. n n
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same probably upon some part of which stood the

Temple of Diana, we enter at 2.20 upon an ele-

vated plain, bounded on the left by the barren

mountain Xeroghianni, and on the right by Soma-
lesi, of a similar character. Whether applied to

these or to the height we ascended, the description

which Pausanias has given of the mountains above

Anticyra is perfectly just 1
. Here it is, he adds,

that the hellebore chiefly grows, a fact which, not

knowing the plant, I can neither confirm nor con-

tradict. Half way across the plain to Dhesfina we
enter vineyards, on the side of which are nar^pia, or

little circular constructions of masonry for treading

the grapes. In other parts the plain is bare, with

the exception of a few scattered wild pear-trees.

Midway on the left hand, at the foot of Xeroghi-

anni, and hid from the road in a rema, stands the

monastery of St. John, from which the mountain
takes its name of Dry-John. The land of the ter-

ritory of Dhesfina is cultivated only once in two

years with barley and wheat, except in certain

places among the rocks, where they burn the

bushes, or where the soil is manured by the sheep

and goats which resort to the rocks for shelter.

There they sow every year and without any pre-

vious ploughing. This year all the southern end
of the plain lies fallow, while the northern part is

ploughed.

The village of Dhesfina, orTjesfina 2

,
is situated

1

TU npr) TCI V7TEp TY]V ’Aj'77-
2

&E(T<fll>Cl, T^EtTcflVa.

Kvpav TTErpujcr) ayctv sari.
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on the western slope of a high rocky hill, on the

summit of which stand a chapel and a large pir-

nari-tree. This height is separated only from the

equally rocky roots of Xeroghianni by a torrent

flowing to the northward, which a little above the

village issues from a narrow rocky opening be-

tween the two mountains : opposite to the village

the ravine widens, and below it spreads into the

plain. The village contains one hundred and
seventy families, most ofwhom inhabit houses of two

stories, comfortable when compared with the poor

cottages of the peasants of Albanian race in Attica

and Bceotia. Here, as at Arakhova and further

westward, the Albanian language is uncommon,
although so near as the villages and convents of

Mount Helicon it is generally spoken, and many
of the women are even ignorant of the Greek.

Though Dhesfina is in the district of Salona, a

large proportion of which belongs to Turks, there

is no Turk inhabitant or proprietor in the territory

of Dhesfina. The mukata and spahilik are pur-

chased by a native Greek, who collects the taxes

and accounts to the Voivoda of Salona for a dheka-

tia of one-ninth on corn, vines, and olives, for two

paras a head upon cattle, and five piastres a head
as an average on all males subject to the kharatj.

For himself he receives as Spain one asper a head

on cattle, and four paras the strema upon vine-

yards. Lastly
,

if such a word can ever be cor-

rectly employed in Turkey in speaking of imposts,

the village contributes forty-eight purses a year to

the Voivoda to enable him to satisfy the demands
of Aly Pasha. The monasteries pay only the kha-

n n 2
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ratj on their inmates, the dhekatia on their land,

and the a<T7rpo-Kf^)aXo on TTpay^ara, or a tax of an

asper a head on cattle of all kinds. When I in-

quire here whether any traveller like myself has

been seen before at Dhesfma, no one can recollect

such an occurrence, though one man states that he

remembers to have seen one of the people called

MiAiopSoi so near asArakhova.

Feb. 9.—From the chapel of St. Elias, on the

summit of the hill of Dhesfma, I perceive that this

hill is the extremity of a ridge which divides the

plain of Dhesfma into two nearly equal parts, and

that above the gorge, and not far from the village,

there is another plain on a higher level. About a

mile to the westward of the village, at the foot of

a rocky projection of the range of Xeroghianni,

the plain is covered with a hybernal inundation

which usually remains until the month of May.

It is chiefly caused by the torrent of Dhesfma,

and has, I believe, a katavothra, through which

there is a partial discharge to the Gulf of Crissa.

On either side of the village, and even among the

rocks in the upper part of it, are many ancient

catacombs, but all very small, and capable only of

containing a single body. There are others to

the south of the village, excavated in the face

of the rocky height which rises from the oppo-

site bank of the torrent. These remains, slight

as they are, are sufficient to show that Dhes-

fina is the site of a Hellenic town, as its com-

manding position in the middle of this secluded

promontory would alone induce one to pre-

sume. I am inclined to think it was Medeon

;
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for though neither Strabo nor Pausanias in speak-

ing of that city can be said to indicate its precise

situation, yet as the former places Medeon on

the Crissaean Gulf 1

,
and the latter near Anti-

cyra 2

,
we may infer at least that it was in some

part of the country lying between the two gulfs.

Nor are the one hundred and sixty stades, which

according to the former authority was the distance

between Medeon and the frontier of Bceotia, very

different from the reality when applied to Dhes-

fina.

Strabo mentions some other places in Phocis, to

the eastward of Anticyra : first, Marathus, a small

town
;
then Cape Pharygium, with a station for

ships
;
and Mychus, so called as being the last

port of Phocis, and which lay below Mount Heli-

con and Ascra. “ Nor,” he adds, “ is Abse, a city

noted for its oracle, far from these places
;

nor

Ambrysus, nor Medeon, a town of the same name

as that in Boeotia 3.” In another place he remarks

that Mychus, the last port of Phocis, and lying

below the western end of Helicon, was 90 stades

distant from Creusis 4
. From a comparison of

which passages with one another, and with the

coast itself, it seems probable that the remains at

Sidhiro-kafkhio are those of Marathus, that the

cape and harbour Pharygium were the same now

called Aghia, and that Mychus was the port of

Bulls
,
which lies under one of the summits of

1
c>’ 6 /dev Quokikoq (’AvrtKvpa) Kara Mehwvog rii

tv Tuj Kpicrirata) koXtto), Su'X'Cjv tpeiTria.— Pausan. Phocic. c.

Houvriag araciiovg hcarov tty]- 36.

kovtci.—Strabo, p. 410.
3 Strabo, p. 423.

2 KeItcu fdiv c/j h noXic
1

p. 409.

2 n 3VOL. II.
•4—
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Helicon
,
though it is obvious that the 90 stades

from Creusis must be too little if Pausanias is right,

as in fact he is, in placing Bulis at 80 stades from

Thisbe. As to the introduction of the names of Abse

and Ascra, as of places situated near this coast, it

can only be considered as an example of the want
of precision, or of the defective information of the

geographer, or of the corruption of his text
;

for

neither of these places is much less than 20 geo-

graphical miles in direct distance from the Gulf of

Aspra Spitia. He shows the same want of precision

in coupling Medeon with Ambrysus, having before

placed it in the Crisssean Gulf
;
though a compa-

rison of the two passages may perhaps afford some

argument in favour of placing Medeon at Dhesfina,

this place being about midway between the Cris-

scean Gulf and the site of Ambrysus at Dhistomo.

In the steep mountains and rocky paths of this

coast of the Corinthiac Gulf, few horses are kept.

Dobo is the last place where I could find any for

hire, At St. Luke I exchanged them for mules,

and at Dhesfina asses only can be procured for the

baggage. The road from Dhesfina to Kastrl leads

nearly north across the plain for three quarters of

an hour, and then begins to descend into the valley

of the Pleistus between the two summits of Mount
Cirphis

,
now called Somalesi and Kutzura

;
the

latter of which borders the plain of Salona, and

forms the steep rocky coast on the eastern side of

the Crisscean Gulf.

The view from the summit of the ridge compre-

hends all that magnificent ravine, the famed Par-

nassia Nape
,
from the root of Mount Parnassus,

which closes the site of Delphi to the westward, as
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far as another great counterfort of the mountain

eastward, which, descending from Arakhova, meets

Mount Xerovuni, and divides the course of the

waters forming the Pleistus from those which flow

through the Schiste to the Platania and the Ce-

phissus. All the side of Parnassus which slopes to

the Pleistus
,
from the foot of the white cliffs ex-

tending from Kastri to Arakhova, is cultivated :

round Arakhova, with vineyards
;
between that vil-

lage and Kastri, with corn
;
and around Kastri, with

olives, which are also grown along the banks of

the river wherever there is any level space or easy

slope. The range of Cirphis on this side consists

throughout of precipitous cliffs, every where naked,

with the exception of the highest point Xerovuni,

which bears firs, and is now covered with snow.

The road on the descent of Cirphis is for a quarter

of an hour good and not abrupt, leading along a

slope covered with bushes
;
afterwards it is that

zig-zag stony path down the steep side of the

mountain, which forms so conspicuous an object

from Kastri.

In 39 minutes from the summit of the mountain

we cross a bridge over the Xeropotami 1

,
or dry

river, as the Pleistus is called, for though now a

respectable stream, it is dry during a great part of

the year, as it was when I last saw it in the month

of July. After an ascent from the river of nine

minutes in a direction eastward of the site of

Delphi, we arrive at a fountain and great plane

tree, then skirting for seventeen minutes an olive

wood, which extends from thence a considerable

distance to the eastward, we arrive at the issue of

1
iEhjponordfAi, or Sepoirorcifu.
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a stream from the hill, so considerable as to turn

eight or ten mills in the course of its rapid descent

to the Pleistus

:

having ascended five minutes

from this source, we join the road from Arakhova

to Kastri, on the crest of a small ridge which

branches from the rocks of Parnassus
,
and where

are the ruins of an ancient tower, so placed as to

have furnished a good look-out on the approach to

Delphi from the Schiste. Here begins the ancient

cemetery : many sori remain in the neighbouring

corn-fields, some of which have their opercula,

some are almost buried, and there are others pro-

bably below the surface. On the side of the rocks

which overhang the road are cryptse with curved

tops. The flat stones which covered the receptacles

are still lying upon some of them, but either

broken or a little removed on one side, so as to

show that the tombs have all been opened. There

are some remains of an ancient road nearer to the

rocks than the modern path. The sepulchral ex-

cavations continue from hence as far as the turning’

to the left which leads to the monastery of the

Panaghia
;
many sepulchres, perhaps, are con-

cealed behind the earth and stones, which are

continually descending from the cliffs, and are

deposited at the foot of them. Three or four

minutes beyond the tower is a curiously sculp-

tured incision in the rock on the right, in the style

of those at Telmissus, and other places in Asia

Minor. The sculpture is on a large mass, now
broken in two, and which probably fell off from a

higher situation on the cliff, for one cannot imagine

any less powerful shock capable of breaking it. It

represents a door studded with nails, and undoubt-
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edly belonged to some great excavated sepulchre.

Above it are seen several catacombs of different

forms. From hence to the Castalian spring is a

distance of seven minutes, leaving on the left the

monastery of the Panaghia, which stands on a

platform supported by massy Hellenic walls. In

eight minutes more I arrive at Kastri, at the house

of the Papas, not quite so dignified a personage as

his predecessor, the high priest of Apollo, though

he unites to his ecclesiastical character the civil

office of Protogheros, or prime elder of the village.

Delphi is correctly described by Strabo and

Justin as occupying a rocky theatre-shaped posi-

tion 1

,
but the remark of the latter author, that

it is precipitous on every side is not that of an

autoptes. The following are the topographical no-

tices of the place, which Pausanias has left us 2
:

—

“From the Schiste,” he says, “there was a

steep and difficult road to Delphi. On entering

the city, four temples presented themselves in suc-

cession 3
: the first was in ruins

;
the second had

been despoiled of all its statues
;
the third pre-

served only a few images of the Roman emperors

;

the fourth was the temple of Minerva Pronsea 4
,

containing a statue of the deity, and in the pronaus

another larger, in brass, dedicated by the Massa-

1 O t As\(j)oi, irerpiuSee xw_ mam theatri recessit.—Justin.

plop, dearpoei^EQ, Kara Kopvcprjp 1. 24, c. 6.

e^oiv to fiavrelov ical rr)v teoXlv, “ Pausan. Phocic. c. 5. 8.

(rraSitjy eKKaiSeKa icvkXop irXrj- 24. 32.

povGav.—Strabo, p. 418. 3 ,

'EgeX66vti de eq rr/v noXiv

Templum Apollinis Delphis e'mt'iv k<j)E^,fje vaol.—c. 8.

positum est in monte Parnasso 4 Described by Demosthenes,

in rupe undique impendente . . (c. Aristog. p. 780) as a p'yicr"

.... media saxi rupes in for- roc peojc.
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liotse. Adjoining to the temple of Pronaea was the

temenus of the hero Phylacus 1

. On turning to the

left from the gymnasium, there was a descent of

not more than three stades 2 to the river Pleistus,

which joins the sea at Cirrha, the harbour of

Delphi. In ascending from the gymnasium to

the temple of Apollo, the water of Castalia was on

the right of the road 3
. The city stood entirely

upon a slope, and so did the sacred inclosure of

Apollo, which occupied a large space in the high-

est part of the city, and was traversed by numerous
passages of communication 4

. On going out of the

temple, and then turning towards the left
5

,
there

occurred an inclosure containing the sepulchre of

Neoptolemus, above which 6 was a stone of no
great size, fabled to have been given to Cronus,

as a substitute for the infant Jupiter. On re-

turning from thence towards the temple of Apollo

occurred the fountain Cassotis, to which there was
an ascent through an inclosing wall. The water

was said to proceed under ground into the adytum
of the temple, and to render the priestess prophetic.

Above Cassotis was the Lesche, an edifice con-

taining paintings by Polygnotus of Thasus, which

1
7rpoe be t'u) lepiv Trjg IIpo-

volag 4>v\d/coi/ rt/ievoQ itXTiy, c.

8. See also Herodot. 1. 8, c. 39.
2
imoKarafiavTi ov irXeoy, ifxol

bone~iy, )} rp/ci crrabia.—Pausan.

Phocic. c. 8.

3
in Se tov yv/uyaalov ty)

v

ig

to lepoy cunovTi iarly iv be^iy.

Trig bSoii to vScop rrjg KcurTCiXtag

KCU TTL£~IV r/Sv.

1

AeX(fioig H >) 7roXig dyuy-

Ttg bid Tvaa-qg 7rapeyerai ir^jua'

/card ra ainet be rrj noXei Trj

ciXXt] nal o lepbg TrepifioXog tov

’ArroXXivyog' ovrog be jneyeOei

fJ-iyag nal arurd-w tov aorta/g

etTTt' TeTfirji'Tai ce teal e^oboi Si

avrov (rvveyelg.

5
’El,eXQ6vTi be in tov vaov

nal TpairevTi ig dpiarepay .

—

c. 24.

6
inayafidpTi.
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had been dedicated by the people of Cnidus \ The

theatre was contiguous to the sacred inclosure of

Apollo : above the latter was a statue of Bacchus,

dedicated by the Cnidii. In the highest part of

the city was the stadium 2

,
originally constructed

of the ordinary stone of Parnassus, and in which

state it remained until Herodes, the Athenian,

adorned it with Pentelic marble.”

Of the two fountains the Cassotis is recognized

without difficulty as that now called Kerna, which

is just above the village of Kastri, to the north-

west
;
and the Castalia still more evidently as that

already mentioned at the upper extremity of the

ancient site towards the east, on the right hand in

entering a narrow fissure which separates the two

renowned Parnassian summits. This fissure, called

’ApKovSopev/ia, or bear-ravine, is the bed of a torrent

originating in the upper region of Parnassus, and

1
'Yirep Se 77}v Katrcrcoriba

eot'lv o’lKrjpa ypatyag kyov rdv

tloXvyywTOv, ctvadr/para pev

Kvibicov’ KaXelraL bird AeXQuiv

Aitryi], ort kvravda ovvlovteq

to apyalov, ra re tnrovcicuoTEpa

SieXiyovTO /cat biroao. pvdtvSrj.

—c. 25.

It seems that the Lesclie of

Delphi had been converted

from a club-house into a pic-

ture-gallery.

Pausanias proves the anti-

quity of these places of public

resort from the words which

Melantlio addresses to Ulysses

in the Odyssey: (2. v. 327.)

OvS ’ IdeXeie evbeiv yaXuriiov eg bopov eXOcjp

’He 7rov ig Xt(jyr}v

We have also the testimony of

Hesiod. (Op. v. 491, 499),

whose Scholiast shows that

they were extremely numerous

at Athens, where the poor

found shelter and fire in them

in the winter.

2 Toi) TrepifioXov be rov lepov

diarpov tyerai diag a£,iov' kira-

VCtfiaVTl EK TOV 7TEpi(36XoV Ato-

vvcrov ayciXpa Evravda K vl-

clbjp eotlv avcidrjpa' crrabioy c

(Tcpimv aywrarui rfjg noXt(og

TOVTO E<JTLV. C. 32.
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which, though generally dry, forms in seasons of rain

a cascade of about 200 feet in height, falling over a

rock which closes the ravine of the Castalia 60 or

70 yards above that fountain. Near the foot of the

cascade is a small perennial spring. The Castalia

itself is a copious pool of very pure and cool water, at

the foot of a perpendicular excavation overhung with

ivy, saxifrage, and rock plants; around which grow

some larger shrubs \ in front a large fig-tree, and

near the road a spreading plane. The commenda-

tion which Pausanias bestows on the water, as iriuv

r)Sv, is confirmed by the natives, who consider it as

lighter, more agreeable and wholesome, than the

water of Cassotis. The pool is not only kept con-

stantly full by subterraneous supplies, but affords

also a small stream flowing out of the basin into the

bed of the Arkudhorema, and from thence in a

deep channel to the Xeropotami, or Pleistus, unless

when the water is diverted for the purpose of irri-

gating the fields and olives below Kastrl. The Cas-

talia is now called the fountain of Ai Ianni, from a

small chapel of St. John, standing above one corner

of the basin ; and the same name is given to the

whole course of the rivulet down to the Pleistus.

The natural pool of the Castalian spring was en-

larged, adorned, and made more commodious by

the ancients by means of an excavation in the rock,

both vertical and horizontal, of which the annexed

plan, elevation and section, may give some idea 2
.

1 Dr. Sibthorp had the plea- phy of Delphi, and the situa-

sure of finding here a new spe- tion of the several buildings,

cies of Daphne, which he named see the plan at the end of this

Castaliensis. volume.
2 For the general topogra-
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CAS TALI A.

1. Castalia. 2. Canal to carry off the' superfluous water.

3. Niches. 4. Excavation and chapel of St. John. 5. Steps

descending into the basin of Castalia.

The steps seem to show that the subterraneous

supply of the spring was not always equal : in

summer perhaps not reaching above the lowest

steps
;
but filling the basin in winter, when the

channel at the back prevented the water from

rising above the upper step. This channel, how-

ever, no longer serves its original purpose
;
the

Kastrites, who chiefly use the basin for washing

clothes, having cut an opening through the upper

steps, so that the depth of water in the basin can

never be so great as it was anciently.

The larger niche may possibly have been de-

stined for a statue of Apollo, and the two smaller

for figures of Pan and the nymph Castalia, who
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gave name to the fountain. The chapel of St.

John may perhaps occupy the place of the heroum
of Autonous, which is described by Herodotus as

having been at the foot of Mount Hyampeia, near

the fountain Castalia 1

.

Strabo and Pausanias agree in placing the

temple of Apollo in the highest part of Delphi,

though it appears from the words of the latter

author as already cited, not to have been so high

as the stadium, the remains of which are for-

tunately extant to guide us, nor even so high as the

fountain of Cassotis, as the water of that fountain

flowed into the temple. It was, however, very near

this fountain, for Strabo places the tomb of Neopto-

lemus, which according to Pausanias was above

Cassotis, within the sacred inclosure
2

. It seems

evident, therefore, that the sacred temenus or

peribolus occupied the exact site of the present

village, and this is proved by an inscribed wall

forming part of the foundation of a house in the

village, which recorded the manumission of slaves,

or rather the dedication of them as up6$ovAot to

Apollo. It cannot be doubted that these records

were placed in the sacred inclosure 3
. The remark

1 Herodot. 1. 8, c. 39.
2 Aeinwrai h' iv tm repivti

rd<j>og N£07rro\£/iov.—Strabo,

p. 421. The repEvoQ and Ispog

TreplfhXoQ were in this instance

the same, as appears evident

on comparing the words eveX-

Oovri ££ 7-0 TEf-LEVOQ ill C. 9 of

Pausanias, with hpog ivEpIfio-

Xog in chapters 8. 32.

13

3 The forms are somewhat

different from those of the tem-

ple of Sarapis at Chaeroneia,

but in both, the slaves are

chiefly females. At Delphi a

fiefiauorrip, or security, in con-

junction, when the slave found

the purchase-money, with the

d-KohopEroQ, or liberator, be-

came answerable to the hpo-
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of Pausanias that the peribolus was of great extent

is illustrated hy another inscribed wall below the

village, upon which are recorded grants of proxe-

nia, with other privileges to foreign benefactors of

Delphi
;

in some of these it is expressly stated

that the record is to be placed in the temple of

Apollo. As the distance from this wall to the

fountain Kerna is not less than three hundred

yards, it becomes probable that the entire in-

closure was not less than equal to a square of

eiorht hundred or one thousand feet. The na-o
ture of the ground explains the numerous 0S01

,

or passages which Pausanias describes in the

peribolus
;

for as the entire site of Delphi is a

steep declivity, it was of necessity divided into

terraces, many remains of the supporting walls of

which are still extant in every part of the slope.

The temple itself occupied probably the upper part

of the village not far below Cassotis, standing on

SovXoc for the amount in case

any one should attempt to treat

him or her as a slave. No
mention is made in any one

of these inscriptions of any re-

servation of the services of the

slave during the life of the

owner, or of a right of property

in the children of the slave, as

occurs in the inscriptions of

Chaeroneia.

I subjoin in an additional note

specimens of the Delphic ma-

numissions, with the addition

of copies in the cursive cha-

racter of a few other inscrip-

tions which I found at Delphi.

M. Boeckh, in his excellent

work (Corpus Inscriptionum

Graecarum), has formed a large

collection of Delphic inscrip-

tions from various authorities,

and among them are almost all

I possessed of any interest. A
fragment which I found among

the fences below the village,

shows that the treasury of the

temple lent money upon the

security of houses and lands.

The register of these was of

course kept within the hierum

.
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the higher terrace, below which were others within

the peribolus containing the treasuries described by
Pausanias, as well as the other monuments and sa-

cred offerings. It is to be supposed that there were
steps from one platform to another, besides lateral

passages in the transverse direction
;
and the in-

scribed walls were perhaps nothing more than the

supports of the superior terraces, the inscriptions

on which might be very conveniently read from
the inferior platforms, and thus became a commo-
dious place of register for the Delphi b

As ancient temples in general, but especially

those of Apollo, fronted the east, we cannot doubt
that the temple of Delphi had that aspect; and
the relative situations of the tomb of Neoptole-

mus, of the fountain Cassotis, and of the temple,

as already indicated, will accord with that suppo-

sition, Pausanias having remarked that on going

out of the temple it was necessary to turn to the

left to arrive at the tomb of Neoptolemus, and that

the fountain Cassotis occurred in returning to the

temple from the stone of Saturn, which was above

the tomb of Neoptolemus. As this stone must have
been very near the cliffs, it was probably one of

those numerous fragments which have fallen from
them. Pausanias proceeds to remark that the

Lesche stood above Cassotis
;

and after a long

description of the picture of Polygnotus 2

,
he

1 Delphi is not the only in- AeA^oe, a woman AeA^i/. The
stance of a Greek city which people are sometimes ol Ae\(pol

had no name in ordinary use and sometimes At\<pol, without

but the gentile. I find from the article,

the inscriptions existing here 2 To the right the picture

that a native of the place was represented the taking of Troy,
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then states that the theatre adjoined the sacred

peribolus, that on ascending from the latter there

was a statue of Bacchus, and that the stadium was

in the highest part of the city. Hence there is a

great probability that the theatre occupied the

ground immediately below the stadium, adjacent

to the village on the western side, comprehending

perhaps a part of its site, as well because the

words of Pausanias tend to that conclusion, as

because among the Greeks the theatre and sta-

dium were commonly contiguous to, or not very

distant from each other
;
and that in the pre-

sent instance there was not elsewhere any space

adjacent to the sacred peribolus, sufficient for so

to the left the descent of Ulys-

ses into Hades. In the former

the sea-shore was seen in the

lower part of the painting, and

the ships of Menelaus ready to

depart with Helen and the

Trojan captives. Above was

the taking of Troy, where Ne-

optolemus alone was repre-

sented slaying the Trojans,

because the picture had been

originally intended for his

tomb. The Cassandra in this

part of the painting was much

admired by ancient critics.

(Lucian. Imag.) To the left

the river Acheron occupied the

lower part with the boat of

Charon, the punishment of the

unjust, Eurynomus an infernal

demon, and Orpheus seated on

VOL. II.

a hill with other poets near

him. Above were Ulysses

and the various personages

whom he found in the infernal

regions, his enemies forming

a groupe apart from himself

and his friends. Potygnotus

had not followed Homer alone

in the treatment of his sub-

jects, which Pausanias traced

in many circumstances to Les-

ches, Stesichorus and Archilo-

chus, to the ’IXicte /uiKpn and

the Mivvdg. The figures were

very numerous, and about one

hundred and twenty of them

had their names annexed, some

of which Pausanias supposed

to have been invented by the

painter himself.

O O
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large a building as we cannot but suppose the

theatre of Delphi to have been, except below the

modern village, from whence there would have

been an ascent of at least five hundred yards from

the theatre to the stadium, which on so steep a

mountain would have been very inconvenient.

Although Pausanias does not exactly indicate

the relative situations of the temple of Minerva

Pronaea and of the gymnasium, there seems little

doubt, from the tenor of his narrative, that the

four temples, the gymnasium, and the Castalia,

occurred in succession, or nearly so, in the road

which led from the eastern entrance of the city to

the temple of Apollo
;
and as he states the gym-

nasium to have been about three stades from the

river Pleistus, which agrees with the position of

the ancient wall supporting the terrace of the

monastery of Panaghia, there seems little doubt

that these walls indicate the site of the gymnasium.

Other foundations immediately above it, probably,

belong to the peribolus of the temple of Pronaea,

for this temple was a little below, or to the left of

the road leading to the Castalia and the temple,

but not far from the overhanging rocks, as appears

from Herodotus, who relates that the temenus of

Phylacus, which Pausanias places near the temple

of Pronaea, was above that temple on the road

side \ and who adds, that when the Persians of

Xerxes arrived near the temple of Pronaea, large

masses of rock fell from the precipices upon the

1
Trap' avrrjp rt/ v bbov kutv

T

repds tov ipov rrjg Upovrjirjg .

—

Heroclot. 1. 8, c. 39.
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barbarians, and settled in the temenus of Pronsea,

where they still remained in the time of the his-

torian. It is not improbable that the ancient road

was to the right of the modern path, the earth and
detached rocks having a tendency to accumulate at

the foot of the precipices, and the actual traces of

an ancient road nearer to the precipices than the

modern route, greatly favouring the same opinion.

Some other terrace walls about midway between
the monastery and the tower near the eastern

cemetery, may have been the platforms of the three

temples at the entrance of Delphi, of which Pausa-

nias has not given us the names.

One of the most remarkable features in the site

of Delphi is the great ridge on the western side,

which advances from the rocks of Parnassus and
terminates abruptly towards the Pleistus, which

separates that termination from the opposite pre-

cipices of Mount Cirphis. This western ridge

being higher than any part of the site of Delphi,

unless it be the ground immediately at the foot

of the rocks, is not beneficial to the place, inas-

much as it concentrates the heat, intercepts the

imbat, and prevents the western breezes from mo-
derating the heat in summer, which notwithstand-

ing an elevation of twelve or fifteen hundred feet

above the sea, is rendered excessive by the reflec-

tion of the sun from the great south-wall of cliffs

at the back of the site. The Kastrites accord-

ingly describe the air as heavy 1 in summer, but

complain still more of the terrible gales which

1

(iapvg 6 aepac tivai.

o o 2
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in winter often draw through the Parnassian

valley.

But though the western range may not improve

the climate of Delphi
,

the exclusion of the city

from the view of the Crisssean plain and bay which

it caused, added greatly to the singularly wild and

sequestered nature of the place, so well suited to

assist in producing those effects to which all the

resources of Grecian art and priestcraft were here

directed. Even by preventing the persons in the

theorise, or processions which landed at Cirrha,

from beholding the city at a distance, it con-

tributed to the same objects. There are two roads

by which they may have approached : either fol-

lowing the valley of the Pleistus until they passed

the straits at the end of the western ridge, when they

would have seen the buildings at a great height

above them, and rather in too confused and com-

pressed a manner; or by the modern road from

Krisso which crosses, in a hollow, the middle of

the western ridge, exactly in the position where

the magnificent view which then suddenly opened

upon them for the first time, was seen in the most

advantageous point, and at a distance calculated

to produce the most striking effect. By this route,

therefore, I have little doubt that the theorise

approached, and formed a pageant probably not

exceeded in magnificence by any of the ceremonies

of antiquity, not even the Panathenaic procession

to the Parthenon \

1 The admiration and reli- Delphi were still farther height-

gious awe of those who fre- ened by the effects of the re-

quented the great festivals at markable echo caused by the
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Above the hollow way in the western ridge

foundations of walls flanked with towers may be

traced at intervals along the crest of the ridge

as far as the great cliffs, which were themselves

a sufficient defence to the north. These are evi-

dently the western walls of Delphi, and they are

the more worthy of notice, as history testifies that

Delphi was not a fortified city, when Philomelas,

the Phocian, seized it in the Sacred War, and

suspended the authority of the Amphictyones ’.

Justin again expressly states in his narrative

of the attack of the Gauls, in the year b. c. 278,

that Delphi was not fortified
2

,
and Livy almost

implies the same in relating an attempt which

was made, in the year b.c. 172, by Perseus, to

assassinate Eumenes as he approached Delphi in

comine' from Crissa. The historian states that

Eumenes was assaulted by the conspirators on the

ascent to Delphi, as he approached the build-

ings 3

,
which would hardly have been his mode of

rocks and the theatre-shaped

site of Delphi. Media saxi

rapes in formam theatri re-

cessit, quamobrem et homi-

num clamor et si quando

accessit tubarum sonus, per-

sonantibus et respondentibus

inter se rupibus multiplex au-

diri ampliorque quam editur

resonare solet, quae res majorem

majestatis terrorem ignaris rei

et admirationem stupentibus

plerumque affert.— Justin. 1.

24, c. 6.

1 The historian remarks that

he fortified the Tepov.—Diodor.

1. 16, c. 25.

2 Templum et civitatem non

muri sed praecipitia nec manu
facta sed naturalia praesidia

defendunt
;
prorsus ut incertum

sit utrum munimentum loci an

majestas Dei plus hie admira-

tionis habeat.—Justin, ubi sup.

3 Adscendentibus ad tem-

plum a Cirrha priusquam per-

veniretur ad frequentia aedificiis

loca.—Liv. 1. 42, c. 15.
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expression if the town had been walled. Probably

therefore the existing walls are of a subsequent

date, and were constructed when the sanctity of

the place was falling into disrespect, and the

Delphi became convinced of the necessity of re-

sorting to more vulgar means of protection. The
transaction related by Livy seems to have occurred

on the ascent of the western ridge, near the sum-

mit, and exactly in the modern road, for this

probably coincides with the ancient, there being

little doubt that Crissa occupied the site of the

modern Krisso. There are many sepulchral ex-

cavations in the rocks on the outside of the walls

on the western side and sori in the cornfields be-

low, many of which are buried in the ground, like

those near the eastern entrance of the city. Ex-
actly in the opening of the ridge, one of the

excavations consists of a spacious apartment be-

tween two sepulchral chambers, at the end of

which is a semicircular seat, affording a delightful

place of repose in the heat of summer.

On the crest of the same ridge, midway be-

tween the road and the foot of the great cliffs,

rises a tumulus, which its elevated situation

renders a conspicuous object, and on the eastern

slope of the ridge, very near the right hand side

of the modern road at its entrance into the

site of Delphi, stands a small church of St. Elias

upon an artificial platform, which is supported

by two ancient walls meeting in a right angle,

like those at the Panaghia, equally well con-

structed, and evidently belonging to one of the

principal edifices of the city. There is however
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no building described by Pausanias in this situa-

tion, and although one of the most advantageous

in the site, it is comparatively remote from that

part of the town which contained the Hierum and

its appendages. Possibly it may have been the

Pykea, or palace of the Amphictyones, which was

remarked for its magnificence, although in a city

noted for the splendour of its edifices \ To the

eastward of St. Elias, in a lower situation, another

Hellenic wall, similar to that which supports the

terrace of St. Elias, crosses the slope of the hill

towards the ravine of the Castalian torrent. This

may perhaps have been the southern wall of the

city, for its extent on the three other sides being

known, the whole circumference will on this sup-

position agree with the 16 stades which have been

assigned to it by Strabo 2
.

The prospect from the western ridge is very

magnificent. The Parnassia Nape, although not

so well seen as from Mount Cirphis
,

is all com-

prehended within the view as far as Arakhova.

To the southward the prospect is bounded beyond

the Cormthiac gulf by the majestic Cyllene
,
to the

right of which is seen the gulf of Galaxidhi, and

the plain of Salona, covered with olive trees, and

hence much more beautiful than it was anciently,

when as Pausanias tells us it was quite naked 3
.

Beyond these the great Locro-NEtolian range rises

1 Plutarch (de Pythise orac.)
2 Strabo, p. 418. v. sup.

who represents Delphi as not p. 553 . n. 1.

less agreeable by its groves and 3 Pausan. Pliocic. c. 37.

fountains than admirable for

its public buildings.
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to a height in some parts nearly equal to that of

Parnassus. It is clothed with woods above, adorned

below with the picturesque town of Salona and

several of its dependent villages, and extends

northward nearly in a direct line towards the

great summit of GLta, near Neopatra. The most

remarkable point in the range, is the same so

conspicuous in many parts of Boeotia and Phocis,

and there called Mavrolithari from a village of

that name near it, which is 6 hours distant from

Neopatra, and 12 from Salona, nearly in a line

from the one to the other.

Of the two summits above the Castalian spring,

which are divided from each other by the Arku-

dhorema, and which very much to the conve-

nience of the geographer render the site of Delphi

recognizable at a great distance, the western is

now named Rodhinl 1

,
and the eastern Flembuko 2

.

The ancient names of these celebrated peaks were

Nauplia and Hyampeia, and it seems clear from

Herodotus that the latter was the eastern, for he

says, in describing the heroum of Autonous, that

it was under the summit Hyampeia, near the Cas-

talian fountain 3

,
which is on the eastern side of

the Arkudhorema. There was a tradition that the

Delphi put iEsop to death by throwing him over

the Hyampeia, and that in after ages, from respect

to his memory, the Nauplia was made the place

of exit for criminals instead of the Hyampeia 4
.

This also is in favour of the eastern vertex having:

1

'Pohivit. 4
Plutarch, de sera numinum

2
<l>\£//7roik'0£. vindicta.

3 Herodot. 1. 8, c. 39.
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been the Hyampeia, since it is more probable that

the original place of execution should have been

the nearest to the extremity of the town, and that

it should have been the higher of the two summits,

both which particulars are applicable to the eastern

summit. It appears that the whole line of cliffs

on the northern side was known by the name of

al <&ai8pid$eg irerpai, for according to Suidas, iEsop

was precipitated from the rocks Phsedriades 1

;

and in the Phocic war, b. c. 354, when Philo-

melus was attacked by the Locri, it is related by

Diodorus that an action occurred near the rocks

Phsedriades, and that Philomelus having gained

the victory, drove many of the enemy over the

rocks 2
. It would seem that the Locri had en-

tered the upper region of Parnassus from their

own territory, which adjoined the western part

of it, and that they had advanced as far as the

summit of the cliffs before they were met by Phi-

lomelus.

Like the acropolis of Athens, and the sacred

inclosure of Eleusis, the Delphic sanctuary is so

encumbered by modern habitations, that nothing

short of their removal, and the entire clearing of

the site from the accumulated rubbish of ages

can supply satisfactory particulars of the design

or architecture of the temple and its adjunct

buildings. In all these celebrated places, so

rich formerly in productions of art, the sacrifice

would probably be fully compensated by the dis-

coveries. The only relic now remaining at Delphi

1 Suid. in Aio-wttoc, 4>at^ptdf.
2 Diodor. 1. 16, c. 28.
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which I can suppose to have belonged to the

temple of Apollo is a piece of Doric column in

the village of Kastri, having a fluting of about a

foot in the chord. According to the usual pro-

portions of the order, such a fluting would require

a diameter of about six feet and a half, and will

therefore lead to the inference that the temple

was a hexastyle, not so broad or so high as that

of Olympia, of which the columns were more than

seven feet in diameter. This perhaps is nearly

what might be presumed, from the temple having

been more ancient than that of Olympia, that

hexastyle temple and its cotemporary the Par-

thenon, which was an octastyle of the same di-

mensions, having been built exactly at the time

when power and opulence made the most rapid

advances, and when the people of Elis and Athens

had the means of indulging their ostentation under

the cloak of devotion, so as to execute buildings,

exceeding all preceding attempts of the Greeks, in

honour of their gods. The last Delphic temple was

50 or 60 years older than the Parthenon, having

been built about 510 b. c. in consequence of the

destruction by fire in the year 548 b. c. of that

which had been built before the Trojan war by
Trophonius and Agamedes. The funds for the

reconstruction were derived from a general con-

tribution to which even the distant colony of

Greeks at Sais in the Delta were parties, and

Amasis king of Egypt. The contract for the

work was taken by the family of the Alcmyonidse

of Athens, who engaged with the Amphictyones

to rebuild the temple, with the stone called Porus,

13
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for the sum of 300 talents, (probably not half

the cost of the Parthenon) and gave a noble

example of liberality in adding at their own ex-

pence a facing of Parian marble, and some other

ornaments to which they were not bound by the

contract. The architect was Spintharus, a Co-

rinthian \

Justin relates, that when the Gauls attacked

Delphi, the priests who ascribed their defeat to

the immediate interposition of Apollo, declared

that they saw him descend into the temple

through the open part of the roof (per cul-

minis aperta fastigia 2
). Hence it appears to

have been hypsetliral, as temples of that magni-

tude generally were. The aeti contained figures

of Diana, Latona, Apollo, the Muses, the set-

ting Sun, Bacchus, and the Thyiades, begun by

Praxias, and finished after his death by Andros-

thenes, both of whom were Athenians. As in

the Parthenon, gilded shields were suspended

on a part of the entablature : they were the

spoils of two very distant nations, but nearly of

the same form, those of the Persians had been

dedicated by the Athenians from the spoils of

Marathon, the Gallic shields by the iEtolians 3
.

In the pronaus stood a brazen image of Homer
upon a pillar, and on the walls were inscribed

sentences written by the Seven men whom the

Greeks called the Wise 4
. In the cella 5 were an

altar of Neptune, to whom the oracle in the most

1 Herodot. 1. 2, c. 18.— 3 Pausan. Phocic. c. 19.

Pausan. Phocic. c. 5 .

4
oi JZocpoi .— c. 24 .

2
Justin. 1 . 24

,
c. 8.

5 iv tu> vatjj.
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ancient times was said to have belonged, statues

of two Fates, with Jupiter and Apollo as their

leaders \ the hearth 2 upon which the priest of

Apollo slew Neoptolemus, and the iron chair of

Pindar, upon which he was said to have sung his

hymns to Apollo.

These are the remarks of Pausanias, from whose

silence we may infer that the Kparrtp, or vase of

silver, containing 600 amphorse, the work of The-

odorus of Samus, which stood in the angle of the

pronaus to the left, in the time of Herodotus 3

,
had

long before been converted into money by Pliilo-

melus, Sylla, or some other plunderer, as well as

all the other gifts of gold and silver, which the

Delphi received from Croesus, and cheaply repaid

by conferring upon him and the Lydians privileges

of the same kind as those mentioned in so many
existing inscriptions 4

. From a similar cause the

golden tripod, dedicated from the spoils of Plataea,

which Herodotus describes as having been near

the altar of Apollo, no longer remained in the

time of Pausanias, who found only, and not in the

same place, the twisted serpents which supported

the tripod.

It appears from Euripides, in his Ion, the scene

of which is laid at Delphi, that two of the repre-

sentations on the exterior front of the temple were

Hercules, attended by Iolaus as shield-bearer, de-

1 MotpayeVat. Avciolvi TrpoixavTrjtriv teal are-
2

etrria. Xeirjv /cat npoehpiriv.—Herodot.
3 Herodot. 1. 1, c. 51. 1. 1, c. 54.
4 A ecioffav KpoLtru) /cat
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stroying the Lernaean hydra with his faulchion *,

and Bellerophon on the horse Pegasus, slaying the

Chimsera 2
. They were probably on the metopes

of the eastern front. The battle of the giants, which

the Chorus describes as being upon the walls 3

,

seems to have been a painting on the wall of the

pronaus, perhaps by Aristoclides, who is stated by

Pliny to have painted this temple 4
. The figures

of the Gigantomachia specified by the Chorus, are

Minerva striking Enceladus with her spear, Ju-

piter destroying Mimas with his lightning, and

Bacchus smiting another monster with his thyrsus.

The poet has likewise described some pepli, or

tapestries, in the temple, which were embroidered

with battles and other subjects, like those of the

Parthenon 5
. Over the door of the cella was writ-

ten the word El, concerning which Plutarch has

written so much to so little purpose. As to the

adytum, Pausanias tells us nothing, except that

few persons entered into the inmost part of the

temple 6

,
but that there existed in it a golden

Eurip. Ion. v. 190.

v. 201.

3
SiCEil/at k\ovov ev

Aaivotcn yiyuvruv. v. 206.

4 Plin. H. N. 1. 35, c. 11.

6
tov vaov to) Eaiordru).

Eurip. Ion. v. 1141.
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statue of Apollo. It would seem, therefore, that

the priests still endeavoured to obtain respect by an
affectation of mystery, and closed the inner sanc-

tuary against casual visitors and the vulgar. From
other writers we learn that it contained a perpetual

fire, and a narrow orifice in the ground, which
was surrounded by a railing, was shaded with

laurel, and surmounted by a tripod. Here was
seated the priestess when she uttered the oracular

responses, after having bathed in the water of

Castalia, and crowned herself with the laurel and
masticated some of its leaves \

It has generally been supposed that the convul-

sions of the priestess, which preceded her prophetic

words, were caused by a mephitic vapour emanat-
ing from a fissure in the rock. Pausanias and Lu-
cian, on the contrary, ascribe it to the water of Cas-

sotis. As such a vapour, if it had existed, would
probably still find its way out of the ground in the

same place, or near it, it is very possible that there

never was such a vapour, though the cavern or

aperture in the rock may have been real. The
propensity of the Greeks to believe in the marvel-

lous, would easily lead them to add a tt vtvfia evOov-

oicigtikov
2
to a place which they were not allowed

to see, if the priests thought fit to encourage the

idea.

The only buildings within the sacred peribolus,

besides the temple, were a portico built by the

1 iEschyl. Eum. v. 39.— c. 26.—Lucian in his accu-

Euripid. Ion. v. 76. 1321.— sat.

Lycophr. v. 6.—Diodor. 1. 16,
2
Strabo, p. 419.
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Athenians, and eight Otiaavpo'i, or treasuries, simi-

lar to those at Olympia 1

,
where ten of these con-

structions stood upon a KpriniQ, or basement, between

the temple of Juno and Mount Cronium. One of

the thesauri at Olympia was so large as to con-

tain a colossal statue
;
at Delphi none seem to have

been of such dimensions, but were intended only

for the smaller and more valuable offerings, the

works of statuary having been on the adjacent

platforms of the hierum. The cities which had

constructed the treasuries at Delphi were Sicyon,

Siphnus 2

,
Thebes 3

,
Athens 4

,
Cnidus, Potidaea,

Syracuse 5

,
and Corinth 6

,
to which Strabo adds

the Italian cities, Spina and Agylla. The same

author remarks that wealth is difficult to guard,

even though sacred 7

;
and agrees with Pausanias

in showing that the treasuries at Delphi were all

empty, the contents having long before their time

been converted into the sinews of war. Nor were

sacred offerings, the value of which was derived

from theskill of the artists who madethem, although

less tempting to the vulgar plunderer, exempt from

1 KaOa Er/ /cat iv &£\(j)o~Lg

'EXXr/vwv riveg ETTOirjaapTO tw

'AttoXXojpl drjaravpovg.— Pau-

san. Eliac. post. c. 19.

2 The god had ordered the

Siphnii to send a tenth of the

produce of their gold mines to

Delphi
;
the treasury was built

accordingly, and the tenth was

for some time sent. But the

tax was probably too heavy.

Pausanias says, that in conse-

quence of the Siphnii having

ceased to send it, the sea broke

into their mines and destroyed

them.—Phocic. c. 11.

3 The Theban treasury was

built after the battle of Leuctra.
4 The Athenian was built

from the spoils of Marathon.
5 The Syracusan after their

defeat of the Athenians.

6 This treasury once con-

tained the gold presented by

the kings of Lydia.
7 6 TrXovrog SvcrcpvXaKTog tart

Kcir hpog
fj.
—Strabo, p. 420.
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the effects of a more refined species of cupidity.

Scarcely any but imperial robbers, however, could

indulge a passion for collecting statues at the ex-

pence either of Delphi or any of the other more

celebrated places in Greece, which were at once

the favourite abodes of superstition, and the chief

repositories of art, so long as Paganism continued

in vogue. Of this we have a strong argument in

the catalogue which Pausanias has given us of the

collection at Delphi 1

,
a century after it had been

plundered of 500 brazen statues by Nero*. With
the decline of taste in the third century the passion

of collecting gradually ceased among the Romans,
which change, as the ancient worship still kept its

ground in this part of Greece, had a tendency to

preserve the sacred places nearly in the same
condition as Pausanias had left them, until Con-
stantine, and one or two of his successors, de-

spoiled them of some of their choicest monu-
ments for the purpose of adorning the new capital,

as well as for that of degrading the deities of

the old worship, and of holding them up to ridi-

cule 3
. It was not until the imperial decrees were

issued against idolatry, at the end of the fourth

century, that the Christians could indulge their

barbarous zeal in the indiscriminate destruction of

the ancient statues. The greater part having been

of brass, were then probably melted for the sake of

converting them to purposes of vulgar utility. The
works in marble, although many of them may have

1 Pausan. Phocic. c. 9. See 3 These motives are stated

the Additional Note at the end by Eusebius (in Constant. 1. 3,

of this volume. c. 54.) and by Sozomen (1. 2.
2 Pausan. Phocic. c. 7. c. 5.)
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been broken, are more likely to have escaped entire

destruction; and it is difficult to believe that many

valuable remains of sculpture as well as architecture

are not still concealed beneath the surface of the

ground at Delphi. The steepness of the site, and the

fragility of the lofty cliffs above it, acted upon by

the waters flowing from the higher summits, are con-

stantly operating a change in the soil
;
fragments

of stone and an alluvion of earth descending from

above, have a continual tendency to accumulate

matter upon the ancient platforms of the city, and

to place them lower beneath the surface, of which

the stadium is a proof, the upper row of seats only

being now above ground. Thus the ancient re-

mains become deeply buried, except where a

torrent, taking a new course, suddenly removes a

part of the accumulation, and thus occasionally

brings some of them to light. It seldom happens

that a heavy fall of rain does not produce the dis-

covery of some coins, or other remains of art, par-

ticularly among the terraces to the west and to the

south of Kastri.

The length of the stadium of Delphi (as well as

it can be determined in such a ruin) is 630 feet,

or nearly the same as that of the other stadia of

Greece, in all which their ruined condition causes

something more than the length of the dromus to

be included in the measurement. It seems, there-

fore, that if there was any such measure as a Pythic

stade, longer than the ordinary stade, it was not

derived from any excess in the length of the stadium

of Delphi. This structure was composed, as Pausa-

nias remarks, of the native rock, which is a brown

p pVOL. II.
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limestone, containing veins of white marble
;
nor

do I perceive a vestige of the Pentelic marble

with which it was decorated by Herodes.

The cavern on the slope of Mount Cirphis
,
which

is so conspicuous from Kastri, is natural, though

the entrance has been squared, and the inside a

little enlarged and made regular, in order to form

it into a church, of which some remains exist, or

originally, perhaps, (and such is the opinion of

the priest, my host, and other Kastntes,) for an

ascetic retreat. There is a little verdure before

the door, which is said to have been the garden

of the hermit. All the rest of the rock is a bare

precipice, and the access to the cavern is extremely

difficult. It is dedicated to St. Arsale, or Orsale 1

,

to whom the convent above Daulis is sacred, and

whose soprrj or festival is on Easter Monday.

From Delphi Pausanias conducts his reader to

the celebrated cave named Corycium, and from

thence continues his route across the upper Par-

nassus to Tithorea. I visited the cave on my for-

mer journey at a season when Parnassus, now
enveloped in snow and mist, exhibited under a

brilliant atmosphere a delightful scene of arable

and pasture, intermixed with forests of pine, fir,

and the grandest mountain scenery. The cavern

is about seven miles from Delphi, to the north-east-

ward, and at a nearly equal distance to the north-

west of Arakhova
;
the access from each place is

1 Ayia AperaXj), ’OpaaXr], as v-n-eppiEyedeg, that which is

Antoninus Liberalis (c. 8) opposite to Kastri will hardly

mentions a cavern in Mount answer to it.

Cirphis
; hut as he describes it
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easy after having surmounted the steep ascent

which leads from them both into the upper region

of Parnassus
,
as it then crosses the great elevated

valley which extends for about sixteen miles in a

westerly direction from the foot of the highest

summit anciently Lycoreia and now Liakura.

From Delphi the road to the Corycium crosses the

western ridge just under the Phcedriades Scopuli
,

and then immediately ascends by a zigzag path

cut in the rock, very steep and rugged, and which

retains traces of the ancient route. Just above Cas-

talia the road to the Kalyvia of Arakhova and to

Liakura, probably the ancient road to Lycoreia

and Titdiorea branches to the right. Following

that to the left which leads to the Mav^y Tpoinra, as

the Corycium is now called, we entered a country

of pasture interspersed with firs, and peopled with

shepherds and their flocks, occasionally passing

fields of wheat, barley, and oats, all yet green

though it was the 27th of July, and the harvest in

the plains of Boeotia had been completed a month

before. To the right was a lake fed by the streams

from the surrounding mountains, and partly dis-

charged by a subterraneous channel, of which the

Emissory is probably the source at the mills of

Kastri. Having arrived at the foot of the moun-

1 Strabo, p. 418, 423. All are the walls of another Hel-

the eastern part of the plain lenic town, which agrees with

belonged probably to a town of the iEolis of Herodotus (1. 8,

Lycoreia, of which some re- c. 35), or equally well with the

mains are found at the village of Cyparissus of Homer (B. 519),

Liakura. At the southern foot Strabo (p. 423), Dicaearchus

of the mountain, midway be- (v. 80), and Stephanus (in

tween the Schiste and Delphi, voce).

p p 2
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tain on the northern side of the valley, we ascended

more than half way to its summit, when a small

triangular entrance presented itself, conducting

into the great chamber of the cavern, which is

upwards of 200 feet in length, and about 40 high

in the middle. Drops of water from the roof had

formed large calcareous crystallizations rising at

the bottom, and others were suspended from every

part of the roof and sides. The inner part of this

great hall is rugged and irregular, but after

climbing over some rocks, we arrived at another

small opening leading into a second chamber, the

length of which is near 100 feet, and has a direc-

tion nearly at a right angle with that of the outer

cavern. In this inner apartment there is again a

narrow opening, but inaccessible without a ladder;

at the foot of the ascent to it is a small natural

chamber. There seems to have been ample space for

the Delphi and other Phocians to deposit here their

valuable property, and even their families, when
they took refuge in Mount Parnassus from the

Persians 1

. As Pausanias states that there was “ a

distance of 60 stades from Delphi to a brazen

statue, from whence it was easier to ascend to the

cavern on foot than on a horse or mule the statue

probably stood at the foot of the mountain, the

distance from thence to Delphi being nearly that

which he mentions. He remarks that the Cory-

cium is larger than many other celebrated caverns

which he had seen, and enumerates
;

and ob-

serves, that it is easy to walk into the cave for a

Herodot. 1. 8, c. 36.
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great distance even without a torch, and that there

are springs and drippings from the roof to the bot-

tom in every part of it. The people of Parnassus,

he adds, considered the cave sacred to the Cory-

cian nymphs and to Pan \ From the cavern we

proceeded to Aguriani, distant three hours, in a

north-western direction, through a wide valley

abounding in springs and rivulets which flow

to the torrent of Lilcea, and where in the in-

tervals of forests of fir, there was a beautiful variety

of corn-fields, and of pastures covered with sheep

and goats : on either side rose the secondary sum-

mits of Parnassus. At Aguriani, which contained

60 or 70 families, a large stream issued from the

foot of the mountain above the village, and flowed

through it, turning several mills, and filling some

large vats which served for soaking the coarse cloth

which the villagers made from the wool of Parnas-

sus. In an hour and a half from Aguriani we de-

scended into the northern Phocic valley at Paleo-

kastro, or the ruins of Lilcea.

1
iepov Se avrd (to civrpov) oi

7repl tov Ylapvao crbv Kwpvidiov

re Eivai Nt/ju^wv Kill Ilavoe pci-

Xurra rtyrivTCU. These words

of Pausanias are illustrated by

the following inscription which

Mr. H.Raikes discovered in the

cavern soon after my second

visit to Delphi:

—

Evarparog

AaxiSopov 'Apfipvaiog avpirept-

TroXoig EavL Nv/upcug. Eus-

tratus, son of Dacidomus of

Ambrysus, to Pan and the

Nymphs who frequent these

places together. It is remark-

able that the gentile ’Apfipv-

(nog in this inscription is ’Ap-

fipwvevg in those found at

Dhistomo on the site of Am-
brysus. The word (rvpTrepLTro-

\oig is explained by the 7repi-

ttoXol mentioned by Thucy-

dides, and other authors, and

who were a kind of local mili-

tia. Pausanias observes, that

not even on foot was it easy to

ascend from the cave to the

summit of Parnassus.
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PHOCIS, LOCRIS, iETOLIA.

Departure from Delphi—Krisso, Crissa—Xeropigadho— Cirrha—
River Pleistus—Salona, Amphissa—Latin inscription—Roads

from Salona—Athymia, Myonia—Lidhoriki—Steno—Veluk-

hovo—Rivers Mega, Kokkino, and Morno—Khan of Paleuxari

—Monastery of Varnakova—Magula—Cross the Morno

—

Plain of Pilala—Mount Rigani—-'Epakto, Naupactus—Ancient

geography of JEtolia and Locris—Athenian invasion—March

of the Spartan Eurylochus through Locris— CEneon—JEgitium
—Potidania—Eupalium—Erythrce—Crocylium— Tichium—
Hyle— Tolophon—Phcestum—Apidoti— Ophionenses—Boml
—Callium—Pyra—Mount Corax—Eurytanes.

Feb. 10.—Although the situation of Delphi is not

very agreeable, nor its lands in general very fer-

tile, its slopes favourable to the cultivation of the

olive, its fields on the banks of the Pleistus
,
with

the copious springs at the mills, and those of

Castalia and Cassotis, are advantages which will

always secure to the place some inhabitants,

who will derive some further resources from the

ancient fame of the place and its remains of anti-

quity, which cannot fail to attract casual visitors

as long as Greek literature is held in estimation.

Delphi deserves attention also as a military posi-

tion which commands the western entrance of one

of the most important passes in Greece.
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Having passed through the western ridge,

and among numerous remains of the ancient

cemetery on that side of the city, we descend

by a very winding stony road to Krisso, a large

village inhabited solely by Greeks, and the resi-

dence of the bishop of Salona
;

but instead of

entering the village turn to the left, and continu-

ing to descend the mountain, arrive in one hour

from Delphi in the vale of the Pleistus, a little above

a mill overhung by the rocks and steep side of the

hill of Krisso. Below the mill the valley opens into

the plain. This is about the situation in which

Pausanias describes the Hippodrome of the Pythian

games 1

,
but no vestiges of it are to be perceived.

Twenty minutes farther we cross the Pleistus

and enter the Crisseean plain, which extends to

the sea—then advance through a thick wood of

olives which shades the banks of the Pleistus from

hence upwards, as far as the narrows formed by

the western ridge of Delphi ,
then passing along the

foot of Mount Kutzura, we arrive in another twenty

minutes at Xeropigadho 2

,
a village situated just

under the steep rocks of the mountain. The road

by which my servants and baggage came hither

from Dhesfina descends the mountain at a gorge a

little above the village. Soon afterwards I proceed

to the shore of the Crisscean Gulf in search ol

Cirrha, turn a projecting point of the mountain,

1
’Eg be KLppav to etvLveiov fiog re iariv, Kal aywva Ilv0ia

A s\(j)U)v, oboe fJLtv arab'uov e^rj- ayovmv evravda tov ittkikov.

kovtcl inTLv ek A Kara- —Pausan. Phocic. c. 37*

ftdvTL CE EQ TO TEE^IOV ITTnOCpO-
2
SEpOTTlya^OV, dry Well.
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which hides Xeropigadho from the sea
;
and in

eight minutes leave in the rocks to the left a great

cavern, which, according to my guide, who is an
old native of Xeropigadho, is so deep within that a

stone thrown into it will descend to the level of the

plain, and may be heard to fall into the subterra-

neous bed of a river of salt water which issues at

some distance below from the foot of the moun-
tain. This stream joins the sea at a spot where
the shore of the gulf forms an angle, and where
stand a mill and a house named Skim. This

place was a mile to the left, midway from Xero-
pigadho to Magula, which is twenty minutes

from that village. The name Magula is ap-

plied to a square space, near a mile in cir-

cumference, covered with fragments of ancient

buildings and wrought stones of Hellenic times.

On the beach are the ruins of a tower of the

middle ages, but composed chiefly of large qua-

drangular blocks which are cemented with mortar :

near it are a well, a small church, and some re-

mains of an ancient wharf or mole extending some
distance into the water. A rising ground towards

the centre of the ruins seems to be composed
entirely of ancient materials slightly covered with

earth
;
but no remains of ornamental architecture

are to be seen, nor any thing in its original place.

My conductor says that Krisso once stood here,

that these are the ruins of it, and that he had this

information from his ancestors. The spot is about

half way between Skliri and the mouth of the

Pleistus, and seems clearly to be the site of Cirrha,

the port of Delphi
,
for it is the nearest point of the
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coast toDelphi ,
is not far from the mouth of thePleis-

tus \ is near the foot of Mount Cirphis 2

,
and gene-

rally in agreement with the ancient testimonies
3

.

Pausanias remarked at Cirrha a temple containing

colossal statues of Apollo, Diana, and Latona, of the

Attic school, and a fourth of Adrasteia, of smaller

size
4

. The rising ground in the middle of the

ancient site is probably formed by the substruction

and ruins of this building. The distance of Cirrha

from Delphi has been variously stated by the an-

cients. My time distance tends to show the 60

stades of Pausanias to be very near the truth, cer-

tainly much more so than the 80 of Strabo, or the

30 of Harpocration 5
.

Pausanias has created some doubts on the ancient

geography of this part of Phocis, by his remark

that Homer, both in the Iliad and in the Hymn to

Apollo, applies to Cirrha its more ancient name of

Crissa 6

;
thus leading to the inference that they

were one and the same place, an opinion which

may derive some appearance of support from the

indiscriminate application by ancient authors of

the names Cirrhaean and Crissaean to the sur-

rounding plain. There can be little doubt, how-

1 Ovrog 6 1IAeicrrog etti Kip-

pav to EtrivEiov AeXQwv /cat Tt/V

TCIVTT] KClTEttn QcL\q.(T(TCLV. Pail-

san. Phocic. c. 8.

2
'Yttottetttojke rrj Kip<j)EL 7ro-

\i£ ap-^alaKtppa ettl rrj daXdrry

IhpvfiEvr}, a<p’ i)q avdfjaffiQ elg

iXeXcjrovQ oydm'iKovra ttov crra-

Siwv.—Strabo, p. 418.

3 Plin. H. N. 1. 4, c. 3.—
Liv. 1. 42, c. 15, 16.

4 Pausan. Phocic. c. 37.

5 Harpocrat. in Kippa~iov

TTEcitOV.

6 Pausan. Phocic. c. 37.
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ever, that Cirrha and Crissa were different places,

and that the latter occupied the exact situation of

Krisso, as this existing name would lead us to

presume. Krisso, in fact, is accurately described

in the Hymn to Apollo as a height well suited to

vines, rising above a woody valley at the foot of

the steep rocks of the snowy Parnassus, on its

western side \ In those times Delphi was a

tepov in the Crisssean territory. Crissa was pre-

cisely such a site as the founders of Greek cities

often chose, being a rocky hill rising above the

middle of a fertile plain, at a secure distance from
the sea, and near the entrance of two diverging

valleys. Cirrha, on the other hand, stood not un-

der Parnassus, but near the foot of Mount Cirphis,

on the maritime level, and at the nearest point of the

coast to Crissa and Delphi, of which two places it

was successively the eirlveiov or port. Strabo, who
has distinguished Cirrha from Crissa, asserts that

the former was destroyed by the Crissaei, and the

latter at the end of the first sacred war which the

Amphictyones declared against the Crissaei for

having occupied the sacred land, ill-treated those

who passed through their territory to Delphi,

and for having laid excessive taxes on the im-

ports from Sicily and Italy 2
. The principal event

1
vito TVTvyX Jlapvdaoroio.—Hymn in Apol. v. 269.

r,

IfC£G (5 eg Kpicreryv U7ro Hapvycrov vi^oevra

J^vfjfxov irpog Zeipvpov T(.Tpap.p,ivov' avr'ap inrepOEV

IIerpy viroKpe/iarai’ KoiXr) S’ inroSeSpOfie flyerera

Tpy-^iia.—v. 282.

7Hov S’ eg Kplarcnjv evSeuXov apreXdgvro.—v. 438.

2
Strabo, n. 418.
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of this war was the capture of Cirrha, said to have

been effected by a stratagem of Solon, who ordered

hellebore to be thrown into the aqueduct which

conveyed water to the town from the Pleistus \

In the last Sacred War, B. C. 340, the same ac-

cusation was preferred against the Amphissenses

as against the Crissaei of old, and their works for

the restoration of Cirrha were destroyed by the

Amphictyones 2
. But on both occasions the destruc-

tion of Cirrha, like that of many other places in

Greece to which history has ascribed a similar ca-

lamity, had evidently only a temporary effect
;

for

Pausanias found Cirrha still existing as the port of

Delphi, nor can we hesitate in believing that as

such it partook in the prosperity of the sacred city

during the eight centuries which succeeded the First

Sacred War, when Delphi, with scarcely any in-

termission, enjoyed opulence and celebrity in the

highest degree, and the Pythian Games were fre-

quented by every people of Grecian origin. It was

quite otherwise with Crissa, which was reduced to

insignificance by Delphi at an early period. Xero-

plgadho is perhaps the site of Craugallium, the

inhabitants of which suffered, together with the

Cirrhsei, for having cultivated the sacred land in

the time of Solon 3
.

Having returned to Xeropigadho, we proceed

from thence, in two hours, to Salona
;

in three

1 Pausan. Phocic. c. 37.

2 Strabo, p. 419, mentions

Crissa as the place restored,

but iEschines (c. Ctesiph.)

clearly shows that it was the

port Cirrha.

3 iEschin. c. Ctesiph. p.

498. Harpocrat. in KpavaX-

Xiciai. Didym. ap. Harpocrat.

ibid.
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minutes cross the Pleistus, then, passing an open
part of the Crisscean plain, arrive, in seven more,
on the left bank of the dry river of Salona : this

we follow through a plantation of olives, and cross

it a little below the entrance into the valley of Sa-
lona, where the level on the banks of the river is

not so much as a mde in breadth, being bounded
by a cliff of the mountain of Krisso on the right,

and a projection of other rocky mountains to the
left. Beyond this strait the valley widens, the
road turns more westward, still through olive-

groves, and within two miles of Salona again tra-

verses an open plain.

The castle of Salona is an extensive ruin of
Frank or lower Greek construction, built upon the
remains of the walls of an ancient polis

;
the keep

of the castle occupying the acropolis, and the outer
walls following nearly those of the town. Remains
of two of the Hellenic towers appear on the descent
of the hill towards the north, standing upon the
summit of a rocky brow which overhangs the
modern houses in that part* so that the ancient
city appears to have been of no great dimensions,
and to have had an aspect towards the mountains.
Under the rocks of the castle to the south issues a
very copious spring, pouring through a great num-
ber of spouts, and forming a principal source of
the river. There is another but scanty spring on
the slope of the hill behind the castle. The river
receives a branch from the north, but the water is

consumed in irrigating the lands in the valley, and
except after heavy falls of rain no water reaches
the Pleistus. Salona contains 300 Turkish and
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four or five hundred Greek families
;
in the villages

of the district all are Greeks. According to a

rough calculation of the Khodja-bashi, there are

100,000 pilaiQ or roots of olive
;
that is to say, olive-

trees in the district, producing each five litres of

1000 drachms on an average, which gives for the

whole produce half a million of litres. It is a

good year when they export three ship loads.

The oil is excellent. They are now gathering the

fruit, which is done in the same manner practised

at Athens, by thrashing the boughs with a long

stick, the effect of which is to beat off a great

number of leaves and small branches. They say

it cannot do any harm to the ensuing crop, because

the trees produce plentifully only once in two

years, without reflecting that this savage mode of

gathering the fruit may be a principal cause of

the failure of crop in the alternate years. Tobacco

is grown in the lands of Topolia and Kolovates,

villages belonging to the district of Salona, in the

adjacent part of Parnassus.

In one of the churches of Salona the Latin in-

scription is still preserved which was published by

Spon and Wheler. The construction of the docu-

ment is not very clear, but the following is evi-

dently the purport of it. Decimus Secundinus,

styling himself vir clarus, proconsul, curator, and

defender of the Amphissenses, reminds them that

he had before ordered the aqueduct to be cleaned

out, and the water to be turned into the old cis-

terns, and desires that it may now be done imme-

diately. He hopes that they will feel grateful to

the happy times and his moderation in not having
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confiscated the funds intended for the supply of

the public water, which he threatens if a similar

interception should recur, and now directs that a

lapidary inscription should be placed on the cis-

terns, stating from whence the water was derived,

in order that no means should be left of invading

the public property. Finally he desires them to

remember that all things are to be finished before

the tenth day of the calends of January, calls them
to the performance of the work, and bids them
farewell h The corrupted Latinity of this inscrip-

tion resembles that of the age of Diocletian. The
form of the V. and E, of which the former is con-

stantly Y, and the latter sometimes € ,
may be

attributed to the engraver having been a Greek.

The document is chiefly valuable for the word
Amfissensium, leaving no doubt that the site is

that of Amphissa, which is otherwise liable to

question, as Pausanias places Amphissa at a dis-

tance of 120 stades from Delphi, and iEschines

only at half that number 2
. But as the latter in-

1 Decim(us) Secunclinus

V. C. (vir clarus), Proconsul,

Curat(or) et Defens(or) Am-
fissensium salutem. Ut me-

mini non repurgari modo aque-

ductum, verum etiam induci

aquam jusseram, confestim igi-

tur in veteres cisternas aqua ut

semper cucurrerat inducatur.

Gratias agentes beatitudini

temporis et moderationi meehe

(meae), spero, quod fundus qui

aquam publicam occupavit pub-

licus non fit : sane si similis

interceptio iterum fieri possit

:

in cisternis ipsis lapideo titulo

posito, unde aqua veniat, ad-

scribete, ut nulla invadendi

publicum relinquatur occasio.

Memores eritis perfacta ma-

neant omnia ante diem deci-

mum kalendarum Januariarum.

Vos ad officium nuntiare debere

opto. Bene valeatis.

2 Pausan. Phocic. c. 38.

—

JEschin. c. Ctesiph. p. 515.
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terval corresponds to the position of Salona, and

not less so the situation of the place in the midst

of mountains, which is said to have been the origin

of the name Amphissa, we may conclude that the

distance in Pausanias is erroneous.

Strabo asserts that Amphissa was a ruin in

his time, and that it had been in that state ever

since it was destroyed by the Amphictyones after

the second Sacred War 1

;
in this, however, as in

the instance of Cirrha, he is contradicted by his-

tory
2

,
and particularly by Pausanias, who in-

forms us, that when Augustus founded Patrae he

ordered all the towns of the Locri Ozolae to be de-

pendent upon the new Roman colony, except Am-
phissa, which, as well as Patrae itself and Nicopo-

lis, then received many inhabitants from the de-

clining AEtolian cities
;

so that we can hardly

doubt that when Strabo wrote, which was very

soon afterwards, Amphissa was the most popu-

lous place in this part of Greece : before the time

of Augustus, indeed, there is reason to believe

that it had been in a declining state, for when the

Amphissenses had received the AEtolian colony,

they detached themselves from Locris and called

themselves AEtolians, whence it is probable that

the inhabitants were then chiefly composed of the

latter people.

Pausanias describes Amphissa as being well

adorned with public buildings, but he specifies

only the tombs of Amphissa and of Andraemon,

1 Strabo, pp. 419, 426, 427. fantry against the Gauls at

2 In the year 278 B. C., the Thermopylae.

Amphissenses supplied 400 in-

13
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and a temple of Minerva in the citadel, contain-

ing an upright statue of the goddess, which

although of archaic workmanship, was not in

his opinion so old as the Amphissenses pretended,

who asserted that it had been brought from

Troy by Thoas. On the contrary, Pausanias

was persuaded that it was less ancient than a

statue which he had seen at Ephesus, made by

Rhcecus of Samus, who with Theodoras of the

same island invented the art of casting brazen

figures, and who lived about the year 700 B. C.

Between Salona and the pass which separates

its plain from that of Crissa lie the villages Kuski,

St. George, Sergula, and Sirnakaki, in that order

on the slope of the hill which bounds the western

side of the valley. This slope is crowned by a

rocky brow, in which, between the two last men-

tioned villages, are cavities called the Portes
',

said to be haunted by dsemons. Above the rocky

brow there is a plain of considerable extent, which

reaches to the great steeps of the snowy fir-clad

summit commonly known by the name of 'Elato 2

;

in the middle of this elevated plain stands Aghia

Thymia, or Athymia, a small village distant an

hour and a half from Salona, in the road to Ga-

laxidhi, which passes near Kuski. At Athymia

are considerable remains of the walls of a Hellenic

town, which seems to be the Myonia of Pausanias,

described by him as a small inland polis 30 stades

from Amphissa, in a lofty position, having a grove

and an altar sacred to the gods called Meilichii,

1

noprate. error ’ JLXaror.
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and above the town a temple of Neptune, which

had been deprived of its statue \ The roads

leading from Salona besides those of Delphi and

Myonia
,

are, 1. Lidhoriki, 2. a pass not less

important than the Parnassia Nape
,
as it conducts

to the head of the Maliac gulf, and to Thessaly.

This route ascends a small valley which branches

to the north-north-east of that of Salona, and is

watered by a stream which, united with other

torrents from the adjacent mountains, joins the

river of Salona. At the extremity of the valley

the road mounts the side of Parnassus by a steep

zig-zag well-paved road, enters a ravine which

separates Parnassus from the Locro-TEtolian range,

and descends by a similar ravine to Gravia, the

ancient Cytinium.

The nearest point of the Gulf to Salona is a

harbour named Larnaki, beyond which is a cape

called Triporu, separating Larnaki from the bay

of Galaxidhi. In a line between Triporu and the

opposite cape near Skliri are two small islands,

and close to Galaxidhi is the much larger one of

St. George. Larnaki is the skala of Salona, where

its oil is embarked, but the port is frequented only

by small vessels, Galaxidhi being the best harbour

in this bay, and at present the most frequented in

the whole Corinthiac gulf. The town is situated

on a peninsula, possesses forty ships, and as many
coasting boats, and for several years was rapidly

increasing in houses and population, until it was

checked by the oppression of Aly Pasha, which

VOL. II.

1 Pausan. Phocic. c. 38.

Q q
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has driven many of its most industrious inhabit-

ants to Vostitza and Patra.

Some remains of Hellenic walls at Galaxidhi

show that it occupies the site of an ancient city,

probably (Eantheia, which from several authors

appears to have been the chief town on this part

of the coast of Locris 1

;
and from Pausanias to

have been the only maritime city in Locris re-

maining in his time, except Naupactus 2

,
both

these places having probably owed that advantage

to the same conveniences of situation and har-

bour to which the present superiority of 'Epakto

and Galaxidhi may be attributed. According to

Polybius, CEantheia was opposite to iEgeira, in

Achaia 3

,
which is perfectly suitable to Galax-

idhi, with reference to the site of lEgeira at

Vlogoka. Of CEantheia, Pausanias relates only

that it stood on the sea-coast of Locris, and

that above the town there was a grove of pine

and cypress, containing a temple of Diana, the

walls of which were adorned with paintings,

almost obliterated by the effects of time. If

CEantheia was at Galaxidhi, Larnaki, where some

Hellenic remains are reported to exist, is probably

the site of Chabeum, noticed as a town of Locris

by Hecataeus 4 and Thucydides 5

;
placed by Pto-

lemy on the coast between GEantheia of Locris,

and Crissa of Phocis 6

,
and by Pliny at only seven

1 Hecataeus et Hellanicus ap.

Stephan, in OlavQv -— Polyb.

1. 4, c. 57 ;
1. 5, e. 17.—Plin.

H.N. 1. 4, c. 2. —Mela. 1. 2,

c. 3.—Polya2n. 1. 8, c. 46.

2 Pausan. Phocie. c, 38.
3 Polyb. 1. 4, c. 57.
4 Ap. Stephan, in XaXaior.
5 Thucyd. 1. 3, c. 101.
6 Ptolem. 1. 3, c. 15.
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miles from Delphi which, although considerably

too little for the distance of Larnaki from Kastri,

favours at least the supposition that it was in some

part of the Crisscean bay, not far from Delphi.

Pliny had perhaps confounded Chalseum with

Cirrha, which was about 7 miles from Delphi.

Feb. 11.—This afternoon I make another at-

tempt to ascertain the site of the Hippodrome of

the Pythian Games, which, according to Pausa-

nias, was at the foot of the mountain going from

Delphi to Cirrha, and I find in a small retired

level, called Komara, immediately below Krisso,

and inclosed between two projections of its hill,

on one of which stands a small church, some

ancient squared blocks in the fields, and near

them on the foot of the rocks a ruin of small

stones and mortar. This koX-koq or bay of the

plain which is separated only by the south-east-

ern of the two projections from the vale of the

Pleistus, and just at its entrance, leading to

Delphi, seems to have been admirably adapted to

the Hippodrome, as the sides of the hills would

accommodate an immense number of spectators
;

the site is very low and now marshy, but as the

Pythian Games were celebrated in the summer,

this characteristic of the place was no objection.

It is probable that the hippodromes of Greece,

like our race-courses, were seldom much indebted

' Proximi iEtolisLocri Ozo- M. P. introrsus liberum oppi-

lae . Ultra Cirrhaei dum Delphi.—Plin. H. N 1. 4,

Phocidis campi, oppidum Cir- c. 3.

rha, portus Chalaeon a quo VII.

Q q 2
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to art, and that for this reason little or no remains

of them are to be found.

Feb. 12.—From Salona to Lidhoriki : we set

out at 8.15, and immediately ascend the steep

mountain at the back of the town, by a winding

craggy road. At 9.50 enter the region of firs and

snow, and at 10.25 reach the crest of the ridge,

where the road passes through a hollow between

two of the highest peaks. The view from hence

comprehends all the summits of JEtolia

;

the chain

of Locris and Doris
,
of which this ridge forms one

of the links
;
Parnassus

,
divided from it by the pass

of Cytinium, and to the right of Parnassus
,
Helicon,

and the Oneia of Megaris. Below us is seen the plain

of Amphissa, and a part of the Crisscean Gulf. The

pass leads into a narrow vale between fir-clad sum-

mits, along which, after a delay of a quarter of an

hour, our road proceeds, and then descends by a

rocky path to the small village of Karutes, where

we arrive at noon precisely. We here come in

sight ,of a deep valley, watered by a river which

has its rise in the summit of Mavrolithari, and

joins the sea not far eastward of 'Epakto, where it

has the name of Mormos or Mornos. Beyond the

vale are seen other high mountains, having a direc-

tion nearly parallel to these, and comprehending

the district of Kravari. Karutes, lying on a fre-

quented derveni, which takes its name from this

place, suffers greatly from Albanian soldiers : the

name of Aly Pasha begins again to be mentioned

with dread and hatred, and in consequence of his

oppressive system, numerous families are conti-

nually leaving these parts for the Morea. In the
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church is a fragment of an inscription, in which the

following letters only are distinguishable :

a>OIAEA$ONEIIOIHCAN . . . KAI . . .

From Karutes there are two roads to Lidhoriki :

one descends a rema below the village, and makes

the circuit of the head of a valley in which a tor-

rent flows to Lidhoriki, and from thence to the

Morno
;
the other passes over a ridge of the moun-

tains, and descends directly upon that town, which

is closely surrounded by lofty hills covered with

trees. We take the latter route, leaving Karutes

at 12.55, arriving at the top of the ridge at 1.30,

and at Lidhoriki 1

at 2.45. The descent is by a

steep path through firs, and afterwards over culti-

vated slopes equally steep.

At Lidhoriki I am lodged in the house of the

Voivoda Ferat Aga, who is son of the Divan Ef>

fendi of Aly Pasha, and has thirty or forty dirty ill-

clothed Albanians in his service, who as usual are

rather troublesome by their inquisitive curiosity,

though not uncivil. The Aga’s house is in the

true Albanian fashion, dirty and comfortless
;
but he

hospitably resigns to me his only tolerable apart-

ment, where he joins me at the supper which he

provides. He states that there are not more than

a hundred and twenty houses in the town, all

Turkish except about fifteen or twenty
;

and that

there are upwards of forty villages in the district,

all Greek.

One hour from hence, towards Malandrina, he

1
A0LC(jJj)lKL0V.
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describes some ruins of a Hellenic castle, at the

village of Paradhisia *, and another at a place called

Polyportu, on the sea shore, half an hour below

Petrinitza or Vetronitza, which is four hours distant

from Lidhoriki. In Trazonia, an island off the

coast, are some remains of the same kind as those

found in the islands at the mouth of the Gulf of

Aspra Spitia, probably Christian and Monastic.

Half an hour beyond Paradhisia are seen some re-

mains of foundations, and there are others at a

khan and church on the outside of the town of

Malandrina. Both these seem, by the description

of Ferat Aga, to be Hellenic. The river which

near 'Epakto bears the name of Morno, is here

more commonly called Mega, or the Great
;

it rises

on the southern face of the highest summit of CEta
,

flows along the eastern side of Mount Vardhusi in

a deep valley included between that summit and

those called Sykia and Kiona, which form the

chain extending northward from Salona and Li-

dhoriki, and are separated from Parnassus by the

pass of Cytinium. After receiving two other streams

near Lidhoriki, the Mega passes through a narrow

strait, and from thence traverses a region which,

though entirely mountainous, is by no means un-

cultivated
;

after which it again passes through a

narrow opening in the mountains, much longer

than the former, and bordered by very lofty preci-

pices, and then, after crossing a narrow maritime

plain, joins the sea at the distance of one hour to

the eastward of 'Epakto.

Ilapa^tVta.
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On the western side of Mount Vardhusi originates

the Fidhari or Evenus
,
the course of which is at

first westerly, dividing the district of Karpenisi

from that of Kravari : afterwards south-west, di-

viding Apokuro from Kravari, and at length issuing

from the mountains into the paralian plain of

Bokhori at Kurtaga, the site of Calydon
,
where it

divides Karlili from Venetiko. From Kravari the

Evenus receives many streams, but its most distant

source, like that of the Morno, is in the highest

summits of Mount CEta.

Feb. 13.—Proceeding from Lidhoriki this morn-

ing at eight, we follow a torrent which flows

through the town, and which, increased by another

collected in the ravines to the south of Lidhoriki,

unites with the Mega half an hour below the town.

This river then passes through the Steno, or strait

already mentioned, which is a short rocky gorge

formed by the projections of the two mountains,

where the river is crossed by a bridge of a single

arch, founded at either end on the rocks. Having

sent my baggage horses by the direct route across

the bridge to the right bank of the Mega, I turn off

to the right of the road to examine a Paleokastro

standing on the point which forms the right bank

of the Steno. At 8.45, ford the Mega
;
which ac-

cording to my Lidhorikiote guide, has its sources

partly in Mount Dremtja, probably Tp^urfri, which

adjoins Mount Katavothra, but is supplied also

from the summits near Mavrolithari.

At the foot of the hill of the Paleo-kastro, we

cross the river Velukhi by a bridge. This stream,

which joins the Mega just below the place where

we crossed it, issues from the mountain at less than
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a mile above the Paleokastro, and is so copious in

times of rain, that together with the Mega it over-

flows the whole valley. The Velukhi, from this

circumstance, seems to be the emissory of a kata-

vothra. The ancient city, which was of considerable

extent, occupied all the north-eastern face of the

hill looking towards the valley of the Mega. Its

walls, which are of the third order, are traceable

in the whole circumference, and remain, to a con-

siderable height, in the lower part of the site : on

the summit of the hill are the ruins of a modern

castle. The position is the extreme point of the

range of Vardhusi, between which and another pa-

rallel but lower mountain, called Vlakho-vuni,

flows the Kokkino, or Red river, a stream nearly

as large as the Mega, and which joins it imme-

diately below the Steno. Thus the city was de-

fended by two large streams on the east, a third on

the west, and a fourth flowing through a rocky open-
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On the bank of the Velukhi are a khan and some

mills; the place is called Velukhovo 1

,
and the

ruins Xuria 2
.

The sons of Aly Pasha sometimes come here in

summer to make keif3

,
that is, to feast and be

merry, when it is happy for the villages around if

they are not called upon to contribute something

more than mere provisions.

From the Paleo-kastro I proceed to rejoin my
baggage at the end of the Steno, and then cross-

ing the Kokkino at 9.50, descend a narrow valley

grown with kalambokki, and at 10.25 enter a

ravine between woody hills, where the Morno, in-

creased to a large river by the junction of the

Kokkino, flows along the bottom with great ra-

pidity. Having forded it at 11.20, we continue

our route on the left bank, through a forest of oak,

ilex, and prinari, in which we cross many streams

rushing from the mountains on the left to join the

main river. At 12, a lofty peaked mountain, which

gives rise to one of these tributaries, is three miles

on the left
;
on the other side of it is the town of

Malandrina. The road now recedes from the river,

mounts the hills, which are steep, uncultivated,

and covered with small meagre oaks 4
,
and be-

1 Names of Bulgaric origin,
2 Eovpiag to Kaorpov, a corn-

derived from a word meaning mon name in Greece for ancient

white. Mount Tymphrestus ruins.

was undoubtedly named Ye- 3 aw tcapvovv to Ktfi oro

liikhi, from its being generally KuXoKa'ipi.

covered with snow; the river
4 MvSpa.

from the colour of the waters

in times of rain.
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comes so extremely bad that the wretched menzil

horses of Lidhoriki are unable to keep up with the

walk of the Albanian escort, which the Voivoda
insisted upon my taking, though he would not

allow that any robbers dared to make their ap

pearance in his district. At 1.50, after a very

tedious ascent, we arrive at the khan of Paleuxari,

so called from a village of that name situated not

far below it, and of which the cultivated grounds

descend in the form of terraces to the bank of the

Morno. A similar slope rises from the opposite

bank of the river, to a lofty ridge in the district of

Kravari, which unites Vlakho-vuni with the sum-

mits terminating in the maritime peaks opposite to

Patra.

The general direction of our route from Lidho-

riki is towards the great opening before alluded to,

through which the Morno passes to the sea-coast,

and which separates the termination of the moun-
tains we are following, from the south-eastern end

of another mountain called Makryvoro. The sum-
mit of Mount Kaki-skala, opposite Patra, appears

through the opening. The only village in sight is

Vetolista, not far from the left bank of a large

branch of the Morno, which descending from

Mount Makryvoro in a direction at first eastward,

and then southward, forms in the latter part of its

course the boundary of Kravari and Lidhoriki.

Below the junction of this stream with the Morno,
the Morno itself is the boundary of the two dis-

tricts, as far as the gorge at the end of Makryvoro.

Above Vetolista, the boundary is about midway
between the summits of Mounts Vlakhovuni and
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Durdjova \ which last is midway between the

former and Makryvoro. Quitting the khan at

2.40, we continue to pass through oak. forests and

rugged muddy paths until 3.30, when we arrive at

a ridge from whence the road begins to descend

towards the sea-coast, and from whence there is

an interesting view of the entrance of the Gulf of

Corinth, with its two castles, and the coast of the

Morea as far as Cape Araxus and the sea near

Khlomutzi. On the descent, at an hour and a

half short of the maritime plain, the day is so ad-

vanced that it becomes necessary to consider

where we shall halt for the night, 'Epakto being

too distant, and there being no intermediate place

on the road, except a ^ripo^avi, or dry khan, that

is to say, where no persons are in attendance, and,

what is more important, where no provisions can be

obtained for the cattle. After a debate of twenty

minutes, it is resolved to go to the monastery of

Varnakova, which is situated on the summit of a

steep ridge, among the oak forests to the right.

A Turk, who owns most of the horses, consents,

with great reluctance, to this movement, as in-

creasing our distance. He is overruled, however,

by the Albanian soldiers, and after mounting

through the forest, and over some steep hills,

among which we pass by a zevgalati, or farm of

the Monastery, we arrive at the latter at 6.15:

my baggage half an hour after.

Admittance is refused on the plea of orders given

by the Voivoda himself not to open the doors after

1 Tovpr^ojoa.
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sunset. Another conference, therefore, arises on
this question, which the fears of the monks, the

national love of argument, and the inconvenience of

parleying through the door, render very long, but

above all, the difficulty of making them under-

stand the nature of such anomalous characters as

myself and attendants, no such having ever before

been seen in these mountains. At length some of

my escort being well known to the Albanian gar-

rison within, the doors are opened, after a delay of

an hour and a half, and not before I had spread

my mattress on the ground, prepared to pass the

night on the outside.

Between monks and Albanian soldiers the house

is well filled : to the latter it affords good quarters,

and a convenient post for their operations against

the thieves, who are thus completely deprived of

the assistance of the monks, formerly one of their

best resources.

The monastic establishment amounts to thirty,

of whom more than half are cosmics. In their

savage and dirty appearance they rival their Alba-

nian garrison, though it would seem that the

finances of the monastery are not in a bad state, as

they are now engaged in building a new church.

Feb. 14.—Varnakova stands in the midst of a

forest of small oaks, in a very lofty situation. Its

cultivated fields, mixed with pasture and wood-

land, occupy the declivities of the mountain as far

as the river Morno, beyond which there is a large

metokhi similarly surrounded. These, with thresh-

ing floors and magazines dispersed among the fields,

form an agreeable scene, and show that the monks
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have hitherto been enabled to cultivate their lands,

notwithstanding the robbers who infest these moun-

tains. But Aly Pasha and his agents are much

greater enemies to such property than the kleftes.

The monks assert, that Ferat Aga has lately robbed

them of three tjiftliks and nine purses of money.

They point out the situation of a Hellenic ruin a

little below the junction of the stream which de-

scends from Mount Makryvoro and passes near

Vetolista. Between this point and Paleuxari is

Lykokhori, belonging to Ferat Aga.

Having returned to the Zevgalati, we proceed

from thence into the high road at a spot half an

hour in advanee of the place where we left it yes-

terday evening. Here, at 8.45, on the summit of

the ridge to the right, and just opposite to the

Zevgalati, are the remains of a Hellenic fortress.

Towards the sea the hill presents a steep rocky

precipice, but in the opposite direction, or that of

the Zevgalati, falls gently to a small torrent. The

slope is entirely covered with the fragments of

buildings, among which are some wrought stones,

and the summit of the height retains considerable

vestiges of an acropolis. The masonry is ol that

ruder sort which is often found in the mountainous

regions and small towns of Greece, the stones being

smaller, narrower, and less carefully wrought than

was customary in the better kinds of Hellenic ma-

sonry. In descending from this ridge towards the

sea coast, Mount Trikorfu is a conspicuous object

on the left : our path, which is steep and rugged,

passes through a woody uncultivated tract.

At 9.25 we again arrive at a place where are
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many squared stones, and a little farther some
other similar indications of an ancient site, but as

the form of the ground does not resemble that of a

polis, I am inclined to think that there was nothing

here but a fortress, dependent, perhaps, upon the

larger place which occupied the commanding posi-

tion on the summit of the pass. At 10.15 we reach

the foot of the mountain, at a place called Magula,
where is some cultivated land around a khan which
has been lately built by the Voivoda of Lidhoriki,

and is hence named the Khan of Ferat Aga. It

stands on the edge of a narrow plain two miles

long, bounded by the mountains we have de-

scended, towards the north
;
and on the opposite

side by a range of lower heights, beyond which is

a maritime plain, forming part of the territory of

'Epakto. On the highest of the latter hills, and
on the last towards the river Morno, stands a Hel-
lenic castle.

At 11.20 we pursue our route down the plain :

at 11.38 cross a stream, the source of which, named
Ambla, is at the foot of the mountain hard by, and
is said never to fail in summer. After being joined

by a torrent, which is dry in that season, though
now containing water, the united stream flows out

of the plain through a gorge to our right, and
then crosses the maritime plain to the Morno.
At 11.48 we arrive at the foot of the height, upon
which the Paleokastro stands : its walls were of

the third species of masonry, and it occupied only
the round summit of the hill.

At 12.15 we enter the plain here called Pilala,

and which, under different names, extends from
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'Epakto nearly as far as the foot of Mount Trikorfu :

at 12.28 recross the Ambla, just before its junction

with the Morno, and at 12.32 begin to ford that

river just at its issue from the great ravine already

described as being at the eastern end of Mount

Makryvoro. The opening is about two miles in

length, and affords no passage, but along the bed

of the river
;
and as this consists of a wide extent of

gravel separated by many streams, which in sea-

sons of rain unite into one, the river when in that

state can neither be crossed nor the ravine passed

longitudinally
;

at present there is no difficulty in

passing in either direction. Below the opening

the river spreads to a great breadth, and in cross-

ing the plain bends towards 'Epakto, joining the

sea at about two miles from that town. At a mile

from its mouth, on the left bank, stands the village

of Malamata. We are ten minutes in fording the

several streams and intermediate strips of gravel,

after which we pass along the foot of Mount Ri-

gani, a lofty summit forming a part of the mass of

Makryvoro, and rising immediately above 'Epak-

to. As the name Rigani is of Hellenic derivation,

and derived from the plant origanum, this perhaps

was the ancient appellation of the mountain, though

it nowhere occurs in history. A little eastward of

'Epakto a plentiful source of water issues from the

mountain, turns mills, waters gardens, and then

joins the sea. We enter the gate of the fortress at

1.50. Our horses are so nearly at the extent of

their powers, that our pace has been slower than

it was yesterday.

Naupactus, though chiefly deriving its import-
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a nee in the meridian ages of Hellenic history
from its harbour at the entrance of the Corinthiac

Gulf, was indebted probably for its earliest found-

ation to its strong hill, fertile plains, and copious

supply of running water. The plain on the western

side of the town, which extends to Mount Kakis-

kala, is about a mile in width in the part near the

town. It is covered with olives and corn-fields,

together with some vineyards. Pilala to the east-

ward is bare, but produces maize, cotton, and a

few vines, which, as usual among the continental

Greeks, are in low marshy situations, though ex-

perience constantly shows that good wine is grown
only on the hills. But such situations require

more labour than the plains
;

the latter yield

larger fruit and more plentiful crops, and there is

no sufficient demand in Greece for the wine of

higher price, which would be the produce of the

heights.

The fortress and town occupy the south-eastern

and southern sides of a hill which is one of the

roots of Mount Rigani, and reaches down to the

sea, separating the plain of Pilala from that to-

wards the castle of Rumili and Mount Kakiskala.

The place is fortified in the manner which was
common among the ancients in positions similar to

that of 'Epakto, that is to say, it occupies a trian-

gular slope with a citadel at the apex, and one

or more cross walls on the slope, dividing it into

subordinate inclosures. At 'Epakto there are no
less than five inclosures between the summit and
the sea, with gates of communication from the one

to the other, and a side gate on the west leading
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out of the fortress from the second inclosure on the

descent. It is not improbable that the modern

walls follow exactly the ancient plan of the for-

tress, for in many parts they stand upon Hellenic

foundations, and even retain large pieces of the

ancient masonry amidst the modern work. The
present town occupies only the lowest inclosure

;

in the middle of which is the small harbour which

made so great a figure in ancient history : it is now
choked with rubbish, and is incapable of receiving

even the larger sort of boats which navigate the

gulf.

'Epakto contains within its walls about 400

Turkish families, and 30 of Jews. The Turks

live in ruinous houses in misery and poverty, too

proud to work, and by their insolence and oppres-

sion preventing the Greeks from settling here.

The latter, as usual in the fortified towns of

Turkey, are not permitted to reside within the

walls
;

their houses form a suburb on either side,

in each of which are about 100 houses, but not

more than half of them are now inhabited. The
Greeks are employed only in cultivating the gar-

dens and the orange and lemon plantations, which

would flourish here by means of the plentiful sup-

ply of water, if the lawless, hungry attendants of

the Pasha did not destroy and consume every

thing before it comes to maturity. Such is the

misery of the place that W., the same medical

practitioner whom I left last year at Marathonisi,

and who has transferred his services from the

Maniates to the Pasha of 'Epakto, complains that

neither herbs, nor oil, nor wine, are to be bought

vol. ii. r r
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here, or nearer than Patra
;

and that he pays

24 paras an oke for the flesh of an old goat,

while 20 is the price of the best mutton in the

latter town.

Feb. 15.— I visit Musa Pasha, and his Kiaya,

who is also Hasnadar
;

the Kiaya first, according

to custom. Musa was governor of Salonlki, and

was sent here as a kind of exile. He is chiefly

supported by contributions from the neighbouring

districts, and even from Vostitza, and some other

places in the Morea. The Pashalik formerly in-

cluded all the country as far as the Sanjaks of

Arta and 'Egripo, and thus comprehended the

greater part of Acarnania
,

AEtolia
,
and Locris.

But Aly Pasha has reduced it to little beyond the

walls of this town. Musa is of a Larisseean family,

and has 150 purses a year in land in the Mol-

lallk. 'Epakto brings him in as much more
;
but

the demands of the Porte, and the presents which

he is obliged to make there, render him so poor,

that, according to the expression of my informant,

his pilav is made with oil for want of butter. His

servants, not without the connivance of their master,

lately stole some fire-wood which had been pre-

pared at Psatho-pyrgo by Mr. S., our consul at

Patra, to be embarked for Malta
;

the quantity

taken has sufficed for the whole winter consump-

tion of the Pasha’s hamam and kitchen. He is

now endeavouring to accumulate a sufficiency of

purses to purchase the Pashalik of the Morea

for the next year. His money must be ready for

the approaching Bairam, when the list of governors

in office is presented to the Sultan, who declares
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the changes at the Kurban Bairam seventy days

after the former. The Porte has lately demanded

from Musa between forty and fifty thousand pias-

tres’ worth of corn to be sent to Constantinople,

allowing, according to custom, a price to the

growers, for which they can hardly raise it. The

Pasha, as usual with Turks in adversity, is very

humble and civil. Like the generality of those

in high station, both he and his Kiaya have some

pretensions to science, the Kiaya talks geography

and politics, the Pasha medicine.

The richest Turkish proprietor in
/Epakto is

Adem Bey, whose father was Pasha
;
he has up-

wards of 150 purses a year, and has the character

of a 3>iAo£evoc, spending his income in hospitality.

He has lately built a house here which, although

little better than a Frank barn in workmanship

and materials, is considered as something extra-

ordinary
;
but building is very costly in Greece,

as well on account of the high price of mechanical

labour, as because plank, glass, nails, every thing

but the stone and mortar, comes from Trieste and

Fiurne. A tolerable house cannot be built under

10,000 piastres, which, although not more than

£.600 sterling, is a large sum for this poor country.

Feb. 16.— Embark at 'Epakto for the Morea

Castle *.

The route which I have just followed from Sa-

lona to 'Epakto was chiefly undertaken with a view

to illustrate a part of the history of Thucydides,

which contains, with the exception ol a passage

1 For the sequel, see Travels in the Morea, vol. ii. ch. 15.

Rl' 2
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in Livy, and a few words by the geographical

writers, almost all that the ancients have left us,

descriptive of the interior of Locris and iEtolia. In

the summer of the sixth year of the Peloponnesian

war, Demosthenes, commander of the Athenian

fleet, being then at Leucas, resolved upon an in-

vasion of iEtolia
;
and in the autumn of the same

year, a body of Lacedeemonian allies, under the

Spartan Eurylochus, marched from Delphi through

Locris to Naupactus, from whence they proceeded

to Calydon \ The ultimate object of the expedi-

tion of Demosthenes was the same as that which

he again attempted without success in the eighth

year of the war, when it led to the battle of Delium,

being no less than to subjugate, or at least to gain

over to the Athenian cause, the whole of Bceotia.

The Messenians of Naupactus recommended him

to begin by invading the Apodoti, then to reduce

the Ophionenses, and lastly the Eurytanes. He
expected to derive great assistance from the Locri,

in consequence of their knowledge of the country,

and because they resembled the iEtolians in their

armour and mode of fighting. They were to join

him when he had made some progress in the in-

terior of iEtolia, after which it was his intention

to pass through Locris to Cytinium in Doris, and

then to enter Phocis, where he thought that the

cities, if not inclined to assist him, might be easily

forced to do so. Having effected these objects

he would be enabled to attempt Bceotia in con-

cert with the Athenians acting on the Attic

1 Thucyd. 1. 3, c. 94. 100.
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frontier of Boeotia. The scheme failed, because

the iEtolians, like the Boeotians in the eighth

year of the war, had obtained information of his

design, but his first disappointment occurred before

he had quitted the coast of Acarnania, the people

of which province, offended with him for having

favoured the Messenians of Naupactus by the expe-

dition into iEtolia instead of attending to their own
wishes of besieging Leucas when he was lying before

it with his fleet, refused to join him with their forces.

He nevertheless proceeded to Naupactus, and with

an army composed only of Messenians of Naupac-

tus, of 300 Athenian epibatse from his own ships,

and a body of Cephallenes and Zacynthii, began

his march into iEtolia from CEneon of Locris \

Setting out at the dawn of day from the temple

of Jupiter Nemeius, where his troops had passed

the night, he marched to Potidania
2

,
which he

captured the same day : on the second he took

Crocylium, on the third Tichium. Not having yet

been joined by the Locri Ozoloe, of whose light-

armed and javelin-men he was greatly in need
3

,

1 Thucydides does not state

where Demosthenes landed
;

it

might even be inferred that

the landing was at Sollium

in Acarnania, where he met

the Acarnanians and received

their refusal
;
but this is very

unlikely. He probably landed

either at Naupactus or at CEne-

on itself, which Stephanus, re-

ferring to this passage in Thu-

cydides, describes as a harbour

of Locris.

2
c. 96. This iEolic form

of Posidonia would seem to

show that a colony of iEolic

race had settled here, probably

from Elis. The country com-

prehending Calydon, and Pleu-

ron were named yEolis from

the same cause.—Thucyd. 1. 3,

c. 102. — Strabo, p. 465.

—

Hesych. in AiuXlkuv dtufxa.

3
\pt\wy Hal aKOVTlGTWV.

—

Thucyd. 1. 3, e. 97.
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he halted at Tichium, and sent his booty to Eupa-
litim, in Locris, intending to retire upon Naupactus,

and from thence to take a new departure against

the Ophionenses, if they should not previously

have submitted K Having been persuaded, how-
ever, by the Messenians to continue his proceed-

ings against the iEtolian towns without waiting for

the Locri, he captured iEgitium, a town in a

mountainous situation, 80 stades from the sea.

But the inhabitants, who had retired and posted

themselves on the neighbouring hills, having been
joined by a large force of iEtolians, and even by
the Ophionenses of Bomi and Callium, who dwelt

towards the Maliac gulf
2

,
they attacked the Athe-

nians incessantly on every side. When by their

superiority in missiles they had exhausted the

arrows of the bowmen of Demosthenes, they

harassed his hoplitse, who being unable to close

with them, were forced at length to retreat in dis-

order. Their Messenian guide having been killed,

some fell into narrow ravines, where they were

overtaken by the iEtolians and slain
;
others took

refuge in a wood which the enemy set fire to
;
the

survivors, with great difficulty, reached CEneon
and the sea 3

. Of the Athenian hoplitae, 120 were
slain, with Procles one of the commanders. De-
mosthenes received his dead under truce, retired

1
E7rl ’O(pioveag, el jir] fiov- KcidijKovree Bwpufjg Kal Ka\-

\oivto (Tvy'^wpeh', eg NauiraKTOJ' Xifjg, efiotjdijaray.

ETruvaxupvaag, crTparevcraL vote - 3 poXig te i-irl t))v OaXarray
pop. c. 96. Kal Toy Olyewya rrjg AoKpidog,

2
oi EtrxaroL ’OcpLoyiwy, oi oQev nep kcu utpui/d^cray, oi tte-

npug roy MrjXiciKoy KoXTroy piyEvofiEvoi KciTEipvyoy .

—

c. 98.
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to Naupactus, and remained there while the ships

returned to Athens.

Before this event the iEtolians had sent an

embassy to Sparta, to desire the assistance of the

Lacedaemonians against Naupactus, and a force was

in consequence collected towards the autumn at

Delphi, under Eurylochus and two other Spartans,

consisting of 3000 hoplitse of the allies of Sparta,

among whom were 500 of Heracleia Trachinia,

which city had been lately founded or rather re-

established by a Lacedaemonian colony. The Locri

Ozolae, although they had been so recently united

with the Athenians, not only consented to the

march of Eurylochus through Locris, but even

delivered hostages to him, the people of Amphissa

being the first to set the example, fearful of a joint

attack in case of refusal, from the Lacedaemonians

and from the Phocenses, who were their enemies.

Their example was followed by the neighbouring

town of Myonia which commanded the entrance into

Locris 1

,
then by Ipnus, Messapia,Triteia, Chalaeum,

Tolophon, Hessus or Essus, CEanthe, Olpae, and

Hyle 2
. All these places sent their forces to Eury-

lochus as he advanced, except the two last
;
Hyle

even refused to give securities until Polis, one of

its dependencies, had been taken. The hostages

1
tclvty] yap (jv/TeafioXuiTaroQ xaXia, Olvewp. There cannot

rj AoKpig.—c. 101. - be a question that 'Yaioi, or

2 For the orthography of Y iciloi, in our copies of Thu-

most of the towns of the cydides, ought to be YAci tot,

Ozolae, see Stephanus in ”hr- which Stephanus shows to

voc, TptTEta, \dXatoy, ToXo- have been the gentile of this

(j)My,’'lhr(wg, Olcii'Qr), "Y\p, Ev- Hyle.
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having been sent to Cytinium in Doris, Eurylochus
marched through Locris, took CEneon and Eupa-
lium, two towns of the Locri which had not before

submitted, and entered the Naupactia, where he
was joined by the iEtolians. He then made him-
self master of Molycrium, and of an unwalled

suburb of Naupactus, and would have taken the

city itself had not Demosthenes opportunely pre-

vailed upon the Acarnanes to send thither 1000
hoplitse by sea. Having failed in his principal

design, Eurylochus marched forward to Calydon,
Pleuron, and Proschium, from whence he dis-

missed the iEtolians, and where he remained with
his other forces at the persuasion of the Ambra-
ciotae, for the purpose of assisting them against

Amphilochia.

There is reason to believe that the territory of

(Eneon bordered immediately upon that of Nau-
pactus. Thucydides remarks that the Nemeium
of CEneon, from whence Demosthenes commenced
his march, was the place where the poet Hesiod
was said to have been killed

;
and Pausanias, in

speaking of the sepulchre of Hesiod, at Orcho-
menus in Boeotia, asserts that his bones had been
brought thither from the Naupactia 1

. It might
be presumed indeed, that CEneon was distant from
the eastern frontier, from its having refused to

join the other cities of Locris, and resisted Eury-
lochus until he marched against it. The river

Morno therefore probably separated the territory

of CEneon from the Naupactia ; CEneon stood per-

Pausan. Boeot. c. 31. 38.—Prod, in vita Hesiod.
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haps at Magula. or near the fountain Ambla, and

the paleo kastro may have been the fortified en-

closure of the Nemeium.

The ancient city on the summit of the ridge,

near the zevgalati of Varnakova, was probably

JEgitium, for those remains are at the distance from

the sea, mentioned by the historian, and they are

on the side of the Morno, which his narrative seems

also to require, since had iEgitium been to the

westward of the difficult straits, through which that

river emerges into the maritime plain, it would

have been much easier for the routed Athenians to

have retreated upon Naupactus than upon (Eneon.

It could not well have been Potidania, for that

town was near Eupaliuin, as appears from Livy,

in the narrative which he gives on the authority of

Polybius, of a descent made upon this coast by

Philip, son of Demetrius, in the year b.c. 207 \

And that Eupalium was near the sea, and the

chief town of Locris, intermediate between QEan-

theia and Naupactus, seems evident from the two

historians compared with Strabo 2
. On the other

1 Inde navibus acceptis ab

Achaeis (erant autem tres quad-

riremes et biremes totidem)

Anticyram trajecit; inde quad-

riremibus septem et lembis vi-

ginti amplius, quos ut adjun-

geret Carthaginiensium classi,

miserat in Corinthium sinum,

profectus ad Erythras /Etolo-

rum, quae prope Eupalium

sunt, exscensionem fecit. Haud

fefellit vEtolos : nam hominum,

quod aut in agris aut in pro-

pinquis castellis Potidaniae at-

que Apolloniae fuit, in silvas

mont.esquc rcfugit. Pccora,

quae inter festinationem abigi

nequierant, sunt direpta et in

naves compulsa. Cum his

ceteraque praeda . . quum Co-

rinthum petisset, &c.— Liv.

1. 28, c. 8.

2 'H cic ’'A[i<piacra ini ro~ig

aitpoig tSpvrcu rov Kpuraaiov
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hand, that it was towards the western extremity of

Locris, seems evident from its having resisted

Eurylochus together with GEneon, from its having
been chosen by Demosthenes as the place of de-

posit for his plunder, from its having been in the

hands of the TEtolians when their power was
greatest, and when they naturally became masters

of this narrow western extremity of Locris, which
comprehended only the territory of a few maritime

towns
; as well as from Strabo, who describes

jEtolia Epictetus as bordering upon Locris near

Naupactus and Eupalium. Eupalium
,
therefore,

I conceive, stood in the plain of Marathia, opposite

to the islands Trisonia or Trazonia, where some
ruins of an ancient city still exist on the eastern

side of the plain, at no great distance from the

sea. Erythrce was probably its harbour. Potidania

seems to have bordered on Eupalium, towards the

interior. Crocylium and Tichium were fortresses

still farther in the same direction, probably in

the valley of the Morno, where the ruins near

Lykokhori may correspond to one of them. That
valley having a direction nearly parallel to the

sea-coast, was speedily attained from Potidania
,

and was conveniently situated for that retreat upon
Naupactus, which Demosthenes had intended

before his attack of vEgitium.

The ruins at Velukhovo seem to be those of the

7rectov .... Kal Oiavdeia Kal ’ExIkti]tov he {rr/v AlrwXlai’')

EinraXiov Aoxpun 1 Eicriv> O Se ti]v to'iq AoKpo~iQ (twcltetovctuv,

TrapaTrXovg ttciq o AoKpiKog fine

-

wq e7ti NainraKTOV te icctl Euxct-

pov vTTEpficiWEL ru>y ^LaKocriMy Xiov^—p. 450.

ora^tW.—Strabo, p. 427.
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frontier town of the JLocri, towards iEtolia and

Doris, which latter district separated the "Western

Locri, or Ozolae, from the Eastern or Epicnemidii *.

The following reasons favour the opinion, that it

was Hyle. 1. Hyle is a name very appropriate

to such a wild country as that around Velukhovo,

and which was probably in early times still more

of a forest than it is at present. 2. The resistance

of Hyle to Eurylochus, until he had taken its de-

pendent fortress Polis, and his having found it

expedient to obtain hostages from Hyle, before he

commenced his march through Locris, are strong-

indications of the importance of Hyle, as well

as that it was near Amphissa and the Phocian

frontier. 3. The Morn6 being the only stream

worthy of notice on the coast between the Evenus

and the Crisscean Gulf, can alone correspond to

the Hylcethus
,
or Hylcetus

,
noticed by Dicsearchus

as a river in this part of the country, and which

probably derived its name from Hyle 2
. Diceear-

chus is undoubtedly adverse to this supposition,

inasmuch as he places a great harbour and the

city Tolophon between Naupactus and the Hylse-

1 Strabo, p. 425, 427.
2 Etra yutra Tavrrjv ?/ AOKplg KaXovfJLEvr)

’Ey j) 7roXig Nau7ra/croc, el0’ inroKeipLevog

Ai/uriv fiiyag, TroXig te ToXocpwv' fJLETa Si rr)v

ToXotpiopa TroTcifioQ £(70’ "Y\ai0oc \_al. "YXatroe] XeyofXEvog.

Tovtov Si pei v Xiyovmv iS, AlrwXiag.

'O 7rag Si TrapcnrXovg ovS' oXrjg £<70’ rj/Aepag.

Oiiroi KaroLKOVdiv Si ttpog /jLEffrjfifipiav

AlrwXiag, AiXeyeg to irp'iv keuXti/ievol.—Dicasarch. v. 64.

Hylaethus was originally per- that is to say, with a digamma

haps Hylseusin theiEolic form, separating the vowels.
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thus, which, if this river be identified with the

Morno, is incredible in so short a distance : on
the other hand, his remark that the Hylaethus was
said to flow from iEtolia, implies a large river

having distant sources, and thus accords with the

Morno, which, with the exception of its most
eastern branch, originating in Boris

,
has its sources

entirely in JEtolia
,
whereas no stream to the east-

ward of the Morno can have any part of its course
in JEtolia. If we suppose Hyle to have stood at

Velukhovo, where the chief branches of the river

collect into one great stream, nothing is more
likely than that the river should have taken its

name from the town which stood at that remarkable
confluence. Polls may, perhaps, have occupied the

site of Karutes, which commanded the pass leading
from Amphissa to the supposed site of Hyle

,
and

where I found a fragment of a Greek inscription.

If the ruins on the eastern side of the plain op-

posite to the islands Trazonia are those of AEupalium,

Tolophon having been the other most important

town on or near the Locrian coast, probably occu-
pied the valley of Kiseli, that being the district of

greatest capability next to the plain around the

supposed Eupalium. There are two other places

on this part of the Locrian coast, where I have
undoubted information of the existence of Hellenic

remains. One of these is at Vithari, at a short

distance from the sea on the western side of Cape
Andhromakhi, the other named Polyportu is on the

shore below Vetromtza, on the eastern side of Cape
Psaromyti. Of the latter it is difficult to offer any
conjecture, and possibly it may only have been the

12
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port or maritime fortress of Tolophon, the place

being only an hour distant from Kiseli. As to the

remains at Vlthari there is some reason to believe

that they mark the site of Phcestus, for the port of

Apollo Pheestius, so called apparently from a temple

of Apollo which stood there, seems from Pliny to

have been near CEantheia, and as Pheestus although

included by the same writer among the towns of

the interior *, is not one of the Locrian cities enu-

merated by Thucydides, we may infer that it was

no more than a subordinate place of the district of

CEantheia. This accords with the ruins at Vithari,

which are those of a fortress of no great extent. The

port ofApollo was probably very near Cape Andhro-

makhi. Triteia being described by Stephanus as

between Phocis and the Locri Ozolse 2

,
would seem

to have been not far from Delphi and Amphissa, on

the edge, perhaps, of the plain of Salona. There

still remain among the Locrian cities named by

Thucydides, some of which the positions are unac-

counted for, namely, Messapia, Hessus and Olpae,

to which may be added from Pliny, Argyna and

Calamissus. Olpce
,
being a name generally attached

to a pass, or commanding elevation, may have been

at Pendornia, which commands the pass leading

1 Proximi iEtolis Locri, qui oppidum Cirrha, portus Cha-

cognominantur Ozolae, immu- laeon, a quo VII. M.P. intror-

nes. Oppidum CEanthe. Portus sus liberum oppidum Delphi.

—

Apollinis Phaestii, sinus Cris- Plin. H. N. 1. 4, c. 3.

sseus. Intus oppida Argyna, 2
fteratv $u>KiSog rat AoKpwv

Eupalia, Phsestum, Calamissus. rw v 'O^oXoiy. Stephan, in Tpt-

Ultra Cirrhaei Phocidis campi, reia.
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from Athymia or Myonia to Vithari, over the

mountains which terminate in Cape Andhromakhi,
and where I am informed that some Hellenic re-

mains are observable 1
. Paradhlsia and Malandrina

are probably the sites of two of the other ancient

towns just named. I have before alluded to an

Anticyra of Locris, which was not far to the east-

ward of Naupactus, and situated so near the shore,

that Lsevinus battered the walls from his ships.

It is not improbable that Klima, where some

Hellenic vestiges exist, was the site of that town,

and that the lake which now separates Klima from

the sea, may, as in many similar places on the

coast of Greece, have been an harbour or naviga-

ble bay.

The part of iEtolia which Demosthenes invaded

was the Eastern portion of the province denomi-

nated Epictetus or the acquired
;

ancient iEtolia,

according to Strabo, having comprehended

only the maritime country from the Achelous

to the Evenus, together with the fertile interior

plain containing Stratus and Trichonium 2
. The

three principal tribes of iEtolia Epictetus, were

the Apodoti, the Ophienses, or Ophionenses, and

the Eurytanes. It is evident from Thucydides, that

1 My information on the si- to 'Epakto by the coast road,

tnation of the Hellenic remains Vithari is written Dhidhavra

on the coast of western Locris, in the map accompanying

I have lately been enabled to “ Travels in the Morea

I

am
correct by the kindness of not certain which is the correct

George Finlay, Esq. who has sound,

travelled by land from Salona 2 Strabo, p. 450.
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the Apodoti bordered upon Locris, and the Ophi-

enses on the CEtoei, iEnianes, and Dryopes
;

the

Eurytanes therefore were situated to the north-

ward of the great iEtolian plain, having been

surrounded on the other sides by the Aperantes,

Agrsei, Athamanes, Dolopes, Dryopes, and Ophi-

enses 1
. The Eurytanes thus possessed the great

central summit anciently called Pansetolicum and

now Viena, with the greater part of Vlokho, and

all the country watered by the tributaries of the

Achelous which descend from the range of Panceto-

licum, from Tymphrestus
,

which was itself in

Dryopis 2

,
and from the mountains of 'Agrafa.

The extent of country thus occupied by them, and

its position in the centre of the continent, accord

perfectly with Thucydides, from whom it appears

that they were the most numerous, least known,

and most uncivilized of the iEtolian tribes.

Many remains still exist of the towns of JEtolia

Epictetus
,
but very few of their names are to be

found in history. In the country of the Apodoti

were those mentioned by Thucydides. In that of

the Ophienses, Bomi and Callium are the only

two known from history. Agrinium, Thestia, and

Thermus seem to have belonged to Eurytania, and

Strabo informs us that CEchalia was a city in the

same division of AEtolia 3
. It is very possible that

a careful examination of the country might ascer-

tain the exact site of all these places. Bomi was

1 Thucyd. 1. 3, c. 94, et seq.

Strabo, p. 450, 451.

2 Strabo, p. 433.
3 Strabo, p. 448.
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situated near the sources of the Evenus *, and
Callium, not far to the south-westward of Hypata
of the JEnianes

,
now Neopatra, as seems evident

from a comparison of Thucydides with the narra-

tive given by Pausanias of the expedition of the

Gauls against Callium, when they were encamped
before Thermopylae, and whence there remains

little doubt that Callium was the same place as the

Callipolis of Livy.

That historian relates that in the year b. c. 191,

when Manius Acilius Glabrio had defeated Antio-

chus at Thermopylae and taken Heracleia, he

offered sacrifices to Hercules on that summit of

(Eta which was called Pyra from being the spot

where Hercules was said to have destroyed him-

self on a burning pile of wood
;
and that from

Pyra the consul moved forward to Corax, a very

high mountain lying between Callipolis and Nau-

pactus 2
,
which he crossed with great difficulty

and loss of beasts of burthen. His route was pro-

bably by the vale of the Vistritza into that of the

Kokkino, over the ridges which connect Velukhi

with Vardhusi, but very near the latter mountain,

which is thus identified with Corax. From the

vale of the Kokkino, the consul followed doubtless

that of the Morno towards Naupactus.

1
<> S’ Evrjpog 7rorafj.de ap\E- pactum. Liv. 1. 36, c. 30.

rai fiev ek Bcjfjiewy, riov kv These words are exactly taken

’O(pieiioiv. Strabo, p. 4$1.— from Polybius, as appears from

B(ofjol, \6<j)OL AiruXiag, ol nar- Stephanus in Kopa£. Kopa£,

oiKovvre

e

Bwptetc.— Stephan. opog fiEra^v KaWnroXEwg ical

in voce. Naur-ciktov. UoXvfoiog eIkovtu).

2 Inter Callipolim et Nau-
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The Romans found the passage of Mount Corax

so difficult even with the advantage of an ad-

vanced body to clear the way, that Acilius did not

venture to repeat the experiment, when, in the

following year, the iEtolians, who had offered no

opposition on the former occasion, occupied the

mountain in the expectation that the Romans M ould

return to the siege of Naupactus by the same route
;

instead of which Acilius, after having taken Lamia,

crossed Mount (Eta from Heracleia and marched to

Amphissa \ evidently by the modern post road from

Zituni to Salona, through the pass of Cytmium.

I shall here take the opportunity of remarking,

that Fidharo, or Fidhari, the modern name of the

Evenus, being derived from <plSi, the Romaic form

of ocpig, is evidently a vestige of ’O cpisig, the ancient

people in whose territory the river originated.

It would be in vain to attempt a more accurate

chorography of 2Etolia
,
so little having been known

of this country or its people by the ancient authors,

whose works have reached us. Nothing can more

forcibly show the scanty knowledge vdiich the

Athenians had obtained of the interior of iEtolia in

the time of Thucydides, than his remark that the

Eurytanes spoke a language scarcely intelligible,

and were reported to feed upon raw flesh
2
. Though

cruel, treacherous, and rapacious, like the iEto-

lians in general, the Eurytanes contributed greatly

to the power of that confederacy which for many

1 Liv. 1. 37, c. 4, et seq. yXwcaav nal u/iotpayoi tia'iv,

s ixtyioTOV f^epoQ zot'l tu>v u

>

g Xeyovrcu.—Thucyd. 1. 3,

A trwAwj', ayvuHTTOTCLTOi c. 94.

S SVOL. II.
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years had a leading influence in the affairs of

Greece, and even checked the ambition of Rome.
To the formation of the iEtolians into a single body

moved by a national council, it is probable that

the magnificent position of Thermus in the country

of the Eurytanes, mainly contributed—strong in

itself, central with regard to the whole province,

and conveniently situated for commanding both the

fertile plains of old iEtolia and the rude mountains

of the Epictetus.
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Chapter XI.—Page 101.

Inscriptions at Dhavlia (Daulis).

1 .

’Ayadrj rvyr) avroicparopi Tpaiavio ’ASpiaval Kataapi St/3aoT(J

to fj', Tvatu) Tltdaviu) Voua/CM SaXsivaropi vnarotg, 7rpo 6' K.

NovEvfipibJV, tv XatpwvEta, Zivnvpog ’ApKTTitJvog /cat Jlapfxivwv

Zw7rvpov, ol tydiKoi rfje AavXieujv noXtujg efiaprvpoiroirirmvTO ano-

(pacnv dvriyeypcttyOcu rqv dodtlirav vnd T. Xaovtov EvfiovXov

ri]v viroytypanntvr)v. T. QXaoviog Ev/3ov\o£, o Sodtlg Kpirrjg Kai

oparrrjg viro Kcllctlov Maijtjuoi/ dvOvnciTOv /cat rqpqdelg vito OvaXe-

piov Jdsovqpov dvOvnarov piEra^v Zcjnvpov rov ’Apiarioivog /cat

llapfisviovog rov Zmttvpov Kat M e/x/xiov ’Avrioyov ntpl yiopag ci/jl-

(pKrjSqrovfiEVT'jg a.Kovc^ag') bcaripov fitpovg t(p’ dcrov tftovXovro Kal

£7ri T7]v avro\plav iXdwv, KtXevtmvrog fJLt anocbrjvaaQat KXiodlov

Tpaviavov rov Kpariarov avdvndrov, Kptivw KaQoig vnoytypanTai.
’Aypov Apvmriov ov qyopaat napa tuiv KAtag TcXqpovo/xutv Meya-

piog ’Avrioyog, KaraXafto/XEVOc tic twv ini pit Ko/xiaOevriov ypa^i-

fidrwv TrpoayKtiv
’Avtio^m nXidpa <l>a»/ct/ca vXe, ooa av Evptdrj

7rXeicj tovtmv KpEivu) Eivcu rfjg AavXiicjv TroXtoig. ’0/xoi(og aypov

Et/^uXetac 7rXtdpa vX' Kpsivio tlvat ’Avno^ov, ra Se Xonra rrjg tto-

Xtwg. Trjv ()£ ap^/jv rrjg fiErpytaEivg /cpetVw ytviadai rfjg x^Pa€
o6ev av fiovXrjrai ’Aprio^oe cv Etcartpwv twv aypiov Apv-mzlip /cat

EvijvAa^, ev Se nXarava) /cat MoaxoropiEaig /j,la ei

t

dpapOTEpoig

dpx>) Trjg fXETpii<jEb)g tarai, fJLETpovfiEvwv and rrjg dodtio-qg ap^rjc

riov E(f)E^7]g, /xq EXXoyovfitvuJv ralg fXETpqaEfnv dndaaig /tr/r£ pti-

s s 2
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dpojv ppre baa rpayia bvra /cat pi) bvvapeva ysvipyeladai i/7TEp

£i(ca aipvpag early. TLappaav’ T. <f>Xaoviog Ev/oovXog airE(j>r)vappv

/cat eacppayiapai. A. Meorptoe 2w/c\apoe, KAeopEypg EXeapevovg,

Neikcjv 2vpipopov
,
Aapnpiag Ne'uciovog, Zdonvpog ’Avriircirpov,

^u)aij3iog ApaKiovog
,
Nft/cwv 'AXs^dydpov, Aeivv Qeodorov, KdXXivv

<&vXakog, K aaaiog Alapnavov. T'jjcfilapari rfjg 7ro\£W£.

2 .

'O^oe c)£ r; £7rt top ’Apyayirpv e£ei irXdrog KaXapovg dvo' rd fie

<rr)fie~ia Kai rovg bpovg rfjg pErpljaeuig Evyapa^ovai Koivrj ivrog

rfjg e'lKabog rov dcodEKurov ppvbg, ppojy dray Evycipayduiai etteXev-

aopivivv avrovg. Ilfpi aypoii Apvinviov Kara r>)v npoKopiadEiaav

\E~ipa vird ^Eparnddog Zwnvpov rov eydiKov /cat rfov rvepl fylXwva

hwaiKpdrovg Kal Adpiova ZuiTrvpov apyovriov KpelyofjiEy, el. n Xelttei

rw apidpip ek rfjg aivocpdaEivg rf]g Ev/3ovXov rErpaKoahvv rpiaKovra

7tevte TcXedpiov, rovrov eyeiv cnralrpaiv 2Epamada aVo rf]g Aav-

Xiitvv TrbXewg. Uappaav' Kovppiog Avro/oovXog KEKpiKa /cat rijy

wpojrpv kacppayiaa, Ntoy^opoe AvKoppdovg KEKpiKa, ’Ayaalag T£t-

pwvog KEKpiKa, II. A'iXiog Acipofevog eaippciyiaa reraprpv. Ehrl-

(S(orog') VEpnrpv. Alprpobwpog 'A-aoXXoddrov 'AvriKvpevg. Nt/ca-

perog Tllarov Tidopevg, Tvpavvog Tvodvvov eacjipdyiapai. 'AkIv-

dvvog E.aXXiKpdrovg Tidopevg. 2e£. Kopm'iXiog ’Aaloyog. Evvovg

’E7raippa. KaXXiyevpg KXeoveikov eaippayiKa Tidopevg.

Note II.

Chapter XI.

—

Page 114.

The following are the forms of liberation in the inscription of the

church at Kapurna ( Cliceroneia). In the original the iota is

omitted in the termination of the dative cases.

1.

"Ap^ovroe ZioiXov rov Evdvdpov, ppvog

Alovvaiog Ihiplov (cat Tlapdeva ’ApiaroviKov a(j)idai rpv idlav

dovXpv 'Eppaiav eAevdepav, iepdv rip hapaTvi, irapapEiyaaav

YlapQevq Eiog civ £ij dvEVKXprwg, pi] irpoapKOvaav ppdevi ppdev,

rrjv dvadeaiv 7roiovpEvoi did roil avvedplov Kara rov vopov.

2 .

"Ap^ovrog AiOKXiovg rov "Aipplov, ppvog
'OpoXw'iov 7TEvrEKaide-

Kclry, Ae'^imva ’Adavlov, Trapovrog avrfj rov ciydpdg 2aplyov rov
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fyiXo{,£VOV, dvariBr)Oi rag ibiag bovXag KaXXiba Kai HvOiv Kai

to ek rfjg KaXXlbog naicapiov, <p ovopia N ikcjv, lepovg rw ^Epdiribi,

Trapa/UEivavrag Ae&tttta Ev/3ovXov, rfj Kara (pvaiv /.iov /J-aiujur],

7ravra rov rfjg £b)fjg avrfjg xpbvov dvEVKXijrwg’ rd oe yevvrjdEvra

avrivv iv rip rfjg Trapa/iovfjg XP^V ’^ri^aav covXa AEtymrag

rf/g ’Adaviov’ rrjv dvadsiTiv ttoiov/ievt] bid rov avvEbpiov Kara rov

vbfiov.

3 .

’’Apxovrog Evavbpov, firjvbg ’AXaXKopiEvriov rpiaKabi, ’AyadoicXrjg

Evavbpov dvaridijiri rovg Ibiovg bovXovg Zuraifiov Kai Evfiiova

ispovg rov hepaTrioog
,
Trapapie'ivavrag avEVKXfjrwg kavrip Kai rfj

yvvaiKi /iov EovKariq., rrjv dvcideaiv iroiovixevog bid rov avvebpiov

Kara rov vofxov.

4 .

Mrjvog ’AXaXKO/JiEVEiov tt

E

vrEKaibEKartj, Kijipiaoburpa Kparurvog

irapovrog avrrj rov irarpog Kpdriovog acpirjai rrjv ibiav bovXr/v

Eva/j,£p[(ja lepav ’SiEpairtbog, TroiovfAEvrj rrjv avademv Kara rov

vo/xov.

5 .

”
Apxovrog

’

Avriyiovog
,
firjvog Upoararijpiov TTEVTEKaibEKarrj, Mt->

Xojv 'Itettivov Kai TrjXEpaylg EvfiovXov dvaridiacriv rd ’Lbia bovXiKa

Kopaaia ’AXE^avbpav Kai davpiaarav updg rip ’ZapdnEi, /htjOevI

/ir/dEV TrpoarjKovaag, TrapafXEivacrag bo M/Xam Kai TjjXe^a^t^t, eku~

ripoig bug av £u>triv avEyKXijrwg, rrjv avadEiriv itoiov/aevoi bid rov

avvEbpiov Kara rov vofxov.

6 .

'Apxovrog <&iXo£i,£vov, firjvog ’AXaXKopiEVEiov ttEvrEKatbEKarrj,

’AXeZojv 'PobLiovog dvaridrjcn rrjv ibiav bovXijv Aiovvaiav Ispav

riv ’Lapd-m, irapafiEivairav eavruj dvEVKXrjrivg irdvra rov rov

£rjv xpbvov, rrjv avadEiriv TroiovpiEvog bia rov avvEbpiov Kara rov

VOflOV.

7 .

’Apxovrog Katpurtov, prjvog EovKariov rpiaKabi, Kpariov ’A/u-

viov Kai Evyira NiKapirov, avvapEirrovvriov Kai tojv vlaiv, dvan-
Qiaaiv ro covXikov avrwv Kopamov lepbv rip HepaVi,

napa^Eivauav Kparivvi Kai EvyLrq. Eojg av £o>(riv dvEVKXi/riog,

rrjv dvddEaiv ttoiovpiEvoi bid rov avvEbpiov /caret rov vofxov.
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Note III.

Chapter XII.

—

Page 154.

Orchomenian Inscriptions.

1.

0 vyap'yu) dp^ovrog, piedvog QeiXovOiw, ’Apyiapog EvpEtXw

ra/iiag E5/3a>Xu ’Apx^dpav <&ioke~u xpiog dirtborKa aVo rag aovy-

ypd(j>o) tteScl rurv tto\£jJ.dp\iov Krj rurv KaroTrraiov, avEXopiEvog rag

aovyypdcfxvg rag Kiptkvag Trap’ Evopova Krj <&iblav Krj IIaaiKXEiv

ki) Ti/aopiEiXov <&h)KE~iag Krj Aa

/

xoteXeiv Ailaiba/io) Krj Aiwvvaiov

Karpiaobcjpio Xr}pu)VE~ia Karrb rpcupiapia ru> bapiiv. — Apa-^/mg

16163.

0vvdpyu) dp^ovrog, piE~ivog ’AXoXko/jleviuj, Fcipviov IIoXu-

KXslog rapitag direCojKE Ev/3wXu ’Ap^ba/no 4>wK£ti d-rro rag aovy-

yparfrio rb KardXvirov Karro \pd(jnapia ru> bapiur, dvEXopiEvog rag

aovyypdtyivg rag Kipikvag ttdp XivcjnXov (o) TLvcfrpova d>wK£~iag Krj Trap

Anovvaiov Ka^uco^wpw Xrjpwvtla Krj Aval'.ba/iov Aa/dorEXiog tr£$d

rurv TroXEfJLap^EJv Krj rorv Karoirrdwv.—Apa^ptag 5823, 6j3oXov 1^.

’'Apxpvrog ev ’EpyofiEvv Qvvap^io, p.E~ivog ’AXaXKopiEviur, ev

bk FtXarir\ MEvoirao ’Ap^sAdur, piElvog rrpdro), bpioXoyia Ei//3a)Xi»

FtXaruji' Krj rrj ttoXi ’T^p^opisviurv' ’E7ri^£t KEKopuarr] ILvfiurXog 7rap

rag TroXtog rb bdvEiov airav Karrag opioXoyiag rag TEdslaag Qv-

r'dp^u) apxpvrog, piElvog QeiXov6'uh), Krj ovr ocjrEiXErr] avrv eti ovdkv

Trap rdv ttoXlv

,

aXX’ citte^l rravra ir£p\ ttdvrog, Krj arrobEboavdi rrj

7roXi rv Eyovrsg rag ofioXoytag, eI/jlev TroribEbopiivov xpbvov Ew-

ftcjXv Emvopiiag Fkria rrirrapa ftovEaai aovv iTnrvg biaKartrjg

FiKan, rrpojodrvg aovv ijyvg ^ELXirjg. cip^i rw XP^ V(,) ® kvtavrog

b fiEra Qvvapypv apxovra ’JLpxojJ-EVivg. diroyparjrkaOr) bk Eii/3ioXov

Kar kviavrov EKaarov Trap rbv rapitav Kp rbv vopiutvav ra te

Kavpiara ru> v ttpofidrivv Kt] rdv rjyivv Krj rdv (3ovurv Kt] rdv 'ittttojv

,

Krj Ka nva aaapia ’jiovdi, Kt] rb ttXE~idog. piEi cnroypacpEaduj bk

irXiova rurv yEypapipiEvurv ev rrj aovyx<opEUTt. r/ bi m rig Trparrr

}

rb Evvopuov Eii/3a>Xov, oipEiXEroi a rroXig ruiv ’Epxp/J-EViitiv apyov-

piio pivdg TTErrapaKovra E5/3wXv kuQ’ EKaarov kviavrov, Kr/ tokov

(pEpirur bpax^ag boviv rag pivdg tKaarag Kara pislva EKaarov, Kt)

EpnrpaKTOg eotiv Ev/3wXv a voXig riov ’Jbpxppi£Vi(i)v - - - -
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2 .

Bouoroi rov rphroSa avtOeiKav rrjg XapitEaffi Karrdp pavreuav

tut ’AiroXXivvog, dp^ovrog 2japtao
’

IcrpEiyinrao 0£i/3>;w, d(j)E(ipLa.r£v-

oj'tojv MfXaVj/toe Nikok\e~ioq ’Ep-^opErioj, ’Hff^ptwvoc 0£p<rav^p£^w

K-opurvElog, ’ApyofcXfloe ’A VTioyiCao ’A vQahov'no, ’Apicrrurvog Mev-

vtSao QE(nriE~iOQ, Ilpa^treXioe ’Aptaro/cXt^ao 0£i/3//w, Otojuraorw

’Ep/icuvw Tavaypj/w, IlovOwvoe KaXXtyirovoc ’klpuririur, ypappa-

tevovtoq Alok\e~loq Aiorjrdvno UXarasTog, pavrEvopivoi Aiviao ’Epw-

r'uvvog QscnriETog, Oioirpoiriovrog .... EvpEiXidcio ’EpyopEviu),

lupaTEvovTog AapirpLao otoj ’Ep^opEvluj.

3.

Mvpryog noXv/cparioe, 'lapurrvpog A loyirovog, avdpEtrar i %opa-

yEiaavTEg rucdaavrEg Ariovvarp dvidELKcrv, Tiprovog ap-^ovrog,

avXLovrog 'KAtiviao, ^ovrog 'AXtCLtjQh'iog.

4.

’AXsuag NiKutvog, KacjruroSurpog ’AyXaocfraicao, dvfipErrcn X°Pa
~

yiovTEg viKacravTEg Auowcrtv avEdiray, ’AQaviao dpypvrog
,
avXiov-

rog KXeivlclo, pcovrog Epdruryog.

5 .

Oiog TLOv^av ayaddv. ’AXfvao ap^ovrog eSo^e tv dapv ’Ep^o-

pEv'nvv, 'Aythttcov Aarpirao ’HoXEta dir ’AXE^ayfipEiag irp6l,£vov

EtpEV Krj EVEpyirciv rag iroXiog 'JLp^opEjdcJv Kt) avrov Krj tgyoviog,

Krj ElpEV clvtv yag Krj FvKiag Eiraarv, Krj dtrrjmXicu' Krj areXtav Krj

a(TOvXiav Krj Kara yav Krj Kara ddXarray Krj iroXipo) Krj Ipdvag

u'oaag
,

Krj rd ctXXa oiroTra rvg aXXvg irpo^Evvg Kt) EVEpyETrjg.

6 .

Mraalvio apyovrog, dyurvotiETiovTog rwv XapirEirriiov Evcipwg

tGj UdyTvryog, rvSe ivtKojvav rd XapiTEicna.' aaX7riyicra£ ‘frtXtvoe

4>iXtVw ’AOav£~iog, Kapovt, Eipw^ae htoKpdnog 0£i/3eio£, iroEiTctg

M//orwp Alr](TTOpog $>u)Kcu£vg, pcnf/dFvciog Kpdrvry KXturvog QEif^slog,

avXELrag TlEpiyEPELg 'llpaKXidao Kov^iKrjvog, avXdFvdog Aapr]VErog

TXavKur ’Apy~iog, Kidapiarag ’AyiXoyog ’AaKXciirioyEviog AloXEvg

ct7TO MoupiVac, KtQapdFv^og Aaparpiog ’ApaXiotiv AloXEvg airo

Movpirag, rpaydFvdog ’AaKXanioSurpog IIovdicto Tapavrlvog, Kut-

paFvfiog XiKoarpaTog 4>iXoarpaTU) QEif^Elog, rd. imviKia KurpaFvSog

Evap%og EIpoSouo KopwvEvg.

15
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7.

O t£e ipiicwp top ciywpa twp Xapirjjer/w^* aaXnujTrjg Mrjng

'AnoXXwpiov ’Aptio^svq ctnb M.aicipbpov, Kr/pvi, ZwiXog ZwiXov

ITa<J>iOQ, paipwdog Nov/irjpwe Nov[xr]piov ’A drjpaiog, norin)g inwv

’Apupiag Arj/aoicXiovg Or]j3cuog, civXrjrijg 'AnoXXocioTog 'AnoX-

XoEotov Kpi)g, avXwiog 'PoiLnnog 'PoiUnnov ’ApyAog, Kida-

pioTr/g fiaptag 'AnoXXobwpov too <i>aptov AloXevg and Kvfxrjg,

icidapwibg Arj/jn'irpiog IIcip/xspicTKov KaX^rjSopiog, rpaywiog 'ln-

noKparrig
’

Apicrrofitpovg 'Police, Kw/iwcog KaXX'ur-parog ’E£a-

kzgtov Qn]fiaiog, norjrtjg ’Larvpwp 'Apupiag AripoicXiovg Qrjfialog,

vnoKpirpg AwpoQzog Awpodiov Tapapr'ipog, noiriTijg Tpaywdiwp

^ocpogXfig ’AotyoicXiovg ’AB^valog, vnoKpiTtjg Ka/3t
(
oixo£ Qzoiwpov

Qr]/3cuog, nonjrbg Kwp,whiwp ’AXi^apSpog 'Apiarrlutpog 'AOrjpdlog,

vnoKpiTrig”ArraXog ’AttoXov
’

AQtjpcuog . O'lbe ipiKwv top pepLrjTov

ayuipa twp 'OpoXanW nalbag avXrjrag AioxXfjg KaXXip,i']Xov Qr]-

fiaiog, nalbag rjyefxopag 2rparlpog TLvpikov Qr)[ia~iog, apipag avXrj-

rag AioKXrjg KaWtpjjXou Qrjftcuog, apfipag r/ye/dopag 'Pociinnog

'Pobinnov 'Apye~iog
,
rpayepbog 'lnnoKparrjg 'ApicrTopApovg 'Pociiog,

Kwfxwbbg KaXXtorparoc 'P&KErjTOV Qr\ficuog, ra inivtKia tcw/uwbiwp

noit]T?ig AXii,ap^pog 'Apurrtwpog 'Adrjpaiog.

Note IV.

Chapter XV.—Page 296.

Inscription at Kardliitza (Acrcephiwn).

twp banapr\fxaTWP

Xlpwp kci . . op

rrj EOOTrj

. . Xei ical ro'ig 'LefiaGTol.g aywp

. . . Kr} . . nuaip fiopog /cat npuirog ano

pwp . . r/p TzifxrjP ravrrjp iiplaTUTE

an iKdifJLarog ip tw yv/xpaaiw firji

£ pol . . . tup . . . ooSi twp nap£nii>r)iJ.ovpTi»p .

rtip iXzvdipoig /cat rolg twp noXziTwp SooXoig .......
rjdog . . . wp . . Ttjv oipX0 v T *! v /-‘tyiorqi' ov iiiiXinzp ....
. . . \\jvyiap . . . 2e/3aaT0t£ . . . oiprjg

inq. ijl^ipa ty\v noXiv, iniTzXwp top Xzybfizpop na

. . ip tw yvfjLpaaiw twp vnzpjlaXXoPTWP SaivaprjfiaTWP, /cat a

hi . . . tiwro ob fxopop nap' ii/uip aXXci /cat ip ru'ig nzpig
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7toXectlv dav/xcl^eadai. tov te pLEyioTOV /cat aor^ovTog kjfxivy Trjv

ywpav 'yw^xaroQ TrapaXEXEip-pkyijg rfjg kovuktecjq, oXov exlctkev-

aaQrjyat Kal KoyiacrOfjyai fiovug TvpuEv6r\(rev, TrpoapEiyug /cat

Karojpdujaaro, vrrkp fija/Cftr^tAta kijyapia ovtrijg rfjg kmaKEvrig ig

ktjkEKa vTakiovg . ijkr] Si to fiEyaXorppoy rfjg yyur/upg EKTEtvag

/cat ig to Boiwrujy edvog, TrpEafliag alrovpkypg 7rpog rov vkov

S£/3aorov ky rw tuiv ’Aycucvv /cat IlavEAAr/j'WJ' trvvEkpiu) kv

"ApyEL, 7roXXciy te trvyEXrjXvOoTCoy Eva^rjjjioyMv /cat irpkvTivv ek

Twy ttoXemv /cat itdvrwv dpyovp,ky(oy /cat kiziKaXovpLEyov rravTa,

ky kXdaaovi dkp.£yog tcc eclvtov, irpoQvpoTaTa ETrEkk^aro Trjy

TrpEtrftiay virip tov BoiuTivy ’kdyovg, 7rpotx0£te rw £vy£V£t rfjg

yykvfirjg Kal to jj.£yaXo\pv^oy Kal cikurpiay irpErr^Evuiv. Oavp.daiog

ovv e7tl TOVTOig /cat CLTro^o^rig afyioOlg ky rolg ITavkXXrjcnv TEi/xag

’kXajjEV, papTvpovf-iEvog /cat kid Trjg iTEpapditrijg ETruTToXrjc vtt’ avTioy

Tvpog Trjy ivoXiy rjpiov. TsXkaag kk Trjy irpECT^Eiav /xetci tCjv aXXojy

kdyujy Kal to airOKpipia kvEyKwy ttapd

. . . TEijxag EXapEy piETa tmv (TvyrTpErr^EVTciry, to te koivov

TlapL^oavrivy avykkpioy viropup,vr]crK6p.£Voy Trjy avTExdyysXTOy \ciptv

Kal tvyoiav
, TEifiag k\l/rj<j>L(rayTO avTur rag TTpEirovaag, /cat a7rkaTEiXav

Trpog Tr)y ttoXiv r'jpiov. etutcl kk /cat at 7roXsig Kal Kiv/iai

EvyapirjToy 7rpa .... at /cat ai/rat .... /xacriy . . . /cat ttoXiteicl

/cat EiKoytov dyaardcEi TEifirjcrcu avToy. inrEpEflaXXETO kk rrj fiE-

yaXoxp /cat cipETrj irayTCig Tovg kavrov

ttpog to (piXoko^ov /cat (piXciyadoy Taig £Tra\Xr]Xoig ccurdyctig, Eig

(piXon-aTpig Kal EVEpytTrjg vop.i£op,£yog. kyXEXonroTog yap rjkrj

rpiaKoyra ETij toii rG>v Ilrwiwj' ciyuryog, KaTaarradlg aywyodkTrjg

TTpoOv/xoTaTa kirEkk^aTO, (piXoko^r'iaag to ciyayEwcraadai Trjy ap-

yaiOTrjTa tov ayurvog tuiv psyaXivy TLtcoiwv /cat Kaaraprjujy,

KTicfTrjg a yojQsy yEvo/iEvog, dyaXafirvy te Trjy ap^rjy EvQkivg

ettiteXeI Tag Ovaiag /cat ra tov Oeov /layrsla, kaTLwy cip)goyTag

Kal trvykkpovg Kar ETOg 7TEvrciKig pLEyaXofiEpkaL kiivyotg, Kal Trjy

7roXiy dpLGTL^wv ett l TrEVTUETlay, /urj^E/xtay virkpdEcny Troir/ad/xEyog

ev TO~ig xpoyoig fxk/TE dvalag fxr'iTE kandvrjg fxrjkETTOTE. ETnaTavTog

kk tov ayu>yog rw £iT« kyiavTU) to kirl vroXscvg kiako/xa Ig Tijv fxkX-

Xovaay EopTrjy ’kkwKEy, Tram rolg TroXsiTaig Kal TvapoiKoig /cat EKTij-

fikyOLg cikovg /car’ dySpa ekuotov Korpiyoy cteitov Kal o’iyov ijfxtyav’

Tag kk iraTpiovg Tcofiwag fXEydXag Kal Tr)v rw y trvpTuiy 7rctTpiov op-

Xpony OEoaEpuig kivETEXEGEy, TavpoOvTr'jcrag te rolg 0£otc /cat 2£/3a<7~

Tolg KpEakoalag /cat apttrra /cat yXvKicrpovg Kal kxTrya ov ktkXnrEy

7roiojy, Kal Kara rd&g cun) EiKakog p-k\p t rpiandkog irpog Eviram TO~ig
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apioroiQ naldag rovg rivv noXeirufy Kal dovXovg eyyXiKovg, rag re

yvvalKag ruiy noXeirufy y yvvfj avrov Nwn . a r)pi art (rev Kal nap-

devovg Kal dovXag. ov napeXinev de ovde rovg aKyvirag Kal arvvKotr-

povvragryv eoprrjv, ypiarurev de avrovg an EKdeparog Kar Idiav, o

pydelg aXXog ruiy nporepivv enoiyerev, pydeva rfjg eavrov dnXav-

Qpuiniag fiovXopevog apoipov yeveaQai, ’ey re ralg yeivopevaig Oecj-

piaig rov QvpeXtKov nayrag rovg dewpevovg Kal rovg (TvveXOovrag

and ruiv noXeioy eyXuKiaev ev rid Qearpiv, nep.pi.ard re inolyaev

peyaXa Kal noXvreXfj, cog diaKovara Kal iv ralg neplg noXemv ra

danayypara avrov yeveerdai, ’ey re rfj avyreXeiq. rov ayuivog perix

ro navdypov dlnvov ryv ap^yv aruidev ndXiy noiovpevog rfjg dan-

avyg Kara rpiKXeiyov diadopara edojKev evdeKa dyvapiuv, Kal Kepa-

palov o’lvov naXaiov Kal dyvapia id, ig inoxpypa ro Xoinov rfjg da-

navy g. pera C)£ ryv ndvriov rovruiv awreXeiav Karafiaivovrog

avrov and rov lepov enl ryv ndXiy navdypel dnyvryoav oi noXelrai,

ndaav (f>iXoreipiav Kal eir^apiariav deiKvvpevoi. d de pfj t/cXa.&o-

pevog rfjg eavrov peyaXoippoovvyg ravpoSvrycrag Ait rw peyierrto

enl rfjg noXeiog napay^pfjpa etariacrev rovg avveXSovrag enl ryv

evyapiariav. cldev enl rolg roiovroig rovg a’yaOovg ruiy avdpwy Kal

rovg peyaXo\\jvyovg Kal (piXondrpidag ralg npocryKovaaig reipalg re

Kal dwpealg npoafjKov egtiv Koapovpevovg paprvpltrdai. di a dy

ndvra edo'dev rolg re dp-^ovai Kal crvvedpoig Kal rw dypiv, inai-

vtoai per rov npoeipypevov ctvdpa ’Enapeivuivdav i(p’
fj

npog ryv

narpida ia\yKev EKrevel evvoip Kal npog ro ’Bokvtuiv eOvog peya -

Xo\Lv%iq, ovvKoapivv Kal ryv narpida rfj npeajoeia, aretyavutcrai de

avrov Kal y^pvtTui (Treejidytp Kal elkovl reXtia ypanrfj ayadfj
,
rovg re

perci ravra Karaaradyeropevovg dywvoQerag ev rolg emreXeaByao-

ptvoig vn avruiv ayuxnv KaXelv q.vrdv Ig npoedpiav, KaOdnep Kal

rovg ciXXovg evepyerag, \va ek rwv ovriog (TvvreXovpevwv y noXig

ypufy ev^apurrog tyalvyrai npog rovg evepyerag, noXXoi re £yXu)ral

yeivuivrai ruiv ayadtov ruiy elg ryv ndXiv paprvpovpevuiv ruiv nput-

ru)v. urrjatai Se Kal dvdpidvrag avrov ij uydXpara, tva ptv iv rid

lepiv ’AnoXXujvog rov Tlrwiov, rdv d’ erepov enl rfjg noXeujg ’ey ry

ayopp, Kal eiKovag opoiiog emy^pvaovg, ryv eniypa([>ijy noiovpeviov

rrjyde' 'O dfjpog Kal ?/ fiovXy ’Finapeivuivdav ’JLnapeivujydov dpiara

noXeiTEvadpevov ereipyaev. dvadelvai de Kal iv avaypaipfj ro xpy-

(piapa enl rov lepov rov ’AnoXXuiyog rov Tlrivtov Kal enl ndXeivg iv

rfj dyopp.
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Note V.

Chapter XX.—Page 558.

Inscriptions on a Wall at Kastri (Delphi).

1 .

"Apyovrog IIvppov
,

prjvoc 'Jlpcnriov, /3oiiXevovtojv rav irpiorav

E^dprjvov Mt/c/ct/Xov, KXewvog, ypapparsvovrog Se rag ftovAcig Qeo-

rlpov, diriboro Ilparov HXurrapyiiv, avvEvdoKEOvrivv (cat rwv vithv

avrag Ata/ctda Kal XaipeipavEog, rip ’AnoXXivvi rw Ilvditp trihpa

yvvaiKE~iov, p ovopa 'AiroXXwvia, npag apyvpiov pvav -kevte’ Kal

rav ripciv ’iyovri iratrav* Kadlog etckttevcie ’ArroXXivvia rav (ii'av

rip Osip, E(f IVTE EXEvOipa ElpEV Kal aVEljjaTTTOQ aTTO TVaVTldV TOV

irdvra y_povov, rroiovaa a icct dkXp /cat dTorpE^ovcra oig ica Oe.Xy.

pElScuwTrip Kara rov vopov KXewv A lovvtriov. si Se rig clktoito

’AiroXXivvlag ettI KarabovXarpip, [lifiaiov -rrapEyovrij) rav ihvav rip

Qsip a re dnobopiva Kal 6 fiEfiguiorrip' ei (is pi) irapEyonrav, EKripoi

eovru) pvav rpuiKovra HieAevkiv 2eXevkov

,

av 2sXEVKog OeXt). opoiiog

()£ Kal 6 iraparvyjov Kvpiog eorw itvXeiov 'AiroXXwviav cog EXsvdEpav

eovtrav, a 'Cdpiog kiov Kal avvirodiKog rratrag diKag Kal £apiag. pdp-

rvpoi vl i£p£~ig rov 'AwoXXiovog 'Apyjuvv,
1

A6ap[oog, /cat idahrai A t-

Karag
,
KaXXtag, ’E-^kijjvXog.

2 .

”Apyovrog NiKodapov, ppvog ’AtteXX^iov, (3ovXev6vto)v rav rrpih-

rav E^appvov TloXvcovog, Adpivvog, ypapparEvovrog be rag /3ovXdg

KXsuivSa, E 7rl roicrclE drrkdoro ^Eviov’Apicrrof^ovXov, avvEvboKEOviTrjg

Kal KXeoae (cat Alvrjtriov rov rrarpog, rip 'AnoXXivvi rip IlvS’tw criopa

yvvaiKEiov oiKoyEVEg
,
a ovopa Suirr/pig, ripclg apyvpiov pvav teit-

aapivv" Kal rav npav ’kyri ^daav’ Kadiog ettkttevite rip d£tp rav

wvav, £<f
iprE kXsvBkpav E~ip£v ^ihrppiv /cat dvkipairrov aVo ndvrivv

rov 7rdvra filov, iroiovirav o kci GeXp, Kal dirorpkypvtrav oig Ka OkXp.

Ijsflaicoriip Kara rov vdpov rag ttoXioc Uarpiov ApiarofiovXov. ei be

rig Eipairroiro 2coriipiog etvi KarabovAiapip
,
(^Eftaiav rrapEyovno rip

Oeiv rav ihvav 6 te arrociopEVOg Seviov Kal 6 fiEpaiivriip Harpivv.

dpoiojg ()£ Kal oi Traparvv^dvovrEg Kvpioi eovtu) avXiovreg 2ihrrjpiv

ihg eXevQepav kovcrav, d(dpioi kovrEg /cat avviroOiKoi Kaaag diKag

Kal (apiag
.
paprvpoi oi hpEic rov ’ArroXXiovog Udrpivv, Uvppioc,

Kal rwv Idiihrivv HoXvavdpog NiKiog, KXeivv, ’Apnrr6[iovXog

,

Aapdarparog, RvOvciapog.
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3 .

”Apyovrog 2rpardyov, /ir)vbg Hoidov, ibg ’Afi(pL<Tcra~ig ayovn, ev

AeAtyoTg bb apyovrog Tlvppia, firjvbg 'Hpa/cXetov, diriboTO Aucaia,

avvevboKEOvnov Kal tcov vlibv avrag Aivpodeov Kal ’Apurrofiayov,

rw ’AnbXXiovL rip TlvQiip aibfia yvvaiK£~tov, ct ovo/ia ’Apycj, ro yevog

ohcoyereg, Tifiag apyvplov fivav Tpiorv Tvtvrr]KOVTa bpaypuby, Kadu/g

ETTLCTTEVCJE ’Apyb) Tip S’Elp TCIV ibvdv, £(p’ (pTE EXavOepaV ECfltV Kal

dv£(j>aiTTOv diro Tvavnov tov navra ypbvov. (3£f3auorr}p Kara rov

vofLov Kal Kara to crvfi(3oXov 'Afuviag TaXe/cXeog
’

Apapuraevg. fiap-

rvpoi Navfcivog, KaXXtorparoe, Aa^l^Eog, Aafiofevog ’Apupia(T£~ig
)

Kal Apiorribag

4 .

"Apyovrog 'Aj3pofiayov, /irjvbg 'Hpa/cXetov, (3ovXevovtojv rap Eev-

repav E^dfirjvov KaXXt'a too Ahovog, Nt/coorparou tov Eirbiopov,

ypapLfiaTEVovTog be. rag (3ovXag ~Evavbpov, cnriboTO Eeviov Arifir]-

Tplov
,
(TWEvEoKEOvTog Kal tov vlov KXewvoe T<p ’AtcoXXwvl TW Uvdio)

crUbfia yvvaLKELOv
,
a ovofia II Icrra, to yivog EvboyEvrj, Tifiag cipyv-

p'tov fivav 7tevte' Kal ray ri/xciy eyovn Tcdaav * Kadbrg ettlcttevite

Iltora ray wvav rw Oeio, £<p iote eXevdepa elfiEy Kal dyEipairrog cnrb

7ravnov tov icavra ploy, Tvoiovaa o Ka OeXy Kal cnroTpeyovira oTg

Ka OiXy. fieijaiwriip Kara tov vbfiov rac ttbXiog Ilarpiov
’

Apiaro-

(3ovXov. d be rig £(j)cnrroiT() TUarag ettI KarabooXiiTfiip, fikfiaioy

tvapeyoyno rd Oeip ray ilrydy o te cnrobofiEvog Beviov Kal b pe^ano-

Trip narpiov’ el be fir] ttapeyoicrav fiifiaioy, irpaKTifiioi eovtw Kara

roy vbfiov. b/ioUog be Kalol 7rapaTvyydvovT£g Kvpioi iovno aoXiovreg

IIloray ng EXevdepay kovirav, a^a/noi iovreg Kal avvTvobiKot iraaag

biKag Kal t^apdag. fxaprvpoi ol lepelg tov ’AicoXXiovog

ibiiorai be ... .

5 .

”Apyovrog KaXXiKpdrEog, fxr]ybg B vtr'iov, (3ovXev6vtix)v ray Eevte-

pay £i,afir]vov . . . tov , . Kparsog, ’A[iwra tov Eiibiopov, ypa/i-

fiaTEvoyrog be. rag ftovXdg KaXXiyiyeog tov AafiOKpciTeog, cnriboTO

Swrag Xapd,£vov tio ’AttoXXiovl tu> UvOho aiofm dvbpelov, to ovo/ici

Sarvpog, to yEvog olkoOev, rifiag dpyvpiov fiyav TEcrtrapiov, Kal ray

TLfiav £")(Ec Tvacruy 1Ziorag ‘ KaOurg EidaTEvae 2drvpog tio Qe<o rciy

wvay, £<p (ote eXeiidepog Eifiev /cat dyicfraTTrog aVo irdvriov tov irdvra

foiov

,

7roiiov o Ka deXy. (j£(3auorr]p Kara tov I'ofiov KaXXtyEvrfg

AafioKpaTEog. el be ng cltctolto harvpov ettI KarabooXur/iip, (3efiaiov
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7rapE^irio rip dsip rav u>vdv' el 3e fxr) rrapiyoi fiefiaiov, TrpaKripaog

ecttu) Y^aXXiyevqg ^arupip Kara rov vofiov. bpioiivg Se /cat ol 7rapu-

rvyydvovrEg Kvpioi eoyriv gvXeovteq rov Sdrvpov u>g eXeudepov

sovra, d^dpuoi eovreg Kai dvvrvobiKoi rvdoag Sdcag Kai £ap.iag' p-dp-

rvpoL ol lepelg rov ’A7rbXXivvog ’'Adaju/3oc, 'A/3popa^og, Ibnvrav

KXeobapog KaXXiyeveoe, SeyoKparpg ’LrpGipeycog, AapoKpdrrjg ....

The four following are on a large block of marble in the vil-

lage of Kastri.

6 .

. . . NiKobapov apyovrog, lepopyppovovvroiv AlrioXivv ....
riXa/rac, Aucaidpyov, Srpa-

rayov, KpiofivXov

. . . AeX(])u>v,
,

Api(rroKparovg,’'Avdpt))vog, Honoru>v, <bXeiv

ag virpperoov rolg lepopyj'ipoai

ev TlvXaiq. /cat iv AeXipolg

. . . uog y^povov ivoXvv rip koivo) avvEiSptip rivv ’ApipiKrvoyivv, dvev-

KXprwg eCo^e rolg lepopyppoai /cat rolg

ayoparpolg Uvdioig Ervaiviaai

Aa/ufj oiKOvvra ev 'Hpa/cXeta teat areipaywaai Eaipyrjr rrreipdvtp napa

rov Qeov, /cat elvai atirw irpobiKiay, dinpaXeiav, dovXiav, 7rpoebptay,

ariXeiav rrdvrijov, rov be ypapparea avaypaxpai ra beSoypeya

rolg lepopyr'ipotn Kai rolg ayoparpolg ev rip vitp rov ’AiroXXiovog .

7.

AeXifHil ebojKay 'ApiaraySpip ’AptcrroKXeovg Mcrnaiei, avrip Kai

EKyovoig, rrpo^eyiay, TTpopayreiav
,

7rpoebplav, irpoSiKiay, acrvXiav,

dreXsiay Traviiov Kai r aXXa oaa rolg dXXoig rrpo^ivoig /cat ev-

Epyeraig' apyovrog ’Avbporijxov, fiovXEVovriov K.X£vpdvriog ’EvcUkov,

’Apnrriivvog Nt/coda/iov.

8 .

’E7rt VLpaorov apyovroc
,
lEpopvrjpovovvriov AlrioXiov Aaporipov

'Avbpea, Aevkiu Ahvvog, M vptria 0evciorov,

KXeokvSov Xiov, AeXipbiv Sov EiidvSirov, Houorujv

'Hpocidpov £^o$e rolg lEpopvrjpoai

. . . . . . . biareXei ypeiag Trapeyo-

/JEVog rolg re lepopyrjpoai Kai rolg ’ApipiKrvoai Kai rolg dXXoig

. . . . tbo^E rolg iepopvripocnv erraiveGai re KaXXewja

. . . . . . eaipvrjg areijidvip ttapa rov Qeov
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Kal elvat avrijp Kal EKyovoig 7rpo^ua'av, datyaXeiav, davXiav, driXeiav

((fat TTpoe^plav ep tvclctl rolg ayw)<rcv ote ndeaaiy oi ’ApcpiKTVoysg.

v»»J3i^v/on .AH .fyT

g

’E7TI Upctorov dpyOVTOg LEpopVT]pOVOVVTWV AluxjXCjv Aa . . . fJLElOQ

. . . . yog, • • • crrwviog AXet,aycpov,
.
piyi AXet,(i)vog,

. , . yov $>t\op . . vov, AppojyaKrog Xiov, AeXtyiov ’Apa . . iv

.... <Pu)keu)v, KaXXtKparovg, e2o%e to~iq lEpopyppoai ’E 7reidr/

KaXAc/cAfjg (KaXXiKXeovg'AOrjydlog ev rw) Koivtp avvE^piu) rwv'Ap-

(pLKTVoycJv (SiciteXel XP£ *aC 7TapEyojiEVog rolg lepopyripom Kal rolg

’ApcpiKrvoai Ka) IlayEXXrjcny dyivy dvevKXhrug, eCo^e rolg

hpOfivrjfioiTLV kiraLVEoai te KaAAiicAea KaXXucAeove ’Adrjvaloy

oiKovvra ev AlrwXly Kal <TT£(j>avwffai Sacpvrjg are(j)dyo) 7rapa tov

Oeov Kal time avruj Kal EKyovoig TrpoSiKiav dacpaXsiav dcrvXlav

drEXsiav Kal 7rpoeciplay ep irdm rolg dywaiy olg nOsamv 01 ’A/a

(j)lKTVOVEg.

10. At Delphi.

AeXipol EciujKav 4>iAi'7r7rw ’A7roXXiovlov KaXvpvlo) avrtv Kal e/cyo-

yoig irpofcvlav, rrpopavrElav, TTpOE^plav, KpoSiKiav, davXiav
,
are-

Xeiay rcavrwv Kal ra aXXa inrorra Kal rolg aXXoig r-po^EVOig Kal

EVEpyiraig. dpycvrog AapoKpdreog, fSovXevdvrav 'Ayhovog, ’Apia-

ropaypv, EvSiopov, ’AXe^apyov.

11. At Delphi.

Aovklov Ma'pcov NeVwra AlyiaXeivoy, TEreipripEvov aVo rfjg

Kopivdlcov fiovXfjg reipalg flovXEvriKalg Kal dyopavopiKalg, Aov-

Kiog Mapiog NeVwe 7ran)p, KoplvOiog, Kal 'lovXla A lyiaXr), AeXipr),

roy EavrCjy vioy ’AttoXXwvi ITu0t<t>.

’

IcroKparrig rag KaAAcyeVeoe oiKiag, ararrjpag ttevte

,

Bpaypdv,

oSeXobg tffreiijxcra boIIfiD agfor! Kasund 9At ecw oeffi otjH

SevoEapog, rug MEVwvog Kal AuovaKa o'lKiag, ararrjpag ciuo, ^pay-

pay, oSeXov, ripioSeXtoy
,
yaXKEOvg riropag.

’Eyivulog rag Atwm'/ca oiriag, (TTarijpag CEKa era.

XaipoXag, rag Yleida rov faXelaKog oUr/ag, ararrjpag rpe'ig,

cSpaypdv. .ps? t* .6 .0 .oioori*! .nfiguiil ’
.

t .0 .((i.ofij V.1 to i1 l 6ol> *»rtl tsfle 3110I JoV *
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13. At Delphi.

’Ayadrj Tv^rj. Ti/3. K\. IIo\v(cpdr£tav Navtrticdttv r>)v Kpartarrjv

kcll dp^iEpEiav tov kolvov twv ’Amanov, Tt/3. KX. TloXvicpdrovg

dp^iepewg kcll 'EWadap^ov SiU fiiov tov kolvov twv ’A%cllwv, kcu

Tt/3. KX. Aloyevdag dp-^iepelae tov kolvov twv 'Aycuwv OvyuTepci,

TO KOLVOV TWV ’A/jLLpLKTVOVW

V

KCU TO KOLVOV TWV ’A^CLLWV, dpETr/G

EVEKEV.

Note to Chapter XX. p. 576.

The following enumeration of the dvaOrifxaT

a

which Pau-

sanias found most worthy of notice in the sacred inclosure

of Delphi cannot be uninteresting to the admirers of ancient

art \ At the entrance of the temenus of Apollo was a brazen

bull by Theopropus of iEgina, dedicated by the Corcyraei in

consequence of a successful fishery of tunnies, the tenth of

the profits of which paid the expence of this offering and of

another sent to Olympia. Next were the dedications of the

Tegeatac, after having beaten and taken the Lacedaemonians,

who marched against them 2
,
consisting of statues of Apollo, Vic-

tory, Calisto, Areas, his four sons, and his grandson Erasus, son

of Triphylus. The artists were Pausanias of Apollonia, Daedalus of

Sicyon, Antiphanes of Argos, and Samolas an Arcadian. Opposite

to these works were some offerings of the Lacedaemonians from the

spoils of the Athenians (near Ephesus); namely, the Dioscuri,

Jupiter, Apollo, Diana, Lysander crowned by Neptune, Abas the

pdvTLQ of Lysander, and Hermon of Megara, his pilot. The last

was made by Theocosmus of Megara, the others by Antiphanes of

Argos, by Pison of Calauria, and by Athenodorus and Damias,

both of Clitor. Behind these statues were those of twenty-eight

companions of Lysander at iEgospotami, only three of which re-

presented Lacedaemonians, the remainder being the figures of

citizens of the allied states and islands : the artists were Tisandrus,

the Sicyonians Alypus and Canachus, and Patrocles of Crotona.

Here also was the brazen horse called Durius, made by Anti-

phanes of Argos, and dedicated by the Argives for the doubtful

affair of Thyrea. Below it were the offerings of the Athenians from

the tenth of the spoils of Marathon, consisting of Minerva, Apollo,

1 Pausan. Pliocic. c. 9. et seq. curgus.—Herodot 1. 1. c. 66. Pau-
* Not long after the death of Ly- san. Lacon. c. 7-
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Miltiades, seven of the Eponymi of the Athenian tribes, Codrus,

Theseus, and Phyleus, all which had been made by Phidias, and

stood upon an inscribed basis. Antigonus, his son Demetrius,

and Ptolemy had been afterwards added. Near the horse Durius

were some other dedications of the Argives, works of Hypato-

dorus and Aristogiton, namely, six of the chiefs of the first ex-

pedition against Thebes, Alitherses, and the car of Ampliiaraus

conducted by his charioteer Eaton. They had been presented

in consequence of the victory of the Argives and Athenians over

the Lacedaemonians at CEnoe of Argolis
;

so likewise had statues

of the seven Epigoni
;
opposite to which were Danaus, Lynceus>

and all the posterity of Danaus to Perseus and Hercules, ex-

cept the daughters of Danaus, of whom was Hypermnestra alone;

these had been offered when the Argives, in concert with

Epaminondas, founded Messene. Near them were some figures

of brazen horses and female captives, by Ageladas of Argos,

dedicated by the Tarentines on the occasion of their victory

over the Messapii. These were near the treasury of the Sicyonii.

So likewise was an equestrian statue of Triopas, founder of

Cnidus, dedicated by the Cnidii, together with images of Latona,

Apollo, and Diana, discharging their arrows against Tityus.

Near the treasury of the Siphnii were some statues presented

by the Liparaei for a naval victory over the Tyrrheni
;

near

the treasury of the Athenians was a brazen goat, consecrated

by the people of Cleone in consequence of the cessation of a

plague : and here also was a portico built by the Athenians from

the spoils of the enemy in the Peloponnesian war, and which

they had adorned with prows of vessels and shields of brass.

Near this portico was the rock upon which Herophile the sibyl

stood when she chanted her prophecies. Then a bison’s head in

brass, presented by Dropion, son of Deon (Audoleon ?) king of the

Pseones
;
and opposite to it a man armed with a thorax and

covered with a mantle, dedicated by the Andrii, and repre-

senting Andreus their founder. Next were statues of Apollo,

Minerva, and Diana, consecrated by the Phocenses for their

first victory over the Thessalian cavalry : a car, containing a

statue of Ammon, presented by the Cyrenaei
;
Apollo holding a

stag by the Macedonians of Dium, and Achilles on a horse, with

Patroclus running beside him, by the Pharsalii. Near the Co-

rinthian treasury was a statue of Hercules offered by the The-
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bans at the end of the Phocie war, and then a dedication of the

Phocians, consisting of Apollo, and Tellias the prophet, with

Rhceus and Daiphanes, who commanded the Phocians in their

second victory over the Thessalians, and figures of the local

heroes of Phocis
;

all these were the works of Aristomedon of

Argos, (see Phocic. c. 1). Next occurred a Jupiter in brass, and

an AEgina, presented by the Phliasii
;
an Apollo in brass, by

the people of Mantineia
;
and then Apollo and Hercules hold-

ing the tripod, Latona and Diana endeavouring to pacify

Apollo, and Minerva Hercules. This also was an offering of

the Phocians on the occasion just mentioned. The Minerva

and Diana were the work of Chionis of Corinth, the others of

Diyllus and Amyclaeus of the same place. Of the dedication of the

Greeks after the battle of Plataea, consisting of a golden tripod

upon a brazen serpent, the latter only remained, the gold having

been taken away by the Phocian generals in the Sacred War. Here

was an offering of the Tarentines, from a tenth of the spoils of

the Peucetii, consisting of men both on horse and foot, among

whom were Opis, king of the Iapyges, lying dead, with the La-

cedaemonian heroes, Taras and Phalanthus, standing beside the

body, and a dolphin near the latter, signifying that Phalanthus

had been shipwrecked and saved by a dolphin. Certain hatchets,

dedicated by Periclytus, had reference to the history of his native

island Tenedus. Here was also a statue of Apollo, offered by

the Greeks after their victory at Artemisium and Salamis. Near

the great altar was a brazen wolf, consecrated by the Delphi, then

a gilded statue of Phryne by Praxiteles, dedicated by Phryne

herself
;
then two statues of Apollo, one of which was presented

by the Epidaurii of Argolis after the defeat of the Medes, the

other by the Megarenses, for their victory over the Athenians

near Nissea : an ox, which the Plataeenses offered after the battle

of Plataea
;
two statues of Apollo, one of which was dedicated

by the people of Heracleia in Pontus, the other by the Am-
phictyones from the fine imposed upon the Phocenses for having-

cultivated the sacred land. The latter was 35 cubits High, and

was surnamed Sitalcas. Next were the offerings of the JEto-

lians after their defeat of the Gauls, consisting of the statues of

several of their commanders on that occasion, together with those

of Diana and Minerva, with two of Apollo
;
and a dedication of the

Pheraei when they had put to flight the Athenian cavalry, eon-

VOL. II. T t
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sisting of a statue of Apollo together with that of the leaders of

the Pherasan cavalry on horseback. An armed and gilded Mi-

nerva under a brazen palm-tree hearing fruit, and an owl were

presented by the Athenians, when on the same day they gained a

battle by land, and another with their ships on the Eurymedon.

Here was a car, dedicated by the Cyrensei, bearing Battus their

founder crowned by Libya, with Cyrene as the charioteer
;

the

artist was Amphion of Gnossus in Crete. Near this anathema

was an Apollo, produced like the one before mentioned from a fine

imposed upon the people of Phocis by the Amphictyones. Of

the Lydian dedications there remained only the iron stand of the

vase presented by Halyattes, made by Glaucus of Chius, who

invented the art of cementing iron (oacir/pbv KuWrime). That

which the Delphi named the navel of the earth was formed of

Avhite marble. Near it were statues of Hermione, by Cala-

mis, and of Eurydamus, general of the iEtolians, against the

Gauls
;

the former dedicated by the Lacedaemonians, the

latter by the .3£tolians. A brazen goat suckling two infants,

Philacides and Pliilandrus, was presented by the people of

Elyrus, a town in the mountains of Crete. There were also

a brazen ox, consecrated by the Carystii of Euboea after the

defeat of the Medes
;

statues of Apollo and Diana and of

some of the jEtolian commanders, presented by the iEto-

lians when they had defeated their neighbours the Acar-

nanes
;
20 statues of Apollo, sent by the Liparaei for having

taken as many Tyrrhene triremes, and a small Apollo dedicated

by Echecratides of Larissa, and said to have been the earliest

offering made to the god of Delphi. Next occurred a brazen

image of Sardus, sent by the people of the island Sardo : a horse

presented by Callias, an Athenian, who had enriched himself in

the Persian war : a Minerva, dedicated by the Achecans when

they took the city of Phana in iEtolia : an Apollo by the Rho-

dians of Lindus : an ass by the Ambraciotae, in memory of an

accident which had enabled them to defeat the Molossi
;
and

the representation of a sacrifice and procession in bronze, which

the Orneatae of Argolis had sent as a compromise for the execu-

tion of a vow, by which, when oppressed by the Sicyonii, they

had bound themselves to perform daily processions and sacri-

fices at Delphi, if they should succeed in driving the enemy from

their land. Hercules destroying the hydra, in iron, the work and
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dedication of Tisagoras, was much admired on, account of the

difficulty of executing works of statuary in that metal. Here also

were a lion in brass, presented by the Phocians of Elateia, when,

by the aid of Olympiodorus of Athens, they had defended their

city against Cassandrus king of Macedonia : an Apollo, dedi-

cated by the Massaliotce for a victory over the Carthaginians : a

trophy and an armed female representing iEtolia, sent by the

vEtolians when they had avenged upon the Gauls the atrocities

which these had committed upon the people of Callium : a gilded

statue of Gorgias of Leontium, dedicated by himself, and that of

Scyllis, a celebrated diver of Scione, which, together with the

image of his daughter Cyane, had been presented by the Am-
phictyones because Scyllis and Cyane had performed good ser-

vice to Greece against the fleet of Xerxes by means of their art.

But the statue of Cyane no longer remained, having been carried

away by Nero k Here was also a brazen head, sent by the

Methymnaei, in imitation of one made of olive-wood which

they had drawn out of the sea in their fishing-nets, and had

been instructed by the Pythia to worship under the name of

Bacchus Kt^aXX^v.

1 It would seem by the silence of

Pausanias, that among the statues

carried away were a celebrated

groupe mentioned by Plutarch and

Pliny, which represented Alexander

hunting a lion, and CrateTus coming

to his assistance, the works of Lysip-

pus and Leocrates, and dedicated by

Craterus.— Plutarch, in Alexand.

—

Plin. H. N. 1. 34, c. 8 ;
nor does he

notice the statue of twelve cubits

holding the prow of a galley, dedi-

cated by the Greeks for their naval

victories over the Persians, or the

gilded statue of Alexander the First

of Macedonia, which stood near it,

(Herodot. 1. 8, c. 122.) : all these had

probably been among those taken by

Nero.

END OF VOL. II.
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from the riven Afoloeis. and twentry stades thorn the temple/

ofJuno near' J^lateeo/.

C front of thes Lacedrxmonians in the second positron .

D front of the Athenians in the second position.

E front of the other Creeks in the second position .

F position of the Locedermonians on the dap of the battle/.

G position of theAthenians in the battle

.

H position of the Creeks irv the battle

.

Scale of Yards.
1000 ‘icoo 3ooo 4000

Khiilki

°r VuriencbL

M* Gavnitza

. tarcophagi1 '

\ fountain-

Plateea

Kokh la

bpr&
—
^ fojr ^

PLAT JE A
rp stepp and ruflfled slope deseendt from the flreat

summits almost to Aokhla and to the southern,

asiple of the 'walls of P/atoea
and the adjacent Country

^hewing the COURSES of the

AS OPUS & O EROK
and their branches

PtMlZ. m-.et cb. Published for the yluthor hp JPodwellNcw Bond StreetuB36.
J.Walker Sculpt.
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\ ylriderU Road

Inscribed Wall

M^NaupLii

MVlIyampcia

Jymna IJfonas&ry '»
I T.of 1‘rrtii a- i

DELPHI
The dotted. Square

shews the Extent of

the modem Vffleuje

Kastri.

*2000

J.8c CWalker. Sculp.
W.MZjrv.et d .

Published for the Author byIJtodwelL.NewBond Street.l836

.
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h°JQ . At JVeopfittra . (a Fragment.)

K A E SI

Z E Nil

A I A N

JV? 20. At Dk/rdAi

.

t K A

A p
M oya a a m a c i n rr

TON APXI EPEATOY
rAAoYGeoYAlONYCO
TON BCMlcTTA PX H N TT A
T POC BOILOTA PXOY
To; NO©eTH N<j>OJKA P

XH N AM<J)I KTYONAee
H KoAON 1TA N EAA H N

A

A PXONTA KAITACAAAAC
FTACACC NTH nAT P | A I

T£AeCA N TA A I TOY P f

I

ACKI NTYA I ATTAOYTA

XHHTYNHTONIAION
ANAPAEYNotACKAlAPe
THCeNCKeN AIONY
CoY € NTEMENei

<J.NetfierclifiLit?uy





pl. r.

AT
°2I. Ai VeAtja .

AYTO K PATOPAN EPBANKAIIA
A PX I EPEAME rilTONAH MAPXI
EIoYIIAI YTlATONTO A
TTATEPAn ATPIAOl H T7 O A|

T\ ©O P ESI N KAlfcj^AA BIOZZ
KAAPoZ KA iTcj^AA BlozAnA:

y A YTO K PAT

(

AlO'oAAlor
ItBHPONMAKPCINON

C 6 BA CTO N H BO
A H K AIO A HJWOC

X A I PCUNCOJN

. AM .TPIONAYTO BOYAO M (j> I AOCO

(J)
O N n A AT£i> N I KoN(J)A ABIOCAYToBoY

AOC TON TT POCM H TPOCT1 A T1 T"TO N

¥° 27. Alfuipu;r/ia .
(a Frapmentin the C/utrcA.)

ilEYXA PIZTHPION

K AI A^A A BlOSinilAAlANOZAF

j¥.‘72 . Ai Veliijet. .

A PX EBOYA

A

E YN I K I AA X.

of JJ7uu/lia-

.

E T » TAT Ptt I

A K PAT El A

A K PAT E I A A PTAM I Ao£
£o /lA I N A(

/KA I O E I OT /°

,/ ttetkerdftLithaa
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Pz. IT.

/V" J/t (‘oroneia

.

H BOYA H K

0 A
!7A PAAIONON A)

ITPATH r H Z A if
A PETHIEN EKEJN
KAI EYNol AITHI

TH N rToAl N

./V Y/ IsiVdt/Alft .

H PA BAZlAlAI
KAITHnOAEI A EBAAEilN

MENANAPcI XPHEI MoY
I E PHTEYIAZTT ENTAETHPIAA
EKTJENlAlilNAN E0HKEN
lEPHTEYoYZHITHirYNAI KOI
AYToYTT APHIIAZTHZoNAZlMBPoToY

Ar°30. /7i the Yard of\z Mosyue

,

XAPon l NilAPXONTOZ&OLflTolZAEBAAE
I . O I ZA E KA

OTTfoZ I KATI TETI EIAntf PA^ANTO
AIONYIoAIIPoI

in the 1-4-^Line is © EOAOTOI I FT I7A PXOZ

jV°3/ . dt Livadhiev

Tol I rroTH AEBAAE! H . IS • N EOI ANTPE<J)ANIo)

NIKAIANTEZI PPAZI H PAM BO lilTlAl P rAPXloNTo!

A E Zl PPJIZAY K PATE til PI A A PXloNTitN M YT/INOZ
OPAZftNiriEPITIMAZAYKPATElil.

<7 7iei7ierctz/t LUtuit/.-
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PL. VLT.

AT°3Z. J( Livad/iitt . (in the same place a^s 3oSc31 .)

KHOETIX. El KATA B EBAilNANTIG E
ON AEKAAPAXMAA.NEIAYTAXAEKA. .

.

M ENAYTil- ENTP|ATAAANTA-YntA-PP
KAI • KEAONftNBAIlAEY . KATA BA ... .

• O N YTT E P AYTo Z AYt/IA N E© El KE . . . TH2
APMol BA Eol . . . KAT ENI .AAZAAM
AT7EAAAN EYE KATA ... ANEO... . APTYPlil
PIXMNAZTH . .NAXOZ . OAEIMA PXoY.ilP. EY
EKKYTENloYTP. <|)AN|iII ENToNO . . YPoM
A - • KoYZAYo KA I A E KA TT E N
TE.AlZIILN loZTPI
APAXM 17 E NT E
..AMP. A o £ . A . .

koNEYANolAAZ olAO . o Z
EBAOMEIKoNTAAPAXMAI IAA£
AAMEATHN ANAPliZ
EYANolAAE ElKoN
APAXMAZ APrYPlil

KPATEIOZTANA rPHoZA E KAITAT H PA£
TT YOilN I KO £<}> I Ao K PATE
AEKALTATHPAinoYooNlKotTA N A
TPHoI <J>lAo K PATElo ITPI AKoNTA

API ZTinNo ZXAA Kl

AZ KAATTlAAA LEH NOAoTil
TEITATHPAI
EYANOI AAI
A PTYPIAN
ATAAo Z

There a,re set'eral Lines more?6nta-few letters only at the

l’eyinni/i<jr of each arepreserved

.

OZETHnoAlAEBAAEI
...AN. O ... .

.... PO . . . .

AEKAAPAXMA

TO ... P E<|>J1

PlilNO . .

Y. AZA E KA K

TTY . . INlKoZ<f» I AO

TTENTEZTA .

PoY .

KA A

J.Meltirrclgi LiihcQ-
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Pl t:m

.

A "31. On the One

/A/e Castle A til a/ J,t t’ettlAta .
near

tAe Cavern called t/uitaf'Troplumius,

In letrep' letters.

€ Y Bo AC A "31). ft 6/tripnt m the (hurt .

)

E T I K EVFAI
KOBO EPI t>E^^O/VI

Aro3

7

. AlSkripti :
(in the A1master//. )

IT .
K ..NAno . . ... A I TTA AEI AN

AN Ell . . EINTHTloAEinAPEI
AN no A . . . A PXo . . YnEPTAA no
AlOl A NTITENIA AIEYK P AT I

A AO KA(j)l IOA^PoIAPI imNOI
TlMoMElAoIKA^lIiaNoL

loYNAI Ko EZENoKAl A A
M NAll . . Nil<|>H A I Mo2L<j)l AO M El

XI A TE 1 1.1 A AO Z<|>l A I nnilMATP
KMAAIAAM ATP iNilElETOP E
NAI ..OlOloriTONoIEYPoY

(j)AilNAAMoTEAlOX. KA AO A
AAl(j)IAOM El A ill. H.KPATE I Z.

M E TA A I AOTOO MOAO TON . AP
NALIMoNOloriToNoI

KT E 11 I A OA PXO NTo 1Bo I SITY £
EPXoMENYlA EKAPAIXilEP
MAlilTToA EM APXlONTilN AN
Tl TENIA AO EY K PAT I A AO

KA<f>lloAiIP APlUTYlNoU
Tl MOM E|AXlKA(|)IHil No TL

TPAM MATIAAONTOITY
TTOA EMAPXYl.AlilNOYl.lil
KAAAI M EMOITY . . PAToN
EITPOTEYAOHAEE. N AO A
N IAO K AAAI K PAT Ell XloNloI
KAIAPEToE^IAo^ENlL AioY
IlAIoNToYNniilNoI
ANA PJ1N API ITlilNo 1.

01^1 . A PXEAAOOMOA EIXO - . .

ITEN I A AOOZoYMAXolAoYKil
NoZKAAAIilNAAUM YPIXXL

PilNAAoAPXoNToZ
A . . MElAIATPA^El . K A KO
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noAEMAPXOZMEN IlAOTl,

I

A

H MOLQTloYNTiJfLN . KA \ PilM A lO I O |

A I O N K ElTloNo .. . TlAHEloYlAloNToN
llElIA To Y HO O 1 Z J

A'
a
40. .// 77/eAe.f .

on a Sarcophagus, in ihe ('Ann-A p/ ’J TLnAo

On ihs oppostte ,?Ade o/tAe Jasne Snrcophappins

.

MA PM A P6H AI©OC7MI<})ePWAeN rACT© P \$ WTA
NH AYMONYn NONeXONTA KA .GN - . . CITTAPONTA
ONAH/AOCXPYCWCTecjjANU . . I MH

BO YA HTAYTON ETT PA ZETTA PH .
, OIC

KdITAl CWMAAEonToCAI
2WCI MOCYloCErPAS'-eToTAPr
6MnNoYN<feeN roMENHN AAEWC . . C.CCIAHPIaI

OCTlCAANToAMA©eC©AlN€KY NeiCeMENHAYN
X W Pi CToY nA I AO CT1AT e PoCo . ex Wsl KA TAJA CTPOC
a hj ceiTHTe noAti kai twtam tiw . . mypia

nAHPHCo<j)oPToCeCTlMolKAAU;cexei- keiTAl rAPNHAYN€lC
6mhnonha YMoCKAiToYAenAiAocnAicreru^CoNH AY
>lOOTPlToCAeHAIAoCNYNnATHPoZA>C»MoC riMYClNe€
WNTICMOIAOTU) KAICIN(j>YClN’HN- APeiTHTI Ctl CANOl >1 N

TH NEM H NMHTEAniAC0N0NA|TOMHT€KNu)NCTTo PA. AA
. Cr.6NC.OAOI . . TT AH P€I20N re NOC





TOKOI NONTilNTT EPITON
AIONYI, .TEXN I TJ7_N7\fLN

EN0HBAHAIOKAHNTIMO
iTPAToYAIONYlill
THIENB MEIllAlOKAHN . .

. M‘4-2. . Jt 7lubes, (>7i the stepsofthe Taste/7/ Tower.

TT I E P I A N IYNTEAOY N
iEYiinn 0YT0 MnPoiENO

EAYT-flNAlONYESlI APETHEENEKENKAI
EYNOlAEHN EX51N Al ATEAEI ElETEToYE
TEXNITAZ KA1TH LEI EToNOEON EYIEBEIAX.

\"4S At Thebes . at the Church o/t>v De/ru /y //os

.

E. n 1

IA KOYNAA H PillAI

IE P A<|>o PoC

neikailoapictlonoCzu;
A KAlcj) PC NOYCATHNANGH AO

ia/nahnonkahponomoicE
AIoICMH fTPoCH KfciNAlHAEA A
A6J/M haen IEANAETICBIACAMENoC
AiOlZH HMlANHMoYTAICPAArroTE
.... THeiClAHNAPIAEnTAKOCl

N Tills/ El 1. 1 EG

N°4S . At Thebes.

N°44. At Thebes.
in. the Church ofSttheorge

. AAAO IZ4>AY . .

. TEINOZAOTMA
BoYAHEKAiToY

AHMoYAPiETATTO
A ElTEY IAME
NO N

AY£i p PoE T PAAiaNo£
YPATOAAPoE&PEI Kl AA

OKoMoAfl.
.1 smalt \OloT ( o £
(Wumu iSoAaPioE

rta/uis here . I P P I AAO
/ISMMNI Ho£
APl£TlHo£

ITPoTioi

N EI 1XA PEITIAAO
AEZTTPol MNAlliT PATlol
ANTITENEIiNI Kl Hoi

MAN<|>iAirrioS:

«.
rNetkerrftfhitic9 .
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Pr,.xi.

ft - fP< . ft ffteftes /7/ the r//-e<rt 'lower.

AlONA E . . .W
/A PM ENEIAOY<p\
(TA ZT PATH TH £A NT!

H ZANTATTAEoN A
"TH £ANTA7TlNNVoYL>
|TIATEPAYh<()|I.AMENs
I AH Mo

,V?-Jr7. At '/ /tehees.

E n i

XA PEA APX1

A

T ?Si H PJLI

N?48. At
i/i the

\
Karr/hiher .

Church otSCGeoreee'.

ft' ° k9. Att fCnrr/Aitzu ; i7i the Vi/fcu/e

.

£<pl • • • UAIRPA ' API ZT fl N
Be/owa Ftcod in/wo/ete . un/ft sftm/heters

|_j ^
cot.cred //'hth ei 7/tdnfte st/yAtii/

efehi/t terted on the stone .

ft . ft it. AfJlu/y/ftt/tci : (// t/c Cft/777 h n/ () f ft, eore/r

.

f/7 fi/ Y>
'/'7Y7C/77U;7l/,S

.

true/. /

.

ANTIOYAPXO NToI atonogetoYn
TTOTTAIOYKOPN HAVOYToYnoTTA\OYY l OY i

M A IoYtxlN T P 1 ET H PiT N "L-flTHPlIlNn Pf^
A rroToY no A EMoYlE PATE YoNTOZAET<J
OZToYlfLTH POIOEOM N HIToYToYTTAPA
MO NO Yo I A E E N I KilN

Z AATl < ITH L
ON HIIMOIaEIANO lKOPilNEYE

K H PY^
IAOKAH Z in IKOKAEOY EOHBAlO L

ENK-nmiu ao riKai
,

no A YZENOXKA^IlOTlWoYAKPAIcpIEYl
ETTYLNTTOI HTHI

H PilToTENHITI PJ1T A P XoY0 E Z TT I EYZ
PA^iZ »AO I.

Frets/. 2 .

^ Jt/r/n/F/rrre/ArUdZt/A////.

xls. imehhzzylzik f
KIOAPIZTHZ

v

EPoK/THZinKAEoYZonoY n)
KIOAP-0. EPOZ i
TT T H PJIN

roPri ttttoZti y oYxaakiaeyiX
TPAriUAOZ V

kaeien k path.no zo h b aioz
KaMiEAilNIEPoZ
rroi hth ZTPArn.AniN

A 10 TEN H Z© EOA oToYGH B A I O

Z

no i hth zKaMYiAinN
n P/lTAPXoZn PYlTorENoYzOEzni EYE

Ton E n i Ni KioN
n pata PxoZn pilto tenoYzo eifti eyz.

ToNon AlTH NA.OToYTPonAloY
JM TlIXolAPlZTI oYOHBAlOZ J'

f|A j OV
tui/iTT/ftA/ftfttft

v.-n<-n-udJ.ititv
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P/.J71.

VI/. // / etrc/./iifZa in tA<

CA/tnA o/ ff (reoryr

.

.naPoYgh baioi x

|o N
noYakpa\<^>ieYi

niKion
^NAPoYOHBMOlf
I AOAIXO N
JoYAKPAt^lEYSLj
AOAIXON
|akpau|>ieyx
AAAION

’ AM ITT TToYAKPA
ITAAIoN

, //

/

itrAAi/ltr in /Ar li/fat/<*.

HTTOAl X.

A rAM H ITO PA
znrTYPoY
k pii a

. 1 "S3 . AtKiirSAiftn in theCAurcA o/AYdeon/r.

e rr

N I KO A AfLPA Kl PI A

NOAAEZIA lilthpixa

J °S4-. At AarAhifta : rn t/ic C/iurr/iofAY tAeorcte.

A I A K eTm EN O l . • P

:oyittoaeitaianateoeiks

/ TILT EL A TTOA AXLN ITIL 7TTIUIL . . TT

^AIEEI LKAOlLTlAIINEHAnmi A.A FT EN
ETEI PA APTY PIO Y ATT! KoYa PAXM AIAlLX!
AIAI A EAorMENoNEINAlToiTTEEYNEAPOlS.A

ILToYl. TTOAEMAPX0YI.T0I LETT! AA<j)l

A PXO NTOI TTPoElPH
J/out St) /tnes more, czZ/nost aAiitrrateA

IV?oJ. AtMenuU, : in. a CAurcA .

A noAAoAILPoX
TTA I AA TTL To 1

V°<50. A/ Minu/Ju on ft S/aA o/ wAile A/ttrife.

1/.TAet/icrcli/b Lilfuyr.-
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/7, xm

. ... NON EYKAEANA . PIKAE .EPITON

TOlilNAEANA P-fl.

N

E H POAl ZOTToTA N A YTj

Xo POlZ2:TH£_Al ENTHN I T Po TT A ION EAol<

ANEOHKEK .ElAHMOIMEIAilNOZHAilOEYl

epexohiiana PXLN E N I K A

ENETEAH 2.MENHT01LANArYPAZ.IOi. EXo P H PEI

. A I A M ENEIX4>A0ZH PE2.IBYPTI. TAIAAEKEY
OEIXHMArNOHNAEAlOHPEAABENPAAINOIPE
PEA.fl. KEN PATP1 A ElfU KA I MHT P I A I TAN AY PA
I.PANANKHiniXoYANAPPAIOElIEPTAETHr
. • O NXLN

JV°S8 . AtAthens ;

/// /As PVaM at /As Met/vpoA/saj/ CtutrcAx.

APATOEA PTHlOlBYAHl

N IKOMAXOZ E TTolH^EN

JV°39. AtAthens.

A(j) POA I II OI
Z Jll AOY

sl pun ioi

«/ Nethervlift Lrfhog
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pl.xt.

Xn6'2
. At Oropo. Xf63. At Oropo.

XP.Q.TAP10N IflllNIKIlI

ttapamonoy xaaoienoy

jV"6'4.At Oropo.

ATAOfLN
A M INIOY

X°0O . In a Chapel, ¥°6'6'./n. a Tower between

AAMn B I OTTO 1 h i r r a R + i a

,V°6r9.At Sktmataj-r , in a C/uincA .

En I A A I A I E TEl P I X

A

Iff70. In the Wall of'a Tower, nou’ a Church wear Tanoupra.

El KON AT HNAEANEOH KE^O PY ITAI
F A I EOT PlAKOIKHPYZNI KHIAIKAAoN
ATILNA AlOl. AAAOYITEAOAO<)>OP0.1
PTANOIIPOIIN El AON ATilNlAZ

EYOA BOYAEPATPAIALTYKAAONlTE<l>ANO

KA<j>»£lA£EFOE\£E

. PXONTOEMeiNOiirPOAPOMlilPPOTPlAKAAIEPE+A^IAAE

MAtaNOi AOANIXOtAaPOOiaEAEXEAEAOX© HTYAAMY
I MEN KHEYEPrETANTAtrOAIOlTANArPEIIlNA»OYS.KOPIAA

© . NEION AYTONKHEirONaiKHElMENAYTYirA^KHFY
INKHFI iOTEAlA N KHAS.^> A AlANKH A^OYAIAN KHPOAEMU
^A£KH KATATANKH KATAOAAATTA N KHTAA A A PANTA

AAY1 rPOIEN'

A E^kO N l P, $ A Eh IT*
0 I 0 N y <, 0 E

E V\ P/1/) V
3/It

J
J~.JYcffiardi/tZzthay.-





TifTA (J)IAElHONTO N

KPATIZTONTA MIE¥
IANTAAIIAITPI
BOYNONnPAITOP A

n p ezbe¥Iantak¥
nPOYA N0¥TT AT E ¥

Z A NTAAYKIA XTt A N

<() ¥-A I

A

£ H TT AT P I ZTO

E¥ EP T ETH N

N°74-. AtdeAui in. a ruined- OAurcA

.

£ AC MO I W
tpexeictnwpicena

. . . APOYAENTTOAAEC
. XPHCAMH NA N© E C I TT

POAI NO I C LT Ec|>A NO I CX PH
MENOLKATEN ETPY<|>HC

A OY C E M Y P I L ETOYTO • TT P EIT E

COnAYTA EOIAE- TTPOAWNO
X P H CTO C ETAKAl TEACONTOY
TOP E(TPWTE

Jff 7S; At Arfka ; in a. ruzneet CtmrcA

.





PL.xvm.

If? SO. In the Church, ofthe Afetohhi ofSlUicolaSj

on a. column ofcoarse while Alardie

.

. r^e

h

tyx h

A ruJNO© £ToY NTOCTioN
MerAAu) n kmcapilun
C eBACThajNMOYCtl

. N AVFh K A A A I K A I

. NOYTOYCtuTh P I

xoy. eni apxontoc
ATTh .MOYCtPwTOC^
n Y P<j>OPO Y NTOC AYTh
A PICTO KAeo YCTOYem KTA
rPAMM ATeYO NTOCAYPhAlBA
NOY7 CNtIK. NOIAt
CAA TT 1 KTH C nOY Ai AiocccpA
n itu n e<j>ecioc KhPYzTATFh
6YTYX HCTANArPAlOCPAtcu
AO CM. A Y P h OY kA ! POCTANArPAl
OC T7 YOi KOCA YAhThCM AVFh
lOYAlANOCTPinoAeiThC
nYOIKOCKIOAP! CThCAoY
rAl0CA!Al0CAA£5ANAP0C
K Y K A IOC A YA hTh C At AYTh
C6TTTIMIOCN CM CCl A NOCAN
TirtNIAhC KOAtON ANTIOXe YC
TPAriuAOCM AY(j)| AIOCA PTC
M I Auj POC KO PI N O IOC KtuMwAOC
M £ YT YXI ANO C Aoh N A IOC
KiO APoj AOCMA YPh AAc^AN
A POC N Cl KOM h ACYC
XO POYHOAeiTl KO Y AYTh Zu> C

I

M. I A N o c rA Y Kw NOC 0CCn I CYC
AlAnANTcu NMAYPh C6TTT!
>MiOC NCMtCl ANOCANT!
NIAhC koAu; N A NT ioX CYC

cf. NetkerctiftLiikoa.-
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PL.XX.

K°<9Z. AtAi akosui . on a. Pedestal in a private Souse.

MoYATTIOYN EIKIOYBOIWTAPXOYATToroNOt

MOYAniON TT A P A
MONONMOYAn lOY
B PAXAnAPAMON i A
NOYKAIAYPHAIAL
APEC KOY C HCYION
ErrONONMOYAni
oyhapamonoyka t

KOP A NHCnAYAHC
Ol A A EA<|)OlOYATl!OI
B PAXACT1 AYAAYTEIA

t B K Al^
jy°C)4- /n jams u/ali as R on* a loruy narrow

Stone ; tke inscription apparently complete.

ipANE©EKEN^e/3^
Rr°-9S. In Ike u>aZlofdie CAurcfr. ofSAuhe , on. a.portion ofan, ardutrare.

0 EOIHE B AITOI SI K.A ITHTTOAE-I THNKPH NHNKATATT

ETYOt KION1 ENOKPATHIKAI EY M APIAAI
KA ITH NTOYYAATOIEIIAr

JVfSS. At Aspra. Spitia*.

A PXO MTOCKAAA 1 5.TPATOY TPAM MATEYONTOLA E.TOYXY

OY IAENE ...fl . . . KAH. . A I
EAOZ£TAinoAEITil

TIKYPE - - AOM El H PA KA EO I IENOKPITOY.AM BPYXXIYI

TjfH POZ A I A N AX.^>AAEIAN TT POAl - - -

.

’

noA | ..AN KlAHKAtTAAAATIM

ITOIZ.AA . . I *S_rr
prtTAIITAinoAlOIYTTAPX

YOITAZTTPOZEN1AZA .... AAHPAKAEIAAIiENOKP • •

A PXONTOI KAA
TOYEN EN.OM

N EYOY
YA1AN
1TAAAAT!

M

A . XEl E TTY

TOYXY N EAPtOYA NT I . - - .

EIT ANTI K

tl NelAere&ftAAhoy:
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N°<97. Att/i.e Monastery of

ffastro . loilhtsr a <fa.r7a.nf

of Olive Icctves-

O A HMOIOA0HNAIAN
rr Y © I O I Z

N°£8 . At the same Monastery.
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y°101 . On co Stone lyiny in the Viltapeyffastro -

A M A P I ON N EFIUTAAl TlAAEINONTE
TEIMHMENONAO OTH ZKOPINOIX1N

BOV A H ZTEIMAI^BOYA EYT! KAIZKAI

ATOP A N O Ml KA IS A M A P IOZN E T\Sl T

nATHPKOPI NOlOZKAIlOYAlAAin AAH
A EAcj) HTON E AYTONYlONAnOAAnNi

TTYOlfL!

jV°102;AlKastrij on a column, in lieparlreo ofthe Churvlu.

A TA 0 HT YX H

TIB K ATTOA Y K P ATtl AN N A Y Cl K AA
THNKPAT1CTHN K A I A PX I EPEl A NTO Y KOI N O Y

TWN AXAIWNTI BKATTOAYKPATOY. APX|€P£u/C

KAICAAAAAPXOYA1A B 10YTO Y KO I NOYTitfNAXAMN

KAITI BKAAIorENeiACAPXiePElACToYKOlNOYTwN
AXA I U^N0 YTATEPA . . TOKO) NONTlijN AM(j>l

KTYONWN KAITOKOINONTWNAXAIWN
A P6THC6N6K6N

JV°103. From the Monastery ofStDemetriies JChavarv.

i sl i I

/V A A1 4
N°l’04-. AtI'palto ,

in the

Vestilule ofa Mosyne

.

AOYTPONMEN. P

N OIX EflN Y M<|> A I

ON htoixiayteihn
<j)ilEXAPl NH51a(
A PEAlOH KEYNO
H IIGYnTH PM E

M°lOS. In the same ptace

.

INSIGNI . C .C

. I ATR.0AE TA.®I BV.

TEGERRIMAELVCRETIAE .

AE-S©©E FOLIdSSlMAl

. Gl -BENEMERENTlEj
R.VS- PATRJj

A ETV Ka

t>TJV/t&icrdzftZiiAu><7 .
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